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PART II.

PSYCHOLOGICAL ETHICS.

INTRODUCTION.

I. TRANSITION.

The key to the ancient philosophy is found, as we have

seen, in a distinction which our language does not enable us

accurately to express : viz. between elvai and yiyvea-daL,
—Seyn

and Werden, — absolute existence and relative phenomena.

By unanimous agreement, the whole sphere of things was

competed for by these sole claimarts
;
and to adjust their

respective rights constituted the gi-eat problem of the Hellenic

schools. While Zeno and Parmenides put all their faith in the

real ontological ground of the universe, and disparaged pheno-
mena except as the manifestation of this, Protagoras made

phenomena every thing, and denied that they opened a way
to any ulterior region ; and Plato and Aristotle vindicated,

though in different ways, a place for both, and sought to de-

fine the relation between them. But, under every variety of

doctrine, this twofold distribution,—into that which ever is

and that which transiently appears^
—was assumed as ex-

haustive and ultimate. It was moreover omnipresent,

running through the whole realm of space and time, and

reappearing in all objects. There was nowhere any separating

line, and never any dividing date, on one side of which lay
the eternal entities, while on the other were the successive

phenomena ;
but both were blended in every nature, be it our

own, or be it external to us. The same Divine element which

constituted the beauty, truth, and goodness of the Cosmos,
VOL. II. B



2 INTRODUCTION.

sproinl into the hiniian nuiid and ostablishod there the con-

8ciou8 rocojxnition of iK'iiuty. truth, and ^(xxhioss. And the

snmo sori(>s of phononii>na which numifrsted itsolf in tlie sen-

sihh> <|unlitifs of nmtcrijil things tiniu'd
\\\>

in us under the

form of the eorrespontlinjj^ sensations. Thus, hoih nieniberH of

the division crossed over from the worM to man, or ratlier

were continuous througli all : the human being was but a part

and memlier of the universe, sharing its mixed character, of

ground ;uid manifestation, and in no wise standing to it in

any antithetic position.

The key to the modern philosophy is found in quite a

ditTerent distinction, viz. tliat between the subjective and

objective,
—between the mind, as constituted seat and principle

of thought, and the scene or data assigned it to think. To

determine what belongs to the Ego and what to the non-Ego
is the great problem of recent times : the answer to which is

idealistic, or realistic, in proportion as it gives ascendency to

the former or to the latter as the source of our cognitions. At

the one extreme stands the doctrine which reduces our seem-

ing universe to a mere phenomenon of one's self,
—an appear-

ance Avitliin us turned up by the living laws of our own
mind. At the other extreme stands the doctrine which re-

gards the self as a mere phenomenon of the universe,—a

pulsation from the tide of reality breaking into consciousness.

The former of these doctrines may succeed in completely dis-

believing everything beyond the Ego, of which all else may
be treated as the dream : but the latter cannot similarly

annihilate the Self, and merge all belief of it, in the objective

world ; the very doubt or denial of self being an assertion of

self, and involving an act of logical suicide. Both, however,

agree in attempting, from one of the poles of our knowledge,
to extinguish the other, or at least to depreciate it as merely

dependent and derivative, existing only as the reflection of

the first. While the cne raises the Ego to autocracy, the

other sinks it into a necessary phenomenon. In this last

light, it may be regarded as determined into existence either

from God. or from Nature, according as we seek our dpxr] in

an ontological principle, or in physical laws. If from God, we
take the pantheistic track, never far from Spinoza ;

if from
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Nature, we take the pamphysical, within sight of Comte :

in neither case leaving any room for the conditions of moral

agency, viz. a well-grounded distinction of better and worse,

a real authority in the former, and a free personality to give
or to refuse its rights. These varieties of unpsychological

theory we now leave behind.

In recent years another theory has come to the front, with

claims of so high an order, both from its internal coherence and

the external authority of great names, that it is important to

find the right place for its adequate discussion. ^Ir. Darwin
in his

' Descent of Man,' Mr. Herbert Spencer in his
' Data of

Ethics,' and Mr. Leslie Stephen in his
' Science of Ethics,'

have successively and at last elaborately applied the doctrine

of animal evolution in general, and ' natural selection
'

in par-

ticular, to explain the genesis of human Morals out of prior

conditions that were unmoral. As the process which they de-

scribe is, in their view, only the latest section of a develop-
ment that indefinitely preceded all conscious life, their theory
would seem to fall, no less than Comte's, under the category
of Physical systems, and so to demand our next attention.

But it differs from the unpsychological schemes in this ; that,

though it links the moral phenomena to the physical in one

unbroken chain of causality, it allows that we have internal

cognisance of the one, and external of the other ;
so that,

while Nature is monistic, our knowledge of it is dualistic.

Hence, our process of learning may start from cither end :

from the cosmical laws of the outward sphere, or from

introspective study of ourselves
;
and while one expositor of

the method of evolution may work consecutively downward
from physiological data, another may work analjiiically

upwards from psychological experience, laying aside the

diticrences as he goes, till the moral becomes the useful,

and the useful the pleasurable, and the pleasurable the

necessary ;
and at last the two advocates meet half way and

find that they are saying one and the same thing. We cannot

say that a doctrine thus elaborated is
'

unpsychological.' On
the contrary, it usually begins with the psychological precon-

ception that, in the individual, the ethical sentiments are

derivative from other feelings and ideas, e.g. of sympathy, of

B 2
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Itenuty, of aelf-rojj^aitl. so as (o l»t' ivsolvaMo into a generic

UTin ; ami is tlu-n extended, 1)}' help of some law of heredity,

to the inward life of parents and ancestors, and turned out

conipU'te in the form of a hypothetical psychology for the raeo

or a catena of races. How are we to test this imagined history 'i

One condition is at all events indispensalde ;
wo nnist bo suro

of the ultinuite phenomena, viz. the existing moral conscious-

ness, of which this story undertakes to render account: to

pronounce upon the ade(|uacy of the cause, we must accurately

estinuite the etfoct. Else, the causality, however truly put on

record, may give account of the wrong thing. Since, therefore,

we must carry with us a clear and correct insight into the

contents of our present moral affections and beliefs, I shall not

take up the consideration of the evolution doctrine, till wo
have scrutinised the phenomena to be evolved.

ir. POSTULATES DISCUSSED.

It must not, however, bo supposed that the ethical conditions

are fultilled by merely crossing over into psychological theory.

Egoistic doctrine also misses them, so long as it remains at its

own centre, believes in nothing beyond the self, and lies under

the disabilities of every system of Monism. Fichte's Idealism

reduces moral obligation, as well as everything else, to a mere

modification of Self
;
in making the mind universal lawgiver,

makes it also its own ; and thus dissipates the very essence

of imperative authority, which ever implies a law above and

beyond the nature summoned to obey it. Without objective

conditions, the idea of Duty involves a contradiction, and its

phraseology passes into an unmeaning figure of speech. No-

thing can be hinding to us that is not higher than we
; and to

speak oi onepart of self iraposliig ohligation on anotherpart,
—

of one impulse or affection playing, as it were, the god to

another,—is to trifle with the real significance of the sentiments

that speak within us. Conscience does not frame the law, it

simply reveals the law, that holds us
;
and to make everything

of the disclosure and nothing of the thing disclosed, is to

aflirm and to deny the revelation in the same breath. It
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is an inversion of moral truth to say, for instance, that

honour is higher than appetite, because we feel it so
;
we

feel it to be so, because it is so. This 'is,' we know to

be not contingent on our apprehension, not to arise from

our constitution of faculty ;
but to be a reality irrespective

of us, in adaptation to which our nature is constituted,

and for recognition of which the faculty is given. A
system, therefore, which disowns all I'eality outside the

mind and resolves everything into a subjective dream,
is not less inconsistent than the schemes we have exa-

mined with the necessary basis of an ethical philosophy.
While those fail to provide the subjective free 'poicer, this

excludes the objective given conditioyis, indispensable to

the problems of a moral being. It is clear then that, in

order to reach a real gi'ound of obligation, it is not enough,

though it is essential, to justify a psychological method

against an unpsychological. It is further necessary that

our psj^chology should be dualistic in its results, recognis-

ing, as in its doctrine of perception, so in its doctrine

of conscience, both a Self and an other than Self In

perception, it is Self and Kature: in morals, it is Self

and God, that stand face to face, in the subjective and

objective antithesis. I am deeply persuaded that no mo-

nistic scheme, whether its starting-point be Self or Katui^e,

or God, can ever intei'pret, without distorting or expunging,
the facts on which our nature and life are built

;
and who-

ever will take this clue in his hand, and try it patiently
while exploring the labyrinth of speculative systems, will

save himself, I believe, many a perilous entanglement,
and at his very ingress possess a conception of its ground-

plan and its paths which not many evince even at their

egi-ess.

What then, in accordance with this view, is the essence of

a psychological method? (1) It not only assumes reflective

self-knowledge to be possible, but gives it precedence, in

ethical relations, over other knowledge, and proceeds thence

into the scene around : and (2) it not only begins from the

self-conscious man, as the better known, and treats the pheno-
mena so found as genuine phenomena ;

but accepts also what-
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over these phenomena cany; and if they inijjly in tlieir very

nature certain objective assumptions, these reports, as con-

tained within tht> known phenonu>na, it trusts as knowledji^e :

in t)lher words, it helieves in the inner experiences not simply
JUS appearances witliin us, but, where they oHer testimony, as

witnesses of realitii's without us. Adopting this method, we

deny that in the cognisance of ourselves we arc cognisant of

nothing hut ourselves ; and maintain, on the contrary, that

self could never bo kno>vn except in the apprehension of what

is not self. On these fundamental positions wo must say a

few explanatory words.

The possibility of psychological .s('(/-knowledgc wc have

already sutHciently vindicated against the objections ofComtc;
and it is the less necessary to adduce any further plea on its

behalf, because the objections against p.sychology cannot be

stated except in psychological terms, or understood without

appeal to that self-consciousness which they disparage. Are

we not coutinuaOy telling our own thoughts and feelings and

purposes ? Then is it not ridiculous to assert that we cannot

know them ? and if we know them, it is assuredly not by
outer testimony or any use of eyesight that we discern them,

but by the inner vision of reflection. What then is the matter

with this sort of apprehension 1 Axe they not real fads that it

shows us ? Is it not true that the sense of shame is different

from the sound of thunder, and the comparison of triangles

unlike the aspiration of prayer 1 and if such things be true, is

it of no consequence to notice them, and to lay out in order

the several classes of mental phenomena according to their

felt afhnities 1 or would it be better to wipe out the distinc-

tions that separate each affection of mind from all the rest, and

blur into an indeterminate mess perception, reasoning, imagina-

tion, passion? Unless this be maintained, it must be allowed

that classification of phenomena is practicable, beneficial, and

inevitable, on the basis of self-consciousness. Will it then be

contended, that at all events no Law can be discovered in this

way ? A law is simply a rule or ascertained order of succes-

sion among phenomena, whereby one becomes the premonitory

sign of another. Is there then no rule of order among the

phenomena of the mind ? Can we assert them after their kinds,
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and yet not read and mark them in their series ? Is there no

traceable consecution in the process of reasoning % no intellec-

tual method in scientific induction ? no ground of expectation

in the repetitions of habit ? An inner mental order, legible to

the same eye that deciphers the mental classes, it is clear there

must be. It may or may not be true that it stands in relation

to a corresponding outer and physiological order
;
but even

this cannot be ascertained, unless both series are susceptible

of separate notice and of mutual comparison. The relations

of the inner phenomena inter se may or may not be of less im-

portance than their relation, as a system, to another system
in the physical world

;
but they must be open to self-observa-

tion, and be at least of some moment, secondary if not primary.
So that, were psychology destined merely to adorn an ulterior

triumph of physiology, and to bleed to death at the altar of

materialism, it must at least be possible, and even actually

exist. Meanwhile, it cannot be pretended that, to the inner

system of relations as hitherto ascertained, any corresponding
outer series has at present been discovered : such discovery, if

conjecturally possible, is prospective and h^'jDothetical ;
and

we are left to the inner laws of purely mental succession

which the psj'chologist registers, and which others, if they can,

may supplement by future related disclosures.

The other position, that we psychologically know more

than ourselves, may appear at fii'st less modest and harder

to sustain. Yet why should it do so? What is the lurking

assumption that suggests a doubt of it ? No other than this,
—

which is the standing snare of all philosophies,
—that like

alone can be known by like, thought by thinking, self-light

by the self-eye. In accordance with this prejudice it is con-

tinually said that by our consciousness we learn nothing but

our own 'ideas,'
—that these are at least our only first-hand

and secure possession,
—that we can never tell how far an

external world corresponds with these, or in what way things

so dissimilar as the outer and the inner sphere can stand

related to each other. So entirely gi-atuitous is this as-

sumption that it needs only be challenged, to disappear ;

and the opposite thesis,
—that what is known must be some-

thing unlike the knower,—would be at least as easy to
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«loft'n«l. The first function of intcHl^j^onco is to construo, not

it.solt*. but the scone in which it is phiced, and approliond its

various contents; the oyo spos, not vision, l)ut li«j^ht; the ear

lu'urs, not auscultation, but vibratory sounds ; the nnnd na-

turally conteu»]>lates, less its own forms than the matter {j^iven

it to mouUl ; ami, oven in the effort of introspection, is obliged
to stand otf at some distance from the phenomenon it views,

and imj^ose a ditierence at least of apace or time. Our «c(/-

knowledge is the secondary accompaniment of other know-

ledge ; inseparable indeed from all our mental action, but not

the end on which it is directed ; proceeding pa7't passu with

our advance among the objects and changes of the universe,

but rather as the collateral shadow than as the main figure of

the movement. That we seem to ourselves to have cognisance
of external things is undeniable ; and the more closely we

study the phenomena of perception, the more does every pos-
sible plea disappear for distrust of this primary judgment.

Subjective knowledge and objective are correlative, and ne-

cessarily go together: the same act which reveals the Ego
reveals no less the non-Ego ; with the extinction of the one

must vanish the other, and Nihilism ensue, which, like

Silence, you break and destroy by affirming it. On the

simple testimony of our perceptive faculty, then, we believe

in both the perceived object and the perceiving self. This

dual conviction rests on the axiom, that we must accept as

veracious the immediate depositions of our own faculties, and

that the postulates without which the mind cannot exert its

activity at all possess the highest certainty. I ask no more

than this on behalf of our ethical psychology. To the im-

plicit beliefs secreted within our moral consciousness let

precisely so much be conceded as we readily grant to the

testimony of perception, and it will appear that, in learning

ourselves, we discover also what is beyond and above our-

selves. If then we can but state accurately the essence of the

moral sentiments, and find the propositions they assume, we
reach the last resorts of theoretic truth.

This statement may perhaps be met by a hypothetic diffi-

culty. Suppose that the postulates of one faculty should turn

out contradictory to those of another
;
what becomes of the
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reliance due to both? If, e.g. external observation should

imply or exhibit succession without causality; and if the

inner exercise of will should enforce belief in causality with

or without succession
; or, if the one should teach universal

necessity, and the other human freedom
;
which has claim to

our assent? I reply, each is to be dictator in its oiun sphere,

and no further
;

—
perception, among the objects of sense,

—
conscience, as to the conditions of duty : and for this plain

reason, that neither has any jurisdiction or insight with regard
to the realm of the other. Moral objects cannot be tasted,

seen, or heard
; nor are sapid, visible, audible objects ap-

preciated by the moral sense. And hence it will turn out

that the contradictions alleged between two separate faculties

are only apparent : the postulates will really be distinct and

never meet
;
the opposition will be merely negative, amount-

ing not to a confutation, but to simple absence of evidence.

Thus, the causality which volition compels us to believe,

outward observation merely fails to detect ;
which is by no

means wonderful, since it is not an object of sense at all.

If we insist on framing our doctrine of causation out of the

resources, of external perception, and forcing the result on our

internal experience ;

—
if, that is, we derive it from the vega-

tion of evidence, instead of from its only positive store ; we
shall naturally obtain a mere empty and sceptical product,

which om- personal consciousness will really contradict. But

the denial in such case is not put on any postulate of nature ;

it is put upon the privative doctrine, the vacancy which we
have invented out of a mere silence of nature. The positive

attestation of any faculty is to be held valid against doubts

springing from the mere limitation and incompetency of

another: as the ear is not qualified to contradict the eye, on

the ground that the light is inaudible, neither is the per-

ceptive power entitled to question the depositions of the

moral, on the ground that the distinctions of right and wrong,
and the essence of binding authority, cannot be conceived and

expressed in terms of the senses. If this rule, which surely

recommends itself to the common reason, be carefully ob-

served, it will be found that our nature condemns us to no

real contradiction
;
but only leaves us to struggle against that
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sluiji^ish nn<l scojitical ropiiixnnnco with which each h)wor

faculty is apt (without the smalh'st rij^ht) to iv«j^ai(i the wit-

ness of the higher. Ajj^aiiist /A(f/ tendency, to invcit the order

of psychoh)<,Mcal juris»Hction and carry our doctrinal appeal

from an ujtper court to an inferior, in other words, to frame

u philost)phy, not from our insight but from our incapacity,
—

it is impossihlo to be too much on our guard. It is humili-

ating to think how large a proportion of the speculative sys-

tems of the world have arisen from no worthier a propcnsion

than that which tempts dulness to disbelieve the inspira-

tions of art, ease to see no misery, and the material faculties

to treat as romance the thirst for ideal perfection.

In thus speaking of different
'

faculties,' and distribut-

ing among them the possessions of the human mind, I have

deliberately used the language of the older psychology, with-

out, however, forgetting the criticism it receives from writers

of the most recent school. So far as they simply protest

against regarding the human mind as an aggi'egate of com-

partments or detached chambers in which, as in a government

office, different agents exist for the transaction of different

business, their criticism may serve a useful purpose, wherever

it finds a person w^ho needs it. But the departmental con-

ception of our nature may be discarded in favour of either of

two substitutes. The mind may be regarded as a mere sum-

total of individual phenomena, to be counted, sorted into

parcels, and regimented into series, so as to be in itself a

multiplicity, simplified only by the observer. Or, it may be

treated as a living unit, putting forth all its phenomena out

of an identity of its own. If the older doctrine is rejected on

behalf of the former, it is a change for the worse: if in the

interest of the latter, I shall not deny that the end is good,

though the means adopted are excessive and superfluous.

Let us hear what is said, and endeavour to save the truth

which it may contain :

' The theory,' says Mr. Leslie Stephen,
' of an autonomous

or independent conscience, of a faculty which exists as a

primitive and elementary instinct, and which is therefore

incapable of further analysis, appears to be equally untenable.

I agree, indeed, that here too we have an inaccurate statement
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of a highly important truth. The theory needs the less dis-

cussion because it is part of an obsolete form of speculation.

Nothing is easier than to make out a list of separate faculties,

and to call it a psychology. The plan had its negative ad-

vantages so far as it was in useful antithesis to an easy-going

analysis, which was too quickly satisfied with explanations
of complex mental phenomena. At the present day no one

will deny the propriety of rigidly cross-examining the claims

of any instinct to be an ultiuiate factor in the organisation.
The difficulties which apply to all such speculations (as, for

example, to the phrenological theory of separate organs) arc

not diminished in the case of conscience. When we take into

account any theory of evolution, they are greatly increased ^'

This supercilious treatment of the principles of mental classi-

fication prevalent from the days of Plato to our own is the

more remarkable, because its author himself is continually

resorting to them with the mere change of the word '

Faculty
'

into 'Instinct:' in the very next page he tells us what hap-

pens when ' a separate instinct
'

meets with ' a conflicting

impulse ;

'

and says that '

it is supreme within its own pro-

vince, but has to struggle because it is pai-t of a complex
whole which can only act in one way at once, though
accessible to a variety of stimuli.' The dificrence between a

list of separate instincts and ' a list of separate faculties,' I am
unable to appreciate. If no more is meant than that it must

not be assumed, without rational warrant for the arranofe-

ment, no writer whose credit is worth preserving will be hurt

by the imputation. I advert only to the sweeping attack

upon the principle of classification. Whether the conscience

in particiUar is entitled to rank among the separate faculties

is quite another question, which will in due time present itself

for consideration.

Meanwhile, what are we to understand by different
' Fa-

culties
'

in our nature ? ]\^ot any separate agents, though we
are unavoidably led at times into language of personification,

as when we attribute to them '

contfict,'
'

struggle,'
'

authority.'

No one who has treated of the '

understanding,' of '

percep-

tion,' of
'

imagination,' ever regarded these as distinct efficients

^ The Science of Ethics, chap. viii. i, 4, p. 314.
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shut up in cooxisttmce within one containing being. Nor

ivirjiin, juv wo to untlorstand nicrolv aents of unlike Fcdiixff^.

If it wero only that '/'f<u////' always denotes an (tcfirifif,

'

FnliiKj' a jxisslflttf, wo shoulil have to resort, in this field,

to the word '

Kimccjitihillti/.' But, besides this, mere unlikenem

is not sutlicient to refer feelings to distinct heads of susccpti-

hiliti/. As felt, the taste of anchovy resembles that of a

strawberry as little as it resembles the affection of blue

colour ; yet the two llavours are both referred to one head,

ami separated from vision as anotlier. Had we to arrange
the sensations purely by themselves, as they exist in con-

sciousness, I see no reason to believe that they would fall

into their present classes : the fivndanientum divislonis in

virtue of which they are visual, tactile, &c. is their mediation

by diflerent local organs, not their interior similarity and

dissimilarity ;
and we reckon as many kinds of susceptibility

as we have external causes and sensory organs of feeling.
' Faculties

'

(if the word be widened so as to cover the sus-

ceptibilities too) are distinct functions of one and the same

organised Self or Person : active, if modes of the undivided

personality ; passive, if modes of the divided sensory orga-

nisation : giving us, in the latter case, what I have called sus-

ceptibility ; in the former, faculty in the narrower and exacter

meaning. But in all instances, the proper subject, that which

acts or is acted on, is not the faculty or the organ, but the

Unitary Eyo. This Ego knotvs ; the Ego luills ; the Ego/eeZs;
three functions, of which the last alone is passive. For the

distinction of these functions it is not necessary that they
should never go together ;

and they are in fact usually, though
not inflexibly, concomitant: thus, in PercejAion (of the exter-

nal), the fii'st and third are found
;
we not only have a sensa-

tion, but gain a cognition: not the eye and ear, but the ^oGs

opa, Kous OLKovii : in Attention, the first and second are found
;

for it is an act of voluntary thinking, from which is insepa-

rable a cognition of the object as distinct from the thinking

subject to which it is present : in suffering a sudden hurt, the

second and third are found
; for, along with the pain incurred

(say from a blow or burn) is the protective act of either resist-

ing the assault or retracting the limb. Were the whole of
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these concurrences invariable,—did they never shift in their

partnerships and their intensities,
—we should never disentangle

the functions from each other. But their components, though

hardly known to us as solitary, disengage themselves into

view because they do not vary as each other: each in turn

may immensely preponderate in some particular experience :

I may be affected by a feeling so absorbing as virtually to

submerge thought and action
;
or may think some arithmeti-

cal truth which in effect leaves will and feeling alone
; or,

under some instinctive impulse, may act without thinking,

and at least with more or less of feeling through a considerable

range. It is because the functions are thus capable both of

meeting and of parting, that they come into view before us as

different.

Hence it is easy to see what is meant by the jurisdiction

or province of each. In the self-conscious nature of man, the

knowing function is never absent from either of the other

two, as it may be in the inferior animals. There can be, with

us, no kind of imlling, and no kind of feeling, that is wholly
without cognition. But one kind of feeling,

—be it of the

senses, of the imagination, of the affections,
—and one kind of

volition,
—be it of appetite, of compassion, of reverence,—may

carry with it a certain part of the area of ideas
; another may

carry a different part. The portion allotted to it is its sphere
of cognition, and measures the range of its jurisdiction. It is,

therefore, quite conceivable that, however closely questioned,

it may have nothing to say to the cognitions belonging to

another field.

Now a true psychologj'' will assign these several areas cor-

rectly; a false psychology will deny or mix them. And the

test of correctness can be found only in the heterogeneous or

homogeneous chai'acter of the ideas. The interpreter who
claims a single source for ideas now plainly differentiated,

must himself get rid of the differences by showing their gene-

sis, as Mr. Darwin shows his tumbler and carrier and cropper

pigeons to be actually sprung from the rock-pigeon ;
and must

not fancy his case proved by a mere hypothetical psychology,

asserting that conceptions now irreconcilably contrasted were

once in their germ the same.
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Wluicvcr wei;^h8 those considerations will not bo disposed
to tlisniiss as uincliablo the cautionary rule, that wo are to

limit the jurisdiction of each faculty to its own class of cases.

In order to apply this cantdd with success, and repose a

rijjhtly graduated trust in the testimony of our several fa-

culties, we must evidently be able to know them from each

other. If we slur their boundaries, we confuse their authority
and cannot assign to each its due. Still more, if we deny their

boundaries, and by analytical legerdemain resolve the sepa-

rated realms into one, -sve shall force a provincial law

over a whole spiritual world, and at the end of our research

find the truth dissipated which we hold at the beginning. This

is far from being an imaginary danger. There are many ethi-

cal systems, wdiose authors commence from a psychological

starting-point, and are willing to accept the answers delivered

in to our self-interrogation ;
but which, by some false turn in

the examination, elicit misleading replies, and confound the

identity of our mental phenomena. They make out perhaps to

their own satisfaction, that the Ttwral differences which they
are engaged in cross-questioning are only sensational differ-

ences under skilful disguise ; or, it may be, intellectual differ-

ences in an emotional form
; or, again, aesthetic differences

brought with an alias into court. Should such suspicion be

well founded, it evidently affects most seriously the w^eight of

the testimony given. With their disguise the witnesses lose

also the authority which it lent to them, and descend to the

level of the real character detected in them. If the conscience

is but the dressed dish of some fine cuisine, if you can actually

exhibit it simmering in the saucepan of pleasure and pain, the

decorous shape into which it sets, ere it appears at table, can-

not alter its nature or make it more than its ingredients ;
its

rights drop down to the claims of Sensation, beyond which all

is garnish and pretence. If it be, as others insist, only the

scientific Understanding in a judicial mask, then, when its

features are laid bare, they look at us with the logical per-

suasiveness of demonstration or probability : the right and

•wrong becomes simply the true and false, and should be re-

garded with no dissimilar affection. If,
—once more,—it be

only the Artist-faculty applied to the voluntary life of men,
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the imaginative contemplation of ideals,
—then are the claims

of Righteousness simply those of Beauty; the difference is

abolished between the ayadbv and the kuKov
;
and we should

aspire to a pure and just mind on the same grounds that make
us wish for a comely person. If these results fail to satisfy

the whole feeling of which they profess to display the con-

tents, it becomes important to show the fallacy of all such

delusive equivalents, and, by vindicating the independent
character of our moral perceptions, to rescue them from alien

control, and justify the sense of higher and even supreme

authority which they carry with them.

Thus does ethical theory on all sides involve psychological

discrimination. Entering on this process, we might follow

either of two methods. We might first review the several

attempts to evolve the moral from the unmoral phenomena of

our nature
; prepared either to rest in any one of them that

may really fulfil its promise ; or, in case they should all fail, to

invite the conscience itself to declare its ouni jisychology. Or,

we might invert this order : having fii'st defined the inner facts

of conscience itself, with the best precision we can attain, we

might then compare with the Idiopsj/chological Ethics, so

obtained, the several attempts to find the phenomena under

other categories, by advocates of this or that scheme of Hetero-

psychological Ethics. The latter arrangement has the decisive

advantage of compelling us, at the outset, to visit the moral

consciousness in its own home, to look it full in the face, and

take distinct notes of the story it tells of itself. And not till

we have thus gained a definite intimacy with its real contents,

can we have any just measure of aberration by which to try

the claims of professed equivalents, I propose, therefore, to

hear, in the first instance, what the Moral Sentiment has to

say of its own experience ;
and then, to let other faculties

advance each its special pretensions to be the original patentee

and source of supply. Thus will the Idiopsychological Ethics

immediately follow the Unpsychological which we have left

behind, and precede the Heteropsychological which remain for

notice
;
with the effect of placing the positive construction of

doctrine at the centre, midway between two wings of critical

analysis. The theories inviting examination under the final
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hojul are fairly ivduciMo to three. Tlie scliemo of Epicurus
and Ix'utlmni. which elicits the moral nature from the .sentient ;

that of C'uthvorth. Clai'ko. and Price, which makes it a depen-
deucv on the rational; that of Shafteslturv and llutcheson,

which identilies it with the asthetic, practically exhaust the

varieties of doctrine; all others bein^ mixtures or modifications

of these leading tyjios. For, besides the sensitive, the cogni-

tive, and the admiring capacities of the mind, there exists no

other into which the ethical can be resolved.



BOOK I.

IDIOP SYCROLOQ ICAL ETHICS.

CHAPTER I.

FUNDAMENTAL ETHICAL FACT.

The broad fact, stated in its unanalysed form, of which we

have to find the interpretation, is this : that, distinctively as

men, we have an irresistible tendency to approve and dlsap-

jtrove, to pass judgments of right and wrong. Wherever appro-

bation falls, there we cannot help recognising merit : wherever

disapprobation, demerit. To the former wc are impelled to

assign honour and such external good as may express our

sympathy, and to feel that no less than this is due : to the

latter we award disgrace and such external ill as may mark

our antipathy, with the consciousness that we are not only

entitled but constrained to this infliction. So habitual is this

manner of thinking, that the very word in which we sum up
its contents,

—the wordMurals,—means habits, customs; and so

does the Greek word Ethics ; and so the German, Sitten. These

terms, no doubt, might be accounted for in either of two modes :

as expressing simply what has happened to become usage, and

merely on that account is valued and insisted on by us
; or,

as expressing that which, being insisted on by the inner de-

mand of human nature, is exacted from us all and made into

our usage. Between these opposite orders of interpretation we

can have no difficulty in deciding, if we consider: (1) that the

customs of a race can never be treated as fortuitous data, out

of which, as already there, the most essential characteristics

and affections spring ;
but must themselves be the outward

product and manifestation of the inner life, and give the most

VOL. II. C
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accurate (U'tenniiiation of its form ; and (2) that, as if in pro-

tost against any identification of morality with niero cuMom-

nn'?}<v.s\ thi- words whicli begin together part company at the

sight of cu^itom« thdt are immoral; and as soon as the evil

we eondemn ceases to bo exceptional.
—as soon as we encoun-

ter the shock of an cMdhlishcd wivkctlnesa,—we refuse to give
it the name consecrated to the j)rior usages, and condemn it as

an ortence. Nor is it to our feeling anything less than mon-
strous to maintain, that what w^e call falsehood or selfishness

coidd. by any midtiplication or perpetuity, change its character,

and in becoming ut^udl, become also onoral. It is, therefore,

because the sentiments of right and wTong are the cluirdcter-

istics of human nature, that the system of action which they
call up receives the name of Moines, or established ways.

Language is the great confessional of the human heart, and

betrays, by its abiding record, many a natural feeling which

would escape our artificial inspection ;
and it is better worth

interrogating than the mixed product of our spontaneous life

and conventional opinion. And the fundamental fact to which

we are referring receives further light from another class of

terms, in which we characterise it from within instead of from

without, and speak of it as it is felt in itself, rather than as it

looks in its effects. As a spectator of men on a theatre of

character, I speak of their Morals ; as an agent, uttering the

corresponding consciousness secreted at my own centre, I

speak of my Duty. The word, I need not say, expresses that

there is something which is due from me,—which I oive,
—

which I ought to do. Nor perhaps is it insignificant, that the

tenses of this verb have lost their distinction, and one alone,

and that the past, is made to serve for all
;
as if to show that

obligation escapes the conditions of time, and is less a phe-
nomenon than an essential and eternal reality, which, however

manifested at the moment, is not new to it. In any case, the

word expresses the sense we have of a debt which others have

a right to demand from us, and which we are bound to pay.
And here we have another term, still more expi-essive of the

inward feeling characteristic of a moral being: there is, it

seems, something that hinds,—in Latin, obliges us,—puts a

restraint on the direction of our will, yet not an outward
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restraint upon its power, but an interior restraint from shame

and reverence. The same meaning may be found in all the

language of law and ethics : within, a binding,
—without, a

rule of usage. I am aware that these subjective words denot-

ing obligation might be explained away, by the same process

of inversion already applied to the notion of customs. It

might be said that men, having set up a usage, enforce it upon
each separate agent, and tie him down to its observance ; and

that this external necessity put upon him is all that the word

Duty originally expressed. The question involved in this

evasion must be reserved for future treatment. At present I

will only remark that it is a mere hypothetical artifice, to

explain the individual's sense of inner obligation by the social

imposition of an outer constraint
; that, to our actual con-

sciousness, the authority of duty seevis to be independent of

what the world may say of us or do to us ; and that it is at

least as plausible to maintain, that the law we impose on

others is the externalisation of that which overawes ourselves,

as vice versa. The truth is, I apprehend, that both factors,

the felt inner binding on ourselves, and the enacted outer

restraint upon our fellows, are parallel and concurrent expres-
sions of the same nature

; neither is before or after the other :

and so long as we dispute whether it is the individual consti-

tution that makes the world, or the world that makes the

individual constitution, the controversy will spin an endless

round. The action and reaction are infinite ;
and the real

question is, how is constituted, and with what inspiration is

endowed, that humanity which has its unity and complete-

ness, not in the lonely mind, but only in the individuals of, a

kind, raised by their whole system of relations into types of'

the nature which they represent.

i. ITS CONTENTS DEVELOPED. ^
§ 1. Objects of Moved Judgment.

With a view ta determine the precise significaJiRj r

general fact, let us notice, in the first place, wh^ r .^js
objects on wtich our moral judgment directs itself •• ar

^

+v..• > "^ are tne

-
^ 2

id where,
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oil the other hnn<l. its sphere terminates. Wind is it that wo

judge?

(1) Self-evidently, it is pn'sona exclusively, and not tilings,

that we approve or condemn. The mere given ohjccta of

nature, or the fabricated products of ai't,
—tho rock, the

streanj, the star ; or tho house, tho ship, tho lamp,
— ai*e

perfectly indifterent to the conscience
;
and though they may

become the centres of various feelings, we recognise the

absurdity of applying to them epithets distinctly ethical.

If ever we seem to invest them with such predicates, it is

because for the moment we look beyoml their simply physical

aspect, and regai'd them as the expression of some Mind. If

the rock is stern, if the stream is joyous, if the star is mild,

it is because the inner heart of nature is felt to speak through
them, and hold connnunion with us

; and only in proportion
as we lift the external world into this personal element, can

such language appear justified. Once let utter negation be

put upon this personal clement, and the universe appear
before us as without an inner meaning, as a mere play of

fatalistic forces, and this phraseology loses all truth
;
and

poetry, to whose very essence it belongs, becomes as much the

indulgence of illusion as the child's dialogue with her dolls.

That we give these words to things, and then fii-st feel their

true nature struck, only proves how ready we are to refer

back all things to a personal Being behind them. It is the

same, only yet more obviously, when we attach terms of

moral judgment to the products of art. To approve a house,

to coiulemn a ship, is to pronounce upon a fitness or unfitness

for a given end
;
and whatever semblance of moral sentiment

the words carry is directed on the skill and faithfulness of the

human producer or possessor. Even admiration, though not

a simply moral feeling, always requii-es the presence, secret or

open, of some living mind on which to fasten
;
and though

often addressing itself to the outer face of things, is really

moved by the spirit which they seem to manifest. What else

means the memorable parody of Comte on the Hebrew hymn,
' The heavens declare the glory of God,'—viz. that the only

glory they declare is that of Newton and Lap)Utce ? i.e. the

heavens themselves, as a physical splendour and infinitude,
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have nothing glorious to say to us : first when brought into

contact with some mind, have they significance to move us ;

and if they represent to us no p'^'ior and inner mind whose

eternal thoughts they hang aloft, they must wait for the

genius of some outivard ohserver and interpreter ere they can

mean anything sublime. This ingenuous confession of the gi-eat
'

High Priest of Humanity
'

agrees precisely with the prin-

ciple laid down in the following striking passage of Fricdrich

Heim-ich Jacobi: 'Intending Thought it is that makes the

difference between a true God and Fate. It is inseparable
from Reason, and Reason from it. Nay, it is identical with

Mind
;
and only to the expression of Mind do the feelings

answer which are its witness in ourselves,^-of admiration,

reverence, love. We may indeed pronounce an object beauti-

ful or perfect without first knoAving how it came about,

whether with foresight or not
;

but the power whereby it

came about we cannot admire, if its product has been set

up without thought and intending forecast, in virtue of mere

laws of necessitating Nature. Even the glory and majesty
of the heavens, which bow down the childlike man in kneel-

ing worship, no longer subdue the scientific soul aware of

the mechanism that gives and maintains the motion of these

bodies, and even moulded them as they are. Whatever

wonder he feels is not at the object itself, infinite as it is,

but only at the human intellect which, in a Copernicus,

Gassendi, Kepler, Newton, Laplace, has been able to plant

itself above the object, to kill out wonder by knowledge,
to empty heaven of its gods, and disenchant the universe.'

' But even this admiration, the only remnant spared to the

scientific intelligence, would disappear, if some future Hai't-

ley, Darwin, Condillac, or Bonnet, were to exhibit to us,

with any real success, a mechanism of the human mind as

comprehensive, reasonable, and luminous as the Newtonian

mechanism of the heavens. Art, science however high,

virtue of any kind, we could no longer treat with genuine
and thoughtful reverence, no longer look up to as sublime, or

contemplate with adoring homage.'
' We might still indeed, even then, be sensibly moved, nay,

stirred with an emotion amounting to rapture, by the works
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and deeds of the heroes of numkiud,—the life of a Socrates

and Epjuninondas, the science of a IMato and Leibniz, the

poetical and phu-tic representations ol" a Homer, Sophocles,

and Phidiius ; just as even the most accomplished pupil of a

Newton or Laplace might still possibly be touched and

stirred with pleasurable emotion by the sensible aspect of

the starry heaven. Only, no question must then be asked

about the ratioiude of such emotion ;
for Reflection C(juld

not fail to answer,
" You are but befooled like a child ;

when will you learn that Wonder is only and always a

dautrhter of Ignorance^'?"
'

Of this general principle we need at present but one of the

numerous applications. The approbation or disapprobation

which we feel towaids human actions is directed upon them

as personal jihenomeiui ; and if this condition failed, would

disappear, though they might still, as natural causes, be

instrumental in producing much good or ill. Their moral

character goes forward with them out of the person ;
and is

not retlected back upon them from theii' effects. Benefit and

mischief are in themselves wholly characterless ;
and we neither

applaud the gold mine, nor blame the destructive storm.

(2) It follows, that what we judge is always the inner

spi'iag of an action, as distinguished from its outward opera-

tion. For, whatever else may be implied in its being a

pei'sonal phenomenon, this at least is involved, that it is

issued by the mind, and has its dynamic source there
;
and

on that source it is, accordingly, that our verdict is pro-

nounced. This is expressly admitted by Mr. Herbert

Spencer, who says :

'

Every moment we pass instantly

from men's perceived actions to the motives implied by
them ;

and so are led to formulate these actions in

mental terms rather than in bodily terms. Thoughts and

feelings are referred to when we speak of any one's deeds

with praise or blame ;
not those outer manifestations which

reveal the thoughts and feelings. Hence we become oblivious

of the truth that conduct, as actually experienced, consists of

changes recognised by touch, sight, hearing ^.'

* Jacobi's Werke, Vol. II. Vorrede, pp. 51
—

55.
* Data of Ethics, clxap. v. § 24, p. 64.
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With not less emphasis does Mr. Leslie Stephen lay down
the same rule.

' The clear enunciation of one principle,' he

remarks,
' seems to be a characteristic of all great moral

revelations. The recognition amounts almost to a dis-

covery, and would seem to mark the point at which the

moral code first becomes distinctly separated from other

codes. It may be briefly expressed in the phrase that

morality is internal. The moral law, we may say, has to

be expressed in the form,
" Be this," not in the form,

" Do
this." The 'possibility of expressing any rvle in this form
may be regarded as deciding ivhether it can or cannot have a

distinctly moral character'^.' Again he says: 'A genuine
moral law distinguishes classes of conduct, not according to

external circumstances, but according to the motives involved ;

and, therefore, when the conformity to the law is only ex-

ternal, it is more proper to say that it is not conformity
at all -.' Yet another pregnant sentence,

' Virtue implies a

certain organisation of the instincts'-^,' assumes, it is evi-

dent, the Ethics of motive, as distinguished from the Ethics of

action.

From moralists of a far different school the same wit-

ness comes : the Hegelian moralist, Mr. F. H. Bradley, tells

us: 'Morality has not to do immediately with the outer

results of the Will :

'
'

acts, so far as they spring from

the good wiU, are good :

'
' what issues from a good cha-

racter must Ukewise be morally good*.' And, with equal

distinctness, Professor Green insists that '

It is not by the

outward form that we know what moral action is. We
know it, so to speak, on the inner side. We kfiow what it is

in relation to us, the agents ;
what it is as our expression.

Only thus indeed do we know it at all.' And so '

it remains

that self-reflection is the only possible method of learning
what is the inner man or mind that our action expresses ;

in

other words, what that action really is,'
' Without it,' he

adds,
' the customary expressions of moral consciousness in

use among men, and 'the institutions in which they have

^ Science of Ethics, chap. iv. § i6, p. 155.
^ Ibid. chap. vii. § 13, p. 277.

' Ibid. § 36, p. 302.
' F, H. Biadley'a Ethical Studies, pp. 207, 20S.
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(•inluMliod their iilons or ideals of i>ei-inanent good,' would

lie uninejuiing, and 'have nothing to tell '.'

Thatthese tostinionies.llowing in from various sides, meet upon
a real truth is evidt>nt from a very simple analysis. The word

'action' is a word of complex meaning, taking in the whole

jiroeess from the first stir of origination in the agent's mind to

the last jnilsation of visible etl'ect in the world. James Mill is

fond of laying out its elements into three stages: (1) the

sentiments whence it springs ; (2) the nniscular movement in

which it visibly consists
; (3) the consequences in which it

issues. Of these, cut off the first, and the other two lose all

their moral (juality; the muscular movement becomes a spasm
or sleep-walking ; the consequences become natural pheno-
mena, pleasant like fine weather, or terrible like an incursion

of wild beasts. But cut off the other two, and in resei'ving

the first alone, you save the moral quality entire : though

paralysis should bar the passage into outer realisation, and

intercept the consequences at their birth, still the personal

record contains a new act, if only the inner mandate has Ijeen

issued. The moment which completes the mental antecedents

touches the character with a clearer purity or a fresh stain
;

nor can any hindrance, by simply stopping execution, wipe
out the light or shade: else xvould. guilt return to innocence

by being fi-ustrated, and goodness go for nothing when it

strives in vain. This principle carries its own evidence with

it, and neither requires nor admits of further proof. Two
remarks only will I make respecting it: (1) It is a charac-

teristic of the Christian ethics, and finds its most solemn

expression in the Sermon on the Mount, where the eye of lust

and the heart of hate are called to account with the adulterer

and the murderer
;
and reappears, though lifted into a region

higher than the ethical, in the doctrine of justification by
faith, which, by a simple inward affection of the soul,

establishes reconciled relations between the broken perform-
ances of man and the infinite holiness of God. (2) It is

directly opposed to the maxim, that the only value of good
affections is for the production of good actions :

—a maxim
which is a just rebuke to idle and barren good affections as

'

Prolegomena to Ethics, Book II, chap. i. §§ 93, 94, 95, pp. 97, 98.
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compared with the healthy and fruitful, but which becomes

monstrously false when it demands not only inward creative

energy, but outward oppoi-tunity and success, and treats with

slight even an intense fideUty and love, because its field of life

is small, and its harvest for the world is scanty. Instead of

measuring the worth of goodness by the scale of its external

benefits, our rule requires that we attach no moral value to

these benefits, except as signs and exponents of the goodness
whence they spring ;

and graduate our approval by the purity
of the source, not by the magnitude of the result. Here,

therefore, we touch upon an essential distinction between

the Christian and the Utilitarian ethics ;
and confidently

claim for the former the verdict of our moral consciousness.

(3) If we have thus far advanced upon safe ground, we
are now in a position to answer a question which, more

perhaps than any other, divides philosophic opinion. Whom
do we fij'st judge? ourselves, or others? In what school

do our moral sentiments learn their earliest lesson? in that

of reflection? or of observation? The great majority of

English moralists, with wide differences of theory in other

respects, concur in saying that we begin with estimating

others, and then transfer the habit to ourselves. They seem

to assume that, without something external to look at and

to act upon us through our senses, we should be standing in

the dark and have nothing to judge. When we have seen in

a neighbour how a certain action sits upon the human

character, we discover (says Adam Smith) whether it will be

becoming in ourselves
;
and did we not use mankind as a sort

of moral clothes-horse, to try on our actor's dress, we should

never know how to play our part. Bentham and James ISliU

rest the same general answer on a different ground. We first

apply moral terms, they tell us, to those acts of others which

directly benefit us
; next, to those which, though benefiting a

stranger, we like to encourage for the chance of their being
some time repeated upon us

; and, last of all, when these

habits have furnished us with general rules of praise and

blame, to acts of our own, falling under the analogies we have

established. Even the moral-sense philosophers incline to

represent the objects of moral judgment as present before us,
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like works of art before the critic's eye ;
an(i conceive of the

jiulioijil ^'liinee lus thrown outward ami enjjrajjjed upon an imago

given in perception oy imagination, (hir living guides repeat

the same story. Witli Mr. llerl)ert Spi;ncer\ the 'moral

consciousness' is wholly a social product, duo to the ob-

served or experienced consecpiences of executed action ; and

preeminently, among those consi'quences, to the jicwdiies, of

public opinion, of law, of Divine retribution, supposed to

follow upon prohibited forms of conduct: and 'since with, the

restraints thus generated is always joined, the thought of

external coercion, there arises the notion of Obligation :
—

a notion which he afterw^ards curiously interprets as ec^ui-

valent to the indispensableness of any means towards a

ffiven end,—the means being that which we are obliged to

employ, if we would secure the end'^. For instance, if a

carnivorous animal is to live, it must eat: if it is to eat,

it must kill : if kill, it must catch ;
if catch, it must chase :

and so, it is under an obligation to do each of these things.

To this generic idea of obligation, the differentia
' Moral

'

is

added on. when it is concerned with the means of avoiding

the political, social, and religious penalties attached to certain

conduct. The ' moral consciousness
'

is thus the self-applica-

tion of a lesson learned ab extra.

The expounders of the evolutionary hypothesis seem indeed

(for reasons more conceivable than cogent), to regard this

order of derivation as inseparable from their scheme : we are

not therefore surprised to find Mr. Stephen sapng, 'The

Moral Sense is, according to me, a product of the social

factor 2
:' and again,

' The conscience is the utterance of the

public spirit of the race, ordering us to obey the primary
condition of its welfare ^.' And yet I find passages in which

his psychological feeling, no longer guarded and restrained by
the watchdogs of a theory, breaks bounds and escapes into

another field. Accounting, e.g. for the disapproving sentiment

with which we visit an observed indulgence of appetite, he

' Data of Ethics, chap. vii. § 44. p. 1 20.

^ Ibid. chap. ix. § 58, pp. 159, 160.

3 Science of Ethics, chap. ix. § 17, p. 372.
* Ibid. chap. viii. § 39, pp. 350, 351.
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remarks that ' the disgust which we feel for the excesses of

others is a direct result of the correlative ivipulse in

ourselves. We are shocked by the excess of the glutton,

because our imagination is revolted when we put ourselves in

his place, and fancy ourselves consuming the same monstrous

masses of food^.' If this be so, the self-revolting is the earlier

and the better known, the given rule for any possible judgment
of him : it is the inward consciousness that supplies the outward

criticism, and not the outward critics that make us a present of

our moral consciousness. This lands us precisely on the truth

that I am concerned to uphold, in the face, unfortunately, of

the general consensus of modern English opinion.

But, unless we have already gone astray in our analysis, the

current opinion cannot be correct. That in which we discern the

moral quality is, we have found, the inner spring of action ;

and this is not apprehensible by any external observation, but

can be known, in the fii-st instance, only by inteinal self-con-

sciousness. Of other men's actions the visible part, which

follows on the mental antecedents, is the first element that

comes before our view
;
all that precedes is beyond the reach

of eye and ear, and is read off only by inference from the

external sign. That sign would be unmeaning to us, were not

the thing signified already familiar to us by our own inner

experience. Of the passion which we have felt, especiallj^ of

our own characteristic afiections and admii-ations, we quickly
catch the symptoms in another; and through the medium of

word, or look, or gesture we pass into intuitive sympathy
with it. But in proportion as the habitual feelings and

tastes of the society around us belong to a world other than

our own, do the manners which express them become unin-

telligible or repulsive. Without susceptibility to love, how

stupidly should we stare at the kiss of the mother to the

child ! without openness to sorrow, at the prostrate and

sobbing mourner! without sense of religion, at the clasped

hands of prayer ! Kindited natures alone can interpret one

another ; obviously, because they have in themselves the

living key to the hieroglyphics of emotion. The very mis-

takes which they are most liable to make afford a converse
' Science of Ethics, chap. v. § 28, p. 201.
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t'vidoiu'o i)f the rulo : fur tlifsi' inistakos are invariably

oxaiu})K's of the proverbial maxiin, that man jiuhje otJierft by
t/wmfit'lreft. Whoever is itrone to suspect underliaml (lealin<^s

ill his lu'iixhhour, is little likely to be of transparent nature

liiiiiself; ami the sceptical sneer at disinterestedness is not

fre(|ueiit on the countenance of the unselfish. The pre-

sumptions which we carry into the ])henoinena of life, and })y

which we construe them, are all drawn from within ; such as

we are, such will our universe l»e. Criticism then, like

charity,
'

begins at home,' and finds, in our own conscious-

ness, the prototypes of all the sentiments and springs of action

which it re-detects and appreciates abroad. And ccnsorious-

ness is a secondaiy artifice by which we suborn a true light

to give us a false vision ; it is conscience, as it were, turned

inside out, and so looking past the flaws in its instrument as

to mistake them for shadows on the world.

It is necessary, however, to guard this general doctrine

from a misapprehension to which it is easily exposed. In

saying that our moral estimates originate in self-reflection, I

do not mean to maintain that a solitary human being could

have them
;
or that there are two appreciable stages in our

actual experience, first of self-judgment, and then, after an

interval, of judgment directed upon others. Doubtless, the

presence of others is indispensable to the development of this

part of our nature
; not less than external physical objects are

requisite to the unfolding of our perceptive power. But in

neither case does this circumstance entitle the objective factor

to any priority, of time, or of causality. In both instances,

it is the means of discovering us to ourselves : without

material things around us we should not detect the Ego of

Sense
; nor, without human persons before us, the Ego of

Conscience. The transition from consciousness to self-con-

sciousness, the conversion of implicit into explicit experience,

always requires the crossing lines of action and reaction

between the inner and the outer world. But even in per-

ception, the two discoveries, of ourselves and of our objects,

are simultaneous, and are given with equipoise of assurance
;

so that there is no ground for disputing the originality of the

egoistic term. And in the moral case there is a difference
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which partially breaks the analogy and gives, instead of equi-

poise, a clear preponderance to the subjective side. It is this :

In perception, the two things known, viz. the sensations of

the self and the properties of the body, are hetevorjeneous, and

neither cognition owes anything to analogy with the other:

there is no common predicate which you can equally affirm of

an inch cube and of my consciousness in perceiving it : the

affection of my faculty has not dimension, shape, or colour,

like the object. The two cognitions are, therefore, indepen-
dent reciprocals, and not duplicates. It is otherwise when I

learn my own moral or human afiection in the mirror of a

kindred naturC; and from the natural language of a brother

man read off at once his passion and my own. Here, the very
essence of the phenomenon lies in its duplication ; my fellow

is merely myself over again, and is, simply on that account,

understood by me at a glance ; though it is also true that, had

it not been for this externalisation of my affection in a second

personality, it might have passed through me like a dream,
without recognition or appreciation. The visible life of my
own double throws off a light both ways,

—on his inner nature

which it immediately expresses, and on mine which it medi-

ately exhibits and repeats ;
and there is certainly something

very wonderful in that sympathetic affinity between one mind
and another which makes mutual intcllitjence a thinsf of

lightning, and interprets natural signs that have never been

learned. It seems as if a feeling was never understood till

acted out in open day and flung into shape upon the air
;
but

that its manifestation became a common medium, flashinsf not

only mutual exchange but separate intensity into our self-

consciousness. In short, our artificial analysis has unduly

separated between sign and thing signified, the inner spiritual

fact and the outer physical manifestation
;
and the Greek

conception was truer, which made one term,—Logos,
—serve

for both, and treated the silent thought and the spoken word
as one organic act of life, two momenta of the same function,

not detached, like involuntary impulse from its deliberately

chosen tool, but only opposite surfaces of the same spon-
taneous pulsation. If this holds of all language, it is appli-

cable above all to what is called the natural language of
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gesture and expression. And it nmy remind us how unreal

are the (|UostionH which wo somctinu's rais(i, and are indeed

obliged to raise, as to what is due to the capacities of the

individual soul, und what is added to us by the influence and

tuition of society. It is in vain that Paley and others tax

their ingenuity to decipher the j)sychology of ' wild boys,' and

set up such monstrosities as normal types of om* essential

powers. A 'man of the woods' is not yet 'a man' at all :

potentially human, he is not yet actually so
;
for the distinc-

tive characteristics that earn the name do not belong to that

lonely biped, any more than music would belong to a piano
at the bottom of the sea; they are relative to conditions non-

existent for him. It is sometimes useful for analytical

purposes to isolate the individual soul, and name its faculties

and phenomena ii'respectively of its surroundings. But we
should not ^-ield ourselves to the illusion that the individual

is fitted up with his essentials all by himself, and that then

society is constituted by the aggregation of such single

specimens. The ' individual
'

is, in fact, the later product ;

and disengages himself into his independent wholeness as the

ripest fruit of a collective development. Hwnianity first, as

a plural organism ;
and then x)ersonality, in its singular

force
;

—that is the order of Nature and Providence, by refer-

ence to which we must be careful to correct our inference

from the inverse method of investigation. Still, this realistic

view does not in the least contradict, but only more accurately
define and interpret, our main position, that the moral con-

sciousness is at its origin engaged in self-estinuition, and does

not circuitously reach this end through a prior critique upon
our fellow-men. The self-consciousness is elicited by the

image we see of ourselves on the theatre of life
;
but thus

awakened, carries with it, of its own inherent essence, the

self-judgment in which moral sentiment consists
;
and the

judgment passes on to others, simply as implicated in the

same nature with ourselves. Upon this principle I should be

inclined to fix, as the most cei-tain test by which to dis-

criminate true from false theories of morals. It is a central

principle, determining almost all the subsequent lines of

reflection and deduction
;
and between thinkers who disagree
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upon it, no approximation can afterwards be expected. Yet

usually it is passed by without distinct notice or discussion
;

and the opposite schools content themselves with tacitly

assuming either it or its contradictory, and forthwith proceed-

ing to draw out the respective results.

(4) It is conceivable, however, that we might be self-

conscious of an inner spring of action without ability to judge
it. Were it a Dxere spontaneity, wholly occupying us and pro-

pelling us upon some activity, we might be made aware of it

by its stumbling on some obstacle which interrupted its course ;

we might have a sense of the difference between its indulgence
and its arrest; we might therefore make our o-svn state more

or less an object of attention ; yet, under these conditions, might

pronounce upon it no sentence of estimation. A Force, simply
as such, is no moral object at all. Nor does it make the least

difference in this respect that it is put inside an organism to

work from the centre, instead of outside to impress motion

from the superficies. The dynamics of living beings arc

as foreign to ethics as the gravitation of the stars. An
animal charged with exclusive instincts tearing it away,
now hither, now thither, is no more liable to be approved
or condemned than a lunatic

; and its external activities are

only a natural language of manifestation, expressing the passion

within, as the shriek expresses horror, and laughter cheerful-

ness. The remark is as old as the time of Socrates, that the

aptitudes of spontaneous genius do not constitute Wisdom;
and it is another side of the same truth, that the impulses of

spontaneous action do not constitute Character. '

I next betook

myself,' says Socrates,
'

to the poets, tragic, dithyrambic, and
the rest, assured that here I should convict mj^self by positive
fact of inferior knowledge. I therefore took up the poems on

which they seemed to have bestowed the gi-eatest pains, and

used to question them what they meant, that I might
learn something from them. I really hesitate to tell you
the result; yet I must say it. I might almost assert,

that there is scarcely any one here who would not have

spoken better than they on the very subjects of their own

poetry. So I soon found how it was with these poets ;
that it

was not any wisdom by which they made their poems, but a
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cortnin nntural ^'ift atid ontlmsiasin, liko prophets and

divinoi-s, who also utter many line things, htit know nothing
of the things they speak. Sonietliing of the same kind

seemed to be the experience of the poets '.' Anil in another

dialogue the same ilenial of roOy to spontaneous genius is still

more strongly marked :

' All the good P^pic poets utter all

their tine poems not by methodic skill, but possessed with

an inspiration ;
and so too good musical composers. Nor is

the poet able to produce, till ho becomes inspired and beside

himself ((K(f)puii% out of his wits), and his reason (6 roCy) is no

longer in him
;
short of this possession (ecus 6' hv tovto ^xV ''"^

KTi'ifia), he is unable to create and deliver his oracle ^.' It is not

less inconsistent with the idea of rjoodness than with that of

intellect, that we should be merely the organ of a force dispos-

ing of us without our will. Accordingly, we never judge our

spontaneitie!^, but only our volitions. This distinction is one

of the greatest importance in many relations
;
but for the

present we have to do with it in only one. We need not

decide whether Socrates is right in rating the self-possessed and

open-eyed faculties of Reason and Conscience as the crowning

glory of our nature
;
or whether Carlyle is justified in setting

above them the workings of ' unconscious
'

genius. Whatever

be their relative place, the fact remains, that the moral life

dwells exclusively in the voluntai^ sphere; and but for that

would have no existence. This fact, however, will show at once

the significance of the controversy between the doctrines of

Socrates and Carlyle. For, according to the latter, there is

something higher than the moral life ; a region in which the

authority of the right and good vanishes and ceases to be

supreme ;
as soon as we meet the Divine, we leave moral

distinctions behind.

(5) What then is the difference between a spontaneity and a

volition ? for on this difference, it seems, depends the transition

from the unmoral to the moral. How^ever else they may differ,

one distinction is evident at first sight : in the spontaneous

state, a single impulse is present ;
in the voluntary, not less

than two. The conditions of the fonner are fulfilled by any
sort of inner propulsion from behind urging the living being

»

Plato, Apol. Socr. 22 13.
=»

Ion, p. 533 E.
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forward on a track of which he has no foresight; and a nature,

disposed of by such a power, is swung helplessly like a pro-

jectile on an undeficcted path. The latter implies undeniably
an end in view ; and no end can bring itself into view except
in relation to some other to set it off into distinctness for our

contemplation. We think only by differencing ; and nothing
can lie before us as an object, otherwise than as it is cut out

by contrast either from its antecedents in time or from its

analogues in place or possibility. Coniparison then is essential

to purpose ; and to comparison, plurality. Or, to put the matter

in another light, more true perhaps to our self-consciousness :

that which we judge is (we have seen) the inner spring of

action. But how can we judge it, if it be the only thing there,

and absolutely fill the field of mental vision ? All judgment in

relative, and predicates distinction ; and our mind could

attach no attribute to a spring of action, did we not see it side

by side with something dissimilar ; which is nothing else than

some possible substitute, some other spring of action, display-

ing the complementary colours to the moral eye. Endeavour

to do away with this duality ;
thin off this second object till it

melts into the surrounding field; still there remains this sur-

rounding field itself; and you at least have before you, as the

condition of judgment, your mind icitlt the given spring of

action, and your mind ivitJioiit it; the positive to compare with

the negative, the active with the passive, living force with

abstinent inertia. But it would be an eofreijious mistake to

represent our judgment, even when reduced thus low, as a

mere comparison of something with nothing, of a phenomenon
loith an empty ground. Sweep away the supposed impulse,
and what do you leave ?—the living Mind that feels it

;
and

this can never be a deserted theatre, but has always an alter-

native phenomenon ready to take the place of each one that

vou may remove. To stifle the soul's natural language here

or there is not to establish the reis:n of dead silence within it:

if you put down one word, there is ever another : if you choke

the perennial spring at the fountain, it will turn up in the

neighbouring field. It is not necessary, for our present pur-

pose, to decide whether Mr. Locke has made good his thesis

that ' Men think not always.' I believe you can never subtract

VOL. II. D
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phenomenon after ]>lienonu'non from your conception of Miiitl

till you arrive at zero, retaining the conception of a mind or

pel-son at all. Tut at all events in the case now supposed,
—

viz. of an impulse pressing importunately for free way,—the

alternative cannut bo provided by mere negation and letting

alone ; the impulse cannot bo cleared away but by a counter-

force of the most positive kind, even though used only for

sHppret<si()H and prevention ;
and in pronouncing upon the

spring of action a sentence of approval or disapproval, wo

conceive it in relation to the state of mind that might have

been substituted, not in the way of blank, but as an equally

positive expression of the agent's personality. Just as the

stillness of the body, when a brave man suffers an agony
which he will not betray, implies anything rather than the

negation of force, and though named an abstinence is really

an energy ; so, in the mere resistance to an impulse and the

maintenance, in spite of it, of the mind's even continuity, there

must always be a positive power not less intense than that

which it commands and supersedes. Whatever name be given

to this power, it constitutes a second term susceptible of com-

parison with the first
;
and establishes our rule, that a plurality

of inner principles is an indispensable condition of moral

judgment.

(6) This plurality of simultaneous tendencies, however,

would still present no case for moral judgment, were it not

also felt to be a plurality of simultaneous 'possihillties.

I must lay a separate stress upon each of these two words :

(a) the impulses must be simultaneous inter se ; and (6) they

must both be possibilities to us.

(a) Were they not there together, the first to enter would

have a clear stage and take effect at once : that it hangs
fire is because another claimant tries to seize the match, and

nothing can be done till .?ome superior decides ivhich piece has

the best-directed aim. Comparison is impossible, unless the

two things compared are co-present to the mind : we cannot

choose or reject what is absent from thought ;
for it is the very

thing we think of when we choose. Plain as this seems, it is

called in question by the psychology now in vogue ; which, in

explaining the prcces3 (f choice, disposes its objects not in
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simultaneous but in successive order
;
and tells us, that in cases

of hesitation, a second impulse steps in and arrests the incipient

realisation of the first, and threatens to dispossess it ; and now

one, and now the other, brings up its troops of auxiliary ideas,

till the fuller lines invest the fortress and it yields. If the

supports be not very unequal, the decision may waver long,

and keep the mere on-looker in suspense ;
but this is only his

ignorance, not any real uncertainty ;
and an observer, capable

of noticing and measuring all the phenomenal elements of the

scene, would read it from first to last as a linear chain of neces-

sary events. In this way, what we took to be comparison of

synchronous impulses turns out to be oscillation of successive

ones
;
either of which would automatically go into action, were

not its
' nascent motor changes

'

stopped by the interference of

the other, with force enough to start, instead, its own set of
' nascent motor changes ^' As they can no more work together
than two antagonistic muscles,

' an unstable equilibrium
'

ensues
;
a pause, during which the associated ideas and feelings

connected with each have time to accumulate, till the prepon-
derant stimulus, which must belong to one of the two, upsets

the balance and issues the act. This analysis may very likely

give a true account of what happens when a tiger, luxuriating
in his joint of flesh, is interrupted by a threat to take it from

him : he dashes out of appetite into rage, and for a moment
would prefer his enemy to his dinner ; but a little remission of

the threat, or a fresh sniff at the meat, sets his jaws to work again
till the provocation fires him once more : and of such alterna-

tions, following simply and unreflectingly the access and recess

of stimulus, consist, no doubt, all the encounters of inconsistent

instincts in the mere animals. They simply suffer the upset
of an ' unstable equilibrium,' and tumble over. But of the self-

conscious human process, in the conflict with temptation and

the judgment of right, it cannot be true, until the current terms

of such experience,
—

comparison, deliberation, preference, vo-

lition,
—are emptied of all their meaning. In short, we have

here no healthy and independent psychology, pe mitted to

speak for itself and lay down its own laws
;
but only one vrhich

has been sold into slavery to a physiological hypothesis, and
* See Mr. Herbert Spencer's Psychology, Part IV. chap. ix.

D 2
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tlunjj, half starved, into its en/untulu, to do and huIIVt ^vllat-

evor niav I)i' noodod at tin* masters hands. In order to moral

judgment, then, the plurality of impulses must bo nhnulta-

m'ous.

{/))
And either of them niust be poHHiJ)le to %is ; i.e. it must

depend njHm us in relation to them, and not upon Ihnn in

relation to each otlier, which of them we follow. It is said,

'Yes, it depends iipoti ourselves;' but what do I mean by

'vit/sel/r Simply viy character us it is, made up by inherit-

ance, tcnnperament, experience, formed habit, and self-dis-

cipline : of this aggregate from the past, with the outward

motives from the present, every decision must be the result ;

and if the second factor is treated as the thing fflren, then the

c.'vstiug vote is vested with the other ;
and it is the character,

i.e. the self, which decides.' Now I do not deny that the Self

which chooses includes all these things ;
or that each of them

has its intluence upon the choice,
—the instinctive impulse,

such as the brutes obey ;
the persistency of habits, which runs

in the old ruts
;
the previously formed disposition and cast of

thought ; nor do I doubt that by the skilful estimate of these,

it may be often possible to foresee how I shall determine a

given problem of conduct. But I cannot allow that these

exhaust the Eyo, and give a complete account of all its actual

and possible phenomena. Besides the effects of which I am
the accumulation, I claim also a personal causality which is

still left over, when my phenomena have told me the tale of

what they are and do
;
thus pleading guilty to the charge of

illusion which Mr. Herbert Spencer brings against those who

suppose that ' the Ego is something more than the aggregate
of feelings and ideas, actual and nascent, momentarily exist-

ing ^.' When he tells me,
'

you are your own phenomena,' and

I reply,
'

No, I have my own phenomena, and so far as they
are active, it is I that make them, and not they that make

me,' how will he show me that this is 'an illusion?' how

strip me of the consciousness that I am the same permanent

subject of varying feeling and the single agent of repeated

action, and not a shifting product of factors ever new ? It is

useless to quote the rules for the comparison of momenta, as

1
Op. cit. P. IV. chap. ix.
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if the balancing of reasons must conform to them : that is

only to ass^tme the very point at issue, viz. the identity of

mechanics and morals ;
and something more than assertion

is needed to make me believe, that what settles an alternative

for a human mind is the same that defines the line of a

doubly struck moving body. When I judge my own act,

I feel sure that it is tnine ; and that, not in the sense that

its necessitating antecedents were in my character, so that

nothing could prevent its coming ; but in the sense that I

might have betaken myself to a different act at the critical

moment, when the pleadings were over, and only the verdict

remained. '

Certainly,' says our best living psychologist \
' in

the case of actions in which I have a distinct consciousness of

choosing between alternatives of conduct, one of which I con-

ceive as right or reasonable, I find it impossible not to think

that I can now choose to do what I so conceive, however

strong may be my inclination to act unreasonably, and how-

ever uniformly I may have yielded to such inclination in the

past.' Moral judgment, then, credits the Ego with a select-

ing power between two possibilities, and stands or falls witli

this.

Did we conceive ourselves to be the arena on which these

incompatible phenomena of suggestion tried their strength,

until one succeeded in expelling the other and setting up its

trophy alone, we should certainly take neither praise nor

bhime to ourselves for the result. We might possibly await

the issue of the contest with interest
; might wish to go with

one master rather than with another ; or, at least, havimj

gone, might find that there was a less or more ignoble service.

But servitude it would still be
;
we should be victims in the

least favourable case
;
and might compassionate ourselves, but

surely not reproach or abhor. For this it is an indispensable

condition, that we invert the relation just supposed between

ourselves and the pjliirality of impulses soliciting us
;
that

we feel conscious of being their master, not their slave
;
of

having them at our bar, not of being brought to theirs
;
that

'

Sidijwick's Method of Ethics, chap. v. § 3. See also Ward's Examination cf

Spencer's Psychology, Part IV. p. 9, reprinted from 'Dublin Review,' April 15th,

1877.
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wc assume the causality to lie. not \\'\\\\ theui, to do -with us

according to their dyuaniics. l»ut with us. to execute our

trust, and exjiress. by tlieii- just sultordiiuUion. tlie symmetry
an<l energy of our ^vill. Tlie mere Hashing upon us of op-

posite impulses on the right hand and on the left, detciniining

us, like cattle -Nvith two drovers flourishing a stick on each

side of the road, would involve no sense of obligation. ;nnl l»e

compatible with no self-judgment. We evidently feel the

solicitations which visit us to be mere phenomena, brought
before a jtersonalitf/ that is more than a phenomenon or tlian

any string of phenomena ;

— a free and judicial Ego, able to

deal with the problem offered, and decide between the claim-

ants that have entered our court.

\Vl\ether this assumption is in itself true, or whether it is

capable of being set aside by evidence more reliable than

itself, is not our present question. We cannot pause to pursue

through its subtle windings the controversy between Liberty

and Necessity. The only position which for the moment we
are concerned to make good, is this alternative one,—that

either free-will is a fact, or moral judgment a delusion. We
could never condemn one turn of act or thought, did we not

Itelieve the agent to have command of another
;
and just in

proportion as we perceive, in his temperament or education

or circumstances, the certain preponderance of particular

suggestions, and the near approach to an inner necessity,

do we criticise him rather as a natural object than as a

responsible being, and deal with his aberrations as maladies

instead of sins. The ordinary rule which, in awarding

penalties of wrong, takes into consideration the presence
or absence of violent temptation, assumes a personal power
of resistance never wholly crushed but sometimes severely

strained. Were we, in our moral problem, as much at the

mercy of the laws of association as we are in our efforts to

remember what we have forgotten or to invent what is

wanting in a design, we ought surely to look on the guilty

will with the same neutrality as on the failing memory or

unfertile imagination. This is indeed prevailingly admitted

by those who reduce the human being to the domination of

mere natural laws. The application of praise and blame, they
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acknowledge, is in itself as absurd as to applaud the sunrise

or be angry at the rain
;
and the only ditference is, that men

are manageable for the future, and are susceptible to the

influence of our sentiments regarding them, while the ele-

ments are not
;
so that it may be judicious, with a view to

benefits to come, to commit the absurdity of praising what is

not praiseworthy, and censuring what is not to blame. Thus

to reduce the moral sentiments to a policy providing for the

future, instead of a sentence pronounced upon the past, is

simply to renounce them
;
and amounts to a confession that

they cannot coexist with a theory of necessary causation.

Hence, much as I admire the habitual justice and absolute

immunity from partisan prejudice with which Mr. Sidgwick
treats all controverted questions, I cannot but feel that he has

pushed this virtue to a point of unreasonable generosity,

when, in spite of his irresistible consciousness of free vulition,

he pronounces the point at issue in the determinist problem
neutral to the doctrine of Ethics, and of no influence upon
their practice. I can understand and intellectually respect

the thorough-going determinist, intensely possessed, by the

conception of causality that rules through all the natural

sciences, and never doubting that, as a ' universal postulate,

it must be di'iven perforce through the most refractory

phenomena of human experience. I can understand the em-

phatic claim of the reflective moralist for the exemption of

his territory from a law which admits of no alternative.

I can readily forgive either, if he rises to enthusiasm, and

contends with the other as for very life. But I cannot under-

stand the intermediate mood, which imagines the chasm of

difierence reducible to a step, which, for all practical pur-

poses, it is not worth while to bridge over or fill up. I can

grant indeed that, in drawing up an objective code of actions

to be prohibited and required, the two doctrines would not

widely diverge in their results
; for, in this work, we have to

look, not at the inner life, but at the outward relations and

well-being of Society. But when, from constructing the

organism as you would have it, you pass to the living power
that is to work it, to the motive feelings and beliefs that shall

animate it, is it of no consequence that, as Mr. SiJgwick
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allows, the itlons of '

rcBponsihility, of 'obligation,' of ijfood or

ill 'ilosi'it.' of '

justice,
'

an«l ])roporti()nato
'

ivtribution,' of

praise and Manic, are cither banished, or kept for us only in

a non-natural sense"? Is it coneeivabh' that such a chanf^o

should make no ilitVerence to the dynanucs of the moral lifu"?

Dn such a grouml, as it seems to mo, you may build your mill

of social ethics, -svith all its chambers neat and adequate, and

its {Treat wheel expecting to move: but you have turned aside

the stream on which it all depends ; the waters are elsewhere ;

and your structure stands dead and silent on the bank.

Moral judgment, then, postulates moral freedom; and by
this we mcjui, not the absence of foreign constraint, but th(;

presence of a personal power of preference in relation to the

inner suggestions and springs of action that present their

claims.

This account completes what I have to say about the objects

of our moral judgment. They are, originally, our own inner

principles of self-conscious action, as freely preferred or ex-

cluded by our will.

§ 2. Mode of Moral Judgment.

Next, we may attend to the mode of moral judgment, and

determine how the mind proceeds in estimating its own im-

pulses and volitions. For, process of some kind there must

be : every verdict implies preference ; every preference, com-

parison ; every comparison, things compared, and grounds of

resemblance and difference between them. To defuie these

is to explain our mode of judgment.

(1) The one great condition w^hich raises the spontaneous
into the self-conscious life is this ;

—the simultaneous presence
and collision of the forces which check and exclude each

other. Without the encounter of bodies, the dream of mere

sensation would not wake into perception. Without the

answering face of other men, the sense of personal existence

would remain dim. And without the appearance in us of two

incompatible impulses at once, or the interruption of one by
the invasion of another, the moral self-consciousness would

sleep. It is not difference only that suffices to produce the
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effect
;
for differences might coexist among objects side by

side in the space before us, yet would they never disengage
themselves into view, did they not break their stillness and

move among themselves
;
and living impulses might suc-

cessively occupy us, yet would they never become objects of

our attention, did each one spend itself and fade ere the next

appeared, so that we were picked up by them one by one, and

caught disengaged in every case. From this state we are

rescued by perpetual
' breach of the peace

'

within our nature,

and the clamour of impatient propensities disputing for simul-

taneous admission, or prematurely cutting short the career

of the principle in possession. It is only when difference

amounts to strife, that it completes the passage from spon-

taneity to self-consciousness. This perhaps is part of the

meaning embraced in the celebrated proposition of Heraclitus.

that '

strife is the father of all things :

'

though in his doctrine,

that nothing could arise without the collision of opposites, the

subjective world was less in view than the objective. Be

that as it may, the maxim has a just application to the

phenomena of our moral life. It is not till two incompatible

impulses appear in our consciousness and contest the field,

that we are made aware of their difference and are diiven

to judge between them. But the moment this condition is

realised, we are sensible of a contrast between them other

than that of mere intensity or of qualitative variety,
—not

analogous to the difference between loud and soft, or between

red and sour;—but requiring quite a separate phraseology for

its expression, such as this : that one is higher, 'worthier, than

the other, and, in comparison with it, has the clear right to

as. This apprehension is no mediate discovery of ours, of

which we can give an account ; but is immediately inherent

in the very experience of the principles themselves,—a revela-

tion inseparable from their appearance side by side. By
simply entering the stage together and catching the inner eye,

they disclose their respective worth and credentials. A child,

for example, not above the seductions of the jam-closet, find-

ing himself alone in that too tiying place, makes hurried

inroads upon the sweetmeats within tempting reach
;
but has

scarcely sucked the traces from his fingers before he is ready
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to sink into tlu* cnrtli with coiMpuiK'tion. well knowing that

the a]>jH'(it(' hi' has indulged is moaner than the integrity he

has viohited. A passionate boy will vent his iinjmtience on

any inanimate o}>jeet that obstruets his purpose, splitting his

nnsueeessful peg-tops, or breaking his tangled iishing-line ;

and will aeeuse himself of no wrong. V>\\i let his paroxysm

spend itself on a sister, aiid send her wounded and cryiiig

Rwav ; and the instant remorse brin<jf.s home to him how much

higher is the atlection ho has sli<rlited than the resentment he

has allowed. The thirsty traveller in the desei-t would seize,

instinctively and without a thought, the draught from the

spring ho has found at last ; but if he have a companion
faint and dying of the fever, he knows that his appetite must

give precedence to his compassion, and he holds the cup
of cold water first to another's lips. In these cases,

—and

they appear to me fair representatives of all our moral ex-

perience,
—the very same impulses which, when sole occu-

pants, would carry us unreflectingly and um-eluctantly to

their end, instantly appear in their true relative light when
their field is disputed by a rival. Nothing more is needed,

and nothing less will serve, than their juxtaposition and their

incompatibility. There is no analysis or research required ;

it is a choice of Hercules, only without the reasoning and the

rhetoric
;
the claims are decided by a glance at their face.

We cannot follow both
;
and we cannot doubt the rights and

place of either. Their moral valuation intuitively results

from their simultaneous appearance.

Here, however, complaint may be reasonably made of the

inexact, even half mystical language, in which the relation

between the conflicting springs of action has been described.

They have been contrasted as '

higher and lotver.' These

terms are comparatives ; and with this peculiarity, that their

2)Ositive8,
'

high
'

and '

low,' do not, like ' red
'

and '

hard,' in-

troduce us to two heterogeneous predicates, but only to a
' more

'

or '

less
'

of the same, so as still to detain us among
mere comparatives.

'

High
'

carries us towards one extremity,
' low

'

towards the other, of some one extended and gi-aduated
whole. What then is that whole 1 How are we to name the

underlying quantity or quality, on which these degrees are
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measured off? As they are not physical altitudes, they must

stand upon something inherent in our springs of action, which,

in its differences, affects us similarly to varieties of elevation.

Till this
'

something
'

is specified, the propositions which assert

' more
'

or '

less
'

are propositions about Nothing.

I admit at once the justice of this demand, and the difficulty

of meeting it at this stage, where nevertheless it naturally

arises. To ask after the quality of an object is to ask about

the way in which it affects us, i.e. about a feeling of our own

from its presence or idea. The springs of action are here our

object: the question therefore is, in virtue of what kind of

feeling in us, excited by all of them, with intensity varied in

each, do we apply to them the comparative language in the

foregoing description ? If I follow impulse A. instead of B,

my volition will be 'higher,'— in what scale?—of pleasure?

Not so, or I should enjoy the stolen sweetmeats without draw-

back, instead of being ashamed of them. Of beauty ? Not so,

for I have no such feeling from my pug-nose, though I wish

it were straight. I can only say, tliat, good as these things

may be, it is another sort of good whose degrees affect me

here; involving, what they do not, a sense of Buti/, of Right

and Wrong, of Moral worth, and a consciousness that I am

oiot at liheiiy, though perfectly able, to go with the impulse B.

The degrees therefore, I should say, ai*e marked on the scale of

dutifulness, of rightness, of moral itg ; and in treating that

which these words designate as an attribute ultimate and

essential, I support myself on the judgment of Mr. Sidgwick \

who '

regards it as a clear result of reflection that the notions

of right and wrong, as peculiar to moral cognition, are unique

and unanalysable.' Of the several words available for naming
this quality, 'Moral u'orth' seems the most eligible (1) as

applicable to what presents gradations of value ; and (2) as

exempt from intrusive associations.
'

Dut}^' and
'

Right,' are so

habitually used of single problems and concrete cases, where

there is one good course and one had, that they represent pro-

minently the dual antithesis of each separate moral experience,

and do not easily lend themselves to the expression of relative

intensities of excellence through the whole system of ethical

'
'Mind,' No. xxviii. pp. 580, 581,
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coiuMnntions of motive. Tlu" word '

N'irtuc' is vory t('n)])tinj]j,

fn»in xis covi'rinjLj an intU'iinitc nunihor ol' j^nulations ;
but it

hn.s twi) (lismlvantaj^cs : (1) it** gratlatit)ns al•(^ only on tho

ujUH'i' x'nlc of tlu> ni'iitral level, and, to mark the miiivn

tuilut\i of wliieh we almost always have to speak at the

same tinie, other language must be sought ; and (2) an

association of contra merit, constituting an approach tu the

heroic, clings to the word, and fits it chiefly for special cases

where temptation is above the average.

Is it thought strange that a '

uniijue unanalysable
'

(juality,

whether of an action (as Mr. Sidgwick would say), or of a

spring of action (as I should prefer), should fail to reveal itself

so long lis the object was isolated, and should first be discovere*!

when brought up by a double object ? Even in our physical

life, such experiences are not unknown : e.g. oiheat we should

have no suspicion, if the temperature were always the same in

our own organism and around it
; the loss of its equilibrium

discloses its existence. But, besides this, the moral quality

arises, not barely from the interplay between the object and

ouiselves, but in the relation of two objects to one another ;

and can no more exist without them, than fraternity can belong
to a solitary man, or a convex surface present itself without a

concave. In truth, the quality which we get to know does not

really belong to each object, but is inherent in the pair as a

dual object ;
and not only could not be cognised, but would

not exist, till they fell into combination.

(2) If this be a true account of our elem.entary self-judgments,
it throws great light on the whole method of the moral senti-

ments. If the first pair of impulses that compete for our will

disclose their relative worth by simply assuming that attitude,

it is the same wdth all the rest. Each in turn might be ex-

perienced in isolation, without giving us a moral idea
;
but

each in turn, entering with a rival, reveals its competitive

place and claims, and falls into the line of appointed order.

And when the cycle of original experience has completed itself,

when all the natural springs of action have had their

mutual play, and exhausted the series of moral permutations,
there will be resources within us for forming an entire scale

of principles, exhibiting the gradations of ethical rank. We
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have only to collect the scattered results of particular com-

binations, and dispose them on the ascending steps of authority,
and the flying leaves of the oracle, thus sorted out, fall into the

systematic code of Divine law. It must no doubt be long
before the materials are ready for the integral work : indeed it

may be fairly regarded rather as an approximation than as a

scheme ever finished. For, in the constitution of the individual

man, new natural springs of action continue to arise, or gi-eatly

to change their character, through more than one-third of the

common term of life. And the maturing of society around the

individual also modifies his spiritual demands ; producing, with

more refined and artificial wants, mixed forms of impulse,

comphcating the list with interpolations and extensions.

Still, the beginning of a scheme of moral estimate may bo

made, by following the clue which we have indicated, and

seeking with it the true hierarchy of human impulses. But.

if we once let slip this means of guidance ;
if we cither delude

ourselves into the belief that our nature is not a system of

powers, but dominated by some single autocratic propensity,
or treat its inner springs of action as a democracy in which
there is no hierarchy at all

;
it will be impossible to give any

explanation of the moral sentiments or any justification of

their verdicts in detail. The whole ground of ethical procedure
consists in this : that we are sensible of a graduated scale of
excellence among our natural principles, quite distinct from the

order of their intensity, and irrespective of the range of their

external effects.

With this general conception of moral excellence, as

internal, and consisting of rightly ordered springs of action,

Mr. Leslie Stephen's concurs ^. He proceeds on the '

assump-
tion that virtue implies a certain organisation of the instincts;'

and lays it down that ' a man is moral because and in so far

as his instincts are correlated according to a certain type.'

But the mode in which the right order of the instincts discloses

and realises itself he describes in terms very different from

the foregoing. While man is
' ' a hierarchy of numerous and

conflicting passions, each of which has ends of its own, and

' Science of Ethics, chap, vii, § 36, p. 302 ; § 43, p. 308.
* Ibid. chap. ii. § 29, p. 69.
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rach of which, srparatcly considori'd, wouhl give a difforont

law of" ooiuhu't,' 'our psychology,' wc arc told, 'is at present

utterly inadeipuite to decide what are the eleiueutary passions

of which the organic federation is composed, or in what sense

they can he regarded as distinct.' The federal unity or ccii-

iralixatioik which there must he to integrate these elements

Mr. Sicplun i-onceives to l»o attained mn'hanically, as a

resultant, under the law of composition of forces, from

reciprocal interaction of all these indecipherahlo impulses ;

a resultant possibly calculable by
' a superior being who

could examine our characters,' but beyond the reach of a

psychology which cannot even read and record its factors'.

Yet it is admitted that w^hat Psychology cannot do ' Reason
'

can attempt with considerable success
;

it
' will tend to bring

about a certain unity in the result ^
: so far as any instinct,

whether simple or complex, is dominant, Reason will tend

to proportion means to ends, and so far bring about unity
of action and purpose.' There will ensue ' a process of forming
a certain hierarchy in which the separate and special instincts

are subordinated to the more central and massive,' and ' reason

will develop, if not a unity, at least a harmony of action. For,

so far as we reason, the action of each sepai-ate instinct is con-

trolled by a constant reference to the requirements of the

others. We may act like the lower animals under the

immediate impulse of hunger ;
but our hunger is restrained,

not only b}'-
the foresight of to-mori'ow's appetite, but by the

knowledge that this indulgence may be at the expense of

other pleasures. The passion is regulated and restrained

by our desire of a more intellectual or emotional enjoyment ^.'

Thus ' the character is modified, as the reason acts
;

'

because it

enables us, after a time, to judge even of our character as a

whole, to rehearse not only particular acts but moods, and so

become spectators of ourselves, and regard our feelings with

disgust or complacency^.' Now, I ask, what is this 'Reason'

but '

Psychology
'

under another name ? for its objects of cog-

nition are our own inward '

instincts
;

'

it is therefore
'

self-

knouiedge.' Mr. Stephen himself says, that the '

reasoning
' Science of Ethics, chap. ii. § 31, p. 70.

"
I'uid. chap. ii. § 31, p. 71.

' Ibid. chap. ii. § 31, p. 72.
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being
'

'

is so far more reasonable as his world is more real ^
;

'

and ' the accurate representation of the world imjjlies an
accurate representation of our oivn feelings; a reasonable

man, we say, knows his own mind ^,' If by
'

comparing
modes of feeling

^ '

he can '

regulate and restrain
'

one desire

by another and develop
' a haimony of action,' this is all the

psychology we want : it is the discovery, by self-consciousness,

of a scale of values among the internal springs of action. It

matters not, for our present argument, that with ^Ir. Stephen
the relative values express themselves in terms of pleasure,
and that this is the quality that renders them '

identical in

kind,' and ' commensurable.' ' The criterion,' he says,
'

is

always simple, the balance of gratification in one way or the

other ^. If this is true, it is a psychological truth : if it is

false, it is psychologically false ; and the same introspection
which admits or rejects this quality as the ground of a common
measure must be equally competent to find any other, if it be

there. Supposing
'

instincts
'

to be inherently differenced

both by sentient and by moral gi-adations, what can be more

arbitrary than to tell me that I can know what I like, but

cannot know what I approve ? If I can know both, the former

knowledge, when extended throughout the '

instincts
'

whicli I

experience, sets them before me in hedonistic order
; the latter

sets them in moral order : the one giving the hierarchy of

Prudence, the other the hierarchy of Right. We need not

object to setting down these cognitions to the credit of
'

Reason,' provided we do not erase them from the account

of psychology, instead of recognising them as the rational

registration of psychological facts
;

and provided also we
attach to the word ' Reason

'

a meaning clear and constant.

It is perhaps my own fault that I cannot find any exact sense

of it applicable, without variation, to the separate sentences in

which Mr. Stephen resorts to it. He says, for instance,
' The

supposed conflict between Reason and Passion is, as I hold,

meaningless if it is taken to imply that the Reason is a faculty

separate from the emotions, and contemplating them as an
external spectator*.' Our Reason, then, whatever it may be

' Science of Ethics, chap. iii. § 25, p. 65.
• Ibid. chap. iii. § 26, p. 65.

' Ibid. chap. iii. § 28, p. 68.
* Ibid. chap. ii. § 20, p. 60.
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or do, is not (lualitiod to 'contcniplatc our emotions as an

cxttMiinl spcctjitor." Yet. whon \\v conios to explain how
it is (hat ' the cliaracter is moditied as the Koason acts,'

lie tells us it is
'

hee^usc^ it enables us after a time to judge
oven «)f our own character as a whole, to rehearse not only
our jmrtieular acta, hut moods, and m hcrmne njtectators of

ourselves, and retjtinl our fevlinifti unth diHrfiuit or com-

j^iteencif' The very thing, then, which refxson cannot do,

it somehow ' ruoJdes us' to do: does this change of the

acting subject save these propositions from contradiction 1

Mr. Stephen would be the last to put in such a plea ; for

he himself recognises no agent beyond the resultant of the

composite organism of instincts
;
and cannot suppose any one

else to mean by 'Reason' more than ourselves exercising

rational functions. The second sentence therefore affirms

precisely what the first denies.

If we waive the question of phraseology, and accept the

term 'Reason' as tantamount to self-conscious apprehension

of compared springs of action, or including it, Mr. Stephen's

description of the mental advance from the appreciation
of '

particular acts
'

to that of general
' moods

'

or types of

feeling, may be easily translated into the terms of our fore-

going exposition. We first judge
' our particular acts ;' and

because we do so from the inner side of them, and this inner

side or motive changes its relation from act to act, the judg-
ment widens to a system of judgments on numerous 'moods'

or actuating feelings, which incur, in determinate proportion,
our disgust or complacency. The divergencies, however,

which may be covered over by resembling language cannot,

I fear, be thus reduced to coalescence. The progressive

enlargement of ethical view which Mr. Stephen conceives

as a generalisation by inference, whereby rules emerge from

cases, I regard as rather an extending range of intuitive

perception of relative worth. And the equilibrium of in-

stincts which he contemplates is the adjustment obtained

by their mutual trial of strength in the efibrt of each at

self-gratification : while that which I seek to define is their

disposal in graduated subordination prescribed by their

relative worth as acknowledged by our own comparing self-
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consciousness. The difference will be seen if I place, by
the side of a single happy sentence of Mr. Stephen's, the

slightly modified form in which I could make it my own.

'Each instinct,' he says, 'has its voice in determining the

action of the federal government ; but no one is allowed to

take the command exclusively, without reference to the

wishes of the others.' Rather should I sav,
' Each instinct

has its voice in determining the action of the supreme execu-

tive
;
but no one is allowed to take the command, except of

its subordinates, without deference to the orders of its superiors.'
In other words, I replace the federal equality of ' wishes' by
the hierarchical gradations of authority.

(3) The sensibility of the mind to the gTadations of this

scale is precisely what wo call Conscience;—the knowledge
with ones self of the better and worse

;
and the more delicate

the knowing faculty, the finer are the shades perceived.
Whoever feels no difference of worth between one propen-
sion and another, and yields himself with equal unreluctance

to appetite or affection, to resentment or compassion, and

emerges from them with equal cheerfulness, is without con-

science. Nor is his case morally improved, if, while he

recognises a difference, it is still a difterence, not of in-

herent excellence, but only of agreeableness or external

benefit,
—a relish in one viand that is not in another. If

this be all, he will feel at liberty, mero arhitrio, to fling

himself in any direction, and will acknowledge no hindrance

but that of distaste, in the way of each chance desire. This

state of mind constitutes the direct nesration of the conscious-

ness of Duty ;
of whose very essence it is to feel that we have

710 right to dispose of ourselves by caprice, and that we can-

not legitimate an autocratic power by any mere willingness
to take its risks and bear its penalties. It is only in propor-
tion as a man is alive to other differences than those of pleasant-
ness among the several springs of action, that he has an

awakened moral sentiment. And hence we see, with some

precision, in what consists the peculiarity of an exact as dis-

tinguished from a confused or obtuse conscience. The former,
like a fine ear for music, magnifies, as it were, the intervals

between tone and tone, and is sensitive to intermediaries quite
VOL. II. E
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lost to the tlulliT mind : tlio latter, accustomed ordy to the

discipline of ruder instruments, passes without notice a

thousanti thinjjs (juite out of tune, antl recjuires strong
discords in order to feel a jar. Conscience, then, is the

critical perce]>ti(>n we have of the relative authority of our

several principles of acti(<n. The sense of that authority is

impVn-ithi contained in the mere natural strife of these prin-

ciples within us : wdien e.rjdicithj brought into view by
rellective self-knowledge, it assumes a systematic character,

and asserts its prerogative as the judicial regulator of life. Its

proper business is to watch the forces of our nature, and keep

everything in its place.

;Mr. Sidgwick, who thinks that the actions of others are

fii'st judged, and in their external aspects, admits that the

meaning of the word ' Conscience
'

looks very much the other

way.
'

It is true,' he sa3's,
' that the common use of the term

" Conscience
"

to denote the moral faculty generally suggests
an opposite view to that just stated. "Conscience" implies

properly the passing of moral judgments on ourselves,
—a

process which tends to throw us into the introspective atti-

tude, and to bring motives into view.' ' Indeed
'

(he says in

a note),
' the term Conscience in its original use blends the

two notions of "
introspective cognition

"
and " ethical judg-

ment."
'

Mr. Sidgwick also admits that ' the moral sense of

mankind
'

decidedly regai'ds
'

the subjective rightness of an
action as of more importance than the objective.' What, then,

does he find to neutralise these weighty concessions ? They
are overbalanced by an absurdity which he imputes to the

doctrine of inward judgment, and assumes to be inseparable
from it. 'Some have thought,' he says, 'that the judgments
we pass on the conduct of others are primarily j udgments of

conscience, and passed on ourselves hypothetically, by our

consciously imagining ourselves in the position of other

persons. But this seems to be a mistake similar to that

committed by Hobbes in describing Pity as involving
" a

fiction of the like calamity befalling ourselves." No doubt,

in so far as we sympathise with others, we represent their

feelings in imagination as if they were our own : as in reading

any description we may be loosely said to imagine ourselves
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seeing the things described: but we do not really think of

ourselves in the one ease any more than in the other. And

just as in the mental development of the individual and the

race, the faculties of external perception are exercised earlier

than introspection, so it would seem that moral judgments
were originally passed on external actions, and that motives

did not come to be considered till later ^' I do not know who
has ever advanced the doctrine which Mr. Sidofwick here

describes and confutes. It may be readily granted to him

that we do not find it necessary, in judging others^ to sub-

stitute ourselves for them by an act of imagination similar to

that in which Hobbes absurdly places the essence of Pity :

but it by no means follows from this that the observed actions

of others are the primary objects of moral judgment. It may
still be true that moral discrimination has its biilh in con-

scientla, from feeling differences in our own springs of action;

and that the estimates so given are then applied to the corre-

sponding springs of action betrayed in others by their conduct.

That this is really the process seems evident from the familiar

fact, that, in case of our mistaking their motive and discover-

ing the mistake, our judgment is immediately altered, though
the action remains the same : while, on the other hand, should

something done against conscience by ourselves turn out so

well as to consist with all the conditions of 'objective right,'

it makes no difference in our self-condemnation. This simple
test seems to me to make the very soil transparent in which

the ultimate root of the moral feeling lies, and to show us

whence its fibres draw their first nutriment.

The argument for Mr. Sidgwick's order of derivation,

founded on the earlier development of the perceptive than

of the reflective faculties, would press with great force

against any doctrine which asserted that the first moral

feeling must wait till motive and action were analytically

separated in consciousness. Only reflection can separate

them
;

and long before such analyses are possible, the

primitive moral energies of mankind have certainly done

plenty of work. But the theory of an internal moral con-

sciousness demands no such premature psychology ;
it

» Methods of Ethics, Bk. III. chap. i. p. 180.

£2
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iutluljxos in no picture of *

tlio naked savage
'

seated on a

rock and pulIiuLC Ids ideas to pieces, and wondering how

they get the management of his huge ])ainted lind).s. All

that it aftirms nf him is this: that. thou<rh he jjoes throutrh

no process of introspection and self-examination, yet it is

(juite possible for him. if in a tit of passion he has killed his

child, to 1)0 afterwards struck with compunction as he looks

at the wounded body stretched in (h^ath. You may perhaps

say, this may Avell be, though it bo simply tlic /o.v.s that grieves

him. I reply, that, were you to ask him, ho could not tell you ;

the thing he has done, and the rage that has moved him, are

all one to him. Yet the state of his mind is not what it

would have been if the fatal blow had been not from his own

hand, or had been from an accidental swerving of his arm. It

owes its special character to the inward spring whence the

act has come. He does not, and need not, analyse the case ;

but that he is differently affected when nothing but the

motive impulse is changed, analyses it for us, and betrays

where the moral differentia lies.

Moreover, this argument assumes a more exact antithesis

than actually subsists between the '

perceptive
'

and the '

re-

flective
'

faculties ;
viz. that through the former we know

exclusively external things and phenomena; through the

latter, internal. Of these two propositions, the latter alone is

true: reflection certainly begins, continues, and ends with

introspection ;
it has no other object than the phenomena of

consciousness,—it has no other instruments than the laws and

powers of thought ;
its life elements are those of a purely ideal

world. But perception of outward objects is impossible
without self-discrimination from them, and therefore self-con-

sciousness ;
nor can we knmv them, without memories and

beliefs and conceptions, and similarities and dissimilarities of

feeling and idea, all which w^e must also know, whether we
think about them or not, inasmuch as we can identify them on

their recurrence, and hold them fairly apart. The non-Ego
and the Ego come into cognisance together, and perception
itself is the consciousness of their relation

;
and though it

explicitly attends to one term of that relation, it implicitly

postulates the other, and holds it ready to be looked at when-
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ever the mental eye is pleased to turn that way. The moment

this occurs, the contents of the imvard face of the experience

spread themselves out, and can be no less compared and re-

duced to order than their correlatives. The intellectual act

which performs this operation, by concentrating itself upon
the play of light and shade and the meeting and passing of

images and ideas behind the screen, is what we call 'rejlec-

tion.' It therefore receives from the hands of perception one-

half of their gains, and retires to make an inventor}^ of them,

.systematically disposed. The true account, therefore, seems to

be, that through the perceptive faculty we know both worlds

in their relation to each other, the outward explicitly, the

inward implicitly ;
and through the reflective, the implicit

knowledge of the latter is rendered explicit. Is it needful to

say in what exact sense these words 'impUcit and explicit'

are to be understood ? We may put it thus : the relation

between the outer and the inner world,—the relation of anti-

thetic duality,
—is known to us in perception, known at once

as well as it ever is : each of the two related terms is or con-

tains a complex of phenomena, with their sub-relations among
themselves : each of these sub-relations (within the sphere of

our nature and world) is felt by us, and, if different, would be

differently felt, whether we have made acquaintance with its

component terms or not : so long as we have not yet made

their acquaintance, yet, in the feeling which is their conjoint

relation to us, have the means of doing so, we possess an hn-

plicit knowledge of them : as soon as we use these means, and

direct upon the sub-relation an analytic attention which re-

solves it into its factors, we see what goes to make our feeling ;

and the primary relation, instead of being implicitly known

merely as distinguished from others, becomes explicitly known,

as exposing to view the contents of its tributary sub-relation.

Now it is no doubt true that the phenomena of the outward

world become explicitly known to us earlier than those of our

own mind
;
but this only proves that theories of nature may

be expected earlier than theories of conscience. For the action

of conscience, implicit knoivledge alone is needed, a feeling,

true to the real relations of duty, that this is worthier than

that. This condition demands no reflective introspection, no
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Rbility to lay the finger on ^vl\at it is in the action judj^aHl

which excites the feeling, or even to a.sA- the qiiCHiloii whetlier

it be tlie motive or the ellect. Vet it n»ay turn out, when tho

analysis of tho fact comes to bo made, that, in tho absence of

the motive, the feeling would not have been thoro
; and, with

ilitlereuce of motive, it would have l)een ditferent, all elso

vemainimx the san»e : not till the agent himself becomes awaro

of this, does his moral knowledge become ciypliclt, enabling

him to think out into system the rules which nevertheless his

judgments have always followed. I sec therefore nothing, in

the early development of the perceptive faculties, which is at

all at variance with the account I have given of the source and

essence of the moral sentiments.

ii. INCIDENTAL TESTS OF THE THEORY OF CONSCIENCE.

The foregoing interpretation of our modes of moral judg-

ment, and of the nature and origin of Conscience, docs no

violence, so far as I can see, to any psychological experience ;

nor does it materially deviate from the description given by
most ethical writers of the facts of moral consciousness. It

seems susceptible, however, of some instructive applications,

on which, as further criteria of its truth, it will be useful to

dwell for a few moments.

(1) It seems to justify the popular notion that conscientious-

ness is no security for energy, and is even apt to degenerate
into a certain weakness of character. If it be the sole function

of conscience to discern the intervals between the several

springs of action, it implies nothing whatever as to their sepa-

rate intensity. The intervals may be equally gi-eat, whether

the quantities between which they are set are little or large.

And where the finest gradations are to be read off, a micro-

scopic provision must be there for magnifying differences

indistinguishable by the coarser natural eye. Such an instru-

ment is apt to have a narrow range, and to be too nice for the

broad estimates of the w^orking world. The homoeopathic

balance, depressed by a fairy globule, and enclosed in a glass

case lest it vibrate with the passing breath, is useless for
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weighing beef and bread
;
and can never acquire a momentum

that a feather will not break. A mind of this structure serves

in the moral cosmos the purpose of a cometary nebula in the

physical ;
its exaggerated movements all the more conspicuous-

ly exhibiting the forces which it is unfitted to accumulate and

transmit. Anxious scrupulosity, the result of critical inspec-

tion, we naturally expect less in the passionate and impulsive

nature, than in the comparatively cold and quiet, to which

pause is never difficult, and enthusiasm never importunate.
The simply ethical temper is related to spiritual productive-
ness as mere good taste is to creativeness in poetry and art.

With so circumspect a step it makes no way ;
and though it

never wanders, never flies. For ever occupied in distinguish-

ing, it acquires the habit of fear instead of love,
—

nay, above

all things, /ears to love. Its maxims are maxims of avoidance,

which shape themselves into negatives, and guard every avenue

with the flaming sword of prohibition,
' Thou shalt not !

'

In apprehension of possible evil, it dares not surrender itself

to any admiration and fling itself into unrestrained action for

any haunting end : the admiration must first be scrutinised,

till it has cooled and its force is gone ;
the end in view is

traced through a thicket of comparisons, till it is lost in the

wood. Nothing accordingly is more rare than a character at

once balanced and powerful, judicial and enthusiastic ;
and

faultless perception is apt to involve feeble inspiration. Nor

is the rule apparent only in individual life. On the larger

scale of historical experience, it receives its fulfilment in the

alternation, remarked by St. Simon, of organic and critical

periods ;
in the first of which great action abounds and great

works of genius are produced, and society displays an exube-

rance of spontaneous energy ; while, in the latter, this almost

lawless aflluence is reduced to rule, and modesty is imposed on

its extravagance ;
its blemishes are noted, its defects rendered

sensible
;
and the curb is put upon its wild career. In litera-

ture, in art, even in religion, fresh life is always at the

expense of the old limits, and presses into an air never

breathed before: the new product awakens a new conscious-

ness which has to be adjusted in its relation to previous expe-

rience, and to furnish new canons of judgment ;
and thus, to
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the age of origination succeeds an ago of connoisseursliip, too

busy in sorting out the past ^vith orderl}- uj»i»ivci!ition to

become the organ of creation for the futtn'c. The autumn

Nvhic-h gathers and stores the fruits of culture has no longer

the prolific vitality of the summer that moulds and paints

them ; and every time when economic diligence takes stock is

a time »)f declining freshness, when the sap of nature has

grown slack. The difficulty, therefore, is not confined to

morals, but repeats itself throughout our nature, of reconcil-

ing intensity of power with truth of ecjuipoise* The mojnent

when we most feel the positive forces of our inner being is not

tliat in which we best reduce them to comprehensive estimate;

nor is the accurate apprehension of their relative worth any

guarantee for their vigorous action. This phenomenon ceases

to be the paradox of ethics, as soon as conscience is explained

as the mere inner sense of cUferences along the scale of im-

pulses, Avithout regard to the absolute force of any.

(2) It is also easy to understand, how, notwithstanding the

uniformity of their moral nature, men may remain far from

unanimity in their apparent moral judgments. The whole

scale of inner principles is open to survey only to the ripest

mind
;
and to be perfect in its appreciation is to have ex-

hausted the permutations of human experience. To all actual

men a part only is familiar
; often, a deplorably small part.

Still, however limited the range of our moral consciousness, it

would lead us all to the same verdicts, had w^e all the same

segment of the series under our cofjnisance. We should have

a naiTower, but a concurrent sense of right and wrong. That

it is otherwise is not surprising, when it is remembered that

to different men different parts of the scale of impulses are

familiar by the predilections of their nature or the cast of

their experience ;
so that their moral insight does not sweep

over courses parallel and equal, but the measure at which one

mind stops short is outstripped and overlapped by the standard

of another. The effect of this inequality upon our casuistry is

obvious at a glance. If all our moral judgments are preferential,

two terms must always be present as the objects of comparison.

They are not both, however, explicitly stated in the form

usually given to our moral problems ;
one only is advanced ;
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the other, held in reserve, and therefore unnoticed. It is in

this suppressed term, which may secretly differ in the mind

of different disputants, that the source of apparent divergency

lies. Ask two persons the value of B : if one measures it by
A as a standard, and the other by C, their answers will not

agi'ee. Not that they contain any real contradiction and may
not both be true, when fully unfolded

;
but so long as the

measure tacitly employed remains latent and is not even self-

confessed, the relative nature of the decision is hid under the

disguise of an absolute verdict ;
one voice declares a given

thing to be '

right,' another to be '

wi'ong ;' meaning no more

than in the first case that it is superior to one substitute,—in

the second, that it is inferior to another. Of no moral activity

can the worth be determined without conceiving what would

else he there; and unless this conception be identical in the

thoughts of two advocates, they deal with differing problems

under semblance of the same name. When, for instance, a

discussion arises, whether we ought to approve of the

heroes and heroines who, like Howard, Elizabeth Fry, or

Florence Nitrhtinofalo, go into original fields of humane enter-

prise at the cost of home blessings of great price ;
those who

condemn the course and those who admii-e it will have

different conditions present to their thought : the former will

regard it as an abandonment of family affections and nearer

claims ;
the latter will perceive in it the sacrifice of self at

the bidding of a pity and love which, in embracing the wider,

does not cease to compass the lesser sphere. The former sees

in it something less, the latter something more, than the faithful

service of duty close at hand. It is the same in all the great

controversies of practical morals. The defender of the laws of

honour secretly compares the sensitiveness to character which

asserts itself against danger and death, with the pusillanimity

which hugs its safety at the expense of a good name. The

impugner of the same laws compares this jealous self-vindi-

cation with the quiet appeal to a higher tribunal, and reveren-

tial willingness to 'judge nothing before the time.' The same

type of disposition is placed side by side, in the one case, with

the term below it, in the other, with the term above it. When

the phenomenon of Christian martyrdom took the Roman
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mngistrat<>s Ity surprise, it prosentcd to tlu'in tlie ns})oct of a

more obstinate ejjjotism,— a setting up of Hell' and its wliinisiea

a<;aiiist sanctities dear to the universal heart of man : seen

from a hi;j:her point of view, it becomes the conipletest self-

surrender, in allegiance to a Divine Person, who is the reality

of all that men revere. The significance of the act is not only
chanLTcd, it is inverted, in these two views: instead of bcintr

an example of individual conceit against a general reverence,

it is an utter merging of the individual will in devotion to

one who is the substance of all shadows of true worship. For

the confessor to yield and pay his sacrifice to the emperor
would be, in the eyes of Pagan observers, a becoming

mode.sty ;
in those of his fellow-disciples, an impious be-

trayal of the Supreme Friend. The conception, therefore,

of what else would be there, w^ere the trial declined, is

altogether difiercnt : hence the different verdicts
; which,

though apparently pronounced upon the same act, are really

directed upon it in dissimilar and even opposite relations.

Thus the facts that a part only of the moral scale is present
to particular persons, and to different persons not the same

part, readily explain the divergencies of ethical judgment,
without compromising in the least the uniformity of moral

conception throughout the human race.

(3) The process by which the scale thus partially familiar to

us extends its range and familiarises us with nobler problems,
deserves attention. 'As in water face answereth to face, so

the heart of man to man.' It is the objective image of the

nature sleeping within us, that wakes it up and startles it

into self-knowledge. The living exhibition in another of

higher affections than w^e have known, far from remaining

unintelligible to us, is the grand means of spiritual culture,
—

the quickener of conscience and the opener of new faith.

The natural language of every passion of which we are sus-

ceptible speaks to us with a marvellous magic, and calls up
fresh islands and provinces of consciousness where there was

a blank before. And whoever is the first to give explicit

manifestation to our own implicit tendency touches us with

admiration and acquires a certain power over us. If the

feeling he expresses is nearly on our levels if he is only a
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little beforehand with us in shaping our dumb and formless

wants, he becomes our literary interpreter or our party leader,

—a chief indeed, but of the same kind with the followers. If

the affection he realises is ahove us, strange to our experience

but congenial with our capacity,
—a more heroic endurance or

more conquering love than we had conceived,— he becomes to

us an author of faith, prophet and brother at once, even

mediator helping us into nearer union with God. Even amid

the passions of war, natures hardened by obstinate antipathies

will yield and melt before the experience of a nobler tj'pe of

feeling than they have yet conceived ;
as may be seen by the

well-attested and softening surprise sho-svn by the wounded

Egyptians in the late war, when they found themselves treated

by their captor with as tender a care as his own soldiers : that

victory should thus instantly quench the angry heats and flood

the heart with cooling pity, is more than they had ever di'eamed,

and will make it hardly possible for them, without compunc-

tion, to go and do otherwise. On the same principle it is that

the true reformer of character seeks the conscience of men,

not through methods of reasoning, or appeals to interest, but

through scenes in the drama of life, exhibiting the conflict of

the better and the worse, within the range of intelligible

possibility, yet a little beyond the verge of realised expe-

rience
;
the story of the saint, the hjTnn of the martp-, the

parable of the Samaritan, wielding a persuasion of which the

pleader and the philosopher may despair.

The readiness in the human mind to looh up, to welcome

higher spirits and hang on to them, is only the external mani-

festation of that hierarchy of principles which we have learned

to recognise. As each spring of action, in the ascending scale,

has diviner right over us, so have the persons that become its

embodiment a corresponding command of our reverence and

trust. The steps on which the human world without is

ranged are in conformity with the ranks of natural impulse

within
;

not only attesting their constancy, but bringing

them into consciousness. Were it not for the inequalities

of human character, repelling us in aversion, subduing us

to veneration,—here given us to rule and there to serve and

trust,
— life would have no sacred discipline, and would never
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open to us tho resources of our moral miture. Nor cotild its

exiHM-ience do tins, oven through the ])resence of hij^her minds

than our own. if the key were not within us by which to read

ort' their significance and recognise their authority. The hjwer

creatures, often so (luick to interpret in us the signs of suscep-

tibilities liko their own. juesent only blunk looks towards

every expression of tho distinctive characteristics of man,—
the abstracted ga/e of thought, the jiallor of remorse, the atti-

tu<le of prayer. Tho meaning stops, where their natures ends.

And so would it be with the action of nobler beings upon us,

were we not of the same spiritual kindred, and therefore open
to the Divine contagion of theii* greatness. These two condi-

tions,—a common nature, and an unequal development,
—

determine the whole grouping of our humanity, creating

everywhere a moral interdependence, of like and unlike, of

less and gi-eater, of crude weakness and ripe strength, analo-

gous to that of the family ; in which indeed we see the proper
unit of society and a miniature type of the whole organism of

the moral world. Thus, the external discipline and education

of human character answers exactly to the inner hierarchy of

afiection and obliiration.

(4-) The theory of conscience which has been expounded
throw^s, perhaps, some light on a belief otherwise so para-
doxical as to perplex us by its prevalence in almost every

age ;
I mean, the belief in a separate heaven and hell, and a

corresponding distribution of men into only two classes, of

good and bad, friends and enemies of God. At first sight,

nothing can well appear more unnatural and defiant of all

fact than this dual classification. The moment you attempt
to apply it to actual persons, and to walk through the

world parting, as you go, the sheep fi-om the goats, you

perceive how little it answers to any apparent reality, and

how shocking the effect would be of running it sharply

through life. The varieties of character, and the degrees of

faithfulness, are infinite, and are discriminated from each

other by the finest shades
;
nor can any perception less perfect

than the judicial eye of Omniscience determine the innumer-

able gi'adations. How then can eternal Equity be content

with only two provisions for the treatment of these complex
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differences ? Even our coarse human justice, in the adminis-

tration of a family, a school, an army, a nation, has more
exactitude than this, neither treating all culprits alike, nor

regarding with equal favour all that escape penalty. Yet,

strange to say, this doctrine, seemingly so harsh in itself and
so impossible to confront with experience, has by no means
been a mere favourite with the rude multitude: it has had
the most powerful hold of minds capacious, philosophical,

harmonious, devout
;
and has rarely failed to throw its awful

shadow across the holiest souls. Evaded and explained away
by mediocre men and in rationalistic times, it is gazed at with

full face by a Plato, a Dante, a Milton, a Pascal
;
and surely

has no ambiguous expression in the records of our faith, and
is referred by them to the Christian's supreme authority.
How is this contradiction to be resolved ? I reply : by turn-

ing from the outward to the inward look of moral evil. It is

when we contemplate its external phenomena and manifesta-

tions, when we critically sort out the aspects of human
character as objects of natural history, that we fuid ourselves

involved in enrlless intricacies of classification. It is not, how-

ever, from the scene around us that we learn the nature of right
and wrong ; but from our own self-consciousness. Thither we
must retreat, if we would consult the true and primitive oracle

of God's will upon this matter. And what do we there find,

when we interrogate the cases of moral probation, taken one

by one ? We find, if our exposition has been correct, a con-

troversy between two competing impulses, of which, be their

relative vehemence what it may, we well know one to be

bettei, the other worse,—the one to express the Divine, the

other the Satanic claim to us,
—the one to constitute the

highest, the other the lowest possibility which the crisis opens
to us. Between them the interval is unspeakably great, a

gulf infinite and impassable ; they are not first and second

best, but simply the absolutely right for us to do and the

absolutely wrong. The whole problem hes in this alternative
;

and if, under the temptation, we fall, we perpetrate the very
worst that the moment allows, and take the offer of sin

um-eservedly and on its own terms. What more could we
have done in the guilty service than we have done ? We
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luivc porft)rint.Hl
all tlmt it asked of us. It. matters not that

there are other passions viler still, other acts oonceival>le ol

(lei'por turpitiule. They luul no phiee in oiii- prohleni, and

were wholly jvhsent from the fit-Id ; and what alleviation is it,

that we did not la])So under n temptation that never tempted

us? Ought it to mitigate to the oflender the shame of a lie,

that he miixht have told two? Would it dry the tears of

IVtors denial, to bo toM that he had not murdered, hut only

disowned, his Lord ? No : he would protest, as remorse in its

agony over must, that he had done to the uttermost that

which Satjui had desired him to do, and gone against

Ilim whom he knew to be the holiest. If this be true

of one instance of inner conflict, it is true of all: each,

in its turn, presents us with the option of two possi-

bilities, between which is no via media; but which are

for us, now and here, the ultimate limit of good and evil, the

very essence of life and death,
—

allegiance to God or Devil.

Hence the immeasurahle nature of the compunction awakened

by wrong-doing,
—the total inability to forgive one's self,

—the

sense of an evil that is irreparable and a sin beyond all gauge.

Were our future to be simply determined by that one trial, it

could onh' present a heaven which we miss, and a hell into

which we have flung ourselves away ; and this dualistic con-

ception is but the external counterpart of the single combat

within every tempted soul
;

it is the natural faith of con-

science believing simply as it feels.

Nor, perhaps, is this natural faith quite so much checked

as we might anticipate by the obvious reflection, that the

awards of Divine justice must be given, not in consideration

of one single act, but on a survey of the life as a whole, lights

and shadows being taken together. There are reasons in the

very nature of the moral law, when rightly understood, why
there can be no such keeping of accounts and discharge of

balances between us and God. But we may meet the

difficulty fi'om another side. It is perhaps less um-easonable

than might at first appear, to appreciate ourselves by a single

moral sample, instead of by an extended average. It may be

doubted whether the wider range would often reverse the

verdict founded on the solitary case. In the earlier period of
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responsible life there will, no doubt, be some •wavering and

alternation between defeat and victory ;
but so rapidly does

weakness or force of conscience set in and become habitual,

that every lapse is a fearful portent of another, and every
faithful achievement a presumption of more

;
and the voli-

tions of the same mind fast assume a determinate complexion,

rarely differing much from the premonitory symptoms of its

first probation. Men certaLnly differ greatly, and A will not

yield under B's temptation, nor B under As
;
but rarely does

a man vary greatly from himself, victor to-day and van-

quished to-morrow : and if a solemn suspicion creeps into his

heai-t that, fallen once, he is fallen for ever, its shadow is only
so far deeper than the truth of fact, as may be needful to

startle him into truth of impression. An incalculable pro-

portion of what are called diversities of character are con-

stitutional rather than moral distinctions, no more the OTOund

of any judicial award than the fact that, when you were

tempted, I flid not sin. Were this class of differences re-

moved, and men arranged solely by their fidelity or infidelity
in dealing with their own problems, who shall say how near

the classification would approach the twofold distribution of

the ever yielding and the ever firm ?

In thus tracing the doctrine of heaven and hell to its

psychological origin in the dualism of conscience, I do not

mean to offer a plea for its outward form, but a ju.stification

of its inner significance. When the infinite turpitude which

compunction feels to be inherent in its sin is expressed by
endhfis duration of punishment, no doubt incommensurable
elements are brought together, as if they had a common
measure. Quality cannot thus be translated into quantitv,
intension into extension, complexion of guilt into duration of

suffering ;
and the attempt to do so must be taken simply as

expressing, in a mythological way, the sen.se of transcendent

evil and unworthiness in the conscious violation of moral law.

It is ever the tendency of the human mind to evade the

necessity of '

comparing spiritual things with spiritual
'

by
comparing them rather with temporal and sen.sible,

—to

reduce moral and religious notions to terms of time and

spacCj
—to substitute images and magnitudes given in per-
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coption for tho ideas nnd intonsitios belonging to tlie liiglicr

atloctions ; nnd it is in dlx-dioncc to this tendency that for

suporhitive slmnie an ecjuivaK'nt is supposed to be found in

everlasting sutlering. But the moral inlinitudo is too real to

bo thus defined, and delegatccl to an inferior representative.

The several phenomena •winch thus turn up precisely as

our exposition wouM prepare us to expect, may serve as

confirmatory evi<lence of its correctness. And we may now
rest in the conclusion, that tiie objects of our moral judgment
are, prinuirily, our own inner springs of self-conscious action,

as freely preferred or discarded by our will
;
and that we are

enabled to exercise this judgment by a consciousness, in-

separable from the presence together of more springs of action

than one, that there is among them a relative order of worth,

binding us to admit the better and exclude the worse.



CHAPTER II.

THEORY OF PIIUDEXCE.

The real nature of our moral constitution will come out

still more clearly, if, instead of longer looking at what it

includes within itself, we now turn to what it excludes, and

mark the boundary that separates it from neighbouring

provinces of our humanity. To do this fully and systemati-

cally would indeed be to anticipate our review of the chief

heteropsychological theories of ethics, which are all founded on

an attempted identification of the moral sentiments with some

other function of our nature. But without serious trespass

on ground that yet awaits us, we may sufliciently complete our

present exposition, if from moral judgment, in its objects and

modes, we discriminate jwndent'ud ; and show how the two,

so apt to be confusedly mixed up together, stand at once con-

trasted and related.

1. OBJECTS OF PRUDENTIAL JUDGMENT.

(1) While the objects oi moral preference are the springs of

action ivitltin us, the objects of prudential preference are the

effects of action upon us. Shall we smart for what we do? or

shall we gain by it ? shall we suffer less, shall we profit more,

by this course, or by that? These are the questions, and the

only ones, that are asked in the counsels of prudence. Happi-

ness, security, content, so far as they are under human com-

mand, are there the grand ends in view, decisive of every

alternative. We ask not about the affection it is good to start

from, but about the result it is pleasant to tend to; and

choose accordingly. In other words, it is sentient good,

VOL. IT. F
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not of eourso Ixxlily nlniu". Imt iruMdi-nt to all our faculties,
—

tlio good of Avliich -Nve ar(> susc(>]iHl)l(> as boingH of pain

aiiil plonsniv, and of which all animalcil nature, moral or

unmoral, is suscoptihlo. that hero attracts the cyo and

directs the will. Wen* wc destitute of scnsi])ility, oi- were all

exercises of our activity neutral in this respect, there -would

lie no room for this sort of wisdom: yet diffeivnces of moral

authority and value mit'ht still remain in a nature thus

jiartially benumbed,—as the tones still hold their intervals in

muttied bells. True, the moral consciousness, though not

jyresuppos'inr/ any sentient effects of our activity, w^ould soon

be fitUoired })ij
them ; because we cannot imagine the higher

authority cither obej'cd or resisted without entailing its own
inner sequel of satisfaction or shame. This, however, is the

aftertaste aflbrded when the prior ethical energy has asserted

itself; and is not a condition of its origination. At all

events it is plain that, if a moral consciousness is inseparably

followed by a prudential, the prudential does not involve a

moral
;

its only condition being a difference among the

sentient effects of the will, without of necessity any difference

in the felt intrinsic worth of the impelling cause.

(2) From this difference in their object it follows, that

prudence is an affair of forcmght ; moral judgment, of insight.

The one appreciates what vjill he; the other, what imme-

diately is : the one decides between future desirable conditions ;

the other, between present inward solicitations. Hence, the

two do not stand in the same relation to experience. Pre-

vision is impossible anterior to experience ;
nor can we tell,

till we have tried, whither even our own propensities will lead

us, into what thicket of mixed consequences,
—

thorn-bearing
and fruit-bearing.

—
^they may carry us away. But intuition,

as we have characterised it, is simply se(/'-knowledge ;
and

requires nothing but the presence and fermentation in the

mind of the principles which it has to estimate : the inner

eye, unless it droops in wilful sleep, is ever open, and is

potentially beforehand with the ftrst problem that can arise.

For want of experience we may blunder, but not sin. That

moral judgment should thus anticipate action, while prudence
has to wait for it, is surely the proper order of endowment
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for a being really responsible ;
for one appointed to be, in

character, without excuse for his transgi-essions, but, in under-

standing, the pupil of his own mistakes. The instant that

any contending principles press their invitations on him.

tlteve too is the consciousness of their respective rights ;
and if

he is betrayed into wrong, he is self-betrayed. His dutij con-

sists in acting frovix the right affection, about which he is

never loft in doubt: it is his wisdom only that consists in

pursuing the right end; and this can afford a little time to

grow ;
and will perhaps grow none the less, for the discipline

of a few painful but guiltless errors. The different effect of

experience on the prudential parts of character, and on the

moral, accords but too well with this mode of discriminating

them. The later life of most men is the more discerning

and well-advised
;
but the earlier years are nobler and purer ;

and to find the true instinct of conscience, we may more often

go with hope to the child, tlian to the gi-and-parents. Un-

faithfulness inevitably impairs and corrupts the native insight,

which remains only to those who sacredly use and guai'd it ;

and then, the substitute to which men turn is always their

foresight, which can scarcely fail to become finer as the com-

binations of life are more numerous, and the years are

prolonged. Thus, in the groA\i;h of Prudence there is almost

a necessity of nature
;
but in even the continuance of Con-

science, a contingency of pure and obedient will. We need

not resort to the hj'pothesis of a pre-existence of souls, and

believe that they are entombed in this life as an expiation, in

order to explain either the glimpses of ' heaven about us in

our infancy,' or the gathering darkness of a Avorldly maturity.
The clear Divine light, by which we recognise the good at

first, is not the trail of anj^ departing glory, going home into

some foreign sphere ;
it is inlierent in our fresh nature. Nor

does any sad fate quench it by mere mists of time : it will

not only abide, but spread and brighten, unless with some

smoke of covetousness we spoil and hide the promise of its

dawn. Indeed, it would be indirectly conceding too much to

experience,
—

only shifting its scene to an antecedent life,
—to

pronounce our moral consciousness inexplicable, except as an

aVdjurrjo-is lingering with us from an earlier state
;
for should

F 2
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wo not thus assuiiK- that, soiiu'wlicio or olhrr, it must have

ht'on h'(i)'}H'(l.- pic'kinl up from without, porcoivod or read

oti' from an ohjoctivo scone? Exalt and spiritualise that

scone as you may, call it the realm of I)i\ itic ideas, or the

sphere of eternal Reason, your resort to it is only in order to

suj^ply you with a fund of experience, as the possible source

of the hijj:her insiu;ht. and to evade the necessity of treating

that insight as sjiontanoous. Far truer in feeling (as well as

more thoroughgoing in thought) is tlic modern philosophy,

which is content to as.sert the simple spontaneity of certain

elements of our knowledge, and to substitute the doctrine of

/' priori notions for that of reminiscence. To the yery
nature of moral discernment it is essential, that it be

spontaneous, ready to meet the first occasion of moral expe-

rience, and that it be not therefore itself a product of expe-
rience. The more wo appreciate what ohli<j(ttio)i means, the

more shall we rest in the psychologically indigenous character

of its conditions, without any hankering after a process of

derivation for them. We shall expect them among our data ;

and shall seek nothing in the inductions of experience,

except what belongs to the unmoral intelligence. Conscience

is given : Prudence is found.

(3) Now the effects of action, in the foresight of which

Prudence consists, are of two kinds. First, there is the

direct gratification of the impulse whence the action pro-

ceeds
; and, secondly, there are the indirect and collateral

consequences reflected back upon us from the world around

on which the act is thrown, and w^here it sets new agencies at

work.

The first of these, being the direct fruit of our own nature,

is constant and inevitable, repeating itself each time that

the same spring of action has its way. It is of necessity

also a pleasure, or at least a relief : for there is no propensity
which it is not an uneasiness to suspend and a satisfaction to

indulge. Of what kind the gratification will be we do not

know beforehand : it is the characteristic of impulse to drive

us blindly forward on what it is commissioned to obtain;

and the thirst that first sends us to the draught gives no

prescience of the water's taste and feel. But gratification of
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some kind is inseparable from the restored equilibrium which

ensues, when clamorous impulse is paid off and dismissed.

Nor can it well be denied that the gi-eater the tension of the

previous affection, the more considerable will be the satisfac-

tion attending its exercise ; the intenser the thirst, the sweeter

the cup of cold water
;
the deeper your pity for a sufferer, the

greater your joy at his deliverance. This rule holds, not only
of the several gi-adations of each single passion, but of the

relative strength of all : the covetous man is never so happy as

in his gains, or the ambitious as in his honours, or the resent-

ful as in his revenge. So far therefore as tins primary order

of effects is concerned, we must say, that they reach their

most favourable amount in the wake of the strongest impulse,
and that the wages of propensity rise with its vehemence.

And, till "we are corrected by ulterior considerations, we must

pronounce it the law of prudence to gratify the tendencies in

the order of their eagerness, and live chiefly in the indulgence
of the ruling passion, whatever it be. Apart from all con-

siderations of conscience, and from the hazards of other

men's opinions, the intensity of a desire recommends it to the

economist of pleasure as first claimant on his choice ; and he.

is in this sense the discreetest administrator of his life, who
never denies himself his uppermost wish, and heeds every
solicitation in proportion to its importunity ! We should thus

reach a definition of Prudence which clearly marks its distinc-

tion from Duty : Prudence is self-surrender to the strongest

impulse ; Duty is self-surrender to the highest. And who-
ever would show that the two principles concur, must prove
coincidence between the scale of streui);th and the scale of

excellence.

n. MODIFICATIONS BY COEXISTING :\[ORAL .JUDGMENT.

The fairness, however, of this account of Prudence may
very naturally be called in question ;

for it omits from its

reckoning all the elements of pleasure from action except one.

The advantage of yielding to a vehement impulse may be

dearly purchased at the cost of the second class, of external and
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ulterior cflW-ts.—the conse(|nonccs ontailiMl l>y the order of tlie

world nnd the sentiments of nmnkind. ineluding our own.

This is unquestional.ly trne. But wliiit are these corroctivo

conseijuenees of i)reeipitate action ! I'ley turn out, on in-

sjK'etion, to be no mere ]>hent)mena ol' our iKttaral hintori/,

l»ut creations, ilirect or indirect, of our moral constitution :

they jue duo entirely to the fact that, in the human being,

there is a natural order of worth among the springs of action,

as well as an order of strength ; and accordingly they arc not

found in the inferior aniujals, that arc disposed of without

penalties by their own propensities. You are suffering, we

will suppose, the etiects of giving way to some uppermost

impulse. Does the smart consist in the compunction of your

own mind? T/nif is an anguish you would never feel, did

vou not know of a higher principle which you have ne-

glected ;
the misery of self-contempt flows from some inner

reverence insidted. Or does j'our punishment consist in the

indignation of your fellows-men ? This also visits you because

the spring of your action is not, in their estimation, the

highest, and they recognise a more legitimate authority which

you might have been expected to obey. They may very

likely misread and misinterpret the case
;
but their senti-

ments, however misapplied, are expressive of a moral nature,

familiar with the notions of right and wi'ong ;
and are the

social equivalents of your own conscience, only judging im-

perfectly at one remove or more from the interior facts. Or

do you suffer for your folly in fortune and in health ? Only
in a morally constituted world could such sad experiences

arise : they are attached as consequences, not to any part of

our nature, in the proportion it w^ould hold in a perfectly

i(.nmoral or a perfectly moral condition of being ;
but dis-

tinctly and exclusively to excess. They are the characteristics

of a state where sin has room to be
;

to the mind that has

degraded itself they come without surprise, and as if in

answer to inner forebodings. They embody, in the very frame-

work of the world, the moral affections of its Author, and

reflect our own conscience in his works and ways, not less

than the disapprobation of men in theirs. The just inference

to be draw^n from a survey of such consequences is simply
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this : that Prudence, in a world morally constituted, where

sin has to be visited, and a scale of authority to be felt, will

be different from what it else would be, and have new
elements of pain to deal with

;
that Duty will modify Pru-

dence by adding fresh terms to her problem ; not, that

Prudence, out of its own essence, can ever constitute Duty.
Mere sentient susceptibility, filtered however fine, gives no

moral consciousness
;
but a moral consciousness, like every

other, cannot fail to be attended by joys and sorrows of its

own. Where the susceptibility of conscience is already acute,

its sufferings or satisfactions will be considerable enough for

prudence to consult
;
and the good man would be a fool, were

he other than good. But in proportion as the moral con-

sciousness is obtuse, its pain and pleasure, being fainter, may
be neglected with greater impunity ;

Prudence may make up
her accounts, throwing away such inappreciable fractions

;

and a bad man, without conscience, you cannot call a fool for

not acting as if he had one. He neglects no elements of

happiness about which he cares
;
and a career which would

make better men miserable brings him no distress. Com-

punction he escapes by his insensibility; the sentiments of

others are indifferent to him, so long as he holds his place

among companions on his own level
; and, short of the

physiological penalties of nature and the direct punishments
of human law, there is nothing to restrain him, on prudential

gi-ounds, from following the bent of his predominant inclina-

tions. Nothing therefore seems vainer than the attempt to

work moral appeals by force of self-interest, and to induce a

trial of virtue as a discreet investment. To good men your

argument is convincing, but superfluous ; to the bad, who need

it, it is unavailing, because false. If you cannot speak home to

the conscience at once, condescend to no lower plea : to reach

the throne-room of the soul, Divine and holy things must

pass by her grand and royal entry, and will refuse to creep

up the back stairs of greediness and gain. Notwithstanding

all that philosophers have said about the agreement of virtue

with rational self-interest, it may be doubted whether their

reasonings ever recalled by a single step any wandering will
;

while it is notorious that the rugged earnestness of many a
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pronchor, nssuiniiig n consciousiu'ss of sin and sponlving to

notliini; else, has nAViikeniMl nuiltitn(li>s to a new lil'o, and

canii'd tluMu out of their former nature. In short, it would

never have been prudent to do right, had it not been some-

thinir infinitely more.

Among our springs of action, then, tliero prevails a moral

scale, according to the order of excellence ; and a prudential

scale, according to the order of strength. Now, of these, the

former, from the very nature of the case, is identical and con-

stant for all men ; the latter, variable with different persons ;

the one, universal, like Reason
;
the other, individual, like

Fancy. I say, 'from the ver3Miature of the case ;' because the

relative excellence and autliority vindicated for our several

principles is. in its whole essence and meaning, no accident of

our particular personality, but binding upon us and upon all

natures which are the theatre of the same principles. We
accordingly apply its rules to others, as well as to ourselves ;

and so consonant is this to the general feeling of mankind, that

no one objects to the recognition of a common moral law,

dominant over all idiosyncracies. Obligation claims sway over

the personalitj'-,
—a claim which would be belied, were it a

mere subjective phenomenon. As surely, therefore, as our

highest faculty does not lie, so certain is it that each same

spring of action is constant to the same relative place in the

secret reverence of every human being. Were it otherwise,

and could it turn up black in one mind and white in another,

no mutual understanding and converse on morals could take

place. The fact that comparison of ethical ideas is not less

practicable to us than comparison of scientific ideas, sufficiently

attests that Conscience, like Intellect, is the common property
of humanity, the basis of our union, not of our divergencies.
On the other hand, nothing can be more strictly an incident of

individuality than the relative force of any particular passion:
nor can any one fail to observe, that the impulse which tyran-
nises in one man may be imperceptible in another. Often, it

is true, we are tempted to fancy that what is most delightful
to us must be so no less to every one else, just as the child

insists that his favourite dish must be ambrosia to all who
taste it. But this little bigotry of expectation is soon found
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by experience to bo an illusion
;
and the reaction from it is

embodied in a maxim equally extravagant on the other side,

viz. that what is 'one man's food is another man's poison.'
The general fact, however, is conspicuous, that those who are

in accord respecting right and wrong, and recognise the same
moral law, feel the force of very different temptations ;

their

agreement is human
;
their deviations are individual : or, to

use the Platonic mode of statement,—the good (like the true)
is one

;
the evil (like the false) is manifold. This presents in

a new light the distinction between the two rules of life which
we are comparing. Whoever lives out of the universal order,

permitting tlie impulses that stir him to hold the rank which
the voice of humanity assigns them, follows the Moral rule.

Whoever lives out of his personal deflection from the uni-

versal order, and takes up witli his egoistic forces of propen-

sity, follows the Prudential rule
; and Had none the less, though,

on too dangerous a clashing of the two, he makes concessions

against himself; for in such interested compromise he only
humours the sentiments of others for the sake of crain or

security to his own.

Here we alight upon an interpretation of the doctrine

characteristic of the Christian mystics,
—that Self is the centre

and essence of all Sin, and the surrender of self the one simple
condition of union with God. There is indeed in this doctrine

a great deal more than our present exposition avails to reach
;

but among other things it has this meaning :
—that the Will,

whenever it goes astray, follows the direction of individual

tendency and wish,—the forces of the Ego um-estrained by
reverence for a good that is not ours

;
and that, only when all

regard to these personal interests is merged in devotion to that

hierarchy of affections which, in being universal, is Divine,
is the mood begun which sets man and God at one. To
have no icish, no claim, no reluctance to be taken hither

or thither, but to yield one's self up as the organ of a

higher spirit, which disposes of us as may be fit, con-

stitutes the mystic ideal of perfect life. And how can

we more accurately describe the cessation of all resistance

to the rightful claims upon us of the several spontaneous
affections? how more vividly express the very essence of
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Duty suldimcd into devotion, -wlucli surely is, to let the

Divine onliT pass thioui^h us and take possession of us and

turn us to this or to that, without heinj^j disputed by incli-

nation or retardetl by iniperleet alacrity ? The identification,

which this doctrine implies, between tiic inner consciousness

of a sacred onler among our springs of action, and the real,

eternal, objective AVill of God, seems to me to construe very

faithfully the sense of authority attaching to the revelations

of our monil nature: they are in us, but not of us: not ours,

but (Jod's. And just in this featiu*e of the conscience do we
tind the point of vital connection between morals and reli-

gion ; where the rule and method given for the life of man
is felt to be a communion established wdth the life of God,

But in these remarks I am trespassing on the next reach of

my subject.



CHAPTER m.

MERIT AND DEMERIT.

We have seen what the Moral order of impulses means :

and what also the Prudential. In different minds, they

variously conflict, or approximate to harmony ;
and the

phenomena which thus arise, with the types of conception
and language which we employ to mark them, deserve

attention.

(1) Where the order of strength among the springs of

action is at variance with the order of their excellence (as,

more or less, it is in all of us), inclination will often stand

in the way of duty. It is evident that, in such cases, tlie

vehemence of the temptation will be proportioned to the

extent of discrepancy between the two scales. In the choice

between competing impulses, the agent suffers no violent

WTcnch from the right course, uidess the lower passion is by
far the intenser of the two

;
if its importunity is faint, its

conquest involves no fierce struggle. And for that reason

we feel that we have the gi-eater right to expect a victory,

and recognise the deeper shame in a defeat and fall. The

demerit and disgrace of wrong-doing become gi-eater, as the

temptation is less ; the evil seems then transferred from the

surroundings of the agent to the gratuitous movement of his

personality. A murder committed in subservience to a petty

theft, like that perpetrated some years ago on a boy for the

sake of his pair of boots, is instantly felt to indicate a far

deeper pravity than a homicide from passion or revenge ;

the solicitations of a trivial ffain being so much easier to

resist, than the turbulent eneigy of anger or vindictiveness.

It may be said indeed that, in minds corrupt as this crimi-

nal's, the cupidity is not easier to resist than rage : moulded
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(ir traiii('<l to x\ certain coarse grcc<lincK.s, ho may liave been

8UHCoptil»lc of more vclicmcnt oxcitcmont from the prospect

of a littJc ]MoptMty, than fmni that of a i^^reat rettiliation.

Fossil ily ; hut the niomcnt we take this view of the case,

we jiulge it ditferently : we susjicnd the sentence of excep-

tional severity, and l)e<;in to treat the act as rather an in-

sanitv tlian a crime. Hut. so long as tlie impression of its

oxtrat)nrmary demerit eontiimes, we assume, as the ground of

that opinion, that a faint inchicement of pleasure was allowed

to set aside an intense shrinking of the moral sense. And the

innnediate tendency of men to take this view shows, that they
do not readily believe in constitutional incapacity for moral

responsil)ility. A certain play of variety in the temptations
of diti'erent men, and a corresponding margin of lenity in judg-

ing them, are freely allowed. Eut the idiosyncracies of the

prudential scale are always presumed to have a limit, and not

to run out beyond the conditions essential to a real probation ;

and until special proof is furnished of maniacal distortion of

feeling, we suppose ourselves able to estimate approximately
the seductive force there may be in a purse of silver or a

pair of shoes, when set against the reverence for human life.

Whether this presumption is well founded or not, is indifferent

to our present purpose ; which is simply to interpret our moral

sentiments, to show what they imply, and what must stand or

fall with them. If there be no such thing as ill-desert at all,

and sane and insane are in the same moral category, it is an

illusion to discuss its degrees. But if it be a reality, then its

measure follows the rule which I have given. Accordingl}^ all

arguments in aggravation of punishment aim to show, how
monstrous has been the violation of moral order on slight

inducement
;
while the plea for mitigation invariably is, that,

whatever the offence, the temptation to it was a fearful strain

on human frailty. When we would picture to oiu'selves a very

prince of wickedness, to take the headship of all evil, we place
our Satan on the original vantage-ground of an angelic nature

and a heavenly lot, that his fall may be without excuse. And
when we would explain away the guilty aspect of some lost

creature, and reduce condemnation to pity, we follow him back

to a culprit parentage and fortuitous infancy, that repressed
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the dawnings ofany moral order in the conscience, and inflamed

a fever of irregular desires.

It follows from this, that the life of widest visible aberration

from a Divine standard of perfection is not necessarily the most

wicked. The extent of ethical deflection will have a general

correspondence with the force of temptation ;
and the force of

temptation operates, not to increase, but to relieve the shade

of guilt. Among the sinful crowd, it is intelligible enough
how '

many that are last shall be fh-st, and the fiist, last.' The

habits of most conspicuous depravity and license will usually
be found where opportunity for better things has been scantiest,

and the springs of action have been brought, by evil influence,

into a scale of force having no reference to their excellence ;

where parental guilt has entailed the curse of filial debasement
;

and some hotbed of decaying morals has covered the whole

gTound with rank weeds, and dwarfed every modest flower

that needs the pure air and will not grow in steams. The

children whom we send to our reformatories, children born

among the criminal class, exhibit, or bid fair to exhibit, the

lowest type of moral degradation. But it is justly felt that

they have been more sinned against than sinning ; and while

they present a spectacle of character most repulsive to our

moral feehng, our condemnation bears no proportion to our

disgust. On the other hand, beneath the smooth surface of

a decent life, in a mind that not oidy knows the scale of right,

but has no passions vehemently averse to it, there may well

be (who can doubt that there often is ?) an unnoticed shadow

of guilt, deep because wilful and gi-atuitous. There is no need

for sin to be large in action, in order to reach its maximum at

heart ; and the all-seai-chinsf eve, in readini? the record of our

humanity, may totally change the disposition into which our

outward classification would throw the groups. We do so

ourselves, in proportion as we can look beneath the surface

and estimate the inner springs of the great human strife. The

measure, in short, of our simple repugnance to low character

is far different from the measure of our moral condemnation
;

we recoil from it, as we should from any deformity, in propor-

tion to its visible departure fron) our ideal of humanity ; we
condemn it, in proportion as it has arisen in full sight of what
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is hiirluM-. and takoii only naltrv liriltcs iVoiii sultorniriijf intorests

or jiassions. To tlu> expression of this fact some ])recision is

j;iven wlieii we say. \N'here the (liscrepaiiev is «,'reatest hetweeu

tlie iiu)ral ami the prmlential order of principles, the guilt ifi

least ; ami when' the discrepancy is least, the sin is greatest.

This account of onr ideas of good and ill-desert I regret to

liml serit)usly at variance with n chapter on 'Merit' by Mr.

Leslie Stephen, which abounds with just and fine observations,

and. if it misses the exact solution, does so only because the

determinist psychology, however ingeniously nianijiulated, can

turn out no idea of Merit which is not an illusion
;
and because

the author, instead of frankly so treating it, and driving it out

of dooi-s hanging on the skirts of Free-will, tries to keep it in

his service, and makes it speak what it cannot articulately say.

His account may be summed up as follows.

The organised opinions of society, founded on the experienced

conditions of social vitality, constitute, in their aggregate, the

moral code ;
and in proportion as a man is moulded into con-

formity with these opinions, so that they become the law of his

character, is he virtuous, and is sure to be meritorious. These

epithets, however, are not absolutely synonymous. Two di.stinc-

tions are drawn between them ^
: (1)

' Merit is proved virtue,'

i.e. tested by concrete instances of conduct
; for, as Aristotle

observes, virtue is an inherent quality w^hich a man does not

part with w^hen he is asleep, but for which no merit can be

claimed till it does something^. (2)
' Merit is the value set upon

virtue,' differing from it as, in political economy, 2)'i'ice
differs

from utiliti) ; i.e. it would not exist but for the limited supply
of the desirable object, and a consequent difficulty of obtaining
it. Merit is never attributed to conduct, however useful, of

which we are as sure as of air to breathe and daylight for our

work. According to this distinction, merit is what you will

give for virtue : according to the first, it is the virtue for which

you will give something ;
in either case, its amount is measured

by its marketable value, and is dependent on the opinions and

wants of others, not on conditions personal to the agent him-

self. Hence, when we say that a man has merit, what we
' Science of Ethics, chap. vii. i. lo, p. 273.
'^

Ibid. chap. vii. i, 7, p. 270; 10, p. 273.
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really mean is, we are assured, that he has virtue, considered

as the product of a certain social discipline, shaping him to the

needs of his world ^.

Further, it is essential to meritorious conduct that it be

voluntary. As this is an undisputed proposition, it cannot

have place in conflicting doctrines of merit, unless the predi-

cate
'

voluntary
'

is taken in different senses. Mr. Stephen

supplies us with two equivalents, in order to define his mean-

ing- ;
for an act to be '

voluntary/ it must ^

Sjjring from the

character ;' for an act to be voluntary, it must 'arise from a

motive ;

'

else it would not be the agent's conduct at all. To
see how far these equivalents help us, we must ask what else,

besides 'the character' and 'the motive,' the action, in ilr.

Stephen's conception, might spring from, so as to forfeit its

voluntary nature. The only answer which I can find to this

question is, that an action compelled by superior force, as

when a man's hand is seized by a stronger and the knife it

holds is plunged in another's breast, is not due to the character

or motive of the owner of the hand. Is then every uncom-

pelled action '

voluntary ?
'

Is the will co-extensive with

human activity? At times, I should certainly- put this con-

struction upon Mr. Stephen's doctrine: for (1) he identifies
' the character

'

with the total Ego, exactly as Mr. Spencer
does

;
and (2) he identifies

' motive
'

with ichatever moves us,

including not only the prospective ends at which we aim, but

the blind impulse of each instinct that propels us. As every

possible spring of action is thus covered by these two words,

there is nothing left to be involuntary, except the externally

compelled. Mr. Stephen, however, cannot mean this
;
and saves

himself from it by sliding into a distinction among motives,

viz. between '

extrinsic motives,' or ' external influences,' or
'

temptations,'
—

e.g. bribes, threats, dangers,
—and ' internal

motives
;

'

and he instructs us, in order to find
' what comes

from the character,' to subtract the total efl'ect of the external

set, and then credit the character with the residue, and give
the award of merit or demerit accordingly. Need I point out

the unreality of this distinction ? The ' external conditions
'

which are here set up in antithesis to the internal affections,

'
Science of Ethics, chap. vii. i. 7, p. 272.

*
Ibid. chap. vii. i. 8, p. 271.
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coaso to he ("xtcrnal tlu* inoini'ut tlu'v lK'i"t)iiic 'motives;' and

the intoriial atlVctums wake up only in ivsponso to tlio appeals

ofthe.se same conditions : hoth take their psychological place

8itle hy side, as Himultdnrotin 8i>rin<)s of cut ion ; the ' threats'

turninj^ into /V<n's ; the ' hrihes
'

into coiWoit«nf«.s ; and hoth

into temptations, confrontetl hy opposite aft'ections which start

up to defy them ; compassion, sense of justice, reverence for

rij;ht. It is not, therefore, a conllict hetwccn the inner and the

outer causality. It all 'comes from the character,' after once

the problem has been delivered there, if by the character you
mean the cntii*e personality ;

and the struggle lies between

two functions or elements of that character, viz. the scale of

relative intensity and the scale of relative worth among the

several springs of action. And the difference between the

voluntary and the involuntary lies in this: that the former

tirst comes into existence when the conditions of choice are

present ;
i.e. when more springs of action than one are con-

sciously operative and pressing for indulgence ;
while the latter

has place when we are possessed by a single impulse, instinct-

ively wielding our activity for an unselected end.

Far from admitting the measure of merit on which I have

insisted, Mr. Stephen reverses it
; declaring that the man is

most meritorious who has most virtue ; and that consequently,
if we assume that a certain task has to be performed, the man
who performs it most easily is the most 'virtuous ^. Yet he

admits that a good action proves merit so far as it implies

difhcultv to the avera<je man. To reconcile these statements,

he falls back upon the distinction between the outward and the

inward : if the difficulty be in the severity of the external con-

juncture, it heightens the merit of the internal conquest over

it. If the difficulty arises from the internal intensity of the

passion which obstructs the right, so that a tremendous effort

is needed to give virtue the victory, it detracts from the merit.

This I cannot admit : it shows, no doubt, that the habit of

virtue is at present weak and precarious ;
but it also shows a

vast strength of virtuous will in dealing with the momentary

problem of duty; and is precisely the noble element which

elevates into heroism the initial stages of every conversion

* Science of Ethics, cliap. vii. iii. 34, p. 299.
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from neoflio-ent to devoted life. The confusion arises from the

false identification of degrees of merit with degrees of virtue.

One who has the greatest struggle to make in order to achieve

the task of duty is undoubtedly inferior in virtue to the man
who throws it off with ease ;

but one who makes the struggle,

however gi-eat, has higher merit in the act than the man to

whom it costs nothing. It undoubtedly follows from this

method of award that if, in the intensity of the struggle, the

will succumbs instead of triumphs, the demerit is less than it

would have been, under surrender to a less vehement foe
;

and Mr. Stephen urges this consequence as conclusive against

our doctrine :

' We are thus led,' he says,
'

to excuse a man for

the qualities which make him wicked
;

"
true, he committed a

murder
;
but he was so spiteful that he could not help it :" or.

" he was exceedingly kind
;
but he is so good-natured that it

cost him no effort :" obviously such reasoning is absurd ^.' It is

absurd, however, only on the naturalistic assumption, that vir-

tue (like aper?/) is the best state of each spring of action, and

that 7)ierit is identical ivith virtue, or jiroportioned to it : in

that case, every deviation from the best state, every want of

equilibrium in the desires, though it be purely constitutional,

detracts alike from a man's virtue and from his merit, not

only impairing the perfection of the character he has, but

exposing him to reproach for having it. But if, refusing thus

to identify the natural and the moral, we assume that, over

and above the character as it now comes from the past, there

is a living personal power of victoriously siding with any of

the suggestions which it brings, then it is not absurd to say,

that that power may be meritoriously exercised from end to

end of the ascent of virtue
;
and that he who still pants in the

stifling air and toils through the mire of its low beginnings,

may deserve as well as one who, perhaps born upon an Alp,

looks down upon him from serener heights, and has no longer

dangers to surmount. Docs not the education of every family

proceed upon this principle "? Would you not give more credit

to a timid child that told the truth against himself, than to the

bold and frank who could conceal nothing if he would? to the

lie-a-bed girl who sets herself never to be late, and never is,

^ Science of Etbics, chap. vii. iii. 34, p. 300.

VOL. II. a
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thftii to her sistor who can no more sleep after six o'ch)ck

than the cock alter dawn? to the passionate boy, who forces

himself, under provocation, to shut his lips and sit still, than

to his nu'ek brother who never had a flush upon his cheek, or

a hot word upon his tongue?
The simple fact is, that the conceptions of 'merit' and of

'responsibility' are strictly relative to the assumption or

con.sciousness of Free-will ;
and only in the light of this

assumption do they admit of any consistent interpretation.

You may certainly invent new meanings for the words wliich

you dispossess of the old ones. You may employ
' merit

'

to

signify 'the human quality which you praise because your

praise may enhance it;' and 'responsibility' to denote the

fact that '

for such and such acts you will smart
;' but, as

the terms thus become a fresh coinage with values changfed,

they will not work in with the currency of which they
have hitherto formed a part; and will especially introduce

utter confusion into every portion of our literature in which

ideas of Justice play an important part.

(2) So much for the mixed cases (including the whole actual

world) in which the two scales co-exist but disagree. It is,

however, quite possible for the disagreement to cease, and the

two orders to fall into coincidence. This may happen by
either of them surrendering its separate solicitations, and

being content to merge into the other. And both these

extreme cases, though, like all vanishing ratios, never re-

alised by our empirical approximations, it is instructive to

contemplate. Let then, in the first place, the prudential
order become paramount and absorb the other. To reach

this condition, a man has only to persevere in living simply
as he likes, and follow at all times the lead of his uppermost
desire. Whatever resistance he may encounter at the outset

from his compunctions will rapidly give w^ay ;
each expostu-

lation will be fainter than its predecessor, and the tendencies

that quench it will establish a less disputed sway ; till, at

last, every murmur of remonstrance dies, and the autocracy of

inclination is complete. What is the effect and amount of this

change ? Simply this : the characteristic human element is

gone ;
the man has disappeared ;

and in his place there
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stands either hride, or devil. In proportion as the impulses

that occupy him by tm*ns and carry him into action retain the

character of half-blind spontaneity, on which he flings himself

with only the hazy foresight of Sense, he lives the animal

life
;
in proportion as intellectual aims predominate, and the

open eye computes some moves before it, this absolutism of

Self is diabolical. No other idea at least can we distinctly

form of evil spirits than this,
—that they relentlessly exercise

the resources of an intellectual nature for their own ends,

without any hindrance from moral distinctions, or owning

any law but that of self-will. Attempts, it is true, are made,

in fiction and in theology, to represent the fiendish nature as

having a more positive 2^'i'efGi'^nce for wrong ; and Milton's

Satan sets it up in words as a substantive end :

'

Evil, be

thou my good.' But the conception is intrinsically incapable

of being carried out
;
nor can you present to yourself in

thought a mind
^J?'e/(e7'ri7?-r7

a thing because it is worse ;

preference is not possible except on the ground that, in

some aspect or other, and in relation to the mind choosing,

the thing is not worse, but better. Be it spite (to defy and

disturb a Divine being), or ambition (to gain command of a

rival realm), there must be some personal passion to gratify in

order to render action intellifjible at all : and the wickedness

at its acme still consists in the surrender to such passion,

without restraint from any considerations of aftcction and

rectitude. The question has in every age been raised whether

evil is to be regarded as a positive thing, or as merely the

negative of good : the Manichgean doctrine affirming the

former, and setting up an active hostility between the two

principles ;
and the system of emanations giving verdict for

the latter, and accounting for all guilt and sorrow by the

privation of Divine light at a distance from its fountain-

head. The problem might remain for ever unresolved, did

we contemplate it, like those ancient theosophies, from the

purely ontologic side. But if we will submit it to a

psychological test, its difficulties are greatly relieved. In

our consciousness, the only positive forces are the living

springs of activity which, in and by themselves, are neither

morally evil nor morally good, but which, having a relative

G 2
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worth inter se, prcBcnt a moinl <|iiality for the exerc'iBC of

our prcforonce upon thoui. It in (juite possible that an im-

pulse may ht'Citmc tho olijcrt of our preference siuiply on

account of it« superior worth, independently of any isolated

urgency of its own; and thus moral good is capable of

becoming a positive energy, determining into existence

what else would not appear. ]5ut, while we may adopt an

net hirause it is t/ood, the utmost that iniquity can do is

to take a course in spite of its being evil : when you have

abstracted all deterring power, and imagined an entire absence

of compunction, and wdioUy annihilated tho force, without

lilinding the vision, of moral distinctions, you can go no

further in your ideal of wickedness
; simply because infe-

riority, comparative meanness, can never bo a ground of

preference ;
and to suppose that it can, is simply to contra-

dict the very idea of Will, to attribute persuasive power to

pure dissuasion, and speak of an infirmity as a force. So

far, therefore, it seems undoubtedly correct to regard evil

as simply negative,
—a detention among lower things,

—a

failure of reverence for the higher,
—a withholding of the

w-ill from God, and a living in the meanw^hilo entirely out

of the desires and affections of the Self. And thus it is true

that, when the moral order is lost in coalescence with the

prudential, the characteristic strife of an ethical, i.e. of a

human, nature ceases : if deadened to consciousness and appre-

hension, the descent is towards an animal being : if remaining
in clear view but without any motive power, it is an angels
fall into a Satanic state.

(3) But now, let us follow out the other extreme
;
and

suppose the absorption of the prudential scale into the moral,

thi-ough gradual abrasion of all resisting discrepancies pre-

sented by the former. How do we designate the ultimate

coalescence which thus ensues ? Here also, it is evident, all

conflict of a double nature dies away, and is succeeded by
the peace of entire simplicity. If, on every occasion of con-

troversy between stronger desire and higher authority, the

former is freely sacrificed
; if, letting our reluctance fall, we

go again and always into willing captivity to each diviner

hint, only ashamed that it should seem a captivity at all,
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who can doubt that the Self, thus habitually mortified, will

cease to haug back, and grow tired of a resistance ever vain %

The eagerness of every unreduced wnsh will gradually collapse,

till it shrinks within the limits of the scale of reverence
;
the

faint energy of every deficient impulse will acquire tone and

firmness by a patient gymnastic of fidelity ; till, in the end,

a perfect harmony ensues between the order of strength and

the gradations of excellence. This seems to give the true

conception of an angelic mind; it is the true 'saint's rest;'

the ultimate reconciliation between our personality and God's,

in which the breach between the natural man and the spiritual

man is taken away by our integration with the Divine will.

This repose at the upper end once established, the peculiar

moral emotions, of approbation and disapprobation, can no

longer be dnected towards the character: they are in place

only among the contingencies of conflict, and have no appli-

cation either to a nature where liberty has not yet begun, or

to one where emancipation is complete : organic necessity is

beneath them
;
free sanctity is above them : a creature, to be

cqyplaiided, must be more than a creature ; a God, to be (in

any strict sense) praised, must be less than a God. These

sentiments are replaced, at such an elevation, by the several

degrees of admiration, love, and worship, towards which the

ethical feelings ever aspire and in which they ultimately

merge. They would be simply {esthetic sentiments, as if

di'awn forth merely by the KaXbv unqualified by the dyaOov,

were they cut off from the path by which they are ap-

proached, and left alone at their insulated height: and the

Hellenic philosophy exhibits this type of feeling towards

heavenly beings, as constitutionally beautiful, as prototypes

and abodes of the true and fair and good, rather than as

tinctured with any proper character. The strong hold which

the Christian conception has of Holiness and Righteousness,

as predicates of God, arises from the fact that it approaches

Him along the pathway of humanity, and contemplates both

the Divine perfection and the saintly rest as' if it were the

contrast and outcome of a conflict of moral alternatives, and

resembled the repose in which a probationary di-ama issues.

Not, of course, that any Christian supposes God to be sus-
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coj)liblo of toiupUition, or to Imvo ((tittinvd His infinite per-

tectiou thiouijjh untinM-ilent stops of inward S(.'lf-iliscii)liue.

Di»l wo cont«'n»plat»* lliin us Al>soliitt', and present llini to

our thought in nittjiphysical solitude, out of all relation to

the spirits of created heings, we should he oMiged to conceive

of Hiui as perfect, not by determination of character, but by

necessity of nature : the iuyidive element re(juisite for every

cthicnl conception, tho antagonism to something resisted and

ivjecte<l. would be wanting; and the evangelical and the

heathen Theism would be without further essential distinction.

But Christianity knows nothing of this
' absolute God,' detached

from the living world : it takes Him up (if I may say so)

in mediis rebua, and finds Him sympathising with the

struggles of tempted souls, taking sides with their fidelity

to good and hiding His countenance from their inclinations

to evil, and so identifying His life with a conflict from which,

in His own essence, He might remain aloof. Nor is it pos-

sible to recognise this sympathy with human probation,

without in some way carrying up the contrasted light and

shade of moral distinctions into His own inmost being.

The only question is, how to conceive any shadow there,

and hold the idea of a contrast at all ? Is it not impossible
that the faintest evil should be in Him ? Perhaps the natural

answer of Christian feeling would be, Morally impossible
most assuredly it is : but naturally, or otherwise than by

preferential affection, not so : the idea of the alternative

evil cannot be denied to Him, without limiting His view

of possibilities ;
the power to realise it, were He intent upon

it, can still less be questioned ;
that He rejects it from His

personal determination, and throws His living sympathy into

the strife of finite minds against it, expresses His active re-

pugnance to it. Only by regarding Him first as bearing holy

partnership in the conflicts of our humanity, does the Chris-

tian faith carry the ethical colouring into the secret places of

His being, and by adhering to the relative view, avoid the

blanching efiect of cold metaphysic light. And so, of all

dependent orders of spiritual beings: however raised above

the personal sense of temptations such as ours, they must be

conceived by us to feel them, as it were, at second hand.
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through an appreciative sjnupathy ;
else would their nature

seem wholly foreign to the moral sphere ;
and awaken in us

a neutral wonder, rather than an aspiring reverence. With

the reservation, however, that we thus save the moral essence

in higher beings, it is true that theu* characteristic, in our

conception, is the entire coincidence of the prudential order

with the moral, so that the probationary conflict disappears.

On the whole, then, any discrepancy between the two scales

involves self-variance and trial : the sharpness of temptation
is proportioned to the extent of the discrepancy. The dis-

crepancy may vanish and peace be attained, by either term

merging in the other. In the one case, the moral nature, as

distinguished from the spontaneous, goes out by degrada-
tion at the lower end

;
in the other, by apotheosis at the

higher.

Mr, Herbert Spencer arrives at a conclusion so nearly

resembling in its terms the statement here presented, that

it may serve to illustrate both, if we look at their points

of agreement and difference. In his 'Data of Ethics' he ex-

pounds his theory respecting the origin of the sense of

moral obligation ;
and closes the section with the follow-

ing inference:—
' This remark implies the tacit conclusion, which will be to

most very startling, that the sense of duty or moral obliga-

tion is transitory, and will diminish as fast as moralisation

increases. Startling though it is, this conclusion may be

satisfactorily defended. Even now, progress towards the

implied ultimate result is traceable. The observation is

not infrequent that persistence in performing a duty ends

in making it a pleasure ;
and this amounts to the admission

that while at first the motive contains an element of coer-

cion, at last this element of coercion dies out, and the act

is performed without any consciousness of being obliged

to perform it. The contrast between the youth on whom

diligence is enjoined, and the man of business so absorbed

in affairs that he cannot be induced to relax, shows us

how the doing of work, originally under the conscious-

ness that it ought to be done, may eventually cease to

have any such accompanying consciousness. Sometimes,
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iiulooil. the ii'lutiDii comes to bo reversed; and the man
of ItusiiiL'sa persists in woik from pure love of it, Avhen

told tlmt he ou,i,'ht not. M«)r is it thus -with Kclf-rcgarding

feelintjs only. That the maintaininj^' nnd ]>rotec'ting of wife

l»V hushand ofteu result solely from feelings directly gratified

l>v the.se action.s, without anv thouirht of miial ; and that the

fostering of chihlren hy parents is in many cases made an

absorbing occupation without any coercive feeling of ought;

are obvious truths which show us that oven now, w ith some

of the fundamental other-regarding duties, the sense of obliga-

tion has retreated into the background of the mind. And it

is in some degree so with other-regarding duties of a higher
kind. Conscientiousness has in many outgrown that stage

in which the sense of a compelling power is joined with

rectitude of action. The truly honest man, here and there

to be found, is not only without thought of legal, religious,

or social compulsion, when he discharges an equitable claim

on him
;
but he is without thought of self-compulsion. He

does the right thing with a simple feeling of satisfaction in

doing it
;
and is indeed impatient if anything prevents him

from having the satisfaction of doing it.

'Evidently then, with complete adaptation to the social

state, that element in the moral consciousness w^hich is

expressed by the w^ord obligation will disappear^.'

At first view this may seem to reaffirm, only in better

language, precisely the doctrine of our last few paragraphs.
And the impression is thus far correct

;
that in both instances

the change of character described involves a cessation, in the

agent, of all ideas of conflict in realising his higher aim, so

that his best becomes his easiest
;
and to live on the lines

of least resistance in his own nature is at the same time to

live according to the law of universal nature. We are agreed
about the fact that from a duty performed at first against the

grain the reluctance is removed by steady persistence, and no

centrifugal desire any longer tends to deflect us. But in the

interpretation of this fact a difference arises, which becomes

apparent when w^e ask,
' What are the opposites between

which the subsiding conflict takes place?' Mr. Spencer
* Data of Ethics, chap. vii. § 46, pp. 127, 128.
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will reply,
'

It is between our luislies and a sensible coer-

cion ah extra, or,' as he expresses it, 'that "moral com-

pulsion" which consists in a ''consciousness of subordination

to some external agency." The duel has to be fought out

between an inward impulse and an outward constraint."

Instead of this, I have preferred to speak of both the com-

batants in this strife as among the inwai'd impulses of the

mind itself, alike awakened by the external conjuncture, alike

co-present in the internal consciousness, and contrasted there-

fore, not in their seat within and beyond the Ego, but in their

qualities as springs of action. Here, then, is one difference in

our construction of the admitted facts. It is possible, how-

ever, to treat this difference as merely verbal
;
and to get rid

of it by saying, that Mr. Spencers 'moral compulsion' does

not mean coercion as actually administered from the non-

Ego, but only our sense of a certain coerciveness in the con-

duct to which we are disinclined
;
and th((t is just as much

an inward feeling as the opposing desire
;
so that he could

quite agree that the competitors and their strife are altogether
in the ideal field. Be it so : then, next, let us visit them there,

and see how, as psychological phenomena, they come to be set

against each other in so hostile a way: wherein consists their

contrariety? what qualitative difference causes their repul-
sion? Mr. Spencer will reply, and I accept the reply. We
like the one, and we relatively dislike the other

;
we long

to 3'ield to the first spring ;
we shrink from going with

the second. Their difference, therefore, is that of more or

less pleasantness ;
it is their contrasted standing in the

hedonistic quality that constitutes their variance. But now,
this variance is, by the hypothesis, at last overcome

;
and we

have further to consider how this is accomplished. By what

process does the ' moral compulsion
'

come to be replaced by

willing spontaneity ? Mr. Spencer replies to this eti'ect :

' Ex-

perience, whether personal or inherited, produces in us a

consciousness that the remoter eflects of conduct, which from

being more indirect and diffused are less thrust upon our

view than the immediate, are in the long run of superior

importance ; so that the general ideas of them and the feel-

ings toward them are ' more conducive to welfare
'

than
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those which want to he forthwith jjcniHlied; and tliis con-

sciousness invests them with an inthience which at last

countervails the mere Mind intensity of momentary appe-

tency. This chauLje Mr. Spencer calls 'ntondi.^alioii;' and

reirards as the detinin;; essence of the ethical life: the sen-

timent of virtue is the ' abstract idea,' picked out and unified

from all the concrete cases of satisfied want thi'ough voluntary

conduct, and ditlers from the image of any given satisfaction

only as every generalisation ditlers from its particulars. It is

a •

1 letter guide,' then, to what? 7'o a favourable balatice of

jtleatture; and this is its whole suj)erioritj/ ; an appetite and

a virtue are contrasted only as two grades on the hedonistic

scale ; the latter is but a higher Prudence than the former
;

and to become moral is to be set free from imprudence. So

long, then, as any inward conflict continues, it lies between

a smaller and a larger figure on the list of pleasantness,

and discloses no other quality in respect of w^hich the

springs of action are different. And w^hen the conflict ends,

it is simply the award of final advantage to foresight over

blindness, as in any other case of baffled ignorance ;
the

crown, labelled as the prize of Conscience, is found to be

sitting on the brows of Intellect. This is the point at

which, for reasons already plain, I find myself obliged to

part from Mr. Spencer ;
and to affirm that the springs of

action contain tivo sets of differences, the hedonistic and

the moral, w^hich cannot be psychologically resolved into

one
;

that of the former the measure is in their sequel, of

the latter, in their principle ;
that in the same pair, the

member that is first in the one measure may be last in

the other
;

that just in this, and not in the relatively high
and low figures on each, scale, taken by itself alone, consists

the conflict of temptation ;
and that in the persistent recog-

nition by the wdU of the moral precedences, regardless of

the pleasurable, arises the inward surrender and pacification

in which the conflict dies. The story therefore ends, not

in giving the laurel to Prudence, and adorning her with a

stolen title to ethical rights she can never vindicate
; but, on

the contrary, with the advance of her white flag, that she may
lay down her arms and tender her unconditional submission.
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Is it, then, true that when the conflict, thus interpreted, sub-

sides and temptation is no longer felt, the ' sense of duty
'

must disappear 1 Of course, if you choose ai'tificially to limit

the word ^

Duty' to unwilling decision, the question is an-

swered before it is asked ; you bargain for conflict as part
of the word's meaning. But surely a right act does not

cease to be my duty because I do it willingly ;
nor am I

unconscious of doing what I ought because I also am doing
what I would

; my conscience does not perish the moment my
wishes are in harmony with it. The mind which is thus at

peace with itself is still the seat of the same springs of action,

with full consciousness of their respective worths
;
and is still

called, in every case of choice, to give effect to that conscious-

ness and go with the better impulse. Unless, therefore, you
are prepared to say that choice itself will cease, and leave only
' a spiritual automaton,' so that perfected mind is tantamount

to no mind at all, 30U must admit that the relative apprehen-
sions of right, i.e.

' the sense of duty,' can never be bereft of

exercise. What is really attained to by the finished nature

is, an entire parallelism between the relations of the prudential
and those of the moral scale. But there is in this nothing to

destroy the felt gradations of either
;
we continue to like this,

that, and the other, with various intensities
;
we continue to

revere this, that, and the other, with various depth of homage :

that the two orders of feeling meet upon the same objects does

not identify them
;
and should I come to wish always and

only what is right, then, more than ever, shall I know that

it is not because I wish it that it is right. The moral differ-

ences will stand out for me as enduring realities
;
the pro-

portionate intervals of desu-e will remain the precarious ad-

justment to them of a transitory personality.

For these reasons I cannot admit, either that an extension

of the hedonist scale by growing abstractions can ever set up
' moralisation

;

'

or, that '

moralisation,' when consummated,

must extinguish the ' sense of Duty.'



CHAPTER TV.

NATURE OF MORAL AUTHORITY.

In speaking of the relation among the separate springs of

action, as they appear in the eye of Conscience, I have frequently

adverted to the Authoriti/ which we acknowledge in the higher

over the lower. It is important to approach a little nearer to

this feelinor. and find what it contains. Not indeed that it is in

itijclf other than a simple feeling, admitting of little analysis

or explanation. But on this very account, the attempt to un-

fold it and produce its equivalents occasionally results in very

inadequate expressions for it, which, if carelessly accepted, may
confuse or disguise for us its real nature. These we may at

least examine and dismiss
;
and their removal will leave the

genuine phrase clear of bewildering gloss and free to speak in

its own tone to our thought.

1. INADEQUATE INTERPRETATIOXS CONSIDERED.

§ 1. Bentham's.

What then is the nature of that authority which, we are

well aware, the suggestions of honour, for instance, have over

us against the whispers of perfidy ? and where is its seat ? Is

it in any sense simply subjective ; wielded hy myself over iny-

self? the impulse of one part of the Ego as against the impulse
of another part of the Ego ? Or, waiving the consideration of

the source whence it comes, we may present the other side of

the question, and ask whither it goes. Does it direct its mes-

sages exclusively to me in whose consciousness they speak,
and say only,

' This is better for you ; whether for others also,

I do not mean to tell you ?
'

In neither of these senses, as
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originating from self, or as terminating in self, is the authority
of which I speak conceivable as a mere '

subjective' affair. If

the feeling of it be, as I have endeavoured to show, a constant

characteristic of human nature, this alone goes fai' to establish

our position. But some additional strength may perhaps be

given to it by other considerations. It is the standing accusa-

tion of the Utilitarian philosophers against any doctrine of Con-

science, that it lays down an arbitrary personal dogmatism
as gi'ound of Duty, or a phantom of pretension which, being
but the shadow of one's self, the self may shift away. Ben-

tham denounces all appeals to a moral faculty as sheer
'

iipse dixitism,'—a fraud by which incompetent philosophers
would palm their own tastes and fancies upon mankind.

And Paley, it is well known, ridicules as futile a moral

authority which a man can disregard if he chooses, and which

leaves it his own affair to give the obedience or pocket thi^

consequences.

Now, if nothing more were meant by these statements than

that the presumed authority is simply felt in the individual

consciousness, and is recognised only because it is so felt,

we should admit them at once. It is exclusively on this
'

subjective
'

report that we own and assert the moral claim ;

and if other credentials are demanded, we cannot give them,

but must be content to maintain the sufficiency of these.

The depositions of consciousness on this matter are all we
have

;
but they are quite adequate to the weight they under-

take to bear.

K it be meant, that because the authority first turns up
in my own consciousness, it is manufactured there, and carries

with it no weight but that of personal whim,—the mere acci-

dent of individuality,
—I cannot accept the inference. It cer-

tainly stands in direct contradiction to the very nature of the

consciousness itself, which distinctly announces a law over me
not of my own making, and would be quite false, were there

nothing present but a controversy between my own caprices.

How can that be a mere self-assertion of my own will, to

which my own will is the first to bend in homage, if not to

move in obedience 1 Bentham describes the ' moral-sense

man '

as a sort of bully, intent on browbeating men into
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nccoptinj; tlio verdict ho wants thoni to pronounco. But it

is npparontly forj^ottou tbnt ho wicMs ngainst othors no power
that ha.s not nlroady provailod with liiniself

;
and how wo arc

to aiij)ly to his innor controvorsios the picture, (hawn with

such humorous exasperation, of his aggression upon the

independence of his fellows, it is cmbarrnssing to imagine.

Does he nuinage himself by putting on domineering airs

towards his own inclinations, and approaching them with somo

spurious l»aton of police, which is but a painted stick of his

own fancy ? Does he like to slap his own likings in the face,

and amuse himself with despotisms of wdiich he is himself the

first victim ? And if the moral sentiment be no more than

a case of sic volo, sic jubeo, how is it that, by repeal of the

volition, there is still no escape from the command ? The

power that creates law is adequate to alter law
;
and the

sense of autliority which we set up for ourselves we could

assuredly put down for ourselves. Yet, as we are well aware,

we can pretend to no such prerogative with respect to the

claims of the moral consciousness : try as we may, we cannot

turn lower into higher, or by enactment establish the obliga-

tions of perfidy. There is something here manifestly beyond
the play of opinionative despotism.

' The notion of "
right-

ness,'" says Mr. Sidgwick, 'is essentially positive,' 'and in the

recognition of conduct as "
right" is involved an authoritative

prescription to do it ^.'

Perhaps, however, it may be admitted that the sense of

authority is an adequate ground of obligation for myself who
feel it

;
but it may be maintained that it must have no further

application in the criticism and estimate of others. That

honour is nobler than fraud for me is, in this case, no reason

for supposing it to be so with others
;
this arrangement of the

scale may possibly be contingent on some personal peculiarity,—on its being my scale and not j'ours ;
and may be altered

by removing into another mind. The higher excellence does

not then belong to the principle of honour, as such, so as to go
with it wherever it goes ;

but only to the accidental form

which it has in one person and has not in another. Probably
the simple statement of this interpretation of the '

subjective
'

* Method of Ethics, Bk. I. ch. ix. i, p. 96.
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doctrine is sufficient refutation of it. It no less contradicts the

very nature of the moral feeling than the former view : the

authority which reveals itself within us reports itself, not only
as underived from our will, but as independent of our

idiosyncracies altogether. It is an integral function of

the spring of action that wields it against all inferior

members of the scale
;

is inseparable thence even in idea :

transplant the impulse whithersoever you will, in no mind
can it have conscious presence and free opportunity without

its relative authority reappearing with it. That authority
is not an outward sceptre that may be di-opped from its grasp,
or laid aside like the insignia of a monarch travelling
in foreign lands

;
but the natural language and symbol of

its very life and meaning, the loss of which would be the

death of its identity. No one who feels the authority at all

can at the same time believe that it is an egoistic peculiarity,

which affords him no rational gi'ound of expectation from

others : by one and the same operation it imposes on liini

a duty, and invests him with a right ;
and to deny the

reciprocity, yet hold him bound, is to retain the ghost of

obligation, when you have cut away that postulate of a

common human nature, which alone links it to life. In all

our dealings with one another, naj', in all our self-knowledge
in presence of one another, we necessarily assume an in-

variable constitution of humanity in our separate person-

alities, and never relinquish this natural ground, except where

we are forced from it by positive evidence of specialty. The

burden of proof always lies upon those who would introduce a

limit on this primitive assumption, and reduce the rule to an

exception. But Bentham proposes to invert this order
;
and

sharply calls to account any man who is so constituted as to

imagine his own thoughts and feelings the slightest clue to

other people's ; you are to consider yourself perfectly unique
and universally repellent, till you have evidence of some con-

cordance or approximation of nature. It is clear that such a

principle would invert the whole logic of our intellectual pro-

cedure in the mutual comparison of notions and beliefs, and

make the demonstrative sciences, with their axiomatic maxims,
the last residuary products after working through every topic
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of ilitViTonco nn»l dcbntc. And a contusion ('(|U!illy aitilicial

would accrue iVoni a similar rendin<jf liackwanls of our clhical

procedure. Now if I am Justilicd in assuminj^f in my noigli-

hours an apjuchcnsion like my own of the ecjuality ol" two

vortical angles, can any reason be given why I may not in

like manner assume that they feel with nie the respective

'authoiity' of honour and perfidy? The supposition of
'

sultjective* morals is no less absurd than that of
'

subjective'

mathenuitics.
' The notion of" ought

"
or " moral obligation," as used in our

common ethical judgments, does not'(sa3^s Mr. Sidgwick),
•

merely import (1) that there exists in the mind of the person

judging a specific emotion (wdiether complicated or not by

sympathetic representation of similar emotions in other

minds) ; nor (2) that certain rules of conduct are supported

by penalties which will follow on their violation (whether
such penalties result from the general liking or aversion

felt for the conduct prescribed or forbidden, or from some

other source). What then, it may be asked, does it im-

port? What definition can we give of "
ought," "right," and

other terms expressing the same fundamental notion? To
this it might bo answered that the notion is too elementary
to admit of being made clearer by formal definition.'
'

Generally, however
'

(he adds a little further on
),

' our moral

judgments predicate objective rightness, unless the contrary
is expressly indicated

; they state what, while it is com-

pletely right if the agent thinks it is so, is in a certain sense

right whether he thinks so or not, and must be judged to be so

by all rational beings who judge rightly of the matter. Hence
I have spoken of the cognition of objective rightness as the

cognition of a dictate or precept of Reason : reason being con-

ceived impersonally, since all rational beings, in so far as they

judge rationally, must necessarily judge similarly of the same

matter ^.'

For my part, however, I would even venture a little further

than this '

impersonal conception
'

in dealing with the egoistic

explanation of the belief in Duty; and would put this simple

question: whether an insulated nature can be the seat of
* Method of Ethics, Bk. II. chap, iii. § 3, pp. 29, 30.
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authority at all, and whether, by merely splitting the mental

constitution into a plurality of principles or faculties, such a

relation can be established between its superior and inferior

parts ? Suppose the case of one lone man in an atheistic world ;

could there really exist any
'

authority
'

of higher over lower

within the enclosure of his detached personality? I cannot

conceive it
;
and did he, under such conditions, feel such a

thing, he would then, I should say, feel a delusion, and have

his consciousness adjusted to the wrong universe. For surely,

if the sense of authority means anji^hing, it means the discern-

ment of something higher than ive, having claims on our self,
—

therefore no mere part of it
;

—
hovering over and transcending

our personality, though also mingling with our consciousness

and manifested through its intimations. If I rightl}^ interpret

this sentiment, I cannot therefore stop within my own limits,

but am irresistibly carried on to the recognition of another

than I. Nor does that 'other
'

remain without further witness :

the predicate
'

higher than I
'

takes me yet a step beyond ;
for

what am I? A person: 'higher' than whom no ^

thing' as-

suredly,
—no mere jjhenomenon,

—can be ; but only a notherPer-

son, greater and higher and of deeper insight. In the absence

of society or human companionship, we are thus still held in

the presence of One having moral affinity with us, yet solemn

rights over us : by retiring into ourselves, we find that we are

transported out of ourselves, and placed beneath the light of a

diviner countenance. If it be true that over a free and living

person nothing short of a free and living person can have higher

authority, then is it certain that a '

subjective
'

conscience is

impossible. The faculty is more than part and parcel of my-
self ;

it is the communion of God's life and guiding love enter-

ing and abiding with an apprehensive capacity in myself. Here

we encounter an '

objective
'

authority, without quitting our

own centre of consciousness ; an authority which at once

sweeps into the widest generality without asking a question

of our fellow-men
;
for an excellence and sanctity which He

recognises and reports has its seat in eternal reality, and is not

contingent on our accidental apprehension : it holds its quality

wherever found, and the revelation of its authority to one mind

is valid for all. Each of us is permitted to learn, in the

VOL. II. H
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ponctrnlia of liis own conscioiisnoss, that which nt once hears

him out of liinisolf, and raises him to the station of the Father

t)f Sjtirits ; antl thence lie is enahU'd to h)()k down over the

reahn of di'pendent nunds. and a]>j)ly to them the all-coniprc-

hending hiw wliich he has reached at the fountain-head. If

this iiathwav is correctly traced, from the moral consciousness

to religious apprehension, all })ossible excuse is taken away
for treating the authority of Conscience as merely personal and

subjective, or even as that of Reason, '

impersonally conceived;'

for that which is real in the universal Archetype of all Mind

cannot be either an abstraction or an accidental phenomenon
of human individuality.

In startling contradiction to the position here laid down
stands the assertion of the late Professor Green that '

It is

the very essence of moral duty to be imposed by a man

upon himself^;' and, but for the habit of consulting the con-

text of an author's dicta, it would utterly dishearten me to

find so profound and noble a thinker pronouncing essential

what I had declared impossible. The Hegelian aptitude,

however, for unifying contradictions is not easily baffled
;

and, to my infinite relief, it here comes into play with such

success as to melt opposite predications into identity of

truth. A man's own 'Self is not to be understood here as

a detached finite individuality, that could be what it is in

presence only of its numerical repetitions : that he has a

^elf at all, and knows it, is possible simply because the

universe has an Absolute Self, or
'

self-conditioning and

self-distinguishing mind 2,' which communicates itself to

the human being,
—the infinite to the finite spirit,

—and

constitutes thereby the knowledge of moral law as the ex-

pression, under temporal conditions, of an eternal perfection.
A man, therefore, is

' a law unto himself,' not by autonomy
of the individual, but by

' self-communication of the infinite

spirit to the souP;' and the law itself, 'the idea of an ab-

solute should 6e^,' is authoritative with the conscience,

*

Prolegomena to Ethics, Book IV. chap. ii. § 324, p. 354.
'
Ibid. Book II. chap. i. § 85, p. 90.

' Ibid. Book IV. chap. ii. § 319, p. 349.
• Ibid. Book IV. chap. ii. § 324, p. 355.
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because it is a deliverance of the eternal perfection to a

mind that has to grow, and is imposed, therefore, by the

infuiite upon the finite. The relation in which this doc-

trine presents the intuitions of the human conscience, and

the Divine perfection of which they are partial manifes-

tations in life, is in essential accordance with that to which

I have given more direct theological expression. The differ-

ence is only such as must always remain between a doctrine

developed from the idea of duty and one founded on the

idea of (jood ; and I am not sure that even this is not reduced

below its legitimate minimum by a free resort, in the ' Pro-

legomena,' to the conception and language of ohlig(Uion, more

congenial to the author's personality than to his theory.
The difficulty which many persons feel in accepting the fore-

going conclusion arises,! observe, primarily from a scruple about

the initial proposition : I will therefore restate it in a form which

I have given to it elsewhere ^, and endeavour to clear it of

indistinctness and doubt. ' An absolutely solitary individual,

if invested with power of various action and disposition, might
affect himself for better or worse by what he did. but would

be subject to no obligation and incur no guilt. The harm he

occasioned would be a blunder and not a sin
;
the good which

he earned would prove his wisdom, not his virtue.'
'

Surely,'

it is objected,
'

if this Robinson Crusoe in a desert world were

to sink into the brute, instead of becoming more of a man, he

would be doing wrong, as well as foolishly.' Perhaps so, if he

be a Robinson Crusoe; because he will brincr into his solitude

a consciousness of all the springs of action, with their signifi-

cant differences, which belonged to his previous human and

Divine relations. But this is not the case which I put. The

hj^othesis supposes the total absence from the universe of any

personal nature, or even sentient nature, but his own : then I

say, if that nature is in correspondence with reality beyond it,

it will feel no duty ;
and vice versa, if it has any consciousness

of duty, it suffers under illusion.

To take the simplest case first, let us assume that the happi-
ness of his which he maj^ enhance or impair varies only in

quantity, and, though coming from numerous objects, is homo-
* Eelation between Ethics and Religion, p. 5.

H2
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gcncous oiul sultjt'Ct to acoininon moasuro. Thon,^!!^! from two

instincts or passions tho oHVt conies of a ]ii()(nict('(l mild satis-

faction or an intense imnu'diate one, with a balance in favour

of the former, the /o//// of taking the latter is obvious ; hut the

{juiU of doing so cannot be allirmed with any intelligible

meaning. How is he hound to make tho other choice? 'Ohli-

gation' is a relative term, implying somewhere a corresponding
churn of right : i.e. it takes two to ostaldish an obligation.

To whom then is the alleged obligation upoii the agent to take

the larger amount of pleasure ? For here there are not ttuo,

except indeed the two springs of action ; and these are not

two agents, nor are they agent and patient, between whom

ohli<i(ttio)i can subsist: they are but tiuo j^henoviena ; and a

phenomenon cannot be subject of duty. You will say, perhaps,
'It is to hiint<clf that the obligation lies to choose the more

fruitful lot. By the hypothesis, however, he is the person
that heurs the obligation; and cannot also be the person whose

presence imposes it: it is impossible to be at once the upper
and the nether millstone. Personality is unitary ;

and in

occupying one side of a given relation is unable to be also in

the other. In order to constitute for him an obligation, as

between the two impulses, he must have tiuo selves, one for

each ; but the very essence of the problem depends on their

both appearing in one and the same self-consciousness, before

one and the same Will
;
a pair of phenomena co-present in an

identical subject. To speak, therefore, of the self as dual is

onh' an inexact way of describing two conditions of a single

personality,
—its apperceptions of different feelings ;

and if you
aifirm a duty, you again throw us upon the absurdity of a

duty-bound phenomenon. Shall we gain an}i:,hing better, if, by
a change of phrase, we say that, in experiencing the preferable

impulse, the true Self is there
;
in experiencing the other, a

false Self ; and that the latter is bound to yield to the former ?

To determine what this really means, consider how we are to

know the true Self from the false. There are two tests con-

ceivable. (1) As the individual, divided {ex hypothesi) against

himself, leaves you in doubt, you may go round and consult

other samples of the same nature, and return with the dis-

covery of its common essence or selfhood. This test, requiring
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a plurality of members of the same type, is inapplicable to our

case of a lonely being. (2) You may consult the long run of

the individual, and identify him with his more frequent rather

than his less frequent state. Here, no doubt, you will find it

accord with his nature in the long run to take the more rather

than the less of offered pleasure ;
and so, the true self must be

that which exercises this preference. Admitting that a sense

may thus be found for this phraseology, I must yet observe

that it does not help the required conclusion. For, a predo-
minant preference of the gi-eater pleasure over the less is a

Prudential characteristic, not a Moral ; and whore he misses

it, the agent has indeed to regret an error, but not to repent of

a sin. The difference, therefore, between the so-called true and

false self reaches no further than that between the sound and

the mistaken economist of personal satisfactions.

Perhaps, however, the missing moral clement may turn up,
if we now take into account what is claimed as a second

dimension of pleasures, viz. their quality, as well as their

quantity. There may be no obligation to take the larger lot ;

and yet there may be an obligation to take the higher kind.

Waiving for the moment all objection to this second dimen-

sion, let us put this proposition to the test employed with the

former one. There is an obligation, you say, to take the

higher quality of pleasure, in preference to the greater

quantity. To ivhom then is this due ? Surely, only to

himself; there is no one else to be wronged ; he, and he alone,

is the loser
;
and the article which he loses is pleasure. And

are not his pleasures his own concern'? If he takes the

cheapest lot, regardless of their being shoddy instead of whole

wool, what more can you charge upon him than imprudence
or bad taste ? By importing a distinction of finer or more

vulgar into human satisfactions, you do not step into the

region of morals, but only change the field of extra-moral

good. If the Italian with his delicate appetite enjoys his

simple maccaroni, while the Welshman cannot relish his

dinner without his leeks, or the Bohemian his without his

garlick, the first is of finer perception ;
but the coarser taste

of the others violates no obligation, and, if open to challenge,

is so not as a guilt, but only as a mistake, which an extended
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experience will ditect. All that you can say to anyone
under such conditions is,

' Vou do not make the host of

the resources of your nature :' and he may answer,
'

Perhaps
not; Itut I am the only sulVerer l»y the waste, and am tlicre-

fore a stjuandcrcr only, not an ofl'ender
;

1 wrong no one but

mvsclf ; and am simply a poorer economist.'

Thus, relative quality in that which is purely mine and

ninler tny vill (as 2>li'<^tsiu'c is) carries in it no authority, but

remains still in the optional field. Oidy where the relative

quality speaks to me also as over my ivill, and the higher
term is above, not only the lower term as a phenomenon in

myself, but myself in which both appear, does atdl/ority make
itself felt; i.e. in the- morally higher quality is implicitly

involved the presence of command from a superior mind. If,

therefore, you suppose the lonely man still to be affected by a

duty in relation to his several impulses, it is because you
assume them to carry in them still the implication contained

in your own, as framed for the relations of a social and

Divine world.

I cannot be content to use, even for argument's sake, the

assumption of two dimensions of pleasure, without again in-

sisting on its fallaciousness. K there are sorts of pleasure,

they must be something more than pleasure ; each must have

its differentia added on to what suffices for the genus ;
and

this addition cannot be pleasurable quality, else it would not

detach anything from the genus : to mark a species at all, it

must be an extra-hedonistic quality. And each sort must
have its own

;
and so far as one is preferable, as a kind, to

another, it is so in virtue of what it has other than pleasure ;

and the comparison of them all inter se, considered as different

kinds, must turn upon their several extra-hedonistic qualities.

All that they have from the genus is quantitative; and till

you get beyond the pleasoi'able as such, quality does not

exist.

§ 2. Paleys.

So much for Bentham's charge of '

ip)se-dixitism.' Paley's

challenge of the '

authority
'

of Conscience is essentially
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different in principle, though the same in result. His ques-

tion is not,
' What is the authority of your conscience to

me?' but, 'What is the authority of any man's conscience to

himself?' 'Given, the faculty and all the sentiments it

carries
; why should not I do as I like, in spite of it ? Be it

a real angel with a flaming sword, or be it a scarecrow

dressed up by the moral philosophers, it is anyhow a thing

that, with adequate courage, may be faced
;
and if I choose to

defy it, and to think nothing of the worst it can do, what

then ? Have I not slipped through your fingers, and left you
with nothing more to say to me?' What more then, let us

ask, would Palcy have to say in such a case, to eke out our

defect of '

authority ?
'—He tells us, with his usual distinct-

ness : he would fcill back on the proclamation of future

punishment and reward. This, however, be its efficacy what

it may, is no exclusive advantage of his doctrine
;

it is a re-

source equally available for the ' moral-sense man,' whose

idea is inseparable, and alone is inseparable, from the be-

lief in a retributory judgment. The controversy lies, not

between the momentary ideal sense of right and wrong, and

the palpable apprehension of reward and punishment ;
but

between the bare calculation of sentient pleasure and pain on

the one hand, and the same prospect seen through solemn

lights of conscience, as the fulfilment of secret foreboding, the

expression of eternal holiness, the answering outward award

to an inward verdict long recorded on the felt merits of the

case. Even if we admit the worst that Paley can say, viz.

that, after all, you must come in the end to plain heaven and

hell, it still does not follow that it is as well to begin with

them at once and trouble ourselves with nothing else. It

makes all the difference whether, in youi- conflict with sin,

this is your front and sole battalion, or whether it is your

concealed reserve. Flourish it before the eyes as a mere

menace and bribe proffered by sovereign power, and do you
think that those whom it scares and tempts ^\^ll be the

noblest and most generous souls? Is not the controversy

between God and man then plainly put upon the footing of a

coarse trial of strength, and submitted to the test of relative

determination and darincf ? And if some Satan's will refuses to
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l>on(l before a threatening God, and lm<l rather '

reign in hill

than serve in heaven,' how -will tho Utilitarians denl with

him? 'What more have they to say to him?' What has

become of their ultimate 'authority?' But who can doubt

that many, who would thus harden their faces as flint against

this coercion of interest, arc accessible all the while to any

loving voice that can interpret their inward misgivings, and

stir up their sknnbering reverence for a life better than

their own ? ^V^lat indeed is Christian conversion, what the

Pauline escape from Law into Gospel, what the deliverance by
faith from tho bondage of fear into the joy of trust and love,

but precisely an exchange of the crushing sanctions of mere

happiness and misery for the higher spiritual d^iiamics

on which Paley throws contempt,
—the sense of a Divine

kindred and Divine likeness, and the free self-precipitation

into union with all that is revered by the faithful soul and

set aloft by God in heaven? For the truth is, the mere

sentient pleasure or pain on which we are advised to fall back

is precisely what men feel to be their own concern, and, in

the absence of any moral sense, think they may deal with as

they please ;
and if they choose to take their chance with it,

they exercise a right, interference with which they will

resent. But the sufferings of guilt,
—its remorse and humilia-

tion, its cowardice and forebodings,
—are just what each man

knows he has no right to stifle and escape : however able to

do so by spasms of self-rallying, or artifices of self-forgetful-

ness, he feels himself here in the presence of elements which

are not placed at his disposal, and which are doubly incun'ed

in the very attempt to shun them. Strip away the moral

aspect and complexion of pain and pleasure, and every
semblance of '

authority
'

is gone from them, and they sink to

a business affair : the one only thing that lends them an ac-

knowledged majesty and draws the homage from our hearts is

the light with which Conscience invests them.

That it is not the ^Sanctions' of duty that commend it

to us as our duty is obvious, both from their notorious

failure when unsupported by the conscience or dispro-

portioned to the sin, and from many current forms of thought
and speech. If we only tell the intending culprit, as a piece
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of information,
' You imll suffer for this if you do it,' we

make no moral appeal, but address simply his interests. If

he is visited with excessive punishment, the moral sympathy
of observers goes over to the offender from his punisher ;

as

when all men applauded J. S. Mill's defiant welcome of a

hypothetical Divine ^vrong,
— ' to hell I will go !

' And in

expressing theii' conception of a Divine moral government of

the world, men are not content to say,
' God will deal with

us according to our works;' but ' God 'must needs deal (i.e.

ov/jJd to deal) with us according to our works.' This it is

which constitutes the idea of Juatice in God, i.e. an inward

rule of Right which gives law to the action of His power and

determines the distribution of good and q\\\
;
and which first

elevates into
'

Authority
'

what else would operate only as a

necessity or a bribe. How completely the dignity and glory
of the world depend on our finding this moral colouring in

the ultimate backgi'ound of all being is nobly expressed in

the words of Socrates :

'

If the rulers of this universe do not

prefer the just man to the unjust, it is better to die than to

livei.'
•

We may, therefore, meet Paley's charge with direct contra-

diction of both its pai-ts, and say that '

authority
'

belongs not

in the least to any mere happiness and misery ;
and that it

does belonor altotjether to the indications of the moral sense.

In fact, the case imagined by him is simply absurd and self-

destructive. He fii'st supposes a man to have a moral sense

and to fall under its lash
;
and then supposes him to snap

his fingers at the wounds, and put up with them as so much
sentient uneasiness,—a thing possible only on condition of

his having no moral sense. The only truth I can find implied
in Paley's statement is this : that if there were no atvard of

retributory happiness and suffering, the authority of the

moral law would be curtailed of its adequate supports. This

is freely admitted
; not, however, because right and wrong are

revealed, and even in themselves distinguished, only by
their consequences, and, by the erasure of these, would be

equalised ;
but because, with our reflective knowledge of the

better and the worse are connected secret auguries of joy and
1
Quoted by Sidgwick, p. 468.
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nnmiish, the fniluro and falsehood (if wliicli would tlnow dis-

fivdit on tlif wliolo announcement of tlu- inner oracle.

Thus it would Hceni to he a fatal thinjj; I'm- the opponents
of a Moral Sense to allow the faculty to he there. If there, it

is manifestly ade(|uate to its alleged function, of rcpoiting

right and wrong to us with an authority revealing their

nature, and helonging to no apjK'al addressed to our self-lovo.

The only resource for the utilitarian who has admitted our

statement of psychological experience is to say that, though
such may be the contents of the facts, their evidence is false,

and there is nothing in the objective universe corresponding
to these subjective representations. To this scepticism re-

specting the veracity of any one human faculty no answer

can be given, except by pointing to the absurd consequences
of its equally legitimate application to another. There is as

much ground, or as little, for trusting to the report of the

moral faculty, as for believing our perceptions, in regard to

an external world, or our intellect, respecting the relations

of number and dimension. Whatever be the '

authority
'

of

Reason respecting the true, the same is the 'authority' of

Conscience for the right and good.

§ 3. Other Accounts.

On some other forms of conception employed, especially

among continental philosophers, to characterise the title of

the moral law, I would make a remark or two. It is often

spoken of as invested with the authority of the tvltole over

the part; sometimes in the sense of society over tJie in-

dividvbal ; at others, of life in its completeness over the

momentary interest; often, of humanity, as a type with its

own ideal, over the particular cases of imjJerfect approxi-
mation. The fii'st of these accounts finds expression in

Goethe's lines :

' Immer strebe zum Ganzen, und kannst du selber kein Ganzes

"NVerden, als dienendes Glied schliess'an ein Ganzes dich an^.'

' Vier Jalireszeiten, Herbst. 45. Werke, I. p. 74.
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It is essentially the Hegelian view, which, while setting up

self-realisation as the imperative end, regards the self as

unrealised so long and so far as it is detached and does not

find its own functions, not only in an embracing social

organism, but in an infinite whole, with which the personal
will becomes identified ^.

The second is represented by Mr. Leslie Stephen, with

whom ' moral laws are statements of essential conditions of

social welfare
;

'

and their '

authority,' as felt, depends upon
the agent having

' certain instincts,' viz. a reverence for so-

cial welfare. Without this he may obey extrinsic interest or

coercion, but owns no moral authority-.
The third forms an important part, though not the whole,

of Mr. Herbert Spencer's interpretation of '

authority.' By
' the relative authority of motives

'

he means the comparative
influence which they exercise over the conduct of a living

being ; and he shows that, in the course of human develop-

ment, the simple animal instincts, with their proximate satis-

factions, are discovered to conduce less to self-preservation

than the ideas of sensations to come, which again are sur-

passed by ideas of those ideas, and so on into more complex
and ideal conditions

;
and thus the ultimate and generalised

satisfactions continually gain upon the momentary and con-

crete
;
and the consciousness of this law of experience gives a

presumption in favour of the remoter outlook and the more

compound motive as a guide to self-preservation. This

prepossession on its behalf is its 'authority.' Mr. Spencer,

however, adds to this chief element of moral influence the

ideal effects left upon the mind by the coercive enforcement of

moral rules, through laws and sentiments human and Divine :

but while the former factor perpetually gi'ows, the latter he

regards as a temporary partner, sure to retreat and disappear ^.

The fourth phrase expresses the ground of
'

authority
'

on

which several ethical schools have taken their stand. When
Kant condenses the moral '

imperative
'

into the rule,
' So act

that the principles of your will might serve as a system of

* See Bradley's Ethical Studies, Essay II.

^ Science of Ethics, chap. xi. §§ 9, 10, pp. 441, 442.
3 Data of Ethics, chap. vii. particularly §§42, 43.
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universal Iri^isliition ',' he controls tlio indiviilual by tlic typo
ol* the kind, niul insist^s on the personal will conforming itself

to the ideal of the nniversal. And if ho is not a perfect

example of the fornuila as 1 have stated it, it is only because

his
' Universal

'

is more extensive than humaiiUy, and goes

out to en\lirace the whole range of reasonable Will in the

universe. This, however, nuikes no ditference in the essence

of the doctrine, viz. that the perfection of the kind determines

the right for the individual. With Kichard llothe the Law of

Human Nature steps into the place of this wider conception
of All rational nature, and prescribes authoritatively the duty
of each man : he states it as a postulate of Morals, that

' each

single nature must be rectified in conformity with the con-

ception of Man in himself {(in slch), i.e. with universal Man, or

(as we shall henceforth express it) with universal humanity.'
'

It is true,' he adds,
' the human individual can do no more

than fulfil his human functions under the given conditions of

his concrete individuality: nevertheless, ho can and must,

without prejudice to his particular individuality, fulfil them

at the same time under the conditions determined for uni-

versal humanity, i.e. fulfil them under the conditions of his

particular individuality, as a Self determined by the universal

hwnuinity^.'

No one of these forms of expression seems to me to go to

the pith of the matter
; though I am far from saying that

they may not symbolise it to the mind that resorts to some

one of them. They all present a relation between two terms,

a large and a small, and lodge the '

authority
'

in the former ;

and in all of them, the small is not outside the large, but

embraced within it. And, these things being supposed, we are

told to look for our quwsitum, viz.
'

authority,' in the large.

Is it qualified to yield this result ?

In the first phrase,
— ' whole and part,'

—
nothing else is sup-

posed than the data just stated
;
so that the authority ought

to come out of the mere largeness of the containing term as

compared wdth the contained
;
and be felt by any conscious

' Kritik der praktischen Vernunft, I. i. i. § 4 ; Lehrsatz III. § 7 ;
Rosenkranz

und Schubert, B. VIII. pp. 136, 141.
'
Eothe, Theologische Ethik, §§ 158, 159.
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constituent of a 'niere mechanical ivhole, or aggregate. Yet
it is obvious that you might search for ever in the relative

hulk of such a thing without alighting upon the notion of

authority ; and even if, begging the loan of gravitation, you
add the idea of relative 7)iass, all that you gain will be, that

in the reciprocal attraction of particles, you dynamically
subordinate the small term, and count it as a minority. This

may explain why, if it be conscious, it feels itself the lesser

2)0iver, but not why it confesses inferior right.

The second phrase,
'

Society and the individual,'—though
of much wider connotation, has been taken for little more
than ' whole and part ;

'

i.e. the individual has been conceived

as a given integer, rounded off in his separate personality, and

Society as the mere crowd of such figures assembled on a

certain area. So long as this conception,
—of Society as an

aggregate,
—is adhered to, the change from the first to the

second form of phrase has no value, and relieves no objection.

The two related terms differ only in cumulation of force,

without any approach to differentiation of authority. If by
Society be meant merely an aggregate of separate persons,
the power which their concurrent votes possess against a

single voice does not at all represent the prerogative of right
with regard to wi'ong. It is not because there may be ten

thousand suffrages on one side and only one on the other, that

the reluctant will is bound to succumb
;
for no population of

rascals can acquire rights against the goodness of one upright
man

;
clamour as they may (as the Stoics said), he is the king

and they the slaves. Mere magnitude has no moral quality ;

and what is not justified in the individual acquires no plea

by multiplying itself into a crowd. Mi\ Stephen, however, is

free from this mechanical conception, and distinctly treats

Society as an organism, in which the parts do not become

complete, i.e. attain their totality of functions, except in

relation to the whole
;

so that their self-preservation is

dependent on the social self-preservation, and must include

this as its most essential condition. This doctrine is an

immense advance upon the previous one
;
and if it were

carried out to its legitimate teleological implications (which
are wrapped up in the conception of organic existence), it
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cmiltl l>o l)VOU}»ht vorv near to wlmt \vr want. Inil In- only

applios it far oiu)u<;h to explain (he j^rowth of social aliV'ctions

parallel with tho personal instincts of sclf-consorvation, and

oa]>al'lc of transccntlin«x tlioni ; and loaves tho (|uestion

between thcni, in case of conilict, to 1)C ono of streii<fl/i olone,

— without othrr nutliovUy to decide tho alternative between

self-preservation and self-sacrifice.

The third ft)rni of phrase presents us only with tho difference

between loni^ and short-sifrhted pnulence, and misses tho idea

of moral authority alto<:^ether. As that difference would still

have place in a ratit)nal constitution purely U7imoral, it has

nothing to do with the ground of duty.

A much neai'er approach to a defensible meaning is gained

by tho fourth vai'iety of phrase : and this, it is fair to say,

gives the sense prevailingly intended by German writers. It

is not absurd to affirm that the individual is bound to respect

his nature, and that from his single personality a certain

homage is due to the evident idea and essence of humanity at

large. The sentiment is not altogether fanciful, which attri-

butes a certain treachery to one who, as we say, abuses his

nature, and wilfully mars its ideal. Still, if these phrases are

to be charged with any definite meaning, it can only be by

giving a realistic interpretation to that '

humanity' which we

speak of as hurt and insulted by sin. Were it nothing but a

generalised notion, a figment of thought abstracted from parti-

cular men, we could owe it no allegiance : a mere shorthand

formula of the epitomising intellect cannot be the object of any

duty. But the language becomes intelligible, if we may regard
the ideal of human nature as a distinct type of thought in the

Divine mind, communicated as a standard of aspiration to

ours. Presented thus, not as a private spoil gleaned from the

actual, but as a Divine datum revealed from the possible, it

stands invested with the personal authority of the Supreme
Holiness

;
and behind the august image of a perfect and har-

monious manhood is secretly felt, if not openly seen, the infi-

nite Inspirer of all harmony and good. Whatever power there

is in the words '

humanity,'
'

society,'
'

nation,' to move our

reverence and affection, is due to their being not mere abstrac-

tions to our minds, but symbols of concrete semi-personal
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realities, not larger only but higher than ourselves, and con-

taining the hidden presence and authority of the revealer of

all law. No other reason can be given why the tvhole should

be obeyed by the part : for, more comprehensive scope is so far

from carrying with it greater moral weight, that the order is

usually the reverse : the animal attributes do not give the law

to human nature, though found in it and spreading far beyond
it: it is the essence found in the fewest that wields Divine

superiority over natures wider but less intense. Be it remem-

bered therefore that, when the right of the whole over the

part is set up, it is not any relation of size that is meant, but

the relation between the ideal of a Kind and the actual of an
individual. That ideal, far from being identified with the

average mass of the race, may be rarely even approached, and

presented only in one or none
;
but as a potential universality

and Divine limit of tendency, it recommends itself to us as a

general type, and is called
'

the whole.' In this sense, it falls

back into the Divine nature, and its
'

authority' coalesces with

that which we have already traced. That authority then is

not subjective, but objective ;
not vested in ideas, but residing

in a Person ; not represented by mere numbers against one,

but by the perfect type against the imperfect copy.

11. WHETHER OBLIGATION CAN BE TRANSCENDED.

The foregoing account of Authority determines the measure

of God's claim upon us. It is coextensive with the authority

revealed to us, i.e. with the range of the moral consciousness.

We therefore strictly oice to Him conformity with our own
ideal. Short of this, we fail of our due, and incur positive

demerit. Attaining it with ever such exactitude, we simply
fulfil our obligation, and can pretend to no merit before Him.

To surpass it. He does not ask us
;
for it is the limit of our

possibility ;
unless indeed, by past unfaithfulness, wc have

already lowered our appointed standard, and contracted the

boundary to which He had left a nobler sweep. In such case,

it certainly is not for us to take advantage of our own wrong,

and demand that our guilt shall choose our law. This rule
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fixes, with ]MV(i.sioii, tlu> tnit' nu<l-})()int latweon the prc-

suin|itu()us K'j^alism, which ullows ol" ineritoriou.s works that

umv uwike Cio«l our »lt'l>tor. aiul the (K'spairing (h)ctrim' which

denies everything to hunuiuity, because .short of the standard

of intinitt' lioHness. It is not, so to speak. His personal and

al>3t)hite i(K'al. l»y which we are to be tried
;
but His commu-

uicatetl and rehitive ideal, implanted in our humanity, so far

as lie lia.s penuitted it to dawn on each of us. Beyond this,

we ai*e at pre^sent out of relation to Him, and not less foreigners

to His moral rule than w^e ai'e to His intellectual life in matters

transcending even the guess of our reason. But this relative

standard is high enough, alas ! to justify the deepest humilia-

tion that, like the Christian, is not abject. If not even the

vainest can at heart admire themselves, if all men who are

truly attracted to a moral life see a better than they do, if that

which they secretly revere looks in upon them at times so

piercingly^ as to fill the best with shame, no room, it is evident,

is left for self-complacency% or even for tolerable repose of eon-

science : and there is no difficulty in explaining that profound
sense of sin, which, since the true type of humanity was given,

has filled the whole air with a plaint of penitence. Besides,

the ulterior question at which I have hinted is a very serious

one, and furnishes an indefinite supplement to the clear con-

sciousness of our own shortcomings. We have lagged behind

our own image of right ;
but there is a prior question : how far

is that image itself what it might have been ? Is it the pure
and full-proportioned vision which God had rendered possible

to us ? or is it dwarfed and stained by the self-incurred perver-
sions of oui' sight, and the specks and films of many an unfaith-

fulness ? The accelerating ratio with which moral light dilutes

itself as it recedes from its first Divine moment, till it is felt

in only faint and casual waves amid the dark spaces of the

soul, is so fearful a thing as to affect a thoughtful mind with a

deeper awe than even the sense of positive evil. Thus is all

self-reliance for moral harmony with God utterly cut away ;

and for the peace which even the strenuous conscience cannot

honestly win, we are thrown upon a fi-ee faith and trusting
affection in which there is only surrender into the Divine

hand.
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In our relations to ')nen, it is otherwise : there is nothing to

prevent the acquisition of merit towards them. The authori-

tative measure of duty, in every transaction between different

persons, is the mutually understood ideal. This, in all that is

common between us and the Father of spuits, is simply the

highest that ever dawns upon our hearts
; beyond which we

can never go, so as to earn an^-thing. But, in our dealings

with our fellow-men, it is their ideal, as recognised by us, that

measures their claim upon us in the eye of social justice ;
and

in so far as our own sense of right may pass beyond this and

draw from us more than is contained in the mutual understand-

ing, we perform what tliey had no title to require from us, and

we may be truly said to deserve well at their hands. It is some-

times said, by humane but inexact moralists, that since all

obligation rests at bottom on the same foundation, charity is

as much a claim upon us as justice, and that we violate a right

not less when we neglect to fly to the rehof of distress, than if

we were to steal a neighbour's purse ^. The difference, it is

contended, goes no deeper than this : that in the latter case it

is found practicable to enforce the right by coercion of law ;

while in the former it is not : but the absence or presence of

positive enactment is a mere affair of external machinery,

leaving the inner essence of the two duties still the same. The

truth and the falsehood contained in this doctrine easily fall

asunder at the touch of the principle just laid down. As
between man and man, it is not true that the claim to justice

and to mercy are of equal validity, discriminated only by the

possibility or impossibility of redi-ess in case of default : no

right being established without a common moral sense, or hav-

ing any social measure except that of mutual understanding,
there is a vast interval between the oblicfation which I have

openly incurred in the face of my neighboui"'s conscience and

that which is only privately revealed to m}^ own. Over and

above the intrinsic guilt in both instances, there is in the fii'st

the additional enormity of violated good faith
;
and though, on

the one hand, it is the sign of a mean and grudging nature to

' See Sermon by the late Dr. Southwood Smith, entitled, 'The probable effect

of the development of the principles of the human mind on its futurj progress in

knowledge and goodness
'

(i8i8), p. 33.

VOL. II. I
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limit tho inonsuiv ol' <luty to the positive and iiuthoriHccl cxpcc-
tutions ot" others from us, it woulil bo, on tho other, a monstrous

ptuailox to say, that those expectations make no diti'eienco to

us, and a<M no intonsity to the chiim upon us. Were it so,

there would he no means ot" grachiating oli'ences, or deciding
between conllictinjjsugj^jestions of riglit ;

and we shouM relapse

into the Stoic fallacy of reducing to one level the most trivial

onussion and the greatest crime. The efiect of mutual under-

standing varies with the ethical complexion of the expected
act. Is that act a wrong? the mutual understanding cannot

repeal the guilt. Is it a neutral thing? the mutual under-

standing takes it out of that category and confers upon it a

binding force. Is it already a duty? to its intrinsic obligation

the mutual understanding adds an extrinsic increment of bind-

ing force, and invests it with a double claim. Nor is this all.

Thus much the act gains in virtue of another holding our pledge
to it : but its ethical measure is also intensified by our having
fetched it out of the silent estimate of consciousness and shaped
it into distinct expression, whether by the positive word or by
premonitory looks and signs of promise. Till it is realised in

reflection, the felt obligation may waver between the implicit

and explicit state
;
and the great instrument for fixing it in

the latter is language,
—the language of definition and record,

whether special and exact, as in the case of written compact,
or general and indirect, as in the case of mere ' mutual under-

standing.' Moral law is thus one of those elements of our life

which, thi'ough language, not only obtain a sign, but also

acquire a new significance.

In proportion then, and only in proportion, as men have

come to understood concurrence on matters of right, have

they claims inter se. This concurrence is far from being
limited to relations of property and contract, though it is

there most definite and complete : it extends over an indeter-

minate field beyond, of obligation prevailingly acknowledged,
but differently construed, and unsusceptible, from its shifting

complexity of conditions, of reduction to precise general enact-

ment. The right of my neighbour, measured from the

simply human and social point of view, addresses me with

every variety of distinctness and force throughout this scale
;
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with unmistakable emphasis in cases of explicit engagement ;

with clearness perfectly adequate in cases of implicit trust ;

with evanescent faintness in cases of simply spontaneous

w^hispers within my owti conscience, with nothing correspond-

ing in his presumed feeling and expectation. This very

whisper, however, which involves no understanding with

others, is itself an understanding hehveen myself and God,
and constitutes therefore an articulate obligation in relation

to Him, not one whit less religiously binding on me than the

most palpable debt of integrity. Its simple presence in the

soul with its authoritative look is sufficient to establish it

as a Divine claim upon me. In this aspect, it is quite true

that all duty stands upon the same footing ; and that all

transgressions are offences against the same law. But it is

not every unfaithfulness to God that constitutes a violation of

the rights of men, and gives them a title to reproach us. In

forgetfulness of this distinction, the satirist frequently taunts

religious persons with confessing before God sins which they
would be very angry to have charged upon them by men ;

and

evidently regards this as a proof of insincerity or self-decep-

tion. But surely there is here no real, scarcely even any ap-

parent, inconsistency. The claims of God upon us, coextensive

with our own ideal, go far beyond the claim of men, which is

limited, we have seen, by the range of mutual moral under-

standing, and which in turn limits their critical prerogative
of censorship and accusation. And Conscience, in seeking

peace with Him, must needs have a very different tale to tell

from any that transpires in settling the narrower accounts

with them
;
and should they thrust themselves in to that

higher audit, and demand to have its sorrowful compunctions
addi-essed to them, it needs no spiritual pride to be hurt by
the impertinence. Human society may punish us for crimes ;

human monitors reprove us for vices : but God alone can

charge upon us the sin, which He alone is able to forgive.

Far from believing that religious sincerity and depth would

gain by the erasure of this distinction, I am convinced that

its scrupulous preservation is a prime essential to their con-

tinuance at all, and needs to be enforced rather tlian enfeebled.

There is a certain morbid and confused Christian humility
12
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which is not conti'iit with (Icphjiiiit;, in the sight of lltiavon,

iU tuilure in humane and charitahh^ zeal, but speaks of it as

ii irriiiuf done to others, as a withhohling of a iJcht due to tho

unhappy and neglected and depraved, whoso forgiveness is

ahnost asked for the slight they have sustained. I would not

deal un^rentlv with anv recognition of brotherhood among
the separated classes of our modern civilisation, l^ut this

language is not true, and tends to disturl) the incid<>nce

of hunum responsibility, and fill with the notion of claims

and rights those who much rather need to be awakened to

theii' duties. To reform the thief and drunkard, to train the

abandoned child, to succour the miseries of the improvident,
is indeed a duty ;

not however to them, for their claim looks

elsewhere, and we do but pick up a dropjied ohlUjation ;
—

but to God and His moral order of the world. The total loss

of this idea from the humanistic school of writers in the

present day is the great drawback on the purity of their

influence. The defect springs from the preponderance of

social geniality over ethical and spiritual conviction: but the

infection has been caught by evangelical philanthropy ;
and

the danger is not slight of establishing the worst element of

socialistic feeling in the minds of men, viz. the demand
that the duties of one class shall be performed for them

by another, and that institutional machinery shall be created

to supersede the patient toil and sacrifice of all households

and all persons, taken one by one. Let but the same minis-

trations of charity issue from an inspiration higher than

compassion, and be rendered to the Divine order instead of

to human confusion and wretchedness ;
and there will be

a wholesomeness and dignity in our humanities, rarely

traceable in them now. In this higher department of duty,

scarcely less than in the minor cares that else would become

flat and mean, is it important to the balanced and sustained

force of the soul to render our service ' not as unto men, but

unto God.'
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111. HOW PRUDENCE BECOMES OBLIGATORY.

One topic more requires attention, before we dismiss the

subject of the '

authority
'

belonging to moral sentiments.

How is it that this '

authority
'

extends beyond the scale of

principles arranged according to their worth, and takes in

also the Prudential system \ The fact. I suppose, can hardly
be called in question, that we look with positive disapproval
on rashness and recklessness, as not simply foolish and hurt-

ful, but as lurong, even where no interests are visibly affected

except the offender's own. We are far from admitting that

any man has a right to trifle with his own well-being, and

dash in wild hunt over his ground of opportunity, heedless of

every careful track and natural fence, and crushing every

green promise into the earth. We feel that, apart from any

injury to others, his career is a wanton waste of what is not

at his unconditional disposal ;
and our dissatisfaction ad-

di-esses itself essentially to this, that he autocratically deals

Nvith that which is but a fiduciary deposit with him. Yet we
have maintained a position which seems inconsistent with this

feeling ;
viz. that if our nature contained no scale but the

prudential, and our only problem were furnished by its

controversies of strength, there would be no room for any
moral sentiment, or more than a rational rule of life. How
are we to reconcile these two statements ?

This, I apprehend, is one of the many cases in which the

interpretations of life and nature which would be legitimate

and true upon a lower stage, cease to be so from a higher

point of view ;
and the light opened overhead streams down

and shows everything beneath in a new aspect. Were this a

simply hedonist world ;
had we only sentient differences

among the forces of our nature
;

did we know of nothing
above us, except the dynamically greater ;

it is perfectly true

that we could differ from each other in skill merely, and not

in worth. But then this is not the constitution of things :

we pass into another order of phenomena, and find there

a higher law and a Divine rule
;
and this discovery neces-
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sarih' niters all our previous reckoning, by setting aside the

hypothesis on ^vhieh it rests. Over and above the lor -e of

nature, tliere is now the free righteousness of Clod ; beliind

tlie supreme Catise, there is the supreme Holiness. And this

cannot be simply appended by a ///as to what wo already

knew before, leaving it unmodified there, as still a more tissue

of prudential relations. It lies in the very essence of these

two that they are not co-ordinate, so as to have their separate

realms, each undisturbed by the other ;
but the last found is

the prior and legislative term, and by inherent authority
subordinates and interpenetrates the other. The change
affects equally our view of the macrocosm and the microcosm

;

add to the idea of Divine energy that of Divine holiness of

will, and we feel at once that the latter must hold the former

in hand and wield it as its instrument: add to the idea of

human power over the more pleasurable the idea of human

obligatiun to the more excellent, and this new discovery of a

tru>it necessarily spreads over the prior realm, deposes its

arbitrary will, and insists upon annexing the whole of

the voluntary life. Neither in God, nor in us, can mere

efficient power keep its ground as supreme, in the presence
of Moral good: it has to retire into secondary and instru-

mental rank : as all things may be possible to the hand, yet
not all things congenial to the righteousness, of God

; so, that

which, in a merely sentient world, we might treat as given to

us out and out, becomes only lent as soon as we discover a

good beyond the pleasureable. To borrow a Platonic phrase,
the ayadbv asserts itself as the highest ei6o?, giving to pleasures
all the rights they have, and taking nothing from them in

return. So far forth as they are restrained and measured by
reverence for order and proportion, for pure health of body
and clearness of soul, they have even a share of sacredness,

and are full of a joy unknown to lower conditions. But,

escaping from these limits, they become an insolent defiance

of any diviner claim
;

a setting-up for one's self, quite at

variance with the pervading sense of an authoritative law and

a holy presence. It is this shamelessness (dvaibeta) inse-

parable from the rash and reckless life that di-aws forth

the grave disapprobation of men, and makes them feel it to
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be something worse than foolish. They justly regard it as a

sign that the higher functions of character are inoperative,

and the personal force at the disposal of the wi'ong influence ;

so that, if any trying problem were to apply the test, the

requisite clearness and heroism would not be there. The

whole temper expressed by the question,
'

Why may I not do

as I like?' is well understood to be quite uncongenial witli

the reverential and conscientious spirit ;
is regarded, therefore,

as the sure symptom of its absence, and, even when express-

ing itself in no conspicuous transgression, is condemned as a

boundless potential immorality.



('HAPTER V.

SrniNGS OF ACTION CLASSIFIED. PSYCHOLOGICAL ORDER.

The forcfroincr sketch of the essential bases of our moral

constitution prepares the way for an actual scale of principles

implied in the judgments of conscience. If it be true that

each separate verdict of right and wrong pronounces some

one impulse to be of higher worth than a competitor, each

must come in turn to have its relative value determined in

comparison with the rest
; and, by collecting this series of

decisions into a system, we must find ourselves in possession

of a table of moral obligation, graduated according to the inner

excellence of our several tendencies. The extreme complexity
of the combinations renders the task of drawing up such a

table precanous and difficult. It is not more so, however,

than the entei-prise taken in hand by many writers on

ethics, viz. the production of a code of external duties com-

puted to meet the infinitely varied exigencies of human life :

for assuredly the permutations of outward condition far

exceed in number the changes that may be rung on the com-

petitions of inward affections. If the problem, therefore,

assumes a discouraging aspect, it is rather from its unusual

form than from any unexampled intricacy in its matter
; and,

though well aware that the following draft can at best be

merely tentative, I shall not shrink from proposing it, were it

only as a test of the theory which it applies.

It is difficult to understand the attitude of the modern

English wi'iters on Ethics towards the psychological aspect of

their subject. They by no means call in question the general

principle that moral worth or defect is an affair of character,

to be estimated by the inward affection or intention whence
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action flows
;
and we have already seen in what unqualified

language this principle finds expression in the writings of

Mr. Sidgwick, Mr. Spencer, and Mr. Stephen. From this

principle, viz.
' that a man is moral because and in so far

as his instincts are correlated according to a certain t^^^e,'

does it not follow that, in order to give any account of the

moralities, you must be able to enumerate the ' instincts ;'

not only to enumerate them, but to describe the '

type
'

of

their right correlation, and to contrast it with the varieties

of wrong correlation ? Either this is possible, or Ethics are

impossible. And this is wholly a task of introspective

classification and comparative estimate. Yet no sooner have

these writers admitted the necessity of this work, than they
run away from it as unmanageable and superfluous, and

institute a hunt after the differences of morality in tlie field

of external effects of action, instead of amonor the internal

correlations of motive. The apology which is set up for this

suicidal procedure will be examined further on. At present, I

will no further defend the attempt to keep true to the psycho-

logical principle, than by saying, that it has been more or less

followed by the chiefs of both ancient and modern philosophy,
and fallen into neglect only in recent times, and mainly

through the influence of writers who have approached the

study of Morals from either the casuist's or the jurists point
of view. Wherever the object contemplated is to lay down a

correct legislative code, overt acts alone come into definition,

with merely subordinate reference to the invisible state of

mind whence they proceed ;
and the disposition will always

prevail to reduce as far as possible this obscure factor, and

give the utmost objective distinctness to the law.

Plato, however, though writing of the State, and carr\ang
his inventive imagination into all its external organisation,
did not fail to go back into the recesses of the human mind
for the springs of private and public life, and the separating
lines of right and wrong. I need only recall his threefold

distribution of the inward sources of action, l~iQv\xia, dvjxos,

and vovs, and the relative rank assigned to each, both in the

celebrated myth of the chariot, and in the remarkable enlarge-
ment of their group in the

'

Republic
'

by the appearance of the
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controlling hiKaioavvi]. To nn arningoincnt almost identical

Aristotle prelixed the general term to op^ktikov (impulse), and

appended a more detailed analysis running down to particular

Ibnns of each (piality. There was no one of these impulses
that might not have its best state, with faulty deviation on

either side, towards excess and towards defect
;
and the best

state of it was its apfr?;, e.g. cruxjiporrvvr] for fTnOvfxia; dvbpda
for Ovfxos. This best state did not belong to the impulses by
nature, but must be detennined or ratified by Reason (vovs) ;

so that even the most happily constituted child, with no

tendencies but towards some variety of good, could not on

that account be called virtuous, but, in order to become so,

must replace the mere drift of nature by the assenting deter-

mination of the self-conscious will. In the production of

moral character, Aristotle thus recognises two factors, in-

stinctive impulse and rational election. Of these, the first

supplies the power ;
the second, the regulation. The former,

by itself, would leave us unmoral animals
;

the latter, by
itself, would make us unmoral intelligences : and, as be-

tween these two,—random activity and blank thought,
—it is

reasonable to regard the former as the primarystarting -point
or matter for Ethics, and the latter as the organiser of their

form. In these Greek modes of lajdng out our subject, two

points deserve especial notice: (1) That they look for their

whole moral woild ivithin, among the phenomena of the

conscious and self-conscious nature
;
not among the conditions

of external action. And (2) that the rational reflection, which,

in their view, first converts instinct into character, they

regard as exercised upon each impulse taken by itself, so as to

find out and mark its absolutely right degree ;
not upon the

relative woilh of two or more impulses pressing their demand

together. In the first point they seem to me to have seized,

in the second to have missed, a prime condition of true ethical

theory.

The founders of the modern philosophy, no less than the

ancient schools, sought the whole material of their moral

doctrine in the interior of the human mind
;
and not till they

had set in order the motive forces which lie behind all ex-

ternal action, did they step into the field of applied morals,
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and adjust that inward order to the objective conditions and

var}ing limits of possibility which enter into the problems
of actual life. Descartes, though giving us no systematised

theory of Ethics, has gathered and arranged its preliminaries

in his treatise on Les Passions de VAme, in the relative

ascendency and right gi-adation of which he evidently con-

ceives human perfection to consist. Malebranche, in his

Tvaite de Nonde, not only passes under review ' the inclina-

tions
'

and ' the afiections,' as his proper subject matter, but

insists on their proportionate perfection, and even makes
' Love for their law of order

'

the equivalent of all virtue ^.

Spinoza, in carrying out his conception of the '

Ethica,' worked

uj)on the same line, pretty closely following Descartes in his

enumeration and gi-ouping of '

the affections^ and explicitly

finding in their due subordination the secret of perfect

character. The essential correctness of the leading idea of

these philosophies is not affected by any imperfection that

may be found in their classification of the springs of action.

When, e.g. both Descartes and Spinoza give, as their list of

primary affections—(1) Wonder, (2) Love, (3) Hate, (4) Desire,

(5) Mental Pleasure {Laiitia). (6) Mental Pain {Mirror or

Tristitia). it is evident that they are mixing together with the

genuine concrete type of impulse,
—

e.g. Wonder.
—which is the

kind of datum we require, mere general qualities gathered by

abstraction,—e.g. Love and Hate,—from a number of concrete

impulses. To have an impulse toivards anything is to love

it
; from anything is to hate it : neither of the words intro-

duce us to any fresh impulse which may be added to the list,

but only to a feature invariably predicable of half the set
;

and since these common qualities are irrespective of the

ethical values and run across them (the love of turtle and the

love of truth both coming under the head of Amor), they have

no proper place in the moral psychology. We do not want

an analysis of the idea of ' natural instinct,' so as to exhibit

its contents
;

but a list of such instincts, as they are and

work
; and, in constructing this, we cannot afford to overlook

their different types of activity ;
whether they are mere out-

bursts of inward feeling, or are directed upon objects, the

*

Supi-a, Vol. I. pp. 219, 220.
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vaiit'ties of which luny have much to say ahout their value,

A reference to the catalogue of the '

art'ectioiiH,' which I have

formerly given from Descartes and Spinoza, will make it clear

that it is a medley of real instincts, with abstractions jjicked

t»ut from them, and with virtues and vices sprung from their

operation in their several fields, or from their combinations

with each other. But for this initial eiTor, it might have

become the basis of a Moral doctrine parallel in its develop-

ment with the growth of physical science.

If we seek help, in our attempt to classify the springs of

action, from the eighteenth-century philosophy instead of the

seventeenth,—in particular from the school of Hobbes, which

hardly assumed importance till the last century, rather than

that of Descartes,—our hopes are disappointed from an opposite

tendency, to fallacious simplification ;
carried to its extreme in

the reduction of all impelling forces to Helf-love. This short and

easy formula, applied in naked shamelessness by such w^riters

as Helvetius, could not but provoke resistance by its para-

doxical interpretation of human life. In the hands of Hartley
and C'ondillac, however, it was started upon a course of

evolution, which enabled it to yield any number of dis-

interested affections as the blossom and fruit of primal self-

gratification ; and in this form it held its ground with those

who insisted upon the recognition of unselfish motives, though

upon terms which construed them into illusions. But men
will not go on for ever believing that they are tricked by
their nature into gi'oundless goodness, or be content to love

whatever is dearer than themselves on false pretences ;
and so

they now prefer to cut the alleged dependence of the generous
affections upon personal self-seeking, and give them then- own

separate root. This is certainly a gain, taking us back a step

nearer to nature. Yet, as it is but the reactionary split of a

false unity, it leaves us with only a duality,
—viz,

'

egoism
'

and '

altruism,'
—as comprising the total springs of human

character. The simplification, though not carried so far as

before, is still altogether artificial, counting, not by natural dis-

tinctions, but by arbitrarily abstracted resemblance. Many in-

stincts do not become one, merely because, when satisfied,

they all please the same ego; nor are several heterogeneous
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affections identified by being directed without exception on

something other than one's self; yet nothing more than this

spurious unification is expressed by the words '

egoism
'

and
'

altruism.' The antithesis which they mark exercises, it

seems to me, a tyrannical influence on the minds of our

recent writers
; turning all moral doctrine into either a

duel or a negociation between two opposite tendencies of

thought, and forcing the variegated phenomena of character

to fling off their native movement and costume, and appear
on parade in the regimental uniform of this or that philo-

sophic flag.

Perhaps the writers of the Scottish school have best

avoided the misleading conceptions on which I have com-

mented. Dr. Reid's distribution, indeed, of active impulses
into (1) mechanical, (2) animal, (3) rational, cannot well be

rescued from Dugald Stewart's criticism ^ Rut Stewart's

own classification is based. I think, upon strictly natural

distinctions, though needing to be more explicitly wrought
out. Under the five heads (1) appetites, (2) desires, (3) aflec-

tions, (4) self-love, (5) moral faculty, he finds room for all

the motive and directing forces of our nature. We have

here the rudiments of a philosophical arrangement, because

he recognises on the one hand the difference between animal

impulse and open-eyed desire
;
and on the other, between the

dynamical principles enumerated under the fii'st three heads,

and the regulative action of the two last,—Self-love and

Conscience. These distinctions, however, though verbally

mentioned, remain practically unused : they are not per-

mitted to have any effect on the classification, which presents

the series of five springs of action, consecutively enumerated,

as if they were all in the same rank in the predicamental line,

and there were no reason for disposing them in principal and

dependent groups. The differential marks prevailing among
them are quite too important, psychologically and morally,

to be so slightly treated; and the following distribution,

with other deviations, differs from Stewarts chiefly in the

attempt to give these discriminating characters their just

rights.

^ Stewart's Works, Hamilton's Edition, Vol. YI. p. 125.
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1. riUMAUY
;
HOW PISTINGUISHKD.

Cui<liHl l)y tlie fact tliat man is consciouH before he is

self-coiiscioua. and lias active tendencies in ])oth stages, I

would begin by distingiiishing between two sets of impelling

principles : viz. those which urge him, in the way of unre-

rtecting instinct, to appropriate objects or natural expression ;

and those, on the other hand, which supervene upon self-

knowledge and experience, and in which the preconception

is present of an end gratifying to some recognised feeling.

The former we may call the Primary springs of action
;

the latter, the Secondary. These names are the more ap-

propriate, because serving to mark, not only an order of

enumeration, but an order of derivation : the secondary

feelings being not something entirely new, but the primary
over again, metamorphosed by the operation of self-con-

sciousness ;
and demanding a category to themselves, because

their original features and their moral position are gi-eatly

changed by the process.

That we are subject to impulses involving no rational

foresight it would be superfluous to insist, were it not for

the attempts of ingenious psychologists to resolve all our

activity into desire, defined as ' the idea of a pleasure.' The

question which is raised by this school of philosophers lies

in a very small compass. If nothing moves us but ' the idea

of a pleasure,' and the pleasure must first be had in order to

leave its own idea, there is but one order of natui-e by which

we are stirred out of an original passiveness and neutrality,

viz. (1) a pleasure, (2) its idea, (3) action to procure it again.

We are di-iven, therefore, to ask how we catch the first term

of this sequence. If we have nothing to carry us to the

pleasure, the pleasure must of its own accord amve at us :

it hits upon our sense, or our sense stumbles upon it, without

any inner relation by which they find each other out
;
and

our stock of desires and volitions is at the mercy of an

accidental sensitive experience. Is this picture a true one,
—

of man in equilibrium, without forces hither or thither, and
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of an outer world walking up to biin and flinging at him

pains and pleasures, to wake him up % Can anything be more

perverse than thus to attribute all the stir and activity to the

external scene, and all the inditlerence to him ? Is he not

introduced as a living being among given objects? and is it

not just the characteristic of the living being to be stocked

with forces that determine his lines of direction in the field

on which he is set, and find out what suits him there ? The

experience-philosophers forget that, without instinctive forces,

there would be no experience to be had, in a world where the

food does not drop into the mouth and the stream does

not leap up at the lips, and no spontaneous blankets fall on

and off the shoulders with winter winds and summer heat.

In the relation between our nature and the objects that

gi-atify it, it is most evidently the natm-e that finds the

objects and performs the active pai-t ; and but for the heat

within, the cold matter of the world would be no fuel, and

turn into no flame of joy. As food is sweet only to the

hungry, so, universally, is propensity the prior condition of

pleasure, not pleasure of propensity.

We may assume, therefore, the reality in human nature of

the class of primary principles, impelling us to certain objects

without prevision or self-consciousness on our part. The

mode of action to which they lead is perfectly analogous to

that which we attribute to the lower animals, though in our

case directed to a gi-eater range of objects than any other

creature is fitted to pursue. Unwilling as are philosophers
of the prevailing English school to call anything in the

human being by the name of '

instinct,'
—a name which

denotes no process that is known, but covers one that is

unknown,—it would be at variance with all the analogies of

the animal creation beneath us, if our nature were not fur-

nished with tendencies towards ends which we seek blindl}',

without preconception of their character. The bird, just

released from the shell, selects with infallible precision the

insect or seeds proper for its food : the butterfly, fi'esh from

the chrysalis state, goes direct to the flowers, of whose

nectaries and their contents it can have no previous know-

ledge. Every order of creature recognises, without experience.
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tlu> sjH'i'ics tittotl (i) he its pivy, and those of \vlii('li it is to 1)6

itself the victim, seeking the one, iiying IVdim the other. As
man has to peribrni the very sanio functions to which these

instinctive actions arc subservient; as his constitution is, in

these respects, in complete aflinity with that of other animals,

in which these functions appeal- in a form less implicated
with suj^iilementary phenomena and more open therefore to

cAreful observation
;
as there is every appearance of unbroken

analogy in the modii^s operandi of these faculties in our race

and in the inferior tribes, we bave every reason for concluding
that a portion of human action is due to instinctive impulses,

putting us in the right way for gaining natural but unex-

perienced ends. At all events, if any one thinks he can

explain the seeming indications of such impulses in man,
and by special analysis applied to his case can break the

analogy between him and the rest of the animal creation,

the burden of proof lies with such an objector. The pre-

sumption is evidently against him
;
and must prevail till

it is upset by direct evidence of a new set of causes operating
in man, and yielding the same phenomena by a different in-

strumentality. All the systems which pretend to supply such

evidence have this characteristic, that they make use of the

long infancy of man, so obscui-e from its lying beyond the

reach of memory in ourselves, and indicating its consciousness

by very imperfect signs in others
;
and refer to this period a

number of hypothetical processes and experiences, sufficient to

serve the purpose of explanation ; processes which nobody can

deny, for the same reason that nobody can assert them, and

which the equivocal language of infancy is easily interpreted

to indicate. It seems to me that man is distinguished from

the lower animals, not by having a different mode of action

throughout his whole nature and entire life
;
but by having a

self with additional functions which act by laws of their own,
and modify, during the maturer periods of his existence, the

results of his instinctive powers.
I have said that the word ' instinct

'

covers a process that

is unknown. The conception, however, which it involves may
be definitely fixed, and ought not to be left indistinct. Let

us hear the account of it given by a great naturalist. Cuvier
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says,
' We gain a clear notion of instinct by admitting that

animals have, in their sensorium, images or constant sensa-

tions which determine their actions. It is a species of dream

which haunts them constantly, and, as regards their instinct,

animals may be regarded as a kind of somnamhulists ^.'

I must confess that what I '

gain
'

from this is by no means
' a clear notion,' but rather an explanation of an ' ohscurum

2oer ohscurius ;

'

for, however little insight I may have into

the interior of instinct, I have less into that of somnam-
bulism. Moreover, the condition assigned as clearing up the

ease, viz. the determining presence in consciousness of '

images
and constant sensations,' does not seem to be peculiar to

' instinctive
'

or
' somnambulist

'

action
;

it is no less indis-

pensable to the most wide-awake acts of the human will : if,

for instance, on a cold day I resolve to get warm by a row

on the river up to Moiilake, am I not moved by
' constant

sensations
'

of chill, and images of the Thames and the boat,

and the exercise, and the bridges and the scenes on the

banks ? If Cuvier means to restrict the phrase
'

images and

sensations
'

to purely internal representations and feelings, as

distinguished from external perceptions (as the illustration by
' dreams

'

would suggest), and therefore to say that the animal

is disposed of by its own spontaneous series of sensory and

ideal states, undistracted by the impression of outward objects,

he does indeed bring the case into analogy with that of the

sleep-walker who, without knowing where he is, has his

consecutive steps directed by the rule of his own thoughts ;

but still describes only what takes place in every instance of

voluntary action which has become habitual with us. The

fundamental difference remains unmentioned, viz. that human
habit sets a-^oing the instrumental links of an end in view ;

while animal instinct institutes and follows out the means to

an end which is out of view. We may di-ess in the morning

mechanically, thinking of other things, but we mean to dress :

the winged insect deposits its eggs where alone the new life

to come can find its nutriment, and knows not what it is

about. In this marking feature, the somnambulist analogy
would seem to fail. The sleep-walker's world is other than

*
Quoted in 'Journal of Speculative Philosophy,' Vol. XVI. ii. p. 217.

VOL. II. K
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that in -which you see hiiu to l)e and move; Imt aueh as it is

to liini, it no U'ss constantly and rationally all'ccls his f(!eling

and ren^ulatos his stops, than the scene from which you watch

him determines yours ; there is no ground for douhtinj^ that

he thinks, and reasons, and wills, upon the data of his dream,

with as true a logic and as clear a purpose as the observers

who take measures to save him from his perils. Nay, even

from these perils ho is not unfrequently able, by some mar-

vellous tact, to protect himself: the inward intensity of vision

still sparing a faint remnant of perceptive power sufficient to

thread a terrible way on the verge of crags and floods.

Instinctive impulse, then, is that which spontaneously in-

stitutes means to an end not preconceived. It differs from

habit, therefore, in being devoid of all intention, though the

two are alike in the mechanical consecution of the means.

It differs from Will still more, by excluding all choice, i.e.

preferential judgment between two possibilities.

§ 1. Projyensions : Organic A^jpetites; Animal Spontaneity.

Now, of these primary springs of action we may distinguish
four classes. First, there are the proper Propensions, bearing
in the highest degi'ee the character of subjective appetency
and mere drift of nature

;
not indeed unrelated to external

objects, but requiring from them the minimum of importunity
and reaction to move response. They are the forces of first

necessity for the mere physical life in its individual main-

tenance or successive continuance, and exhibit the lowest

terms on which it could hold its footing in the world at all.

They are three in number
;
of which two, having reference

respectively to food and to sex, are often included together
under the common name of Appetites, and are subservient to

the functions of what physiologists call the organic life,
—the

life belonging even to the vegetable world. This circumstance

is itself a presumption that they cannot be dependent on

sensation
;
for they spread upwards into our kind from an

insentient realm of natural history ;
and would be required

here, as in the plants, though we were as little susceptible
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of sensation as they. To any individual creature needing
nourishment, and belonging to a race needing renewal, they
or their equivalents are indispensable. The third propension
sustains a relation to tlie animal life similar to that which

the appetites sustain to the organic : it is the tendency to

physical activity alternating with repose ;

—the intermittent

springiness and spontaneity of exercise and labour, the vi-

vacious contempt of obstacles and pure triumph of energy,
which seem inseparable from the muscular and nervous sj's-

tems, be the faculties that use them crreat or small. It is

manifest indeed in the sphere of mental .spontaneity not less

than of bodily, and expresses the enjoyment attending the

use of all our powers. This tendency directs itself upon no

such special object as the appetites require ; yet it is not

merely subjective, but measures itself against the inertia and

resistance of the outward world, in conquering wliich it

realises its exuberant consciousness of life. It is probably
this distributed direction of its force that has occasioned it

to be so generally overlooked
; yet when attention is once

called to it, no observer of life, especially of English life, can

well deny its existence.

§ 2. Passions: Antipathy; Fear; Anger.

The second class of primary springs of action comprises the

Passions ; called so, because they do not arise as forces from

the needs of our own nature, but are rather what we suffer at

the hands of other objects. Those objects, moreover, are in

every case painful and uncongenial,
—the several sources of

disturbance and injury ;
so that the emotions towards them

are invariably repulsions, thrusting away what is hurtful or

inharmonious, or else withdi-awing us thence. By this com-

mon feature they indicate their proper function ; they are

evidentlj^ provisions for entrenching our nature in security

amid threatening or invading ills, and removing to a distance

whatever jars with its appointed life. These passions are

three
; distributing themselves according to the three elements

of time, and visiting with a distinct feeling what is repugnant
K 2
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to U8 in the prcKcnt, in the past, and in the future. Towards

an oliji'ct of natural aversion innnediately before us we feel

Antljxdinj ; towards that which has just hurt us, we ex-

perience A iiijer ; towards that which menaces us with evil,

we look with Fear. All these appear to nie obviously to go

before any experimental knowledge of the harmful or dis-

agreeable things, and not to be disciplined into existence by
a process of smarting under them : though doubtless the same

feelings extend themselves to any new objects that disclose

their repulsiveness only after experience. Even fear, though

susceptible of indefinite extension by knowledge of the signs

of ill, is evidently, in its rudimentary stage, a truly prophetic

premonition of danger not clearly in view. Both in other

creatures and in man (whose nature may be illustrated by
theirs, so far as it proceeds in company with them), the in-

stances are numerous, in which the Jirst notice of the presence
of something formidable is given by the inward flurry of

alarm. A cat requires no induction of particulars, in order to

show the most evident marks of fear at the approach of a

dog ; her back rises, her fur stands on end, and every move-

ment expresses cii-cumspection and terror. A flock of sheep,

hitherto protected from all knowledge of its dangers, will

scud in every direction at the sight of a wolf. And beneath

the eye of the distant, almost invisible, bird of prey, the farm-

yard is thrown into a tumult of consternation : each mother-

bird gathering her brood under her wings, and every creature

knowing a terror it has never been taught. And though most

of the dangers to which man is exposed are known to him by
the forewarning of others, or are postponed till his own reason

is able to ascertain and foresee them, so that the conception

precedes the dread, there are not wanting instances of properly
instinctive fear. An infant tossed in the arms a little too high

expresses a fright which no one can mistake, and which it

would be absurd to attribute to any imagination of the con-

sequences of a fall. The sight of a fierce and angry coun-

tenance, or of a wild animal with brilliant eyes, will terrify

a child who cannot have learned to interpret the indications

of danger which these things afford
;
and the rush and dash of

waves will produce a shudder for which no experience of the
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washing-tub will account. An}^ one who can remember what
he felt when he first went out in a boat on a tossinof sea, will

be able to detect in himself an element of physical fear, not

dependent on the apprehension of dipping or of death, but

rather diminishing and passing away as these rational grounds
of alarm are substituted. This feeling would probably have

no place in the steady mind of an experienced captain in the

hour of shipwreck, though then, after having witnessed the

perishing fate of passengers and crew, he must have the dis-

tinctest image of drowning and of death. Such experiences
are doubtless mixed

;
but contain elements, I think, which

betray in man a properly instinctive fear, like that of other

animals, directing him to self-protection without involving
self-reflection.

The other emotion to which I have given the name of a

'Passion' is more readily admitted to possess this non-

rational character. Aiujer appears so evidently before any
idea is formed of directing its action towards a preconceived
end

;
it displays itself with so little discrimination towards

all sources of injury, animate or inanimate ; it continues so

long to take us by surprise and gives us so much trouble

with its suggestions, at an age when better means of self-

protection are at our disposal ;
it is so clearly the business of

all reflective knowledge of evil, not to create, but to subdue

it
;
that its instinctive character forces itself irresistibly on

our convictions. It is, as Bishop Fuller has observed, the

sudden rising against opposition and harm of any kind, with-

out originally any idea of moral injury, or any reflection on

the relation between ourselves and the obstacle that hurts us.

And it is of obvious use to enable us, by a spontaneous effort,

to defeat the attack of such sudden force, and match our

weakness against its strength.

From what has been said, and especially from the illustra-

tions supplied by natural history, it will be evident that, thus

far, we have not passed beyond the limits of the simply
animal nature into the special characteristics of the human

constitution. It follows that not one of the principles hitherto

enumerated has any necessary reference to Persons, or in-

volves more than a relation to Things,
—

living things, it

•*s.
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may be, Imt nothing more. However true it may be that the

chief actual exercise of most of these feelings takes a per-

sonal direction, aiwl l>lays a part in the drama of social life,

this is by no means an indispensable condition
;
and were the

beings on whom they fix, nay, were we ourselves that feel

them, stripped of the personal attributes, and cut down to the

resources of bovine and canine nature, the conditions of their

possibility would not be lost. We have reached, however, the

point of emergence into the proper human nature
;
and that,

at the half-way stage of our enumeration. Two classes of

active principles remain to be mentioned
;
and though in the

lirst of these we find still some afiinity with lower tribes of

being, yet the special element oi 'personality so predominates
in their human manifestation, and even so reacts on them and

exalts them in the animals that are companions of man, that

in dealing with them we must regard ourselves as crossing

the line, and say that, in a world toithout persons, they would

fail of their proper idea and identity.

§ 3. Affections: Parental; Social; Coniipassionate.

The third class, then, of primary springs of action com-

prises the Affections; called so, because they take us and

form us into a certain frame of mind toivards other persons,
and operate therefore as cUtractions, and not, like the passions,

as repidsions. They belong to us as surrounded by beings
more or less in our own image, and repeating to us our own

experience ;
and the lowest condition of their existence is, the

presence of living creatures, reminding us of our kind, if not

belonging to it. To the passions, it will be observed, not even

this was needful
; they could be conscious of repulsion from

uncongenial things, though probably not without momentarily

investing them with a quasi-life, and looking at them as if

their eyes were on us. As we pass from order to order of our

springs of action, we find ourselves in the presence of more

determinate and liigher objects, the ideal forms of our com-

panions clearing and rising as we go. The propensions are

not indeed mere egoisms ;
but the natui'e towards which they
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pass is a vague material somewhat, rather felt out by the

appetency than sharply coming up to it and speaking for

itself. The outward world is but the respondent to the in-

ward drift. In the passions, on the other hand, this relation

is reversed
; they wait for the appeal of some assailant com-

ing into sight, and then first dart into reply. The ohjedivltj,
here amounting to antagonism, is more keenl}' defined

; yet
still demands no more special condition than some hostile

thing. At the same time, the feeling is not only capable of

rising to the exigency of attack from higher objects, but even

obliged, by involuntary i^^^osopopeia, to treat its objects as

alive, when they are not so. It is therefore a quasi-animated
scene that stands before the passions. The affections are not

content with this, but rise to a severer precision of demand.

Thrusting aside, not only things of fictitious life, but the mis-

cellaneous herds of natural history, they single out i^ersoaal

beings like ourselves as their indispensable objects ;
or if, at

their inferior margin, they extend somewhat further down, it

is only to take in living beings regarded by them as quasi-

personal and di-awn into the human analogy. At a lower

level their function is exhibited only in its I'udimentary state,

as the first hint of a higher economy ;
and their true idea is

not realised till we enter the world of persons.
The aftections, thus generally characterised, are three. Of

these, the fii'st in order, as the least exclusively human, is the

Parental; the conditions of which are, that the beings on

whom it is du'ected be, independently of us, the image of our

essence, and, dependently upon us, the continuation of our

existence. Suppose either of these elements of the case absent
;

suppose the child to be human, but not ours ;
or to be ours

indeed, but to turn out other than human
;
and the feeling, in

the one instance, fades into general kindliness towards the

young ; and, in the other, shrinks away, and passes into

repugnance or terror. The strictly spontaneous character of

this affection is so obvious from its operation in the inferior

tribes of creatures, that it is a perverse expenditure of in-

genuity to explain its origin from factitious association in

man. Even the fact mainly relied on for this purpose, viz. its

superior intensity in the mother, who is trained by pre-
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monitory hopes into readiness of love, holds hut very par-

tially ; and, even -where it exists, will he found much less

related to the experience prior to hirth, than to the depen-

dence for sustenance afterwards. Where that dependence is

cipial on both parents, as in the case of birds, the care for the

ort'sprinrif is, often at least, ccpial too. Perhaps the distinction

in mankind between the two parents is not accurately de-

scribed by assigning to the one a gi'cater share of the whole

atiection than to the other ;
and we should rather say, that,

of the two conditions requisite to it, the mother is more

aftocted by the idea of the deitcndcnt continuation of the

jKirental existence, the father by that of the independent

image of the 'parental essence. The differences of expression

and action thus given to the affection supplement each other,

and determine into due relation the feminine and the manly
elements of a home

;

—the one, keeping close to the inner

circle of wants, the other, serving equally, but abroad in a

wider sweep ;
the one, conservative of the child's helplessness,

the other, pleased with his growing independence ;
the one

regretting the years of infancy, whilst the life yet soft was

indeterminately moulded, the other, impatient for the jea,TS of

maturity, when the individuality shall be set and the image

complete. These differences, far from proving the whole af-

fection derivative, are themselves original ; and, in inchoate

forms, unmistakably appear in the simply animal tribes. The

self-conscious and rational nature of man doubtless modifies

and enriches the primitive groundwork of this, as of every spon-

taneity ;
but does not supersede the fundamental force.

The second affection is perhaps less conspicuously marked,

but equally undeniable : I mean the Social ; directed not only
to our like, as the former, but to our equals, as respondent

natures, holding up the miiTor to our being, and at once

taking us out of ourselves and sending us into ourselves.

Perhaps, if we were to press the inquiry to the last resort, we

might find that between absolute equals, mere self-repetitions,

this affection would hardly arise
;
that some differences and in-

equalities must still mingle with the general identity of type, to

touch the secret springs from which society arises
;
and that

as, in the family group, the intermixture of strength and weak-
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ness, of beauty and force, of looking up and looking down, is

essential to its binding love
; so, in the wider circle, the real

combining principle is a mutual complementing of defective

humanities. Certainl}^ between man and woman, between the

elder and the child, the unlikeness is an important element

in the attachment ; delivering the heart from the staleness of

self-repetition, and setting, opposite to each conscious weak-

ness or inaptitude in one's self, the spectacle of an ideal

strength or grace ;
and I see no reason to doubt that a similar

secret necessity of completing some ellipsis of consciousness

enters into the more general texture of human tics. There is,

however, a difference in the proportion of the two constituents.

In the domestic relations, the inequality or difference is pro-

minent and fundamental, flinginfy a deliirhtful wonder and

surprise into the identity of nature: in the social relations,

it is the fellowship or resemblance that gives the basis of

sympathy and interpenetrates all varieties with a certain

unity. The former rest on differentiation
;

tlie latter, on

integration ; though neither could subsist Avithout infusion

of the other. This very.contrast again, between the principle

of the family and the principle of the community, forms by
its antithesis a new S3'stem of mutually complementary parts,

in which the poles of opposite function elicit new forces ;

neither the family nor the community fulfilling its idea, with-

out coexistence of the other
;
the home never revealing its

true meaning or perfecting its constitution, but in society ;

and society never finding its soul or disclosing its moral

essence, till formed into an aggregate of families. While,

however, not only admitting this reciprocation, but strongly

insisting on it, I see no reason for questioning the distinction,

as springs of life, between the two afioctions. As, in inferior

natures, there is no observable dependence of the gi-egarious

tendency on the energy of the parental instinct ;
so in man,

the susceptibility to social feeling can in no way be inferred

from any domestic tenderness. Pope's celebrated lines com-

paring the progressive enlargement of the affections, from

self as a centre, through the narrow compass of family love,

into the sweep of universal benevolence, with the spreading

circles made by a stone falling on smooth water, present, I
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lu'lieve, quite a false inmj::je of the real experience of human
nature : fur neither has self-love the least tendency to create the

closer attachments ; nor have they again any provision within

them for expanding into social disinterestedness. Were there

any truth in the (h)etrine of the simile, we should be no less

authorised to conclude, from the intensity of a man's self-love,

that he would make a most affectionate member of a family,
than from the force of a stone's plunge that its secondary
undulations must be considerable

;
and we might reason from

the citizen's fondness for his children to the strength of his

public spirit, as we should compute from the distant com-

motion of water the force of the wave which would strike the

shore. Into what variance with fact such modes of inference

would lead us, it is needless to point out. Only the rarest

natures, it would seem, have affluence enough to spare to the

world of equals any copious affection, without lessening the

tension of home love
;
and the numerous instances in which

fraternities have been formed, bound by the ties of a common
life, in the absence and even with the repudiation of all

family relations, sufficiently evinces the independent force

of the social impulse. The existence and phenomena of

language, the instinct for utterance and exchange of the

inner thought and feeling, may be regarded as the sign of

this common sympathetic consciousness, and as a perpetual

experiment how far it goes : precisely in proportion as it

succeeds in becoming the medium of mutual understanding,
does the social sentiment more powerfully assert itself; a

foreign tongue being little less than an estrangement of

nature ; and even the dialect which discriminates class from

class of the same people marking the limits of their social

union. It is no arbitrary caprice of taste that gives such

power to ivords, whether to draw attachment or to excite

disgust, and sets them before us almost as living objects of

love and hate
;
but a true human sympathy and antipathy at

second hand,—sympathy with what is at one, antipathy
towards what is at variance, with our ideal of humanity.
On. the whole, the social affection is that which is due to the

conscious unity of our nature.

The third affection, drawing us to the beings we interpret
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by ourselves, is compassion, the feeling that springs forth at

the spectacle of suffering. The quickness and vehemence of

this feeling so forcibly attest its instinctive character, that

no one who is not embarrassed by the interests of a theory
will be disposed to trace it to a factitious origin. In child-

hood and in maturity, in savage as in civilised man, nay,
even in inferior animals that have caught some infection of

human nature, it instantly arises on the mere inspection of

misery, and is more passionate at the first moment than at

any other. There is no feeling which it is less possible to

deduce from any interested source. Say that the suffering

we see is only our own at second hand,—since we carry its

interpretation within, and our whole idea of another person is

but the idea of self externalised
;

—
still, this second and outer

self, and not the Number One that dwells at home, is the real

and immediate object of the affection, and is pitied on his own

account, as truly as if he stood alone
;
nor can we better express

the fellow-feel lug involved in compassion, than by saying that

we bewail another's pain as if it were our own, and forget our

actual self in flying to the relief of one who stands before us

and suffers in its imaije.^ If this is all that is meant bv those

who would trace compassion back to self,
—viz. that our

ability to appreciate the distress of others is limited by the

range of our own experience,
—the doctrine might be admitted

without compromising the disinterestedness of the affection.

Even then, however, the assertion requires considerable

qualification. For it is by no means true that the signs

of anguish, or indeed of any other emotion, are unintelligible

to us and convey nothing to our minds, except in so far as we
have had occasion to put them forth in our own case. If only
the feeling indicated be one of u-hich ive are susceptihle, it

matters not whether it be new to us or old ;
its natural

language will speak for itself and carry its meaning home. It

happens probably not less often that we first understand a

sorrow through our compassion, than that we feel compassion

through prior understanding of the sorrow.

'

Compare Hobbes's account: 'Pity is the hnat/ination or Jiction of future

calamity to ourselves, proceeding from the sense of another man's calamity.'

(Human Nature, chap. ix. 10, Molesworth's edition of works, Vol. IV.)
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When we compare our sympathy with onjoymont and our

sympathy with suttering, the superior promptitude and sharp-

ness of the latter cannot fail to strike us, as a manifest

instance of achvptation between our nature and our lot. Our

associates who are at ease and happy can aflbrd to valt for

our allection, or even dispense with it, if needs be: but the

wretched want our help, and if it w^crc withheld till pity, like

friendship, had taken time to gi'ow, they would meanwhile

perish with the delay. Misery is an acute disease, requiring

instant attention and vigilant treatment; and by the power

given to it of exciting pity in the beholder, it is enabled

to call its own physician and fetch the needful prescription in

an instant : by its continued influence in sustaining uneasy

emotions, it is secured against neglect ; and, in spite of them-

selves, keeps its natural nurses awake, to tender still the cup
of cold water in the intervals of its fever. As Butler has

finely remarked,
' Pain and sorrow have a right to our assist-

ance
; compassion puts us in mind of the debt, and that we

owe it to ourselves as well as to others,' Nor can we fail to

see, in this adaptation, an impressive proof that '

pain and

soiTow
'

are not mere uncontemplated anomalies, arising by
way of disorder outside the idea and scheme of things, but

embraced within the plan of human life, and distinctly

provided for in human nature. What meaning could Pity

have, in a world where suffering was not meant to be ? Who
would raise the infirmary and train the nurse, in Elysian
fields of everlasting health ? That our constitution is furnished

with this medicine of ill, indicates a system constructed, so to

speak, on a theory of sorrow, and assigning to it a deliberate

place, as a perpetual element of discipline,
—as natural, and

not unnatural
;

and affords the clearest evidence of other

ends than happiness, of ends that calculate on its loss and

replace it with blessings of a higher tone. This consideration

quite removes the horror and hate with which we should

look on the various forms of human anguish, were they

regarded simply as proofs that life was going wrong, and

slipping out of its true idea into a turbid chaos
;
and tran-

quillises both sufferer and observer with the consciousness of a

place in the Divine order and the shelter of a Divine sympathy.
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§ 4. Sentiments: Wonder; Admiration; Reverence.

The last set of primary principles seems at first to emcro-e

at the upper end, as much beyond the world oi j)€r8on8 as at

the beginning we fell short of it. It includes the Sentiments ;

which direct themselves upon ideal relations, objects of

apprehension or thought that are above us, yet potentially
ours. As the Propensions carry us simply out of ourselves,

we know not whither
;
and the Passions repel from us our

uncongenials, be they things or persons ; and the Affections

draw us to our congenials, who can be only persons, unequal
or equal ;

so do the Sentiments pass out by aspiration to

what is higher than ourselves, whether recognised as per-
sonal or not. They divide themselves no otherwise than the

faculties and sciences of our nature ; and as that nature is

intellectual, giving us a science of Logic ;
and imaginative,

affording ground for an -^Esthetic ;
and moral, giving rise to a

doctrine of Ethics and Faith : so are there three corresponding

sentiments, operating as the mainsprings of the respective

faculties, and supplying the tension of all their activity : viz.

Wonder, asking for Causality ; Admiration, directed upon

Beautj^ ;
and Reverence, looking up to transcendent Goodness.

Each of these claims from us a few words.

That V/onder is the primitive intellectual impulse, whence

all philosophy springs, is a maxim held in common by Plato

and Aristotle
; drily stated by the latter ^

;
embodied by the

former in the graceful saying, that 'it is a happy genealogy
which makes Iris the daughter of Thaumas'^ ; i.e. which

treats the messenger of the gods, the winged thought that

passes to and fro between heaven and earth and brings them
into communion, as the child of Wonder. For '

this,' he says,
'

is the special sentiment of the philosopher, nor has his

pursuit any other source.' In order to vindicate for it this

originality of position, we must carefully distinguish it from

surprise, an emotion with which it is very apt to be con-

founded. Nothing excites surprise, except what is contrary
to a prior expectation, and breaks in upon an ideal order

*
Aristotle, Metaphysics, I. 2,

^
Tlieaet. 155 D.
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nlivatlv ostnlilislu'd in tho miml: as when wc meet in Hyde
l^irk n frii-nd whom wo supposed to l»e in Calcutta, or see a

conjuror apparently juoduce entire the handkerchief he had

just torn to shreds. Where there is no anticipation, there can

bo no such shock ; and hence there is no room for this

startled feeling in the early mind, in which experience has

registered no order of customary succession, and to which

no one event is stranger than another. It is no less excluded

where all is new than it is where all is old, its very essence

consisting in an iiTuption upon pre-existing rules of thought.

To the child, therefore, if we may speak of him in antedate of

his experience, suiyrise is impossible : whether the same

remark applies to wonder depends on its relation to surprise ;

viz. on this, whether it is something ulterior to surprise,

formed by addition of further elements, or something short

of it and of simpler conditions. According to Dr. Thomas

Brown, it fii'st arises when the astonished mind begins to look

round for explanation of the event which has startled it, or

at least dwells upon the circumstances and surveys the

possibilities they contain. If this be so, the feeling arises by
intellectual additions to the primary emotion, and is excluded

d fortiori from the inexperienced consciousness. I do not

perceive that wonder thus presupposes surprise. Surely, it is

the effect upon us simply of the neiu and unexpected,
—i.e. of

every 'phenomenon for which no way of custom has yet been

paved,
—but which enters upon the untrodden grass of a fresh

nature. There is no need of an old experience in order to

constitute a new, or of a given expectation in order to render

possible an unexpected ; the mere absence of experience and

expectation, in a mind susceptible of both, satisfies every
condition. Instead, therefore, of allowing that, until custom

be violated, there can be no w^onder, I should say, that until

custom be formed, there can be nothing but wonder
;
and that

the whole process of acquiring experience and knowledge is a

perpetual exercise of this sentiment. The effect of time,

carrying us away from the fii'st years, is to blunt and kill out

the feeling with regard to all accustomed successions
;
and

then, no doubt, we have passed the stage when common

things were fresh, and begin to find novelty only in the
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exceptional. It is by first taking the matter up at this late

point, and fallaciously assuming that there was no measure of

the new except the old, that Brown has missed all vestiges of

wonder except on the heels of surprise, and paradoxically
identified the opposite cases where all is familiar and where

nothing is familiar. The true order of nature, I apprehend, is

this: (1) Wonder at the unknown. (2) Custom and expectation
of the known. (3) Surprise at the exceptional. The difference

between the two views is intimately connected with a corre-

sponding difference in the doctrine of causation. Brown, who

acknowledges no idea of causation other than that of succession,

is precluded from admitting any curiosity about causation, till

an order of usual succession has become fixed: without this

prior basis of comparison, there is for him nothing on which

enquiry can arise. Hence he is obliged to presuppose usage in

order to give occasion to wonder. But if causality does not

wait for succession ere it can be thought, if it be an axiom of

our intelligence that '

every phenomenon is the expression of

a power,'
—then there is nothing to delay the questionings

of wonder beyond the first fall of a phenomenon upon the

intelligence.

A question of order anterior to memory is not easily deter-

mined by a direct appeal to experience. But it is a matter of

common observation that this feeling is especially lively in

childhood, when there is the least established experience to

be shocked
;
and that its quickening presence is the chief

source of the vivacious charm peculiar to early life. Nor
does it fail to assert its strength again, whenever in after

life we are borne away into new fields of thought ; whether

by scientific attraction, tempting us beyond the explored

paths of law ; or by the fascination of creative genius, touch-

ing the familiar with colours we had missed, and opening
fresh vistas into life and the world and our own nature.

No doubt, inert minds that go to sleep upon their fii'st

store of knowledge, and are content when they have learned

the parade-exercise of life, forget what it is to wonder, till

some lightning cleaves the very path before their feet and

an'ests their customary step : but this is the torpor of blind-

ness, not the living vision of the soul ;
and precisely in pro-
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portion as ^vo resist this slugf^jish incapacity, and \<ov\^ awake
to now Itroakings in tliu clouds, docs the childlike wonder

porjH'tuate itself through all our years; nor is there perhaps

anything that more goes to make the difference between a

nature early dry, and one on which the dew is over fresh. It

is a function both of poetry and of ivligion to rebaptisc us,

when parched up, in floods of wonder; to revive at once and

to assuage the thirst. They set things before us again in their

first colours, and wipe away the film of custom that made
them dead, and reinvest them with the power they had lost

of looking in and finding us. And only in so far as they effect

this, have they any title to their name : a poetry that becomes

imitative, a religion that can only stereotype historic wonders

aiid not touch the heart-weariness of to-day, have become the*

artificial tank and ceased to be the running: waters of life. It

is not then without ground that the Greek philosophy laid

such stress upon this sentiment, and set it at the first

approaches of all culture. We wondered before we knew
;

aiid must ever wonder again, before we can know more.

If the account we have given of wonder be correct, it does

not belong to the sensitive or merely recipient part of our

nature, but to the apprehensive and cognitive activity. Were
it incident to a break forced upon associated sensations, it

would be thrust upon us and received by us from without
;

but springing up as it does on the mere excuse of a phe-

nomenon, it is a spontaneous and transitive act of ours going
forth upon the new, and issued as an energy from within.

And as the equipoise between sensation and perception,
—

the receptivity and the spontaneity,
—of our nature is more

or less disturbed in difierent minds in favour of one element

or the other, this sentiment will be intense in proportion as

the spontaneous eagerness prevails over the passive receptivity.

How agi'eeable this is to experience it is needless to observe.

The wondering inquisitive child is not the most in danger
from the pleasures of sense, or the most skrinking from its

pains.
—not the creature of most passive delicacy ; but, on the

contrary, has the greatest fund of resistance to mere sensations

from without, the readiest self-forgetfulness in the object of

his curiosity, and the most unresting activity of interro-
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gation from within. This alone may convince us that the

sentiment is something essentially distinct from the mere

startling of custom from its propriety ;
and illustrates the

difference between the ivonder of man and the surprise of

animals.

Often as Admiration is confounded with Wonder (as in

the use of the Latin Admiratlo for both), the essential differ-

ence between them has only to be stated in order to be

immediately recognised. Wonder, in the quest of causality,

is directed upon the hidden and unknown, and is the ex-

pression of a ivant ; admiration,—the sense of beauty,
—is

directed on what is present to the mind, and is its homage
to the given object. What it is that makes us feel and pro-
nounce an object beautiful, what common ground for this

epithet there can be in so many and such various claimants,—
in forms and colours and movements, in language and music,

in action and character, in thought and passion, in nature,

literature, and art,
—is a question of equal interest and diffi-

culty, which is too purely aesthetic to detain us in the course

of our moral enquiry. It is sufficient for us to remark, that

the sentiment is specifically different from any other with

which it may come into comparison. 'The beautiful,' saj's

Jacobi,
' has this feature in common with all that is original,

that there is no mark by which we know it. It exists, and

is self-manifest ; you can show it, but not prove it^.' No

attempts to explain away either its distinction or its

originality have obtained any admitted success. They all

proceed on the same principle, of resolving the beautiful

into the pleasing ;
and profess to show how a certain stock

of primitive sensible pleasures spreads and ramifies by count-

less associations, and confers a factitious attraction on a

thousand things in themselves indifferent. To all such

theories natural feeling irresistibly replies, that the objects

of admiration are not beautiful because pleasing, but pleasing

because beautiful
;
and the simplest observation will con-

vince us that many things may be the source of agreeable

experience without acquiring any character of beauty. To

* Es kann ^ewiesen, aber nicht Jewiesen werden, Fliegende Blatter, Werke,
VI. p. 162.)

VOL. II. L
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evade these ohjeetions, tlie doctrine has been sometimes

worked with a limitation: tlie Benses of taste and smell

have been excluded, and the three hijjcher senses alone re-

tained as a basis
;
and ^vhatever falls into connection with

their pleasures, or, vice versd, whatever pleasuralilo mental

alleetion falls into union with thcii" neutral perceptions,

acquires, it has been said, the character of beauty. Thus

amended, the doctrine serves to explain, w^ith useful in-

genuity, many accidental wanderings and extensions of the

feeling of beauty to what is primitively foreign to it
;
and

especially throws light on the caprices of artificial fashion

and the contradictions of taste
;
but the distinctive essence

of the feeling remains at the centre, unresolved into any-

thing else; something ideal, not sensible; and in its idea

diti'erent from all else, by no means uniformly concurring
with the useful, the true, or the good. The discrepancy in

human judgments of beauty, like the contrarieties of the moral

sense, have been urged against the assumption of any common

principle of feeling. To a gi'eat extent, the same mode of

answer is applicable in both controversies
;
and I strongly

suspect that the alleged differences of verdict would rapidly
thin away on near examination. It has always, for example,
been supposed, that each race of mankind necessarily regards
its own type of form and colour with exclusive or superlative

favour
;
but we incidentally learn from Dr. Livingstone how

far this is from being true ^. No doubt, the direction of this

sentiment is susceptible of wide modification by accidental or

extrinsic associations. Every form of deep sensibility is apt
to practice a kind of cheat upon the perception of beauty.

' "The women have somewhat the same ideas with ourselves of what con-

stitutes comeliness. They came frequently and asked for the looking-glass ;
and

the remarks they made,—while I was engaged in reading and apparently not

attending to them,—on first seeing themselves therein, were amusingly ridicu-

lous. "Is that me?" "What a big mouth I have!" "My ears are as big as

pumpkin leaves!" "I have no chin at all!" Or, "I should have been pretty,

but am spoiled by these high cheek-bones !

" " See how my head shoots up in the

middle !

"
laughing vociferously all the time at their own jokes. They readily

perceive any defect in each other, and give nicknames accordingly. One man
came alone to have a quiet gaze at his own features once, when he thought I was

asleep : after twisting his mouth about in various directions, he remarked to him-

self,
"
People say I am ugly ;

and how very ugly I am indeed !

" '
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Descai-tes supplies a remarkable instance from his own ex-

perience
^

: he says that all his life he was conscious of a

partiality for persons who squinted. In endeavouring to

account for so whimsical a preference, he recollected that,

when a boy, he had been attached to a girl who had that

blemish
;
and the affection for this object of his first love had

diffused itself over all others who resembled her. And Jean

Paul Richter confesses to a no less extraordinary predilection

for faces pitted with the small-pox, arising from a boyish love-

fancy for a peasant girl happy in this adornment;— a fact

which he thus moralises :

' The Professor, however, considers it

his duty to declare to all vaccinated fair readers, that he knows
how to value tlieir beauty as well and as highly as he did at

that time a different fashion of face. But, in connection with

this discussion of beauty, he pledges himself that every female

face whose so-called ughness has no moral cause, he can, with-

out cosmetic artifice, without paint or pomatum-box, without

snow or soap-water, without night-masks, make in the

highest degree charming and enchanting. If she will only

sing to him some evening a song composed of heart-words,

no o^e shall be more beautiful than the singer :
—but then of

course only in Ids eyes; for who can speak for another^?'

But when every allowance has been made for the accidents

of experience and affection, there remains a central appre-
hensiveness of beauty, which no less uses the outward senses

and looks through them as organs of the imagination, than

the perceptive activity uses them as organs of the under-

standing. There is a specific difference between mere good

eyesight and the artistic vision which instinctively seizes the

harmonies of the scene before it, and frames it into a speaking
whole : the one reads its objects piecemeal, by traversing
hither and thither, and putting together the contents of

the field
;
the other catches the whole before it fixes upon

anything, and carries the entire idea into the interpretation

of every part. And the same difierence reappears in the

mental conception of an absent scene or history, and in the

verbal description by which its impression may be passed

* Letter to M. Chanut, Cousin, X. p. 53.
'
Autobiography, I. 64, English translation.

L 2
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IVoin mind to iniml. Ono luun -will present it to yon l)y a

process ot' statistical or eiuiiiu>rative memory, like tlio

uaturulist's list of marks for identifying a plant or nn animal
;

a second \vill give you its intellectual ground-plan, disposing

its parts round some scientific or technical idea, to which its

physical elements arc quite subordinate; a third, with a few

strokes that seem to have no material in tlu'm, will set its

picture before you bettor than you could have found it for

yourself. ^Vhy is it that, in this last case, we always

pronounce the description
' natural V Assuredly because it

reproduces om- own feeling, and transposes us into the state

of mind which the actual scene would occasion, were it

spread before our most awakened thought ;
and. what is this

but to say, that we all of us see, not with the optic but with

the artist organ, and are not replaced where our nature sets

us till our ideal faculty is touched? The great difference

between the ordinary and the extraordinary energy of this

gift,
—for example, between the poet's reader and the poet him-

self,
—is perhaps that, in the former, it is dumb and uncon-

scious, doing its work without disentangling the elements into

view
; while, in the latter, it is too vivid to remain uncon-

scious and instinctive. The sense of beauty clears itself

from every foreign impression, flings down the sediment of

neutral matter, and by spontaneous analysis disengages the

transparent essentials. It is indeed the tendency of all

intense human feeling to quit its indeterminate state and

become distinct
; for, in proportion to its force, is it unable to

sleep within
;

it thirsts for expression ;
and expression is first

self-clearance, and then self-intelligence.

There is, perhaps, no principle of our nature more obviously

unequal in its distribution among men than the sentiment

of beauty ;
and the maxim,

'

poeta nascitur, non fit,' embodies

an induction from evident and unchanging facts. No one

who has ever met with a child of imaginative eye, spon-

taneously apprehensive of the language of beauty, never

missing a look or tone or movement of either awkwardness or

grace, and in quick sympathy with every happy congruity of

thought and feeling, can for a moment doubt the originality of

this high gift. And, on the other hand, the prosaic mind no
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less obviously belongs to a constant type,
—of men who

believe only in concrete facts and their generalisations ; who
see the world and life in the light of scientific arrangement,
not of artistic look

;
who judge everything by material

or moral uses
;
who estimate feeling as the means of action,

not action as the expression of feeling ; Avho look on the com-

binations of beauty as fancies of the human mind
;
and treat

the imagination as a sort of holiday embellishment, which,
like lace curtains in an engine-house or a satin dress at sea, is

much out of place in this working world. So great may this

contrast become, that the estimates of reality by the two

minds may be completely reversed
;
and that which is the

very substance of life and truth to the one may be but the

shadow to the other. In determining between them, there is

but one principle to follow : viz. that every faculty gives

insight, every incapacity entails blindness
;
so that whatever

each of these uncongenial men may deny of the other is false
;

whatever he may affirm of himself is true. By this rule we
know at once the larger nature. ' What mean you,' says

Jacobi,
'

by a fine soul % You mean a soul that is quick to

perceive the better, clear to set it in the light, immovable to

hold itV
It remains to notice one other sentiment, viz. Revere ace,

which recognises transcendent goodness. To assert its

originalit}' may appear at first sight inconsistent with the

doctrine that we pass moral judgments on ourselves

before we are able to pronounce on others, and learn the

scale of goodness within us ere we can apply it to outward

beings. That recognition of excellence which Reverence

requires would seem, in this view, to be the ultimate result

of the moral table, when formed
;
and not to lie among its

elementary constituents. I am willing to admit that we

might, without violence, resolve this sentiment back into the

primary moral consciousness ; and consider it as the same

sense of authority with which the hierarchy of principles

afi'ects us
;
with the difference, that here it comes to us from

' Was nennst du eine sclione Seele? Eine schone Seele nennst du, die das

Bessere schnell gewalir wird, rein heraushebt, unbeweglich festhalt. (Fliegeude

Bliitter, ist« Abtheilung, Werke, VI. p. 134.)
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ciutwftrd bcinjijs rather than froiu iuwanl experience. Iiulccd,

I have already
* shown how the feeling may be provided

for in this way. Tut, tliongh the connection is most inti-

mate between the moral and the reverential consciousness,

and they converge upon the same result, I am not prepared to

admit their identity, or the ability of the former to generate
the latter in its fulness. The simple ohliyation of one

affection as compared with another, the duty of following

it, might surely be revealed witliout involving that positive

homage of the heart, that joyful humility in its outward

presence, of which we now speak, \\lion we look on the

moral law in the downivard direction, when we are aw^are of

it chiefly by what it shuts out, and hear its negative voice,

'Thou shalt tiot !' it seems to wither and repel, and sets free

no springs of worship ; yet so keen is the bindinr/ sense

involved in this state of mind, that this is usually taken as

the exact type of the simple apprehension of Duty. It is

only when we invert our gaze, and look from the lower

principle ninvard, that any dew of reverence softens the

strained will
;
and even then, if the higher invitation is all

within ourselves, if it be only some affection actually present

v:ith us, it is so humanised by its poor domicile, that, though
we own its authority, we cannot dwell upon it with any
veneration ;

for no man can venerate himself
;
and whatever

falls into that company becomes homely and drops the

heavenly air. The upward look, therefore, is not in fact

realised except through the attraction of objective character

above us : other minds beyond our station, minds expressing
oiu- possibility but transcending our actuality, first call this

sentiment into life
;
and its title to the originality I have

assigned to it depends on this question: whether it can go

before the subjective moral consciousness
;
or whether it must

wait upon this and folloio it. This question is, perhaps,

sufficiently determined by the remarks formerly made and

referred to above. Had we no moral nature, it would

certainly be in vain to exhibit before us moral phenomena ;

and did our moral nature come, at a given point, to a dead

stop, manifestations of what lay beyond that limit would be

1
Supra, chap. I. ii. 3, pp. 58, 59.
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also futile
; just as you cannot make a revelation to your

dog. But, in order to appreciate a t}^e of character, it is not

necessary that we should have personally passed through it
;

be it only possible to us, the key is within us
;
on the

principle that we intuitively interpret the natural language of

every human emotion, though we should see the sign ere we
have felt what is signified. Now, mysteriously as the inner

self-knowledge and the outer sympathy act and react, it appears
certain that the objective exhibition of higher goodness is the

most powerful means of developing the latent sense of it
;
that

secret shame and nobler hope for ourselves flow do\NTi upon
us from the gi-eatness and sanctity of our spiritual superiors ;

and that our personal ideal stretches wider, Hke their o^> n

shadow, with the stature of the beings we behold. K this

be so, then the Reverence which passes outward and looks

upward, may have priority to the sense of obligation which

springs from inward comparison and self-knowledge.

But we may advance yet a step further, and say, tl.at

even independently of actual and visible heroes or saints on

whom this sentiment may fix when they are present, it finds

for itself the means of exercise
; goes forth in faith ujion in-

visible objects, and discerns, behind the veil of the actual, a

better and higher before which it humbles itself with cries of

dependence and aspiration. The religious sense, it cannot be

doubted, is capable of anticipating the moral
;
and worship

may recognise its object, while conscience is yet in its mere

rudiments. Nor is this strange, if it be indeed a Divine

Person that lives in our humanity and coalesces with all its

good : the affection which goes out and feels after His person-

ality may easily precede the inner consciousness of what He

loves and wills. Li the great mass of the human race this is

undoubtedly the predominant order
;
and when the conscience

comes to be unfolded, God is already recognised as there. In

that early stage of culture, there is so little moral element in

the religious reverence, that it seems hardly proper to speak
of it as a feeling directed upon goodness : poiver, tvlsdom, even

passion, appear rather to stand before the face of the fii'st

rude worship. Still, the incipient moral element,—that which

differences a person from a physical force and constitutes
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chiirinti'i', is Avliat raises the feeling into Reverence and dis-

tinguishes it from base fear. In the conception which tho

savage has of hunuin beings, there is the same predominance
of unmoral elements as in his notion of the Divine : Loth are

necessarily the reflection of himself; but so long as his faith

presents something ((hove him,—the human qualities on diviner

scale and in greater perfection,
—the object transcends him in

such ingi-edients of character as he yet knows, and only on

that account is regarded with any reverence. Entirely di-

vorced from a moral nature, planted in a cold thinking

mechanism, or a malignant devil, mere power or intelligence

could be the object of no veneration ;
and it is to mark this

fact, and show that in an unmoral world its essence would be

left out, that I have named Goodness as its distinctive object.

But if any one insists on the rights of intellectual and phy-
sical gi-eatness to some share in the feeling, inasmuch as their

co-presence vastly heightens the sentiment, he may widen the

definition, and speak of reverence as the sentiment we direct

upon transcendent Life. No important conclusion would be

affected by this change ;
but the narrower definition seems to

me to be a more exact statement of the truth.

The three sentiments we have described are the organs

through which we apprehend the ideal essence at once veiled

and hinted by the universe and life : the first, finding for us

its Causal Thought : the second, its divine Beauty ;
the third,

the transcendent Personality which adds character to both.

They all meet their objects, therefore, first beyond the realm

of mere phenomena, and at once attest and interpret an

ulterior sphere of spiritual realities.

When from this point we look back on the springs of action

in their serial order, we cannot fail to notice the law of their

succession. They are none of them mere egoistic phenomena,

scintillating and quenched within our isolated history: they
all have their external correlates. In the part they play with

us, these correlates rise from a minimum to a maximum of

qualitative influence
; being, of the propensions, mere Condi-

tions
;

of the passions. Causes
;

of the atfections, personal

Objects ; of the sentiments, the perfect realisation. They
begin with nutritive things ; they culminate in the Divine
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impersonation of Truth, Beauty, and Goodness
; ascending

thither through the scale of human persons who have not yet

wholly escaped the lingering attributes of things. In claim-

ing something of a natural character for this arrangement, I

do not mean to deny the possibility, or for specific purposes
the merits, of other distributions : much less would I suggest
that our springs of action are separate iiieces of us, so that our

nature is put together like the contents of a case of instru-

ments, or the pipes and stops of an organ, mechanically de-

tachable for use. The Ego is not multiple ; lay it out as we

may, we count only its groups of phenomena or acts, the

subjective agent being one. But when, with a view to reach

the laws of character, we try to bring together the similars,

and distinguish the dissimilars, with which these laws have

to do, we seem to get soonest upon the right track by survey-

ing the relations of the human being to the scene of his life,

and the consequent varieties of his moral experience, in the

order on which we have entered. Be it remembered, how-

ever, that all logical division is only an artifice of intellectual

convenience
;
and that its fitness for this purpose is not

contradicted by the absence of its sharp demarcations from

the field of nature, and the habitual substitution there of

graduated shades of difference.

It may weU be asked, whether these Sentiments, special to

man and lying so deep in his reflective nature, arc properly
classed with the Primary principles, whose distinction was

said to be theii' impulsive unconsciousness. To know, to

admire, to revere, are impossible acts till the subject has dis-

criminated himself from the things known, admired, revered
;

and can be affirmed only of one who is already set up in his

independent personality. Chronologically, this is perfectly

true
;
but it does not really affect the propriety of the ar-

rangement. For, in the exercise of these sentiments, the Self

which had been discovered is again lost
; they caiiy us into

self-forgetfulness, though thej^ are posterior to our self-know-

ledge. They engage the mind wholly upon objects extraneous

to itself and its feelings, and draw it forth towards them by
the same instinctive attraction which constitutes the method

of the affections. Li this characteristic they are distinguished
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from the sccoinlarv priucipk>s, whieli aim lo ropi'Oiliu'o in otir

selt'-consciousnos.s the experienced eli'oets of the primary. All

till' secondary must bo sul)se(|iient to the primary whence they
come ;

but not till the primary need be on the field, before the

self-conscious stage can in any case begin. The disinterested

and intuitive engagement of the sentiments upon objects

foreign to the Self suffices to justify the place assigned to

them.

The absence of two at least out of the three sentiments

from the enumeration of principles given by Stewart, and

from most similar lists, renders it proper that I should vindi-

cate theii' title to a position among the sjyrings of action.

Doubtless philosophers have omitted them, from .a disposition

to regard them as mere emotions terminating in themselves,

or as intellectual rather than moral in theii* effects. It is

difficult, however, to see how the springs of Knowledge, of

Art, of Religion, can be justly treated as neutral in their

aspect towards character ;
and still more so to understand

why, if the desire of knowledge be admitted into the list of

operative principles, the other two should be excluded. The

sense of beauty indeed might, with some plausibility, be re-

garded as unmoral, if it entered only into the work of the fine

ails. But its extension into the phenomena of life and cha-

racter is a fact so obvious that it colours all our ethical

language, and, in our criticism of men, indissolubly inter-

twines terms of admiration with those of approval. Nor can

the most sober mind avoid a certain dramatic cast and group-

ing in its contemplation of all human affairs, or keep the

white light of conscience unmingled with some warmer glow
of imaginative aflfection. In fact, the whole spiritual world of

our humanity lies as truly within the cognisance of Ai-t, as

form and tone and language ;
and is thus thrown before the

inner eye in aspects powerfully persuasive. What, for in-

stance, is the operation of ridicule in morals but a spell put

upon the imagination by a grotesque representation of

conduct and character,—a caricatui'ing mirror held up to the

self-consciousness ? And there are probably few men who,
in reflecting on their own behaviour, do not stand off at a

little distance from themselves and consider the ethical look
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they present to an observing eye, asking themselves whether

it be decent and well-balanced, or distorted and deformed, A
theory must be very imperfect which, in laying down the

laws of their self-judgment, omits to allow for facts of this

class. If any one prefers to keep them standing outside the

realm of proper morals, till its interior has been all marked
out

;
and then to take them into account and compute

them, as perturbations collaterally entering from independent

spheres,
—to speak of them (that is) as the reaction of the

intellect and the imagination upon the proper conscience,—the

same result may, no doubt, be elicited
;
and the only objection

is one of method
;

viz, against the pretence of independence
in the workings of our nature, and of separate spheres of

knowledge, beauty, and right : instead of admitting that each

of these involves a function of the other and, refusing to

accept a province to itself, brings in turn everything into its

presence.

n, SECONDARY TRANSFORMATIONS, HOW DISTINGUISHED.

These twelve Primary principles are essentially disin-

terested in their action, simply impelling us hither and

thither, without choice or reckoning of ours. But they can-

not play their part on the theatre of a self-conscious nature,

without our soon discovering what thej' do with us. Each

of them, in the attainment of its end, yields us a distinct kind

of satisfaction ; and, on next taking possession of us, finds

us with a preconception of the experience to which it leads.

These several satisfactions, it is manifest, may themselves

become ends, a taste for realising which will constitute new

springs of action, added on to the former, variously mingling
with them, often quite ascendent over them. These are the

Secondary principles ; characterised by their interested na-

ture, or invariable aim to produce certain states of ourselves.

This change is great and ethically momentous ;
but as it is

uniform throughout the list, it presents us with a series which

is but the self-conscious counterpart of the primary principles,

and which might be psychologically disposed of with this
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gcm-ral (U'sciiption ^ A closer look, however, will show
that the moral ell'eet of self-consciousness is very ditlerent in

ditierent parts of the series
;
and that sonic of the principles

no sooner touch this point than they run out iuio ulterior

forms more important than themselves, and demanding recog-

nition by separate names. These deviations from fornud

parallelism require that we should pause for a few moments
on each of the secondary scries.

Wise and benevolent observers, from Socrates to Paley, in

working out their teleologieal view of the world, have not

failed to remark the gratuitous gift of pleasure attached by
the Creator to most of the functions of life, inducing, and, as

these moralists justly contend, 'pennitVimj their exercise be-

yond the limit of mere correlated use. Food, they say,

would not have been made so agreeable, and its different

kinds so variously agi'ceable, were we forbidden to enjoy it

and bound to consult exclusively for the necessary repair of

wasted strength. It is the mistake of asceticism, to distrust

this healthful conclusion, to be more utilitarian than the

Creator, to tie down each appetency to its strict object ;
wdth

the result, not of leaving it in its primary and natural stage,

but, on the other hand, of inducing on it a morbid and intense

self-consciousness, fat.l to the purity it erroneously seeks.

It is very true that this argument of the natural theologian
can no longer be urged in the form given to it in the
' Memorabilia

'

and in Paley. Tliere., undoubtedly, we find

an anthropological conception of the world far too domi-

nant; man is regarded as the central object of all design;

* The Self-consciousness which distinguishes the Secondary springs of action is

limited to the knowledge of what they do to us,
—of what experience they bring in

their train. I am far from saying that it is reserved for them to give us the first

idea of a Self. To this, I conceive, the Primaries are competent, so soon as ever a

plurality of them compete for our activity : then we cannot but be aware of them
as objects, and of ourselves as subjects, of more or less attentive thought : only,

what we know about them is, their immediate relative intensity and relative

worth, and not their future sensible efiects, if indulged. The one condition under

which felt action may take place without self-appropriation of it by the subject is,

where it is put forth by a solitary instinct running an unimpeded course. What-
ever range this condition may have in other animal natures, it can be attributed

to only the most rudimentary humanity ;

—
according to the late Professor Green,

to no humanity at all. (^Prolegomena to Ethics, Book I. chap, iii, §§ 81—84).
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and it is too hastily asserted that ordinances of nature

for which no other function has been ascertained can be

meant only to please and entertain him. Time is pretty sure

to disturb such inferences contingent upon our ignorance.

Accordingly, we now know that several sensible pleasures,
once treated as a gratuitous generosity to man, play elsewhere

an indispensable part in the economy of nature
; so that,

though we could spare them, protests against their removal

would pour in from other provinces of life. For instance,

the colours and scents of flowers, so often regarded as a mere

garden of sweets for us, are now known to be, through their

attraction for winged insects, an essential means for the

fructification of plants. Thus they are supplied with an end,

and take their place among the utilities, instead of the gra-

tyyities, of the world
;
so that the ascetic, if he is so disposed,

may reply to our teleological plea for a certain margin of

luxury: 'Be not deceived; these things are not meant for

you ; keep to the ends of your own being.' It is obvious,

however, that he here oversteps the bounds of a legitimate
answer

;
for the new teleology only limits, and does not

abolish, the old. The pleasure which before was regarded as

absolutely gi-atuitous, i.e. as serving no purpose beyond im-

proving our lot, is now found to subserve an ulterior use in

another depaiiment of nature, to the order of wliich it is

indispensable ;
and it is only in relation to us, that it is

gratuitous. Thus qualified, the original position remains

undisturbed: relatively to us, the pleasures in question are

a free gift; for no necessity can be shown for making us

partners in the attractions which regulate the life of bees

and butterflies. So far, therefore, as the ascetic relies for his

doctrine on a teleological rule, and says,
' You must consult

simply the intentions of your nature, and let no function go
a step beyond the minimum for realising its ends, eating, for

example, as little and as severely as will properly nourish

you,' he is still adequately met on his own ground by the

remark, that among the intentions conspicuously impressed

upon our nature, is this
; that, over and above the bare satis-

faction of functional ends, it should experience a certain

sm-plus of unearned and merely ornamental pleasures.
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§ 1. Secoudari/ Pw2')enslons: Love of Pleasure, Money,
Poiver.

The Secondary transfonnations of the Propcnsions aro

more easy to distinguisli in thought than in word; for they

chanongo notice and receive names chiefly when they assume

the scaIc of excess ; and, even then, the excess of one is so

often the excess of more than one, that, when remarked as

a feature of character, it is apt to be denoted by a term too

general for any simple desire. Thus, when the pleasures of

the organic propcnsions aro spoken of as motives, we have no

single-worded names of a neutral kind for either the class or

its members ;
but a very sufficient vocabulary of inculpatory

words both for species and genus, regarded as no longer
innocent

;
for the genus, Voluptuousness, or Carnality ;

for the

first species. Gluttony or Daintiness as the substitute for

Hunger, Drunkenness or Ebriety for Thirst, Epicurism for

both : for the second species, Lust or Licentiousness. The

fact, that the moment the appetites pass into the self-con-

scious state and become ends instead of impulses, they draw

to themselves terms of censure, is highly significant ; betray-

ing our natural feeling that this is not their right and

wholesome condition, and that in parting with their primary
character and becoming chosen self-indulgences, they change
into something odious. Not, of course, that it is possible for

us to remain mere creatures of instinct and keep any part of

our nature in the dark beneath the floor of self-consciousness.

But the attention conceded to it may vary from zero almost to

infinitude : the Will may be directed either to enforce its

emergence, or to lay it to sleep into forgetfulness again ;
and

the language in which we speak of character on this side

marks our healthy repugnance to see the appetites made the

subject of reflective hedonistic elaboration. The nearest

approach to a neutral designation of this order of motives is

the phrase
^ Love of pleasure,' which may be accepted as

naming the secondary spring of action furnished by the

organic propensions ; for, although it is susceptible of a wider

range, being often applied to the pursuit of amusement and

other agrements apparently unrelated to appetite, yet it
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is here that the phrase gets its first meaning, and it is hither

that the disposition it marks never ceases to tend. Where
there is a general weakness towards self-gi-atification, it will

remain true to its origin, and will not be proof against the

fascinations of Sense.

The third or Animal propension, of spontaneous activity,

gives rise, by its pleasures of energy, to a Secondary motive,
the athlete's desire of gjonnastic achievement (perhaps what
the poet Spencer marks by 'IvMihood'), which in its ele-

mentary form seems of no very serious import. Even thus,

however, it is the natural opposite to laziness, the counter-

poise to the love of ease induced by the secondary play of the

organic propensions ; and, by establishing a willing culture

of fatigue, it disperses the passive love of pleasure, and sets

its captive free. But it is at an ulterior stage of its history
that this motive assumes its chief importance. The pursuit
of the pleasures of energy becomes the Love of Power,
whether shown in the conquest of physical nature, or in

mastery over the wills of men. Everybody has a troublesome

acquaintance with its rudimentary form in what is called

'the love of mischief in boys, i.e. the desire of venting force

in producing effects of any kind, the more surprising, the

better. There are doubtless many tributaries added to this

great incentive in its maturest state : the appeals of beings

dependent on us for protection, the desires of social benevo-

lence, the watchfulness and previsions of fear, flow into it and

modify its stimulus
;
and the mere earnestness and intensity

of any particular aim that possesses us may put on its

semblance for a time. But the essence of the feeling as

a distinctive feature of character is, I am disposed to think,

in the consciousness of faculty, brought home and attested by
the submission of obstacles against which it is measured.

This then is the secondary stage of the propension to Causal

activity. The Love of Money is nothing but an ulterior

development of these two principles combined,—the love of

pleasure and the love of power,
—

usually with a great pre-

ponderance of the latter. Its factitious character is evident

from its being directed upon an object wholly artificial and

representative ; upon which it can only be transferred from
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the things represented. The vahie of money consists in tho

coninmnd it gives over conveniences and luxuries, and its

efficacy as an instrument ol" anihition: it is under these

aspects that it first becomes an object of desire; and tliough
it afterwards assumes tho aspect of an end in itself, and in an

avaricious mind apparently constitutes a separate passion, it

may be doubted whether, even there, money does not charm

the imagination as a symbol of security and power, and wield

its influence by being indispensable to the consciousness of

these. When we see the miser foregoing all the advantages
of his wealth, and dooming himself to a life of privation, we
are apt to suppose him indiiierent to all purchasable things.
The habitual pictures of his fancy would probably undeceive

us, and would show that the ease and ambition he declined

still played off their fascinations on him within
; dreams of

potential splendour and consideration, perhaps of posthumous
astonishment at the greatness of his heir, engaging his

thought ;
or at least an anxiety oppressing him to bar out the

opposite evils, and win still fui'thcr security against the

haunting terrors of destitution and helplessness. In this last

form the feeling undergoes a modification equally observable

in many cases of the direct love of power ;
which often

exhibits itself as an intense dislike of fear, and an impatience
to make excess of provision against it, by sweeping out of

sight every formidable possibility and building fortresses

against the mere shadow of a foe. The proverb that none is

so gi-eat a tyrant as the coward, illustrates this repulsive

phase of the love of power ;
and when ambition takes a

financial turn and runs into accumulation of capital, the same

degrading taint may be observed in the love of money.

§ 2. Secondary Passions : Malice ; Vindictiveness ;

Susjnciousness.

None of the other primary principles undergo, at their

secondary stage, such disguising transformations as the pro-

pensions. The passions, growing self-conscious, produce
well marked and familiar forms of disposition. As the
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original impulses are anything but delightful, it appears

strange that a taste for indulging them should be possible at

all
; yet nothing is more certain than that a man may con-

tract a sort of relish for them, and never be at ease without

an antipathy, a resentment, or a fear. There is, in truth, no

spring of action, whether repulsive or attractive, which does

not win a certain relief and satisfaction in attaining its end :

even a mind haunted by the passions rids itself of a burden

in letting the lightning slip ;
and as in the tears at a tragedy,

so in the outpouring of even uneasy emotion, there is a secret

charm. The fondness for antipathy, or pleasure in hating,

we call, as a feeling, Rl-ivill or Malice, and in its expression
Censoriousness : the cherishing oi resentment, Vlndictiveness :

o^ fear. Suspiciousness, or Mistrust. That all these exist, not

merely as illusions or exaggerations, incident to this or that

excitement of the primary passion, but as habitual dis-

positions and set tendencies, is matter of common observa-

tion. A censorious man will actually get up antipathies as a

congenial excitement. In approaching others, he carries with

him a selecting vision which throws into the background
whatever they have in common with himself, and draws to

the front every alienating feature, and feels towards them as a

Suffolk peasant would feel towards a Frenchman, or a Scotch

Covenanter towards a Papist. All that can produce sympathy
he misses

;
all that is repellent he intensifies

;
all that is novel

and neutral he misconstrues and derides. He picks up
Bcandals con amore ; he tells you confidentially the weak-

nesses he has found out in your friend
;
and if you set him

right and stop his mouth by conclusive proof, is chagrined
that his occupation is gone. Half the gossips of the world

consist of such trafiickers in ill-will ; and are numerous

enough in our time to have created a literature of their own ;

for it is in great measure to their vitiated cravings that what

are called the '

Society Journals
'

are addressed. The original

antipathy whose indulgence matures into this typo of malice

may have only the most trivial excuse
; yet be none the less

bitter for beginning with disKke of some petty personal

peculiarity of physiognomy or speech or manner,—a curve in.

the nose, a colour of the hair, a snifile in the voice, a smile too

VOL. II. M
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much, or an address too curt. Tlu> subject of such aversions

becomes the shive of his own prejudices. He enjoys the idea

of the objectionable person in ridiculous positions or caught
m contemptible actions ; and is ready to seize this enjoyment
on the faintest hint of an hypothesis, so as to pass without

scruple from supposition to belief, and from belief to assertion.

This is probably the natural history of the great majority of

slanders. They are born of the malice of prejudice, more

often than from the deliberate purpose of supplanting a rival

or aven<Tin<x a defeat.

Similarly, a vindictive man will look out for occasions of

resentment, which will set him on his favourite pursuit,

of levying damages for real or imaginary injuries ;
not

always through judge and jury (though every court is

familiar with such litigants), but by public complaint, or

social exile, or private reproaches and demands for reparation.

Few of us can have been so happy as never to come across

one who is always being w^ronged, and tells nothing with so

much gusto as his griefs from the conspiracies of this

wicked world
;
and who therefore becomes the ready victim

of every tale-bearer interested in making friends into enemies

and preventing alliances founded on natural sympathies. And
so he is never long without a quarrel, and a resolve to pay ofi'

somebody for taking an unfair advantage. Even if he is

withheld by prudential constraint from actively avenging

himself, he watches wdtli keen satisfaction the retribution

which, without agency of his, events may seem to bring upon
his foe. To see the pitch of intensity which this passion may
reach, we must turn to Oriental histor}^ and literature

;
nor

need we go further than the Hebrew Psalms, where so often

the very atmosphere of the sweetest and sublimest piety is

darkened by sudden storms and streaked with flashes of

relentless rage :

" Break their teeth, O God, in their mouth ;

break out the great teeth of the young lions, O Lord. Let

them melt away as waters which run continually: when
he bendeth his bow to shoot his arrows, let them be as cut

in pieces :

'
' The righteous shall rejoice w^hen he seeth the

vengeance : he shall wash his feet in the blood of the wicked^.'

• Psalm Iviii. 6, 7, lo.
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Indeed, when we wish to emphasise the eager energy with

which an act is done, this passion supphes us with the most

expressive image : we say,
' He did it \ciih a vengeance!

'

Again, a suspicious man invents fears for himself in the

mere exercise of his temper. He lives as if every last post
had brought him a threatening letter, requiring an instant

provision of protective force
;
and unless a whole posse of

precautions mount guard around him, he will be a lost man.

Nature and mankind seem to be in league against him
;

if

he catches a cold, he must make his will
;

if his children have

the measles, he cannot expect them all to recover
;
he will

not have a new suit of clothes, lest they should be made by
a tailor with scarlet-fever in the house

;
he removes his

account from the bank that has served him well, not liking
the look of the new managing director

;
he warns his wife

against her best friend as 'a designing woman,' and snubs

the parish curate lest he should be planning to win his

daughter. He wonders what bribe it was that induced

their opposition member to give a ministerial vote, and

says,
'

depend upon it, he will be gazetted for an under-

secretaryship next week.' His chief intellectual excitement

is in constructing hypotheses of mistrust : if he be literary,

he finds the historians liars, the poets plagiarists, the moralists

and theologians insincere : if political, he expects no public

policy but such as may be indicated by spite of a rival or

the interests of a party. Like the Eastern prince, secured by
tasters against the poison that may lurk in each dish or

cup, he treats his life as a perpetual defensive warfare, and

pledges all his faculties to the baffling of stratagems and

the escape from illusion. However pitiable may seem to be

this incessant dodging of the flying shadows of evil, it is not

without the sustaining interest of every game in which the

resolve remains possible and strong never to he beaten.

In each of these cases it is doubtless some disproportioned

strength in the primary passion which at fii-st leads to the

tyrannous influence of the secondary : for the intenser any

spring of our nature is, the keener is the satisfaction of

its indulgence ;
and the more likely is a taste for this

Batisfaction to constitute itself. The abuse in this case is

M 2
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obvious. Tlio ]>assi(ms uro our appoiiiti'd scnCnu'ls at points

of tlnngor, pcruiitting tho real Itusincss of life to go on

with (lisembarrassed cheerfulness wKhiu. Leave them at

their silent outposts and forget them, ami they set you free

for all you have to do. Ikit if, instead of letting them

alone, sow fancy they can never do enough for you, and

insist on turniui; out all the ferment of wholesome work

from within the circle to reinforce the circumference, you

corrupt the mere negative protection into the positive office

of life, and make an inner barrenness bristle with outer

repulsions. Intellectual skill lends itself with some facility

and promptitude to the passions, whose very nature demands

a certain quickness of resource ;
and the consciousness of this

renders their stimulus acceptable to minds not otherwise

roused to the same power. Criticism, sarcasm, exclusion,

contradiction, are easier exercises of mind than any form

of creation ;
so that intellectual action enters on lower terms

with the ungenial than with the genial ;
and many a sharp

cynic and polemic has there been who, apart from his an-

tipathies and rejections, has scarcely shown any force of

intellect at all. How greatly this cause may tend to foster

the secondary passions is self-evident. To yield to the

temptation is to turn the medicine of life into its food,

and under a depraved taste for its bitter draughts to lose

the thirst for its pure waters.

§ 3. Secondary Affections: Sentimentality.

WTien the affections become self-conscious, and give rise

to voluntary attempts to renew their experiences, the con-

dition of mind is produced to which we specifically give
the name Sentimental. If, instead of family afiection, freely

spent on the members of a home, there is a self-regardiug

play with them, as instruments of sympathetic interest ; if,

instead of social affection, flowing out upon companions and

equals, there is the mere love of society as a means of tasting

the fruits of such affection
; if, instead of Compassion, there

grows up a taste for exciting and indulging Pity ;
this change
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is accurately described by saying, that it is a transition froin

natural health to sentimental disease. The objects themselVvis

are desired for the sake of the feelings they excite
;
and the

very guides given us in order to carry us out of ourselves

are treacherously suborned to bring us back and shut us

more closely in. The subtlety of this malady is so great,

that it often spreads by the very means taken to prevent
it

;
and it is more likely to be increased than diminished

by all simply rtioral methods of dealing with the affections.

The tendency of all exhortations to love as a duty, of all

praise of sympathetic pleasures, of all persuasion to cultivate

this side of life, is simply to hinder the primary by substi-

tuting the secondary affections, and to render self-forgetfulness

impossible through the very din of the chorus that celebrates

it. Here emphatically it is that a redemption is needed,which

is beyond the reach of the personal will, and which ethical

teaching intercepts rather than invokes.

§ 4. Secondary Sentiments: iSelf-culture ; yEsthetlclsm ;

Interest in Rdi<jion.

The Sentiments also have their secondary stage ;
still

bearing the same character, that they are indulged for

the sake of the experiences which they bring. They lose

their disinterestedness by the change, and are consciously

resorted to as personal exercises. The scientific man who,
comincr down from the deathbed of his wife, locked him-

self into his library and, as the most tasking diversion

he could give to his thoughts, set himself to solve the

problem why a top spins, was not yielding to the impulse
of wonder, but using it in his own service ;

and wherever the

intellect is exercised by way of gymnastic discipline, where-

ever the knowledge is absoi'bed as nutriment to the faculty,

instead of the faculty following in the trail of knowledge,
the natural impulse is replaced by the secondary desire of

self-culture. As the whole process of education is for the

sake of mental discipline, and only when the intellect is

mature does it place itself at the service of further research.
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it may schmu as if tho usual onlcr \vore here inverted, and

the ]uimary impulse entered the field after the seeondary.

But the process of education is conducted for us, not by
U9 ; the object present to tho mind of tho educator is the

pupil's culture ;
but this does not hinder the pupil fiom

having another object, viz. tho kno'wledgo set before him
;

and no training can be apphuuled that robs him of this, and

substitutes for it the dominant purpose of self-improve-

ment. The perfect method is not attained till the two

different incentives coexist without interference in the teacher

antl the taught ;
and by the disciplinary skill of the one

the curiosity of the other is directed, Avithout loss of its

primitive force and simplicity, to such objects as will exer-

cise and balance the whole nature. It is only at a later

period, or through the intrusion of foreign motives, that

the thirst for truth is exchanged for the desire for accom-

plishment ;

—a far inferior inspiration, than which the scholar's

life has no more beguiling seduction, and which not a few have

attempted, under the name of self-formation, to systematise

and make supreme.

Admiration, at the secondary stage, becomes the love of

Art, or devotion to tJie 2>leasures of Taste. Its tendency is

to lose the simple emotions awakened by beauty, through

deliberately seeking them ;
to pass, by analysis and self-

comparison, into fastidious connoisseurship ;
to bring every-

thing to the test of aesthetic sympathy ;
and invert the order

of mind from the attitude of submission to the object admired

to that of judicial superiority to it. It is one of the great
evils incident to the pursuit of art as a profession, that it

almost necessarily substitutes this state of mind, to a very
undesirable extent, for the primitive impulse ;

and wears out

the fresh instinct by the friction of too much speech and

the repeated beat of technical formulas
;
nor can anything,

except the corresponding dialect of theology, be more painful

to a pure-minded believer in the reality and significance of

beauty, than the slang of hardened criticism, and the profane
conceit of professional arbiters. It needs a strong and deep
basis of the original inspiration to maintain itself in power
under the artificial accumulation of self-consciousness thus
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produced, and secure the happy balance of discriminative

perception and creative life. Goethe's epigrammatic couplet
notes the fact, and hints the reason :

Warum will Geschmack und Genie sich so selten vereinen ?

Jener fdrchtet die Kraft, diese fiirchtet den Zanm.

Genius, in short, is legislative; taste is judicial; and the

power which, finding new beauty, makes new laws, clashes

not unnaturally with the conservative habit of mere inter-

pretation, founded on the study of past models. There is

an inevitable penalty, I believe, attached to every attempt
to live upon a particular order of feelings, and detach them

from their place as mere functions of an integral life. Not

only do they fritter themselves away into artificial fineness

and feebleness, but they lose all healthy reality, become more

and more conventional, and, like Chinese cabinet painting, at

some tenth remove take leave of nature altogether. Under
the torture of analysis,

—the great engine of lo(jical power,
—

Beauty gives up the ghost and flies
;
and for poetic power, in

all the spontaneous products of genius, man, remaining whole,

must commune with life and the universe remaining whole no

less, and speaking with him eye to eye. So fai* as civilisation,

through division of employment, creates also division of con-

sciousness, and makes us only too knowing respecting some

one class of feeUngs and experiences, it incurs the danger of a

barren self-coTicentration
;
which is never perhaps more dreary

and hopeless than where the pursuits of taste and the language
of culture give facilities for vai-nishinof over the lifelessness

within. The distinction in morals between primary and

secondary admiration corresponds with that between pro-

ductive Imagination and regulative Taste.

The same characteristic differences mark the change from

the primary to the secondary stage in the sentiment of

Reverence. Strange as it may appear, it is one of the un-

doubted subtleties of our nature, that a taste may be formed

for gratifpng the feelings of reverence, and self-seeking may
acquire a turn for self-escape in higher objects. When 'in-

terest in religion
'

takes the place of the love of God
;
when

not Himself, but thoughts and sentiments about Him, are
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what is prcsi'iit to the eonsi'ioiusiu'ss ; ^vhc^ iiistcail ol" our

being hold, as it were, in His hand and ceasing there to bo

our own, lie simply furnishes an engagement to oui- mind

and belongs to us as an occasion of solemn and tender feeling;

the first-hand life of faith is exchanged lor its drania: its

reality serves only to be worked up into its representation ;

and Reverence is detected looking in the glass. It is gi'catly

to be feared that in our days this secondary principle, of

concern for religion, usurps the place of simple reverence to

an incalculable extent. Of systematic and scientific thcoh)gy
it is the essential source

;
nor perhaps can the much-disputed

relation between religion and theology be more accurately
determined than by recourse to the distinction on which I am

dwelling, and saying that the one is the expression of the

primary, the other of the secondary stage of reverence. The

division of worships and coexistence of sects within the

nominal embrace of the same system, are the grand stimulus

to theology ;
not only in the academic schools, but in the

popular mind: curiosity about the faith of neighbours, com-

parison and criticism of creeds, the sympathies and anti-

pathies of party, all tending to sharpen the lines of conscious

distinction and to lay out doctrine in sections, instead of

taking up men into higher unity. Nor can it be denied that

the separation of a particular sacred profession acts in the

same direction: pledged speech at stated times, with a vast

ecclesiastical literature at its back, descends almost ine-

vitably into a critical exercise of Review, too busy with

exclusion of the false, and with winding its way through the

doubtful, to forget itself in the supremely real and true.

And even where a reaction takes place from this sterile

criticism of others' thoughts, men seem unable to escape

except into similar criticism of their own feelings ; only

exchanging objective analysis for subjective, keenly watching
the spiritual weather in the mind, gauging the affections,

refining on the temperature, describing the clouds, but spell-

bound in the personal atmosphere, and never carried out into

the Light of lights. Hence the weakness and inefficacy of the

so-called '

spiritualist
'

recoil from the old dogmatic theology :

with this critical demon not cast out, it is afflicted still with
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the mortal curse, and is but the inner side of the sanie evil :

the hectic of consumption, instead of the paralysis of age. It

is most difficult for those whose whole life is steeped in

the influences of such a time, to find an adequate redemption ;

consultation on the disease does but fix it deeper ;
we do not

want to discuss it, but to escape it
;

and the pulse will

flutter, till you cease to feel it. Perhaps when human

ingenuity and will have spent themselves and worn out their

pride, some Divine method will redress the balance of our

nature
;

will convince the secondary sentiments that they
cannot set up for themselves

;
and carry ofi" the love of

knowledge, of art, of religion, in a flood-tide of fresh wonder,

admiration, and reverence.

111. ULTERIOR COMPOUNDS.

If this survey embraces all the radical impulses of human

nature, the resulting list ought to give an adequate con-

spectus of the whole system of action and passion. But, as

might be expected, it will not do so without some compli-
cation. The several principles achieve among themselves

numerous combinations
;
and in some instances not only form

transient and accidental partnerships for the production of

particular acts, but so habitually run together as to set into

coalescence. In these cases, the appearance and the name
oi one spring of action will be presented by a union of two or

more
; indeed the fusion in the mind is real, and the unity

of phrase has nothing deceptive in it in its present appli-

cation. Thus, we have not hitherto mentioned the love of

Praise ; Eimdation has no place in our list
;
and other

examples of the same kind will readily occur. To resolve

these back into their elements, and retrace them up into their

maturity, is an admirable exercise of psychological skill
;
but

the task would detain us too long. The roots of the deri-

vative feehngs are usually obvious enough ;
the love of

Praise, for example,
—our fondness for being admired,—im-

plies some susceptibility for admiring, since it transposes the
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self into llio position ol" an ohjict tKhiiirrd ; and sonic socinl

a(}'(rtiou, to give value to the sentinients of otlicra ; and some

8flf-(lit<tnii<t, ploascil to lean upon any external ju(l«^inont to

give what it rather hopes than eUiiins: and this sell-distrust

again is not a simple I'oeling, i)ut duo to a certain tempering

togi^ther of the constitutional springs. It is the frustrated

attempt, as pride is the gratified attempt, to feel one's own
nlative merits. Again, Emulation is evidently not indepen-
dent of the love of Power ; it is the aim at superiority or

ascendency ; and a gi-eat part of its intensity depends on the

prospect of power over two things at once,
—viz. over the

ohjeet contended for, and over the contending competitor,
—

the companionship in the race keeping both conceptions alive

all the while, and furnishing a measure of gradation and

comparison throughout. Further, the love of Praise, with its

contents, is present too
;

for in the absence of spectators,

or under indifference to their sentiments, Emulation is incon-

ceivable. Emulation implies the pursuit by two or more

persons of a good which only one can gain : it is a motive

that operates during the contemplation and process of pursuit.

When the race has been run and the prize awarded, new

feelings take its place ;
then it is that the victor may be

thrown into Exultation, the vanquished into Jealousy ; the

former being the joy of power won over a coveted good,
and of ascendency won over one who might have proved

superior; the latter, the disappointment of a coveted good,
and aversion to the winner who carries off the trophy of his

superiority. This involves Envy ; which, however, is not

limited to the case of competition for a prize which only one

can hold, but may be directed towards any persons whose

superior advantages we think might as well be ours : it is

therefore the gi'udging sense of relative inferiority.

The laws in conformity with which such complex deriva-

tives arise have been, I think, correctly laid down by the

empirical psychologists, though often forced by them beyond
the limits of their range. The hnu of transference, the law of

syiTipaihy, the law of distance, are in themselves indisputable,

and at least go very far towards explaining all the operative

feelings beyond the series which we have reviewed. The law
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of transference is this : the repulsion from a contemplated

pain, the attraction towards a contemplated pleasure, transfer

themselves by extension to indifferent things associated with

them respectively, and therefore pre-eminently to their in-

variable associates, viz. their causes; and, at a second stage,

to the cause of their causes, &c. This transferred feeling,

in the case of pain, is dislike : in the case of pleasure, liking.

For example, the suffering you have experienced in a surgical

operation makes you dislike the sight of the instrument

which inflicted it, perhaps of the operator who applied it,

or even of his carriage or his house
;
and the charm of a

piece of happy news extends for the future to the hand-

writing or the voice that told it. Hence the frequent defini-

tion,
' Love is the idea of a pleasure together with the idea of

its cause :

'
' Hate is the idea of a pain together with the idea

of its cause:
'

definitions which may be accepted, when duly
limited to factitious love and hate.

The law of Sympathy is this : Witnessing or conceiving

any human feeling in another, we tend to become oui'selves

affected by it. The generalised fact is expressed in the words

Mitgefillil and felloiv-feeUng ; and examples of it are nu-

merous enough to constitute the greater part of our social

experience. The emotion that stirs a multitude in presence
or in hearing of a pathetic incident is intense, through the

reverberated reflection of the feelino: of each in the hearts of

all. "When you are thrown into the company even of a

stranger, his cheerfulness affects you as the sunshine, his

gloom as a chilling cloud. Without art or effort, by mere

involuntary assimilation, you take your cue from your
associates at the moment : wdth childi'en you are a child

;

with the cautious, you are reserved
;
with the giddy, you

laugh ; with the afliicted, you are sorrowful. That this habit

of borrowing the feelings of others may largely divert and

modify our own, is evident. If each has a tendency to adopt
the praise and censure which others manifest, the suppression
of individual judgment in a general consensus becomes in-

telligible : if the fact that my neighbours desire a given

object makes me desire it too, it is plain that our very

sympathy may contribute an element of emulous or even
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envious feeling to our relations together. The operation of

this law has heen traced with fascinating ingenuity and

Buhtletv by Adam Smith in his 'Theory of the Moral Sen-

timents:' only, he has done such execution, on all sides of

Innnan life, with his borrowed feelings, as apparently to

dispense with the originals, and, unlike a king of political

economists, to set up his psychological bank on paper without

gold. It is no less impossible in Ethics to resolve moral

sentiment into sympathy, than in Optics to treat of reflection

of light without any incidence. But when once the primary
element has been taken into account, the phenomena that

ai'ise upon its encounter with various objects and media are

doubtless of wonderful variety.

The law of Distance is this : The attraction of pleasure, the

repulsion of pain, diminish with the distance at which they
are contemplated. As the moment of realisation approaches,

Hope brightens into assurance, Fear darkens into despair.

Hence the dangerous influence of every motive in the im-

mediate foreground as compared with reasons no less weighty
in themselves, but, from their remoteness, faint and ill-

defined. This illusion of mental vision is largely due to the

connection which our ignorance establishes between futurity

and uncertainty ;
no calculations of ours being secure except

those whose data are fully delivered into our hand, and are

no longer liable to disturbance from the irruption of elements

omitted or invisible. The experience of baflied expectations

is apt to confuse our whole outlook and create a vague
distance for all that we seem to see beyond the zone at our

very feet
;
and thus we are tempted to many a shortsighted

plunge, in disregard to warnings from afar. The true correc-

tive is found in exact and careful attention to the lines of

established causality, that, whatever else may be dim, they

may carry their clear tracks into the future on which we

gaze, and take with them, unbroken, the same certainty

which they possess for us close at hand. We shall then

discover that it is more often the fool than the wise who
acts upon the maxim that ' a bird in the hand is worth two

in the bush.'

These psychological laws supply an apparatus of method by
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which the composite forms of motive are easily resolved into

their elements. Pursuing these analyses no fui'ther, I pass on,

after one more psA'chological preliminary, to the moral order

of the springs of action.

IV. RELATION OF PRUDENCE AND CONSCIENCE TO SPRINGS

OF ACTION.

Enough has been said respecting the nature of Prudence

and of Conscience to remove all obscurity from their relation

to the springs of action. Neither of them is in itself a posi-

tive force, so as to range in the series of impulses ; each

exercises simply a judicial function, and, on grounds peculiar
to itself, arbitrates among therr pretensions, and sets free

some one of them from tlie hesitation imposed by the impor-

tunity of others. In this intermediary office of judgment,
Prudence is evidently confined altogether to the secondary

principles ;
while Conscience has a discriminating voice over

the whole. For, by its definition, Prudence is simply the act

of the understanding in measuring and comparing the pleasur-
able eficcts on one's self of this or that mode of activity ;

and

implies a, foresight which can only come after experience and

memory of what our impulses do with us. To suppose a

suffrage given in favour of any jirimary instinct on the

ground of its superior advantage to us, is to strip it of its

primary character, and for its natural object to substitute

the self which is to win it. Conscience, on the other hand,
is concerned with quite another order of differences ;

—differ-

ences of inherent excellence and authority, which by their

very nature must be cognisable prior to action, and aro

accordingly not learned by experiment, but read off by in-

sight, presenting themselves to consciousness as premonitions,
not as the sequel, of conduct. These differences have their

range throughout the entire system, and open to the conscience

everywhere the right and power of entrance.

To this assignment of a Y)urely judicial, without an active,

function to Prudence and Conscience it is natural to object,

that we continually speak of a person acting from prudence
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nii<l (ictiiKf from com^cience, and soeiu to attacli a cloar sense

to the phrases. I admit the fact, and do not wish to banish

the expressions. Postponing' for a short time the consideration

of their exact meaning, I will only observe meanwhile, that

the first phra.se more fitly takes the form '

acting 'tcith pru-
dence ;

'

and that '

acting from conscience,' accurately inter-

preted, describes a process perfectly compatible with the

principles we have laid down.

The whole class of secondary springs of action, consisting
of some form of conscious aim at our own pleasure, might
seem, by its very nature, to sink en masse to the bottom of

the scale. If we could be made up of these alone, with their

common postulate that nothing is eligible but pleasure, there

would be no room for preference among them other than

jn'iidential, by the application of a hedonistic calculus. And
it appears at first view strange that our special distinction, of

Self-conscioiisness, should thus have the effect of excluding
moral difierences, and equalising all incentives except in

quantitij. But we get rid of this impression by giving their

con-ective weight to the following considerations :

(
1
)
Our self-

consciousness does not begin or end with reflecting our own

pleasures ;
but pervades our whole nature, and is the condition

of all experience, comparison, and intelligent judgment, render-

ing prudential selection itself possible in place of random im-

pulsions. We owe to it, therefore, whatever intellectual rule

enters to give direction to our life. (2) Even if it did no more

than introduce regulated self-regard, its office w^ould be amply
vindicated

;
for Egoism has, after all, its legitimate place in

the system of right character
;
and it is not to be left to play

the fool even upon its own ground. (3) In thus fixing our

attention on the secondary springs, as if they stood alone, we
are working out a mere fiction, intrinsically self-contradictory.

They know themselves in presence of their parents the pri-

maries, and are well aware of their relative worth in the

system to which both belong. This is as much a part of

their self-consciousness as their hedonistic memory. It is

far from being true, therefore, that the only thing our self-

consciousness does on this field is, to turn disinterested instinct

into self-seeking : it cei-tainly makes this possible ; not, how-
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ever, without due warning of the character of the change, and

clear measure of the moral difference. (4) Our self-conscious-

ness of what the primary springs do with us does not oblige

us to go into captivity to theii' effects ;
it empowers us no

less to turn attention away from their pleasures than to dwell

upon them. It does not repeat the story of Adam, and make
' the knowledge of good and evil

'

tantamount to an enfeebling
fall.



chaptp:r VI.

SPRINGS OF ACTION CLASSIFIED: MORAL ORDER.

§ 1. Secondary Passions alone inadmissible.

Of all the springs of action on our list one set only requiroB

to be cast out /)i limine, as not simply relatively but abso-

lutely evil, and incapable of ever entering upon the positive

scale of admissible principles at all
;
—I mean the secondary

Passions,—expressing themselves in Censoriousness, Vindic-

tiveness, and Suspiciousness. Not merely is there nothing to

which these are not inferior (for that must hold good of any
lowcat term), but even standing alone, i.e. compared only

with zero, or the negation of all living action, they can be

allowed no place. We therefore discard them ah initio, as

mere corruptions of the passions, constituting a truly dia-

bolical element that goes down into infinite depths and evades

all the measurements of right. They present a case of repul-

sions given for our necessary protection turned into attractions

indulged for our entertainment ;
a capacity in which they have

no function, and pass into pure malignity. In this judgment
I am strengthened by the weighty support of Mr. Sidgwick. In

the course of a criticism which I shall have to consider here-

after, on the doctrine of moral estimate of motives, he makes

two important concessions which involve a near approach to

the method he rejects: viz. (1) that springs of action do not

naturally divide into absolutely good and bad, but only into

better and worse; yet (2) that the 'malevolent affections,' i.e.

the tendency 'to inflict pain on others however aroused,'

constitute a solitary exception and never quit the category

of the bad. At the same time he qualifies this sentence against

them by intimating a doubt whether, in certain cases, they
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may not have a legitimate function
; being unwilling to sup-

pose that an order of affections no less natural than the

benevolent feelings should be without an admissible function

in the human constitution. ' The first point to notice in

considering the ethical result of a comprehensive comparison
of motives is, that the issue in any internal conflict is not

usually thought to be between positively good and bad, but

between better and less good, more or less estimable or ele-

vated motives. The only kind of motive which we commonly

judge to be intrinsically bad, apart from the ch'cumstances

under which it operates, is malevolent affection : that is, the

desire, however aroused, to inflict pain on some other sentient

being. And it is perhaps doubtful (as we saw in Chap. VIII.)

whether even this impulse ought to be pronounced absolutely

bad. Butler allows it to be legitimate in the forms of

Instinctive Resentment : and even a more sustained and

deliberate malevolence is commonly appn^vcd as Righteous

Indignation : and if it be said that this indignation ought to

be directed against the act and not the agent, it may be fairly

questioned whether it is within the capacity of human nature

to maintain this distinction clearly. At any rate there is no

other motive except deliberate malevolence which Common
Sense condemns as absolutely bad. The other motives that

are commonly spoken of in "
dyslogistic

"
terms seem to be

most properly called (in Eentham's language)
" Seductive

"

rather than bad. That is, the}^ prompt to forbidden conduct

with conspicuous force and frequency ;
but when we

consider them carefully we find that there are certain

limits, however narrow, within which their operation is

legitimate ^'

'

It seems that the malevolent feelinofs are as natural and

normal to man as the benevolent: not indeed in the same

sense normal, that is not at all times and towards all men

(for man seems to have naturally some kindl}" feeling for any
fellow-man, when there is no special cause operating to make
him love or hate : though this is obscured and counteracted

in the lower stages of social development by the habitual

hostility between strange tribes and races): but still as

^ Methods of Ethics, Book III. chap. xii. par. 3.

VOL. II. N
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arising iVom cnusos that coni'mually Dccur, and oxoiiipliiying

a payt'holoijjical law analogous to that by which the giow(h of

honevolont iVe'lings is explained. For just as wo are apt to

love those who are the cause of pleasure to us, whether by
voluntary benefits or otherwise : so by strict analogy we

naturally dislike those who have done us harm, either con-

sciously from malevolence or more selfishness, or oven un-

consciously, as when another man is an obstacle to our

attainment of a much-desired end. Thus, wo naturally feel

ill-will to a rival who deprives us of an object of competition:
and so in persons in w^hom the desire of superiority is strong,
a certain dishke of any one who is more successful or pros-

perous than themselves is easily aroused ; and, however

repulsive to our moral sense, seems as natural as any other

malevolent emotion. And it is to be observed that each of

the elements into which we can analyse malevolent afiection

finds its exact counterpart in the analysis of the benevolent :

as the former includes a dislike of the presence of its object
and a desire to infiict pain on it, and also a capacity of

deriving pleasure from the pain thus inflicted.

'

If we now ask how far indulgence of malevolent emotions

is right and proper, the answer of Common Sense is not easy
to formulate. For some would say broadly that they ought
to be repressed altogether, or as far as possible. And no

doubt we blame all envy (though sometimes to exclude it

altogether requires a magnanimity which we praise) : and we

regard as vii'tues or natural excellences the good-huri%our

which prevents one from feeling even pain, much less resent-

ment, from trifling annoyances inflicted by others, the Ttieek-

ness which does not resent even graver injuries, the mildness

and gentleness which refrain from retaliating them, the

placability which accords forgiveness rapidly and easily, and

the mercy which spares even deserved punishment. And yet
most moralists have allowed instinctive resentment for wrong
to be legitimate and proper: and we all think that punish-
ment ought to be inflicted for offences, and also that there is a

righteous anger and a virtuous indignation^.'

The hesitation which these passages betray in covering the

,'
Methods of Ethics, Bk. III. chap. viii. pars. 2 and 3.
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whole of
' the malevolent affections

'

with one common con-

demnation is well founded; for, in Mr. Sidgwick's phraseology,
the class embraces the entire group of Passions, primary as

well as secondary ; and, having once thrown them all together
without noticing this difference, he may well be doubtful

whether the same verdict can be justly passed on all, and feel

unable to break the force of Bishop Butler's plea in favour of
' resentment.' The doubt attaches exclusively to the primary

passions ;
and the moment they are recognised as of a distinct

type, and are withdrawn from the self-conscious sequels, two

confusions disappear: (1) exceptions vanish, and the rule of

condemnation settles undisturbed on a definite group of in-

centives
;

and (2) what is saved from condemnation and

allowed to be admissible is the primitive order of passions,

as nature provides it: so that we have not to suppose our-

selves endowed with energies always and necessarily bad. It

is remarkable that Mr. Sidgwiek had reached the very verge
of this distinction, without formulating it or working it into

his exposition: for, as if h\ way of afterthought, a footnote

hints at it in one of its applications,
— '

Perhaps we may distin-

guish between the impulse to inflict pain and the desire of the

antipathetic pleasure which the agent will reap from this

infliction, and approve the former in certain circumstances,

but condemn the latter absolutely ^'

§ 2. Appetites, Secondary and Primary. Animal

Spontaneity.

Even the lowest of the remaining principles,
—viz. the love

of ease and pleasure,
—is not in this condition. For though

every competitor shames it, it may sometimes escape com-

petition, and present itself at a time when the field is fairly

disengaged, and then, it may have innocent way : for even

recreation is not without its place in life. Still, it must

yield the palm to even the primary organic propensions ;

for it is surely meaner to eat for the palate's sake than

* Methods of Ethics, Bk. III. chap. sii. p. 338, note.

N2
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to appease the simple hunger; and tliere is a conseious

ilegnnhition in making the pleasures of aj)petite an artilicial

object, in which its healthy function is niorgcd. To deter-

mine the right limits between instinct and indulgence, in

the case of the sensual appetites, is the business of another

departnicnt of P^thics, vi/. that which, after settlement of

the rank of motives, estimates the consequences of action.

But the daadavd by which, in this case, that estimate

must be made is necessarily taken from the primary instincts,

the function of which is to maintain human life, personal

and social, in the most complete and balanced vigour. There

can be no doubt from what side that vigour is chiefly

threatened. It is sapped mainly by indulgence ;
not merely

in well marked and revolting degrees for which even lenient

moralists have names ;
but in measures sanctioned by general

habit, though too well understood by every wise physician,

and inwardly recognised by the shame of many a private

conscience. Were every unobserved excess on this side of

our nature to cease, life, bodily and mental, would reach

an energy at present hardly conceivable, and maintain it

with increase, though the medical profession disbanded half

its force. That in the sphere of these propensions the love

of ease and pleasure, notwithstanding its refinements, is really

of lower rank than the primaries, in spite of their being not

special to man, is obvious from the fact, that it is ilienj
that

supply the authoritative rule of restraint upon it
;
the parent

says to the child, the conscience says to every one,
' Do not

eat till you are hungry, and stop when you are hungry no

more
;
and beware of fancying that you want, because you

like.' Indulgence, indeed, consists in anticipating and exceed-

ing instinctive needs. In them, therefore, the regulative right,

relatively to their secondaries, is clearly vested.

The third propension, to active energy, changes its rank,

more perhaps than any other impulse, in the course of its

history. Even in its first form, of mere vital spontaneity,

it stands as much above the appetites as the functions of

the animal life are above those of the organic. But being
then quite rude and blind, a paroxysm of unselecting move-

ment, it gains by passing under intellectual dii-ection and
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assuming a regulated aim : i.e. by emerging into the voluntary
state. In the order of psychological time, it takes that state

first as the love of power ; but, in the ascending gradations of

moral worth, the later principle, of love of money, bringing in

it as it does a certain gravitation towards ease and pleasure,

comes on for earlier and lower estimate. Even in the service

of this mediocre desire, the human energy acquires a higher

character, in proportion as organised industry is better than

the mere frolic of faculty seeking vent
;

for its function

clearly is, to be yoked to the car of some intelligent

purpose, and not to spend itself in a wild scamper over

the unreclaimed prairies of fancy ;
and the pursuit of gain

puts it to a use which tames and subdues it.

§ 3. Love of Gain, relatively to the Primary Passions.

The gainful desire has no more frequent and disturbing
rivals than the Pasi^lons ; nor is there perhaps any part
of our task more difficult than to determine the controversy
of their claims. On the one hand, economic interest, being
never perfect unless passionless, is often regarded as the

great exorcist of hate and resentment, the security for peace,

the preventive of all preventiblc dangers ;
so that, under its

sway, the elements of anger and terror in our nature might
almost be expected to die out. On the other hand, it is urged
that even wealth and peace may be bought too dear, at the cost

of self-respect, personal or national
;
and are better dispensed

with, if ever they require us to suppress all disgust at what

is odious, and all resistance to what is wrong. These general

estimates rest, of course, not exclusively on the relative place

of the two incentives in the felt scale of worth, but even more

upon their prudential consequences in their average appli-

cation to affairs. For our present purpose, we set aside this

latter consideration ;
and compare the motives purely as

objects of moral psychology.
In measuring the love of gain against antipathy or hatred,

we take the latter in its instinctive form of primary passion,

and assume it as a warranted factor of our being, a natural
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movement of self-protection, interposing a distanoe Itetweon us

and harm
;
and must not confountl it with ac(|uired prejudice

and I'roundk'SK ill-will. And furthci', in settling which we

should follow when they are both bidding for our will, we have

to determine only their relative claims at the vioment of their

joint presence; altogether apart from the ulterior (question,

whether perhaps by persistent watering down of aversion

through infusions of interest, the repulsion might not in the

end be dissolved and die away. Any feeling, habitually dis-

couraged, may be worn out and disappear ;
and the value of

two cannot be faii'ly compared, if evanescence is assumed for

one and permanence for the other. You ask me, let us sup-

pose, to try the case of antipathy against gain by such an

example as the following :

' A man who has (what is very

common) an intense horror of blood, receives an offer of an

abattoir with a good butcher's business attached : should he

accept it or not ?
'

Before I can allow this to stand as a testing

instance, I must stipulate for one of two conditions ;
viz. that

you either (1) banish from the reckoning the element of con-

tinuous time, and concentrate attention upon the moment of

volition ; or (2) if you keep it, keep also the present attitude

and proportions of feeling unchanged all through ;
and there-

fore do not permit him to calculate on the gi-adual disappear-

ance of his repugnance through the persuasive charm of his

profits. Reduced to its simplest terms it is the problem of an

instant, whether he should swallow his disgust for the sake of

twenty shillings. In practice, the answer which we want is

sure to be complicated by intrusive considerations : w^hether

his need is very great : whether he has to provide for others

than himself, &c.; but from the pure psj^chological comparison
of quality these accessories, of special intensity and external

relations, must be struck out. I purposely begin with an

example as near as possible to the mere instinctive antipathy
of the animal nature, directed not even upon a living creature,

that we may go beneath all the vai'ieties of hatred between

enemies. Ajid to me it appears certain that we should look

with contempt upon the suppression of even such aversion

by hii-e. When the repulsion is felt towards 2^ersons instead

of things, the meanness of surrendering it to money is still
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clearer ;
however desirable and possible it may be to remove

it, this is not the influence to which it should yield. So long
as an antipathy exists in one race of men towards another of

inferior t}^e or alien culture,—as on the part of the Arab

towards the Negro, and the English towards the Hindu or

Chinese,—the public opinion of the ascendant race invariably

despises all interested alliance involving personal reciprocity

with the other. When a European adventurer, for example,

tempted by the prize of a great fortune, marries an Indian

princess or heiress, his outward elevation is secretly regarded
as a real fall, and reveals, even to those who court him, the

low moral stature of the man. And it is distinctly the

motive, and not the mere external 'mesalliance, which moves

their scorn ;
for if, instead of the presumed uncongeniality,

there had been a known cnfjascement of heart, there would

have been no condemnation, however strange might appear

the romance of such a love
;
and the breach of conventional

rule would have been readily forgiven. For the setting aside,

then, of such natural types of antipathy or hate, we must

wait for higher springs of action : the love of money has no

authority over them.

Has it any more over the next passion, viz. that of Fear?

Here again we are concerned only with the feeling so far

as it is a true instinct
;

i.e. arises from some real evil

apparently impending. When thus kept clear from all illu-

sory complications. Fear is in itself a legitimate motive for

self-protection ; and, in the absence of any higher call, we

blame one who fails to act upon it. If a ship captain, caught
in a fog off a lee shore, neglects, through indolence and love

of ease, to slacken speed and take continuous soundings and

open his steam-whistle, we call him to account for all that he

imperils, and should still condemn him, though nothing were

at stake but his own life. When historians tell us of the

plague-tainted city, in which panic-stricken men and women
herd together to drive away terror by drunken carouse and

ribald song, we are appalled to think of appealing to so low a

pleasure against so august a fear. On the other hand, when
in the same scene the personal dread is all surmounted, if not

forgot, in devotion to the sick, precautions for the healthy, and
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ministrations ti) the dying, wc look ^vith ivvcrcncc on the

sacred cahu tlint can allay so wild a passion. There are in-

centives then which have no ritjht to »iuench the terror: there

are others which may ct)nnnand it to lie still and be as thou<xh

it were not. Against the carousers we take sides with the

fear ; with the apostles of mercy we triumph in its conquest.

"Where then, between these two extremes, must we place such

an intermediate motive as the love of gain? It is perhaps

possible to put cases which we should naturally answer in

opposite ways. Suppose that an Alpine explorer determines

to attempt a highly perilous ascent
;
and that, though aware

of its risks, ho is too stingy to incur the expense of two or

three guides ;
and therefore keeps his counsel and his money,

and goes alone, satisfied either to save his life or lose it, pro-
vided it be economically. I presume nobody would pity him,

if he perished, or think he deserved it, if he escaped. He
would be set down as having acted from the meaner motive.

Suppose, again, that a landsman has the kind of dread of the

sea that prevails in some tribes
;
but that, being in need, he is

offered good wages as a sailor
; and, in the absence of other

resource, resolves to face his threatening element and go. He
would surely not incur the condemnation passed upon the

Alpine man: he might possibly be deemed to have followed

the better motive
; and, at the very least, would be held quite

warranted in his choice, and exempt from blame. The

motives, I should say, are here quite upon a level
;

so

that, in the absence of any moral superiority of one over

the other, the agent is thrown upon the principles of ^:»?it-

dential choice, and is at liberty to take the course which,
on the whole, he likes the best. Nor can we perhaps in

the other cases, or in any case, assign to Fear, simply as

such, a uniform moral value relatively to other springs of

action. Fears cannot be appraised without reference to the

worth of the objects feared
; just as Hope rises to the

noble or sinks to the base, and Love may be a grace or

a degi'adation, according to the object that fixes the eye
or wins the heart. The egoist will have fears only for

himself
;
the benevolent, largely for others

;
and the moral

quality of these fears wiU be imported simply from the
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affections that inspire them. This passion, therefore, though
it could not be omitted from a psychological enumeration

of the springs of action, cannot claim a definite and in-

variable place in their moral hierarchy. Its value is, 'per

se, indeterminate ; depending in each concrete case, ethically,

on the aflection which is thrown into alarm
; and, rationally,

on the magnitude of the good which is menaced with injury,

and the probability of its loss.

With the third passion, Resentment, we recover the power
of comparison with the love of gain ;

still with the same

proviso, that it retains its primary form of legitimate instinct,

without added taint of artificial malignity. A distinctly

illustrative case occurs to my memory : viz. of a boy of

remarkable capacity and great intensity of nature, who was

about equally passionate under provocation, and gi-eedy of

money; so that by cooler heads he could be moved at will on

predetermined lines by an insult or a bribe. If, to tame him,

the less turbulent of these desires had been plaj-ed ofi' against
the other, and he had been promised five shillings for every
instance in which he compelled the cloud of anger to hold fast

its thunder and its flash, and sweep silently away, there is

little doubt that he might thus have been externally broken

into decent form. But would the inward improvement have

been real ? Is the motive which is nursed into a practised

power any nobler than that which is kept under the loaded

valve ? Surely not. Is its constant encouragement and

growth any inward counteraction of its rival's excess, so as to

convert the wrathful heart into the forgiving, and the im-

patient into the serene ? or does it merely prevent the boiling

deep from rising to the light ? It must be admitted, I think,

that even the cure of irascibility, still more its mere conceal-

ment, is too dearly bought by the creation of selfish avarice.

Politic meekness offends us as a hypocrisy : and if we observe

a man behaving smoothly to one who treats him with

hauteur, and then, after obtaining what he wants, cursing

him behind his back, we are inclined to think ' the pubhcan
and the sinner' nearer to the kingdom of heaven than he.

The proposition, so far as I can see, may be made general.

Whenever resentment is hought of by mere interest, whenever
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a man with just niifror in his heart remains placid only
hecauso Ac ciiniiot ((fj'oni to let his indignation n|>])ear, we
cannot help despising such sell-control as sordid. The two

motives also come into comparison, as both of them possible

sources of the same typa of crime ;
and a deed of violence

perpetrated for gain we invariably regard as more heinous

than when prompted by resentment. On the whole, therefore,

this passion nuist rank higher than the love of money. The

evil repute into which it has fallen is largely due to the loose

habit of confounding it with vindictiveness ;
but partly also

to the currency among Utilitarians of an imperfect theory of

punishment ;
and partly to the habit naturally prevalent

with Christian moralists, of comparing the passion less with

impulses beneath it than with ati'ections above it which, in

transcending, virtually absorb and supersede it. But, if we
are to Hud its true place, we must look along the whole line,

from the animal rudiments to the spiritual consummation of

our nature.

4. Secondary Affections, relatively to the Primary Passions.

Now let a new order of impulses come upon the scene, viz.

the Secondary Affections, and place themselves for estimate

face to face with these same Primary Passions. In one view,

the taste for sympathetic pleasures, and antipathy or hatred

towards what offends, will enter into no rivalry, but work in

concun-ence. For they both impel to the same conduct, viz.

self-removal from the hated object ; only, in the one case, by

keeping out of its way, in the other, by driving it off; the

resulting distance being measured by the sum of the two

forces. In order to find their difference, we must look out

for an instance of their collision : i.e. a case in which oppor-

tunity is offered for social and sympathetic pleasures, saddled

with the condition that some hated object is also to be

present. As La Fontaine perhaps would put it, trying the

human problem on a humbler stage : how would a generous

dog decide, if invited to a canine dinner at a West-end club,

"vvith the intimation that a fox would be at the head of the
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table and a cat at the bottom % Would you respect him

more for accepting the jollity, or for declining the jar ?

If he were yours, you would think better of his honesty, and

give him a pat of approbation, if he sent a dignified refusal.

Here, it is plain, the antipathy must rule
;
inasmuch as true

sympathy is spoiled by it and cannot coexist with it, and

the bitter drop is poison in the cup of social joy. To violate

this limit, and, under the influence of sentimental effusiveness,

to snatch at all exchanges of the circulating coin of pre-

tended sympathy, without heeding whether it be counterfeit

or genuine, leads inevitably to acquiescence in low company,
and loss of sterling sincerity of affection.

The same superior right must be assigned to legitimate

Fear, in its occasional collision with the secondary affections.

Under the conditions of danger which must then subsist,
—

in the storm at sea, in the pestilence or the siege on land,
—the

dictates of fear, i.e. measures of protection, are authoritative

as against all conflicting tastes and desires
;
and the sug-

gestions of social pleasure-seeking are intrusive and usurping.
Not only is it a guilty and degrading thing to drown the

terrors of a crisis in ghastly festivities, that are little less than

a dance of death
;
but even surrender to the indulgence of

compassionate feeling in clinging to the bedside of the

wounded may well become a selfish distortion of duty, in

a siege which demands all hands to repair the widening

breach, and ward off capture from the garrison. The claims

of self-sacrifice in the dread emergencies of our common life

are sternly impartial, and cannot listen to pleas of excep-
tion from sensibilities however refined. Again, therefore,

the secondary affections must be silent and withdraw.

Just as little can they assert any claim against well-

grounded resentment. This feeling, we have seen, is a de-

fensive rising of effort to turn back a hurt of any kind
;
and

it first comes into conflict with sjTiipathetic affections, when
the hurt proceeds from a voluntary human act

;
i.e. when

regarded as a ivrong. Towards the author of that wrong
it suspends all attraction, and substitutes the attitude and

movements of repulsion ; i.e. it cancels sympathetic relations

and puts an end to the possibility of their sincere enjoyment.
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Tins IbrlVituro of ufood-will by the ^Yn^n<'-d^»or is thu natural

ileloiice of lliglit aiuouu; iikui ; and to tamper .with it is to

imperil an essential security of the moral life. It is, however,

a painful security ;
and though seldom wanting, oven in tho

meekest dispositions, at tho moment of injury, becomes so

innncdiately unwelcome to easy-temperod and sociable na-

tures, especially in their sentimental moods, that it often

lapses from theii' loose hold, not from any change of judgment,
but from mere soft reversion to a more habitual and plea-

santer state of mind. In such cases, inducements soon pro-

sent themselves, as it is said, 'to let bygones be bygones,'

and to cultivate again the social pleasures together, without

taking any notice of the past, or caring whether or not

any serious guilt was incui'red in the temporary breach of

relation. This mere masking of a grave moral disturbance,

this lax shuffling away of all its meaning, simply because it is

disagreeable and it is pleasanter to be '

all jolly fellows to-

gether,' is a hedonistic offence against reason and right,

and can be excused only through utter confusion of mind.

It must be admitted, however, that the secondary affections

often realise imperfectly their sentimental state, and are saved

from the taint of selfish indulgence of feeling by considerable

remaining vestiges of their primaries. In proportion as this

disinterested element survives, and the shrinking is truly

from yicing pain and not from taking it, that mixed state of

mind arises which we call an amiable temper, and which

leads its possessor, from an undefined repugnance to ill-will,

rather to put up with a hurt and make no noise about it, than

insist upon his utmost rights. And where the hurt is limited

to himself, and springs from no malignity that calls for pro-

test, such a mood may easily rise above the moral level of

natural resentment. But when the evil inflicted is a wrong

distinctly intended, no willingness to bear it, no preference of

peace to conflict, can be accepted as an adequate ground for

quietude. It needs a higher claim than that of love for

sympathetic peace to supersede the authority of resentment.

What then becomes, I shall be asked, of the maxim, ^forgive

and forgetr In strictness, simply this; that as yet it must

stand aside, and wait for its credentials from some principle
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of higher rank than we have at present reached. But not

even then, it is well to add, can we expect it to hold good in

its absolute form. Placability, if the name is to stand for a

virtue, cannot mean the unconditional ignoring of all injuries,

and treating them, in the mind and out of the mind, as thougli

they were not; for this would be to canonise a lie. The lips

that gave the precept pronounced also the qualification ; and

prefaced both by justifpng an antecedent indignation :

'

If thy
brother sin, rebuke him

;
and if he repent, forgive him

;
and

if he sin against thee seven times in the day, and seven times

turn again to thee, saying, / repent ; thou shalt forgive him^'

The change in your feeling is to be the response to a change
in his mind : in the life of the spirit, face is to answer to face,

and love to love: as the sorrow steals upon the injurer, the

soreness is to vanish from the injured. This is to preserve,

and not to violate, the inward truth of the relation. Observe

too, that here there is no injunction to ^forget :

'

it is the rude

popular maxim that unites in the same command an involun-

tary and a voluntary act,
—an impossibility and a virtue.

Our temper is our own
;
our memory is not: we can reverse

an affection, when its object is reversed ; but an experience,

once past, we cannot erase. And every fact, though gone and

dwelt upon in thought no more, still makes the present other

than it would else have been
;
and one who has surprised us

by a deed of wrong we cannot replace in our estimate pre-

cisely where he stood before. The feeling of personal aliena-

tion is swept away in our forgiveness ;
but the reciprocal

esteem is resumed from a somewhat lower point and has some

ground to recover ;
and this, precisely because we cannot

cause that which has happened not to have been. But

though the language of the common maxim will not bear any
close pressure, it may convey, by a loose interpretation, either

of two sound lessons
; one, applying to the case in which

repentance has been expressed ;
the other, to the case in which

it has made no sign. (1) In regard to the former, the rule

virtually says,
'

Having forgiven the offender, cease to dwell

upon the offence, and let its memory sleep.' (2) In regard to

the latter, it may be taken to mean,
' Even to one who has

^ Luke xvii. 3, 4.
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iu)t luniiMiHl himself liolorc you, limit Hic time ol" your resoiit-

ineiit, ami nurse it not for over ; it is the provision of nature

for i( cr/.s'M o)' a moixJ of injury, Nvliich may bo presumed to

wear out ; let the anger take this for jj^ranted, and die away
too ; new eonditions bring new possibilities of sympathy.'

There is yet another case of conflict between resentment

and the secondary alFections, which throws light upon their

relation. The anger awakened by wrong-doing is the feeling

which prompts to its i)unishment. When the offence is com-

mitted by one who is the object of our love and care, or by a

dependent over whom we have virtually a penal power, the

execution of punishment encounters sei'ious resistance from

feelings that plead for remission. No sooner has the shock

of displeasure been felt than, before it can pass into the word

of rebuke or the act of repression, the pang of reluctance

strikes upon the heart, and with many a false palliative

pleads with us to make light of the sin and evade a duty too

stern for our weak mood. Have w^e not heard that Pity
rather than Wrath is due to the offender ?—a welcome doctrine

to one who finds the tenderness of Mercy easier to him than

the firm and piercing gaze of Justice. And so, though both

alike would give expression to our love, we are tempted to

rest in that which is most indulgent to ourselves, dissolving

us for a moment in the luxury of commiserative tears, and

instantly reinstating the scarce interrupted joy of sympathy.
With parents thus disposed many a child is shrewd enough to

discover that, as the sunshine is never brighter than after a

shower, so he basks in a warmer light after each transgi-es-

sion, and is cherished the more, the more he sins
;
and he

learns the imitative lesson of self-excuse, self-forgiveness,

and self-love. So frequent is this domestic phenomenon, that

it is perhaps the strongest reason assigned why parents are

unfit to conduct the education of their own children
;
and

should hand over the duty to some more impartial guardian,
in whom the vision of justice is undisturbed, and the love of

right is proof against the bribes and cowardice of sympathetic

self-indulgence. In this kind of experience, the main conflict,

it is evident, lies between sentimental compassion and retri-

butive resentment against wrong ;
and I suppose it cannot be
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doubted that, unless the latter prevails, the victory remains

with the inferior principle.

From the ensemhle of these psychological comparisons the

rule results, that the Secondary Affections must yield the

higher place to the Primary Passions.

§ 5. Place of both, relatively to the Love of Power.

We must submit these passions to yet another experiment.
The last competitor with which they might dispute the palm
of superiority is that causal energy which is best known
under the unsatisfactory name of the Love of Poiver ; and

with this they must be compared.
There is plainly a very significant difference between the

two. It is as objects operated on from without, that we are

subject to the Passions ;
it is as operative ourselves, that we

rejoice in Power. In the one case, we are Patients; in the

other. Agents : the movement of causality is in opposite direc-

tions
;
and our part in it is but our response to the world in

the one case, our challenge to it in the other. In the former,

passive weakness wakes up to its defence ;
in the latter, ex-

uberant strength makes aggression upon something that will

yield ;
so that the passions are a protest against an incipient

decrement of life
;
while the causal energy claims a positive

increment of life. On the assumption (the necessity of which

even the pessimist admits, for it is the blackest clause in his

indictment against our nature and our lot), that life is felt to

be a good, this diiference in itself indicates the subordinate

position of the passions, as a resistance on retreat instead of a

conquest moving on. The prevention of loss can result at

best only in holding what we have
;
the earning of gains

encloses within our lines what we had not. Still, it may be

said, this is only a jihysical or dynamiccd, and not an ethical

difference, marking the extent of function, but not its quality.

Energy is, per se, moraUy neutral
;
and more or less of caus-

ality is by no means equivalent to more or less of virtue.

Yes
;
that is true of energy, present or absent, in the world of

the mechanical and chemical enquirer ;
whether it is kinetic
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or hUi>nt iheiv, is a fuot wliicli Im.s no more chavdcter in it

than boat or cold. Ami in the human being, it is no virtue

to have a largo range of faculty, ami no sin to want it. But,

wherever faculty is present, who will tell us that the greater

or less putting forth of its energy by the will constitutes no

moral ditferencc? Is it not precisely what is typified respec-

tively by the profitable and the unprofitable servant? by the

talent earning interest and the talent folded in the napkin?
Does not facultative energy contain, does not facultative

passiveness exclude, the possibility of all human attainable

ffood ? and when we admire the creativeness of the one, in

comparison with the laziness of the other, is there no ethical

element in our preference ? and nothing else than this is the

difference which we have indicated between the causal energy
and the passions. In the latter, the will lies asleep till it is

goaded from its ease by the inroad or approach of some foe

to its peace which cannot be ignored : if there were no evil,

they would do no good ;
and the only good they do is to give

some check to evil. But the former, springing earlier into the

field, anticipates and prevents the evils for which the others

wait
;
not simply combating them better when they come up,

but even withholding them from existence at all: for by far

the greater part of them are themselves the product of lazi-

ness, and grow out of the rot of negligent life : they are the

poison-weeds that fructify and run to seed, because the

watcher's eye was drowsy and the hand of industry was
slack. Hence we have reason to say, that the causal energy
substitutes a better provision against the encroachments of

evil than is supplied by the passions which snatch up arms

against it. Nor is this its only claim to superior efiicacy.

The passions, we have seen, are purely repellent and antago-
nistic: against human offenders they act as a body-guard of

police ;
and they afford no guarantee for any but hostile

relations between the persons whom they set face to face with

each other. But if what is commonly taken for the love of

jyaiver be, as I suppose, mainly a high pitch of energy

throughout the faculties, it is the expression of a strong and

capacious nature, that comprises more than the ordinary
human experiences, and condenses in itself the scattered con-
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tents of several weaker lives. And -with this breadth and

intensity are connected a prompt understanding of men, and

a versatile sympathy with them in their aims and achieve-

ments
;
a sympathy, no doubt, deficient in equal respect and

perhaps directed upon them as upon children, yet considerate

and humane. It is impossible to exercise the gift of ruling
other wills without living largely in their life, knowing their

conflicts, and having the touch of their enthusiasms
; and, for

the most part, it is only the men endowed with the gift that,

in the natural joy of its use, have the look and the repute of

aspiring to the power. Hence, their causal energy, instead of

being simply antagonistic to evil, is essentially sympathetic
with good ;

instead of repelling, and saving for itself a clear

space around, is eager with human attractions, and flings itself

into the crush of affairs, reducing its cries to articulate speech
and its scramble to helpful order. In this view, it is not

wholly without reason that Ambition (which is but the

depreciatory name for the same fundamental tendency) has

been called
' a splendid passion,' and ' the last infirmity of

noble minds.' So far as it involves a yearning to conquer
difficulties and confusion, to carry the organising force of

truth and right into some unreclaimed elements of life, and

elicit the resources of other minds by touching their springs
of sympathy, it deserves this description. And perhaps in

the Christian reaction from the spirit of the Classical litera-

ture, and during the rise and growth of the new type of

excellence realised by the saint instead of the hero, the

estimate of this incentive by moralists has become somewhat

too disparaging ;
as it certainly has overshot the sincere

feeling of the secular world. Whatever preachers may say,

in commending the graces of the meek and modest life,

nothing is more readily forgiven by the common conscience,

than the exercise and love of power by those whose capacity
and energy have marked them out as natural '

kings of men.'

At the same time, the taint which lurks in the very names

of this spring of action would not be there, were it not for

certain qualifying elements in it which render it liable to

corruption. Being essentially facultative energy, it would

still exist, though oui- nature were cui'tailed in its present
VOL. II.
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scope, nnd from tlie liierart'hy of spiings of action tlie upper
iiu'inbors were lifted otf ami discharged ;

so that they are not

presupposed in it, and tlieir control over it mii^lit he al)sent.

If it conspicuously appeared in a race so constituted, it would

be only the more masterful self-assertion of the propcnsions

and passions, bidding high lor inlluence and pushing their

way to ascendency in the competitions of gregarious life
;
and

it would simply determine the victor in ' the struggle for

existence,' and give to his conquest the character of mere re-

pression,
—of a triumph over baffled foes. And this appears

to be actually the form which the impulse assumes in several

of the animal tribes, especially such as are least touched by
affections which qualify the bitterness of inferiority and make
even the servile lot congenial. It is also quite possible that

among mankind pre-eminent energy may at times declare

itself in individuals nearly destitute, through defect of inherited

nature or social development, of the higher springs of action
;

and may carry its possessors far over the heads of contempo-
raries of vastly larger but less concentrated faculty. In this

case there will arise the deplorable phenomenon of the rule of

the worse over the better,
—the success of the egotistic self-

assertion against nobler -wills,
—that enthronement of the

genuine rx^pavvo^ on the ruins of trampled rights and reason

which, to the free genius of Athens, appeared the ultimate

degradation of human societv. Even under these conditions,

the domination could not be grasped or maintained by mere

antagonistic force ;
there must be in the subjected people

some element of admiration mingled with the fear, some

8}Tnpathy as the price of acquiescence ;
but it is the sympathy

of the lower mind, of propension, envy, greed, and hate, securing
a temporary carnival of shame. It is no wonder that, from

the glaring aspect of such examples, they should be selected

by the moralist as his stock illustrations of the love of power,
and should thus have brought on it the stigma of uncondi-

tional guilt. They are, however, abuses (and, in comparison
with its whole range, very rare ones, I believe) of a motive

which, duly subordinated, has a legitimate sphere, neither

narrow nor ignoble. And, among the evils of its abuse, not

the least are to be found in the bad name which it has thence
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got among the good, and the grossly selfish conception of it

amono[ the lower minds who cannot resist its fascinations. It

is less by becoming the scourge of his own generation and the

desolator of Europe, than by disorganising and corrupting the

moral admirations of mankind, that the first Napoleon forfeited

the respectful compassion normally due to a suffering exile,

and merits the enduring reprobation of history. But against

such instances, in which the incentive is worked out to self-

idolatry, wo must set those in which it has been compatible
with self-sacrifice, if it has not even inspired it. Aristides,

and Marcus Aurelius, and Alfred the Great, among statesmen ;

Socrates, St. Francis, and Savonarola, among reformers
; Dante,

Michael Angclo, Milton, among poets and artists
; are among

the host of gifted men too high not to know their power and

deeply care for it, yet only stimulated by it to profounder

prayer for light and more absolute consecration to the supreme
ends of life. It leads, in all such men, to an escape from petty
interests and personal limitation

;
to a larger grasp of sympathy

with the contents and destination of humanity ;
a superiority

to pleasure, gain, and passion, and a devotion to ideal rather

than material ends
;
so that their inward longing for a living

place in the thought and future of mankind is little else

than self-identification with the recognised purposes of God.

Nothing can be more foolishly cynical than to mistake for

vanity and self-exaltation the consciousness of power insepar-

able from the insight, and not less from the veracity, of such

minds : their genius forbids them to be blind, even to their

own relative gifts ; but if they seem to hold them proudl}^ as

against pretentious rivals, they hold them humbly, and as a

sacred trust, beneath the eye of their great Taskmaster
;
and

apply them with no less severe an awe to the most hidden

stones in the temple of theu* life, than to its most conspicuous
surface.

If the place assigned to the springs of action now under

estimate should appear too high, let it be further considered

that the Love of Liberty, which has enriched history with its

most thrilling episodes, is simply, or at least essentially, the

love of j)oiver. It is a resistance to power that is in the name
of power that ought to be,

—the self-assertion of living faculty
2
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against inert haliit, the claim of compoteut intelligence and

manly character to direct its own steps, and groan no more

under the yoke and lash of an eli'eto control. It aims

avowedly at a tram^fer of power from hands that liave it to

hands that want it; on the ground that the existing dis-

tribution of it awards it where it is forfeited and withholds

it where it is earned, and that the false balance must be

redressed. What is this, but the advance of fullgrown

energy to take possession of its inheritance, and by the very
motto of its banner,— ' La carriere aux talens,'

—serve its

sleepy trustees with notice to quit? Our sympathy with

it concedes the inherent right of faculty against incapacity,

and implies that power claimed by the former may, in our

belief, be justly and generously pursued. The dispossessed,

when flung from their seats, accuse their assailants of being
moved by

' En vyJ And if we take the word to mean, as

before defined,
' the grudging sense of relative inferiority ^,'

the imputation is no doubt true, without, however, including

anj'thing to be ashamed of; for if the 'relative inferiority'

be undeserved, an inversion of the order of nature, it may
innocently be viewed with a '

grudging
'

eye. But since,

in the vast majority of cases, the relative inferiority of

position which gives rise to this feeling is the natural ex-

pression of a real inferiority, as when the slower foot

inevitably loses the race, the word '

envy
'

is apt to contract

its meaning, and to imply that whoever feels it is a real

inferior, wanting to take from others what is theirs by better

right. In this connotation lies the sting of the charge : which

is therefore ineffectual, as boastfully assuming the superiority

which is in dispute between the competitors for power.
This incentive, then, I take to be indubitably assignable to

a position higher than the passions. It will perhaps be

generally acknowledged that the man and the nation that

can hold their resentful feelings under control of their sense

of power, are less to be condemned than those who bring them

under no rational restraint.

*
Supra, chap. v. iii. p. 170.
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§ 6. Love of Culture, relatively to the Love of Power.

The next step of ascent brings us to the Secondary Senti-

ments, which, though including three interests, viz, intel-

lectual, aesthetic, and religious ideas, may, for our present

purpose, be classed together, as the Love of Cidtiire, a zealous

care for the higher types of human thought and feeling.

The common characteristics of these three sentiments are

due to their all being secondary, concerned, not with the real

objects of the primaries, but with the ideas and feelings

which these objects excite in the human mind
;

ideas and

feelings which, confessed by men inter se, compared to-

gether, and embodied in language or symbol, dispose them-

selves into theories, build up sciences, constitute literature

and other products of art, create different systems of religious

doctrine and observance, and finally institute an intellectual

survey of all these, and fix their series and relations in a

collective history. Here we have a study, not of things and

beings as they are, so far as they tell us what they are, but

of what men have thought and said about them
;
—a study,

therefore, at first hand of the human mind, and only at second

hand of Nature and God, as reflected in the mirror of its con-

sciousness. It might seem proper, therefore, to treat this whole

study as a mere chapter of anthropology, a survey of the psy-

chological phenomena which are comprised in the logic of the

sciences, the rules of sesthetic, and the emotions of religion. In

this mode of treatment, however, the attitude of the student

would be that of an external observer, dealing with the mani-

fested experiences of other minds, with an interest in them

purely intellectual
; just as several writers on the ' Science of

Keligions,' or on the '

Religious Consciousness,' have treated

with great skill, on the evidence of others, a subject con-

fessedly foreign to the history of their own mind. This kind

of simply inquisitive interest, without personal sympathy, in

human ideas, does not constitute what I understand by the

Secondary Sentiments. They cannot coexist with disbelief

of the objects themselves, and conversion of them into ideas

which may be fictitious ;
but must be backed up by the
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support, howcvor iiuli.stiiutly telt iVoiii nioiin'iit to moment,
of the PriiuaricH. with thoir real faith aud immediate appre-

hension. No familiarity with processes and methotls of

investigation, or analysis of inductive logic, or command
of the calculus of quantitative relations, or other skill that

may be exercised without quitting the students desk, can

ever make the true adept in science, unless it is possible

to know without coming into presence of the thing known,
or having living contact with the nature that moves and

changes according to this code of laws. Between the tones

which the beauty of the world and human life draws from

the answering soul, and the most delicate criticism of learned

litterateurs, there is as great a diHerence as between the lyre

of Sappho and the prosody of Alexandi-ia, And a handling of

Religion, however ingeniously presented, to which it is in-

different whether Divine things are but clouds, evolved duriuir

one season and melting in another within the atmosphere of

human thought, or ai'e, in very truth, the real presence within

the finite of infinite and eternal Mind, is much too '

impartial
'

for the '

interest in Religion
'

which I wish to mark. Without

departing so far from the fii'st-hand inspirations of wonder,

admiration, and reverence as to forget theii- objects in what

they have contributed to human civilisation, without quite

treating it all as capital for the critic and material for tho

examination room, there is an intermediate state of mind, in

which the first impulse to read the ordej- and feel the beauty
of the world, and commune with the Divine Spirit that is more

than both, is still assumed to be true, but so overlaid by a

tangle of thought and appara,tus of discovery, and treasures

of ai-t, and piles of literature, and monuments of superstition,

as to be almost stifled beneath the weight, and rarely draw a

free and quickening breath. It is difficult for the mind which

has to assume the judicial office of sifting opinions and ex-

posing fallacies and correcting usages and rules, from the

high seat of critical superiority, not to lose the inverse habit

of submissive learning from the objects of so much thought,
as transcending and embracing it. Yet, without any conscious

impairing of this habit, it may be gi-adually replaced by mere

mental interest in the thoughts and emotions concerned in it,
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and have its most conspicuous vestige in a type of culture

which is loved and sought. A spring of action is thus

supplied which plants in the conscience a new grade of

authority.

It evidently carries in it an appreciation of all the ideal

side of human life, and aims at the perfecting of the reason,
the imagination, and the moral affections. Its zeal is spent

upon the highest elements and finest fruits of civilisation,—
the increase of knowledge, the refinement and sincerity of

art, the purification of religion. It secures, therefore, a

genuine liberality of mind, a sympathy with whatever makes
man intelligent, gi-acious, and noble, and a delight in render-

ing this, as far as possible, common to all. To the causal energy,
or love of power, I have assigned, as its usual accompaniment,
a certain breadth of sympathy ; perhaps a wider than we
have here

;
for there is this difierence : that the instinct of

power is an undistinguishing intensity of the n)hoU nature,

understanding and responding to whatever impulse happens
to be there : whereas the love of culture is selective

;
and he

in whom it is represented is an epitome of the higher faculties

and influences of our life
;
with sympathy less diffused over

men as they are, than concentrated on what they might be

and are to be. Hence it is easy to understand how a conflict

may arise between these two springs of action : it is the very
case which Plato more than once describes as the contrast be-

tween the practical statesman of Athens and the philosopher :

the former, retaining the helm by indulging the average
citizens in all that they like

;
the latter, left in the shade

because he would make them better, and they listen only
to those who will leave them as they are

;
and so the philo-

sopher, if true to himself, must retire into private life, and

rather teach the right and the real to a few disciples in a

corner, than harangue in the agora the multitude that must

be wielded by their uppermost passions. Nothing can be

more happily distinctive of the liberal-minded man who

impersonates our spring of action, than this feature, that he

would rather teach his fellow-men than rule them. It cor-

rectly plants the love of culture above the love of power.
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^ 7. Primary Affections, relatively to Wonder and

Admiration,

There now remain to be placed only the Primary Affh'iions

and I'rimary Sentime)its. In support of my first step, I will

avail myself of a remark of Spinoza's, which seems to me

curiously significant as coming from a rigid determinist. He

says that, towards a being siqyposed to be free, affection is

always far- more intense and complete, than towards one

under necessity K A being supposed to be free is what I

should designate as a person ; and the fact before the mind

of Spinoza is certainly the familiar one, that we love persons
more than things, and indeed, in order to love things (as

distinguished from merely liking them), have to personify

them and fancy them returning our look. Of course Spinoza,

as a determinist, was obliged to regard all the love which the

idea of freedom added, as wasted upon an illusion
;

so that

Man had his heart overstocked with affection, which there

was nothing in the universe to claim. The phenomenon, how-

ever, admits of being turned round, to face the other way ;

and we may say,
' Since all our perfect love assumes its

objects free, wherever it falls we may look for freedom to be.'

In other words, personality is essential to affection. Now,
since personality is beyond doubt the culminating fact of the

world, at once crowning the universe and transcending it, the

affection which culminates with it must be supreme among
the springs of action, and be reserved for the last step of our

ascent. The sentiments, therefore, must first present them-

selves for estimate
; except that the third of them converts

itself, as we contemplate it, into affection of the most perfect
kind

;
so as to leave only its two companions, Wonder and

Admiration, still standing outside the golden bar of Love.

Not that even they are always forbidden to slip through ;
for

they too can direct a fascinated eye upon persons ; only not,

like Affection, upon them exclusively : they have their range

through all the contents and incidents of the world.

^ Ethica III. xlix. and Schol.
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That familiar experience confirms the claim of higher

authority for Affection will hardly be denied
; though the

cases of testing conflict are not perhaps of very frequent
occurrence. The student or the artist who, in the pursuit of

knowledge or the exercise of imagination, should give no

heed to the pleadings of parental affection, and let his chil-

dren starve in body and mind, would be universally con-

demned for disregard of the more imperative obligation.

He was not bound to assume that oblisration : he miijht

blamelessly have declined the engagements of domestic life,

and surrendered himself to search for scientific truth, or the

service of beauty in form or song ; but, once assumed, the

home duties admit of no evasion. And had they even been

absent, no call of genius could free him from the other forms

of affectional claim, to friends, to country, to the unhappy.

If, for example, he lavishes all his resources on his library

and observatory, or his gallery of pictures, or museum of

antiquities, so as to have no succour for a friend in distress,

no rescue of misery from death
;
or if, at some crisis of public

calamity and instant want, he hugs all these costl}^ treasures

with heartless devotion, and will part with none of them to

the fund of the commonwealth, no voice but his own will

be raised in excuse. His resthetic sense itself, however fine

in other provinces, has not extended to the moral field, but,

with all its fastidiousness, can strangely live complacently
in the presence of a hideous deformity of character close at

hand.

In case the question should be raised whether there is any
difference of rank between the incentives of Wonder and

Admiration, it may be well to look a little more closely at

their relation. In their psychological germ as felt, they are

perhaps indistinguishable, and first diverge by alighting

upon dissimilar points. As tvonder, the feeling is directed

upon a lohenonienon that hajypeiis: as admiration, upon a

thing or person that is. In conformity with this distinction,

each starts a different question : viz. the former, the question

of causality,
' Whence comes it, and whither goes it ?

'—the

latter, the question of essence and significance,
' What does it

say to me ? what is it like ?
'—the one therefore instituting
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the sonrch for origin and consequence ;
the other, the effort of

iniitiitivo expression, in hmgimge or other mode of repro-

duction. Of these two, the former, it is evident, is the more

intt'lUrtudlly fruitful ; it has always heen a marked charac-

teristic of minds pre-eminently scientific ; and I notice a

fresh example in Professor Lewis CamphcU's inteiesting life

of the late James Clerk Maxwell, of whom it is said :

'Throughout his childhood his constant question was, "What's

the go of that / what does it do ?
"

nor was he content with a

vague answer, but would reiterate,
^' But what's the jMrticular

go of it?" And, supported by such evidence, I may hope to

win belief for a reminiscence which I might else have shrunk

from mentioning. I distinctly remember his telling me,

during his early manhood, that his first recollection was that

of lying on the grass before his father's house, and looking at

the sun, and wondering.' The second form of the same feel-

ing approaches much more nearly to affection, even when
awakened by unconscious objects, as the flowers of the field,

and the glory of the sunset sky : and gi-eatly deepens affection,

when directed upon a person otherwise endeared, and, at least

in finer natures, preserves it from degeneracy through the

wastes of time and weariness. For it must be admitted that,

in minds less happily attuned, there is often found a certain

opposition between wonder and affection
;

the former de-

manding for its excitement what is new and strange, and

quitting the objects of constant custom ;
the latter, deepening

with intimacy, and clinging with tender tenacity to the

familiars of constant experience. The one requires to set

things at a distance
;
the other folds them to the heart. But

where the springs of our life are rightly adjusted, this contra-

riety will cease : they will find it possible to act not in succes-

sion only, but together ;
not on contrasted objects, but on the

very same : the nearest things to human love will not lose

their halo of marvellous colour to the soul : no usage will dry

up the freshness of what is dear and faithful : but the daily

task, the tried friend, the customary scene, will keep to the

end their consecrating charm, and lie in the gentle light of

secret wonder. I believe, however, that it is scarcely possible

for this fusion to take place by the mere influence of intel-
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lectual and imaginative sentiment, or even by their interplay

with the level human affections : rather is it reserved for

the achievement of Reverence, short of which, as the blend-

ing power of all, the affections and sentiments are apt to

stand apart, and oblige us to range them in distinctive

rank.

If the discriminating feature of wonder and admiration has

been rightly indicated, there seems no reason for assigning to

either impulse an authority superior to the other. If the one

has more movement, the other has more depth ;
what we

learn under guidance of the one is this or that finite series
;
of

the other, an ideal meaning, permanent and infinite. Genius

receives a call equally imperative, whether it be to Science or

to Art. The relative value of the two to mankind is quite
another question, to be settled by a comparison of their

external fruits. It belongs to the ulterior department of

ethics, which, after dealing with the fundamental morality of

motives, proceeds to establish the rationale of Conduct.

§ 8. Primary Affections inter se.

We pass on to the Affections; and, with a view to their

relative estimate, must fij'st notice some special features dis-

tinguishing parental love. (1) It does not press its claims

upon us without consent. We have ourselves voluntarily

subjected our life to them; and to evade them is therefore not

only to disregard the authority of nature, but to convict our-

selves. (2) Its obligations are pre-eminently inalienahle,

so inherent in our personality, that, failing this, no one else

can pick them up and as effectually discharge them. Not, of

course, that there is anything to prevent the charge of a child

being taken by another than the parent ; but, if taken, it

must be without the inward qualifications divinely prepared
in the heart to make the toil a refreshment and the care a

joy, and the happy twining of two lives together itself an

education for both. This feature is not found, in at all the

same degree, in other affections. The misery which I en-

counter with cold curiosity and pass by on the other side.
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some gootl SnmaritAn may overtake with his compassion, and

heal with a gentler hand. And if I be forgetful of my
attaehed friend, though I disappoint, I do not, it is jirohalde,

desolate his heart: he has others who are more faithful to

him ; but the little child has but one father and one mother
;

the relation is unique, and all in all to him. (3) In its most

essential claims, this affection is limited in tivie, as we see in

the lower animal tribes, where it totally vanishes as soon as

it has carried the young through their period of dependence.
With men, it has indeed a function still through the joint
lives of the parent and the children

;
but not without losing its

early instinctive force, and merging into equal attachment,

enriched by longer memories than those which contemporary
elders usually form. So too, in the inverse order of the relation,

filial affection becomes, in the maturity of life, friendship of a

high type, often qualified at last, when the parent's turn for de-

Itendeace is reached, by a mingling of the compassion which in-

firmity invites. But, in both these aspects, the relation outlives

its instinctive stage ;
and the continuous love which emerges

and survives belongs to the other heads of affection specially
human. These features of the parental feeling,

—its voluntary

assumption, its inalienability, its limited duration, cannot but

affect materially its relative obligation : the third, removing it

from competition with its companions during a gi'eat part of

life
;
and the other two vastly intensifying its authority so

long as it lasts.

Hence, in its presence, Attachment, when conflicting with

it, must yield and take the lower place. A mother, for ex-

ample, who is nursing her infant and therefore inseparable
from him, must refuse to undertake the charge of a friend

prostrated by scarlet fever, however ready she would else be

to serve, night and day, in the isolated sick-room. Or, sup-

pose that the papers from Italy report a capture by brigands
of an English traveller, whose life can be bought off only at

some enormous price ;
and that I find it is my friend who has

fallen into their clutches. For my love of him, I would
ransom him at any cost I could command

;
but if I am a

father, I have no right, for his sake, to beggar my children

and deprive them of their education and outfit for the battle
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of life. Nor can we hesitate to postpone the claims of simple

Friendship to the sharp appeal of urgent Pity. If, for ex-

ample, I am helping my friend in some important undertak-

ing,
—a literary work, or a series of scientific experiments ;

and, while we are at work together, we are interrupted by an

accident in the street at the very crisis of our problem ; and

an injured man will probably die, unless I, summoned as a

surgeon on the spot, hasten to take the direction of the case
;

it cannot be doubted that I must go to the sufferer and quit

my friend. Of the tkree affections, therefore, attachment is the

least imperative ;
and though holding its ground against the

love of culture and of power and their predecessors in this

review, is often bound to retreat before parental affection and

compassion.
In adjusting the relations between the other two, the

difference must be noted, that compassion is a sudden impulse

rushing upon the moment, while parental affection is con-

tinuous during its term, though as cause of action necessarily

intermittent. The instants for giving effect to the constant

feeling we can, to a great extent, choose for ourselves : but

those which subject us to the stroke of pity are determined by
events beyond control. Hence, the flash of the latter is an

opportunity given : the advance of the former is a movement
of its own selection

;
a difference which materially affects the

problem of their relative claims at points of apparent conflict.

The enduring disposition of the parent is not necessarily

impaired by being suspended in expression and made to wait

for its occasion
;

it may even be rendered more effectual by

being held in abeyance in deference to the surprise of an

exceptional and higher claim
;
for the spirit of a child may

fall asleep upon too constant an expectation of devoted love,

and it is not amiss that he should have to exercise, and the

parent to demand, a quiet trust in the return home of an affec-

tion snatched away for the hour into another field. Although,

therefore, what would else be due to the dictate of domestic

tenderness may be pushed aside by the shock of some in-

truding pity, there need be no real variance between the two.

Only, the impulse which for the moment is supreme must not

commit us, when we are in its hands, to any act inconsistent
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with tlu' prniuiiu'iit oMi^j^jition (o (lie cliiUl, any sacrifice, for

oxaniplo, of iicodful tutelage fur liim. Klsc will he, in his

turn, hecome an o})ject of conijiassion ; and, after liaving lost

us through juty, through pity ho will draw us to him again:
with the ditferenec, however, that wc went in the spirit of

duty : Ave return in tlie mood of repentance. The advantage
which the famil}' alfection has, in the nearness and small com-

pass of the relation over which it presides, is balanced by a

keenness in compassion not loss piercing than that of resent-

ment. With this significant intensity, take into account the

nnii'crsal scope of the affection, knowing no bounds but those

of suffering, and its duration through the whole of our life,

and these three features sufficiently pronounce its superior

authority to the provisional insiinct of parental love, though
the latter, during its season, must sometimes be the more

imperative.

§ 9. Supreme Place of Reverence.

It remains only to vindicate the supreme place of Reverence

towards goodness, which, when adequately interpreted, proves
to be identical with devotion to God. I am aware that this

identity is far from clear to many persons whose fulness of

ethical experience gives them every title to judge ;
and that

into these penetralia of ultimate analysis no one should pass
with bold and noisy step, but at the threshold should take off

the shoes from his feet, and leave his dogmatic haste, and

move with listening silence and wakeful eye. Even then

perhaps defining words may fail him, if he tries to tell what
are the tones that floated to him throucrh that still air, and
what recesses the entering lights revealed when they pierced
the perspective of shade. But under the profound impression
of these cautions, I must endeavour to say how I understand

this apex and crown of human character.

When we look back upon the gradations of motive which

we have surveyed, and shape into distinctness the feeling
with which we contemplate their intervals, it seems to carry
two or three varying aspects, each of which is marked by
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Bome characteristic expression. Tliis spring of action is noble,

and I admire it : it is binding, and I obey it : it is the dictate

of perfect Mind, and I revere it. When I reflect upon the

second and third of these predicates, I observe a difference

between them, which often becomes conspicuous in real life.

If, in a case of conflict, we see the binding motive prevail, we

ap2^rove the preference: we do not hesitate to jyraise it; i.e.

we stand towards it in the attitude of a critical and judicial

onlooker, entitled to distribute verdicts according to deserts,

and to patronise the trustworthy. This is the characteristic

feeling towards Morality: it visits whatever is obeyed as

Right between man and man. It preserves the same aspect,

whether the right thing on which it is directed be another's or

our own : we approve ourselves in a similar spirit of compla-

cency, realising the Psalmist's comfort,
' a good man is satisfied

from himself.' The idea of rigid, crystallised in this form,

may be of gTcat efiicacy, and produce a morally righteous life
;

belonging, however, to the type of dry conscientiousness, firmly

trusted by others, like the steady climate where the very sun-

shine and the cloud become mechanical, but not animatincr to

them, or lifting them above their level. It operates, moreover,

in the details of conduct, in concrete instances of moral

decision, taken one by one, as they arise. Life, under its

influence, is taken piecemeal, and is nothing but an aggregate

,of actions : if each is cared for as it comes, the whole will take

care of itself: its real transactions are all in small chanofe.

In this way, all the inward afltections, whether of others or of

ourselves, are out of view, except as a machinery for turning
out a sound action, as it is wanted : as elements in the history

of a soul, as functions of a permanent inner life, invested with

other relations than with the home, the market, and the state,

they have no place in thought, and are neither loved nor

hated, except in what they have done. It is not that the

simply conscientious man is indifierent to motives, and wants

only to secure the right act, come whence it may : he scorns

hollow pretence, however beneficent, and turns away from

false excuses, however harmless. But he stops with the in-

stance, and is not diverted by it from his habit of estimating
life by its catalogue of external contents.
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Now the posture of miiul wliieli I describe as Reverence

contemplates these things in just the inverse order. It carea

for right actions, not siniply as good phenomena, but chiefly

as the expression of riij]tl dlfection, as functions of pure, of

faithful, of self-devoted, of lofty character. Not content to

rest with the fruits, it presses on to the lovely or stately

nature that boro them. And in thus passing from them to

their producing source, the feeling itself undergoes a change.
In place of an approbation which looks with complacency
down, it becomes a homage which looks reverently uj^ ; and

finds itself in presence, not of a definite thing done, but of the

living doer, the cause of it and of indefinite other possibilities

of noljlencss ;
and so is transferred from the level of ethical

satisfaction to the plane of personal afiection and aspiration.

Till this change takes place there is hardly any sacred

element in the ideas of right. The moralities of conduct occupy
the human and civic platform ;

but even in our relations with

each other, some other light,
— call it poetic or call it Divine,—

dawns upon the heait, when the revelations of some pathetic

experience, or the disclosures of some rare biography, have

opened to us the interior of a tender and strenuous soul, and

kindled the heights above us wnth a fresh glory.

Yet, though the contemplation of character and disposition^

as contrasted with particular instances and problems of con-

duct, is the proper occasion of reverence, and it is therefore

directed specifically upon jjersons, it is not obliged to apply
itself to the whole personality ; for it never quits the presence,

and never escapes the restrictions of the conscience ;
it is

rigorously tied down to the range of moral approvals, while

(within that range) completely transfiguring their character.

Reverence can never go where approval stays away ;
and

must, therefore, always be given to the personages of our

human stage with reserves that blend many shadows wdth the

light. The imperfections of venerated men, the mingling in

them of httleness and greatness, the alternation of sweetest

affection with peevish jealousy, of sublime intelligence and

trifling vanity, bring to us some of our saddest experiences,

and dash our highest enthusiasms with humiliation. In the

very moments of purest homage, they extort from us the
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sigh for a 'perfect spirit, where our trust and love may be for

ever safe,

I have spoken thus far of Reverence in its direction upon
other persona ; distinguishing it from simple approbation in

this ;
that in approbation we look to the particular act, with

praise of its inward spring as compared with its tempting
rival

;
while reverence looks through and past the act to the

t5rpe of character which it expresses, as compared with the

relative weakness of our own. In order to take this outward

direction upon objective goodness, the sentiment must, how-

ever, have had a prior stage of experience. For that inward

disposition and character in another upon which it now fixes,

is nothing that can be seen or heard or touched : its presence
before us is learned by inference,—by outward signs, of

language, look, and act, which, we are aware, have but one

interpretation. We read him by the key of sympathy ;
and

what we attribute to him is known to us by its gleams and

movements within ourselves. There it is that we have learned

the feeling that is due to it ; that it has looked upon us from

above
;
that it has spoken to us in tones that lift us towards

it, and that leave us, if we fall heavily back, abashed and

humbled in the dust. In other words, the relation between

two springs of action in cases of temptation does not complete
its history with mere self-criticism, complacent or disap-

pointed,
—with the simply inioral idea, that in our own court

we are approved or condemned. It is not our oivn face
that could ever put us thus to shame. Nor is it the face of

our fellow-men
;
for they are on the same plane with us, and

no claims incurred with them can be other than level and

reciprocal ;
whereas here, the call at once carries our eye up :

thence the authority descends
; and, instead of passing, like

coins of exchange between men that make them and men that

take them, it lies upon both, it lies upon all
;

it has the grasp
of a moral unit}^ the range of a moral universality ;

it is the

overflow of infinite perfection into the finite mind. Even
without following the history of conscience to this final

revelation (which I believe to be the issue of its full develop-

ment) it is clear that Reverence must be given within it, before

finding any resting-place without : that its language is more

VOL. II. p
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lo US than simply Imiicniii
'

<:; tluii often wo do not liJa' the

nmndate, and yot obey it from Konicthiny (|uit(i other than

necessity or fear, nay, with deep consent and a severe love.

And though the problems of duty are iiuuimerahle, and the

springs of action which they bring into collision are variously

paired, there is no change in the authority, which rests on one

a.s against the other : it repeats itself, with identity of aspect,

in every case : it is not therefore an inherent element of this

incentive or that, as a phenomenon taken by itself, but a

uniform relation hovering over their combinations, and con-

stituting them a hierarchy, into which, as phenomena, they
could never construct themselves. Thus, within our own

consciousness, we find the same difference which was observ-

able in the appreciation of others, between the simply moral

approbation and the feeling of Reverence. The latter cannot

express itself without resorting, in the notice of affection

and character, to language more than ethical, and plainly

crossing the boundary into the field of religion. It lives in

the presence of souls that are holy, of dispositions that are

heavenly, of tempers that are saintly, of Love that is Divine ;

and will not bear to have these objects of its thought flattened

and disfigured by being labelled as simply Right or even

VirtiLOUS. It insists on investing them with a light of

sacredness. In virtue of this sentiment, therefore, the whole

scale of impulses assumes a new aspect : its intervals are not

merely different degrees of emphasis or loudness given to a

stern and invariable ' You Tiiust !
'

but rather stages of emer-

gence from all the reluctance of necessity into the harmony of

a perfected will
;
and the consciousness of them, no longer the

naked enforcement of Law, invites to what we most deeply

love, and draws us to the supreme and only freedom. The

force of moral restraint gets wings, and, with a last spring of

the toiling feet, is borne through the air with the swiftness of

devout enthusiasm.

But this account, pondered by some keensighted Aristotle,

can hardly fail to start an diropia. For it seems to distribute

the sentiment of reverence all along the gradations of worth,
and make it a function of them : to say, that wherever they go,

it goes : being but the transcendent form of their relative right-
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eousness. Yet we have counted it as one of them, though at the

summit of their series. How can it be both a member of the

set, and at the same time present throughout as a modifier of all

its relations ? The difficulty seems curiously like that which

Plato has left us, in treating his
' Idea of the Good,' at one time

as the highest term of his cIStj, at another as lifted above them

all, yet concerned with them all, and virtually identified with

God, at whose disposal they are. It is perhaps essentially the

same difficulty as Plato's
; only, from its occurring, not in a

great scheme of constructive metaphysic, but in the limited

field of moral experience, it may be more accessible to solu-

tion. When we take into account the genesis and growth and

maturity of that experience, there is no inconsistency between

the two positions assigned to Reverence
;
nor need we indeed,

in any case, be surprised that a feeling,
—unlike a localised

physical object,
—may be in two i^sychological jdacea at once.

In the incipient stage of the ethical life, I have assumed no

more than the co-presence of some two competing impulses,
with a simple consciousness of one as better than the other :

and not till these cases, repeated Avith variation of the terms

compared, gather together fresh judgments in adequate num-

ber, do they organise themselves into a conscience, able to

reflect upon moral relations as a system under the one idea of

obligation or right. Because, in each instance as it occurs,

and also in riper and more reflective comparisons further

on, the act of the mind in pronouncing 'this is the superior

claimant,' is a judgment as between two suitors, we have said

that the function of conscience is judicial, not dynamic, not

executive : to find the motive you must go to the impulses on

which the conscience pronounces: to find the determining

agent, you must go to the subsequent will. The act is carried

out by the energy of its own spring, just as much as if there

had been no competitor and no pause ;
and to this the

external observer would unhesitatingly refer as its motive.

There is, however, besides, hidden perhaps from the bystander,

the prior internal act of choice between the possibilities pre-

sent and now judged ;
and if it select the better, this is

certainl}^ an example of the mind's preference for the good,

and may, in an intelligible sense, be referred to the love of
P 2
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rhjltt or of rirtue. Those plirascs, however, are hardly justified,

80 long as the conception of "

rit/lit' and of 'rirtnr/ are not

yet forni(>d in thought or eiiihodicd in hingimufo, althoujifh the

agent /Vr/.s', in ehMnentary instances, the ditierences which

these words will afterwards gather up and crystallise, and

present as possible objects of contemplation and emotion.

When that time has come, he will not only have, again and

again, a sense of right, but will think of it, will compare it

with the interfering tendency, will watch the part it plays in

human character, will ponder its meaning and its source : till,

through reflection upon its contents and relations, he renders

it an august power in his life
;

its vocabulary becomes to him

solemn and affecting : its representatives in history, sublime
;

and. if the experience runs to completion, its mysterious

authority supremely venerable and sacred. That is, he is

lifted into Reverence ; and henceforward, his nature is en-

riched by a new aftection and paramount motive, which, in the

strictest sense, may be called the love of virtue, the devotion

to right. Before, he had the feeling without the conception ;

now, he has the conception, as the centre and object of a

deeper and larger feeling.

The position and play of this final sentiment may perhaps
be rendered more distinct, if we recur to our former hypo-
thetical cases of varying and vanishing divergence from each

other of the two scales of impulse, viz. as arranged according

to strength and according to worth. One in whom the two

scales coalesced, point with point, would always act from the

right spring ;
but as, in doing so, he would be simply yield-

inof to his nature, he would be unconscious of alternative, and

therefore of anv merit in what he did. If he were surrounded

by a society of beings similarly constituted, all would be for

ever doing right without knowing it
;

for though, as an

onlooker from a different world, you may say that in each of

their motive springs there were two operative qualities, viz.

intensity and worth, yet with them the rule will apply that

what is never separated can never be discriminated. In a

society which had existed, ah initio, under these conditions

there could therefore be no moral consciousness, no choice

between right and wrong, no ascription of merit, no shame at
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guilt. As the individual mind could be the scene of no com-

petition between co-present springs of action, the conditions of

Will would be absent
;
and life, whatever might be its com-

ponent ideas and emotions, would be an automatic flow of

involuntary phenomena.
But if, here and there, an individual appeared in whom the

two scales were not coincident, and at times the inferior

spring prevailed, the contrast between the usual order and

this exceptional fact would disagreeably strike all observers,

and compel them to feel that, in such instances, there was

something wi'ong in his proceeding as compared with theirs
;

and, for the first time, the Tightness of what they did, as dis-

tinguished from its coming uppermost by nature, would dawn

upon them. The deviation from coincidence between the two

qualities, still foreign to their own experience, they would

learn by witnessing it in another. The previously latent

moral attribute would now become patent, and henceforward

enter as a conscious partner into the motive
;
and the more

often this occurred, in the face of the opposite phenomenon in

others, the more distinctly would this newly discovered element

disengage itself to view, and add itself on as a reinforcement

to the natural energy of the operative spring. This is the

only way in which it is conceivable that sinless natures

should become capable of moral consciousness and awaken to

the influence of right as such : they must be placed in a

world where they encounter beings out of tune with them-

selves : except upon a scene of inward conflict, the pheno-
mena of conscience do not come to the birth. Nor could they
ever enter largely, as energetic facts into the structure of

character, in such a world as we have supposed, part angels

and part men
;

for it is in the personal experience of strife

between the natural power of one impulse and the moral

appeal of another, that the meaning of temptation, of will, of

duty, of rightness, are fully realised
;
and he who merely

watches it in another from his own point of internal harmony

may learn indeed, but hardly measure, their diflference from

himself. We have seen that the gi-adations of merit depend
on the magnitude of the temptation overcome ;

i.e. on the

extent of variance between the scales of intensity and of
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worth at thi' j)()int
of trial, the hioil- faitlit'ul ^vill ii'sisliuy; tlio

larger Itriltt* ; niul it needs a mind inwardly I'aniiliar with

tlic c'onlliet, and an experience of sonio range through its

varieties, to give the true award of api)rol)ation or reproach,

anil reflect in sympathy the glory or the shame. The love of

right, therefore, can reach its development in all dimensions

only among beings that go wrong.
l^ut how can a sentiment, thus contingent on the existence

of sin, form the very apex of human motives, lifting us clear

above it ? For Reverence, which we have assigned to this

position, is but the supreme form of the love of rigid. If it

could not be felt in a state of unbroken moral harmony, what

title can it have to the sacred elevation assigned to it 1 Must

it not be transcended by such affections as we conceive to

animate spirits of heavenly type, not to say the Most Holy
Himself? The answer is very simple. True

;
the native place

and whole area of service for the love of right, is on the field

of moral conflict ;
its work there is to reduce and neutralise

the discrepancy between the relative energy and the relative

worth of the springs of action
;
and the heart-tribute which

we pay to it deepens in proportion as its achievements in this

work rise nearer to completion ;
till at length, when the dis-

cord seems to have utterly died away, and the soul to be

brought into tune in all its chords, the end of the long inward

conflict is felt to be attained, and our homage, far exceeding

spoken praise, is transfigured into silent Reverence. This

^sentiment, therefore, belongs neither to the scene of battle, nor

to any world where battle could not be
;
but to the last stage

-of emergence from the one to the other, to the passing of the

peerless hero to the saint's rest. It anticipates the ultimate

tendency of our nature's advance along the unswerving lines

of conscience
;
and shoots forward to the distance, infinite,

alas ! for us, where the interval between the curve of the

natural and the asymptote of the spiritual life is evanescent.

It is truly intent, therefore, upon the perfected aim and final

beatification of our moral nature, in its assimilation to God.

The conception of such a culmination of character, the

homage of heart towards it, still more the faith in its reahty
as the living Spirit of the universe and Soul of pur souls, is
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unparalleled and supreme as a motive. In the personal con-

science, it forbids self-gratulation on any mere escape from

external fall, so long as the internal leaning to the wrong
renders the equilibrium precarious ;

and keeps us abashed and

vigilant, till temptation, tired of its baffled game, is exhauste<i

and retreats. In the selection of our human guides and

models, it determines our homage to the summit-levels of

character, where nothing intercepts the moral landscape on

this side or that, but the panorama of excellence is entire.

For want of this help, many a susceptible mind is carried

captive by partial admirations mistaken for complete, and led

blindfold b}' indiscriminate imitation into dangerous tracks.

But no one whose perceptions have been trained by the great

masters of spiritual harmony can ever be fascinated by erratic

tentatives, in which snatches of beauty i-ise to the surface

only to be lost again in confusion. The wild enthusiasms of

a generation that has lost its guide, and gropes in the dark for

some hand to lead it
;
that tries all competitors for worship,

—
now science, now art, now order, now progress, arbitrary

equality or an equally arbitrary hierarchy, force of intellect

or force of dynamite ; nay, that sinks so low as to bend the

knee to the passing Zeitgeist, while turning the back to the

consensus of all ages ; sufficiently show the helplessness of

minds whose Reverence is set afloat without a compass and

with the eternal stars shut out. Above all, this last affection

has a decisive supremacy because, having reached the crown-

ing ideal in which all excellence is summed up, it steps across

the line of the real and finds it there, as the inner meaning and

secret of the universe, the law of all its laws, the end of all its

ends
;
so that he who trusts himself to it, however lonely his

path, lives and breathes in the strength and joy of the Divine

sympathy, and moves on the lines of the universal order.

It is not uncommon to hear the power of this motive

readily admitted, at the same time that its claim to elevated

worth is denied. The present social crusade against religion

in France is no doubt animated by a sincere conviction that

the removal of its influence is indispensable to any further

step of moral advancement. This conviction has reference so

much more to the general character of clerical sway over the
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iiuml.s of men than to the particular aspect ol' religion on

which 1 have dwelt, that its contact with our subject is by no

means intimate. Yet questions of this kind >nay be asked:
• Vou say that Keverence is llu- lii;^hest of motives. Is it then

never to be postponed to compassion? and is the pious per-

secutor, in his rcverenco for the Divine truth committed to

the Church, bound, as ho pretends, to stifle the compassion
which he feels for his victim % And are the heretics wrong, in

denouncing persecution as a crime %

'

Concrete examples, like

this, must fiist be resolved into the tw^o aspects which they

always mix up together : viz.
'

What, in point of motive, is

right relatively to the agent in his given position ?
'

and
'

What, in point of social effect, is the right mode of action

to be instituted under the supposed conditions ?
'

In settling

whether or not persecution is a crime to be prohibited by the

statute-book, we answer the second of these questions. In

settling whether, in a community which legalises it without

any suspicion of its being a crime, a person ofHcially engaged
in it does his duty in following the motive impelling to it or

in following that which withholds from it, we answer the first.

With this alone we have here to do : the other belongs to the

objective ethics, which have to select the reasonable action for

carrpng out the moral motive.

In this view, persecution presents only a particular case of

the punishments appointed by law
;
in any one of which the

same conflict of feeling might take place in the mind of the

judge : between the sense of justice w^hich it is his function to

impersonate, and the relenting mood which makes the sen-

tence hard to pronounce. In obeying the former (a composite

principle, not yet placed in our list), he undoubtedly follows

the higher ;
and not only so, but when his reflections go out

beyond the moment and his court, he realises the wrong on

which the penalty is visited, and enters into sympathy wdth

the sufferer from it : so that compassion pleads on both sides,

and justice only upon one. It is the same in the instance of

the persecutor. However sorry for the heretic's doom, he

commiserates also the heretic's victims
;
who may be saved,

or limited in number, by his death, while they might become

a formidable host if he were spai'ed. In yielding, therefore,
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to what with him plays the part of reverence for Divine truth

and right, the persecutor has no contention with his own

compassion, the balance of which is overwhelming on his

side. But, were it even otherwise, he would no less be true to

the higher motive, than the judge who sorrowfully condemns

the youthful otfender he fain would save. If you doubt this,

it is because you judge the case by your own affections and

not by his
; you sympathise with his pity for the sufferings

of the rack and the temporal death
;
but not with that for the

quenchless fu'e or eternal death of the false prophet's deluded

followers
;
and instead of giving him his feelings as conditions

of the problem, you keep the one set as facts and dismiss the

other as nonsense. It is very true that, in our view, his com-

passion is, on both sides, directed on imaginary ills,
—on the

lost state of the heretic's soul, and on the position of his

victims, trembling on the verge of the abyss ; and that his

piety also goes astray to fix on elements not really present in

the Divine nature. But this affects only the relations of his

character to facU, not the relations of its own parts to one

another. If things were as he imagines, he would be at one

both with nature and with himself; as they are not so, his act

is wrong : why 1 not in its principle but in its application ;

because it is a blunder, not because it is a sin.

The supreme place among the springs of action which has

been assigned to Keverence may perhaps remind the student

of ethical hterature of a doctrine which has plaj'ed a consider-

able part in discussions concerning the criterion of virtue :

viz. that the rule of right is the will of God. Is the position

which I have defended only a reproduction of this 1 By no

means : the apparent reseml)lance (if such there be) is can-

celled by two fundamental differences. Whoever affirms the

will of God to be the rule of rio;ht means that, to ascertain

our duty, Ave must consult the will of God
; which, therefore,

we must have some prior and independent resource for know-

ing. Originally, no doubt, that resource was assumed to be the

Scriptures, regarded as ' the oracles of God ;

'

which could be

studied to fuid the heads and contents of duty, just as a code

is searched to determine the problems of civil law. Increasing

knowledge of the Scriptures rendering it evident that they
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contain a tj;()(nl ilral tluit is not the will of (lod iind pay slij^ht

liooil to a good deal that is, the nioraliHt of" this .sehool was

driven to seek another test as supplement or suljstitutc ;

naming now one thing, now another, hut. with most accept-

ance, the conduciveness of acts to the haj)piness of men. By

Paley, for example, this feature is taken, not as in itself co/i-

stitutlntj ri(jht, but as the mark, whero llevelation is silent,

the external index, of the will of Cod. In this theory we are

treated as morally Jilanh by nature, but created with power

separately to leai-n the will of God, and through this happy

capacity conducted, by a didactic circuit, to an ac({uaint-

ance with ethical law. The doctrine of the present treatise

is found by taking the contradictories of both these propo-

sitions, antl then inverting their order. Our nature is not

morally blank, but pervaded with an ethical consciousness

throughout ;
and we have no unmoral means of learning the

will of God : but, in knowing our inward springs as better and

worse, we know His will. This last proposition, indeed, is not

quite correctly described as an inversion of Paley's order
;
for

the relation, in its two clauses, between the moral conscious-

ness and the Divine authority, is one, not so much of inference,

as of identification, the ideas overlapping and being entwined

together as functions of the same conception ;
whereas the

relation, in the other doctrine, between the tw^o knowledges,
—

of duty and of the will of God,—is strictly that of conclusion

and premiss. The second difference is, that what Paley sup-

poses to be revealed through the Divine will, is the right

system of objective conduct; whilst the moral insight, which I

conceive to be taken up and transfigured into personal re-

ligious relations, has reference only to the contents of the

imvard character; still needing an ulterior process of rational

comparison of consequences, before the rules of fitting conduct

can be determined.

§ 10. Hoiv to estimate Mixed Incentives.

It is necessary to supplement the classification we have

given of our elementary springs of action by some notice of
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others no less familiar, which have to be assisrned to their

place. These are all of them formed by the confluence of two

or more of the elementaries, which they transform and modify
in value, after the manner already observed in such cases as

the love of money, of power, of liberty, and the impulses of

emulation, envy, and jealousy. Many other of these deriva-

tive compounds yet remain
;
and a few samples of them we

must examine, not only in order to account for their presence,

but also that we may weigh a serious difficulty with which

they seem to burden the doctrine of an intuitive consciousness

of the relative claims of rival incentives. Composite impulses
can owe their moral worth and rank to nothing else than the

constituents of their formation, and that worth must be pro-

portioned to the aggregate value of those constituents; which

can hardly be reckoned, it would seem, without first a refined

analysis to assemble and measure the elenrcnts, and then an

intricate computation to combine and bring out their resul-

tant. Of such process we can hardly bo affirmed to have any
consciousness ;

and yet to dispense with it, and keep our

moral perception in these cases still upon the line of intuition,

is to carry that term beyond the boundary of those simple

apprehensions to which alone it is usually applied. In

answer to this diflaculty I can only fall back upon Aristotle's

principle, that you must not ask for mathematical exactitude

in matters which do not admit of it, but be content with the

best practical approximation to be had. Psychological propor-

tions may really exist and may tell upon our experience, with-

out being measurable
; and, what is more, we may feel their

synthesis and have a good guess at their shares, without being

required or able to spread them out in quantitative analysis.

And it needs no exceptional self-knowledge to be aware, that

where we have acted from mixed motives, some approvable,

others selfish and unworthy, we are by no means unconscious

of the spoiling combination, and cannot accept the word of

mistaken praise without secret shame. I care not whether

this instantaneous judgment be called intuitive, or be re-

garded as the outcome of a process too rapid to be traced. I

only know it is as ready as if it were intuitive, and comes to

the surface as soon. For our purpose, this is sufficient. But
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1 U'lmit tluU, ill thoso complex cases, our lirst eslimnte is sub-

jt'ct to letleetive correction, in a way wliich is not observable

witii the simpler inipulses. There is no secret of the con-

science which the old writers on personal piety more search-

inijly exposed, than the alloy of impure motive that is apt to

taint even our best moments and our least imperfect acts ;

and in the subtlety of their detective scrutiny they arc unsur-

passed by the keenest of professed psj^hologists. But it

would be a mistake to suppose that, in thus laying bare the

component atoms of a spoiled duty, they give it any unsus-

pected character in our eyes, or materially change the com-

plexion of our previous moral consciousness respecting it.

They do but make explicit the self-estimate which, as irnj'ticit,

is already there, and by its presence enables us to recognise
or to reject the truth of their account. And it may be

doubted whether, in itself, and until tricks of self-excuse have

tampered with its simplicity, this implicit estimate, wrapped

up in the feeling, is not more efiective as an integer, than

when crumbled into its fractional equivalents, positive and

negative. It is chiefly for falsifiers that these analytical re-

finements are needed as correctives : the healthy and honest

mind has a short cut to the truth
;
and through this ex-

perience it is, that we have abated our esteem for the litera-

ture of spiritual introspection, and should now prescribe it as

a discipline even to the ailing conscience, with as much
reserve as books on pathology to the sick. Without any

microscopic self-dissection, there is then a quasi-intuitive

consciousness, attending even the compound springs, of their

greater or less worth as compared with some other that might
take their place.

One of the most familiar of these is found in that copious
source of human action which, with a slight change of mask,

appears under the several names of Vanity, Love of Praise,

Love of Fa.me (or Glory). The common root of these varieties

is obviously the sentiment of admiration, in its secondary

form, of a thirst for the 'pleasures of admiring. In the normal

state, this feeling would go forth into the scene around, on the

look-out for things or persons to meet and gratify it. But

here, the characteristic is that this direction is inverted, and
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the mind stops at home, turns in upon itself, and sits before

the glass in pleased admiration. It is at once subject and

object of the desired emotion. So little can it bear to part
with the pleasant vision, that it devises for itself a beautify-

ing mirror, which sets off the personal features to the best

advantage ; and, on the other hand, avoids bringing them into

comparison with any but inferior or distorted images of the

same traits elsewhere ; and thus shelters itself from the pains
of humility and the possibility of aspiration. A man in

whom such estimate of his own relative merits has become

assured, finds adequate satisfaction in self-applause, and makes
no bid for the suffrages of others : if they do not recognise
his perfections, so much the worse for them : their blindness

does not dim his liijht. This isolated self-esteem is Pride,—
involving more or less contemptuous indifference to the senti-

ments of others. More often, the self-admirer is less confident

about his own attractions ;
has in fact a slight suspicion of

his own tricks, and wonders whether anybody could say that

he had painted himself up : he is not. therefore, quite self-

sufiicing, and feels a something counterfeit in his own com-

placency. At the same time, his social affection is perhaps

warm, and, at least in its secondary stage, makes him de-

pendent on the sympath}'^ of his fellows ; and. if so, the first

question to which he will seek a response from them will be,
' Do they sustain him in his ruUng desire ? Do they echo his

self-laudation? or, horrible thought ! do they "write him down
an ass?"

'

This dependent and sympathetic type of self-esteem

is what we mean by Vanity : beginning with self-praise, but

uneasy till confirmed by other voices
; unable, therefore, to

refrain from inviting their applause, either by displa}^ of what

is to win it, or by flattery which cannot pass without reply.

To one who is in this state of mind, the impelling desire is

immediate and thirsty : the praise which he wants is nothing
to him, except to be enjoyed : if he is not to hear it, he might
as well go without it : it serves its end, only while the appe-
tite is there. Just in this feature it is, that the variety called

the Love of Fame deviates from the other types of the same

fundamental tendency. The resolve of the man who is swayed

by it is, not to enjoy the public praise, but to earn it, even
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thoucjh it may never fall uitoii his ear, Imt <»iily wake and

rentU'r his name nmsieal to Inter generations, lie (Icdines to

pay the priee of the popularity now in the market, vi/,. con-

formity, against his own better insight, with the humours of

the hour, and the storing up of sickness to the State l»y their

indulgence. Ho sees, in the history of nations, how many
reputations, splendid when full-blown, have fallen to pieces in

a night, and. like double ilowers, have been barren of all

fruit ; and how names, that once passed daily from lip to lip

in every civilised language, are mentioned now only to raise

the question
'

117/0 was heV and he prefers the durable place

in the gratitude of men, to the precarious, however ready and

however large. That he will himself be absent from the

theatre which rings with his name, and deaf to the sound,

hardly makes it less welcome to his thought ; nay, carries in

it a certain pathetic disinterestedness which deepens its

charm for his imagination. The world will be wiser then
;

and there is true dignity in waiting for its approval till it

knows its benefactor.

From these varieties it is evident that the composite feeling

of Love of Praise has a great latitude, according as it is more

or less qualified by social affection, and more or less select

in regard to the spectators whose praise is coveted. Scarcely

can it be recognised as the same feeling in the aesthetic fop

who hawks about his graces or his verses in exchange for the

adulation of his clique ;
and in the saintly recluse who has

turned his back on the favour of men to breathe a life-long

sigh for the approbation of God. In passing through all

grades from one of these extremes to the other, it cannot but

assume as many values
;
and ere it can be estimated, its spe-

cific type must be clearly stated and conceived. In its broadest

and more familiar forms, however, it readily discloses its place

relatively to the motives which press for comparison with it.

It is in aid of the educator s work that appeals to the love

of Praise are most systematically invoked : the whole ap-

paratus of prizes, certificates, degrees, and honours, deriving

its leverage from this principle. It may be admitted that in

this field, open as it necessarily is to the constant observation of

superiors whose good opinion is of great importance to pupils,
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it is better to recognise and reduce to rule a motive which in

any case would have its play, than to allow its limits to be

self-determined
;
and also that, so far as its stimulus wakens

faculties and industry which else would lazily sleep, it secures

an inward improvement as well as an outward gain. At the

same time it should be remembered, that this incentive

achieves nothing except what oiujht to he accomplished by a

higher, viz. by the native Wonder and quest for light, whence

all knowledge springs : and were the minds of the teacher and

the taught in the best state, their relations to each other would
need no other power than this. In everyone, therefore, Avith

whom the competition lies between the love of praise and the

love of ease, the former is entitled to the victory and consti-

tutes a moral gain in the battle of life. In everyone with whom
the competition lies between the love of praise and the hunger
for knowledge, it is an impertinence in the former to intrude

upon the paramount rights of the latter. In framing a system
of education, it is a question of moral maxima and minima

to determine the point at which the pure intellectual curiosity
will reach its utmost efficiency, and the craving for distinction

sink most nearly to its zero. Unfortunately, this problem
seems to have dropped out of the view of our recent organisers

of education, elementary or advanced : the extravagant trust

reposed upon the system of examinations and rewards implies
a cynical disregard of the natural craving of Reason for en-

largement and lucidity of thought, and mischievously forces to

the front motives intellectually cramping and morally inferior.

Virtual reduction of all study to a graduating drill, and of

what is called
'

successful
'

teaching to a forecast of examina-

tion questions by the sum of the chances divided by the

names of the examiners, might well excite the indignation of

such a master of mental training as the late Professor

De Morgan ;
who well knew, from the personal memory of

his youth and the long experience of his class-room, how

stifling is such a method to all freshness and originality of

thought, how superfluous is its competitive stimulus to the

better class of minds, and how likely, with the rest, to bring
their education to a dead stop with their professional degree ^.

* Memoir of Augustus De Morgan, by his Wife, pp. 169. 184.
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As in ncjulemic lit\' tlio Love of Pntixe, so in political the.

Ijove of Fome, seems ahvays the poor substitute of something
which ouLjht rather to be there, and the absence of "vvhieli eon-

stitutes its sole apology. It is perhaps impossible lui ])iivate

persons to make adequate allowance for the intense regnrd of

public men for the approving sentiments of a miscellaneous

multitude va.stly inferior to themselves; so that, upon their

theatre of action, the very idea of refei'ring prol>lems to the

individual conviction and conscience seems to have died out,

and the rule to be admitted that, in any case, you have to

satisfy some body of opinion other than your own ; and that

the only question is, whether you will follow the humour of

your constituents and of the hour
;
or whether you will seek

approval from a selector and remoter audience, when the

foolish voices shall be silenced, and there remains only the

august sentence of the wise. The unblushing avowal on the

part of eminent statesmen, of this motive, even in its most

farsighted form, has always affected me with grief and shame.

We expect it in a Cicero ;
but when it appears in modem

parliaments after eighteen centuries of Christian experience,

it is a deplorable evidence how long is the survival of unre-

generate morals. Of course it must be granted that the

appeal from the clamour of the present to the sifted suffrages

of posterity, sets the motive on a higher level. But if it is

better to court historic fame than to thirst for momentary

praise, it is better still to forget both in simple truth of con-

viction and faithful service to the state and to mankind.

Though, therefore, these motives have their immediate

inferiors, which it is well for them to beat out of the field,

this opprobrium still adheres to them, that the work they do

ought to be put forth by a supei-ior whose place they take.

If we follow these motives from the field surrendered to

them and notice their play in the mixed affairs of life, we find

them responsible, if for much serviceable production of in-

dustry and art and regulation of manners, yet also for many
a I'uinous temptation. Rather than forfeit the favour of

companions or superiors, how many a lie is told ! To escape
the jeers and scorn of associates, how often is the false pre-

tence assumed or the guilty compliance made ! To keep the
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goodwill of light-minded associates, in what cowardly silence

is the impure innuendo or the hinted calumny allowed to

pass ! Wherever, indeed, the average social standard of

avowed ethical sentiment is below the level of the individuals

conscience, it is always pressing upon him with a tension

which allows him no moral sleep. And this must be the

prevailing case ;
for it is rare indeed for the private mind to

have no sacred recesses, no cherished affections, that transcend

the conventional tone of miscellaneous men. In childhood,

indeed, while the conscience is still rudimentary and has to

take much on trust from elders, and also among adults whose

moral sense is similarly immature, the eagerness for approval

may rather elevate than deteriorate the character
;
and these

are in fact the conditions which define its appropriate field.

It is essentially a imerlle incentive, needful to elicit the ener-

gies and sustain the courage of school-boys, soldiers, and

sailors
;
but its survival beyond that stage, the flinging of it

broadcast as the seed-grain of all social fruits, and the

pompous profession of its historic variety by gi'ave seniors

before applauding senates, are humiliating indications how
far we still are from the moral manhood of the human race.

For a vast proportion of its computed gains from this source,

society pays too dear in the degradation of minds capable of

action from better springs.

Besides the class of feelings towards our appreciation by
others, Generosity is entitled to a place among mixed incen-

tives. It is, however, rather a certain intensity in the primary
social affection,

—Attachment,—evinced in selected modes of

application, than a compound of many elements. It marks

the working of this aflection in giving and forgiving, when
it overflows with sufficient profusion to soften the seals of

possession and water down the heats of resentment. Provided

it does these two things, i.e. bursts the two chief bounds from

which the affection suffers check, it earns its name
;
so that it

is essentially a 7)ieasureless impulse, tending to gi-eat latitude,

and justly bearing the repute of being /7'ee. This idea attaches

to it in all its examples, and occasions its antithesis to

Justice, which involves exactitude of action in quantitative

proportion. Whoever has bound himself by definite engage-
VOL. II. Q
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mc'uts to others.— for c'xain])l»\ to his servant for stipuhilod

wages,
— an<l in ilischarging them forgets no extra Avork and

notices every special want, ami gives, unasked, more than can

he claimed, is regarded as generous. And, similarly, if in any

game whieli has two sides, with rights imperfectly determined

hv rule, he foregoes an advantage that no temper may be dis-

turbed, he earns the epithet again. It is therefore in the

indefinite play of social affection beyond the limits of what

could be demanded from it as a ri<jlit, that generosity has its

field. What then are the competitors with which it may
contlict. and which may try to restrain its eagerness 1 Its

immediate opposites. it is evident, are the love of money,
which would check its giving, and resentment, which

would prevent its forgiving ; and, less directly, protests

might also come from the other affections, lest the opened
hand should lavish at a single throw the resources needed for

the parental duties and the succour of helpless misery. To

the indefinite love of money the indefinite generosity stands

related as the superior. But as the resistance of the others

addresses itself, or may address itself, only to the degree,

insisting on a limit to what in itself contains none, it is quite

possible for the right to be with them. Even forgiveness, as

we have seen, is not unconditionally approvable, and may
cast away a discipline needful alike for the offender and the

spectator. And the father who, through random liberality to

strangers' wants, becomes a niggard to his home, and turns out

upon the world a family of beggars, corrupts a possible virtue

into an actual guilt. We cannot, therefore, insert generosity
at an invariable place in our list. Whenever we come upon
these questions of quantity, we are carried beyond the resources

of morality proper, i.e. the doctrine of motives, and referred

for completion of the answer to the canon of consequences.

§ 11. Relations of Merit; Gratitude; Generosity ; Justice.

There is no more copious source of derivative moral concep-

tions, and thence of new springs of action, than the idea of

Merit. The exposition of this idea already given w^U prepare
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us to see that it must itself adinit of several variations. For

it is wholly a relative idea, all merit being comparative, or

predicated only in reference to some other term, and assuming
a modified aspect according as that term is changed. A given

volition, for example, may vary in its merits, when occurring

twice over in the same person ;
and as put forth by two per-

sons
;
and again, as objectively concerning two persons. At

one time it may encounter heavy temptation and cost the

agent a severe effort, and at another ma^^ nearly accord with

his inclination
;
and in saying

' Well done!
'

to the former, we
bear in mind the latter. Or, the favouring conditions may be

found in one agent, and the hindering in another
;
and then

the faint praise which we give to the first will gi'ow emphatic
to the second. Or again, the sacrifice which, when made to

meet a debt, is accepted without thanks by the creditor, will

not fail, if volunteered to ransom a captive stranger, to give

the liberator a lofty merit in his eyes ; and, in the same way,
as we have before shown, the human goodness which can

never rise into merit before God, may j^et be truly said to

have earned it in regard to men. Towards the Infinite

Righteousness, the Archetj-pe and Prompter of all our highest

possibilities, we can but say,
' We are unprofitable servants ;

we have done that which it was our dut}^ to do.'

This sentence draws a distinction which often requires to

be marked, yet is not easily supplied with adequate expres-

sion. It disclaims all y)ierit for the doing of duty, and evi-

dentl}^ reserves it for conduct which goes beyond the bounds

of obligation and transcends the equilibrium of rectitude.

Such a case, possible only in our relations with each other,

arises whenever definite engagements are entered into, the

conditions of which are reduced to rule, if not b}^ law or con-

tract, at least by determinate types of usage which exclude

mistake. But if we banish merit from the whole field of

duties binding among men, and give it its first start outside

these confines, we must recall and correct our former state-

ment, that we attribute merit to whatever we approve, and

demerit to whatever we disapprove ;
for we approve every

right choice, and precisely for the reason (viz. that it is duty)

which is said to disqualify it for merit. Yet how can we
Q2
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liolp tliinkini]; and sayinj,'. (hat it
'

7/(r?v'/.s" aytprovalV And
still luoro. ot" an act of had iaith, that it

'

vicrilK dlsappi-ovdl ?
'

It is cvitlont, therofoiv. that those two words are used at one

time OS coextensive in their ranj^c, at another as iinecjual ;

'approval
'

keeping the whole field,
' merit

'

driven to the out-

lying zone beyond the enclosure of stipulated obligation. It

is this narrower sense which has led Mr. Stephen to link it

to virtue as its 'value;' for 'virtue' also carries the same

connotation, of character that volunteers more than the dis-

charge of its definite engagements. It so happens that the

word '

desert,' though supposed to be synonymous with
•

merit,' is free from this limiting idea
; perhaps because it has

no opposite, like
'

de-merit,' which, by taking charge of all the

negatives, leaves its companion at large to soar into the higher

positives ; whereas ' desert
'

covers every case in which any-

thing, bad or good, is felt to be due, i.e. all the range of

approval and disapproval. We might, therefore, obtain ap-

propriate terms for the distinction which we have to mark,

l)y using the word ' desert
'

(qualified, if needful, by the

epithets
'

good
'

or ' bad
'}
when speaking of what lies within

the sphere of pledged duty, and reserving the word ' merit
'

for what lies bey'ond it.

According to this distinction, if there subsist a contract

or mutual understanding between two persons, each of them,

in punctually fulfilling the prescribed conditions, deserves

approval ;
but neither can have any claim of merit upon the

other, or regard an observer's eulogy of his virtue as anything
but misapplied flattery. All that can be said of such exact

conformity with stipulation is, that it is blameless and avoids

demerit; it is neither positive nor negative, but stands at

zero
; affording an example of that mere Truth, Good Faith,

or, in matters of property, Honesty, which constitutes the j^os-

tvlated level of all our transactions together. These are all

duties which our fellows have a right to demand from us, and

less than luhich we cannot render without sinking to a position

below them. Yet this equal balance of relations may be dis-

turbed by intrusion into the problem of one of the other

conditions of merit. If we happen to know that, in order to

keep his engagement with B, A has had to make some terrible

4
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sacrifice, far exceeding the visible benefits of his integrity, we
cannot but feel that the conquered temptation imparts some-

thing of an heroic character to his fidelity and lifts it into

the region of the meritorious. This element of merit, however,

being a part of the private history of his mind, and not visible

to B or indigenous to the contract, is not towards liim : it ex-

ists, not by overpassing his claims, but by comparison with an

almost venial surrender to the strain of a less faithful impulse.
In order to introduce merit towards B, A must take upon him-

self the burden of some conditions not embraced in the aofree-

ment, and favourable to his companion ; if, for example, he

was to pay him £1,000 in December, and, believing him to

be hard pressed, pays it in the previous June : or, having to

receive something from him at an oppressive date, gi-ants him

time to recover
; he carries the transaction into an altitude

above the ground-line of business, and wins recognition as

something more than true.

The feeling which constitutes this recognition, and, in its

turn, transcends the experience of simple contract fulfilled, is

Gratitude, a new and conspicuous spring of action, the claims

of which have been a favourite subject of discussion with the

moralists of all literary ages. Its disputable problems, how-

ever, refer almost entirely to the modes and measures of its

external expression, and belong therefore to the ethics of

objective conduct rather than of inward character. The im-

pulse itself is very nearly simple : viz. personal attachment

awakened specifically hy receipt of benefits, and therefore

answered specifically by the desire of requital. It is the very
nature of all love to assimilate, to reproduce the feeling from

the contemplation of which it springs ;
i.e. to respond to love

in Ixind; for admiration to return admiration; for sympathy,

sympathy : for high example, imitation not less high ;
and so,

for benefits, corresponding benefits. There is, therefore, nothing

exceptional in gratitude, obliging us to reserve an unshared

place for it : it is a variety of generosity, with its indefinite

profusion, however, brought to some approximate measure by
the extent of the favour conferred ; for, though it repudiates

all nice calculations and insists on an ad libitum range, yet

it spends itself and rests in natural equilibrium, when the
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ifiinitul .soc'iiis in corrospoiulrnci' with tho
{^ift. IIow Ihi.s coi-

rcspuiuleuce is to be ivuelic'il, it may be dillicult to decide ;

whether by estimating the etlbrt of the giver, or the service to

the reeeiver, or by framing a compound ratio of the two
;

or

by leaving the whole adjustment to the invisible intensity of

the atVectiim. l^ut, in any case, the affection, however ex-

presseil, will be owned as a debt on the one side without being
held as a claim on the other. As it lies in the very essence of

the alicction to accept this paradox of love, it is defective in

anyone who cannot rest in so generous a relation, but is un-

easy till he rids himself of the debt, and obtains his discharge.

Such a rebellious haste to escape from an obliged position will

not incur our censure, if the benefits received have been heaped

upon him by some unworthy giver, or even some stranger
with whom he can have no intimate ties. But else, it betrays
to us a heai-t too proud for friendship, and unfitted for generous
relations

; for, however liberal a giver may be, he is not gene-

rous, if he bai'gains always to occupy the superior side of the

relation, and looks down on the inferior whom he has made so

by his own act. To the reciprocity of aflfcction it is essential that

an exchange of positions should be always w^elcome
;
and that

the common love should cover with an equal charm the pas-
sive and the active part, the humility of dependence and the

joy of succour. The sullen receiver is at least as heartless as

the grudging giver.

When the moral equilibrium between myself and another is

disturbed in just the opposite direction, and instead of his

emerging into merits towards me, I sink myself into demerits

towards him, there arises in me an impulse, the counterpart of

gratitude, the desire of reparation. It addresses itseK not,

like repentance, to the moral guilt incurred, but to the harm

done, and especially to the affection which has been hurt. Till

this wound has been healed, and its wrong undone, not only
am I upbraided by the outward witnesses of my sin, but know
that I have violated the conditions of personal and social

peace ;
and whatever sacrifice is needed from me to reinstate

these must be freely offered, as the fii-st pledge of a sincere

penitence. As in the case of gratitude its genuineness was
tested by its ability patiently to bear its inferior position, so,
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in the case of the desire of reparation, the test is found in the

inability to bear it : the wrong must not stay upon the field

a needless hour : the word of confession must be spoken at

once : not a plea must I hint in excuse, but take on me all my
reproach ;

and spare neither toil nor goods that ma}^ rebuild

the ruined temple of Faith, and open it once more for a true

homage. Unless the loss of reciprocal trust is intolerable to

me, and I make haste to repair it at any cost, I cannot even

begin the hope of moral restoration.

From the foregoing exposition it will be easily seen, that

gratitude, as a spring of action, is subject to the same approvals
and the same restrictions as generosity ; of which, in truth, it

is a modified example, under the limitation of being directed

towards a given person and excited by a given kind of act.

The conception of merit lies at the root of another idea,

vast in range and importance, and answerable for a corre-

sponding spring of action : viz. the idea oi Justice,
—thus deter-

mined in the Pandects,— '

Justitia est constans et perpetua vo-

luntas suum cuique tribucndi.' It is indeed impossible to

cover with one exact definition all the current applications of

this term
;

for from its nucleus it has radiated far in several

directions of somewhat loose analogy ;
and when its several

ulterior usages are brought together, they prove too divergent
to be embraced within any formula. Nor can we pretend to

trace the history of these spreading lines, pursuing their way
now through this language, now through that, till in our

modern composite tongues they cease to constitute a coherent

system at all. But, without attempting either logical or his-

torical deduction, we may perhaps set up an approximate cen-

tral meaning, around which may be compendiously gathered
the few variations which need detain our attention.

Justice, therefore, let us say, is the treatment of persons

according to their deserts. And in this two things are in-

volved: viz. (1) that there is somebody to treat tlieni ; (2) that

in treating them he has the disposal of something which they
care for, in quantities divisible and proportionable, so as to

correspond with the ratios of their deserts. These conditions

at once bring before us the image of a Judge, presiding over

the trial of some charged offence or some disputable claim
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bt'twoon tAVO applicants for liis decision : on him their treatment

depeiuls : and it consists in his award of penalty or of ])arti-

tion, in conformity -with their estimated wrongs and rights:

tliese consecjuences, as well as his own gi'aduated words of con-

denniation or actpiittjil, are the common matter which he can

distribute, in measures accurately representing the relative

values he has determined. Jf we start from this point, it is

plain that, to constitute justice, there must bo a triad of persona
at the least : viz, A and B, whose shares in some common mat-

ter of good or ill are in doubt, and a dikast, who solves the

doubt
;
and that it is of the dikast, in his award, that we pre-

dicate justice or injustice, and not of A or B in their relation

to each other. And this. I am persuaded, gives us the idea of

justice at its fountain-head, and is our securest guide to the

derivative modifications which appear in its lower currents.

That in the early speech of so many peoples the words 'just'

and equal
'

were interchangeable ('
are not my ways equal,

saith the Lord
"),

instead of implying a claim that all men
should be on a par, does but throw into the simplest form the

conception of fair play, wherein each is dealt with 'according
to his works:'—a conception which expressed itselfby the word
'

equal,' only because, in the development of quantitative ideas,

the relations of equality were apprehended and named consi-

derably earlier than those of ratio and proportion, and were

alone available for metaphorical transference to exactly correct

relations in human life. The phrase is simply tantamount to

'impartial.' It does not follow, therefore, that because 'equality,'

which may subsist between two, supplied a synonym for

'justice,' we wrongly resort to a triple relation as essential to

the fundamental idea. He only is 'just,' in the proper mean-

ing of the word, who, in a case of relative desert, distributes

some divisible stock of recompense in the proportion of their

several earnings.

This type of relation is not always discernible in our

present use of the word. For the word turns up when we
are speaking merely of a dual relation, whether of deter-

minate contract or of indeterminate obligation. An em-

ployer, we say, may
'

unjustly
'

wnthhold the stipulated

wages of a servant; a parent may 'justly' punish laziness
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or cruelty in his child; an anxious man may 'unjustly'

suspect the motives of his friend. Such examples, taken by
themselves, might tempt us to identify the just with the

right, as subsisting between two, and to forego the require-

ment of a third person ;
and Mr. Sidgwick, accordingly, con-

siders the meaning of the word satisfied, by any conduct

which fulfils the warranted expectations of another ^ But it

is easy to see how this application of the idea would arise as

an extension, or. I might rather say, as a shorthand contrac-

tion, of the other. In all these seemingly dual instances,

there is a suhauditur of a third party, either through the

duplication of one of the pair by playing two characters at

once, or by the implicit presence of a suppressed term of com-

parison. In every case, the person of whom justice or in-

justice is predicated, occupies the place of judge ; and the

difficulty is to find in the other the iduraUty of suitors for his

verdict. The employer, in the fii'st example, acts as judge in

his oiun case, i.e. he pleads as a suitor in the court where he

sits on the bench, and between himself and his servant, as

contracting parties, he decides against the latter: under such

conditions, impartiality is impossible ; and every one else

must see that his decision is unjust; and, to obtain it, he has

connnitted the further wTong of usurping the function which

neither plaintiff nor defendant can exercise. In the second

example, the punishment awarded by the parent is pro-

nounced 'just,' if it be projDortioned to the faidt, i.e. in keep-

ing with the scale of recompense, which measures out to the

child the fitting treatment of each gradation of conduct ;
and

if also it be im^partially given, i.e. without favour or disfavour

to him, as compared with the other children of the family.

Here, therefore, the invisible third party is found, cither in

the culprit himself under other conditions of behaviour, or in

the brothers and sisters with whose experience his treatment

has to be harmonised. In the third example, the wrongly

suspected fitiend is treated, in the absence of evidence against

him, just as an accused person would be, after being clearly

convicted : the judge, therefore, does not know the difference

between the innocent and the guilty, and is unjust. Similar

* Methods of Etliics, III. v, 239, Second Edition.
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implications lurk in our estimates of judicial sentences upon
single prisoners in crimiiuil trials. Though the whole relation

seems to sultsist between the hench and the dock, the iud«re

has his mind lull of analogous and alternative cases, which he

brings into comparison with this
; and, in pronouncing judg-

ment, his care is to lot it be in character with the scale of

penalties intended by public law, and registered in the ap-

proved precedents of the courts. The justice, therefore, still

consists in truth of proportionate distribution. This is the

reason why we do not apply the epithets 'just' and 'unjust'
to cases of conduct which afford no room for this idea,

—to

the behaviour, for example, of two persons to one another,

each in a single capacity. A mistress does not accuse her

maid of 'injustice' for omitting to clean the drawing-room
with the stipulated frequency ;

nor does the maid praise the

'justice
'

of her mistress for paying her wages at the ap-

pointed quarter-day. We should never think of quoting the

simple observance of contract, and the keeping of a promise,
as examples of justice: though in a judge it would be just to

acquit either party, in case of doubt, of any wi'ong to the

other. Fulfilment of engagement is fidelity, but not neces-

sarily /usiice ; non-fulfilment is a wrong, but not necessarily

an injustice.

The idea of justice undergoes another extension into cases

not originally embraced in it. The judge, in his award, deals

distributively with some common matter of good or ill, ad-

mitting of accurate apportionment, such as fines, damages,
terms of imprisonment, forfeitures, &c. His function is limited

to cases which, from the definite nature of their relations,

allow of such precise assignment of recompense, and in which

the good and ill available for his award are measurable

quantities out of which nameable proportions can be con-

structed. The province of Law, which is his province, can go
no further

;
for it is bounded by the possibility of definition

and the resources of language for marking degrees of crimi-

nality. But this inevitable limit is mechanical, not moral
;

and were it to be removed by the invention of some more

exact notation and reckoning of right and wi'ong, his juris-

diction might be widened correspondingly. No new principle
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would have to be invoked : the same rule,
—that men are to

be treated according to theii* deserts,
—would still apply, and

be susceptible of application out of the store of divisible good
and ill at his disposal. In point of fact, however, he cannot

push back his boundary : his tools fail him beyond, though
his principle does not

;
and he has to surrender it to the self-

administration and spontaneous adjustments of society out-

side. When we, privates and inexpert, take up his choppud
function, wc are unarmed with any terrors of the law, and

have nothing to distribute which can be doled out in deter-

minate proportions to each according to his worth
;
but only

an indefinite store of affection and sentiment, of approval and

abhorrence, of love, of wrath, of reverence. Nor are the cases

that come before us and invite their share of these feelings,

any longer determinate in their conditions and obligations ;

they, too, break bounds, and present, not simple deserts, but

merits; and these are what we have now to estimate, as

nearly as we can, by extension of the same rule ; so as, in

principle, to be just, even in our field of free affection. In

other words, we ought to treat others according to their

merits ; taking into account all the dimensions of merit, not

omitting due respect to the moral effort put fortli in order to

be faithful, and to the spontaneous overflow of disinterested

service. Thus it is that, in spite of the strict limits of the

realm of Justice, its central idea spreads widely over the

indefinite life beyond, and carries its controlling presence

into generosity and love themselves. It is in the estimate of

character and conduct in this indeterminate field, that what

we call Fairness of mind is shown; and also in the inter-

pretation given, by one of the partners in a common but

vague understanding, to the tacit conditions which atford play
to the selfish or the liberal temper. It is the spirit of justice,

reigning; in the zone bevond the borders of its land.

In this form it supplies a new spring of action. Justice,

pure and simple, is a habit or exercise of moral skill : but

when the aptitude, becoming a disposition, quits its own area,

and makes its power felt in the embracing territory of life, it

takes its place among the incentives, and starts the enquiry,

where it is to stand. What, then, is this love of Justice 1 The
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love of j>rt>j)(u'ti(>)Htle trcdtmoit ot" nicn and thv'ir cliaraclor

acconliiig to tlu>ir woi-th, i.e. of giviii:,' more i'uvourahle re-

gards to tlie more worthy, less to the less. lUit, to do tliis is

simply to introduce (hyrccs into a process already instituted

and in operation without them
;
for each spring of action is

secure of scune approbation from us as compared witli one

rival, and some disapprobation as compai-ed with another.

Jf in the former relation it be the right incentive, and ap-

provable, simply as there at all, it must be rtiore right, or

right (I fortiori, if, being susceptible of graduated superioi-ity,

it is there in higher degree ; and the intuitive approval
awarded to it at fii'st cannot but receive a corresponding
increment of intensity. The same provision of our nature,

therefore, wdiich directs a moral w'elcome upon tltiti affection

as against tluit, cannot but secure a welcome proportionately

deeper to more of this as compared with less of it. The love

of justice, accordingly, is only a higher figure of the original

sense of right : it is the preference for worth. Or it might be

called the enthusiasm of conscience for its own estimation of
character ; and, so far as it assumes a missionary energy, for

a conformable adjustment of social life. Here, however, it is

immediately thrown upon problems encumbered with con-

ditions from the unmoral side of nature, and unmanageable
without the calculus of possibilities and of results

;
so that

the realisation of its ideal cannot be seized at a bound, but

must be controlled, in its time and its degree, by natural

laws, which need fu-st to be studied and defined. Endless has

been the waste of noble energy upon illusory schemes of

perfected justice in the affairs of men, for want of clearly

determinincr the relative shares of natural causes and of the

human will in shaping both the constituent facts and the

successive history of societies and states.

§ 12. Veracity.

The last moral quality which needs to be adjusted to our

scale is Veracity. How and w^here does its obligation enter ?

Does it, as Truth, come in under the wing of Wonder, and
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insist on things being set forth as they are? or does it. as

altruistic, belong to social affection, and refuse to violate

expectations warrantably formed? Obviously, it is not in

itself a spring of action, coming under any of the heads,

propension, passion, affection, sentiment
; though, when it

has been constituted and recognised, a love of it may ensue,

which, like the love of justice, may find a place in the system
of moral dynamics. Instead of a propulsion, it is a restraint

or limit imposed upon speech, barring us out from innumer-

able things which else we might say. It is regulative, not

initiative : the impulse to say something must be sought else-

where. We speak, not in order to he truthful, but in order to

tell some experience, or to elicit such from another, or to stir

some sjTnpathetic or antipathetic emotion, or to influence the

will of our companion. In all cases, the incentive is supplied
out of the familiar li.st,

—be it Wonder in quest of informa-

tion, or Passion in an explosion of anger, or Affection in the

tender of sympathy. Moreover, the impulse, whatever it be,

does not spend itself on speech as an end, but merely wields

it as an instrument for reaching its real object, viz. a certain

effect upon another's mind. What is it that we want to do

there ? We want (let us say, for example) to create a certain

belief, or to kindle a certain feeling. In almost all cases, the

belief which we wish to impart is our belief: the feeling
which we wish to kindle is our feeling : for, the very act in

which we are engaged is an act of sympathy and communion
;

and our own states of mind are just what we long to trans-

fuse into the mind of our fellow. It is but the inverse reading
of this experience that, whenever he tries, by oral address, to

create in me a belief or to waken a feeling, I cannot but

assume it to be his : his act places it on the line, and impels
it with the force, running direct from mind to mind. Thus,

the primary impulses to speech carry with them of necessity
the postulate of veracity, viz. that what is affirmed is thought,
and what overflows as emotion is felt

;
nor do they contain

any provision or opening for deviation ;
so long as they alone

are wdth us, there can be only truth: the very meaning of

which word will be unknown to us for want of any insin-

cerity to show it off by contrast. This is what we mean
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wlu-n M-o say that voracity is s/rlclh/ iidtunil, i.e. it is implicMl

in the very nature which U'ads us to intercoumuinion hy

speech. When reganh'd as present in (hiplicate in the two

interlocutore, and 0]ierative as a tacit postulate wKli hoth, it

niav Ik' tiikt-n as tantantount to a 'mutual un<lerstandinfif
'

between them. Put the phrase is apt to mislead, by suggest-

ing the conscious adoption by each of a rule against swerving
fron» simplicity, which by hypothesis is thus far uncon-

ceived.

But, along with the impulses which incite us to open our

minds to others through the vehicle of speech, we are subject

to others which conflict with them, and require that our fel-

lows should not know our belief and feeling, in recrard to

some matter of concern at once to them and us. Are we con-

scious of recent guilt? Shame urges us to hide our own sin.

Are we gi'ieving over the moral fall of a friend ? Compassion

impels us to hide his. Are we jealous of a rival who threatens

to outstrip us ? We must keep secret from him some advan-

tageous information. Are we intent on realising a fortune by
a happy stroke of speculation ? An opportunity occurs of

doing it by floating a misleading rumour upon 'change, or

even perhaps by an equally misleading reticence. When such

deflecting inducements prevail, they clear their way, not by

any arms of their own, but by seizing the weapons of their

defeated competitor : they wield the instrument of speech, and

all the simple trust which leaves an open path before it, to

gain the ends which they conceal ; thus turning its postulate

to its own ruin, and compelling it to lend confidence to their

lies. It is, perhaps, the peculiar treachery of this process

which fixes upon falsehood a stamp of meanness quite ex-

ceptional : and renders it impossible, I think, to yield to its

inducements, even in cases supposed to be venial, without a

disgust little distinguishable from compunction. This must

have been Kant's feeling when he said,
' A lie is the abandon-

ment, or, as it were, annihilation of the dignity of man.'

The enquirer into the ground of this feeling naturally refers

first to the violation of good fa ith involved in all unveracity.
He points out that the social union itself rests on mutual

trust, and falls to pieces on its failure : that we could not live
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together but by establishing and respecting the rights of ex-

pectation; and that no temporary gain, individual or public,

can compensate for the irreparable injury of their violation.

Such reasoning from the survey of general consequences has,

no doubt, legitimate weight as a vindication of the admitted

estimate of veracity ; but, employing as it does a reflective

public spirit of late origin, is an anachronism as an explana-
tion of that estimate in its birth. Concrete experience is the

nursery lesson of ethical and philosophical conviction
;
and

long before we have any idea of society and its conditions

and needs, we hate to be cheated, and despise the liar whose

victim we are. The feeling, in its social factors, is simply, on

the one hand, resentment for injury, and, on the other, hurt

affection, when the offender is in any sense an ally ;
and

under the same aspects will sjniipathy reproduce it, when
another is duped instead of ourselves. If an account so simple
seems below the measure of so strong a feeling, it may well

be that the bitterness of betrayed expectation passes with

increased intensity from generation to generation, just as we
see in countries where the Vendetta prevails, that the in-

herited feuds between families often become less appeasable
as the sanguinary legacy descends. The doctrine of hcredit}'',

in the sense of cumulative habit of thought and feeling, stored

in the tendencies of the cerebral organism itself, has a fair

application to mere growth of a homogeneous scale of power,
so long as it does not attempt to create as well as enlarge,

and undertake metamorphoses as gi'eat as would be needed to

make the eye hear and the tongue see, and the hyjuna acquire

a conscience.

But, when we have given every advantage to the social

factor of our feeling towards unveracity, there seems still to

be something in its complexion which looks towards another

source. Eevond our obli<?ation to do each other no mischief,

beyond the claims of reciprocal affection, it touches other

relations, not so much within, as beyond our hfe. Whoever

commits a breach of veracity belies two things : primarily,

his oivn beliefs and feelings; but also, the beliefs and feel-

ings which are authorised by reality, as accordant with the

nature of things and the course of the world. He might
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porsimdo himsolf tlmt with liLs own thouglits and emotions ho

had a rit^ht to (h) as lio pleased, and that it wjis Ids concern to

tell them or hide them or send tlicni lorth in dis<j;uise, that

tlu'v were a property and not a trust ; that, at all events, if he

had ufiven his neiy:hboiii- ;ni interest in them, his manajxement

was an atl'air to be settled between the two and done with.

But then, besides the agreement between thoughts and words,

there is the agreement between thoughts and things; and into

this relation too he has broken with s])()iling and burglarious

hands : he has tampered with the order of facts which Uod

has made true : he wants us to think of them, not as they are,

but as it suits him that w^e should imagine. He declines to

accept the consequences of truth, and (quarrels with the

realised order of the world, as soon as he is hard pressed by it

and it threatens to baffle his designs ; so, he rebels against it,

and takes to the crooked ways of his own cunning. This, I

conceive, is the element, other and more than simply social,

which is felt to be involved in every lie, and which makes it

not only a human delin([ucncy, but an impiety,
—a bold

afiront against the seat of all truth, the source and centre of

all beauty and goodness. The exclamation of the Apostle

Peter,
' Thou hast not lied unto men only, but unto God,'

holds good of every lie
;
and it is the secret consciousness of

this which mingles a certain religious shrinking with the

shame and repugnance of all purposed falsehood. Veracity,

therefore, wields the authority, not of social affection only,

but of Reverence also : supported by the kindred sentiments

that ch-aw us to all intellectual light and spiritual beauty.
Even in men without distinct theological belief, the high-
minded rectitude which scorns pretence and loves a pure

sincerity has not, I am persuaded, its foundation in the social

benevolences, but is equivalent to an unconscious religion, a

homage paid to a perfection that has rightful hold of the uni-

verse and is the inward reality of all appearance. In its

explicit form, this image of Moral Right no longer represents

itself as a collective conscience of mankind, or as an abstract

law and order, but lives in the will and personality of God.

Were veracity commended to men only by social affection

and pressure of opinion, it would rest within the limits of
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human relations, and cast no look beyond. Yet in all ages
and nations it has sought the temples for shelter, and ratified

the contracts of the market by the prayer at the shrine
;
and

under the form of vows and oaths betrayed the consciousness

that other eyes than those of human kind kept watch over

simplicity of word and the purity of truth. The superstitions

which have clustered around such usages and pei'verted their

meaning and operation may demand their revision, or their

removal from some particular applications ;
but cannot cancel

their testimony to the psychological origin of the estimate of

veracity in something more than the social relations.

Here, however, a question maj' naturally be suggested
which our exposition must not evade. If veracity is put
under the protection of the hujhest spring of action, it would

seem to be uncoTulitionally obligatory ;
for no inferior must

be permitted to supplant it
;
and superior it has none. Are

we then precluded from even considering such pleas of excep-
tion as moralists have held to justify the practice of deception
in extreme cases, where nothing else can save life, or its best

contents, for ourselves or for our friend ? Must the enemy, the

murderer, the madman, be enabled to wreak his will upon his

victim by our agency in putting him on the right track ?

Must the physician not mind killing his patient to-day by

telling him that his malady will take him otl' within a year ?

These exceptions are usually and easily vindicated on utilita-

rian principles, when the balance of social advantage has

alone to be considered
;
but are supposed to be excluded d

'priori by every doctrine of intuitive morality. Whether

room can be found for them within such doctrine depends,

however, upon the exact scope of the assumed intuition ;
we

must ask,
' What is it precisely that it authorises and bids us

take on trust 1
'

Let us. then, carry this question to each of

the two sources in our nature for the felt authority of

veracity, the one for relative truth, the other for reality, viz.

the common postulate of language, and the claims upon us of

the objective order of the world.

The postulate or ' common understanding
'

(as it is called)

involved in speech is certainly coextensive, in the obligation
which it carries, with the social organism of which language

VOL. II. R
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is tin- Instniinont, and the ends of wliicli it is an cfrni-t to sul)-

stTve. Tut wlmt is tlu> cxtont of that organism \ Does it

imhule all who can speak and construe speech ? Is there

no other qualiHcation for ujenihership than command of the

virnaeular ton'j^ue ? Not so; for many who exercise this

function every society cuts oH" from itself, and holds in

durance, or drives away as outlaws wdiose rights are forfeited.

If the protection of law ceases for him who sets at defiance

the ends of law, no less may the protection of the ' common

tmderstauding
'

cease for him who sets at defiance the co-

operative ends of that common understanding : if in the one

case the courts of judicature, in the other the court of morals,

may remove him from ' the body politic
'

as not a member

but a parasite. After incurring banishment beyond the pale

of the social organism, he can no longer claim the shelter of

its obligations ;
for these cease at the confines of the moral

commonwealth which they guard. On the area of every
human society, and mixed with its throngs, there are always
some who are thus in it, but not of it, who are there, not to

serve it, but to prey upon it, to use its order for the impunity
of disorder, and wrest its rights into opportunities of wrong.

Assassins, robbers, enemies with arms in their hands, madmen,
are beyond the pale ;

and the same principle applies to those

who try to turn the postulate of speech to the defeat of its

own ends, and through its fidelity compel it to play the

traitor. Such persons, we surely may say, can no more claim

the benefit of ' the common understanding,' than could a spy

who, by stealing the password eludes the sentry's vigilance

and makes his notes of the disposition of the lines, expect to

be treated as a comrade, if he be found out. The immunity
and protection of the camp are not for him

;
he has nothing

in reserve but a short shrift and a high gallows. If, then, there

are persons to whom, on this principle, we are not bound to

tell the truth, it is not that the intuitive rule of veracity is

broken down by the admission of exceptions : we have not

put these people into the rule, and then taken them out again :

they have never been within its scope at all
;
for its defined

range was that of a social organism, in which indeed they

may be present, but to w^hich they do not belong.
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The other factor in the authority of veracity presents at

first view a more inflexible aspect. Reverence for things as

they are seems hopelessly incompatible with all liberty to

represent them as they are not: the obligation it involves

appears to place us face to face with nature and its facts alone,

and to have no dependence on the absence or intrusive pre-

sence of external witnesses of that relation. It is not so,

however
;
for the relation, so conceived, would be complete ij

we were silent ; our reverence for the Divine order of reality

and inward conformity with it are satisfied, if only our

thought agrees with the attitude of things. The additional

act of speech has reference to a foreign presence,
—of one who

wants to make the relation break silence, that he may know
what we think

;
and thereby a second relation is introduced,

not between nature and ourselves as studious of nature, but

between ourselves and him as studious of us; and the ques-

tion, how we should behave under this second relation, is by
no means unconditioned by the character and claims of the

person who would draw our thought from us. If he be within

the pale of the ' common understanding,'
—a real member of

the social organism which it serves,
—to him I am certainly

bound to bear witness of fact as I conceive it, and so to put
him and nature into right relations. But if, beneath a mask

which I detect, I see the features of a '

false brother,' and

know that he seeks access to the truth in order to desecrate

it, and that the more I give him command of the right rela-

tions with things, so much the more will he plunge into the

wrong ones, then I am not disloyal to the real order of affairs

in the world if I keep it from him, even by telling him some-

thing else : on the contrary, I uphold the inmost spirit of that

order, by preventing its being turned into an accomplice of

crime ; and I should be a traitor to it, if I delivered its loaded

arms into a villain's hands. Nay, he himself might thank

me, if he were not blind
;
for the ignorance or misconception

in which I leave him saves him from far worse ill : I keep
him nearer to nature than if I had taken sides with his aber-

rations and forwarded him on his lost way. Whoever has no

care for reality except as a fulcrum in action against its law,

is at enmity with nature no less than with man
;
and her

B 2
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secrets are not for liim. Reverence itself, therefore, seems to

nutliorise concoalmont of fact from such as he ; nor is the

religious rei^nrtl for truth one whit less intuitive for refusing

to lose sight of the ground and meaning of its sanctity, and

to be tricked by verbal semblances into apostacy from it. No
one imagines that the range of its normal obligations extends

to the insane, so far as they are insane. They too are human :

they too can ask and answer in forms of speech ; but, from the

condition of their mind, they are not of the community of

whose fellowship in faculty and life the postulates of language
and the homage to truth are the expression and the guardians;
and so they are left out, and necessarily treated by other rules,

framed with largo concessions to their humours. We do but

follow, therefore, a recognised precedent, if we contract the

boundary line still further, and say that without a certain

"moral consensus the commonwealth of truth cannot be consti-

tuted, and cannot be entered.

The exact limits of this moral consensus it is impossible to

define « priori ; the phenomena of character are so variously
mixed that they will be perpetually slipping through all our

hard verbal lines
;
and a sympathetic tact will read the

natural classification more truly than the most accurate

analysis. Nor can the permissible cases of resort to false-

hood be determined without careful attention to the canon of

consequences. It is thus that we must settle whether, for

example, they go no further than the criminal in open defi-

ance of the law, or include also persons who thrust themselves

into unwelcome intercourse with us to worm out our secret.

Such persons cannot be regarded as external to the social

organism, like its predatory enemies
; yet, so far as they over-

strain the rights which it confers and seize them without

compliance with their conditions, they commit temporary in-

roads of hostility which, during their occurrence, may be held

to forfeit its usual protection. If then they press me with

an unwarrantable question which I can neither answer truly,

nor refuse to answer, without betraj'ing a confidence accepted
as sacred, can I tell a guiltless lie ? Problems like this, which

terminate in establishing working rules of conduct fitted to

the exigencies of life, must find their solution in the rational
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estimate of results. Among those results, it is usual to depre-
cate as dangerous any such weakening of an absolute rule as

must ensue, if once we admit a limit to its application. Eut

surely, in all applied theory, i.e. in all arts, where the cases

differ in their data, the rules of practice must differ too.
'

Nor
is it clear that anything but benefit could arise from the e.-,-

tablishment of a no-confidence rule against the spies and

intriguers of society, so as to frustrate their skill in capturing
truth by ambuscade or wringing it out by torture. On this

point, Mr. Sidgwick justly remarks: 'It is not necessarily an

evil that men's confidence in each other's assertions should,

under certain peculiar circumstances, be impaired or de-

stroyed : it may even be the very result which we should most

desire to produce : for instance, it is obviously a most effec-

tive protection for legitimate secrets that it should le

universally understood and expected that those who ask

questions which they have no right to ask will have lies ttld

to them : nor again, should we be restrained from pronouncing
it lawful to meet deceit with deceit, by the fear of impairing
the security which rogues now derive from the veracity of

honest men ^'

Yet, after all, there is something in this problem wLich

refuses to be thus laid to rest
;
and in treating it, it is hardly

possible to escape the uneasiness of a certain moral inconse-

quence. K we consult the casuist of Common Sense, he usually

tells us that, in theory. Veracity can have no exceptions ;
but

that, in practice, he is brought face to face with at least a

few
;
and he cheerfully accepts a dispensation, when required,

at the hands of Necessity. I confess rather to an inverse ex-

perience. The theoretic reasons for certain limits to the rule

of veracity are convincing and unanswerable, and compel me
to defend anyone who acts in accordance with them. Yet,

when I place myself in a like position, at one of the crises de-

manding a deliberate lie, an unutterable repugnance returns

upon me, and makes the theory seem shameful. If brought
to the test, I should probably act rather as I think than as I

feel
; without, however, being able to escape the stab of an

instant compunction and the secret wound of a long humilia-

' Methods of Ethics, III. vii. p. 292 (Second Edition).
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lion. Is this the moiT woaknoss of suporstition ? It may be 80.

But ninv it not nlso sprini? iVoiii an inenulicahle sense of a

I'luiniiuu humanity, still loavinjr social tics to even social

alii-ns. and. in the presence of an iuiperishahle fraternal unity,

forhiihling to the individual of the moment the proud right of

spiritual ostracism ? Is it permissible to feel that outlawry,

though a political necessity, is not an institute of the Divine

Commonwealth, at the disposal of every citizen in the king-

dom of heaven? How could I ever face the soul I had

deceived, when perhaps our relations are reversed, and he

meets inv sins, not with self-protective repulse, liut with

winning love? And if with thoughts like these there also

blends that inward reverence for reality which clings to the

very essence of human reason and renders it incredible, d

priori, that falsehood should become an implement of good, it

is perhaps intelligible how there may be an irremediable

discrepancy between the dioptric certainty of the understand-

inof and the immediate insight of the conscience ; not all the

rays of spiritual truth are refrangible ;
some there are beyond

the intellectual spectrum, that wake invisible response and

tremble in the dark.

§ 13. Table of Springs of Action.

It may be useful to collect the results of our survey of the

springs of action into a tabular form. The following list pre-
sents the series in the ascending order of worth : the chief

composite springs being inserted in their approximate place,

subject to the variations of which their composition renders

them susceptible.

LOWEST.

1 . Secondary Passions ;
—

Censorionsness, Vindictiveneps, Suspiciousness.
2. Secondary Organic Propensions ;

—Love of Ease and Sensual Pleasure.

3. Primary Organic Propensions ;
—

Appetites.

4. Primary Animal Propension ;

—Spontaneous Activity (unselective).

5. Love of Gain (reflective derivative from Appetite).
6. Secondary AflTections (sentimental indulgence of sympathetic feelings).

7. Primary Pa-ssions
;
—

Antipathy, Fear, Resentment.
8. Causal Energy ;

—Love of Power, or Ambition
; Love of Liberty.
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9. Secondary Sentiments;—Love of Culture.

10. Primary Sentiments of Wonder and Admiration.

1 1 . Primary Affections, Parental and Social
;

—with (approximately) Gene-

rosity and Gratitude.

12. Primary Affection of Compassion.

13. Primary Sentiment of Reverence.

HIGHEST.

§ 14. llow far a Life must he chosen among these.

This scale of relations aims at exhibitiuir the dutv of the

moral agent in each crisis of competitive impulse, as it is

given him
;

but it does not profess to measure the com-

parative value of the several springs of action in human life

as a whole. To determine this, another factor, besides that of

Quality, must be taken into account, viz. that of freqiieiicf/.

It is quite possible that the superior springs may have rarei-

opportunities of putting in their claims upon the will and

directing their inferiors to retire
;
and then the nobler scenes

which thev mingle with the drama will be but brief heroic

episodes in a piece of many level acts. And though even

humble and unenvied lives are never without occasions for

the play of conscience in its higher strain, yet the tempta-
tions recurring day by day bring on the battle further down ;

for example, against tJie love of ease and pleasure the re-

sistance is more often set up by the love of gain, than by the

intellectual impulses of wonder and admiration ; and re-

sentment is more commonly subdued, or at least smothered,

by the fear of censure (i.e. the love of praise) than melted

away by generous affection. It will not surpjise us, therefore,

if, in many a life that works an upward way, the part of

•3Tpa)raycoz.'io-T7js is taken by some of the middle terms
;
and if,

in the history of civilisation, they seem to fill the page

through volumes, while for their superiors a chapter suffices

here and there.

But though this may be a true account of the facts as they

are, is it compatible with the foregoing doctrine of the moral

consciousness to leave them so? Ought we to content oui-

selves with treating the springs of action as our data,, with
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which wc hnve nothin*^ to <h) l»ut to wait till thi-y arc fhnij^

upon us by ciieuiustiincos, niul tlu'ii to loUow the best that

turns up? However needful it niijjjht l)e for us, as mere

chiklren of nature, tlius to make what we could of them, as

gifts of surprise, have we not, now that we are aware of their

relative ranks, an earlier voice in their tlisposal, deternnnin«;-

whether, and in what amount, this or that among them sliould

come at all 1 Is all our care to be for the comparative quality

of our incentives, and none for their qiiantUy, i.e. the iwopor-

tion of our life and action ichlch they control? If compas-
sion is always of higher obligation than the love of <jain or

family afcction, how can a man ever be justified in quitting

his charities for his business or his home? Ought he not,

conformably with the rule, to live at the top of the climax and

never descend ? Or at any rate is there not some measure

wanted, in order to determine how far the lower impulses are

admissible without unfaithfulness ? These are fair questions ;

and to meet them we must slightly qualify the hypothesis on

which we have proceeded, viz. that we are to accept our rival

incentives at the hands of circumstance and consider that our

duty begins with their arrival. It is from this point that the

portion of our moral experience commences which I wished to

illustrate
;
but if there be at the command of our will, not

only the selection of the better side of an alternative, but also

a predetermination of what kind the alternative shall be, the

range of our duty will undoubtedly be extended to the

creation of a higher plane of ciicumstance, in addition to the

higher preference within it. No parent is justified in placing

his child, no youth in placing himself, in a position or

occasion which is sure to abound in low temptations and

to blunt and enfeeble the springs of action that would rally

the will against them. And so far is this anxiety to mould

the external conditions to the moral wants of life sometimes

carried, that a profession reached through a costly training is

abandoned, because it is not pure enough and disappoints the

best affections ;
and some work is chosen w^hich, it is supposed,

will exeicise only the supreme forms of love and reverence.

The limits, however, within which the higher moral altitudes

can be secured by voluntary command of favouring circum-
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stance are extremely narrow. Go where we may, we carry
the most considerable portion of our environment with us in

our own constitution
;

from whose propensions, passions,

affections, it is a vain attempt to fly. The attempt to wither

them up and suppress them by contradiction has ever been

disastrous
; they can be counteracted and disarmed and taught

obedience only by preoccupation of mind and heart in other

directions. Nothing but the enthusiasm of a new affection

can silence the clamours of one ah-eady there. And though,

by selection of employment, I may certainly keep myself
out of contact with this or that type of temptation (for

example, from love of gain by joining the Brotherhood of

Communists), and immm-e myself for ever in the service of

some one or two afiections (for example, of compassion and

devotion by taking the vows of an Order of Charity), yet

experience shows that the total effect will be disappointing,
and that the character will not reach the elevation to which I

aspire. The sterility of one part of the nature is no security
for the fruitfulness of the rest

; and so intimate are its re-

ciprocal relations, that it is impossible to live upon any one

order of feelings : no sooner am I left alone with them to

do only what they bid, than they begin to desert the very

occupation they have prescribed, and turn it into a routine,

or at best a skill and tact without inspiration. The true

discipline of character lies in the various clashing of the in-

voluntary and the voluntary, and the management of the sur-

prises which it brings ;
and it is morally a fatal thing to

be scared by the former element, and try to make it all

into self-discipline: if we insist on commanding both the

data and the qu?E^sita of our problem, we turn the problem
into a sham and introduce a dry rot into life. Kecessily is

the best school of Free-will. But it must be a real, and not

a self-ini'posed necessity, or we shall be victims of a delusion

and a snare. Let me support this judgment by a few sen-

tences from a letter of the late James Clerk Maxwell (written

at the age of twenty) :

' There are advantages in suhordination,

besides good direction
;

for it supplies an end to each man,

external to himself. Activity requires objectivity. Do you
ever read books written by women about women? I mean
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fictitious taK's. illustiatinL,' moral anatomy, l)y diselosiiig all

tluniLihts. Tuotivos. niul secret sins, as if tlio autliorcss were a

perjuretl confessor? There you lind all the "{^niod' lliinUiii}^

about themselves, and ])lotting si'lf-iiiij)rovement from a sin-

cere regard to their own interest; while the Utul are most

disinterestedly plottin<ij against oi- foi- others, as the case may
be: luit all an* caged-in and compelled to criticise one

another till nothing is left, and you exclaim,
" Madam !— if

I know your sex,
—By the fashion of \o\\y bones— ." No

wonder people get liypochondriac if their souls are made to

go through manoeuvres before a mirror. Objectivity alone

is favourable to the free circulation of the soul. But let the

object be real, and not an image of the mind's own creating ;

for idolatry is subjectivity with respect to gods. Let a man
feel that he is wide awake,—that he has something to do,

which he has authority, power, and will to do, and is doing :

but let him not cherish a consciousness of these things as

if he had them at his command, but receive them thankfully
and use them strenuously, and exchange them freely for other

objects. He has then a happiness which may be increased in

degi'ee, but cannot be altered in kind ^'

It suffices, then, for us to admit to our questioner, that a

man ought not to become so absorbed in his business or his

studies as to leave no scope for the free movement of his

higher affections and no time for the duties they enjoin. But

this very obligation I would rather rest on the objective

claims of the relations, human and Divine, which he is in

danger of guiltily setting aside, than on the subjective need,

in his self-formation, of being less a stranger to the upper

storeys of his spiritual experience. Let him accept his lot,

and work its resources with willing conscience : and he will

emerge with no half-formed and crippled character.

§ 15. Residtiag Rule ; compared u'ltic Benthams.

We are now prepared for an exact definition of Right and

Wrong ;
which will assume this form : Every action is right,

^

Campbell's Life of Maxwell, p. 177.
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which, in presence of a lower 'principle, folloivs a higher:

every action is wrong, which, in presence of a higher prin-

ciple, follows a lotver. Tlius, the act attributed to Regulus, in

returning back to death at Cai-thage, was right, because the

reverence for veracity whence it sprung is a higher principle

than any fear or personal afi'ection which uiiglit have sug-

gested a different course, and of which we tacitly conceive as

competing with the former. And the act of St. Peter in

denying Christ was wrong, because the fear to which he

yielded was lower than the personal affection and reverence

for truth which he disobeyed. The act of the missionaries of

mercy,
—whether of a Florence Nightingale to the stricken

bodies, or of a Columban, a Boniface, a Livingstone, to the im-

perilled souls of men,—is right, because the compassion which

inspires it is nobler than any love of ease or of self-culture

which would resist it. The act of the manufacturer of adul-

terated or falsely-labelled goods is wrong, because done in

compliance with an inferior incentive, the love of gain,

against the protest of superiors, good faith and reverence for

truth. This definition appears to me to have the advantage of

simply stating what passes in all men's minds when they use

the words whose meaning it seeks to unfold. I will not say

that, in his judgment on such cases, no one ever thought, with

Paley, of his 'everlasting happiness :' or, with Bentham, con-

sulted the arithmetic of pleasures and pains and struck their

balance
; or, with Butler, took the question for solution to the

autocratic oracle of conscience for an absolute 'Yea' or 'Nay.'

But, for the most part, these accounts of our reasons seem

to me artificially invented, and in very imperfect correspon-

dence with the real history of our minds : particularly the

first and third as ignoring the sense of p)ro2wrtionate ivorth

among right things, and proportionate heinousness in wrong.
No constant aim, no one royal faculty, no contemplated pre-

ponderance of happy effects, can really be found in all good
action. More scope for variety is felt to be needed : and this

is gained as soon as we quit the casuists' attempt to di"aw

an absolute dividing line between good and bad, and recog-

nise the relative and preferential conditions of every moral

problem. This has been remarked as a requisite of any true
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moral tlii'cM'v l>v llooUcr: ' Jn ^^oodnoss,' ho says, 'there is a

hititutlr or extent, whereliy it eoineth to pass Ihat even of

good aetions some are hetter than other some ; whereas otlier-

wise one man eouKl not exeel another, hut all should be

either al>s<)lutely gotnl, as hitting jump that indivisible point
or eentre wherein goodness consisteth : or else niissing it, they
should be excluded out of the number of well-doers ^' The

exigencies of this truth aro met at once by the fundamental

principle of the foregoing doctrine, viz. that, our nature com-

prising a graduated scale of principles of action, of which

a plurality presents itself at the crisis of every problem, our

moral estimates are always comparative.
In the practical use of this definition for the settlement of

moral problems, ditHculties, I am well aware, will often arise.

The conditions of these problems are liable to be so complex,
and so mixed with unmoral elements, that their exact deter-

mination is beyond the reach of any criterion. Hence it is

not unusual for ethical writers,—as is the case with Paley,
—•

to lay down their definition, and immediately run away from

it, and call it into no active service. With Bentham this is

not the case : he sets up his theory, not as a philosophical
invention to be put by under a glass case, but as a working

machinery to be thrown into gear with the facts of human
life. And by compelling our rule to take its stand side by
side with his, and give in its answer to the same cases, its

method will be illustrated and its position tried by the

severest test of comparison.

Bentham, we must premise, drawls a distinction, which it is

of prime importance to note, between the Motive and the

Intention of a voluntary act. The Intention comprises the

whole contemplated operations of the act, both those for the

sake of which, and those in spite of which, we do it. The

Motive comprises only the former. Now as these can be

nothing but some pleasures or advantages intrinsically worth

having, and allowable, where there is no set-off on the other

side, there can be no such thing as a had motive: the thief

and the honest trader both have the same spring to their

industry, the love of gain ;
and if that were all, both would

' Eccles. Polity, I. p. 14 (folio edition).
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be equally respectable. The difference lies in the residuary

part of the intention: viz. the privation and injury to others,

which fails to restrain the thief and does restrain the mer-

chant. To judge, therefore, of the morality of an act we must

look, Bentham insists, not at its motive in particular, but at

its ivhole intention; and we must pronounce every act right

(relatively to the agent) which is performed with intention of

consequences predominantly pleasurable.

To bring this account into closer comparison with our own

definition, we may conveniently divide the whole intention

into three parts ;
viz. the persuasives, the dissuasives. and the

neutral consequences. The last we may throw out of con-

sideration, as inoperative. The 2'^^^^uasives, or motive, will

then agree with what we have called the principle or spring
of action to which we yield. If the rest are felt as dissuasives,

it is because they are repugnant to some afiection or other

natural impulse : which, as its pleading is in vain, is thrust

aside and excluded by the importunity of the successful prin-

ciple. Here, therefore, in the dissuasive part of the intention,

we have our baffled competitor of the victorious spring of

action.

With these substitutions and correspondences, the two

rules may be exhibited in very near concurrence. In casting

up 3^our account, says Bentham, you must take in the whole

of the intention, and strike the balance of its good and evil :

i.e. you must weigh the good included in the motive against

the good excluded by the rest of the intention. This is only
to say, that you must compare the principle on which the

agent does act with that on which, as he is aware, he might
act

;
and must pronounce him moral or immoral according as

the one or the other is higher in the scale.

Take an instance or two. A man who is trustee for a

minor swindles his ward out of £10,000. Bentham says, his

onotive is not bad, viz. to gain jCIO^OOO,—the very same that

may actuate the upright merchant : but the rest of the inten-

tion is bad, viz. to occasion loss and suffering to others pre-

ponderant over the benefit to himself; therefore the act is

wrong. Our rule would present the case thus : the principle
of action admitted (i.e. the motive) is the love of money; the
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principle of lU'tioii exchuli'il (\x\ th«' ivsiduc of the intt'iilion)

is the .sr/(.sr of juxtlv4i and tjood faUh : of the two, tlio forinor

staiuls lower in the scale : therefore the act is wrong. Again :

a man saerifiets a fortune of .ii 10.000 to pay his father's debts.

Motive, to ilo justice: additional intention, to endure priva-

tions, overbalanced by benefit to others : act good. ( )r, as

we should state it: principle of action admitted, sense of jus-

tice : principle of action rejected, love of riches ami i/icir

enjoymeid : the former being higher than the other, the act is

virtuous.

So far the two rules are not practically at variance, and

may seem to have no important diiierence. But now, intro-

duce a new element into the last case which we have put : let

the son who pays his father s debts, all other persuasives and

di!^suasives remaining as before, have a lively sense of the

applause which his act will wnn, and reckon on it with eager
relish. What is the effect of this modification, accordinjj to

Bentham's method of estimate ? The praise contemplated
from the act is a new pleasure thrown in, and, when we take

our valuation of the whole intention, helps to swell the fa-

vourable side of the account. The act, therefore, would appear
to be better than before, and to be open to further improve-
ment in proportion as the privations encountered by the

agent's self-denial can be reduced. I need hardly say how

completely such a judgment runs counter to the natural

verdict of mankind. Try the case by the other rule. The

principle of action rejected remains the same as before : the

principle of action admitted, partially the same, is qualified

by the accession of the love of praise ; which, being lower

than the incentive on which it is superinduced, can have no

effect but to deteriorate it. The interval which separates the

competing principles being thus reduced, the act receives a

less positive approbation. Here, therefore, is a case of direct

discrepancy between the two rules
;
and it evidently repre-

sents a very large class, viz. all instances in which good to

others is reached at the cost of sacrifice to oneself. The

sacrifice abates by the one rule, and enhances by the other,

the excellence of the act.

It must be further observed that Bentham's rule applies
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only to actions performed with deliberate intention or end-

in-view ; and does not provide any method of estimate for

impulsive expression in character, unless by excluding it

from the sphere of morals altogether. Yet assuredly this is

a prevalent type of human conduct, and more or less mixes

itself with the steadiest execution of preconceived aims : nor

do we ever hesitate to judge men by the natural language it

puts forth, and to regulate by it the direction and intensity of

our appreciation of them. The mere unintentional overflow

of good affections, the unconscious tact of a pure and gentle

heart, the scorn of temptation which makes no reckoning
with the future but simply flings aside a present solicitation,

are regarded with spontaneous respect and approbation by all

observers. It is only by fixing attention on the conscious

principle instead of the contemplated tendency of action, that

interpretation and defence can be found of this natural senti-

ment.

Finally, before dismissing our comparison of the two rules,

it may be well to point out the true function and place of

Bentham's. '

Is there no room,' I may be asked,
'

in morals

for the computation of pleasurable and painful consequences
at all ?

'

Undoubtedly there is : in two ways. First, the

computation is already more or less involved in the preference

of this or that spring of action
;
for in proportion as the springs

of action are self-conscious, they contemplate their own effects,

and judgment upon them is included in our judgment on the

disposition. Secondly: when the principle of action has been

selected, to the exclusion of all competitors, the problem may
still be indeterminate

; because, under the given external con-

ditions, the very same principle may express and satisfy itself

in various methods : the benevolence, for example, which in

one man is foolish and defeats itself, in another is wise and

accomplishes its ends. The choice of means by which to carry
out the workings of a spring of conduct can be made only by
consideration of consequences. This subsidiary rule, however,

must be regarded as rather of an intellectual than of a moral

nature
;
for if a man err in its application, he will be mistaken

only, and will not be a proper object of disapprobation. Thus,

in the solution of all ethical problems, we have successive
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recourse to two distinct rules: viz. the Canon of Prlnciplcf^,

which «jivos the true Moral criterion for determining the

ri<jht of tlie case; and then, the Canon of Consequences,
which gives the Jiational criterion for determining its

tcijtihtm. The former suffices for the estimate of (jJtaracter ;

but, for the c^^timatc of Conduct, must be supplemented by the

latter.



CHAPTER Yll.

OBJECTIONS CONSIDERED.

INTRODUCTION.

In sketching the outline of a scheme of psychological

ethics, I have not disguised the intricacy of the task, or re-

garded it as more than a mere tentative in the direction which,

I am persuaded, affords the only hope of a doctrine true at

once to the inward and the outward experience of mankind.

It is most desirable that the difficulties with which it is en-

cumbered should be placed in the strongest light, and set off

against any pleas which it can urge on its own behalf; and I

regard mj'self as singularly fortunate in finding so eminent

and so fair a critic to state them as Mr. H. Sidsjwick ; who
has devoted to this purpose the twelfth chapter of Book HI.

of his ' Methods of Ethics.' His remarks, though suggested

by a few paragi-aphs only in a Review slightly hinting the

doctrine in its first conception, apply so well to its more de-

veloped form that I cannot excuse myself fi'om estimating
them. Though unwillingly deviating from exposition into

self-defence, I have too profound a respect for my critic to

pass his strictures without careful appreciation.

This appreciation would be more easy, if I could clearly

see the exact limits of Mr. Sidgwick's deference to an intui-

tive apprehension. A reasoner who unconditionally denies

the existence, or at least the authority, of any such thing,

necessarily builds up all human belief and sentiment out of

objective experience, and, in the treatment of ethics, evolves

all feeling from sensible elements, and carries all questions to

Utilitarian standards. A reasoner who distinguishes from

derivative beliefs and incentives certain primary ones which,

VOL. IT. S
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hoini^f hi-yoiul tlu' ri'ac'h of oxti'mal test, arc to be taken on

trust, accepts whatevei* is authenticated by these subjective

criteria, and conceives himself to have, besides the data of

perception, thita also of intuition. Ho is l)ound, however,

both to specily distinctly the range and contents of these

necessary assumptions, and to behave towards them with

unwavering consistency ; and this it is which I seem to miss

in Mr. Sidgwick's treatment. He does not relincpiish the

intuitive doctrine, or dispense with it in laying the foundation

of morals. He accepts from it the idea of lil<j]it, pronouncing
it to be primary and unanalysable, and thus allows it to put
the essential meaning into all moral propositions. He further

recognises in our nature a number of given impulses or in-

stinctive tendencies towards appropriate objects. Ho attaches

the sense of duty to the inward experience of these, saying

distinctly,
' the question of duty never rises except when we

are conscious of a conflict of impulses, and wish to know
which to follow^.' He admits that, of these impulses only
one (and that doubtfully) can occupy the dark side of a dual

classification into good and bad, and that all the rest have,

as motives, different grades of worth. He thinks that the

admiration felt for particular virtues, as bravery, justice, &c.

had not its origin in any perception of consequent advantages
from them, and that the further back we trace this admira-

tion, the less shall we find any tincture in it of Utilitarian

considerations. Yet the intuitive sense of right leaves us in

the dark as to what is rigid, not in conduct only, but in

feeling. And the several impulses, though revealing a grada-

tion, cannot report their degrees. And the moral admirations,

though born of other parentage, have no raison d'etre but in

the reckoning of utility. I confess to a certain uneasiness in

following this see-saw procedure. Too much is conceded in it

to intuitive moral consciousness to begin with, to be after-

wards nullified or handed over for estimate to the Actuaries

of social insurance. If there be a provision in our nature, other

than reflection upon experienced effects, for the recognition of

'moral distinctions of character; and if, at the same time, it

' Methods of Ethics, Second Edition, I. vi. p. 68
; III. xii. i, pp. 338, 339 ;

IV.

iii, last par.
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proves inadequate to the exact determining of problems of

apiMed morals; the probability indicated by this posture of

facts surely is, that Ethics have two sides,
—a Rationale within

the mind, and a Criterion out of it : the one, a law of cha-

racter, the other, of conduct ;
and that, for their full exhibition,

there needs a double construction, viz. a subjective Moral

canon, and an objective Rational one. It is possible enough
to show that, if with the first alone we attack the problems of

the second, we find ourselves in ' a nest of paradoxes :

'

but

since we are no better off with the second in dealiucr with the

questions of the fii-st, it seems arbitrary to make the one abdi-

cate for its defects, and entlu-one the other in spite of them.

Whatever be the flaw in either limb of a pair of scissors, it is

a poor reason for taking out the screw and throwing away one

of them. Mr. Sidgwick does not absolutely do this, because

he retains as intuitive the one idea of Right : but, in order to

learn tvhat is right, he resorts to a source,—Utility,
—which

could not give the idea itself. He thus seems open to the same

question which he presses against our doctrine :

' What avails

it to recognise the superiority of the impulse to do justice, if

we do not know what it is just to do^?" May I not reply,
' What avails it to recognise the authority of Right, if it does

not tell us what it is right to do '^

'

§ 1. Is the Love of Virtue among the Springs of Action ?

The first criticism is couched in the form of a question:

among the springs of action are ' the moral motives,' or

'

impulses towards different kinds of virtuous conduct,' to

be included ? Mr. Sidgwick is led to ask this question, be-

cause Hutcheson answers it in the affirmative, and I in the

negative ;
and he has an answer ready for both. If the love

of truth, the love of justice, the love of vii-tue, are reckoned

in, then an impulse to realise them will be an impulse to

do what is true, what is just, what is virtuous. But the con-

tents of these conceptions are in their extension indeterminate,

i.e. the actions to which they apply are indefinitely various,
* Methods of Ethics, p. 341.

S2
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ami are not iiulicatod l)y tlio conceptions tlicniselves, but

have to l>e selected by external, i.e. utilitarian considerations ;

ho that the impulse only sends you at last to the umpire that

you might as well consult at first. Or, if the case should bo

80 limited as to tie down the conception to a single action,

then there will be a dispute between the impulses themselves;

veracity, e.g. will have its advocates against benevolence; and

benevolence against veracity; and it will be found that the

debate will continue till brought before utility as its judge.

If, on the other hand, these loves of the virtues are not

reckoned in among the impulses compared, these perplexities,

it is true, are escaped ;
but at the cost of an inexcusable

paradox ;
since in a well-trained mind the love of virtue cer-

tainly plays the part of a distinct impulse with its own pecu-
liar satisfaction. Nay, such stress does Kant (in common
with other moralists of Stoical tendency) lay upon this

impulse, that he allows no acts to be moral except such

as are done purely from it. Hutcheson makes common cause

with Kant against its exclusion; but parts from him to 'set

benevolence on an equal footing with it and commit the

moral constitution, like Sparta, to two kings. Nor are these

the only divergencies to which the method gives rise. The

place of self-love is variously assigned : by Kant, excluded

from all community with the moral reason : by Eutler, ad-

mitted to an authority parallel with that of conscience ;
and

by others, allowed, under the name of prudence, to rank,

though not very high, among virtuous impulses.

For Hutcheson's answer to the question,
'

Ai-e we to include

the moral motives ?
'

I am not responsible ;
and it will not

escape an attentive reader that Mr. Sidgwick's objections to

it do but express in other terms the remark with which I

have closed almost every analysis of a composite spring of

action involving general conceptions ;
viz. that its best con-

crete application cannot be determined without consulting the

canon of consequences. This only will I add. While agree-

ing that the mere felt superiority of justice will not in itself

secure our doing what is just, I cannot admit the inference

that it is unavailing. When I am tempted to accept an

advantage over a rival by letting some known calumny
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against him circulate uncontradicted in my presence, is it

of no avail to me that I honour his claim upon me and feel

the relative shame of silence? Blot out at that moment my
sense of the superiority of justice, and would it make no

difference in my volition ? and even where the particular act

which will realise justice is not clear to me, the impulse
towards it is no more unavailing than, on the intellectual side

of my nature, tlce impulse to apprehend truth is unavailing,

during my ignorance of what is true. As in this case we are

incited to find the true, so, in the other, we are incited to

discover, that we may realise, the just.

My own answer to the same question might well appear to

be paradoxical, if understood to deny that any one is ever

influenced by an anxiety to do right, or not to fail in this or

that particular type of duty,
—be it

' candour, veracity, or for-

titude.' That no such denial is involved in it will be evident

on reference to the doctrine of prudence and conscience,

and to the reasons assigned for not placing these among
the given

'

springs of action,' but treating them as two

different modes of relating these springs of action inter se.

But I will endeavour to make these reasons clearer, without

repeating what has already been said.

By
'

springs of action
'

(in the exact sense required for

theory), I mean an impulse towards any unselected form of

activity, i.e. any which might instinctively arise, though there

were no other possible to the same nature, or at all events

present at the same time. Under such instigation, the nature

is propelled, forward by a want towards it knows not what :

the relief of which imparts a pleasure which, if there be memory,
adds itself on as an idea to the spring of action, and increases

its intensity when it recurs. AMiat before was a movement

of mere need, now becomes a movement of desire ; but, if the

scope of the living being goes no further, this is all the incre-

ment he will receive
;
and he will be absolutely disposed of

by this datum. Give him a second spring, and the same tale

comes over again ;
and if the two take possession of him

on different days, his life will simply be made up of a double

set of phenomena of similar type, though of differing contents.

Throw the two springs together upon the same point of time :
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tlu'v cannot both liave him
;
and if ho be a nu'ic animal,

sunvntlercd to instincts, tho intcnscr will carry the day ;
but

if ht' have self-conscious reason and will, he -will not let tho

case settle itself without comparison of the two incentives ;

and, if all ilillereuces of value are to liiin hetlonistic, ho

will j^o with the impulse of the plcasantest promise. Here

then steps in a new factor, which gets rid of suspense and

gives the act its determinate direction : what are we to call

this intruder? Is it a third 'spring?' Does it earn that name

by possessing the defining characteristics of the other two? Not
so

;
for each of them is unconditioned by the presence of the

other, whereas here is something impossible without them both :

they have no selective function : it has nothing else : they are

blind to their owm resulting experiences : it consists in seeing
and measuring them. It is, therefore, not a fresh impulse, but

a preference between two given ones. The more springs of

action are crowded into the nature, the more numerous these

instances of choice, sometimes correctly made, sometimes miss-

ing their aim : but as they are (by h}^,othesis) all made on

the same differentiating ground, viz. pleasure, we generalise
this idea and make a class of them, under the name of pursuit
of pleasure or advantage, and set up self-love as an imaginary
newcomer upon the list of natural springs, though it is

nothing but the abstract sum of all the likings already reck-

oned in the original springs themselves. Choice made upon
these data is iiriideiitial : the habit of making it without

mistake is Prxidence : which therefore might exist under con-

ditions anterior to the existence of moral relations at all
;
and

cannot carry in its essence the characteristics of a vii'tue,

though as little able as any other neutral element to escape
the consecratinor liorht of an all-cmbracinof moral atmo-

sphere.

For this end we must enlarge our intelligent Agent's
world. When the two springs of action meet within him, he

knows them to have a difference other than hedonistic, w^hich

speaks to something else than his likings : there is a second

scale on which they stand, the one higher than the other, in a

new order of values, defining their relative claims upon his

will. If, concentrating himself upon this new order, he gives
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himself to the higher authority and lets the other go, he again

gets rid of his suspense by the same third factor as before,

viz. a volition, only dealing this time with differences un-

known before. Is this volition, then, a third '

spring,' any
more than the former one? Not so

;
for it has all the same

disqualifications, and, like its predecessor, is a choice between

two compared springs ;
the comparison turning, in the two

cases, upon different qualities. In the one case, he wills in a

certain way, because it is 'pleasant : in the other, because it is

right. But this feeling of the right, which is expressed in his

volition, is as yet an unnamed feeling, which he has but does

not know. As repeated instances occur of conflict similarly

surmounted, the elements and the story of temptation become
familiar and clear to the self-consciousness, and the feeling of

right disengages itself by repetition into pretty distinct view

as a generalised cunce2:)ti<)n^ ; which may then become an

object of thought and interest irrespective of concrete exam-

ples of its presence, and enable us to speak of moral pheno-
mena collectively, and to direct emotions upon them as a

class. This brings us to the state of mind Avhich we call the

'love of right.' In its self-application, it is a desire /or right

preference under temptation, i.e. to follow the higlier of two

or more solicitations to the will. Let us consider, then, in

what sense this can be called a separate and independent

impulse. When once I have been furnished with this gene-

ralisation, I shall go into every particular moral trial with

the conception in my mind, and with the desire that, among
the competitors about to appeal to my will, I may accept the

highest. But this forecasting interpretation of my coming

experience, bringing it under a general rule, does but redupli-

cate my sense of superiority in the higher principle, and

exhibit it to me as a particular instance of an authority of

wider scope. If I am now said to will in a certain way
because it is right, the phrase has a changed meaning ;

de-

noting conformity not simply with an unnamed feeling, but

with a named conception of it as luell. But the superiority

to which I yield myself is the same as before ;
and this is no

' This word is open to objection ;
but cannot well be mended here, without

going into interrupting refinements.
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uioie a new spring of action than tho law of gravitation,

when dcHneil, supplies a now force added on to that by which

tho rain falls. If it were a new impulse, it could be compared

with the old one, and even, in virtue of its ditibrencc, come

into collision with it ; Imt the 'preference for rhjht is the

preference for the superior of the competing springs of action

in each c^se, and therefore in this case, and docs but designate

the same volition under another name. Hence I cannot admit

either the loves of virtues,
—of 'candour, veracity, fortitude,'—

or the virtues themselves, as so many additional impulses

over and above those from the contiict of which they are

formed. I do not confess my fault in order to be candid, or

encounter danger in order to he brave, or resist temptation

in order to be virtuous, and give a sample of what virtue is.

Unless I am a prig, I never think of candour, or virtue, as

predicable, or going to be predicable, of me at all
; but,

having to act, I simply take the nearest thing that comes

commended to me in the form of duty. So far as these

qualities influence my volition, it is not as new impulses, but

as old habits, predisposing me to repeat a familiar mode of

choice, and concede to my will the mechanical advantage of

its acquired momentum. But the fact that formed disposi-

tions tend to self-continuance, and abate the precariousness

of volitions under surprise, is very inaccurately expressed by

calling these instances of inertia
' in well-trained minds

'

so

many
' distinct and independent impulses ^.' For these rea-

sons I think it inadmissible, after arranging the hierarchy of

impulses, and discovering their common difference, to treat

this as an omitted term, and foist it in among the series. It

is true that in the tabulated list of springs of action which I

have given, a few appear which are not primitive, but, like

the love of this or that virtue, formed by cumulative experi-

ence and abstraction. They are allowed to be there, however,

not in virtue of any difference between a general conception

and a concrete instance
;
but because they are composite,

borrowing elements from a plurality of springs occupying
different positions on the scale, and therefore having a value

not identical with that of any member of the list.

* Methods of Ethics, III. xii. 2, p. 340.
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§ 2. Intuitive Moralists do not agree, as to

A. Benevolence and M0R.4.L Sense.—Mr. Siduwick's next

objection to the method which he criticises I cannot feel

to be a very serious reproach, since it associates me with

such powerful protectors as Butler, Kant, and Hutcheson.

He says that we do not agree among ourselves: that one

of the incentives which I ignore,
—

Self-love,
—is invested by

Butler with half the authority of morals
;
and another,

' the

desire to do right as right," by Kant with the whole of it :

while Hutcheson will not accept Kant's principle unless

he may install benevolence into equal partnership with it.

These ditferences, even when placed in the strongest light,

do not appear greater than are found in the wi'itings of

eminent Utilitarians, or than must be expected in all early

attempts at exact psychological analysis : and, when traced

back, behind the plu-ases which emphasise them, to their

position and meaning in the author's mind, they seem to

be by no means hopelessly irreconcilable. One common fea-

ture strikes us at a glance ;
viz. that with all these writers an

intuitive apprehension of duty stands on the highest level of

authority,
—under the name of ' conscience

'

with Butler, of
'

pure regard for the moral law
'

with Kant, and of
' the moral

sense
'

with Hutcheson, All these phrases do but sum up, in

generalised terms, the pervading consciousness of higher

aitthority which I have described as running through the

whole scale of impulses, and as constituting the conscience as

soon as its component experiences are collected. In each

instance of rejected temptation, the ground of the volition is

nothing else than this consciousness of imperative authority
in the incentive

;
and the Kantian condition is fulfilled in our

experiences, taken one by one, though it may be long before

we know by name the feeling we obey, and can formulate our

way of choice as a verbal rule. The same remark applies to

Hutcheson's ' moral sense
;

'

what the ' moral sense
'

feels, or

what we feel qua moral, is the element of binding superiority

distinguishing impulse from impulse throughout. And when
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ho co-ortlinatos Ixnevolrnce with the inoral soiisi'. \n\ takes be-

novolonco, not in tho sense of the bare social aiiection, as it

might exist in an unmoral world, but as devotion to the total

good of others having a common moral life with ourselves; and

then the meaning of his dual or rather alternative headship is

simply this: that the same work may be wrought out cither

by love or by dnty, and that what is right for each of us will

be found to make \ip the good of (til. To this I have nothing
in principle to object. As no one could contribute more to

the w^ell-being of others than he who should never fall short

in any virtue, it would not matter to a perfectly clear thinker

at which end he began to reason out his perfect t^^pc of life,
—

whether from the standard of personal conscience to benevo-

lence towards others
; or, vice versa, from benevolence towards

others to personal duty : the product either way would be the

same. It is not so much the essence as the form of this doc-

trine that is unsatisfactory. If it assumes benevolence to be

obligatory, and reasons from it as such, till it covers the whole

ground of conscientious life, it provides for the obligation of

duty twice over, viz, once in the shape of benevolence, and

again in the shape of
' the moral sense.' If it does not assume

this, but takes benevolence simply as altruistic affection, no

reasoning from it can ever pick up the idea of duty by the

way, and if the same things are reached which lie within the

area of the moral sense, their nieaniitg will not be there,

for their ohligcdion is not provided for at all. Nor can I

believe that, in a world not consisting of '

angelic doctors,' the

altruistic affection could be substituted for the sense of duty
distributed through the hierarchy of impulses, with any
chance of practically producing the same result. There are

numerous inconspicuous particulars of personal feeling and

habit, by no means insignificant as elements of character,

which are so private and apparently absorbed into the air of

solitude, as to be overtaken, if at all, only by the most remote

and subtle inferences from social benevolence. Nor could any

progi'ess towards such inference be made without stepping
at once from the moral canon to the rational, and working

along the lines of utility. This is a legitimate process, if

kept within limits, and employed to determine the best objec-
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tive application of springs of action intuitively approved ;

and if there be many of these springs of given worth, the

appendix of a'p'plied ethics will not be of long range for each,

or of unmanageable scope for all. But if one alone is taken

as the germ which is to yield the whole universe of a'p'plied

ethics, the moral canon is almost idle, and the rational is

overworked ;
and hence, as Mr. Sidgwick remai'ks, the differ-

ence is not very great between Hutcheson and the modern

Utilitarians ^.

B. Self-Love.—The divergent estimates of Self-love

among intuitive moralists are less easily resolved
;
and I

cannot plead unconditionally for either Kant's position or

Butler's, much less for both. Still, the interval between

them is greatly reduced, when we closely observe what

exactly it is that each denotes by the word 'self-love:' for it

is by no means one and the same quality that by Kant is

opposed to the moral sense and by Butler co-ordinated with

it. Under this name the former has in view the mere desire

of happiness which belongs to us as sentient beings, and would

exist and operate if our constitution went no further than

this. Its end, therefore, is one which could be gained in the

total absence of a moral nature, and cannot be the object

of that nature. Thus understood, the opposition in which

Kant places Self-love and Conscience is essentially just, and

does but mark the contrast which I tried to bring out in the

analysis of Prudence. The Self, on the other hand, which

Butler supposes to be loved, is the toted hwnian being, not only

with a conscience added to his sentient capabilities, but with

knowledge of its place, its rights, its meaning in his nature,

and, further, with the whole tissue of his relations with his

fellows complete around him, and under the known Divine

moral ofovernment of the world. He also assumes the Love

which is directed upon this complete being to be so
'

cool,'

'

deliberate,' and wise, as to embrace in its view all the

elements of his tuelfare, including every eligible quality of

character, and all harmonious relations with men and God.

Against such self-love, supposing it to exist and opera,te

1 Methods of Ethics, III. xii. 2, p. 341.
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successfully as an impulse, it may well be tiiilieult to name a

motive Avliich couUl recjuire us to act. As it includes the

•whole moral nature, it becomes contractor for all its work,

and gives security for every duty ;
and conscience can ask no

more. Unfortunately, it labours under one irremovable dis-

ability- : that the gi'cater part of the excellence for which it

makes itself answerable is in its very essence (lisinterested,

and is reached only in self-furr/ctfulness. And self-love can-

not undertake to w4n it, w^ithout resolving on an impossible

suicide. The real Self-love with w^hich we have to do differs

from both these hj-pothetical conceptions ; and this difference

acct)unts for the admission, by general consent, of Prudence to

a humble place among the duties, if not among the virtues.

It recognises the fact that we are not merely sentient, to do as

we like
;
but that certain additional elements of happiness or

misery have been imported into life by the presence of a

moral order of feelings, both in ourselves and in others
;
and

that hence two consequences follow: (1) that Prudence must

not leave out of account this fresh factor of well-being, but

must economise it with the rest
;
and (2) that, inversely, the

moral judgment claiming, by its very nature, jurisdiction

over all the voluntary life, covers Prudence itself with its

authority, forbids us to trifle wdth our own happiness, and

turns the administration of it into a duty. Thus, instead

of inflating Prudence till it filLs and supersedes the sphere
of Conscience, we cancel its independence and adopt it into

the service of Conscience. As soon as we look behind the

words, we find that the alleged diversity of estimate resolves

itself into a diversity of meanings.
C. Imperative Claims of Justice.—But it is not only

with regai'd to moral motives and self-love that divergent

judgments are formed: they are equally conspicuous, it is

said, all through the list of incentives : except that, by
general admission, the appetites stand below the affections

and intellectual desires
;
and the self-preserving impulses

below the disinterested. It is obvious to remark that these
'

exceptions
'

themselves stretch over so large a part of our

scale, as to supply at least the outlines of its rule
; they touch

its terms at leading points from end to end, and leave little
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range for doubt beyond the sub-classes which they contain.

The instances adduced to enfoi'ce the objection admit of a con-

struction under which it completely disappears. They belong,

if I mistake not, to two classes : (1) that in which a spring of

action seems to modify its relative worth yA\h. outiuanl cir-

cumstances : (2) that in which its place is apparently changed

by its special intensity. As an example of the first, take the

natural resentment at Avi'ong, even when brought into the form

of love of justice, or desire to treat men according to their

deserts. The maxim ' Fiat justitia, ruat coelum,' attests the

almost supreme place assigned to this motive by the general
sentiment. Yet, no sooner do the social conditions become

dangerously exceptional, as in times of conspiracy and success-

ful crime, than the best administrators unhesitatinglj'- offer

not only immunity to a confessing criminal, but a huge bribe

to break his oath of secrecy and betray his accomplices. No
treatment can be more at variance with his deserts, A motive

principle which can thus be deposed by circumstances is not

judge but judged : the estimate of it changes from person to

person, and from time to time
;
and as it is public utility that

shifts the value assigned to it, that is certainly the criterion

on which it depends. I answer, that there is here no change
whatever in the estimate of the principle of justice ;

but

merely a sacrifice of its application to one person in order to

secure its application to several, instead of acquiescing in its

frustration for all. Li offering the reward for Queen's evidence,

it is always assumed that the promise to participate in the

crime and keep it secret is itself a criminal act, and not

binding ;
so that the wages are tendered, not for a new

iniquity, but for retreat from an old one
;
and the departure

from justice is limited to the grant of impunity ; a grant

reluctantly made, with no other desire than to gain the best

terms possible for the total justice of the case. The spring of

action is therefore still in its dominant place, and is not

really dislodged by outward circumstances. And, even if it

were pronounced expedient to remit punishment altogether
for a particular crime, that so-called '

expediency
'

would con-

sist in some better security obtainable by the momentary
sacrifice for the permanent preservation of just conduct in the
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society ;
so that, in any case, the modification is only from

snuilliT justice to hirger.

|). Ki.i.MivE Claims of Intellkctual Dksirks and

Pf.usonal AfkelTions.—The difrerenco of opinion, however,

which is most in Mr. Sidgwick's mind,—viz. between the rela-

tive chiims of the intellectual desires and the personal affec-

tions,—comes under the second head ; for it is only where the

ideal tendencies have more than the average intensity that

they ever dispute the palm of superiority with the enthusi-

asms of human love. But wherever this exceptional intensity

of Wonder and Admiration really does exist, it undoubtedly
starts the cpiestiou, whether it invests these intellectual

impulses with relative rights not assigned to them upon the

scale. Where there is a drift of genius, overwhelmingly strong,

towai'ds ideal creation or the search for scientific truth, it is

often accepted as an excuse for some carelessness of the claims

of the parental and social affections, which nevertheless stand

higher in authority. Is this plea to be recognised by the

moralist ? and, if it is, must it be extended to every impulse
that can assert the same title? In that case, the whole

doctrine collapses, and vjortli can no longer hold up its head

against strength, but fairly falls into its arms. Or, is it only

in extreme cases, of great intellectual gifts, that the rule of

relative obligation is relaxed, and the negligent private life

becomes venial, in consideration of the public gain from rare

additions to the treasures of art and knowledge ? In that

case, we are referred to utility to find the point where, with

the smallest sacrifice of private claim, the public advantage
will be at its greatest ;

and the inward scale is deserted for

the outward. To this I answer : If you admit the plea of

special intensity so far only as the imhlic good requires, you

stipulate that the genius of the individual shall be held in

trust for the general advantage, and shall not follow its own

impulses beyond that line. In doing so, you do but acknow-

ledge the superior obligation of social affection, which is

precisely what is asserted in our scale. This affection,

therefore, instead of being set aside by the ideal incentive, is

added to that impulse when intense, with the effect of lifting

it into a higher position. Accordingly, the actual feeling of
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all the greatest workers in the pursuit of knowledge and the

creations of art has more or less distinctly been one of self-

identification with the well-being of men, and dedication to

a sacred trust on theii' behalf. Thus, these typical cases of

seeming divergence from the intuitive scries of ranks, are

entirely brought back into the line, not without fresh confir-

mation of its truth.

Even within the compass of Love itself Mr. Sidgwick finds

two elements which, in the hands of the intuitive moralist,

are sure, he thinks, to quarrel for precedence. On the one

hand, there is the desire of good to the object of love : on the

other, the desire for intimate communion with him
;
and

which of these holds the higher rank in the benevolent affec-

tions may be reasonably doubted
;
the former appearing to be

the most purely disinterested
;

the latter, the only element

lofty enough to survive in the love of God, the supreme of all

affections. This difficulty arises entirely from treating the

confused word Love as the name of a single aft'ection, and as

interchangeable v/ith benevolence. We speak cei'tainly of

the ' love of man '

and of the ' love of God
;

'

but on that

account to search in the latter for some test of the elements of

the former is no more reasonable than to look for it in the

love of money, of power, of knowledge ;
the fact being, that

it is only in the henevolent affections that the two elements

in question are found combined. Nor does it follow, from

the presence in human piety of a desire of union, that this

must be the superior element in human love
; for it may not

be, and assuredly is not, the superior element in the religious

feeling : in itself, and apart from the decisive question
' union

with vjhat ?
'

it has no moral quality whatsoever : it may be-

long to the confidant of a favourite Da-mon, or the worshipper
of infinite Holiness. Many a time has there prevailed, in

particular crises of religious experience, a highly-wrought and

passionate love of God, in which this clinging tendency of

emotion has been attended with deplorable degi'adation of cha-

racter ^
: it sinks or lifts the worshipper entirely according to

* There is a painful illustration of this clanger in an edition of the Hymns of the

United Brethren (Moravian) ;
the second, I believe, out of three which have ap-

peared in this country. I refrain from more particular reference, out of respect for
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the conception Avhich ho has of the object of his trust. In

order to keep ckmr of the ilhisory suhsuinptioii of devotion

towards God under the benevolent <i(feet ions, I have distin-

guished them by different names ; intending, ])y the use of the

word 'Reverence^ to lay stress on that sulxluing sense of

Moral perfectio)! which is iinplieil in neither of the two

elements tliscriminated in lium.ni love. When wo look below

the film of hazy language into real differences of thought
which it hides or blurs, the alleged discrepancy appears to me

entirely to vanish.

E. Love of Fame and Love of Powku.—The la.st in-

stance of divergent estimate among intuitive moralists Mr.

Sidfnvick finds in their treatment of the Love of Fame and the

Love of Power. Again, I see no evidence that the discrepancy
is more than apparent. For I find the same phrase employed
to cover ditferent things, on which it is quite natural and

right that different judgments should be passed. When
'

some,' as Mr. Sidg^vick tells us,
' think it degrading to depend

for one's happiness on the breath of popular favour,' they

certainly have in view what we have named, and have esti-

mated, as the love of Praise. The poet, on the other hand,

who eulogises 'the spur which the clear spirit doth raise,' is

thinking of what is more strictly called the love of Fame ;

and the differing estimates are but the shadows of the different

meanings. He who ranks the love of Fame '

among the most

elevated impulses after the moral sentiments' does but express
in other words what I intended in saying, that the love of

Fame can never be more than second-best, but always occupies
the place of a higher impulse which ought to do the work
instead. As for the love of Power, it is true, as Mr. Sidgwick

says, that it produces effects
' of nearly all degrees of goodness

and badness :

'

but that ' we are inclined to praise or blame it

accordingly,' I cannot for a moment admit, if by praise and

blame be meant moral approval and condemnation, and not

mere pleasure and displeasure at what we like and dislike.

Regarded as a feature of the individual character, it is invari-

the permanent feeling of the Brotherhood. Their leaders became ashamed of the

too amorous tone that pervaded the volume, and withdrew it in favour of a collec-

ticn breathing a far purer and higher devotion.
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ably recognised as guilty, when it is known to do what a

higher impulse,
—

e.g. love of social welfare,—forbids to be done ;

as innocent, when it does what the higher impulse, if it had

ascendency, would insist on being done
;
as laudable, when it

rescues the life from the thraldom of appetite and passion,

and quickens the energy of thought, affection, and will. But

no amount of 'good effects' purchased by it for the world can

ever elicit towards it, as it seems to me, the faintest movement
of moral homage ;

or even prevent a certain sigh of humilia-

tion at the disproportion between the largeness of the product
and the unheroic nature of its spring. I cannot but think

that ]\Ii*. Sidgwick has confounded together the possible value

of a spring of action for society, and its moral worth in the

individual character.

§ 3. Difficulty of Reading our Motives.

A difliculty still remains to be considered, which certainly
must be fatal to our whole doctrine, if it cannot bo relieved.

Is it possible to read our own motives with an accuracj' suffi-

cient for their estimate? Struck with the fact that Hobbes
resolves the benevolent impulse into the love of poiver, and
that Dugald Stewart detects the same insidious incentive in

the love of knowledge, of property, and of liberty, Mr. Sidgwick
shrinks with a kind of despair from the puzzling complexity
of our motives, and suggests that we are not competent to

decipher them ^. I cannot but think that he puts the diffi-

culty, whatever it be, in the wrong place. From the different

accounts of this or that motive given by different philosophers
we are entitled to infer, that it is not easy to compare its ex-

emplifications in separate persons ;
but not, that each person

is in the dark about it in his own case. It is difficult enough
to make language available for the exact comparison, by
several observers, of even perceptions through the senses,

where the presence of an external object secures at least a

concurrent direction of attention
;
and that difficulty is enor-

mously increased where the phenomena compared are wholly
• Methods of Ethics, III. xii. 3, pp. 343, 344.

VOL. II. T
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interniil. ami idontitu-s and dilUioncos can l»i' indicated only

by words, whoso indcterniinaie conipivhunsioii cannot bo fixed

but by others that are also indotorniinatc, and so on to an

indefinite distance. On matters of purely psycholo<^ical ox-

perience, to reach general pro])ositions which will e(jually

content a multitude of thinkers rccjuires a precision of

analysis, and a tact in the manipulation of languujro, by no

moans common even in the philosophic schools. But it does

not follow from this that acctvrate nelf-knoidedge is unattain-

able ; and it is within this sphere, in the consciousness of

relations between one state and another of the same mind,

that the hierarchy of motive-springs constructs itself. It is

very true that, in order to serve more than a private purpose,

in order to have any scientific vahie, it is indispensable to

raise this result of self-knowledge from an individual to a

general fact. But no one probably who has sufficient faith

in psychology to accept such report on the attestation of

pereonal self-knowledge, wall despair of bringing its descrip-

tive language to an exactitude sufficient for gathering up the

laws of comparative experience.

That a psychologist of the fii'st rank should have so timid

a faith in the method of which he is a master, as to dwell

distrustfully on the '

obscurity of introspective analysis,' and

deem it impossible to tell the value of a mixed motive, is

certainly discouraging. What am I to do, he asks, if I am
driven in one direction by a chain-shot of high and low

motives, and in the opposite by a single impulse of inter-

mediate worth? e.g. to punish my injurer by love of justice

plus vindictiveness, and to spare him by compassion. It has

been agreed on both sides to treat vindictiveness, as not only

relatively but absolutely bad, and to place it, as purely

malevolent, altogether outside the admissible parts of the

graduated scale. The active presence of such a feeling im-

plies much more, I should say, than the mere lowering of a

coexisting superior impulse ;
it so conflicts with it, that any

blending of the two in a common function is no less impos-

sible, than the co-operation of aliment that feeds the life and

poison that destroys it. Were I conscious of vindictive

desire, I should know my love of justice to be vitiated and
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turned into pretence, and be well aware that the only approv-
able incentive pleading with me was my compassion. If the

lower factor of the compound motive, as well as the higher,

lies within the scale, they will together constitute an inter-

mediate incentive
;

the moral quality of which it would

indeed be difficult to know, if for that purpose it were requisite

to give the atomic weights of each, and their combining pro-

portions, with the new properties emerging at each stage.

But in psychological states there are no quantitative parts

and wholes
;
and the lanijuage and analogies of mechanical

aggregation or chemical composition are altogether misleading,
if pressed upon what we call the analysis of thought. Changes
of feeling are not got, and are not estimated, by addition and

subtraction, and do not constitute multiples and quotients ;

so that to show how difficult would be the problem they pre-

sent, if they had to be worked as sums in arithmetic, affords

no proof that we cannot solve them. However paradoxical
the confession may seem, I must own that I find what is

called a compound spring of action quite as easy to estimate

as the simplest : it carries with it implicitly a report of its

relative moral rank to the consciousness
;
and it is not till I

begin to lay it out explicitly, and reckon it up by particles,

that doubts and puzzles about it crowd upon me, with the

imminent risk of turning my self-knowledge into self-delusion.

Such better knowledge of a reputed whole than of its reckoned

parts is by no means strange to our experience in other fields.

I may have, e.g. a feeling, practically infallible, of the duration

of an hour, or of five or six hours, so that its lapse shall not

escape me even in sleep, and I can be sure of punctuality
without a watch

; yet so far is this from depending on my
counting the component minutes or quarter hours, that

were I to try such calculative method, I should be certain to

go wrong. The hour is just as much a unitary object of

knowledge, as any shorter time, although it is true that it

would not have elapsed, unless also sixty minutes had elapsed ;

and similarly each impulse is strictly one appreciable state of

consciousness, although it may happen only to a mind that

has passed through certain nameable prior conditions. With-

out, therefore,
'

estimating the relative proportions
'

of the

T2
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so-CjvIUmI components of a niotivo, wi' intuitively decide exactly

as if we could ; or, exactly as if nothing ^vel•e present l»ut

incentives of the simple typo. The absence of one of them

from our graduated list makes no diflercnco
;
for that list is

not the prior condition, but only the posterior record, of our

moral psychology; the history ilows on in its own way with-

out looking at our programs ; and our best knowledge can

do no more than follow with lame steps, and lay out its na-

tural wholes into the nearest artificial ecjuivalents that can

enable us to speak together of their quality. All the difticul-

ties charged upon the composition of motives appear to mc a

mere nightmare of unreal psychology. Practically, everyone
knows at first-hand his own incentive, and, unless he has

learned the tricks of a cheat, need be at no loss about its

relative worth.

§ 4. The Rule reducible to that of
' Rational Benevolence'

In a passage which long perplexed me, and which perhaps
I still fail to understand, Mr. Sidgwick seems to draw a

singular conclusion from our rule that, in every conflict of

impulses, the highest has the rightful claim upon our will.

If so (he seems in effect to say), you practically give up your
doctrine and come over to our side

;
for the highest motive is

the Utilitarian's pursuit of universal happiness, or, what is

the same thing,
' Rational Benevolence,' or, if you take it more

distributively, the several virtues which secure that happi-
ness

;
and if that is what we are to go by, the inferior motives

are thrust out of the game, unless they can hang on to the

skirts of this superior and pass as its servitors : in the pre-

sence of all the virtues and universal good they can have

nothing to say for themselves, if they cannot show that they
have an instrumental place in the attainment of these ends.

Their vindication, therefore, lies in their relation, not to each

other, but to one principle set up as supreme. Since to this

principle the appeal has to be carried, the pleadings may as

well be opened in its court at once. Do I, in this version,

rightly apprehend the purport of the following sentences ?—
i
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' If it be said that the highest motive present, however feeble

compared with others, should always prevail, and that we
need only attend to that : then this mode of determining right

conduct seems practically to pass over and resolve itself into

some other method. For if several virtuous impulses, prompt-

ing to realise particular rules or qualities of conduct, are

admitted as distinct and independent, these will naturally

occupy the highest rank
;
and if not, then Rational Benevo-

lence, or some similar principle within the range of which all

actions may be comprehended. And thus, when a conflict

occurs between motives inferior to these, the inferior will

naturally carry up the case, so to say, into the court of the

higher motive
;
so that the practical issue will, after all, de-

pend upon the determination of the object of the higher

motive, whether it be conformity to moral rules or universal

happiness and the means to this. And. in fact, such a refer-

ence seems continually to occur in our psychical experience :

our lower impulses, bodily appetites. &c. when they conflict

with some higher principle, continually compel us to justify

them by considerations of their tendency to promote indi-

vidual or general good. And thus our estimate of the value

of all motives below the highest turns out to have little

practical application, as the final decision as to the rightness

of conduct will depend, after all, upon some quite difterent

consideration ^.'

The reasoning of this passage, if I do not misconstrue it,

addresses itself to some doctrine wholly unlike any which

I can undertake to defend. It assumes that in the scale of

springs of action will be found a special class distinguished

from the rest by being
' virtuous motives,' possibly all fused

into one in the shape of ' Rational Eenevolence,' or desire for

' universal happiness.' I have already said enough in ccrrection

of this misapprehension. It is also assumed, that there can

never be a conflict of incentives without one of these ' virtuous

motives' (i.e. love of this, that, or all virtues) being present,

so that not only is one inferior motive higher than another,

but both ai'e eclipsed by a superlative third, and dispensed

from further attendance. With the removal of the class of

^ Methods of Ethics, III. xii. 3, pp. 344, 345.
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' vutiunis motives,' this asMiiiiiilion ulso tlisappoiirs : tlu're is

no nbsoluto niul constant '

hiij^hcst,' aj>poai'in<jf over the heads

of all conllic'ting incentives; but the 'hiij^liest" M'hieh claims

us is sim]»ly the relatively superior of tiie conteiidiTig two,

and tl»e duty, the moral (Uialit}', the call to virtue, consist

simi)ly in that felt superiority; so that our rule, 'Go with the

highest,' is just as applicable to the humlJer as to the loftier

steps of the scale, and involves no leap up to the summit

before it can be obeyed. It is in vain to urge upon us that

from the authority of our hierarchy we arc necessarily driven

to an infallible Head.

The same misuse of the Avord
'

highest
'

in an absolute

sense, instead of relatively to the other incitements in each act

of choice, leads to Mr. Sidgwick's fmal argument : viz. that it

is aijainst common sense to atlirm that the hic[her motive

ought always to prevail over the lower
; inasmuch as this

would require iis to banish '

all natural impulse in favour

of reason,' and fetch in the supreme spring of action to work
the most insignificant problems : in other words, never to

descend from the top of the scale. This objection has already
been under consideration

;
and I have nothing to add to

the reasons before assigned for treating the natural impulses
as the data of our moral problem, and not (except within

certain narrow specified limits) turning them out among
the qiucsita ; i.e. for not meddling with the relative quantity
of our motives, if only their quality receives its due. As
I do not admit • Reason

'

to be a spring of action at all,

it would indeed be strange in me to '

suppress the natural

impulses in its favour :

'

the only effect w^ould be to stop the

clock altogether.

Throughout his criticism Mr. Sidgwick has lost sight of the

place which I expressly reserve for his utilitarian canon of

consequences, and has argued as if I proposed to work out a

code of morcds from intuitive data. He does not notice the

fact that I only give 2'mority to the canon of obligation

'proper, and contend that consequences to the general happi-
ness can caiTy no obligation, unless the altruistic affections

are in their Tiature invested vjith authority over impulses
that conflict with them; so that we must go to the scale of
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impulses before we proceed to the reckoning of consequences.
In reading so bare an outline of doctrine as the Essay pre-

sents on which he is commenting, this feature might perhaps

easily escape attention. Yet the definition of right and wrong
with which his quotation closes is immediately followed by
these qualifying words :

'

this [definition], however, though of

very wide apphcation, will not serve for the solution of ever}-

problem. There are cases in which one and the same prin-

ciple has the choice of several possible actions
;
and among

these the election must be made by the balance of pleasurable
and painful effects. There is no question of duty which will

not find its place under one or other of these two rules, of

which the fii'st might be called the canon of principles,

and the other the canon of consequences ;
the former being

the true ethical criterion, determining the morality of an act ;

the latter, the rational criterion, determining its wisdom ^.'

*

Essays, Philosophical and Theological, Vol. 11. p. 20.





BOOK II.

HETERO-PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES.

In the account which has been given of the psj-chological

basis of Ethics, nothing more has been attempted than an

accurate description of the facts of our moral consciousness,

and of the beliefs which they implicitly contain. A meaning
has been given for the leading terms which enter into our

current language of character,
—merit and demerit, praise and

blame, temptation, compunction, duty and vii-tue, obligation
and authority, right and wrong ;

and the conceptions thus

laid out have brought us (so far as I am aware) across no

incoherence among themselves, or inconsistency with necessary
beliefs belonging to other departments of human thought.
The general result therefore is, that the contents and implica-
tions of the moral sentiments stand fast for us as sound, and

no less worthy of trust than any other organism of ideas that

is found elsewhere within the total sphere of our knowledge.
We end, as we began, by believing what they tell us.

So simple a result does not, however, always satisfy the

ingenuity of psychologists. It leaves us with an order of

thinking and a gi'oup of convictions distinct from any that

can be got out of the physical and physiological sciences,

or from the principles of the fine arts
;
and philosophers do

not like to be encumbered, in their survey of the world, with

bundles of fii'st truths as numerous as the elements of a lady' s

luggage : they cannot move freely till their outfit will all go
into a Gladstone bag. So they try to find some one of their

packages of thought capacious or elastic enough to hold all
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that cannot be proved superfluous ;
and as, in uny case, room

enough must be left for the senses, -which arc solid aifairs,

it is usually the moral sentiments that arc apt to get squeezed,
and to come out at the end hardly recognisable. Some of these

contrivances for reducing the numifold furnishing of our

nature to a single all-embracing type, i.e. of enveloping the

phenomena which are then to be develoj^ed, it is incuml)ent

upon us to examine
;

for they undoubtedly alter the aspect,

if they do not endanger the existence, of the authority under

which we seem to live. This indeed it was customary for the

older empirical analysts to deny ^. But in the present day it

is no longer possible to treat this question, of the genesis of

the ethical experiences, as morally inditierent: the anxiety
which has widely spread, since the principle of evolution

came to be applied to morals, sufficiently attests the prevalent
belief that the reverent estimate of them rests, not upon their

useful issues only, but also upon their sacred source. If moral

obligation turns out, on cross-questioning, to be ^^^/-seeking,

or Fear of man, or Assent to truth, presenting itself under an

alias, it cannot be denied that the detection of this fact shows

it to be, or to contain, an illusion ; inasmuch as to our

consciousness it presents itself under quite a different charac-

ter fi-om this, and, in vii'tue of such difference, influences us

quite otherwise. The exposure of an habitual hallucination

may not, it is true, prevent its recurrence
;
but if, in recurring,

it brings with it its own refutation, we shall no longer go
with it as our guide, but bear it as our malady. It is therefore

absurd to pretend that no practical interest is affected by the

idea we may form of the genesis of the moral sentiments.

^
See, e.g. James Mill's Fragment on Mackintosh, pp. 51, 52

J



BRAXCH I.

HEDONIST ETEICS.

CHAPTER I.

UTILITARIAN HEDONISM.

The tlieoiy upon this subject -which in this country has

played, and still plays, the leading part against every doctrine

of intuitive morals is that which, started by Hobbes, and

descending with various enrichments and some qualifications

through Hartley, Beutham, the two Mills, and Austin, re-

appears in Bain, and in its ethical aspect is popularly known
as Utilitarianism: while, in its psychological, it is generally

(though not necessarily) identified in the schools with

Hedonism. In reviewing this scheme of doctrine, I shall not

select any single writer as its exclusive representative, but

avail myself of such statements, wherever found, as may serve

to bring out the important features of the doctrine most

distinctly ;
and shall hope to do so, without making any

author responsible for positions which, though laid down by
another, he would not himself accept.

1. PSYCHOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED.

The common feature of this ethical school under all varie-

ties is the conception of morality or virtue as a means to an

ulterior end, thei-efore as subordinate in worth to something
which it purchases. The '

Utility
'

in which its value consists

is of course relative to this prize : useful, for ivhat ? Is it for

truth.^ or for order? or for life? or for something undefined under
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the luimc jood f or, linnlly. \\n- /nipjti iicss, in tlu' sense o^ jtlea-

Huref As the more word L'tiliti/ makes no selection among those,

I have said that it is not pledged to one of them in particular,

l^ut. in point of fact, the last is the only one whieli finds

favour with the groat masters of the school, and which it is

needful for us to notice. The assertion that pleasure is the

supreme end of huniau as of all sentient life, which traces to

itself the pathway of all rules, and determines the (lircction of

all effort, is the postulate on which their whole reasoning

proceeds, and on the soundness of which depends its secui-ity

from collapse. A few brief (juotations will suffice to substan-

tiate this statement.

V 1. Exjwsitions hy Ilohhcs, Hdvetius, Bentham, Mill.

'

Nature,' saj's Bentham ^,
' has placed mankind under the

governance of two sovereign masters, pain and pleasure.

It is for them alone to point out what we ought to do,

as well as to determine what we shall do. On the one hand

the standard of right and wrong, on the other the chain

of cause and eflfect, are fastened to their throne. They govern
us in all we do, in all we say, in all we think

; every effort

we can make to throw off our subjection, will serve but to

demonstrate and confii-m it. In words a man may pretend to

abjure theii- empire ; but in reality he will remain subject to

it all the while. The principle of utility recognises this

subjection, and assumes it for th6 foundation of that system,
the object of which is to rear the fabric of felicity by the

hands of reason and of law.'

The unflinching way in which Bentham carried out this

fundamental principle may be seen by a few extracts from

subsequent sections of the same work, and from his Deon-

tology,
—a treatise less authentic indeed, and possibly tinctured

by the rhetorical manner of its Editor, Sir. J. Bowring, yet

probably exhibiting not unfairly the outpourings of the

philosopher's unguarded hours. ' In the moral field the end

is happiness. The subjects on which prudence is to be exer-

^

Principles of Morals and Legislation : opening paragraph.
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cised are ourselves, and all besides
;
ourselves as instruments,

and all besides as instrumental to our own felicity. To obtain

the greatest portion of happiness for himself is the object of

every rational being. Every man is nearer to himself than

he can be to any other man
;
and no other man can weigh

for him his pains and pleasures. Himself must necessarily be

his own first concern. His interest must, to himself, be the

primary interest ^.' Accordingly, Bentham cautions us against

expecting any disinterested action from others :

' Dream not

that men will move their little finger to serve you, unless

their advantage in so doing be obvious to them. Men never

did so, and never will, while human nature is made of its

present materials. But they will desire to serve you, when by
so doing they can serve themselves

;
and the occasions on

which they can serve themselves by serving you are multitu-

dinous ^.'

The great hindrance to the recognition of the supremacy of

pleasure and pain Bentham finds in the phrases which the

moralist has invented for the expression of his imperious and

tyrannical ideas :

' His tone is the tone of the pedagogue or

the magistrate : he is strong and wise, and knowing and

virtuous : his readers are weak and foolish, and ignorant and

vicious : his voice is the voice of power ;
and it is from the

superiority of his wisdom that his power is derived.' 'The

talisman of arrogancy, indolence, and ignorance, is to be

found in a single word, an authoritative impostor, which in

these pages it will be frequently necessary to unveil. It is the

word "ought"
—

"ought," or "ought not," as circumstances may
be. In deciding

" You ought to do this,
—you ought not to do

it,"
—is not every question of morals set at rest % If the use of

the word be admissible at all, it
"
ought

"
to be banished from

the vocabulary of morals •\'

Similarly he attacks other essential words of the same

vocabulary : e. g.
' Men have written great books wherein,

from beginning to end, they are employed in saying this and

nothing else,
—"

It is as I say, because I say it is so." What
these books have to depend on for their efficacy, and for their

*

Deontology, I. pp. 17, 18.
^ Ibid. II. p. 133.

3
Ibid. I. pp. 31, 32.
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lu'in^ thought to havo proved anythiii<jj is, tho stock ol" self-

sutficioney in thr writer, and of implicit (U'fcrcnco in the

render: hy the help of a proper dose of which, one thini^

may he made to go down as well as another. Out of this

assumption of authority has grown the word Ol)l!(/atloii, from

the Latin verb uhllijo, to bind,—while such a cloud of misty

obscurity has gathered round the term, that wh(de volumes

have been written to disperse it.'
'

It is, in fact, very idle

to talk about dutiei^: the ^vord itself has in it something

disagreeable and repulsive ;
and talk about it as we may,

the word will not become a rule of conduct. A man, a mo-

ralist, gets into an elbow chair, and pours forth pompous

dogmatisms about dutu and duties. Why is he not listened

to ? because every man is thinking about interests. It is a

part of his very nature to think about interests
;
and with

these the well-judging moralist will find it for his interest

to begin. Let him say what he pleases,
—to interest, duty

must and will be made subservient ^' It is singular that a

philosopher who finds the English word 'duty' so disagreeable

should select for his own treatise on the subject a title

including its Greek equivalent. He cannot help, however,

now and then making up his cjuarrel wdth these terms
;

as

when he says,
' Take away pleasure and pain, not only

happiness, but justice, and duty, and obligation, and virtue,

all of which have been so elaborately held up to view as

independent of them, are so many empty sounds ^.'

James Mill says :

' A man acts for the sake of something

agreeable to him, either proximately or remotely. But agree-

able to, and pleasant to,
—

agreeableness and pleasantness,
—are

only different names for the same thing: the pleasantness of

a thing is the pleasure it gives. So that pleasure, in a general

way, or speaking generically, i.e. in a way to include all the

species of pleasures, and also the abatement of pains, is the

end of action. A motive is that which moves to action. But

that which moves to action is the end of the action, that which

is sought by it : that for the sake of which it is performed.
Now that, generically speaking, is the pleasure of the agent ^.'

*
Deontology, I. pp. 9. 10.

'
Springs of Action, I. § 15.

'
Fragment on Maskintosh, p. 389.
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Again, J. S. ^lill says :

' The creed which accepts as the

foundation of morals Utility, or the greatest happiness prin-

ciple, holds that actions are right in proportion as they tend

to promote happiness, wrong as they tend to produce the

reverse of happiness. By happiness is intended pleasure, and

the absence of pain : by unhappiness. pain, and the privation
of pleasure. To give a clear view of the moral standard set up
by the theory, much more requires to be said,

—in particular,

what things it includes in the ideas of pain and pleasure ; and

to what extent this is left an open question. But these supple-

mentary explanations do not affect the theory of life on which

this theory of morality is grounded, viz. that pleasure, and

freedom from pain, are the only things desirable as ends ; and
that all desirable things (which are as numerous in the

Utilitarian as in any other scheme) are desii-able either for

the pleasure inherent in themselves, or as means to the

promotion of pleasure, and the prevention of pain ^.' These

propositions are renrlcrcd still more distinct by a subso(|uent

exposition of Desire: "Desiring a thing and finding it pleasant,
aversion to it and thinking of it as painful, are phenomena
entirely inseparable, or rather two parts of the same pheno-
menon : in strictness of language, two different modes of naming
the same psychological fact : to think of an object as desirable

(unless for the sake of its consequences) and to think of it

as pleasant, are one and the same thing ;
and to desire

anything, except in proportion as the idea of it is pleasant,
is a physical and metaphysical impossibility^.'

These citations sufficiently exhibit the fundnmentnl prin
-

ciple of the theory. Its emphatic reduction of all springs of

conduct to one cannot but strike even its defenders, as ap-

parently not in harmony with the common fooling of mankind ,

and_witii the language framed for Hsexj)rcvs^ ion. Most persons
would be affected with some surprise and amusement on

being told that in their friendships, their family aflections,

their public spirit, their admiration for noble character, their

religious trust, they had a single eye to their own interests,

and were only using their fellows, their children, theii* country
their heroes, their God, as instruments of their personal plea-

^
Utilitarianism, pp. 9, 10.

* Ibid. p. 57.
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sure. The writers of this school, accordingly, find tlioir inge-

nuity severely taxed to deduce states of mind which have an

nspi'ct so disinterested from the one invariuMe jirinciple of self-

seeking ; and the history of their psychology alfords examples
of expository contortion of natural processes numerous enough
tt) stock the largest museum of pathological curiosities. In

Hohhes, the love of poiver is the favourite form of self-interest,

which is taken in hand and taught to wear now this mask,

an<l now that, of uust'llish feeling. His adoption of this par-

ticuhu" key to the pas.sions and affections ho justifies as fol-

lows: '

Conception of the future is but a suppo.sition of the

same, proceeding from the remembrance of what is past ;
and

we so far conceive that anything ivill he hereafter, as we know
there is something at the present that hath power to produce
it ; and that anj-thing hath power now to produce another

thing hereafter we cannot conceive, but by remembrance that

it hath produced the like heretofore. Wherefore, all concep-
tion of the future is conception of power able to produce some-

thing. Whosoever, therefore, expecteth pleasure to come, must

conceive withal some power in himself by which the same

may be attained. And because the passions, whereof I am to

speak next, consist in conception of the future, that is to say,

in conception of power past and the act to come : before I go

further, I must in the next place speak somewhat concerning
this power 1.'

Among his applications of this
'

conception of power
'

comes

his definition of Reverence, as ' the conception we have con-

cerning another, that he hath the power to do unto us both

good and hurt, but not the will to do us hurt ^.' With this

definition of Reverence we may combine his account of Reli-

gion:
' Fear of power invisible, feigned by the mind, or ima-

gined from tales publicly allowed, is religion : not allowed,

superstition. And when the power imagined is truly such as

we imagine, true religion^.' It must be confessed that

Chi-istian divines have afforded but too much excuse for this

identification of religion with self-interest : thus Waterland

* Human Nature, chap. viii. § 3 ; Molesworth, Vol. IV. p. 57.
^ Ibid. chap. viii. § 7.
*
Leviathan, Part I. chap, vi; Molesworth, Vol. III. p. 45.
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says that ' It is with reference to ourselves, and for our own

sakes, that we love even God Himself.' ' Man may love himself

in this instance as highly and tenderly as he pleases. There

can be no excess of fondness or self-indulgence in respect of

eternal happiness. This is loving himself in the best manner
and to the best purposes. All virtue and piety are thus re-

solvable into a principle of self-love.'
' In this sense it may be

truly said that there is no such thing as disinterested virtue ^'

In this view Relij^ion culminates in infinite self-seekinof.

The sense or imagination of our own power or want of

power Hobbes finds lurking in the most unexpected places :

e.g. 'Laughter is nothing else but sudden glory from some sud-

den conception of some eminency in ourselves by comparison
with the infirmity of others, or with our own formerly ;

for men

laugh at the follies of themselves past, when they come suddenly
to remembrance, except they bring -vsath them present disho-

nour ^.'
' To fall on the sudden

'

(in the race of life)
'

is dispo-

sition to weep: to see another fall, is disposition to laugh >.'

Again: ^Plty is the imagination or fiction of future calamity
to ourselves, proceeding from the sense of another man's cala-

mity. But when it lighteth on such as we think have not

deserved the same, the compassion is greater, because then

there appeareth more probability that the same may happen
to us

;
for the evil that happeneth to an innocent man may

happen to every man"^.'

Not less paradoxical is his account of '

Charity :'
' There is

yet another passion sometimes called love, but more properly

good-tvlll or charity. There can be no greater argument to a

man, of his own power, than to find himself able, not only to

accomplish his own desires, but also to assist other men in

theirs
;
and this is that conception wherein consisteth cha-

rity ^.' He raises the question,
' From what passion proceedeth

it that men take pleasure to behold from the shore the danger
of them that are at sea in a tempest, or in fight, or from a safe

castle to behold two armies charge one another in the field ?

^ The Enirlish Preacher, 1773, Vol. I. Waterland's Sermon on Self-love, p. 102.

" Human Nature, chap. ix. § 13 (Vol. IV. p. 46).
3 Ibid. Vol. IV. chap. ix. § 21, p. 53.

* Ibid. Vol. IV. chap. ix. § 10, p. 44.
* Ibid. Vol. IV. chap. ix. § 17, p. 49.

VOL. II. U
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It is cci-tainly, in the wliole sum, joy ; else men would never

flock to such a spectacle. Nevertheless there is in it both joy

and tfricf; for as there is novelty and rcmemltrance of our own

security present, which is del'njht; so there is also 2nty, which

is (fricj ; but the delij^ht is so far predominant, that men usu-

ally are content in such a case to be spectators of the misery
of their friends '.'

The influence of Hobbes has been considerable upon the

writers who are usually classed together as the disciples of

Bentham. But upon Bentham himself, it seems, Hdvetius

produced a much deeper impression. To his book De I'Esjjrit,

published in 1758, 'Mr. Bentham,' says Sir J, Bowring, 'has

often been heard to say that he stood indebted for no small

proportion of the zeal and ardour with which he advocated his

happiness-producing theory. It was from thence he took

encouragement, flattering his efforts with the assurance that

they would not be useless. It was there he learned to perse-

vere, in the conviction that his power would strengthen, and

his field of usefulness extend. Not that Helvetius had done

the work which remained to do. He had not marshalled pains
and pleasures, nor classified them according to their value

;

but he had brought prominently into view the influence of

interest on opinion, and this was a point overflowing with

important consequences. He laid bare many of those springs
of action, the knowledge of which is absolutely essential to

anvthing like a right estimate of conduct or character. And
in showing the subserviency of opinion to interest, he demon-

strated not only that the opinions publicly advocated were

subservient, but those privately and even clandestinely formed.

His list of the causes of misconduct, especially in public men,
is as profoundly philosophical as it is sagaciously observant.

Sinister interest, interest-begotten prejudice, authority-begot-
ten prejudice, and primeval or inbred weakness,—in these he

saw, and in these all men may see, the sources of human

infirmity ^.'

It is due to an author so deeply concerned as Helvetius in

the genesis of English Utilitarianism, to hear one or two of his

expositions of the motives which he is said to have detected

^ Human Nature, Vol. IV. chap. ix. § 19, p. 52.
^

Deontology, I. p. 296.
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under their disguise in human life. His fundamental idea he

presents in a form in which we seem to see the germ not of

Benthamism only, but of the more recent conception of evo-

lution :

'

If we receive at our birth only wants, in these wants

and in our first desires we must seek the origin of the artificial

passions, which can be nothing more than the unfolding of the

faculty of Sensation. Perhaps both in the moral and natural

woild God originally implanted only one principle in all He

created, and that what is and what is to be is only the neces-

sary unfolding of this principle. He said to Matter,
" I endow

thee with power." Immediately the elements subject to the

laws of motion, but wandering and confused in the deserts of

space, formed a thousand monstrous assemblages, and produced
a thousand different chaoses, till they at last placed themselves

in that equilibrium and natural order in which the Universe

is now supposed to be arranged. He seems to have said to

man,
" I endow thee with sensation, the bhnd instrument of

my will, that, being incapable of penetrating into the depth of

my views, thou mayst accomplish all my designs. I place

thee under the guardianship of pleasure and pain: both shall

watch over thy thoughts and thy actions : they shall produce

thy passions, excite thy friendship, thy tenderness, thine aver-

sion, thy rage : the}' shall kindle thy desires, thy fears, thy

hopes : they shall take off the veil of truth : they shall plunge
thee into error, and, after having made thee conceive a thousand

absurd and different systems of morality and government, shall

some day discover to thee the simple principles on the unfold-

ing of which depends the order and happiness of the moral

world ^"
' He then proceeds to show how,

' man being by
nature sensible of no other pleasures than those of the senses,

these pleasures are consequently the only object of his desires

and passions, viz. avarice, ambition, pride, and friendship -.'

It is a mistake to attribute to the ambitious man any real care
' for the respect and homage of mankind. He does indeed

desire it
;
but why ? It is not the respectful gesture that

pleases : if that were of itself agreeable, there is no rich man
who would not procure himself such happiness without going

' De TEsprit, Ess. II. chap. ix. Engl, transl. p. 248.
*

Ibid. Ess. II. chap. ix. ap. fin.
;
and x. 2nd par., Engl, transl. p. 251.

U2
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out of his house to seek for <;roatnosa. To please himself, ho

would hire twelve jioiters, elothe them in m;iL;iiiiicent hahits,

adorn them with all the ribbons in Europe, and make them

wait every morning in liis antechambei', to como daily to pay
his vanity a tribute of adulation and respect.* No; he likes

honours, because '

they inform the people of his power to render,

at his pleasure, several of them happy or miserable, and that

it is for the interest of them all to merit his favour, which is

always proportioned to the pleasure they procure for him ^.'

' The desire of greatness is always produced by the fear of pain
or love of sensual pleasure, to which all the other pleasures

must necessai'ily be reduced -.'
' If there be only two sorts of

pleasures, the one the pleasures of sense, and the other the

uieans of accpiiring them (for these means are ranked in the

class of pleasures, because the hope of obtaining them is the

beginning of pleasure, but of a pleasure that has no real

existence till this hope is realised), then natural sensibility is

the seed that produces pride, and all the other passions, among
which I include friendship ^.' This curious version of friend-

ship he thus carries out :

' Love implies want, without which

there is no friendship ;
for this would be an effect without a

cause. Not all men have the same wants
;
and therefore the

friendship which subsists between them is founded on different

motives : some want pleasure or money, others credit ;
these

conversation, those a confidant to whom they may disburthen

their hearts. There are consequently friends of money, of

intrigue, of wdt, and of misfortune.' ' The power of friendship

is in proportion, not to the honesty of two friends, but to the

interest by which they are united.'
'

People have repeated to

one another ad nauseam, that we ought not to reckon among
friends those who love us only for our money. This kind of

friendship is ceiiainly not the most flattering ;
but nevertheless

it is a real friendship. Men, e.g. love in a comptroller-general
the power he has of obliging them

;
and in most of them the

love of the person is incorporated with the love of the

money. Why is the name of friendship refused to this feel-

* De I'Esprit, Ess. II chap. xi. Engl, transl. p. 256.
- Ibid. Ess. II. ehap. xi. Engl, transl. p. 25S.
^
Ibid* Ess. IL ctap. xiii. Engl, transl. p. 268.
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ing ? Men do not love us for ourselves, but always on some

other account, and the abovementioned is as good as any
other.' 'If a comptroller-general falls into disgrace, we no

longer love him, for this reason, that he is the friend wLo has

suddenly become blind, deaf, and dumb.' But ' Whoever has

a want of money, is the born friend of the post of comptroller-

general, and of him who possesses it. His love is inscribed in

the inventory of his moveables and utensils belonging to his

office V
What is true of Friendship is no less true of Justice, and of

all virtue :

' Our love of equity is always subordinate to our

love of power : Man, solely anxious for himself, seeks nothing
but his own happiness : if he respects equity, it is want that

compels him to it -.' 'It is the love of consideration that man
takes to be in him the love of virtue

;
each one pretends to

love it for itself: this phrase is in every one's mouth, but in

no one's heart.'
' Whatever disinterested love we may affect to

have, tvithout interest to love virtue, there is no virtue^.'
' Power is the only object of my desire : he who had the choice

of the strength of Enceladus and the virtues of Aristides, would

give the preference to the former \'

§ 2. Refinements introduced hi/ IIartlc>/, J. S. Mill,

and Bain.

Such, in its earlier form, was the Hedonism of the Utili-

tarian school. And let it not be supposed that the foregoing

citations have been selected as exceptionally cynical and

paradoxical. On the contrary, it is only the more moderate

and least characteristic passages of Helvetius that it is pos-

sible to quote ; for, brilliant and polished as his genius is, it

presents the mirror to a most dissolute and ignoble state of

society, constantly throwing to the front examples, of the

shamelessness of which he seems insensible. The modern re-

presentatives, while faithful to the original postulates of the

doctrine, place it before us in much more presentable garb ;
and

* De I'Esprit, Ess. II. chap. xiv. Engl, transl., p. 269.
* Treatise on Man, Sec. III. chap. x.

^ Ibid. Sec. III. chap. xii.
* Ibid. Sec. III. chap. xiii.
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are tlistinguished especially liy the stress they lay upon two coii-

sideralile inodifications. which may he thus hrielly explained:-
-

(1) Though giving to the jdensures of Sense (or relief

from its pains) the initiative of all desire and affection, tho

Hartleyan (as I will call the psychologist of the Mill and

Pnin class) docs not on that account adopt them as ///s

fitanditrd of irtluc, and, with Helvetius, treat all their deii-

vativcs as mere neutral means towards these,—a paper

'promise to p<n/' worthless until lionoured at the bank and

in the coin of the corporeal life. On the contrary, he main-

tains that any ohject which comes before us as a standing cause

of numei'ous agreeable states gathers upon itself, by associa-

tion of ideas, the interest of them all, and, though not able to

give more than one at a time, affects our imagination as an

equivalent of its whole group of possibilities ;
and tlms its

presence, or the conception of it, has a gi'eater charm for us

than any particular experience it can give. By a further

extension of this
' Law of transference

' we are carried back to

the cause of this cause, with similar enhancement of attrac-

tion
;
so that, as we retreat from the starting-point of sen-

sation, the fascination and fervour of interplay between our-

selves and the scene on which we are placed increase. The

ideal worth of objects soon and far transcends the sen-

sational: that which at no moment is good for more than

one thing becomes for always a priceless treasure
;
and what

originally was indifferent to us draws towards it a truly dis-

interested affection. In this way, not only the personal at-

tachments, but the love of country, of justice, of truth, of

vii-tue, are cleared of the imputation of hoUowness and

hypocrisy, and take their place as honest facts in our nature,

which no sophist need trouble himself to explain away. And

though the hedonist principle be still applied to these de-

rivative affections, and they be appraised, like their sensory

germs, by their pleasure value to ourselves, yet they must be

counted, not as simply representatives of unrealised advan-

tage, but as dependent additions to the primitive stock,

growing out indeed as a runner from the parent plant, but

now rooted for itself and severed from its source. And hence,

when, in estimating the right, we apply our criterion of the
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pleasurable, these new elements must all come in for measure-

ment
;
and as, by their own formation, they are quantities of

higher power, they will generally quite outnumber the sensa-

tional reckoning, instead of leaving the answer to it alone,

(2) But not only does the modern Hartleyan throw in a

vast quantity of mental pleasure previously treated as illu-

sory ;
he also insists that pleasures, being heterogeneous,

are by no means on the same level of qualitij, but, quite

independently of their amount, are some of them intrinsically

more eligible than others. In determining their comparative

Yalufi^therefore, both elements must be taken into account ;

and if _they^"are~^^not, we shall be liable to deliver iji the

verdict of a pig_rather than of a man. This modification is

n^t universally approved by the new Utilitarians : Mr. John

Morley declines to adopt it
;

and considers J. S. Mill, to

whom chiefly it is due, as having materially weakened the

defences of the doctrine by introducing it. The merits of this

difference of opinion we shall have to weigh hereafter: at

present I limit m^'self to the simple expression of its contents.

J. Sx-Mill says :

'

It is quite compatible with the principle of

utility to recognise the fact, that some kinds of pleasiire are

more desirable am 1 ni'i' \.ilu,ible than others^ ;' and when

asked for a test cf miasure of this specific value, he selects, as

umpirejbetween > 11 1)'^ rentJiind5jjyb.eJudgment of persons who
have expericiit of both or all, and who give their verdict
'

irrespective of any feeling of moral obligation -? Such~per-

sons 'give a most marked preference to the manner of exist-

ence which employs their higher faculties. Few human

creatures would consent to be changed into any of the lower

animals, for the promise of the fullest allowance of a beast's

pleasures : no intelligent human being would consent to be a

fool, no instructed person would be an ignoramus, no person

of feeling and conscience would be selfish and base, even

though they should be persuaded that the fool, the dunce, or

the rascal is better satisfied with his lot than they are with

theirs. They would not resign what they possess more than

he, for the most complete satisfaction of all the desires which

they have in common with him ^.'
' From this verdict of the

1

Utilitarianism, II. p. 11.
^

i^i^j u p. 12. ^
iijij_ ii_ pp 12, 13.
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oulv competent jiulgcs,' he adtls, 'I appivlieiul tlicro can be no

appeal'.' 'Aeconling to the greatest happiness principle, as

thus explained, the ultimate end, Avith reference to and for the

sake of which all other things arc desirahle (whether wc are

considering our own good or that of other people) is an exist-

ence exempt as far as possil)lc from pain, and as rich as

possible in enjoyment, both in point of quantity and quality :

the test of quality, and the rule for measuring it against

([uantity, being the preference felt l)y those who, in their

opportunities of experience, to which must„.be_^.dded their

habits of self-consciousness and self-observation, arc best

furnished withJthjQ- JJaoano of comparison ^'

^ince Mill ln;ouglit the hedonist doctiine into this more

refined form, it has undergone one further change, which,

without any alteration of base, has introdueed-a different

raod^ of stating and proportioning its deductions^ In the

school of Hobbes, the individual was taken as the funda-

mental unit, which society only multiplied, and w^hose essence

determined the nature of the whole. With the growling belief

in Sociological laws, the exigencies of the kind pushed the

individual into the backgi'ound, and became the ruling prin-

ciple in shaping the habits and even the nature of all par-

ticular beings. In Ethics the result was, that the rules of

conduct which worked themselves out in the struggle for

race-existence had for their end the self-preservation of the

Jciiul, rather than the pleasure of the agent or his con-

temporaHes. And hence, in the newest school, we hear much
less than from their predecessors of balances of personal
interest and the happiness of numbers, and much more of the

conduciveness of this or that mode of conduct to the healthy

life of associated men. But though this is what comes to the

front, the Epicurean axiom only hides itself a little in the

shadow behind. As ^Lr. HerV>ei-t Spencer remarks, life-con-

servation cannot be made the ethical end without assuming
that 'life is worth living:' if it be not, then life-riddance

should become the end and supply the rules. The optimist is

in actual possession of the field : the pessimist may claim to

dispossess him
;
but the pleas of both bring the question at

*
Utilitarianism, II. p. 15.

' Ibid. II. p. 17.
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issue to the same test, viz. -whether the gift of life is on the

whole a gain of enjoyment or an infliction of suffering. Differ

as they may in their estimate of the facts of the case, they
cannot even discuss them but on the basis of the irrefragable

assumption that without pleasm-e there is no good in life ^

Here we have the link of connection between the hedonist

and the evolutionary ethics. I content myself at present
with simply pointing it out, in order to complete the story of

the former
; reserving the separate development of the latter

for the specific treatment which its importance demands.

Meanwhile, I will only remark in passing, that if both

optimist and pessimist should happen to be rather wiseacres

than otherwise^ their agreement in a common postulate might
not be a final authority for the reason of mankind.

§ 3. Meanings given to the ivord ' Pleasure.'

If we are to avoid being tripped up by mere verbal en-

tanglements, our first care, in estimating this theory, must be

to determine what the word jileasiire, with its opposite, _/>ani,

is to mean. Shall we accept J. S. Mills account, viz. that

'desiring a thiiig ajid finding it plen.snnt' are ' two modp'=' "f

expressing the same psychological fact ^
?

'

that to he more

2>le((surahle means to he jireferred^ ? If so, actum est, the

controversy dies in its birth : if pleasure equals
' what you

desire or prefer,' certainly what you desire or prefer equals

pleasure : the two psychological experiences which we were

intending to compare coalesce in the definer's stereoscope, and

are_-idi^ntified._in one reality. The hedonist principle that

preference goes/vviththe greater pleasure, cannot certainly, in

tbis^ense, be denied without contradiction
;
but neither can

it be affirmed without tautology. Mr. Leslie Stephen en-

deavours to escape from this verbal juggle by throwing the

required proposition into another form. ' The true sentiment,'

he says,
'
is that one emotion may be overcome, not by a

something which is altogether disparate from emotion, but by
an emotion of a diflercnt kind

;
and this is of course indis-

* See Data of Ethics, chap. ii. §§ S— 10. ^
Utilitarianism, p. 57.

* Ibid. p. 1 2.
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putaMe. It iloos not traverse the proposition th.it emotion

can be limited liy nothing l)ut emotion '

:' i.e. 1 .suppose, the

proposition that the suasion ol' one pleasure or pain can be

countoractevl only by that of another. Mr. Stephen, therefore,

uses the word ' emotion
'

simply to cover the alternative of
'

pleasure or pain,' and save the trouble of mentioning the

pair. Does this substitution, however, really satisfy the mean-

ing of the word ' emotion ?
'

Is it nothing more and nothing

less than an abbreviation of the disjunctive phrase 'pleasure
or pain,' inasmuch as it is equally applicable to either state 1

On the one hand, does toothache contain all that is required
to constitute an emotion ? on the other, docs the emotion of

love or of reverence contain no more than is needful to con-

stitute pleasure or pain ? Till you tamper with the word, no

one will deny that ' emotion can be limited by nothing but

emotion;" ])ut this proposition is not identical with the

hedonist principle, unless 'emotion' contains nothing hut

pleasure and pain; for, if it contains more, the 'limiting'

power may reside precisely in this
'

something more
;

'

and

it is just this which makes the happiness doctrine impossible

to the conscience-stricken man, when he exclaims in his re-

morse,
'

If the pain were all, it might be borne : nay, it is

justly mine, and I welcome it
;
but to have played the traitor

to my best friend prostrates me with a shame, of which the

anguish is the smallest part.' It is easy, but ineffectual, to

call the sliiinking from wrong a shrinking from a sort of

pain ;
and this is the whole magic of the author's case : he

virtually defines pleasure and pain as ' whatever moves us ;

'

and. then it is pretty plain that '

pleasure and pain
'

are our

only motives.

Pleasure is a change of feeling in a sentient being which

he likes. It is a phenomenon, therefore, of himself; but is

brought about by some altered relation between himself and

the scene in which he is. In that alteration he may have no

part: it may be simply administered, to him, while he sits

still
;
as when, Ms body being cold on a chill and cloudy day,

the sun comes out and. bathes him in its warmth ;
or when,

being heated, he stands to face a cooling breeze. Here, the

' Science of Ethics, II. ii. 4, p. 43.
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initiative of the modified relation is with the outer world
;

and he is the passive recipient of its sensible effects. Suppose
him to have memory, and its functions to be awakened b}^ a

recurrence of the same relative conditions
; then, undoubtedly,

the idea of his former experience will present itself to him,

and, if he can look forward as well as backward, will pass
into a desire for the former relief over again. And further, if

any slight difference in the conditions, some movement of his

own, e.g. from shade and shelter to exposure, is needed to

favour that desu'e, he will take action in consequence, and

shift his position. In this case, we have a true example of

what I will call motive pleasure; and so far the hcdonibt

theory works without obstruction.

But in establishing a congruous relation between the living

being and the outer world, the initiative is not always taken

by the latter. The human organism, as we have before

shown, is not a motionless lump of sensitive matter, lying
where it is till, in their transit, external phenomena are flung

upon it, and make it stretch itself and turn hither and

thither; but a composite casket of stirring instincts which

carry it in determinate directions towards the supply of its

various needs. In each movement thus originated, the man
acts before he enjoys ; without knowledge, therefore, of what

is in store for him, be it of the taste for his palate, if he

hungers, or of the refreshing draught if he thirsts. He is

guided by an inward prompter to what ho would be at:

there is a given end which reofulates the line of his advance :

that end is the ouhuard ohject, on which at first he seizes as

the thing that suits him
;
and is not the pleasure which the

thing Avill give him, for that is a secret from him still. It is

an appendix to the completed work of the instinct, and

might, without prejudice to this, be withheld or even re-

versed
; for though the food should be unpalatable and the

di-aught bitter, the story of the appetite would be finished

none the less. And further: though the appendix were thus

rendered neutral or negative, there would still be a distinct

satisfaction in the mere fact of the instinct reaching its end
;

for in saying
' there is an instinct or impulse

' we take only
the first half of the phenomenon ;

the other being found in the
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subsiilcncc of llio tension and lullilnient of the aim, Tho

ploasantnos.s of this state is cvidi'iitly consequent upon tho

previous instinct, and not lU Cfciiw: the oljcct is thus far

pleasant, because we had set our desire upon it ; and it is not

because it is pleasant that wo had desired it. Hero, therefore,

we conic across a pleasure which makes its entrance into

our thought, not at the beginning, but at the completion of

action ;
and in contrast with the first type, viz. onotive

2>leasiLr€, "we may call it 'resultant 2)leasiire! The distinc-

tion had not escaped the notice of Aristotle
; who not only

repeatedly observes, that it is the natural impulses of men

that determine their pleasures, and not vice versa, but puts an

extinguisher upon the whole principle of the hedonist morals

in the following significant sentence :

'

It is not true of every
vii'tue that the exercise of it is attended with pleasure ; except
indeed the pleasure of attaining its end i.'

Resultant pleasure, it is obvious, being simply that of

successful or realised impulse, will be uniform for all springs

of action, and subject to no other variation than in degrees

conformable with the intensity of the spring. It may there-

fore be treated as quantitative, and so, as admitting of the com-

parison, lot with lot, which the doctrine of hedonism assumes

to be possible. Since, however, the only differences of amount

which can find their way upon this scale are due to the re-

lative intensity of the several impulses, the attempt to draw

moral conclusions from such measurements could but lead to

the result which we before fastened on the prudential rule

pure and simple, viz. that the dominant impulse should have

its way.
Motive pleasure, on the other hand, has no homogeneity, but

is as various as the forms of sensation and emotion of which

our nature is susceptible, and as little admits of comparison in

its several instances as a circle and a flavour, or a law and a

pump. There is no common measure for the agi'eeableness of

a warm fire, of a smart bonnet, of a fine picture, of the news

of a sick friend's recovery, of the memory of a favourite poem.

' Ou 5^ kv anaams rah apfTcus rb ^Se'ws iinapx^t, ttKtjv e<p' oaov rov TtKovs k({>aiTT(-

Toj.—Eth. Nic. III. ix. 5.
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It is simply absurd to speak of reckoning the sum or the

difference of such experiences ;
and yet without it, how are

we to arrive at the required maximum of happiness which

is to be the goal of all our aims ? When, therefore, wo put in

practice our instruction, to compute against each other the

pleasures of two balancing impulses, what do we find? One
set in which there is no pertinent difference

;
and another in

which there is no common unit. The ethical calculus of this

system is impossible.

§ 4. Passage to and from Disinterestedness.

The theory, on the other hand, of the gi-owth of disinte-

rested affection which has been matured by this school has a

fair claim to be regarded as the permanent establishment of

a real psychological law : the only drawback upon its merit

being the very pardonable attempt to work it everywheie
over the whole field of the affections, so as to supersede in

every case any other account of their ground. It has, how-

ever, been clearly shown how, from motive pleasure to begin

with, i.e. from self-regarding desires, the mind may emerge
into genuine altruism in which the conflict ceases between

another's happiness and the personal content. That the

child's love for the parent, the citizen's for his country, the

soldier's for his flag, the worshipper's for the symbol of his

faith, are formed chiefly by the chemistry of association ope-

rating on data of pleasurable consciousness, seems to me more

than a probable h}'pothesis. And if so, psycholofjical hedonism

(as distinguished from ethical) has freed itself from the charge
of making provision for nothing but self-love. It has dis-

tinctly traced, step by step, a transition from self-regard, not

exactly into self-forgetfulness, but into self-identification with

the well-being of others
;
and has shown that, under healthy

conditions, the natural crown of a course commencing in

motive pleasure is a real disinterestedness. Let us own
then that this process takes place, and let us register it as a

fact.
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Nor can ^Y0 deny that just the inverao of this proccsH is

often to bo road in tho history of our instinctive springs of

action. At tho outset they dart upon their objects with no

ulterior aim, but fascinated by thoni nl()ii(\ tlioy know not

why. It is with a disinterested eagerness, therefore, that they
start. But no sooner have we, under their influence, tasted

the resultant pleasure, than we become afibcted with a desire

of its repetition ;
so that this, in its turn, becomes converted

into a motive 2^lcasure, which in future blends more or less

with the recurring impulse, and detracts from its disinterest-

edness. If the modification goes on unchecked, the primary

spring is replaced by its secondary, and we lapse into com-

plete self-interest. Thus, of the two types of pleasure, the

one may begin, and the other may end, in self-love. And if

we were surrendered, without moral element of feeling, or

under its silence, to our mere natural psychology, this would

be the normal result.

But the descent into the self-conscious pursuit of resultant

pleasure is arrested by the intervention of the sense of riglit,

or inward deference to the higher claim. In every conflict

of concurrent impulses, this knowledge is given, and an atten-

dant feeling is awakened, which powerfully reinforces the

affections as against the personal interest, and lifts Love to

the pedestal of duty, and sinks self-love into self-contempt.

This it is which enables the primary affections and senti-

ments to keep their disinterested enthusiasm fresh under the

fervid and penetrating beams of self-consciousness: it sheds

on them a heavenly dew of regeneration, that makes self-

knowledge burst its capsule and blossom into self-escape.

Without this, we should learn, and we should seek, only the

joy of love : with this, we learn, and we revere, its sanctity

as well : in the one case, we lose it in ourselves : in the other,

we lose ourselves in it. Thus it is, that the elements which

enter into conscience come to the rescue of the disinterested

springs of action within the area of personal relations, and

save them from the usurping grasp of the hedonistic hunger :

the sense of the higher and the lower forbids the tyranny of

the pleasant and the unpleasant.
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§ 5. Mill's Gradations of Quality in Pleasure.

And here comes in the question which doubtless J. S. Mill

would press upon us : viz. whether from his higher and lower,

in the quality of i^leasure aimed at, the same effect would not

ensue,—the same correction of calculation by mere quan-

tity,
—the same reinforcement of extra-regarding as opposed

to self-centred aims 1 To secure this result was unquestion-

ably his hope and intention, in introducing a new function

or dimension of pleasures, in virtue of which they ranged
themselves in a hierarchy of kinds

;
and it is incumbent

upon us to weigh carefully the claims of this distinction

to a permanent place in a reformed or reconstructed utili-

tarianism.

Whatever be the quality which distinguishes one kind of

pTeasurclrom anoUicr in Mill's specific scale, it musty-Jn order

Lo be consistent with the doctrine which_it_L3,. iatrodaced to

serv,&, be something measurahl e. For its whole contention is,

that the rightness of actions is
' in prigtortion as they t^end to

promote lutppi nessj
'

that the choice must be made of '

the

greatest happiness;' and 'proportions' and 'maxima' cannot

be found and known except in the case of measurable quanti-
ties. Benthamacrr,r'1in-ly devotes a diapter to tlie '\^lue of

a lot of pleasiu'c or pajix, iiOLWjto be nu-asured ^,' in which he

gives exact ruli> Im dct'Tinining the items and the agofregates

of.he(l'iiii-t ic iiiauiiit inlr. lie admits, indeed
,
in each_pleasure

or pain a (uinMiiaiiwii oi' ^overal
'

clem£iits or diniensions' of

value^wEiclTare factors of ife worth
; but there is not one of

these which isnot quantitative, so as to admit even of nume-

rical expressTon ;

'

e.g. its intensity, its duration, its degree
of prohahility, its degi-ee of distance in time, its fecundity, or

chain I

•

of^entailing further pleasure or pain, its purity, or

chaiui' (if escaping reversal into the opposite,-its extent, or the

number of persons affected by it ^. How completely the

rules for working out these elem^ts to a result in the solution

'

Principles of Morals and Legislation, chap. iv.

^ As this list is not less fundamental for the young Benthamite than the
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of each problem involve processes of (lefinitc computation may
be jmlj^ed by the following paragraph:

' To take au exact ac-

count, then, of the general tendency of any act, by which the

interests of a conniiunity are afl'ected, proceed as follows :

Begin with any one person of those whose interests seem most

immediately to be affected by it : and take an account,

'(1) Of the value of each distinguishable ideaaure whicli

appears to be produced by it in ihc Jird instance.
'

(2) Of the value of each imln which appears to be produced

by it in iYid Jivst instance.
'

(3) Of the value of each pleasure which appears to be

produced by it after the fii'st. This constitutes the fecundity
of the tirst i>leasiire, and the impurity of the first ixiin.

'

(4) Of the value of each^wni which appears to be produced

by it after the fii-st. This constitutes the fecundity of the first

pain, and the impurity of the fii'st pleasure,
'

(.5)
Sum up all the values of all the pleasures on the one

side, and those of all the pains on the other. The balance, if

it be on the side of pleasure, will give the good tendency of the

act upon the whole, with respect to the interests of that indi-

viduul person; if on the side of pain, the bad tendency of

it upon the whole.
'

(6) Take an account of the number of persons whose in-

terests appear to be concerned
;
and repeat the above process

with respect to each. Sum %ip the numbers expressive of the

degrees of good tendency, which the act has, with respect to

each individual, in regard to whom the tendency of it is good

upon the whole : do this again with respect to each individual,

in regard to whom the tendency of it is bad upon the whole.

Take the bcdance ; which, if on the side of pleasure, will give
the general good tendency of the act, with respect to the total

number or community of individuals concerned
;

if on the side

numeration-table for the young arithmetician, the author has considerately

adapted it to feeble memories in the following mnemonic lines :

Intense, long, certain, speedy, fruitful, pure,

Such marks in pleasures and in pains endure.

Such pleasures seek, \i private be thy end:

If it be public, wide let them extend.

Such pains avoid, whichever be thy view :

If pains must come, let them extend to few.

Principles of Morals and Legislation, Vol. I. p. 49.
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of pain, the general evil tendency, with respect to the same

community ^.'

Mr. Leslie Stephen al so, speakino; of our '

independent sensi-

bilities,
'

insists, that) however different the feelings ma}^ be in

kiml, thei^jiMimt
he ^^jMMJLmLLuLIjl : they have a certain value

in tcniLs of-eajih^otber, and as j)art3 of a single whole they

havcasingle and (by a superior being) definable resultant -.'

JGTonce we parFwith this assumption, the clocti-ine becomes

not simply unmeaning, but stdf-cojitradictai'^ in the sam^—
breath it^asserts, and cJeniosTtliat moral roek oning is an aft'ah:

"oTTju^itity alone?) If wr jiukL la-
^

!• a--uuiption, thenwe
abolish Mill's distinction and reabsorb his.,'.quality' back^again

iUt<)_jquai
1 i it \ ." 1 1' there is no calculus_ of_J^i'>]d^ ^<- ^^iform _

^|Jith that of degrees, which » ;r1i ofjus may apply for himself,

how are we ever to si 1 a minus of quality' against a jplus of ^

quantity
'^ The difHculty is not overcome by referring us to 'a

man whojaxows,' to settle the question for us. Even if we are

content to treat him as our Pope on the question of quality,

the other half of the reckoning has to be made by our own

consciousness, for we alone can tell what the quantit}- of the

proposed pleasure will be to us
;
and unfortunately the terms

of the Papal answer and of our own will not combine ;
and

our equation has an unknown term too much.

This incommensurability of Mill's new element with the old

follows irresistibly from the language of his exposition. If

there are several species of the genus
'

Pleasure,' each of them
is distinguished from all the rest by some quality of its oivn;

and from the genus by the addition of this quality to the bare

pleasurableness. The differentia, therefore, which constitutes

the kind is not pleasurahleness, but something else, over and
above the hedonistic base. And as each kind has for its dif-

ferentia a property which is repeated in no other,
'

quality
'

changes from kind to kind, and is no common element pervad-

ing all and expressible throughout in terms of the same pre-
dicable. But when we speak of one thing as more tltis or less

that than another, we talk nonsense, unless '

this
'

or ' that
'

belong to both, as an attribute susceptible of degrees. In

^
Principles of Morals and Legislation, Vol. I. chap, iv, §. v. pp. 51, 52.

^ Science of Ethics, chap. 11. iii. § 30, p. 70.

VOL. II. X
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oiiltT, tluM"oforo. tliat Mills 'kinds' should bo soiiie liighcr,

soiMO lower, their diU'erentia' must all bo comprised in some

common ju-edicnte, which cannot fail to be producible in the

IMmt'ive derp'oc : something not only over and above the generic

essence of ph^asurabloness, but also beyond the specific dillcr-

ences. and carrying uj) their heterogeneous characteristics to

an including (luantitativc attribute which marshals them on

a graduated scale. If, as we are assured, their relative eligi-

bility largely depends on their rank in that scale, and will be

misjudged by the hedonist test without it, we may fairly ask,

What is the attribute, for the comparative and superlative of

which we are to be on the watch ? It is mere parrot-talk to

repeat that it is
'

pleasure :

'

you have already told us that

that alone will not do : that there might be the more or less

pleasurable, without its settling the more or less eligible ;
and

wo now want to know the sii])'plenientary determinant, whose

degi-ees traverse and correct the other scale. If knowledge-

seeking is 'higher' than gastronomy, and vindictiveness 'lower'

than compassion, these comparative adjectives are here figura-

tively used, and not literally of the vertical line, as if one of

the springs of action were to be looked for overhead, and the

other underground. Remove the figure then, and name the

real continuum to the extremities of which this language

represents the relative approach.
Now there are but two other scales of degrees, as it seems

to me, of which it is possible to think as tendered in answer

to this demand : viz. that of the koKov, supplied by our sense

of beauty ;
and of the dyadov, in the limited sense of biov

or giKotor, supplied by our sense of right. And one of these

must certainly be present to anyone's thought who feels the

nobleness or lovelines or sanctity of this or that type of

conduct and character, and is led by his enthusiasm to set his

face towards it. Is it, then, the jEsthetic scale which Mill

silently introduces and finds sufficient to direct and control

the simply hedonistic? Its influence is no doubt there, and

is traceable enough in his fervent appreciation of intellectual

and benevolent life
;
but it could not be there, were it not sus-

tained and put forward by its parent and essential support,
the scale of Eight behind it; for when the sense of beauty

1
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spreads from the sensible world to that of character, it goes

only where the Good has gone before it, and suffuses with its

light the patience, the heroism, the incorruptible justice,

which already attest by their existence the antecedence of

the moral perceptions. Character is not admii-ed, till it is

there
;
and it is there, by the self-knowledge and self-assertion

of ethical differences. Its rightness is not conditional on its

beauty ;
but its beauty on its rightness.

Moreover, the higher rank which we attribute to the exer-

cise of some springs of action as compared with others

attaches, not to the pleasures which they bring, but to them-

selves as activities and their ends as aims, worthy of our

nature, with or without any personal balance of gain. What
the '

mart}^' of science' wants, is, not to enjoy, but to knoiv :

what the reformer of wrong wants, is. not victory, but Justice;

and either of them would rather perish than resign the field.

It is easy to say that whoever has in him an intense thirst for

knowledge or passion for justice has more satisfaction in un-

Ijending adherence to his pursuit, than he sacrifices even in

death out of loyalty to it
; but, if so, the superior satisfaction

is due to his loyalty, and not his loyalty to the superior

satisfaction
;
and that loyalty is simpl}' an inward homage to

the rightful claim of the spring of action which he is tempted
to desert. And thus, under the disguise of a graduated scries

of pleasures, we recognise the moral hierarchy as the con-

cealed reality ;
and must own that, in refining upon the

defences of his theory, J. S. Mill has practically cancelled

its aggressive power. On this point Mr. Lecky's judgment

appears to me perfectly reasonable. ' If it be meant,' he says,
' that we have the power of selecting some pleasures rather

than others as superior in kind, irrespective of all considera-

tion of their intensity, their cost, and their consequences,

I submit that the admission is by no means (as Mr. Mill

maintains) compatible with the Utilitarian theory. It may
be added that Mr. Mill elsewhere (Dissert. Vol. I. p. 387),

admits that every human action has "its aesthetic aspect, or

that of its beauty," which addresses itself to the imagination.
It will probably appear to many of my readers that these two

concessions,—that we have the power of recognising a dis-

X 2
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tinction of kind in our itk-n-surcs, and that wo have a
1)l'i-

cepiion of licauty in our actions,—make the dilierence

between Wx. Mill and intuitive moralists not very much

more than verbal '.'

U. RTIIirAT.LY rOXSIDERED.

From the psychological features of hedonism, let us now
turn to the ethical ; with a view especially to determine the

adequacy of its base to support a coherent structure of duty.

The account which I have given of it from the writings of its

leading representatives must have left, I think, two opposite

impressions ;
of its courageous vindication,—nay, in Hobbes

and Helvetius, almost ixiradc,
—of self-love

; and, on the

other hand, of its emphatic insistence,
—

especially in the

younger Mill (to whom Austin might well be added),
—on

the merging of all self-preference in the equal claims of

every other human being whom our conduct may touch :

Bentham, like an ethical Janus, facing both ways, with a

sort of grimace of extravagance, both in his selfish and in his

benevolent aspect. These two impressions affect us, if I mis-

take not, as if they came from different systems ;
and leave

us in a certain uneasiness till we can ascertain whether they
are really discrepant, or admit of being harmonised. To this

question we must seek to reply.

§ 1. From ' Each for Himself to
' Each for All,'

—no Road.

It has been already admitted that Altruistic affection is

just as open to the Hartleyan hedonist, as to any other

psychologist. He has no difficulty in accounting for the ex-

istence in men of every variety of disinterested feeling, not-

withstanding his derivation of it from primitive data of

sensible pleasures and pains ;
so that the psychological con-

nection between self-regarding and extra-regarding states of

^ Hist, of Eur. Morals, I. chap. i. p. 92, note.
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mind is clear, and presents no perplexity. He can tell you
how it is that a being who begins with no pleasure but in

himself, may in later life devote himself for his friend, his

country, or even the least attractive of mankind. But if you
start the further question, why he ought to do so, the answer
will be by no means so ready or so distinct. I do not at

present refer to the hedonist's antipathy, so humourously
expressed by Bentham, to the notion involved in the word
'

ought.' Accepting for the moment the only meaning in

which he consents to retain it, let us assume that, of necessity
and therefore of right, I desire, and in every voluntary act

seek, my own happiness ;
then I miss the link which connects

with this assumption the further proposition that, in the

same sense, I ought to seek the '

greatest happiness
'

of others.

So far indeed as the same 'necessity' which makes the '

ought
'

in my ow^n case operates upon me also in theirs, i.e. so far as

I can no more help pursuing their happiness than pursuing

my own, both aims are right in the same sense and covered

by the same rule. But how little way this inevitable benevo-

lence will go towards the range of altruism on which our

Utilitarians insist, it is needless to say ; and the question
is, How can they summon all that remains wanting, to come
and stand under the same category? why, in cases where
/ can help it, 'ought' I to take account of others' happiness
as of my own 1

The usual answer is to this effect: it is 'reasonable' and
'

authoritative
'

for me to seek happiness, as the only good ;

but my happiness is no more desirable than anybody else's
;

therefore it is equally reasonable and authoritative to seek

the happiness of quivis, i.e. of any other '

person concerned.'

Accordingly, J. S. Mill lays repeated stress on the position
'that the happiness which forms the utilitarian standard of

what is right in conduct, is not the agent's own happiness,
but that of all concerned. As between his own happiness
and that of others, utihtarianism requires him to be as strictly

impartial as a disinterested and benevolent spectator. In

the golden rule of Jesus of Nazareth, we read the complete

spirit of the ethics of utility. To do as you would be done

by, and to love your neighbour as yourself, constitute the
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iileal perfection of UtiliUirian moralily \' That tliis is the rule

at which the best disciples of this school Arrive, and which is

already enihodied in Bentlianis maxim,
'

Everybody to count

for one, nobody for more than one,' is indisputable : the

question is whether, from their assumptions, or consistently

with them, thoy can find their way to any such rule. The

reason adduced in proof of it is ponspicuously fallacious.

When it is laid down as self-evident that the only desirable

end is happiness, the meaning surely is, that nothing is

desirable for A but the happiness of A
;
and when it is said

that A's happiness is no more desirable than B's, the meaning
is, that A's is no moi'C desirable for A than B's is for B

;
from

which it is fair to conclude that B has the same warrant for

pursuing his own happiness that A has
; but not that to

either of them the happiness of the other is, or ought to be,

as desirable as his own. The word '

desirable
'

is a relative

word, and has no definite meaning without reference to the

person or persons whose desires it implies ;
and if in twice

using the word you change these persons, the meaning is

changed, and you must guard yourself against an ambiguity.
In the first premiss of the foregoing reasoning the desirable-

ness of happiness is afiirmed for the individual enjoying it :

in the second, it is affirmed as equal for him and for any
or all mere observers, irrespective of its personal incidence ;

for, else, we do not get the conclusion, that it must be all the

same to him, whether the good alights on him or on a stranger.

As well might you argue that because, of a hundred men, each

one's hunger is satisfied by his dinner, therefore the hunger of

all must be satisfied by the dinner of each. The terms em-

ployed to conceal this leap, from what is only distributively
true to w^hat is generically so, are empty or confused abstracts

which cannot be realised in conception ; e.g. in order to

discharge all relativity, happiness is pronounced
' intrin-

sically desirable.' What does this mean ? If, as I suppose,
'

irrespective of anyone s desire^ i.e. whether or not a nature

exists to desire it, the phrase involves a contradictio in

adjecto, the adverb '

intrinsically
'

picking out and throwing

away all that is meant by
' desirable.' Whatever is desirable

^
Utilitarianism, chap. ii. p. 24.
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is made so by the wants and wishes of some external being ;

whatever is intrinsic lies in the essence of its subject and

is exempt from such external dependence ;
and to combine

these two words is to manufacture a pretended conception
out of an affirmation and denial of the same thinff. In no

way can you legitimately pass from a relative premiss to

an absolute conclusion
;
and though I grant that my hap-

piness is no more desirable to me than is yours to you, yet it

is not made out thereby that mine is to me no more desirable

than yours : the equality of all the values relatively to their

subjects does not prove their equality when taken apart ;
it is

a system simply of equivalent ratios,
—a very different thing

from identical tnugnitude in the terms.

Not only does the hedonist postulate fail to cdahlish the

rule of '

impartial
'

regard for
' the greatest happiness ;

'

it

sets up the dii-ect opposite. For it affirms, as we have seen \

not only that '

to obtain the greatest portion of happiness for

himself is the object of every rational being,' but that ' no

other man can weigh for him his pains and pleasures,' and

that, in weighing them,
' himself must necessarily be his first

concern.' But the rule of impartiality forbids him to prefer

himself to other people, or to weigh his own pains and

pleasures except in a common measure with theirs. The

language of the latter says in etfect,
'

Everybody is to do as he

likes best, and not one of the million is to have any voice in

the matter
;

'

that of the former,
'

Nobody is to do as he

likes best, but only to have one vote towards it out of the

million.' Till these propositions can be reconciled, hedo-

nist benevolence may exist as a fact, but will remain an

inconsequence.
It is, then, impossible to effect the transition from the

cogency of personal pleasure and pain to that of others'

pleasures and pains ;
it is but a sophistical slip of thought

which carries the Utilitarian from the principle
' Each for his

own happiness
'

to that of ' Each for the happiness of all.'

The moment a divergency arises between the interests of the

individual and those of other '

persons concerned,' you cannot

enforce theirs against what you have told him is his own
^

Supra, p. 2S5.
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'

fii*st concern.' The only hope for the theory is to show that

there can be no such ilivergeney : that the private and tl\o

puMic wi'ltnri' nie coincident: that the personal motive,

therefore, works without check over the whole field of social

as well as individual morality. Can it then be made out that

it is always prudent to be virtuous? or rather, that the dic-

tates of self-love and of altruism are identical?

In proof of such identity, moralists rely on two principal

considerations: (1) the inward constitution of the individual

mind
; which, out of its own pleasures and pains, weaves the

disinterested affections and makes the love of others a per-

sonal joy: and (2) the external pressure of social sentiment;

which restrains the selfish desires, and by its penalties

balances any inordinate interests of theirs. In the present

section I will speak only of the first of these.

As to the internal conciliation of egoistic interest and be-

nevolence, it is undeniable that when we have come to love,

for its own sake, any object,
—be it a pursuit or a person,

—
which was once of no account but as the instrument of some

pleasure to ourselves, its well-being is essentially blended

with our own and belongs to the same personal aim. I shall

certainly desire and enjoy the happiness of anybody that I am
fond of, and try to secui'e it at some cost of effort : if I am
true to the assumed principle of my nature, the limit of that

willing effort will be, the point at which its strain over-

balances the sympathetic pleasure it would save. This point,

it may be urged, is not very easily reached in one whose

disinterested affections have had full opportunity of growth :

such power may they gain in him, that he will risk all, and

accept the dungeon or the scaffold, rather than betray a friend

or consent to the ruin of the State. That an Epicurean type
of humanity might, in an extreme case, if Hartley had the

working out of it, produce such an adjustment of preferences
as this martyr would exemplify, I would not absolutely deny.

But, if self-love can thus become identical with self-sacrifice,

it is only by subjecting the nature in which this happens to

a fatal illusion, and dressing up a moment's enthusiasm as

worth more to it than the collective possibilities of remaining
life. Under the law which bears him off on the line least
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repugnant to him at the time, he flings himself away, and

secures, let us suppose, for others the happiness which he

renounces for himself. And who is it that does this ? By
hypothesis, it is the egoistic hedonist, whose reason tells him

that his own pleasure is for him the sole good, and except as

tributary to this, that of others has no significance. He is be-

trayed, therefore, by his disinterested passion into direct con-

tradiction of his own reason, and inversion of its fundamental

rule. By substituting others for himself, his rational pre-
ferences are turned upside down

;
and nature, like a cruel

nurse, replacing him by a changeling ere he knows himself,

exposes him to a fate that is not his own. He thinks, you
will say, that the happiness he wins for others is the greatest
for himself, though it be the last ; so that there is no clashing
interest. Yes : he thinks so : but is it true ? Can it be

shown that his twin brother, who in the same crisis was

snatched by no fei'vours from his far-sighted prudence, but

made the compliances needful for escape, and lived in opulence
and office through another generation, miscalculated his lot,

and enjoj'ed less of 'the only good' than the dead hero?

What metrical standard can demonstrate that the felicity

of one supreme moment of self-immolation transcends in

amount thkty years of unbroken health, of social favour, and

satisfied aficctions ? How will \ow go to work, in order to

convince this comfortable citizen of his mistake in declining
to share his brother's martyrdom ? You remind him of the

lies he told : he thinks them venial, and a cheap ransom from

the pangs of death. You appeal to the higher truth of which

the martyr's death became a missionary to the world: he

perceives no higher and lower in matters where he is sure of

no truth at all. You point to the almost Divine honours

which the invigorated conscience of mankind pays to their

self-sacrificing leaders and reformers : he prefers the daily ex-

perience of their homage to his rank, his equipages, and his

power. Not only is it true that nothing which you, or which

the enthusiast brother himself, could say will convince the

self-seeker that he has chosen amiss : but it is no less true

that the most impartial estimator of happiness cannot convict

him of imprudence. Each took the lot which his character
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ivmlertHl the least intolerable, and wuiiM luive been more

miserable in the other's ; but that the one was not tho victim

of his atlections, and the other the gainer by his self-care, it

is uitnly impossible to prove. It does not follow therefore

that, because the individual may come to make tho greater

good of others his own, so that to his feeling the contiict

between them vanishes, there is on that account no real

discrepancy, and that he is not carried oft' blindfold to the

sacritice
;
and that a self-forgetfulness less perfect, and still

agonised by the struggle between personal shrinking and

devoted love, does not more faithfully represent the actual

relation of tiiings, A wound which, inflicted in hot blood, is

scarcely felt, still remains a wound after all, and has to be

reckoned with in long privations ere all is healed
;
and if the

question is, of keeping accurate accounts of loss and gain,

he cannot be blamed who, untouched by the passions of the

fight, reads the whole story of its risks, and determines to

keep a whole skin. For my part, I have not the least doubt

of the reality of the hedonistic sacrifice required by be-

nevolence of affection and rectitude of choice
;
and that, if

it is hid from the agent who makes it, it is because be has

lost his measuring rod of pleasures and learned the gradations
of another scale.

Mr. L. Stephen sees clearly through the sophistical attempts
to establish the invariable prudence of virtue : after admirably

exposing their principal fallacy, he concludes,
' There is

scarcely any man, I believe, at all capable of sympathy or

reason, who would not in many cases unhesitatingly sacrifice

his own happiness for a sufficient advantage to others. Almost

every mother would die, or expose herself to sufferings which

can never be repaid, for the good of her infant
;
and though

maternal love affords the most perfect example of devotion to

others, and is of course much stronger than most other benevo-

lent feelings, I think that the same principle is illustrated even

in those commonplace acts of good-natui-e of which almost

everj^ man is capable ^'

In giving the Utilitarian postulate the benefit of the

Hartleyan
' law of transference,' as a means of identifying
^ Science of Ethics, chap. x. iv. § 36, pp. 4^1, 432.
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individual and social happiness, I have thus far supposed it

possible for the egoist to be carried through by it into com-

plete disinterestedness, i.e. to lose the idea of his own pleasure
in the absorbing idea of pleasure to others. And, unless and

until he reaches this point, it is certain that he must fall

short of his all-directing aim
; for, so long as he thinks of

himself, he is a stranger to the joy of sympathy ;
and many

another form of happiness too he cannot have, till he ceases to

seek it. But too much is conceded in allowing this possi-

bility. For the condition of his being what he is, viz. an

egoistic hedonist, is, that he always pursues his own greatest

pleasure ;
wliile the condition of obtaining the greatest plea-

sure is, that he does not pursue it. His very characteristic

therefore is suicidal, and precludes him from ever consum-

mating the growth of disinterestedness through the working
of the Hartleyan law. He is under a very common illusion,

that because '

pleasure exists only as it is felt," the more he

attends to it, the more wall ho have of it, consciousness being
intensified by concentration : whereas what is thereby in-

creased is nothing but Intellectual co(/nUloa of it, w^hich,

instead of intensifying the feeling, immediately arrests its

growth and crystallises it into an object of thought. The

play of the Hartlej^an law recpures exactly the opposite con-

dition, viz. the presence of felt, but uncontemplated, pleasure,
with attention (so far as there is any) engaged upon the per-

ceptible objects that cause it
;
so that the feeling is let alone

in its free expansion, and allowed to sutfuse the objects with

colours of added beauty. And hence the law receives its

chief illustration in the mental history, not of introspective

philosophers, but of cliildren, and persons whose eager im-

pulses prevent their ever losing the attributes of childhood.

The pleasures which the Sensation-philosophy needs to detain

in the unreflecting state, the egoist insists on bringing into

the full blaze of self-consciousness
; and by that change at

once withers their energy, and stops the widening of their

empire over neutral fields. He therefore cancels at the outset

the qualification for winning the disinterested affections, and

closes against himself the path which we have hypothetically
left open to him. The only question for him now is whether,
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liHving loariUMl that his conscious scir-aockiiig may lie intni-

sivo, ho can iMujiUiy the will which has invoked it to turn it

out again ; so as vuhiutarily to forget hinisell", in order to bo

huuied at bust in a more pleasurable result. It seems so little

disputable that self-seeking and self-forgetfulness are mutually

exclusive, that it would no more have occurred to me to ask

the former to eject itself than to resort to Satan to cast out

Satan, were it not that Mr. Sidgwick apparently regards this

as by no means aii impracticable f(;at. He thinks it quite

possible for an Epicurean who judges himself deficient in

impulses and aftcctions which are important factors in the

possible sum of pleasures, to put himself in the way of pro-

ducing these in himself. And this opinion, he reminds us,

has tlie support of many philosophers and divines who have

commended the benevolent and the religious affections, as

worthy of being fostered by all who would attain to the

happiest kind of life.

'

It is true that, as our desires are not directly under our

own control,
—or at least cannot be produced by an effort of

Will, if they can to some extent be repressed by it,— if we
stall with no impulse except the desire of pleasure, it may
seem difficult to execute the practical paradox of attaining

pleasure by aiming at something else. Yet even on this sup-

position the difficulty is less than it appears. For the re-

action of our activities upon our emotional nature is such

that we may commonly bring ourselves to take an interest in

any end by concentrating our efforts upon its attainment. So

that, even supposing a man to begin with absolute indifference

to everything except his own pleasure, there is no reason to

believe that if he were convinced that the possession of other

desires and impulses were necessary to the attainment of the

greatest possible pleasure, he could not succeed in producing
these. But this supposition is never actually realised. Every
man, when he commences the task of systematising his con-

duct, whether on egoistic principles or any other, is conscious

of a number of different impulses and tendencies within him,
other than the mere desire for pleasure, which urge his will in

particular directions, to the attainment of particular external

results : so that he has only to place himself under certain ex-
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ternal influences, and these desires and impulses will begin to

operate without any effort of will.

' This last objection, as I before noticed, has been chiefly

taken in the case of certain special impulses : as the love of

virtue, or personal affection, or the religious impulse to love

and obey God. Now, according to the common view of the

vii-tuous or the benevolent impulse, there would seem to be

no more difficulty here than in the case of any particular

passion or desire of some external object. And we may
notice that none of the school of moralists that followed

Shaftesbury in contending that it is a man's true interest to

foster in himself strictly disinterested social affections, per-

ceive any inherent incompatibility between the existence of

these affections and the supremacy of rational self-love. And

similarly the Christian preachers before mentioned, who have

commended the religious life as really the happiest, have not

thouo-ht jjenuine religion irreconcilable with the conviction

that each man's own happiness is his most near and intimate

concern ^.'

I do not doubt the possibility, on which these paragraphs

insist, of cultivating, by a self-appointed discipline, desires

and affections which we know to be too weak within us :

whoever will persistently compel himself to do the duty
which ought to spring from some spontaneous love, will not

for ever go to it with heavy steps, but ere long be won over

by its interest, and surprised by the richness of its contents.

That a self-inclosed man may throw himself open to sym-

pathise, and a timid man train himself to be brave, is certain
;

'provided the effort is stimulated and sustained by an ade-

quate veneration for benevolence and contempt of cowardice,

or homage to duty ;
but not, I am persuaded, if its only sup-

port be a craving for the personal pleasures of benevolence

and courage. Mr. Sidgwick appears to think that, if there are

indirect means by which the will can set up affections and

desires beyond its immediate command, it matters not what

motive takes the initiative
;
so that the missing virtues may

as well be fetched up by prudential considerations as by any
other. In this tacit assumption he overlooks, as it seems to

' Methods of Ethics, Bk. II. chap. iii. § 5, pp. 132, 133.
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1110. tlio vorv hin<ro of tlu' wliole caso, and lails to notice the

MightinLj etlect of mere solf-soekinj;; upon the inward move-

ments of the moral life. Who was ever known to make him-

self a philanthropist in order to add to his enjojTnent? or a

martyr to truth in order to taste the pleasures of heroism ?

Whatever comes from such incentives can only be a miserable

counterfeit, a histrionic sham, of any sincere and Avhole-

hearted excellence : you cannot give yourself freely away,
while you are casting side glances at what you mean to re-

serve for your private advantage. Mr. Sidgwick, I admit,

appeals with good right to the precedents of Shaftesbury and

the moralisini; divines, who recommended the cultivation of

disinterested and devout affections as a good investment.

They are certainly on his side. But I wonder that the

notorious inetlicacy of their teaching, and the low spiritual

level of their own and the succeeding age, did not disincline

him to their alliance, and suggest the question, w^hether the

feebleness of their influence was not due to the very feature

for which he cites them. They failed to do the awakening
work which has been achieved by many a man their intel-

lectual inferior, because they harped upon the wrong chord.

Hedonistic advance to any higher love is not less impossible
than horizontal movement up hill.

The instances which lend some plausibility to Air. Sidg-
wick's position, and which he probably had in view, are

those in which the self-discipline is conducted under the in-

jfluence of mixed motives; and if, in instituting it, prudential
desire plays at all a conspicuous part, it may seem as though
the whole process were under its direction

; yet the agent,

once launched upon his course, is again and again taken out

of his own hands by currents of enthusiasm which sweep him

away from his self-regards. He thus alternates his egoism
with disinterested desires ;

and in proportion as the latter

snatch him from his self-love, they neutralise its incapacity,

and carry him on while it is laid to sleep. What he thus

achieves in the way of disinterestedness is in spite of his pru-
dential aim, not in consequence of it, and should be cited in

illustration, not of its triumph, but of its defeat. He passes

to and fro between two lives, now watchful of his pleasures,
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then torn from them by some lavish love
;
and it is not the

measured steps of the former that conduct him to the latter
;

but the wings of the latter that lift him off his cautious feet.

In principle this is admitted by Mr. Sidgwick himself; for

where ' a stricter disinterestedness
'

and an ' absolute self-

devotion' is required, he pronounces it to be an attainment

beyond the reach of Rational Egoism.
' Other persons, how-

ever, seem to carry the religious consciousness and the feeling

of human affection to a higher stage of refinement, at which a

stricter disinterestedness is exacted. They maintain that the

essence of either feeling, in its best form, is absolute self-

devotion and self-sacrifice. And certainly these seem incom-

patible with self-love, however cautiously self-limiting. A
man cannot both wish to secure his o^vn happiness and be

willing to lose it. And yet how if -vNallingness to lose it is the

true means of securing it? Can self-love not merely reduce

indirectly its prominence in consciousness, but directly and

unreservedly annihilate itself?

' This emotional feat does not seem to me possible : and

therefore I must admit that a man who embraces the principle

of Rational Egoism cuts himself oft" from the special pleasure
that attends this absolute sacrifice and suppression of self.

But, however exquisite this may be, the pitch of emotional

exaltation and refinement necessary to attain it is so compara-

tively rare, that it is scarcely included in men's common
estimate of happiness : and it cannot be said that what are

commonly known as the pleasures of virtue, or of benevolence,

or of religion, are out of the reach of the Rational Egoist as

such ^' This is all that need be asked : I desii'e no more.

For the very same reasoning which is here applied to the

animating spring of life as a whole, holds good no less of

every interval of self-devotion that intersects a variable spirit

with a bar of light: each of its bright disinterested hours is

homogeneous with the all-pervading tone of the mind entirely

surrendered, and ia equally incompatible with the present

sway of Rational Egoism ;
and the difference lies simply in

the intermittency of the one, and the continuity of the other.

And as we have to do, not with the see-saw of mixed and
^ Methods of Ethics, Bk. II. chap. iii. § 5, pp. 133, 134.
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inconsistent oharacliTS, l>ut with the inward analysis of nioral

causation and the distinctive types of moral experionco, I sec

no reason for refen-ing to dilferent categories what arc merely
half-cases and whole-cases of one and the same thinj;.

The conclusion to which we are tluis far hrought is obvious:

notwithstanding the provision in oui- nature i'or the partial

conversion of interested into disinterested feelinii:. it is im-

possible to identify the greatest happiness of self with the

greatest happiness of all concerned
; or, from the necessity of

pursuing the former to establish the claim of the latter
; or,

to extract a scheme of duty from rules of prudence ; or, to

make the motive of self-love, however rationally worked,
suffice for building up a virtuous character. The moral

consciousness of the individual mind comprises experiences
which are not covered by the data and inferences of rational

hedonism.

§ 2. Tlie Moral Sentiments as an Engine of Social

Management.

Kow, open the floodgates, and let in the head-waters of

Society upon the individual
;
and see whether, in the new

positions to which thej' bear him and the new necessities by
which they surround him, his nature does not gain the needful

supplement. The moral inadequac}^ of self-interest may perhaps
be remedied by the presence of social interest and the enor-

mous power of public opinion. The close connection between

manners and morals, the obvious origin of the former in

social tastes, and provision in the latter for social needs, the

apparently equal variation of both with change of time and

place, have naturally suggested the idea of their virtual

identity, and of the expression in both of them of nothing-

more than the washes of the majority. Various forms have

been given to this conception, according as the collective life

of men has been politically, mechanically, or phj^siologically

conceived, as set up by the sway of a Lawgiver over subjects,

or by the subjection of the individual to a homogeneous
multitude, or by the growth of a civic organism through con-
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fluence and unification of functions. The second of these repre-

sents the doctrine of the Hobbes and the Utilitarian school,

and alone belongs to our present subject. It proceeds upon
the assumption that the individual is the unit of society ; that,

in the antithesis of his single self to the great aggregate per-

sonality over against him, he is helpless and dependent, till

he has relinquished every conflicting desire, and become

moulded to the shape of the common wish : that the rules

and signs which express this common wish constitute for

him the standard to which he must conform
;
and that these

are what we really mean by morals ; which, therefore, are

simply the statement of the public wants issued as the orders

of a superior force to the individual. His moral sentiments

arc thus simply an adoption of the public wish
;

his con-

science, an appropriation of its pleased or displeased mood ;

his sense of obligation, a consciousness of a coercion with

which it is armed against him
;
and his duty, the contents of

its expectation from him. Often as this theory has been

presented, I have found it worked out by no Utilitarian writer

so lucidly and precisely as by James Mill, in his '

P^'ragment

on Mackintosh '

;

'

and the few comments which I shall make

upon it will address themselves to his exposition of the origin

of moral rules, and the formation of moral character.

The problem, as Mill takes it, is to get a maximum of

useful actions out of the individual agent. A good many may
be expected to come of their own accord, his own desire

running on the same line with that of his associates : about

these, therefore, we need not trouble ourselves. But there is

a large number besides which he has not sufficient induce-

ment in himself to put forth ;
and some contrivance must be

set up for the purpose of extorting these from him. The

device which we have hit upon for this end is to Praise the

actions which we like, and Blame those which we dislike,

or, in extreme cases, to reward the one, and i^iinish the other
;

and the particular variety of like and dislike which thus

declares itself is called approval and discq^proval. All these

are, therefore, an artificial mechanism of influence invented,

as a bribe or threat, to stir a will which would otherwise

^ See especially pp. 246
—

252.

VOL. II. Y
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lull us: ns Mill says,
' The production of acts of the useful

sort, tlic prevention of acts of contrary sort,' constitute 'the

whole business of the moral sentiments ^' They arc thus

a soridl creation, or storage of force, for controlling the

individual, and getting service out of him.

Thus far, the ordinances of conduct form merely an external

law, enforced by the sanction of public opinion, l^.ut the

individual agent on whom they press is himself one of the

public body, and accustomed, in that capacity, to apply the

same rule and the same sanction to other agents, i.e. to direct

approbation and disapprobation upon analogous acts. When,

therefore, an action which he would condemn in another pro-

ceeds from liimself, he not only foresees what it will bring

upon him from its witnesses, but, as one of those witnesses,

shares their displeasure, and is self-condemned. Hence, the

feeling of compunction and remorse, on the one hand, of self-

satisfaction and self-applause on the other, are but a personal

loan, for private use, of the public sentiment embodied in the

established rule
;
and by the agent's application of it in his own

case it becomes an internal law, by which he can administer

the affairs of his own commonwealth of thouofht and desire.

This ingenious theory avails itself no doubt of some processes
that actually do mingle with our moral experience ; only, not

as its constitutive essentials, but as its subsidiary accidents.

It is not necessary to deny their reality, in order to prove
their inadequacy as a solution of the problem to which they

belong. It is sufficient to show that that problem contains

phenomena of which they afford no satisfactory account.

(l) In. the analysis of our moral psychology, given in the

preceding book, it was made evident, if I mistake not, that

we judge ourselves before we judge others. To the reasons

there given I must refer, as justifying the assertion that James
Mill inverts the only possible order of relation between in-

ternal and external judgment. If what we disapproved were

the disagreeableness of an outward fact, we should disapprove
of noxious animals or even the hurtful behaviour of physical

things. It is true, as Mill reminds us, that there would be

'no use' in disapproving these things; for though both of

^
Fragment on Mackintosh, p. 250.
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them may admit of being
'

modified,' they are not, like man,
amenable to such an influence as our displeasure. What then

is it that fits the human activity alone for the operation of

this modifying power ? what, but the fact that it issues from

an inward spring which docs not necessitate it to take its

present form, but admits of an alternative which our suf-

frage may reinforce 1 our censure, therefore, it is plain, looks

behind the scenes, and pitches upon the hidden spring of

action which alone it can hope to modify. And if this be so,

what do we know of hidden springs, except from their story
in ourselves'? How could we read them in another, except
as in the mirror of our own experience ? If the key of his

nature and character is in ours, there it is that we learn the

art of judging our alter ego. It follows from this that what-

ever truth there may be in Mills hypothetical narrative belongs
to some of the later acts of our life-drama, and does not intro-

duce us to the opening scene which he professes to present.

(2) The moral sentiments, unless I completely misconstrue

them, by no means correspond with ^Lill's account of their

origin and nature. In his view, they are a prospective artifice

for extracting serviceable conduct which needs a bonus to

produce it. In mine, they arc a retrospective verdict of 'well

done !

'

or
'

ill done !

'

on conduct already put forth. And if

we laugh at the definition of gratitude as ' a lively sense of

favours yet to come,' and dismiss it to the region of cynical

satire, I do not see how we can more seriously treat an ex-

planation of moral A^yproval as a patronising bid for future

services, and moral censure as equivalent to ' Mind you don't

do it again !

'

Such a theory gives an account of everything
in them except their moral character, as judgments upon the

merits or demerits of a free agent's choice. It describes a

certain disciplinary influence which they undoubtedly ex-

ercise
;
but this itself they would not exercise with any

serious effect, were thej^ hollow in their profession of dis-

interested ethical affection towards conduct that is past, and

were they reduced to an administration of pleasures and pains

as purchasing causes of future benefits. This theory, in shoit,

puts the moral sentiments on the same footing with the arfs

of the horse-breaker, who manages his stud by the crack of

Y2
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his ^Yllip and a toed of oats ; and treats thoni, so far as they

doviate from tins type and atlirt to lie an award of jnstice

to tlio past, as an illusion which the initiated escape. I'nnish-

jnent, thrown into the alend)ic of this now analysis, lias all

its retrihutory element dissipated, and comes out in the reduced

form of deterrent and reformatory pain; and carries thenceforth

the implied rationale,' Punishment is painful, and punishment
amends : therefore, give a measured lot of pain, and you will

have the amendment.' As well might you ai-gue :

' Medicine

is bitter, and medicine cures; therefore, take a dose of bitters,

and you will be cured.' The result is much the same in both

cases : your malady remains, because the remedial efficacy

lies, not in the bitterness of the medicine, but in the quality

which you have failed to secure ;
and your criminals persist

and flourish, because the deterrent and reformatory iuliuence

resides, not in the naked pain of punishment, but in its jus-

tice ;
and till the ofiendor gets what, in popular phrase,

' serves

him right,' he gets nothing that can do him any good. It is

the same throughout ;
all the characteristic expressions of our

moral nature are explained away by this school of interpre-

ters, and replaced by something which they do not mean: good
and ill desert, sin, resentment, penitence, remorse, righteous in-

dignation, are volatilised as illusions, and their functions made

over to the remaining rational and sentient nature. Whether

these substitutes will be equal to the work thus laid upon them

in some future age of passionless intellect, it would be dan-

gerous to predict ;
but certainly, at present, there is a vast

region of human feeling and experience which, by no stretch-

ing and straining, they can be made to cover and command.

(3) The conditions assigned by Mill for the genesis of the

moral sentiments are by no means those which experience
shows to favour their origin and diffusion. Their apparatus
of praise and blame, and their whole body of influence, he

regards as coming into existence, in order to eke out the

defective crop of beneficent acts, and produce more of them

than would be raised by the spontaneous interest of the

individual agent. The more, therefore, the individual fails

to give, so much the more will the supplementary machinery
of the public will be called into operation, and bid high for
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SO scarce an article as a useful act. The needful pressure,

rising to the occasion, will increase its tension as the force

of nature becomes remiss in men, taken one by one : so the

moral sentiments, following a law of demand and supply,
will most abound where they are most wanted, i.e. under

the gi'eatest lack of individual benevolence. By this rule,

nothing would be so favourable to the growth of altruistic

sentiment as the prevalence of universal egoism ; and these

two opposites would reach their maximum together. It is

liardly necessary to point out, how completely experience
reverses this relation. It is not praise that by its force elicits

the virtues, but the unforced virtues that elicit praise. And
whenever there is a dearth of spontaneous goodness, so far

is it from fetching in the compensation of induced beneficence,

that, once commenced, the ebb goes on in accelerating ratio
;

nor will the tide tm-n back, though you tiing at it the loudest

promise of your plaudits, or threat of your anathemas. Selfish-

ness breeds nothing but selfishness, and benevolence redupli-

cates benevolence
;
and to fill up the lacuna? of a defective love

by a supply of factitious self-interest, is,
—when ' asked for

bread, to tender a stone, and for fish, a serpent.' Where
' beneficent acts

'

do not come of their own accord, e.g. in

a family where the self-seeking propensities assert themselves

all round, there may no doubt grow up a sort of public

opinion from the watchfulness of each member against the

encroachments of the rest : a kind of ' comnuttee of vigilance
'

is in permanent sitting, from which fierce complaints and

loud exactions are brought to bear, now upon this, and now

upon that refractory or reluctant will
;
and for the moment

the coercion may gain its end. But he who is thus controlled

hates what is extorted from him more than ever, and will

never repeat it, unless under stress : far from gaining any
moral appreciation for his ' useful acts,' he feels them to be

slave-work, only more tolerable than the domestic ostracism

from which they alone can save him. What is true of a

family, is true of the larger social community: under the

mere discipline of hope and fear from others, there will be

no emergence from self-seeking into self-devotion to duty
or self-sacrifice to love

;
but an inevitable descent into lower
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tlcpths of egoistic isolation. ^I ill's tluoiy pioceods on the

tacit nssunij)tion, that the stock of henelicent acts rciiuisito

tor ihc suhsistcnce of society is a constant (juantity, which

must, somehow or other, bo provided ;
and that where the

native yield falls short, the moral sentiments are set up as

an artilicial bounty on the importation of sup])lementary

consignments, that else would not flow in. It might have

occurred to so good a free-trader that such l)ribcd importers

usually manage to pocket their profits and the bounty too;

and that it is but a poor look-out, if this be all that keeps
us from a famine of the virtues.

(4) The mode also in which moral rules arc supposed to

be got up and enforced, involves a fundamental fallacy ;

which it is surprising to find overlooked, by a writer so quick
to see the illusions which lurk in abstractions. He presents
the whole story as a kind of suit or claim of Society versus

the Individual, treating each as a unitary personality, differing

in interests, and most unequal in scale and power. It is

assumed that, in its view of his conduct, Society feels and

thinks and acts as one man: that his failure in altruism

concerns everybody alike, and secures a consensus of rule

against him : and that, in any objectionable self-assertion,

he is in the position of an Athanasius contra niunduin. If

it were so, if it were a case of Joseph and his brethren,

without even a dissentient Reuben, of course they might
vote him into the pit or the hands of the Midianites, or

dispose of him by any rule they pleased. Such a body of

people, all in s}mpathy with each other, and none with him,

would have nothing to hinder their unanimity in requiring
the same things from him and praising them, and in fixing

opprobrium on the same things from which they meant to

deter him. Mill, accordingly, finds nothing simpler than the

general agreement about what is praiseworthy and blame-

worthy :

' When men began to mark the distinction between

acts, and were prompted to praise one class, and blame an-

other, they did so, either because the one sort benefited, the

other hui-t them
;
or for some other reason. If for the first rea-

son, the case is perfectly intelligible. The men had a motive

which they understood, and which was adequate to the end.
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If it was not on account of utility that men classed some acts

as moral, others as immoral, on what other account was it
^
1'

The '

perfect intelligibility
'

of this solution depends, how-

ever, entirely on the ' men '

who are here packed together, as

if they made up a single personality, being all benefited by the

same acts, and hurt by the same acts. That each human

being constituted on Mill's pattern, with no motive but self-

love, should praise what benefits him, is intelligible enough ;

but in these praises there will be no consensus, unless it can

be shown that what benefits one benefits all
;
and tliis, which

Mill has heedlessly taken for granted, cannot, upon his data,

be proved at all. His idea evidently is, that we like to see

the generous act of a benefactor, and to set up a habit of

eulogy on his behalf, because it may be our turn to be

benefited next, and it is as well to encourage the chance :

we feel sympathy with the joy of the beneficiary, as possibly
our own hereafter, and express this by laudatory words.

But the phenomenon has another half, which must not be

suppressed. The generous act is, by hypothesis, one of those

which there is no inducement of self-interest to perform, and

which, as involving personal privation to the agent, it needs

artificial pressure to elicit : the pleasure gained by the re-

ceiver is bought by pleasure lost to the giver. How comes

it then that the sympathy of the neutral observer goes with

the lot of pleasure bestowed, and not with the pleasure
forfeited ? Does not his hedonistic principle commit him as

certainly to pity for the donor, as to congTatulation of the

receiver ? Is it said,
'

Oh, but he has an eye to his own

chance, if he can only get this sort of sacrifice repeated?'
Good : but then, there are two sides to this chance : he may
be thrown into the position of the gainer ; or, into the position

of the loser
; and, if he applauds the benefactor, he commits

himself not less to '

go and do likewise,' than to lie in wait

for favours yet to come. And between the two, it would

seem, his hedonism would be at fault
;
for it does not follow

from his liking to he benefited, that he would take with

equal gusto to benefiting. It is forgotten, in this calculation,

that in human relations, the active and the passive functions

^

Fragment on Mackintosh, pp. 261, 262.
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niv nltiMiinlo antl nuinorically ciiual, so that each one of us

perfoniis as many acts as he receives, and cannot make a

rule for liiniself as a possible recipient, which will not catch

hold of hi)n as a possible agent, ^\'hat inducement then have

\ve to become patrons of non-spontaneous 'useful acts?'

They are useful to us, only when we get them
;

and wo

cannot get them without giving them ; an<l when we give

them, it is, by hypothesis, at the cost of sacrifice just as re-

pugnant to our self-love, as the corresponding gain is agree-

able to it. For a jury of hedonistic egoists to burst into ap-

plause at the sight of a benefactor and call him a hero rather

than a fool, would be a renunciation by public vote of the

ver}^ principle upon which the vote is assumed to bo taken.

For these reasons, both the attempts, by appeal to Hartlcyan

psychology and to the weight of social opinion, to identify

the individual and the general happiness, must be pronounced

unsatisfactory. The rule framed on behalf of the public well-

being is demonstrably not always compatible with the agent's

own advantage. The Egoist principle,
' each for his own

pleasure,' and the Utilitarian principle,
' each for the pleasure

of all,' cannot even be reconciled
;
much less can the latter

be deduced as a corollary from the former. Moreover, were

the concurrence between private and public desires un-

questionably complete, the result would simply be, that

Prudence would never separate the interested from the dis-

interested affections : they could be indulged without mutual

interference ;
but to neither of them would any character of

Duty attach. The ' Rules
'

set up by social opinion would

not really be ' Moral
'

at all, if by that word we denote a

statement not simply of what is, but of what ought to he;

for all that they affirm is that such and such behaviour is

a means of happiness ; they are mere instructions how to

reach this end
;
and have no more ethical authority than the

receipts of a cookery book, which also tell you how to prepare

certain pleasant results, both personal and social. Had the

Utilitarian psychology therefore fulfilled its intention ever so

perfectly, it would still have left the whole of the moral charac-

teristics of our nature out in the cold, and finished up its sup-

posed human being as a paragon of prudential wisdom.
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§ 3. Can General Rules bind acjainst their liaison d'etre?

In the absence then of harmonised interests, what is to

be done by the hedonist utilitarian, when he encounters (as

he believes) a discrepancy between the advantage of others

and his own
; or, between the recognised prescription for

securing both and some different method of which lie has

more hope ? Is he to prefer the pleasures of other people

to his own? Whv should he? Has he not been tausj^ht that

he should care for their happiness, because his own is wrapped

up in it ? And now that they part company, does not this

reason disappear ? The claim of the extra-regarding feelings

upon his attention being dependent on the indefeasibleness

of their self-regarding source, that claim inevitably falls,

whenever this link is broken. If he is quite convinced that

it will serve him better to tell a lie than to speak truth, to

indulge a safe passion than to resist it, by what plea can

his instructors stop him ? They will urge that the general

rule is against him. The general rule, he will reply, is made

by the many against the one, and in the interest of the many:
it is all very well for them to glorify and uphold it

;
and it

is usuallv worth while for the one to conform to it at some

cost, rather than incur their displeasure. Eut when they
are out of the way, and he has his opportunity without fear,

the rule has no application ;
and why should he pay away

his own pleasures for nothing? His advisers will perhaps

say, that it is dangerous to break in upon rig] it habits, which

serve as a compendious formula for determining each case

of conduct, and save the necessity of working out every

problem from first principles. He will allow all this, but

will deny that a habit is right which, having been computed
for one set of conditions, is carried blindlv into another, and

takes no notice of the disappearance of its data : what should

we think, he will ask, of a man who, having made it a rule

to take a certain daily walk, persisted in it all the same

when the floods were out and covered it breast-high ? Mere

average rules carry in them no binding force ;
and to trust

to them stiU, when real causalities come into view to vary.
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to correct, or to supcrscilo tlicm, ia to prefer automatism to

intelli<j:enco, and turn conduct into a
.stui)i(l idolatry. Least

of all should the Utilitarian, ^Yho insists that rules of action

have no good in themselves, but are simply the meiiUK which

mankind luivo devised fur securing the sole end, viz. pre-

ponderant pleasure, encourage a worship of the means, and

warn the agent against any corrective reference to the end

which justifies and prescribes them. Hence, it seems to

follow irresistibly, that the individual is left at liberty, on

this system, to secure to himself any over-balance of advan-

tage which he may feel convinced will accrue to him from

an exceptional disregard of any part of the recognised ethical

code. It may be true that, in ninety-nine cases out of a

huncked, the greatest attainable pleasure to others may be

the best way to his own ;
but if in the hundredth his

pleasantest path diverges from theirs, how can the hedonist

dissuade him from taking it? Would he not be a fool for

adhering to the old means when they no longer lead to the

end ? The commonplace plea, that it is indispensable to have

general rules that shall not be called in question, means no

more, on this theory, than that, men being creatures of habit,

rather than of reason, it is necessary to hoodwink and befool

them in order to make them always serve you, whether it

suits them or not
; else, if they use their private judgment,

they will now and then halt, and perhaps upset the public

coach. This plea holds good only on behalf of an authori-

tative law or intuitive datum of our nature, which we have

to accept with trust, as universally valid and conditioning
all om- judgments of experience ;

and has no legitimate

application to mere inductive rules, provisionally framed

from a majority of observed instances, and for ever open to

exceptions and to revision. Of such empirical rules, the

whole value depends on their being not blindly accepted
and shut up, but kept under the eye of a vigilant criticism,

that shifts their boundary as life supplies new and modifying

experiments ^.

And if the claim of general happiness cannot be pressed

^ Mr. F. H. Bradley has well animadverted on this weak point in the Utilita-

rian morals, in his ' Ethical Studies,' pp. 96
—

98.
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beyond its coincidence with the agent's o^\ti, the inroads of

exception to ethical rules assuredly have no inconsiderable

range. This may be approximately judged by comparing the

standards of conduct to which rational men conform, on the

one hand, when supposing themselves to have the guidance of

an intuitive conscience, and on the other, when avowedly
ruled by their own greatest pleasure. When was it ever

known that this last motive unfurled the tlas: of an ideal

morality, and led the way to heroic attacks upon the strong-

holds of wi'ong ? Is it not rather the secret excuse or the open

plea for cowardly acquiescence in things as they are ? Nor

is it obvious how one who is surrendered to its influence can

be expected to decline the offer of a furtive and prudent
licence to his appetites, which adds, as he thinks, to the agree-

ableness without increasing; the oblifjations of life. It is

assuredly from his armoury that all the weapons of argument
are borrowed, which try to beat back the missionaries of

moral purity and the retb'cssors of the most shameful of all

wrongs. From his point of view, their ailoption of the Clu-is-

tian aim at inward sanctity, and tlieir trust in the feasibility

of all duty and the victory of all right, are dreams of

romance, which can visit no eyes open to the light of day.

Even in the affairs of bargain and contract between man and

man, the rules of integrity are by no means the measure of

private advantage ;
and the scrupulous tradesman who will

keep only genuine goods and honest scales, and promise

nothing that he cannot perform, is laughed at as a ' slow-

coach,' and outstripped in the competition of the market by
the rival who drills and plugs his weights, or exports wooden

nutmegs and needles without eyes, or di-esses up his flimsy

calicoes with heavy mineral and glaze. To the adventurer

of this
'

'cute
'

type, it is a small thing that he cannot often

repeat his tricks ; for he operates upon a scale that makes

once enough ; or, if not, he can at least change the market,

and finish his fortune in a trice. The whole history of State-

craft shows how difficult it is for strict veracity and honour

to cope with the unprincipled arts of the wily diplomatist ;

who quickly seizes the crisis when a courageous lie may turn

the balance and secure the triumph of a nation's poUcy.
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However Imrtrul (licso tliiiicjs may be to the inornl health of

soeiety. their iinnietliate suecess con(h)nes the oUt'iife for the

iiulivithinl. ami wins his eoveteil jirizo of wealth or fame.

In onh-r (o keep an eciniiihriuni between the social and the

pei*sonal happiness, and prevent either from disturbing the

other, a man must desire nothin;^ that docs not accord with

the jniblie wisli. He must be a thorough conformist to the

opinions and methods of his party or his age ;
if he deviates

from this, he is equally punished, whether he sinks to a lower

level or rises to a higher. The cry of the multitude, nay,
of the Chief Priests and Pharisees,

— '

Away w^ith him ! Crucify
Him!'— is as ready for the Saviours as for the Malefactors of

the world ; and if the end of life is to make the most of its

pleasures and minimise its pains, there is no room for the devotee

of compassion, whose heart is irresistibly drawn to tlic haunts

of sin and misery, and takes on it the burthen of countless

woes besides its own, and bleeds for every wound it cannot

heal. Look only at the countenance of such a one, at the

tender depth within the eye, the clear and thoughtful brow,
the sensitive and precarious calm upon the features, and say
whether you are here in presence of the best economist of

happiness. If this be the object of your quest, had you not

better go to the resorts of refined and easy life, w^here there

is luxury that hurts no health, and art that adorns the scene

without and the mind within, and alternate industry and

gaiety that brighten all the houi's, and neighbourly offices

enough just to keep the reproach of selfishness away, and

religious observance enough to mingle a deeper tone and

higher sanction with it all ? Here surely we must count up
more pleasures and few^er pains than fall to the lot of the

hero of compassion. True it is that he would not exchange
his labour for this rest

; not, however, because it is a less

happy state
;
but because it is a state too happy for a soul

once pierced by the sorrows of humanity. Were the hedonis-

tic rule psychologically imperative upon him, he would be

tempted by the exchange, and quit his vows of service. It is

only because it is impossible for him to listen to it without

shame, that he toils on beneath his cross ^.

' I cannot refrain from referring the reader who would see these positions
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The weakness of the Utilitarian theory is concealed from

its supporters by the late date in the development of morals

at which it makes its appearance and seeks its application as

a doctrine. Nine-tenths of the ethical habits and convictions

of civilised society have become fixed, and placed beyond the

reach of question, before it presents itself and offers its ser-

vices as their philosophic base
;
so that it is saved the trouble

of inventing them ah initio by its own light, and constructing
them into a reasoned organism by the resources of its skill.

Benefits enough aj-e apparent from them, after they have

become familiar to experience, to prevent any challenge of

their utility ;
and they easily pass muster without comparison

with any alternative. It is only in view of the remaining
tenth of the customary rules, i.e. those which have become

questionable and fallen under discussion between the con-

servative and the reformer, that the forces of the theory are

mobilised and got under arms. Its activity is critical only,

not creative
;

it tries its hand at correcting the text of a given
law for a new edition

;
and is not tested by demands upon its

original legislative genius. But the moment you put it to this

severe test, and ask from it an a i^riori determination of the

true code of human life from the data of man's constitution

and relations to the world, its helplessness and barrenness

become conspicuous. How, for example, would it settle the

right course of conduct towards the inferior animals? Do not

they also fall within the calculus of pleasure and pain, which

is the decisive authority in every problem? Why may they
be hunted and slain, while man is spared ? Why is he a

cannibal if he eats the flesh of his enemy, and not if he eats

theirs ? When he can subsist on the produce of the earth, may
he kill them merely because he likes meat better ? Or, if ho

may butcher them for food, may he destroy them for their

skins? and to appropriate the ornament of their feathers?

and to make weapons against them from theu" own beaks

and bones and tusks? If the 'whole sentient creation' is to

enter into our reckoning, can we be sure that the locusts and

potato-bug may not enjoy our crops now and then more than

strengthened, to some impressive paragraphs in Lecky's
'

History of European

Morals,' I. pp. 60—63.
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Nve sliDultl Durselves? And. il" wo oursclvcH aiv warranted to

act as animals of proy, nnist we not approve of the wolf and

the panther <l()in«j; the same ? If once the })leas of instinct are

to be abolished and re})laced by a hedonistic aritlinielic, the

whole realm of animated nature has to be reckoned with in

weaving the tissue of moral relations; and the problem
becomes infinite and invsoluble. Nor is it easier to predeter-

niine the right type of relations simply human by considera-

tions of the hedonistic order. The conjugal and family tics,

under such re<2;ulation, could never set into the form towards

which they have passed as their highest ;
and which, even

now that experience has vindicated and sanctified it, is again

and again disputed, on the plea of gi-eatcr happiness, and

assailed by rebellious experiments, never tried but with results,

not perhaps of misery, but of dcgi-adation and moral decay.

There is not a commandment in the decalogue which, when

submitted to the newest connoisseurs of utility, is not spurned
as a superstition or an imposture :

—it is the threatened ty-

rant, we are told, who forbids murder
; the rich, who make

a crime of theft ; the frugal Puritans, who glorify temperance
and chastity ; but, for other people, other things are more ser-

viceable. And if we urge the superior interests of the social

organism, they reply that the social organism is just what

they desire not to conserve, but to destroy ; and that till its

rulers are made away wdth, and its property seized, and its

restraints relaxed, the world will be detained from ' the

greatest happiness of the greatest number.' With persons who
fall into this state of mind, what can be hoped from argument
conducted on their own principles ? When they insist on

taking a clean page and going over the whole sum again
without looking at the old workings, can you feel sure of

grasping all the data and bringing out de novo the answers

which shall put the daring fallacies to shame? Is it not

certain that, before you reach the end of your reckoning, you
wiU have utterly bewildered both yourself and your intended

convert ;
and be glad to appeal to some latent sympathy in

him, nobler than his c}Tiical defiance ?



CHAPTER II.

HEDONISM WITH EVOLUTION.

§ 1. Psychology, koiv Affected hy the Idea of Evolution.

No characteristic of modern intellectual method is more

striking, or more fertile in results, than the application of the

idea of Time to the contents of the cosmos, as weU as to the

vicissitudes of the human race. Science formerly addressed

itself to the world as an ordered system of bodies in space,

not indeed without incessant movements, but all repeating
themselves as night and day, as life and death, aud, since

their institution, unaffected through the ages which they
count. For the same place, the Ephemeris miglit differ from

year to year ; but, after a while, the old figures return to their

places, and the stars see each other as before. There was

therefore no continuous tale to tell
;
but only a fixed constitu-

tion to define, and a circulating list of changes provided for

and predicted from its laws. This scheme of things was indeed

once set up ;
but with that the man of science has nothing to

do : he takes it once for all as he finds it
;
and it is the same

for him, as if it had for ever been. On the other hand, it was

the drama of mankind that unfolded itself indefinitely through

Time, with new persons and new scenes, now tragic, now

brilliant, but never reproducing the same attitudes and events.

Tliere was thus the strongest antithesis between the studies of

the svnchi-onous order of the external world, and of the

successive order of human experience : there was nothing-

historical in the former
;
and nothing scientific in the latter.

All the theories which we have hithei-to noticed have borne

on them the marks of this intellectual condition. They have
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assuiut'tl for tlu'ir data ci'rtain cintf^fn iils which seemed to be

seiMire : eir. a doteriiiinatc human individual, such as wc now
tind him: a society of his fellows around him, whose common
interests extort from him what they want

; and a world to

live in. admittiuir of combination and division of lal)our,

of allotment of property, and of the institution oi" lule and

law. 'rinse three constjints may be dillerently defined, and

dili'erently worked, by writers who elicit the moral character-

istic from them. One may treat it as intuitive from the first
;

another may expound it as a transfigured self-love ; a third

may interpret it as a reficction of others' approval and

aversion ;
but they all of them find it in the interplay of

these fixed constitutions of persons and things. And though,
in reckoning for the influence of predisposition and education,

they allow for the presence of a formed body of social senti-

ment and law, and for favourable or unfavourable parentage,

they look on these facts only as elements of the individual's

experience, on the same footing with others that may appear
in him for the first time. Or, if their curiosity pushes the

problem further back, it stops at all events with the resources

it can command from the present definition of human nature.

The Hartleyan reads the story of the moral nature in the

experience of each single person : Hobbes, in the formation of

the State : Cudworth, Clarke, and Butler, in the impress of

eternal law upon the very make of our humanity.
This mode of treatment was inevitable, so long as man was

marked off from all other species of livimg beings, or even

placed outside of them as unique. If they were detached from

each other by impassable limits, so that each had its own

private section of natural history, much more must he be

studied in isolation from them all, and interpreted by internal

comparison of text with text of his own oracles. Thus

recrarded, he contains in himself all the conditions for a

science of his nature
;
and his special endowments present

themselves as something wholly new, which derive no light

from affinity, and are only caricatured by the mocking re-

semblance of inferior animals. Great is the change, the

moment you take away the boundaries of species ;
a change

of which an illustrative example has already been presented

I
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within the limits of inorganic science. So long as the three-

fold classification of bodies, into solids, liquids, and gases, was

accepted as definitive, each class had a science to itself; and

mechanics, hydrostatics with hydraulics, and pneumatics,
constituted so many independent chapters of Ph3-sics, with

separate laws and formulas that did not speak to one another.

But as soon as these three names were found to denote, not

different bodies, but onl}- different states of every body,
determined by degrees of heat, there immediately arose a

molecular science embracing them all, and an immense en-

largement of conception, from the possibility that the solid of

one period or one world might be the liquid or the atmo-

sphere of another. So, when, after long difficulty in defining
the species of plants and animals, and ever recurrent doubts

whether in this instance or that they are more than

varieties, the bold step is taken at last, and the supposed

impassable limits are thrown away, the different departments
of natural history enter into famih^ relations, with pedigree

enormously extended : the new science of universal biology
comes into existence, and finds a group of laws common to

all organised beings. What before were treated as separate

creations, coexisting ah initio, range themselves as the suc-

cessive stages and manifold ramifications of one stock. And
the centre of wonder is shifted

b}'' the change : before, the

puzzle was, to explain the close approaches and marvellous

resemblances of types supposed to be distinct: now it is, to

account for the wide diverorence and astoundinor contrasts in

the descendants of the same progenitors. If formerly the

book of nature was but a collection of separate tales, it is

turned into a continuous epic, unfolding itself from end to

end
; though it is still difficult to seize the links that weave

its distinct scenes and recitals into genuine episodes of one

unbroken tissue.

It is obvious that, under this change, there is no pheno-
menon of existing living beings which does not or may not

require to be run back indefinitely into the past in quest of

its explanation. Definite constitution from which you may
start, or on which as a fulcrum you may rest, there is none:

there is no datum that is not a quccsituTn : the old constants

VOL. II. z
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nn> si't alloiit. iiiul tlu- terms of rvrry pruhlciii arc turned

(uiik'.ss by provisional assumption) into vdridhlcs. The con-

ception of Nature itself parts witli almost all that had l)Con

taken for substantive, and is resolved into that of a continual

hi'cotitiiK/ : so that nothing ever is, but something always

hajtjtoiK ; ami to giv;o account of it you must relate the

before and after. 11 once, the newer methods of science have

more and more become lildorlcal, i.e. have devoted them-

selves to the successive processes, rather than the synchronous

conditions, of ph.ejiomeua ; and with such daring glances into

the illimitable past that the rcffressus in i nfinitam, which

was once the absurdity, has almost become the favourite

instrument of our philosophers. Natural history, which used

to be the name for little else than the classification and

description of coexisting forms of life, now em-iched by the

resources of pahcontology, ventures to report on their

relative chronology, and to relate the story of their develop-

ment, from the larvte of a marine hermaphrodite, through the

forms of fish, of reptile, of marsupial, of quadruraanal, to the

human end of the zoological series ^. What becomes, in this

enormous prolixity of growth, of our search for the nativity

and seat of the moral sentiments ? Does the Intuitionist say,

they are given to us ready-made? He is silenced by the

remark,
' There is nothing ready-made : the present is only

fi-om the past.' Does the Hartleyan tell us, their genesis is

explained from the distinctive data of the human constitu-

tion 1 He is put out of court by the reply,
' There are no

such distinctive data : the lines are wiped out which make
man specific, and part him ofi" from the brute.' Whatever

history there may be of which the present phenomena of

conscience are the latest incidents does not open with the birth

of him who feels them, or with the fu-st planting of what he

owns as his family tree, but goes back into geologic ages

beyond all trees, figurative or literal, to lose itself among the

molluscs of fucous slime and waste sea shores. It may well

seem that such a doctrine must extinguish the very problem
of the ethical psychologist. The only thing which it presents

as certain is this: that the moral sense is here noiu : that

^ See Danvia's Descent of Man, Vol, II. chap, xxi. p. 389..
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once it was not here: that the later state has been regularly
evolved from the earlier

;
and that the theory therefore is

one of those which undertake to fetch the moral out of the

unmoral. Thii^^s^tlie'feaTurelrrTf^wTiicliTn'rngs it properly
under ^ilotice among the schemes of Hetero-psychological
Ethics.

On a fii-st view it might seem that this doctrine differs

from that of Hobbes or any other empirical hedonist, only in

its allowance of long time for the evolution. The transition is

the same, from the sentient difference between pleasure and

pain to the moral difference between right and wrong ;
but in

passing through the interval, consciousness, according to one

theory, occupies a generation, according to the other, count-

less geological peons. And. so far as the greatness of the

change from mere sensation to the sanctity of conscience

staggers us, it cannot be denied that the difHculty is ap-

parently lessened by dilution ;
and that if we suppose the

barrier of generations removed, and an individual subject to

live on through the entire development of life to the present

date, our imagination will hardly dare to pronounce any

metamorphosis impossible to such an experience. To take a

grant of centuries by milHons appears therefore at first a pure

gain of resources that can full short of nothing required.

Ao^ainst this advantacje of time to move in, a logical and

sincere psychologist, like ]\lill, will notice a very serious set

off. It is iiot the same consciousness which continues all

througli, and which, having remembrance of its early gleam
and its sweep through its vast orbit. 3'ou can cross-question

and record, so as to lay down the curve of its advance, and

check 3'our surmises of its law. Psychological processes are

rigorously shut up within the limits of the personal identity,

and have no evidence but in the memor}^ and expression of

the individual subject of them
; and, in proportion as they are

traced back into the inarticulate story of infancv. thev be-

come illegible, and the theories into which they are worked

are problematical. The masculine egoistic hedonism of Hobbes
and Helvetius, boldly appealed for confirmation to the clear

inward experience of men and women, who could confirm or

contradict them. To escape their paradoxes, their modern
z 2
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followers take refuge from tliis strong light in an earlier

twiliglit, where nobody can tell exactly what goes on ; and

the extrenic* fondness which they show for tossing about

psychological I abies, and wringing from them ((m,hi(/i(<is

>-0('(S about how they feel, is natural, in proportion as their

doctrine is hard to prove. And if the confessional of each

single life has this blank prelude, how much more completely
hid from view must be the inward aulobiogi'aphy, not of

acknowledged ancestors merely, but of pre-existent races,

that ffrin and set their teeth at their descendants from the

walls of a museum ? By spinning out your process indefinitcl}^

you gain time enough for anything to take place, but too

much for anything to be seen : in the very act of creating the

evidence, you hide it all away ;
and the real result is, that

you may make the story what you please ;
and no one can

put it to the test. If Hobbcs, as often happens, gives us a

piece of di'oll psychology, every one who knows himself can

tell whether it is true or false, and lay his finger on any
distortion it contains. If Darwin describes the inward con-

flict of an extinct baboon, he paints a fancy picture of what

remains for ever without witness.

The fact is, the evolution theory rests mainly upon the

evidence of organisms ; and when they have been duly dis-

posed in the probable order of their development, their

animating instincts and functional actions are obliged, it is

supposed, to follow suite : and it is therefore taken for granted
rather than shown that, by a parallel internal history, the

most rudimentary animal tendencies have transmuted them-

selves into the attributes of a moral and spiritual nature.

Eut the essential difference between the two cases must not

be overlooked. The crust of the earth preserves in its strata

the memorials of living structure, in an order which cannot

be mistaken, enabling us to associate the types that coexist,

and to arrange those which are successive
; and, in spite of

the missing links of the series, to observe the traces of a clear

ascent, the higher forms making their first appearance after

the ruder. The archaeology of nature is in this respect per-

fectly analogous to that of history ;
and supplies a chain of

relative dates with as much certainty as the coins disinterred
i
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at difTerent depths and of graduated workmanship from the

ruins of a buried empire. But just as, in this case, the image
and superscription report to you only the place and time of

the Cttsar they represent, but tell you nothing of his character

and will
; so, in the other, the fossil organ Ls silent about the

passion that stirred it, the instinct that directed it, the precise

ninge and kind of consciousness which belonged to its pos-

sessor. In other words, you have, and can have, no record

of psychological relations, in correspondence with the hier-

archy of forms
;
for you cannot get into the consciousness of

other creatures ;
and if, in order to find room for educing the

moral affections from what is unmoral, you begin with our

pra:'human progenitors, and take their private biography in

handj and catch their first inklings of what is going to be

conscience, you are simply fitting a fiction to your own pre-

conception. To a certain extent there is, no doubt, a definite

and known relation between structure and function in

animals, enabling you, from the presence of the one, to infer

the other. The wing, the fin^ the legs, reveal the element

and the habit of a creatures life: the jaw, the teeth, the

condyles for the connected muscles, disclose his food-appetite,

and his modes both of pursuit and of self-defence. But, long

before we reach the problem which engages us, we come to

an end of this line of inference. There are no bones, or

muscles, or feathers appropriated to the exclusive use of

self-love
;
no additional eye or limb set apart for the service

of benevolence; no judicial wig adhering to the head that

owns a conscience ;
so that in this field, i.e. through the

whole scene of the moral phenomena, no help can be had

from the zoological record. Nothing can be more chimerical \

than pra'historical psychology.
These remarks I have premised, in order to indicate the

chief difference between the honestly ps^xhological theories

(be they right or wrong) which have engaged us hitherto, and

the evolutionary Ethics, which have no psychology of their

own, but merely pick up what best suits them of the old

material, and fit it in with the purely i^hjsiological story they

have to tell. A brief sketch of the new doctrine will bring

out this difference more clearlv : it shall be taken chiefly
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fVoin throe uuthoritativo works: Darwin's 'Descent of Man ;'

Spencer's
' Data of Ktliics ;

'

Stephen's
' Science of Ethics.'

§ 2. Litv: of Evolution, sec. Darwin; sec. ^poiccr.

All living structures do something, i.e. have aomo function.

In the simplest of them, the structure is approximately homo-

geneous, and without division of laLour does everything
that happens in the aninuil history, being the instrument at

once of motion, of nourishment, of growth, of reproduction.

There is a tendency, however, in ea^ch of such actions to

localise itself as the habit of a particular part, the structure

of which modifies itself in accommodation to its exclusive

work : whence arises an order of beings with a plurality of

organs, each with its own separate function
;
and this change

to compound or heterogeneously formed natures constitutes

an advance in the scale of life. The same tendency continuing,
as a permanent and universal law, a succession of ulterior

animal types appears, each more highly
'

differentiated
'

than

its predecessor: till man is evolved as the present crown or

apex of development : himself still carrying on the same sub-

division of functions in the -organisation of States and the

progress of civilised life. Hence the general formula of evolu-

tion presents it, in its application to the whole universe, as
' a

change from an indefinite incoherent homogeneity to a de-

finite coherent heterogeneity, through continuous differentia-

tions and integrations^ ;'
—a formula of which Mr. Goldwin

Smith saj's, that ' the universe may well have heaved a sigh
of relief when, through the cerebration of an eminent thinker,

it had been delivered of this account of itself ^.'

If, being unable to rest in this law as a mere statement of

fact, we press for some adequate cause of the kind of change
it describes, we receive a twofold answer, fixing our atten-

tion separately on the organism and on the function. In the

former, considered as a mere material aggregate in more or

less unstable equilibrium, there is an inherent tendency to

' Data of Ethics, chap. v. §. 24, p. 65.
'
Coateinporary Eeview, Feb. 1882

;
Science and Morality, p. 349.
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variation in several dii-eotions,—vanation wliicli Mr. Darwin

calls
' accidental ;

'

and among such experiments of slight

structural change as are always occurring, if one turns up

which, by fitting the conditions of the animal's existence,

gives it an advantage over its companions and competitors,

it will carry its possessor to the front in the race of life, and

establish itself in permanence. But again, without any altera-

tion of organ, the animal may have a considerable margin of

variety in carrying out its function
;
and if he chances upon

some adi'oit stroke of action which is a short cut to the end,

it is as good as a prize to him, and he wins the profits

of a patentee. Though, however the initiative of variation

may be taken either in the organ or in its function, there

is a difference between the two cases in their operative

cause. 'Accident' (i.e.
a confluence of incalculable forces)

has a far larger play in modifying structure than in modify-

ing function. The moulding and build of an animal are de-

pendent not less upon numerous external opportunities and

pressures than upon its internal law of development ;
and

there is as much probabilit}^ of extraordinary hindrance as of

extraordinary help from these
;

so that organs are as likely

to deteriorate through variation as to improve. With the

behaviour of an animal, and even of a plant, it is otherwise.

Unless it be disabled by wrong structure, all its tendency is

towards action that favours its life, or that of its kind
;
and

if in any degree it deviates from the average habit of its kind,

it is in the direction of some vital gain. In the dark, the

roots of a shrub \vill grow towards the water of a neigh-

bouring well, and its shoots towards the light of a window

on the other side. The ptarmigan which you start upon the

mountain, shuffles piteously away, di-agging a seemingly broken

wing, tiU she has decoyed you far enough from her nestlings,

and she can laugh at you and fly oflT. If we ask for an ex-

planation of this difference, we are supplied in answer with

this law, that all life-preserving actions are pleasurable actions,

and all pleasurable actions are life-preserving; and as the

pleasantest action is always done, the w^hole energy of living

creatures is engaged in adding to its capital and its security.

This law of identity between the agreeable and the service-
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able, cxpouiitlctl l)y ]'ain ns (1k' ivsult of observation, is

promoted by Spencer to tlie rank of d ])r(oi'i necessity. It

must be true ; for if the pleasurable -were unfavourable to

life, it "Would long ago have put an end to life ; and if it were

neutral, it would have prevented any evolution of life: but

the hierarchy of nature is made up of evolved and evolving
forms ; the law, therefore, is proved. Suppose, however, that

we take away the postulate, that ' the pleasantest action is

always done,' and substitute the proposition that ' instinctive

actions are always done,' then from the same line of reasoning

a diilerent law emerges, viz. that instinctive actions are life-

conserving and life-evolving ;
and the question between the

two would hinn;e on this : whether it is more reasonable to

assign, in animal action, the prior place to pleasure or to

instinct ;
to say that its pleasure is in the satisfaction of

instinct, or that its instinct is the pursuit of pleasure. No

doubt, the evolutionist feels averse to the former position,

because he cannot start so late in the day as definite instinct;

he is bound to get before it, and give an account of its origin

from an indeterminate state
;
and finds something tempting

for this purpose in the look of this vague term, pleasure. But

I would submit that, for his problem, he looks in the wi"ong

place when he trusts to the sensory and passive susceptihility

of the animal life for the creation and differentiation of its

spontaneous activities; and that the analogies both of the

vegetable world, which makes very near approaches to in-

stinct, and of the reflex actions of animals, much more favour

the derivation of determinate directions of living energy from

insensible stimuli.

The law to which these remarks apply establishes a marked

difiierence between Darwin's and Spencer's conception of

evolution. The doctrine of ' natural selection
'

and ' survival

of the fittest
'

means that, out of innumerable tentatives made

at random by animals, the great majority come to nothing,

but the exceptionally happy hits, that fall in with the sur-

rounding adjustments, make their footing good, and stand.

As this idea is applied not less to what the animal does than

to what his structure is or becomes, it presupposes that he

can and will put forth actions hui'tful to himself and doomed
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to have no future, and that in number out of all proportion to

the few successes. On the other hand, Spencers law affirms

that the animal can do nothing but the pleasantest, and that

the pleasantest is identical with the fittest
;
a rule which bars

out all failure, and strictly obliges the creature to walk only

on the narrow rail of the most useful. It is plain that in this

way there is left upon Mr. Spencer's hands a mystery, i.e. an

unexplained relation, which the simpler naturalist escapes.

How comes it that what the animal likes is always best for

it, or for its kind? Infallibility is not usually found very

easy of belief; yet here we have it upheld almost as a first

principle. It is nothing to the purpose to say,
' Were it not

so, life would disappear ;

'

the non-disappearance of life may
prove the fact, but does not find the cause, of so pregnant
an adjustment ;

and we are only thrown upon the ulterior

question,
' Whence this singular security against the dis-

appearance of life ?
'

Darwin has embarrassed himself with

no such unique coincidence. With him the creature is fitted

up with no principle of unerring selection, but flung among
the countless radii of accident, to find only by result the

difference between the paths of hfe and death
;

so that the

theory is burdened with nothing that might not happen in a

universe of fortuity.

§. 3. Spencers Genesis of Ethics, and Conversion into

Intuition.

The tendency of nature to increasing complexity of organic
structure and function, involving more volume of life, is habi-

tually spoken of by Spencer in teleological terms. Life, pre-

served or enlarged, is the end of all animal '

conduct,' i.e. of

all actions beyond the apparently random movements of the

infusoria : first, complete individual life
; next, preservation of

offspring, which indeed advances pari ^mssw with the other
;

and then, as the altruistic aflfections of the clan or the commu-

nity advance, the life of Society. It is only in Man that

this last stage is fully reached ;
and that conduct, finding

its final purpose, assumes its ethiccd character. Even in his
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history, it is long before the sclf-inaintenancc and the nuiin-

tiMmnce of oll'spring permits the operation of the third end

anil the conneeteil deveh)pnient of a moral order
; for, prior

to the arts of industry, the spontaneous supplies of i'ood

and safety whieh nature offers are too scanty for the com-

petitors ^^•ho want them
;
so that men do not welcome the

presence of each other, but see in it only a '

struggle for

existence,' except so far as the weakness of isolation forces

them into some partnership of self-defence against encroach-

ment. It is in these little knots of co-operation that the

first moral adjustments take place ;
i.e. that several per-

sonal and family lives learn, for the sake of common safety,

to maintain themselves side by side without mutual inter-

ference, and the original repulsions of universal war are

driven away into the field of external relations. Even

then, the internal peace of a barbarous tribe is very pre-

carious, and little more than an unstable truce, except

when danger imposes silence upon rivalries and dissensions,

and singles out the strongest will for ol)edience by the

rest. Such crises contribute a further experience of the

highest importance: viz. that the ends of each may be

secured, not only without clashing with those of neighbours,

but in a far superior way by combination with them, and

prearrangement of parts into a compound action directed

by a chief. Such organisation of functions in subservience

to a single social end, once started by military necessity,

finds its way by extension into the internal relations of

pacific settlements \ and, by division of individual labour,

so increases the resources of life as to relieve the pressure

of numbers and abate the causes of war, and multiply the

links of interdependence among producers at home, and ex-

changers abroad. These new adjustments to widening ends

arise spontaneously, one by one, at the suggestion of some

immediate interest or convenience, till fresh types of con-

duct gradually set into form, and give rise to correspond-

ing rules. These rules are the hody of Morals. '

Ethics,'

therefore, Mr. Spencer says, 'has for its subject-matter that

form which universal conduct assumes during the last stages

of its evolution' in 'the highest t}-pe of being, w^hen he
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is forced, by increase of numbers, to live more and more

in the presence of his fellows:' and ' conduct gains ethical

sanction in proportion as the activities, becoming less and

less militant, and more and more industrial, are such as

do not necessitate mutual injury or hindrance, but consist

with, and are furthered by, co-operation and mutual aid ^'

The whole of this course of evolution consists, it is plain,

in the discovery of more effective means to the desired

end, of undisturbed life
;
and the improvement hinges upon

this, that consideration for the needs of others and for the

organic vigour of the social life is found to contribute to

the personal security and well-being. This it is that gives
the rationale of the moral rule, and commends it to each

;

the authority which it carries is that of a wise economy
which every prudent person is glad to adopt: like a labour-

saving machine, it quickens pioduction and saves waste.

At the same time, though this is its ultimate ol»jective base,

the moral rule soon wins assent and compliance withaut

reference to this feature as a motive : it gathers upon itself

many a pleasant feeling, like other means to happy ends,

as if it were a good on its own account
;
and leaves the

agent's altruistic sympathies free play at the same moment
that his self-maintaining impulse pursues its natural way.
He is himself a part of the social structure whose health

his own personal sacrifices tend to uphold ;
and his attach-

ment to it overcompensates him for what he foregoes. By
such associations do the external rules find response and

support from internal affections, which may escape into

complete disinterestedness and infuse into the character a

strong moral enthusiasm. Nor is this all. The psycholo-

gical life in man is inseparably conjoined with a phy-

siological : an emotion cannot become intensely and habi-

tually felt without leaving its vestiges, if not upon the

structure, at least upon the susceptibilities of the brain :

so that it will tend to recur with increasing facility, and to

institute spontaneously the related series of thoughts, voli-

tions, and actions. Eut wherever such personal character-

istics become fixed, it is well known that they frequently
^ Data of Ethics, chap. ii. p. 20.
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pass from parent to child : so tliat much of the character

\vhich has been won by soH'-di.scipline is transmitted Ity

inheritance, and the son starts from a station in advance of

bis fatljer. From this cause, it is suggested, the inward ex-

perience of past generations may establish a cerebral register

of themselves, ever deepening in its trace and quickening
iu its velocity of movement

;
and this swift compeud of what

were once long processes of thought or feeling turns up in

us as ] lit u it 10 a, and, assuming the airs of a heaven-sent con-

science, tempts us to overlook and despise the homely utili-

ties which alone it really represents. This is Mr, Spencer's
celebrated doctrine that '

experiences of utility, organised and

consolidated during all past generations of the human race,

have been producing nervous modifications, which, by con-

tinued transmission and accumulation, have become in us

certain faculties of moral intuition, certain emotions respond-

ing to right and wrong conduct, which have no apparent
basis in the individual experience of utility ^.'

The sum and substance of this comprehensive and inge-

nious theory is this : that pleasure and pain are what we

denote, and all that we denote, by good and evil, and supply
to each agent the sole end of conduct : that pleasant conduct

is an increment, painful a decrement, of life : that whatever

is a means of personal pleasure or a part of it, including
therefore the pleasure of others, becomes endeared to us on

that account : that modes of action and feeling w^hich are

found to possess this instrumental utility draw to themselves

interest and favour, in which all who are served by them

will participate : that this favour (with disfavour to the op-

posites) powerfully affects the happiness of every one who
is the object of it, and becomes intense as a motive : that

his sensitiveness to it stereotypes itself in his cerebral orga-

nisation, reappears in his children, and taking up their added

experience passes down with increase in each generation ;

till, through fusion of countless elements, almost all prior

to the individual's life, its origin is lost from view, and

we mistake its innateness in the individual for its immu-

*
Spencer's Letter to Mill, ap. Bain's Mental and Moral Science, p. 721.
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tability in the race, and its emotional depth for superhuman
authority.

§ 4. The Theory Considered, as apiilied to Intellectual

Apprehension.

In estimating this hypothesis, I must first briefly touch

upon the alleged law which identifies pleasure and self-

conservation. It assumes that the feeling of pleasure is in

itself an augmentation of vital energy, while pain is a de-

pression of it : that consequently the experience of the former

always sets a-going or intensifies some action for continuing
it, while the experience of the latter excites a rebellion to

get rid of our enemy, but under the disadvantage of the

lessened vigour left by pain. The evidence of this rule ap-

pears to me to be altogether inadequate, even where it

presents a colourable aspect ;
and to be encountered by

unanswerable facts on the other side. Bain lays stress on
such experiences as the following: that when we are cold,

the first warmth of a fii-e quickens our pace till we are in

front of it and can spread our hands before it
;
and that, at

the first taste of a nice morsel in the mouth, we smack at

it smartly, and throw double speed and energy into our

mastication. But surely it will occur to everyone, that these

movements are essentially prospective, instituted for the gain
of pleasure suggested as within reach, and not the mechanical

consequence of the portion of pleasure just past. The only
function of the incipient agreeable state is here to supply the

promise of what we like
;
and the same effect would ensue

from any other feeling or idea, however neutral, that placed
us on the threshold of the imminent enjoyment. In intense

thirst, for example, the sight of a glass of water, or the

hearing of a trickling stream, will stir us into eager action

to reach the draught. Perhaps it will be said that these

perceptions are in such case by no means indifferent, but
in themselves delightful to us, so as still to exemplify the

rule. But they are so only in the capacity of good neics, and
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owe this chnnictiT only to our state of nuail: in (his lies tho

real sj^ring of our energy in presence of the near alleviation
;

and tliifi is not a pleasure hut a p.iiii.
Ih. I'ain can Iho less

object to this interpretation, because he takes refuge* in it

liiniself. in order to escape from a dillieulty threatening his

law in its opposite application to pain. If pain induces

'cessation of energy,' he has 'to explain how jiaiii, in oppo-
sition to its nature, initiates and maintains a strenuous activity

for procuring its abolition. In this case, the operating ele-

ment may be shown to bo, not the pain, but the relieffrom
]H(in. When in a state of suffering there comes a moment
of remission, that remission has all the elating and quickening
effect of pleasure : as regards the agency of the will, pleasure

and the remission of pain are the same thing. Relief, in fact

or in prospect, is the real stirtiulant to labour for vanquishing

jxiin and misery ^.' According to this, it does not matter

whether the condition immediately present be one of pleasure

or of pain : the activity will equally ensue in both cases
;

in the one for continuance, in the other for removal, of the

momentary state
;
and will not betray the difference of their

prior condition of sensibilit}'- by any enhancement and ces-

sation of energy, respectively. Under such an explanation,

the alleged law simply vanishes. To set up determinate

fruition as the positive, and determinate suffering as the

negative extreme, of vital energy, and explain by them the

conquests and defeats of human effort, is surely an inversion

of the order of nature. Life is a cluster of tvants, physical,

intellectual, affectional, moral, each of which must have, and

all of w^hich may miss, the fitting object. Is the object with-

held or lost ?—there is pain. Is it restored or gained ?—there

is pleasure. Does it abide and remain constant?—there is

content. The two fii'st are cases of disturbed equilibrium ;
and

are so far dynamic, that they will not rest till they reach

the third, which is their posture of stability, and their true

end. Among the numerous needs of our nature, there are

always some that are sufficiently in repose to afford a steady
base of habit and level feeling, and secure us, if w^e will, from

feverish heats
;
and always others, w^hich are in dearth, and,

^ Mental and Moral Science, Bk. IV. chap. i. § 8, p. 324.
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keeping the will on strain, fling an intensity of this or that

pursuit into this calm ;
and hence the keen ferment and

undvino: struoroie that constitute the waves of movement, as

contrasted with the fundamental order of society, the total

life of which depends on the proportion between the two.

What is the cause of this extra energy % Where does its

tension lie % Must we not seek it in the unanswered wants,

and their inevitable pressure towards their ends ? When
these ends are won, then comes the joy of relief and attain-

ment : as the recompence, however, and not the cause, of the

efforts spent. And when the pleasure arrives, is the effort

redoubled ? On the contrary, it subsides : the balance of the

nature is reinstated, and the dynamical passes into a statical

condition. Pleasure, therefore, does not start the heightened

activity, but closes it
;
and is no sooner reached than the

strenuous exertion ceases, because required no more. The

initiative is taken by a disturbance, which puts the spur to

us all the same, whether our quickened speed is destined to

succeed or to fail, whether we are to quench our need, or our

need is to quench us.

It is an unwholesome flattery, then, to credit pleasure with

either the vio-our of action or the conservation of life. If

we change the phrase, and ask how it is related to '

health,'

which has of late come into great favour with our psycholo-

gists as an ideal end, whether for an organ, an individual,

or a society, the answer cannot but share the inexactitude

of the conception of
'

health.' But if we take it to mean the

condition of approximate equilibrium between want and

supply, excluding severe and protracted tension of suspended
instincts (and this seems to come very near to the essence

of the conception), then it is coincident with the state which

I have called content, and is consistent only with slight oscil-

lations on either side of this point ;
whereas pleasui-e hardly

attracts notice till want suspends the pendulum beyond these

limits
;
and is proportioned to the altitude from which at last

it has to sweep. The formula, therefore, which identifies

'

pleasure-giving
'

and '

health-promoting
'

cannot be admitted

as true
;
for though there is a small central interval where

the qualities are found together, they soon begin to vary
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inversely as each otlier. And this is in accordance with tho

coinnion sense and observation <»r mankind. No people aro

regarded with ujorc general distrust, or are more sharply
scrutinised by tho lil'e-assuranco ofliees. than tho pleasure-
seekers : there are none, I should say, who have less chance of

cstablisliing a new species by happy variation : oi- wlio, in

fact, are more continually dying out and coinnicncing their

fossil existence. On the other hand, the favourite objects of

Mr. Herbert Spencer's eloquent aversion are the opposite class,

gi'ouped by him with 'devil-worshippers,' 'who arc led by
the tacit assumption, common to Pagan Stoics and Christian

Ascetics, that we are so diabolically organised that pleasures
are injurious and pains beneficial^:' to convince us that they
are among the most terrible of offenders, he arrests impressive

samples of them, manacles them with the chains of his logic,

and conducts them in a march-past before us,
—a sufferer with

heart disease from sitting in the wet,—an acrobat shrunk

with ha-raorrhage,
— a studious man half paral3-sed from

neglecting his dinner for his books or his sleep for the

stars,
— a 'cadaverous barrister,'

— a sickly seamstress,— a

rheumatic peasant,
— attended by troops of puny children

and the prematurely aged,
—

camp-followers all in the army
of misery. It cannot but strike every observer that Mr.

Spencer here brings together a somewhat incoherent as-

semblage. The common feature which all its instances ex-

emplify is neglect of the conditions of health. But as in

some the neglect is voluntary and wilful, while in others it

is an involuntary incident of the external lot, he mixes

together, in the same ethical invective, persons who, as

offenders and as victims, stand in very different relations to

it. And in adducing them all to illustrate the belief that

'pleasures are injurious and pains henejicial,' he certainly

assigns a * non-causa pro causa
;

'

for, at all events, not one

of the victim-class,—the seamstress, the peasant, the puny
child, the premature old man,—is in the habit of courting

privation, and declining such pleasure as can be had : nor are

their hardships inflicted on them by anyone possessed of such

idea. And just as little does the overworking gjTnnast, or

* Data of Ethics, chap. vi. § 37, pp. 93, 94.
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student, or lawyer, transgress the health laws, because he

thinks their pleasures harmful and their penalties beneficial

to him
;
but because, in the preoccupation of another pursuit,

he has no time to think of their pleasures and pains at all.

Even if you give a hedonistic interpretation to his conduct,

and say that he likes hetter his gymnasium, his books, his

brief, than the ease, the food and relaxation, the walk and

sleep, which he foregoes, you do so at the expense of the

alleged law of ' connection between pleasure and beneficial

action and between pain and detrimental action ;' and prac-

tically contradict the statement,
'

Every pleasure increases

utility : every pain decreases utility. Every pleasure raises

the tide of life: every pain lowers the tide of life^.' For it

is in following his pleasure that he breaks his blood-vessel,

or softens his brain, or gets his ghastly look. Mr. Spencers
insistence on the laws of health, as factors in the determina-

tion of right action, would merit unqualified thanks, if he

had not confused it by taking pleasure as the index to health,

and assuming that the self-denying types of morality spring

from a worship of pain, and were the chief source of a morbid

and stunted humanity. Of even the regular religious asceti-

cism this is neither the theory nor the result. Its war has

never been against pleasure, but against disturbing passion,

and artificial wants, and weak dependence upon external and

accidental things : its aim has been, not to suffer, but to be

free from the entanglements of self, to serve the calls of human

pity or Divine love, and conform to the counsels of a Christ-

like perfection. Condemn its method as j^ou will, and satirise

its extravagances, this was its essential principle, as it still is,

for those to whom the garden of Gethsemane is more sacred

than the garden of Epicurus. And as for the average effects

on health, though they were certainly not such as would figure

handsomely in our Registrar-General's reports, yet I fancy

they would not look amiss when compared with the statistics

of the pleasure-seekers. And if a wager were to be laid

between the life-policies of a Carthusian monk, and of an

ordinary man of society, the theatre, and the clubs, a betting

expert would probably offer three to tAvo upon the former.

* Data of Ethics, chap. vi. § 36, p. 87.
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Nnv. if tlio Itills of mortulitv from srlf-iii(lulnroiif'(> aiid from

st'lf-donial couM bo compared, who can doubt tluit ilicir

numbers would l»e as of the shiin in war to the slain in

assassination.

The more you press upon Mr. Spencer's hedonistic base of

evoluti()n, the more does it crumble away, and leave no

ground for the causal proposition,
' unless pleasure were life-

preserving, there could be no evolution,' and the correspond-

ing logical proposition,
' because there is evolution, pleasure

is life-preserving,' If anything could convince mc of his

doctrine that axioms can grow out of chance experiences, it

would be his own acceptance of these propositions as axiom-

atic. I even wonder what rational connection can be sup-

posed to exist between the principle of hedonism and the

possibility of evolution. Evolution of organs, it is plain,

has nothing to do with pleasure and pain ;
for it takes place

in the vegetable world as much as in the animal, through

the survival of adjustments which turn the external con-

ditions to best account. It is to the evolution of inntincts

alone that the principle can be supposed to apply, and here it

is still superfluous. If an improved organ brought no changed

feeling, if, for example, it were in the reflex system, would

this prevent its performing of its function better than before ?

Nay, if, with the advance of the organism, its sensibility to

pleasure declined and was discharged as a gratuitous append-

age, how would this disqualify the highly differentiated ma-

chine fi'om acting as a perfected automaton? And if, irre-

spective of feeling altogether, organism and function can

advance pari jmssii, so, in the presence of feeling, it must

be indifferent in what order the increments dispose them-

selves, of what type they are, and where they come in: in

particular, whether impulse before pleasure, or pleasure before

impulse ;
whether better and worse separately from agi'eeable

and disagreeable, or synonymously with them. The parts,

I mean, in the development of sensibility, may be differently

arranged consistently with evolution.

Whoever thinks that evolution requires us to educe moral

distinctions and feelings from unmoral contradicts this, and

prescribes, as essential, an order which I have affirmed to
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be non-essential : and the hasty imagination, aghast at the

apparition, at the head of the ancestral portrait-gallery, of
' a long-eared hairy quadruped of arboreal habits,' is readily

fritjhtened into admission of his illusion. But that it is a

false inference from the supposed
' descent of man,' a closer

scrutiny will easily show. The rude logic which scares us

exclaims,
' Talk of our conscience and all its fine feelinofs !

it is nothing but a dressed-wp brutality! for, only look at

him! what else could come of that stock?' But then, we

might say the same of the embryo of each human individual,

when indistinofuishable from that of the doo;, thousfh carryinor

in it the future of a Socrates, a Marcus Aurelius, a Newlion.

Instead of being a consequence, it is a contradiction, of the

idea of groivth or evolution, that the derivative should be

measured by the source, and the adult should have no charac-

teristic predicates absent from the nature in its germ. The

very essence of the process is, that it is made up of old and

new, the one handed down by heredity, the other added on by
differerdiidion ; and whatever the latter contributes must,

from the logical construction of the conception, be something
which was not there before, and is looked for in vain in the

contents of the previous stage. The differentiated features

are precisel}- those of which heredity gives no account, but

which, on the contrary, define, as a barrier, the limits of its

power. Be the provision for contributing them what it may,
it brings the surprise of something fresh and incalculable, of

which the antecedent conditions give no hint, and which is

over and above the measure of their resources. Appl}^ this

principle to the case of an enlarged animal function, or what

is called an evolved instinct. If the word ' evolved
'

is meant

to suggest that the major phenomenon arising has no more

in it than its minor predecessor, j ust as a scroll spread out

has only the same words which it held when folded up, it

tricks the imagination by a false analogy. Yet, when it is

contended that the moral sentiments are 'reducible to' hedo-

nistic preference, that the conscience is nothing but a trans-

formed love of happiness and of the means of happiness, that,

in its real meaning the proposition
' This is rijJd' is identical

with ' This is pleasure-giving,' and that whatever else it is

A a2
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supposed to carry is only sonil>laiice. is it not evident tliat

tlie contention dofa interpret the word by this false analogy '?

Its whole object is to expunge fioni the moral experience every
element other than is found in the sentient, ami prove that

the latter is adequate, without any addition, to give a com-

plete aciount of the former. The hedonists accordingly show

a certain impatience of distinctly ethical language ; the more

plain-spoken and untlinching. like Bentham, treating it with

derision, as a relic of superstition, and proposing to strike

such words as
^

ou<jht' from the vocabulary: the more con-

siderate and sympathetic preferring to translate the phrase-

ology of morals into terms of sentient and social well-being ;

as when Mr. Herbert Spencer construes '

Ohligation' into the

iiuUspensahleness of using the means if we would get the end.

This is to strip bare the moral type of thought till you have

the naked natural animal, and to say,
' There ; that is the

real live truth, when you get the clothes off.' Let us com-

pare this spurious conception of evolution with that of which

I have hinted the analysis.

When an animal consciously takes a step of evolution, it

emeriTCS from a dull indistinctness into states no lonofer indis-

solubly blended. The unity splits into a plurality, the mem-
bers of which are not alike, and among them are some (or

at least one) never present before
;

else there would be no

differentiation. Neu) feelings or perceptions, then, have ap-

peared and been added to the creature's history. There is

more in them, then, than there was in the previous undiffer-

enced consciousness. Has this increment, should you say,

the nature of illusion, or of emergence from illusion ? Sup-

pose, for example that, as a naturalist has suggested, the play
of sunbeams upon a mass of jelly on the sea shore has

brought together its diffused life-feeling into a more specially

tingling point on the surface, and set it up as henceforth re-

sponsive to the irritation of light ;
and that from this moment

it commences an education which, carried on in it and in

some seons of successors, terminates in the production of an

eye ;
and follow the story of the advance, stage by stage.

When, from the dull sense which distinguished the jelly from

the water of the shore, the photistic thrill disengages itself as
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something other than the rest, it will not be denied that this

is a. perceiMve gain, i.e. an accession not only to the creature's

sensory store, but to his life-relations v:ith reality. Next,

the time will come when the organ thus started on its history

finds the unity of its light-feelinr/ give way; when examined,

millenniums fuither on, in some amphibian now basking on

the gi'assy sedge, then floundering in the ochrey stream, it is

first in a green, then in a yellow bath. Is, then, this dual per-

ception truer or less true than its single predecessor ? are the

links of the later nature with the real world closer or less

close than of the earlier ? There can be but one answer. Carry
the test yet one step further. It is far from improbable that

colour-blind persons, who are far more numerous than is

commonly supposed, are the surviving representatives of

what was once tlie normal constitution of the human eye,

and that the spectrum of science is a comparatively modern

apparition. If, then, our literature went back far enough, we

should find, in our oldest libraries, books of two-coloured

optics to set over against the three-coloiired doctrine of Young
and Helmholtz and Clerk Maxwell. It is not possible to

doubt, which would teach the truer lesson : refer the question

to the colour-blind themselves ;
and they will surrender all

claim for theii* own constituents. In every instance, then, the

neiu elements contributed by evolution are true elements
;

and the measure of their increment of truth is the extent of

their departure, by way of difference, from the datum whence

they start.

Take another case of supposed evolution, supplied by
Mr. Spencer himself, still in the sphere of perception.

' I

believe,' he says,
' the intuition of Space possessed by any liv-

insr individual, to have arisen from orc^anised and consolidated

experiences of all antecedent individuals, who bequeathed

to him their slowly developed nervous organisation ;

' and
' I believe that this intuition, requiring only to be made defi-

nite and complete by personal experiences, has practically be-

come a form of thought, apparently quite independent of

experience ^' Compare, then, the first state of this experien-

tial series with the last. It begins, we are assured, with the

1
tSpencer's Letter, ap. Bain's Mental and Moral Science, p. 722.
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siicceasive sonsfttions of touch, combined with those of inuscu-

hir foolinjx. ilurin*' tlio luovciiK'nt of a fin<rcr or a hand, from

end to end of an edge or surface. The series is now less, now
more protracted ;

its muscuhir components are tliliercnt, accord-

ing OS the movement is of hiteral, of pushing, or of lifting

muscles; and these and other varieties, rendered familiar by

frequent recurrence, become distinguished in experience, and,

with the advance of language, draw to themselves names.

What are these names? We have samples of them in 'long'

and '

shoi-t,' 'up' and 'down,' 'before' and 'behind,' 'broad'

and '

narrow,'
'

straight
'

and '

curved,'
'

square
'

and '

circular.'

But are these then really the names of the experiences, which

are the only assigned data ? Is it the sensations that are

square or circulai', broad or narrow, up or down? Not so:

these are terms that cannot be applied to states of conscious-

ness. Perhaps, however, they will fit this or that sd of them,

though no single state ? No : this will not help us
; for, feel-

ings dispose themselves in one of two possible arrangements,
viz. together, or one following another

;
and both of these are

relations in Time ; whereas our list of names gives no speci-

tications of time. It is useless to tell me that my synchronous

feeling of the two ends of a box between my hands, or that my
memory of the muscular sensations in passing my finger from

end to end, is the box's length : these states are in me, and not

in it
;
and when reflected on, as they must be in order to be

named, are a part of my self-knaivledge, and not of other knotv-

le'hje. Where then is, I do not say the intuition of space, but

even the least inchoate rudiment of any geometrical idea, any
inkling of any externality at all, any removal out of the limits

of the mere time-order of our own feelinscs and ideas, i.e. of

Numhtr, in successive or simultaneous arrangement % But
Number is not Space. It matters not how many ages and or-

ganisms are expended in gi-inding down and refining and

recompounding these materials : they wiU never turn out

either plenum or vacuum enough for a hat to put your head
in. If there is nothing to depend upon but 'accumulation

and consolidation
'

of such '

experiences,' the internal history,
however enriched, must remain without external counterpart.

Docs it follow from this that Mr. Spencer's speculation
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is inadmissible'? That is not the inference which I wish to

draw. Let it stand as a true history of at least the order of

development. I only aay that if and when, in the course of it,

the idea of externality enters, it is a nen^ idea, not contained

in any prior element of the conscious life. The translation of

time-trains into space-pictures, of inward feelings into outward

sizes, shapes, and distances, can only be accomplished when

both languages have been consecutively learned
;
and the ut-

most familiarity with the vocabulary of the one, and with all

its varieties of shorthand, will advance you not one step to-

wards the preconception of the other. That they now furnish

each other with reciprocal measures, that so many touches

indicate so much length, and vice versa, no more means that

they are identical, than the striking of the clock implies that

Time is audible. When, therefore, in the development of nature

we gain these additional perceptions, and regard ourselves as

spectators of a scene embracing, with ourselves, bodies of

various figure, and with our station, an horizon reached

through countless perspectives, do we learn anything by this

vast surprise "? Is the field which it spreads around us really

there,
— ' a gate of heaven, though we knew it not ?

'

or is it

only a di-eam, an illusory etfect from the mere summing-up of

ancestral sensations 1 If you accept it as an enrichment of our

cognitive stores, then you grant the authority of evolution, as

the accredited messenger of new truth, and not the mere masked

reproducer of old columns of accounts, taken in sum instead of

in series.

And when you consider what is involved in this Space-

belief,
—that it cannot be present at all without the idea and

the assurance of Infinitude, that you cannot look out from

your own point, or plant a single body in any other, without

enveloping yourself and it in a boundless circumambient field,

throughout which all measures must be taken by the same

three dimensions which are familiar near at hand,—you can-

not but perceive, how far beyond the range of any empirical

groping of ours extends the sweep of this added knowledge. If

it exemplifies and measures the trustworthiness of what evo-

lution adds to us, there would seem to be no limit to the claims

of its revelations. I call them revelations in order to fix
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attention once more upon Ww fact that thi-y arc new, and could

never be extracted as rational knowledge I'roni the experiences

assigned as its occasioning antecedents.

Mr. Spencer illustrates the relation between the terminal

intuition to Avhich evolution brings us, and the prior condi-

tions out of -which it emerges, by comparing it with that

between the deduced predictions of the Newtonian astronomer,

and the approximate guesses of the ancient calculators by

planetary observation ^ But the analogy does not bear

examination. The law of gravitation is drawm from the

facts of plane astronomy, especially from Kepler's laws, not by

repetition, familiarity, and fusion of the general experience of

men that see the skies
;
but by reasoned analysis of a single

specimen, viz. the orbitual motion of Mars
;
and is then tested

by rigorous application to other planets, to the lunar move-

ments, and to the tides
; so that no one who admits the first

principle of rectilinear and deflected motion can resist his

intellectual advance to the demonstrated law. The process
from the concrete particulars to the universal formula is

throughout one, not of custom, but of severe logical inference,

which would be just as convincing to an intelligence near the

beginning of the experiences as to us at the ' end of the ages.'

Is Mr. Spencer's
'

Space-intuition
'

got at in this way 1 Can
he show us the '

Principia
'

which establish it, and vindicate it

as the comprehending truth for interpreting all the phenomena
of the objective senses ? On the contrary, there is not a scrap
of analytic process or of reasoning adduced on its behalf

;
it is

simply picked up as a present idea, of which it is not very

easy to render account, but which may perhaps be a kind

of psijchological compend of all the tactual and muscular feel-

ings that have run through the consciousness of myriads
of progenitors. Such a product could have no claim to be

used, like the law of gravitation, as a verified calculus of

deduction: it would be formed in the same way by which

baseless prejudices become fijxed
; and if this were all, it

might as probably be false as true. In order to erect

it into knowledge, you must go beyond this account, and

provide for its being a real differentiation, i.e. on its con-

^
Spencer's Letter, ap. Bain's Mental and Moral Science; p. 722, top.
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taming an original element, upon whieh the cognitive value

depends.
So far vre have touched only on the relation of the percep-

tive and intelligent powers. Up to this point, we find that,

throughout the history of widening apprehension and thought,
each increment introduces us to something more of the reality
of things : we learn by degrees the predicates of time, of space,
the properties of number and of figure, and more and more of

the order of nature in the distribution of its bodies and the

relation of its events. Every lesson is a gain ;
and no step is

taken that makes a fool of us. On the intellectual side of our

nature, all the axioms and most of the procedure of which
were once absent and are now its distinctive characteristics,

we no more doubt what they tell us, than if they had come to

us without gi-owth.
'

Demonstrations,' as Spinoza says,
' are

the eyes of the mind,' with which it sees the things that are.

§ 5. As applied to Moral Judgment.

Change the scene to another chapter of the same story.
The inward springs and processes of human action as little

resemble their initial stage as those of thought ; and the cha-

racter of an Aristides or a Washington exhibits a good deal

that would not be found in their long-eared sylvan original.
The evolution of the quadruped's nature into the heroic type
of humanity may be variously imagined ;

and whoever re-

quires a definite picture of it had better consult Mr. Spencer,
who knows. For our purpose it is enough that we fix atten-

tion on the difference which he himself affirms between the

beginning and the end. At the outset, the life was wholly
swayed by immediate pleasure and pain, whether of appetite,
of anger, of instinctive affection, each, as it came uppermost,

wielding the activity and turning it hither and thither, as a

veering wind alters the wave-line upon a lake. At the point
which we have now reached, such surrender to chance incite-

ments is checked by a consciousness of difierences among
them other than sentient,

'

by certain faculties of moral intui-

tion, certain emotions responding to right and urong.' There

(
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must, then, have been a time when, in the midst of the i)rimi-

tivo sensory and instinctive phenomena, this consciousness of

right emeryjed and took its phice in the life, a.s something new.

C'onceivahly enough, the occasion might be, some crisis of

conflict and necessary choice between two instincts impor-
tunate at once,

—for example, between the agent's own hunger
an«l the saving of his more endangered wife or child. Sup-

pose him, under such conditions, visited by a feeling, not of

more vehement liking, but of a superior Rhjlit, of authority
tlnit demands the self-neglect: is he to welcome it as an insight
into a kind of relation unsuspected before, and to find it the

threshold of a more sacred compartment of the world than ho

had yet known 1 Or, is he to slur it, and water it down, and

let it flow away as the mere weakness of his own indecision ?

To take the latter course would be to arrest the evolution and

remain at the stage short of the idea of Duty ;
to take the

former is to follow the rule which has held good throughout
the history of perceptive and intellectual evolution : viz. that

each increment contributed by fresh differentiation constitutes a

discovery, and connects us by an added link of truth with the

real scene of our existence.

It is plain from this survey of the process of evolution, that

we have just as much reason for trusting the sense of Right,
with the postulate of objective authority which it carries, as

for believing in the components of the rainbow or the infini-

tude of Space. These ideas are all acquisitions, in the sense

that there was a time when they were not to be found in the

creatures from which we descend. They are all evolved, in

the sense that, gradually and one by one, they cropped up
into consciousness amid the crowd of feelings which they
entered as strangers. They are all original, or siU generis, in

the sense that they are intrinsically dissimilar to the prede-
cessors with which they mingle, so that by no rational

scrutiny could you, out of the contents of these predecessors,

invent and preconceive them, any more than you can predict

the psychology of a million years hence. Whence then the

strange anxiety to get rid of this originality, and assimilate

again what you had registered as a differentiation ? You say

that, when you undress the
' moral intuition

'

and lay aside
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fold after fold of its disguise, you find nothing at last but

naked pleasure and utility : then how is it that no foresight,

with largest command of psychologic clothes, would enable

you to invert the experiment and dress up these nudities into

the august form of Duty ? To say that the conscience is but

the compressed contents of an inherited calculus of the agTce-

able and the serviceable, is no better than for one who had

been coloiu'-blind to insist, that the red which he has gained
is nothing but his familiar green with some queer mask. It

cannot be denied that the sense of right has earned its separate

name, by appearing to those who have it and speak of it to

one another essentially different from the desire of pleasure,

from the perception of related means and ends, and from coei--

cive fear. Why not, thei'cfore, frankly leave it its proper

place as a new differentiation of voluntary activity 1 Why
pretend, against all fact, that it is homogeneous with self-

interest
;
instead of accepting it as the key to a moral order

of cognition and system of relations, supplementing the pre-

vious sentient and intellectual and affectional experience %

Unless we so accept it, we are driven to the unsatisfactory

task of explaining away the cliaractcristics of our nature

which are admitted to lie on its meridian of culmination ;
of

plucking off the mask of Divine authority from duty, and of

human freedom from responsibility : of cancelling obligation

except in the vaguer sense,
'

If you want to walk, you are
" bound

"
to move your legs :

'

of interpreting altruistic claims

as transfigured self-concern ;
and of reducing moral law from

ultimate to instrumental
;
so that whatever of higher tone

and more ideal aspect is supei'induccd upon the sentient and

instinctive foundation comes to be regarded as a species of

rhetorical exaggeration and iesthetic witchery, by which we

are tricked into serving one another and forgetting our self-

love. For my part, I object to be led blindfold, through the

cunning of nature, into sham sacrifices and heroisms, even

though they should land me in a real heaven ;
much more,

when I find that they replace me among
'

appetising
'

crea-

tures, with only the added knowledge that I am a dupe into

the bargain. Better far to trust the veracity of nature
;
and

accept the independent reality of the moral relations it
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(liselosos, ns loyally as those laid open l)y the perceptive and

intrlloctual evolution. The idea of n hlt/lu)' is as much en-

titled to 1)0 believed, as that of an outer: tho rljld, as the

true
;
and both are distinct from the jtlcasant.

§ G. Hitches In the Erohitlonary Deduction.

Thus far I have refrained from discussing the truth of the

doctrine of evolution, and have limited myself to its interpre-

tation and significance, if true. If it is to be inductively

established, the manipulation of its evidence must be loft to

the experts in natural history, geology, chemistry, and mole-

cular physics ;
and being quite incompetent to criticise their

interior controversies, I have supposed them to be a happy

family, all of one mind, in favour of the modern hypothesis.
It is to the deductions from it, when thus assumed, that the

foregoing argument addresses itself; and this is a matter of

simply logical concern, open to judgment for any one who
understands the meaning of the terms through which the

conclusion is reached. The amument affirms the general

proposition, that evolution consists in the perpetual emer-

gence of something neiv which is an increment of being upon
its prior term, and therefore more than its equivalent, and

entitled to equal confidence and higher rank. This, however,

though holding good throughout, has an exceptionally forcible

validity at certain stages of the evolution, on which it is

desirable to pause. Though all the differences evolved are

something new, and may fall upon an observer's mere per-

ception as equally new, yet, when scrutinised by reason, some

may retain their character of absolute surprise, for which
there was and could be nothing to prepare us, while others

may prove to be, like an unsuspected property of a geome-
trical figure, only a new gi'ouping of data and relations already
in hand. In this sense, there may be a more new and a less

new
;
and it is the former that brings the force of the fore-

going argument to its maximum. It will clear our conception
of evolution, if we notice one or two of the points where these

newest of the new come in. We may fiiid examples without
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going back to any date anterior to the existence of life. At
that time the primitive data, of atoms and motion, have
hustled and danced themselves into the shape of solar systems,
have practised their first experiments in morphology, and
worked up their patent organic cell into seaweed, ferns, and
forests. And let us suppose ourselves in possession" of the

scientific key to all the contents of this richly clad mineral

and vcgetahle world
;
able to read the molecular differences

which constitute the solid, liquid, and gaseous form of bodies:

to measure the velocities of atoms and their currents : to

number the undulations and resistances that make up the

history of heat and electricity, of light and its polarisation :

to follow the chemical elements through their cycles of com-
bination and dissolution, whether depositing the crystal, or

weaving the tissue of the plant, or storing up a future for it

in its seed. It is perhaps conceivable that the whole of this

knowledge may form a catena, along which our reason can

pass from link to link
;
and that its later equations may be

really in terms of the earlier, only compressed into a more

generalised notation. For, in all its problems, from first to

last, we have dealt with nothing but matter and motion, with
their presuppositions of space, and time, and force. If you
fix attention on any individual object, imagined to pass, as a

sample of what happens, through this entire reach of evolu-

tion, and ask how its complication comes about, you will find

it not spontaneous, from the contents of the isolated thing,
but due to changed conditions in the scene of its existence,

modifying its external relations, and through these its internal

nature. With an accurate knowledge of these relative con-

ditions and then- laws of change, its history could be all

foreseen.

We cannot doubt that from this point the next step
in the ascent of being was to Feeling ; and here first we en-

counter a change, to the understanding of which all that

has gone before is absolutely irrelevant. There is certainl}'-,

along with the new phenomenon, also some new organic
structure or affection, the destined rudiment of the future

human being. But though we take up this also, and in its

completest form, into our body of scientific knowledge, we
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got nothing into a ii'W Init molecular arrangements and niovc-

nu'nts. It'AVt' conld oliscrvr (lit' whole interior of the cerebral

and nervous history, and make pictures of the arrangements
and registers of the velocities of transmission, for every sensa-

tion, we should be no nearer to any insight into the connec-

tion between these j^henomena antl consciousness. We should

see one movement producing another, or shut up by its resist-

ance ; and whatever form the energy assumed which ceased

to be kinetic, we could follow it and account for it all, had

wc but perceptions fine enough. But with that cycle of

material changes our observing and computing resources are

at an end: if at any moment in it a pleasure occurs, we shall

not see it: if a pain, we can learn it only from him that has

it : if an idea, no detective microscope can draw it fi-om him.

To each of these cases there may belong a different concomi-

tant physical phenomenon, which to one who has once learned

their companionship, Avill serve as a sign of what is being
felt

;
but why this figure in the atomic dance means hearing

and that means vision, or why any of them means anything
in a mental w^orld which they cannot enter, is absolutely
hidden from him

; nay, must for ever be so
;
for the sphere of

physical knowledge is without contact with the sphere of

consciousness, and can deal with no problems but those -which

can be expressed in terms of matter and motion.

Here, then, our evolution ceases to be deductive. Its next

step is dependent, not on any modified conditions in the

environment, so as to be calculable from them
;

but on an

increment quite heterogeneous turning up in the inward

nature. It therefore constitutes a new departure. When

pain and pleasure come upon the scene and mingle with

the eddy of molecules, they appear as strangers, for whose

entrance the physical elements decline to be responsible ;
for

they can give complete account of all their rotations, percus-

sions, and rebounds, to the minutest fraction, without any

emergence of these intruders. And if they had never come at

all, the physical history of these very rotations, percussions,

and rebounds would infallibly go on exactly the same in con-

formity with the law of transmission of force : the automatic

procedure of the organism taking no notice of the sentient
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phenomena of its subject. Those phenomena indeed, when

they have once gained their mysterious entrance, set out upon
a history of their own: feelings by recurrence running into

mental habits, and by their varieties constituting different

affections ; but, whatever be their complexities and laws of

combination, hardening, it may be, the mental habits into

permanent instincts, and organising the affections into formed

character, the root of the whole growth is in a new and

hyperphysical initiative : there cannot be recurrence, without

something to recur, or variety without something to be

varied
;
and the datum which undergoes this process, and

first renders experience possible and starts its history, is the

undeduced and undeducible one of feeling or consciousness.

The reason for specially accentuating it is that it presents itself

as a clear addition to the nature of the living being, and not

as a mere fresh adjustment of the organism in relation to the

external conditions.

Once equipped with this new departure, the evolutionist

may resume his continuous course and pursue it far without

pause or hitch
; only that now he advances along the line not

of physical but of mental laws, and transfers liimself for

guidance from the naturalist to the psychologist. From the

base of sentient life to the higher operations of intelligence

the gradations of ascent are so little sensible, that there is

nothing inconceivable in the passage from each to the next:

indeed, so large a portion of the distance is traversed by every
infant Humboldt or La Place, that Time alone (of which there

is no stint) seems needed to twine the whole into one unbroken

thread. By the help of well-known laws, the association of

ideas, the process of abstraction, the organisation of language
and predication, it becomes possible to show how the raw

material of animal sensation and perception may be worked

up into intellectual tissue of the finest order. So long as

the thinking process is traced onward to more and more

elaborated forms, as in a continuous direction, there is nothing
to stop the way from the '

long-eared quadruped
'

to Shake-

speare. Nor is it otherwise on the active side of the mental

nature, while you treat it as if occupied by now one instinct

and now another
; you can make it intelligible how each can
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profit l»y experience, and become a finished art or a deeper
aireetioii. Tut tlnre is a point wIumv this story of rectilinear

nilv.nnce lails to cover the whole case: the point where two

conllii-tin<j[ impulses dis])ute possession of us, and clamour for

our decision of the alternative: where, as I have contended,

we know ourselves, not as the Ihratre, but as the adise of the

decision, not as waiting till the rivals have tried their strength,

or one of them has been somehow called away, but as im-

peratively summoned to judge and strike, and tJuit by the

new rule of Riijht, which never broke upon us till the alter-

native came. Here we ai'c introduced to the consciousness of

Free-will and the dawn of the Moral idea
;

of which, I ven-

ture to say, the prior psychology can no more give an admis-

sible account than can the laws of matter and motion, in their

physiological application, give account of simple consciousness.

All that it attempts to do is, in effect, to deny the fact of

choice, to get rid of it as a phenomenon in nature, and put it

on the discharged list of illusions, and persuade us that, in all

our strife of temptation and verdicts of conscience, we are

dragged along by the iiTcsistible chain of strongest association.

Without repeating the reasons before given for rejecting this

unsatisfactory analysis, I content myself with adhering to the

natural self-consciousness which it tries to explain away ;
and

affirming that, in this feeling of Moral right and freedom

which attends the experience of an alternative, we are brought
to another resting-place of evolution, which again gives us a

new point of departure. I do not say that, first in the birth of

consciousness, and secondly in the birth of duty, we meet with

any historical suspension of evolution : we can doubtless pur-
sue our journey on the same road in the same coach

; only we
shall have to change horses (or rather, as I am writing for

young travellers, who know nothing about horses, to change

engines) ;
i.e. there is a breach of reasoned continuity, which

no theory can bridge over, and which is an effectual bar to the

ambitious attempts at unification of knowledge. We are thus

supplied with an important ground for treating as distinct in

their base, though variously related in their application, the

natural sciences, psychology, and morals.

In thus insisting on consciousness and free-will, as initiating
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stages of evolution not deducible from the preceding, I do

but modify in form an admission universal in modern philoso-

phy : viz. that it is impossible to establish a catena of causality
which shall link mind and matter into a single line. One who
is convinced of this, and yet feels bound to give some relative

account of both, has two modes of conception open to him.

He may set the material and the ideal principle in independent

parallelism from the first, with their phenomena uniformly

synchronous, but on separate lines, from neither of which any
action passes to the other ; and so present us with a dual uni-

verse, with no unity unless in the supernatural source of this

eternal bifurcation. Or, he may arbitrarily alter the meaning
of one of the two words ' matter

'

and '

mind,' so as to take

into the conception the attributes of both
;
and then, furnished

for his journey with this full portmanteau, he can take them

out again at his convenience, and deliver all the predicates

that may be demanded of him. It is the same obstinate dith-

culty that di'ives him to this device
;
since he cannot persuade

matter to manufacture mind, he makes it a present of mind to

begin with. The school of Descartes worked out the first of

these modes of conception, and through its influence, especially

in France, instituted that keen independent pursuit of the

sciences of external nature and of internal thought which

characterised the last and earl}^ part of the present century in

Europe. The second result, which is virtually a revival of the

Leibnizian monads (with the Primordial monad deposed), seems

to find greater favour with the present representatives of the

evolution doctrine. That we must '

radically change our

notions of matter,' and ' discern in it
'

' the promise and

potency of all terrestrial life,' will be remembered as the

claim and prophecy of Professor Tyndall's celebrated address ^.

And a far more explicit avowal is given us by Haeckel in

these sentences :

'

Every atom possesses an inherent sum of

force, and in this sense is animate (heseelt). Without the

assumption of an atomic soul [Atom-Seele) the commonest

and most general phenomena of chemistry are inexplicable.

Pleasure and pain [Unlust), desire and aversion, attraction

and repulsion, must be common to all atoms of an aggregate
^
Fragments of Science, pp. 523, 524.

VOL. II. B b
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{^Ma»»en-Akm\c\\); for the luoveinents of atoms which must tako

phicu in the formation and dissoUition of a chemical compound
can be ex])huiu'd only by attributing to them Sensation and
ir///. ... If tilt' Will of man and the higher animals appears
free in eontrast with the determinate (J'cMcn) of the atoms,

thi.s is an illusion due to the extremely complex movements

of will in the former case, compared with the extremely simple

in the latter ^,' It is impossible to desire a more frank admis-

sion of the impassable nature of the interval which I have

said no rational procedure can span: 'You must bespeak a

soul within your atoms, or you will never get it out of them
;

'

nor con we help admiring the naive avowal that this exigency
alone prompts the assertion of sentient and volitional atoms,

and not anything of the nature of evidence
; they are wanted

in the interests of a foregone conclusion
;

so nature is bound

to supply them. In Haeckcl too you will observe that the

spiritual postulate, which was single in Descartes, is twofold ;

the atom is equipped from the first with Will as v/ell as Con-

sciousness^
—a needless violation of the rule of '

parcimony,' if

they could hav€ been thrown into the relation of cause and

effect. In affirming, therefore, that neither from the uncon-

scious to the conscious, nor from the simply conscious to the

voluntary, is there any thoroughfare for thought, we may
claim the weighty concurrence of this distinguished evolu-

tionist. It would be easy to call other witnesses whose testi-

mony is to the same effect, partially or wholly. Du Eois-

Reymond, perhaps the most philosophical of living interpreters

of nature, reckons both the problems on which I have paused,
viz. of consciousness and of free-will, as what he calls Tran-

scendent, i.e. irresolvable by the methods of natural science,

yet of imperishable interest for the human mind. Of the

moral problem he says :

' One who goes through life in a

sleep-walker's dream, whether as king or wood-cutter
;
one

who, as historian, jurist, poet, deals in one-sided contemplation
of human institutes and passions, or, as successful Scientist,

carries into natm-e's laws a glance equally limited
;

—
forgets

" Die Perigenesis der Plastidule, oder die Wellenzeugung der Lebenstheilchen.

Berlin, 1876. Pp. 38, 39, quoted by Du Bois-Eeymond. Die sieben Weltriithsel,

p. 71.
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that dilemma on the piercing horns of which our understanding

quivers like the victim of the shrike
; just as we forget the

phantoms which else would never cease to dizzy and pursue
us. So much the more desperate are the efforts to extricate

themselves from such torture, which spend the strength of a

small band who, with the Rabbi of Amsterdam, contemplate
the All 8uh sjyecie eternitatis : unless indeed they are con-

tent, like Leibniz, to renounce self-determination. The writings
of metaphysicians present a long series of attempts to recon-

cile free-will and moral law with a mechanical determination

of the will. Were it given to anyone,
—

say Kant,—to achieve

this quadi'ature, the series would surely come to an end.

None but unconquerable problems are thus undjang ^.' That

Du Bois-Reymond himself is not prepared to escape from this

dilemma by the sacrifice of free-will is evident from the fol-

io-wing remarks on moral alternatives :

'

It is on passing over

from the physical to the ethical sphere that most natures

become sensible of the darkness [besetting this problem].

Anyone will readily admit himself not free, but determined to

action by hidden causes, so long as the action is of an indif-

ferent kind. Whether the right or the left boot comes fu'st

into Caesar's hand makes no difference
;

in either case, he

walks booted out of his tent. Whether he crosses the Rubicon

or not, is the hinge on which the course of history turns.

So little free are we in certain small decisions, that a skilled

observer of human nature predicts with surprising certainty,

which card we shall take up from among a number dealt out

under particular conditions. But in face of the more serious

issues of practical life, even the most resolute Monist cannot

easily retain his idea that the whole of human existence is

nothing but a Fable convenue, in which mechanical necessity

assigns to Caius the part of criminal, to Sempronius that of

judge: so that Caius is led to execution, while Sempronius

goes to breakfast ^.'

The conclusion to which I am brought by this notice of

intermediate points of arrest and new departure, may be

stated thus: K the evolutionist means no more than that,

1 Die sieben Weltrathsel, pp. 94, 95.
* Ibid. p. 94.

Bb 2
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ill point i»r historic fact. Life first ajuuarcil in plant-form
on this gh)l»c, and was followed by sentient types, passing

l)y innunierahle gradations from the most simple in organ-
ism and functioii to the present nature of man, he sets up
an hypothesis consistent with the evidence at picsent within

reach of the naturalist. If he means that he has found, or

can suggest, an adequate system of causation for workiiig
out this process from beginning to end, he oveistates the

strength of his hypothesis ; which, meeting with a chasm
in two places, is broken, as a reasoned scheme, into three

pieces, empirically successive, but logically detached.

•^.
7. Conscience Develoj'yecl into Social Consensus and

Melijion.

From our last point of new departure, viz. the idea of

Riijld stai'ted by alternative impulses, the course of develop-
ment proceeds intelligibly and expands smoothly to an inde-

finite extent. So far as it depends on the internal history of

the individual, it has been already traced, and need only be

recalled to mind. Its form of growth is the simplest possible :

every case in which the springs of action solicit us in pairs

introduces a fresh consciousness of relative right ;
and as the

instances accumulate, the feeling is deepened, if they are

repetitions, and widened, if they are new : with the effect of

condensing at last the whole of these experiences, gathered by
the sense of relative right, into one large affection of special

type, whose love and aversion work only within this relation.

AVe call it Conscience : but it need not w^ait for its name till it

has wi'ought out its generalisation and is complete ;
for in

truth it is never complete ;
and is the same, whether as feel-

ing or as judgment, in the most elementary instance of conflict

between two incentives, and in the maturest self-estimate of

the total character. Any knowledge with ourselves, large or

small, which we may have, of the superior right of one spring
of action over another, comes under the category of conscience.

But the internal history, which brings fresh instincts into
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operation and enlarges our psychological \4ew, itself depends

upon the play of new influences upon us from the external

scene : as the relations of the family, the village, the clan, the

State, and at last the gemis hiLmanwni, become included

within the circle of cognisance, corresponding affections wake
into life and em-ich the personality with motive energies

unfelt and unappreciated before
;
and as each prefers its claim

upon us for a proportionate loyalty, the ratios of our moral

life become organised, and, notwithstanding its growing com-

plexity, it attains a more perfect order. And this process so

implicates together the agent and his fellows, that we can

scarce divide the causal factors into individual and social,

inner and outer: bodily, no doubt, he stands there by himself,

while his family are grouped separately round him
;
but

Sjnritucdly, he is not liimself witliout them, and the major

part of his individuality is relative to them, as theirs is

relative to him. He has no self that is not reflected in them,

and of which they are not reflections
;
and this reveals itself

by a kind of moral amputation, if death should snatch them

away, and put his selfdoni to the test of loneliness. It is the

same with the larger groups which enclose him in their sym-

pathetic embrace. His country is not external to him: he is

woven into it by sensitive fibres that answer to all its good
or ill : its life-blood courses through his veins inseparably

mingled with his own. The social union is most inadequately

represented as a compact or tacit bargain subsisting among

separate units, agreeing to combine for specific purposes and

for limited times, and then disbanding again to their several

isolations. It is no such forensic abstraction, devised as a

cement for mechanically conceived components ;
but a con-

crete though spiritual form of life, penetrating and partly

constituting all persons belonging to it, so that only as frac-

tions of it do they become human integers themselves. What

we call a conflict between private and public interest, and

treat as a dissension between a man's inner self and an out-

ward society, is not really a wrestling match on the part of

two independent organisms or personalities, unless it comes to

overt rebellion and war : the inner man is himself the scene of

the living strife : the public interest that pleads with him is
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li\s intciTKt t«)o : the Society that withstandH him is Win Society :

it is no forcijjjn and intrusive ])()wer that confronts and stops

tlio ma<hiess of his pU-asure or his jtassion, hut his own share

of an altruistic zeal and love that thioh in other hearts as well.

It is a Kil/-r(tri(i)ict' which he feels, hetwecn some appetite

that feeds alone and an atiection which lives in others, between

the unsocial and the social instincts of the same nature ;
and

if he goes with the evil counsel, his shanio is no hiding IVoni

others' anger, but a shrinking from disapproval which ho

knows from himself to be also theirs. The complication of

human relations and the growth of new forms of human affec-

tion proceed pari j^assu, and are reciprocal parts of one and

the same history ;
neither can be set up as prior cause of the

other
;
and every attempt either to evolve Society from the

data of the individual constitution, or to account for the indi-

vidual from the re(j[uirements of Society, involves the failui'e

inseparable from the method of mechanical monism. A mere

antagonism of personal wishes, settled by the force of superior

numbers, might no doubt establish a certain order of joint

living under terms of peace ; but it would be the precarious
order of two allied camps, with as many sentinels towards each

other as towards the common foe. Social union constitutes

itself, not by equilibration of opposite interests, but by con-

currence of moral sympathies : the laws of conduct embodying
whatever is approved and admired in common by the natural

guides of the general sentiment. They are the expression of

what has come out in the intercourses of men, whereby they

unconsciously explore each other's feeling and disclose their

own, in reference to praisew^orthy or blameworthy character ;

and therefore measure the extent to which experience has

paii-ed theii- springs of action, and carried their moral develop-
ment. They are the consensus of felt right ;

and so, the pro-
duct less of coercion than of enthusiasm,—a form of affection

towards the incoi-porated life of many wills.

The moral evolution, however, is not necessarily arrested,

when it has moulded into form the existing average of

ethical sympathy. There will always be, through the in-

equalities of character, a tension above, as there is a gravi-
tation below, the level marked by the institutions and habi-
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tual sentiments of a community ; and as he who has out-

stripped the general advance and pushed his experience and

insight into springs of action of higher rank, has only brought
to explicit life what is implicit and potentially present in

all, and even ready to wake in his near neighbourhood, he

appeals from his own station to minds prepared to respond
and follow : his higher vision spoils their contentment with

the t}^e of their social organism as it stands: he quickens
their perceptions to see a juster than its just, a purer than

its pure, a braver than its courage, a nobler than its honour,
a diviner than its worship. And so, beyond and yet within

the moral empire that covers the broad level of the common
world, there is the promise of a state unrealised, or of a

transfer of vitality to a new and unsuspected centre : behind

Rome there is Jerusalem: and within Jerusalem an upper
chamber, whence voices already escape that neutralise the

barriers of race and tongue, and are not silenced by the look

of the impossible. There forms itself in the minds of men
the conception of an ideal commonwealth, whose pattern, as

Plato said, is stored in heaven, never itself to descend, yet
visible for perpetual approximation by the wise,

— ' a kingdom
of God,' in which at last wrong shall wear itself out, and the

energies of life shall be harmonised and its affections per-
fected. Under this aspect it is, that the moral evolution of

Society, unable to rest in the State, aspires to transcend it

in the Church ; the function of which is to idealise the con-

ception of human existence, to prevent its settling upon its

levels, to unfold the contents of its best thought and aims,

and lead on the way to their realisation, both by quickening
the faith that power Divine is on theii- side, and by skilfully

assailing the resistances to their accomplishment. The ever-

widening conscience of faithful men feels in allegiance bound

to nothing short of this : it cannot but pass on from Ethics

to Religion. Its moral instinct far transcends mere adapta-

tion, however exact, to existing conditions : it snatches the

course of evolution out of the hands of ' accidental variation'

and the blind groping of tentative adjustment to things as

they are, and leads on the open-eyed march to a pre-

conceived and nobler future
;
and wins a '

survival of the
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fittest,' not by opportuno npoommodation to proscTit dnta,

l>iit by startling creation of untbreseon (juasita. It melts

tlown the (»lcl conditictns in its fires, and reniouMs them with

its better art, and then lives into them with purposed and

ideal fitness. Were it not indeed iox this last and culmi-

natinir stajjce, the evolution oven of human conduct would

never earn even the name of inoral at all. So long as it is

pushed on from behind, knowing not whither it goes, so long
as it only slips more and more happily into the groove of

movement and advance, so as to smooth the w^ay and out-

strip the stragglers upon rugged paths, it is simply a success

without a particle of character. Not till this necessary
causation is replaced by the free, and for the spontaneous is

substituted the voluntary, not till the '

selection
'

passes from

Nature into Thought, and is determined prophetically for

an end instead of mechanically from the beginning, does the

progi'essive change in human action and in social law become

any more moral than, in the pigeon, the acquisition of his

tumbling trick, or the growth of his portentous crop. And
when the transference of the process to the Will has taken

place, the theory of evolution is no longer an hypothesis in

natural history, but merges in the conception of indefinite

possible approach to moral perfection.

§ 8. Ohjections to the DoctHne of Conscience Considered.

Throughout this account of the final stage of development
I have freely used the word '

conscience,' to mark the special

function, w^hether of feeling or of cognition, which is here in

the ascendant, and to which we owe our apprehension of

relative Right. It is a word, however, to which the ex-

pounders of evolution entertain a strong antipathy ;
and

Mr. Leslie Stephen, in particular, while remarking that it

'needs less discussion because it is part of an obsolete form

of speculation,' sharply criticises it on grounds which it is

due to him, and to a venerable term which can ill be spared,
that we should notice.

He assumes, what may be at once conceded, that the word
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'Conscience' carries in its meaning the idea of an 'elementary
instinct,'

'

incapable of further analysis.' In what sense I

accept this account will be clear, I hope, from the preceding

exposition: viz. that the knowledge we have of relative
'

right
'

and '

wrong
'

in the springs of action is a unique and

irresolvable kind of knowledge, introducing us to a quality
neither given us in perception nor accessible by inference,

and therefore requiring a separate word to mark the function

of our nature which secures its presence. To the recognition
of an autonomous and independent character in conscience

Mr. Stephen advances two objections: (1) it sets up the

conscience as a separate and permanently fixed faculty, 'an

ultimate factor
'

privileged against analytical scrutiny ;
and

such a claim is inconsistent with the conception and with the

evidence of evolution ^ And (2) it requires us to co-ordinate

the conscience with the particular instincts
;
from which, how-

ever, it is so different in its object and method, that the co-

ordination is impossible.

The first of these objections depends entirely upon an

arbitrary interpretation put upon the word 'conscience,' and

disappears when that interpretation is renounced. True, it

does imply a function in our nature so far
'

separate
'

as to

leave with us an idea which else we should not have. When-
ever you come upon an idea which baffles analysis, I suppose

you can say no less than that it is
' an ultimate factor ;' and

till you can analyse it and resolve it into something else, so

it must remain. But, in affirming this, you do not say, either,

that the idea was always present in all the possible animal

progenitors of the existing race, in the first mollusc as in the

last Christian
; or, that it is an idea incapable of growth and

ramification, of blossoming and fruit-bearing. I cannot in-

deed point out the moment in the chronolog}^ of species or

in the history of our own, when the idea of Right entered

the consciousness
; but the evolutionary expositor is here

just as much at fault, and, as we have seen, cannot pretend
to have no lacunse in his story. And as for conscience, sup-

posing it a primitive datum, being thereby precluded from de-

^ Science of Ethics, chap. viii. 4, p. 314, already quoted, in a different connec-

tion, supra, Part II. Introduction, ii. pp. 10, 11 in this volume.
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velopincnt. I cnn only nppoal to tlic friendly alliance in ^vhi(•ll

they havo worki^d together in the loroj^oing exposition: tho

germ being in the first felt ditlerenco of claim between two

competing instincts
; tho expansion taking place with each

analogous experience, ancl each emergence of new incentives
;

till at last the collective judgments organise themselves into

a hierarchy of ordered ali'ectious, constituting an ideal of

character and guarded by the all-pervading sense of Duty.
Mr. Stephen, assuming that the moral can come out of the

unmoral, dwells upon what he calls
' the broad fact that

material morality
'

makes its appearance long before any
conscious recognition of a moral law.' I can only say that

I know no evidence of this ' broad fact,' and utterly dis-

believe it. If I understand the phrase aright, it means that,

in any given group of human beings, habits of action are

formed and enforced by the corporate spirit of the members,
before they are backed up by any attendant feeling of ap-

proval. How is this absence of any feeling of approval to

be established ? Is it enough to change the phrase, and say
with ^Ii'. Stephen, that ' the moral rule begins in the exter-

nal fonn,'— its mandate 'Do ilds
'

instead of ' Be this :

'

and that,

so long as it is in this form, we need not attend to the motives

of the agent : the conduct is approved simply because it is

useful, and it is equally useful, whatever be his motive ^
?

'

Far from it. This fuller statement contains indeed a truth,

but vrith it implies an error. True it is, that what is first

insisted on as due from another,—the first object of an im-

perative directed upon him,—is a concrete act (a ^Do this
),

and not a total character (a
^ Be this'): judgment and feeling

always addressing themselves to the particular before they

grasp the general : they take hold of the Doing as pheno-

menal, earlier than the Being as permanent. But it is not, on

this account, true, that the particular act thus demanded is

conceived of without its presumed motive, instead of being

regarded as its simple outcome and expression, and that to

the imperative observer's feeling it will make no difierence,

whether the act, for example, is extorted by fear or is the

natui'al language of courage. Not having the intimate ac-

' Science of Ethics, chap. vii. § 4, p. 267.
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quaintance with the psychology of savages which seems to

be accessible to the recent investigators of our prototypes, I

am unable to conceive of a tribe that cares nothing for per-

sonal qualities in a chief or in a wife, and looks with exactly

the same feeling upon two equally useful things, of which

one comes by the custom and necessity of nature and the

other from the affection and the wdll of a companion. Rather

do I believe that, to the instinctive glance of these untrained

people, all action is alive, and its
' material morality

'

glowing
to incandescence with the fiery impulse that shoots it forth

;

so that to suppose a change of impulse is to destroy the

identity of the action, and disappoint the imperative alto-

gether. Eut further
;
when the genesis of the moral principle

is thrown into the form of these two imperatives, sup-

posed to be flung out upon the social scene around, the mo-

mentous assumption is made, that judgment passes upon
others before it is applied to ourselves. Without repeating
what has been ah-eady said upon this hinge-point of all

moral theory, I will only add that no reasoned discussion of

it is to be found in ' The Science of Ethics ;' and that, although
the work is pervaded by the assumption here made, yet the

author's truer feeling occasionally trips up his theory, and

inadvertently gives free course to the opposite postulate: as

when he says (in a passage already cited), that our disgust
at gluttony arises from the idea of ivhat it would be in

ourselves,
—a derivation which certainly starts our moral

estimates froTii self-knowledge, and thence gains the power of

applying them to others.

The conscience, as we have defined it, is so far from ex-

cluding historical development, that it presupposes and ex-

pounds it, so that the two doctrines are mutual complements.
Mr. Stephen entangles himself with a different and artificial

conception of it, as a kind of prophetic legislative faculty,

which, ah initio, is supposed to have set up a finished code,

comprising all the known rules of human conduct and cha-

racter as they now are, and to which, in new cases, we have

only to refer under the proper head for ready-made answers

for each problem. If ever such a theory of an ethical Papacy
found a philosophic advocate (and I am not aware of any
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-writer upon whom it can be chariretl), Mr. Steplien is cer-

tainly entitled to treat it as 'an oltsoleto form of Hpeculation ;'

but no less so nuist wc treat lii.s evolutionary argument

against it. His swonl is sharp ; Init it cuts through a cloud.

The second objection to admitting conscience among
' tho

elementary uistincts
'

insists upon a peculiarity which un-

doubtedly distinguishes it from the most marked examples
of that class. Of tho appetites and passions, lor instance,

each dii-ects itself upon some one kind of object, which is

the answer to its want; it alone is related to that object

(hunger, for example, to food), and has a right to it or

supremacy over it. If disappointed of it and put down by
the inrush of some interfering solicitations, pain ensues :

why? Because its natural sway over its own province is

suspended and neutralised by an interloper that preoccupies

the executive, which, being able to do only one thing at a

time, is distracted by the importunities of two. The suflering,

therefore, from a disregarded instinct is due to its co-ordi-

nation, in a complex conception, with other instincts, and

the sjTichronous action of wants which are at peace only
when successive in their operation. But nothing of this

sort can be alleged of conscience. It has no detached pro-

vince with single and separate functions of its own. It has

no co-ordinates, whose different and independent functions

can claim to suspend it and push it out of its place, when
due. If it had, there would arise disputes of relative rights

between them and it, and we should need an ulterior judge
to determine which was chargeable with arrogating too

much : so that we should have to set a conscience behind a

conscience in injinituin. Conscience, in short, involves 'a

judgment of the whole character ;' and that we can never

get, so long as we make it itself a part of the character, by

ranging it with the instincts that are its component factors.

Thus at least I interpret the rather obscure paragraph which

presents the objection under review. ' Conscience in any
case means the pain felt by the wrrong-doer, or rather the

sensibility implied by that pain. It is exerted when we

judge that we have deserved blame, and we deserve blame

when we display some moral deficiency. Now a separate
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instinct,—a physical appetite, for example, such as hunger
or ]ust,^may give us pain when its dictates are suppressed

by some conflicting impulse. It corresponds to a particular
function of the organism ;

it is excited by the appropriate

stimulus, and is the sole instinct directly interested in a

given class of actions. It is supreme within its own pro-

vince, but it has to struggle because it is a part of a com-

plex whole which can only act in one way at once, though
accessible to a variety of stimuli. But it is impossible to

conceive of the conscience in accordance with this analogy,
as a particular faculty co-ordinate with others, or as pos-

sessing a separate province within which alone it is ap-

plicable ^.'

If it is necessary to an '

elementary instinct
'

to have a

bodily organ, like the eating and drinking apparatus, to

itself, of course conscience must forego the name. If its pur-
suit or its judgment must be directed upon some special

kind of mateiial thing, as hunger upon edibles, conscience

is not within the category. If it must be blind and homo-

geneous, so as to be unconscious of ditferences and incapable
of preferences in its own field, conscience is again shut out.

But none of these tests will bear application to admitted

samples of elementary impulses. Anger has no I'mih to

itself: Pity has no palpable and visible object that you can

externally define, but experiences and relations hidden within

the consciousness. And the senses that are eager for food

and light are not without their favourite flavours and colours,

the comparative agreeableness of which they immediately
feel. Within the province of vision, the perceptions of red,

of green, of violet, are co-ordinated, in the sense of being
all alike primitive data of feeling ; yet also sidwrd Incited,

one to another, so far as the eye of the seer is pleased with

them in different degrees. Extend this experience, familiar

to us in each field of primitive function, to a wider range.

Suppose that some common (quality permeated the objects

of our now separated senses, and that, to meet this addition,

we were provided with a corresponding susceptibility to it,

the '

provinces
'

would cease to be wholly distinct : a thread

* Science of Ethics, chap. viii. § 5, p. 315.
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of possilde comjmrison and gradation would run throughout;
and with the prior co-ordination would ho cond)inc'd a now
suhorilination oponod up to us through the fresh 8UHC0j)ti-

hility. Nor is this a more imaginary case, as ovor}^ hedonist

nuist allow. For what is Uw j)h'<iHur(ihleiies.s attaching to

all the instinctive impulses and perceptions but precisely

the supposed common quality pervading them and caused

by their objects? And if anything is universally granted to

be an original endowment of our nature, it is the capacity
for having and for estimating pleasure and pain. With tliis

position on the line of primitive data, the scale of degrees
which it establishes among pleasurable things is not held to

be inconsistent.

An appreciation, therefore, of a universal quality in objects

which affect our consciousness may be immediate and in-

tuitive. It is not necessary to shut up an instinct in this

or that back parlour or front bedroom of our nature : it may
be very proper for some of its kind to be content with such

lodcjings : but this need not hinder others from havino: the

range of the whole house
;
which else, in fact, would hardly

be kept as clean and bright as we could wish. The field of

conscience is certainly not an enclosed compartment of human
character and life, but its whole area and contents. Its

objects are no isolated things, or acts, or passions, but a certain

quality and system of relations belonging to them all upon
their inner side, i.e. especially attaching to the internal

springs of our own character and life. It is the quality of

relative Rigid. Being really there, why should it be deemed

impossible to perceive it intuitively, and feel it in its gra-

dations as truly as we feel the measures of pleasure and pain ?

It is but the form of immediate self-knowledge of our own
mental phenomena under an aspect first revealed in the con-

flict of their activities. As there is an intuitive estimate of

the relative beauty of colours, and intervals of tone, and in-

tensities of light, why should there not be the same of the

relative worth of the several springs of action ? It is a mere

verbal catch to tell us that, each instinct judging its owti

object, and the conscience judging them all, it cannot itself

rank with them, or else it would have to be at the bar and
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on the bench at the same moment, and to decide between

itself and its own prisoners, conscience the second pronouncing
verdict on conscience the first. If it is permissible at all to

speak of an appetite 'judging' its own object, it is obvious

that the quality in it which is judged is quite other than that

which the conscience perceives and estimates in the inward

springs of action : in the one case, the affirmation is,
' This

is what / wantl and the only relation felt is between the

ohiact and the person,
' This is the thing for me :

'

the whole

matter of judgment lies in the sentient experience, and in one

function of it at a time. In the other case, the affirmation

is,
' This is vjhat I ought to follow,' and the relation perceived

is between slinultaneous alternative incentives,
' This is the

right and that the wrong:' the whole matter of judgment
lies in the moral quality, and, invohang comparison and

perception of gradation upon a totally diffisrent scale, demands

a new kind of aptitude, prior to which there had been, in fact,

nothing judicial. Is it urged that, if an instinct is not to

be its own justification, but must have another to which it

renders account, then the conscience itself being instinctive,

needs, in its turn, to appear before a higher juristUction?

The fallacy of the plea is on the surface. No instinct has

its judgment ever called in question or interfered with by
the conscience ;

it is allowed to be an oracle in the matter

upon which it pronounces, viz. on the sort of object that

fits its want. Nor does the conscience dispute the result

of comparing several instincts in their sentient effects, or

quarrel with any one for saj'ing, 'Music for me is worth more

than the best picture gallery in the world :

'

it never tells

him that he is mistaken: it pays unqualified deference to

the relative sensibilities of the several functions of our nature
;

and abstains from all meddling with the hedonistic measure-

ments obtained from the experience of the instincts. But

while it keeps aloof from their business, it requires in return

that they should not intrude upon its own
;
which is, to

appreciate in them a quality which they do not separately

perceive in themselves, and take account of an order of re-

lations in which they are no more experts than is vision in

the discrimination of sounds. In claiming judicial supremacy
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lu'io, in pronouncing on tho moral rank of tlic H}nin^.s of

action, the conscience pretoiuls to no more, a.s an intuitive

instinct, than it concedes to tho others: if it is morally
autonomous, they are hedonistically so: if it judges their

right an«l wrong, they are all at liberty to measure its

pleasures and pains. In both instances alike, the postulate

is respcctetl, that an elementary instinct is a final authority
in its own field.

All through his criticism, Mr. Stephen has conceived of

the conscience in its formed state, when it has become a

'judgment of the whole character;' and it is not surprising

that, preoccupied by this full-volumed idea, he should see

in it such a preponderant amount of growth as to miss the

little seed of intuition whence this '

greatest among herbs
'

in the garden of our nature has sprung and spread its branches.

To him it is a difficult question,
' how it comes to pass that

the conscientious feeling, which is a function of tlie whole

character and not a specific faculty, comes to have so dis-

tinctive a quality as is at least frequently attributed to it^.'

The difficulty surely is imaginary, dependent perhaps upon
an ambiguity in the phrase

' a function of the whole cha-

racter.' If by this be meant that the whole formed character

must first be there, as a constituted spiritual organ, before

the conscientious feeling presents itself as the mode of its

action, then undoubtedly it is not easy to see how this expres-

sion of the whole could put on the appearance of a difieren-

tiated part. But if we may understand that ' the conscien-

tious feeling is a function of the character
'

for the time heing,

so as to be its expression all through, in its first beginning
and during all its growth, and to measure by its range the

breadth and compass which the character has attained, this

is an ofiice which may just as well be performed by a feeling

strictly new and sui generis as by one familiar and derivative.

If it is but a twin bii-th with the character, so that thev date

together, and is its constant and proportionate concomitant,

either can be expressed in terms of the other, and there can

never be the whole of one with a part of the other. This is

exactly what is provided for by our moral psychology. The
^ Science of Ethics, cliap. viii. § 21, p. 332.
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first moment of moral consciousness is in the conflict of two

rival springs of action, which, taken one by one, had never

given any idea of right: the fii'st phenomenon of character

is the choice between them
;
both are original, in relation to

their antecedents : both are elementary in relation to their

future
;
and every increment which experience adds to the

one is necessarily an enlargement of the other. The only
doubt is, in what terms to express most precisely their rela-

tion to each other
;
whether to regard them as identical, one

fact described by two phrases ; or, if they are distinguished,

to tvhich should be assigned the priority of place. Since the

character is undeclared till the will has taken its line, and

since this line is selected as either more right or more plea-

sant, it would seem most proper to place the moral feeling

first, and reckon it among the conditions of volition
;
so that

the relation would be one, not of identity, but of succession ;

and in that succession, the moral feeling would be the con-

dition, and the character the consequent. On this ground

exception might be taken to Mr. Stephen's description of ' the

conscientious feeling as a function of character
;

'

for he seems

by it to invert this order and make character the presupposed
term. I do not think the phrase a very happy one : it be-

longs to a considerable cluster, suggested by physiological

analogy, which, though better than the older mechanical ones

for illustrating mental processes, are nevertheless quite as liable

to be overstrained, and are so, as it seems to me, to an extra-

vagant degi-ee by the most recent school of English psycho-

logists. Yet a true meaning may be embodied in Mr. Stephen's

proposition. The action between the feeling of right and the

will is not all one way: there is interaction, whereby repeated

conformity with the higher solicitation, gradually constituting
a habit, deepens the susceptibility to the better claim, and the

persuasion of this order of motives becomes more and more

availing with the will
;
and the word character is especially

employed to mark the state of the internal springs when they
have set into this fixity of form. A man who has a formed

disposition to consult at every crisis the duty rather than the

pleasure of the hour, attains, in matters of moral judgment,
the fine and quick insight which belongs to every practised

VOL. II. C
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faculty; so that it is (piito true tliat 'conscientious feeling'

becomes his chnracti'ristic, in virtue of the very 'character'

to which it su|»plietl the originating germ. In this sense, the

fei'ling may he intelligihly, though somewhat loosely, csilled

'a function' of 'the character.' But there is nothing in the

proposition, thus interpreted and justified, in the least at

variance with the claim of the moral consciousness to be ' a

specific faculty,' i.e. an insight into an order of relations else

inaccessible to us.

One further difficulty Mr. Stephen finds embarrassing to

the theory of conscience, viz. the difficulty of deciding whether

it is
' a simple emotion,' or

' an intellectual perception.' If the

former, 'it is more or less arbitrary ;' if the latter, 'it is diffi-

cult to see how it can affi^ct conduct ^.' No doubt, he suggests,

you may
' evade the difficulty,' by setting it up as ' an inde-

pendent faculty, invested with both intellectual and emotional

attributes;' but this he regards as
' an unjustifiable assump-

tion,' It is curious to pass from Mr. Stephen's frequent and

for the most part just polemic against
'

separate and indepen-

dent faculties,' to this statement of difficulty, which has no

existence and no meaning, unless he regards emotion and

understanding as without common function and therefore an

example of separate faculties. Of course it is easy enough, by
a natural resort to the abstraction indispensable for human

intercourse and fixed in human language, to conceive of emo-

tion without adverting to any attendant thought, and vice

versa. And in the states of mind wherein both meet, the

varieties of proportion in their admixture are almost infinite

between their respective zeros, represented, let us say, by the

absorbed mathematician and the storming termagant. But,

for all that, I must confess m}^ total unacquaintance, in the

world of human fact, with either feeling without idea, or idea

without feeling. In animal natures of more rudimentary type,

there are no doubt sensitive changes which may be called

infra-cognitive ;
and it is therefore legitimate to say that sen-

sation does not pe?' se necessarily involve perception. But the

moment it is introduced into a self-conscious nature, like ours,

it becomes inseparably linked with thought : it is known as

^ bcience of Ethics, chap, viii. § 9, p. 320.
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a phenomenon of self: it is known as an effect of what is

other than self: it gives us an object, and reveals us as sub-

ject ;
so that it is impossible to conceive of a sentient or emo-

tional state that tells us nothinsr, and lives and dies as feelinir,

pure and simple. The union of feeling with idea is therefore

no unheard of peculiarity in our moral self-consciousness,

justifying Mr. Stephen's demand,
'

]\lake your choice between

them
; you cannot have them both.' The discrimination of

beauty is no less a judgment and a feeling too, than the

discrimination of right: nay, so, for that matter, is the dis-

crimination of pleasure as well : why then is the moralist

alone to be hoist in this cleft stick, till he declares which

prong he prefers ? In working out his argument, j\Ir. Stephen
is himself brought to a virtual admission of its arbitrariness.

Pefore reaching the end of the paragraph he acknowledges
that the true doctrine of musical interval and liarinony is

gathered from comparing and combining into system the per-

ceptions of relative beauty in tones which are involved in the

sense of hearing ; and //' there were a similar order of differ-

ences felt in regard to the objects of moral estimate, the con-

sciousness of them would direct us to a true ethical doctrine,

as surely as the ear conducts us to the science of sound. It

turns out therefore, after all, not so impossible for
'

simple

feeling
'

and '

intellectual perception
'

to co-operate for a

rational and practical result
;
and under a certain hypothe-

tical state of things, that result would even be ' a science of

Ethics.' This is all that I could desire
;
we seem at last on

the very verge of coincidence. But, alas ! Mr. Stej^hen does

not find the hypothetical conditions fulfilled :

' the conscience,'

he sa3-s,
'

is not in this way marked off from all other modes
of feeling or reasoning,' and ' the law is given much more dis-

tinctly than the feeling by which it is enforced ^'

To narrow still further the issue thus conveniently reached,

we must be allowed to strike out the irrelevant words '

or

reasoning ;

'

modes of reasoning
' are everywhere the same, and

need not and cannot be "marked off:
"'

'the conscience,' and

the sense of hearing, ask for no exemption from logical laws

in the treatment of their materials. It is only the ' mode of

* Science of Ethics, chap. viii. § 9, p. 321.

C c 2
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feclintj' wliich asserts itself as nui (jvncriK : ami this assertion

is the hinge of the whole controversy. Unfortunately it is an

lUthmtte assertion, which can be tested only by self-conscious-

ness. To one who does not find in liis feeling of rl(jltf any-

thing unifjue, incomparable, unanalysal)le, I can offer no

evidence that it is so. If, in or«ler to identify it with some

other type of feeling, he presents a psychological theory of

its derivation, I can discuss with him the adequacy of such

theory, and state why it does not convince me. But critiijuos

of this kind ai'c only in defence of the appioaches to the cen-

tral stronghold ;
and when all have been exhausted, I cannot

but fall back, for the real strength of the case, on the con-

sciousness of relative right as no less self-evident than the

diiference between concurrent and discordant notes. From
Mr. Stephen's concluding remark that ' the law is given much
more distinctly than the feeling by which it is enforced,' I

need not repeat my dissent
;
further than to say, that relative

^distinctness' has nothing to do with the question o^ -priority

of causation. In one sense, no doubt, and to most people,

everything realised in the objective world is
^ more distinct'

than anything in the mind's inward history : the word ' dis-

tinct' being applied to what sits apart in the space of the

imagination. As external conduct can be pictured to the

minds eye and internal feeling cannot, a rule for the former

must in this sense be ' more distinct
'

than a rule for the

latter. But to infer from this that the conduct gives the rule

to the feeling, and not the feeling to the conduct, would be a

paralogism as much in logic as in morals.

§ 9. Darwin s I^xjdancdion of Remorse.

Before I close this review of modern evolutionism, I must

notice Mr. Darwin's explanation of one of the characteristic

features of conscience, the feeling of self-reproach or remorse.

Given, an animal with several instincts, some transient and

intermittent, others persistent, so related as to be liable to

conflict, and with also inteUigence enough to secure memory
of the past and reflection upon its images ;

and the feeling
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of remoree, ]Mr. Darwin assures us, is certain to follow. For

the most persistent of instincts, in a creature thus far

developed, will be the social feeling, of attachment to the

community in which he lives
;
but stronger than this will

often be, by fits and starts, some paroxysm of passing want
or passion, as of hunger or of rage ;

so that his will is swept

away by the more vehement assault. Afterwards, when the

satisfied desire falls to sleep again, and in its absence the

durable affection returns and makes him conscious of the

hurt it has sustained, he cannot but experience, in this

changed mood, regret for his short-sighted conduct: his

temporary satisfaction has entailed on him a permanent pain.
I am far from denying that the process here described reall}^

takes place: the question is, whether the feeling in which it

issues is identical with the moral sentiment of which it

professes to give an account. Tlie whole stress of the ex-

planation is thrown upon a tim^-measure: a short want is

gratified : a long one is disappointed : so, the disappointment
survives, and that is all. But surely, these conditions may
occur, without a trace of the phenomenon which is the object

of our quest. The incidents of outward nature may realise

them without any human will at all. A sudden rain at

evening may rejoice the heart of an Indian commander
whose battalion is faint and pining with drought: by next

day it has swollen the water-courses, and penned him in

between impassable rivers to almost certain destruction by
overwhelming force. Momentary joy is exchanged for irre-

trievable disappointment, without, however, approaching any
feature of the conscience at all. Do j-ou sa^^,

' Of course it

is understood that, in order to give rise to the feeling in

question, the agent must himself be the cause of the evil

deplored ?
'

Very well : then that feeling must he something
more than '

regret' and be directed upon something more

special than the difil'rence between a brief enjoyment and

a long suffering ; and, instead of using indifferently the

words ' remorse
'

and '

regret,' we must investigate their

specific difference. Let, then, the action proceed, not from

the external elements, but from myself; and suppose that

I regard myself as strictly a part of the organism of nature.
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a whorl of jjivon function in its nioclinnism, 'svith movoniont

(lotornnnod hy its contiguous part, and transmitting tho per-

meating energy to the ulterior, only with consciousness of

tho successive pulses of ehango as they occupy and use mc.

If this conscious intelligence of what jjoes on within nie ho

uU that difterenccs nie from the outward world, will it supply
what is wanting to turn regret into remorse? Surely not:

if there is no help for me but to go with the short instinct

because it is stronger, and then be disappointed with tlio

long one because it has been weaker, my regret will bo just

as much a necessitated pain, as if not one of tho causal links

had passed my inward consciousness. I am simply a victim

of the major vis, to which my conscience has nothing to say.

And this, be it remembered, is the very state of things on

which every evolutionist insists as actually existing; for

his doctrine involves unqualified determinism
;

so that, even

if the 'regret' for which Mr. Darwin accounts should have

any tinge of self-reproach, it could only bo by mistake,

through failure to understand the inexorable order of events ;

i.e. the moral feeling would be explained as a fact by proving
it an illusion. There is indeed }'ct an intermediate state of

mind between simple regret at disappointment and remorse

for wrong. If in momentary eagerness to save time I spring
too soon off a railway carriage and get my foot cut off be-

neath a wheel, I shall blame my own folly as long as I live,

yet with a feeling which by no means amounts to remorse.

Wherein then lies the difference ? In both instances, I roirard

myself as the determining cause of the action which I regret,

in presence of an alternative w^hich was equally open to my
choice : and but for this belief, I should in neither case pass

beyond the sort of disappointment I might feel from a dis-

abling attack of gout. But if, following no worse impulse,
I have only made a worse application of a right one, w^hat

I have to deplore is a blunder and not a sin: it is my
reckoning and not my motive, that has been amiss

;
and I

charge myself with imprudence rather than with guilt. So

long as choice goes astray through error of the understanding,
we are still in the unmoral field

;
and for remorse there is

BO room till we surrender to a lower spring of action against
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the remonstrance of a higher,
—as when, in the rush of

passion, we hurt with bitter words an object of endearing

love, or, from cowardice, suffer in silence a calumny against
the innocent. Then at last the true moixil feelinij, of com-

2)unction, emerges, and we suffer, not the disappointment
at loss, not the regret for error, but the remorse for wrong.
All these alike may come under Mr. Darwin's formula of

satisfying a short want at the expense of a long one
;
but

for that very reason, the formula touches nothing that charac-

terises the moral nature, and misses the whole essence of the

conscience which it undertakes to explain.

§ 10. Meaning of
'

Higher
'

and ' Loiver
'

in Evolution.

Throughout the representative wi'iters of this school we
encounter again the difhculty in which J. S. Mill left us,

with his qualitative ranks of pleasures. They constantly

speak of superior and inferior types of being, of higher and
lower instincts and affections, of more or less complete deve-

lopment, &c. Yet, when we ask for the ^positive which is the

base of these comparatives and superlatives, and look about

for the quality which admits of so many gradations, no

definition of it or even name for it can be found. What
constitutes one organism or one instinct ' h igher

'

than an-

other? Must we reply in terms of Mr. Spencer's test, and

say, its greater complexity or differentiation? If that were

all, the Ptolemaic cosmos would have the advantage over the

Newtonian, the eye of the dragonfly over that of man, and

the tortuous character of the intriguer over the transparent

simplicity of the righteous. I cannot persuade myself that

Mr. Spencer himself regards complexity as synonymous with

rank, or as more than a concomitant sign, in physiological

structure, of a nature ranging over many relations and living

therefore upon a larger scale
; but, except as an index to

greater plenitude of thought, capacity for feeling, and variety

of action, plurality of constituent parts confers no promotion

of being : the polygon is not entitled to look down upon the

circle. Shall we try another meaning of this na,meless scale,
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and say tlmt the nature is 'higlu'st' which Ih most self-

consorving ? This is not very consistent with tlie previous
test

;
for the more compU'X the structure, the less stable is

the e»iuilil>rium of tlie natiue. But, ai)}irt from this, to exalt

'self-conservation' is to declare existence a <^ood: were it

otherwise, self-cxtinctiou would constitute the step of pro-
motion

;
and the (question therefore lies behind, what makes

the ditiercnce between good existence and existence not good :

mere continuity, irrespective of this, has no preferential

quality ;
it is no praise of a thing that it can be, unless it

ou«j}(t to he; else it had better nut he. Nor is the problem
cleared up if, for the meaning of the 'higher' in nature, we

resort, not to superior self-conservation in the individual,

but to greater conduciveness towards 2><irmanence of Kind,—
an end frequently consistent with rapid evanescence of its

individuals. For why should we laud and magnify this

permanence, unless existence is properly assumed to be a

prize ? It is evident, therefore, that behind this language of

gradation there is hidden some unexpressed idea of good
which supplies it with all its meaning ;

and that good it is

towards the increase of which all evolution is supposed to

tend. No consistent account of this good have I been able

to find. Both Mr. Spencer and Mr. Stephen do indeed, in

certain sections devoted to the subject, declare it to be

j)leasiire ; and on this account I have entitled this chapter
^Hedonism icith Evolution ;' but this identification does not

retain possession of them through their treatises
;
and other

ends, not self-evidently accordant with this, are variously
substituted : high organisation, preservation of species, sur-

vival of the fittest, health of ' the social tissue,' development
of thought, altruistic self-absorption, are all indicated as the

inevitable results of evolution, and assumed to be good, with-

out being tested by the hedonistic definition, and, in the

case of Mr. Stephen, with the frank admission that they
are not necessarily compatible with it. The representative

WTiters of this school have in truth,—greatly to their

honour,—theorised in one language and felt in another
;
and

have retained ideal conceptions of a scale of good, and admi-

rations for types of character, for which their doctrine can
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find no corresponding place. Nor is this an accident of their

individual presentations of the theory. So long as it sets

itself to find the moral in the unmoral, to identify the order

of right with the order of strength, to repudiate any study
of what ought to he except in studying what has been, is,

and will be, it totally shuts the door in the face of all con-

ception and possibility of Duty, and by naturalising Ethics

reverses the idealising process which rather ethicises Nature.

It subjugates character to Science, instead of freeing it into

Religion.



BrwVNCTI IT.

DIAXOETIC ETHICS.

Of assignable extrinsic grounds for the preference involved

in every moral decision, we have examined the first and most

plausible : we approve the Right, because it is ftlcasant. If, as

I have tried to show, this theory is untenable, it is not that

it fails to lay hold of a vera cawsa ; for undoubtedly the pros-

pect of pleasure sets in motion a large part of human activity;

but simply that this principle is overworked when required to

give account of all our inward preferences, and that its com-

petency ends when they cease to be prudential.

Another gi'ound of preference is tried by those who say
• We approve the Right, because it is true ; if we did not, we
should not be intelligent, but should form judgments discor-

dant with the real relations of things ;
there is no wrong that

is not folly.' Here again we have a theory which avails itself

of a true cause of human choice
;
for no one will put up with

an illusion when once possessed of the reality. But here also

the question is forced upon us, whether the intellectual pre-

ference is the same with the moral, so that the right and wrong
are species of the true and false. As, in the former theory,

nothing more would be needed, in order to make us subjects

of Duty, than Sensibility behind our active capacity, so in

this, the sole requisite would be Reason ; and to see things as

they are would be identical with choosing them as they ought
to be. To some eminent examples of this doctrine we must

now turn
; but, as it makes much nearer approaches than the
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hedonistic to the intuitive basis, and perhaps even mfons to

build upon essentially the same foundation, it will need a less

extended exhibition, and a slighter and more sympathetic
criticism.

Happily our own literature affords the most expressive

representatives of this rational school, in Ralph Cudworth,
Samuel Clarke, and Richard Price

;
and as, in their ethical

writings, the fii'st had in view the confutation of Hobbes, the

second, that of Spinoza, Collins, and Leibniz as well, the third

that of Locke and Priestley, they shape their course by the

same aims which have determined the reasonings of the fore-

going chapters, and only trace a different path towards their

attainment.



CHAPTER I.

CUDWORTH.

§ 1. Life, Personality, and Writings.

There is a singular contrast between the calm contempla-
tive philosophy of Cudworth and the fierce contentions of

his time. Born at a country Rectory (Aller, Somerset) in

16ir, the year of Raleigh's execution, and dying in 1688,

the year of James the Second's abdication, he spans, by his

term of life, the whole period of the Stuart troubles and the

Commonwealth : yet his writings might have been produced
in a lonclj^ and silent monastery, instead of amid the rage
of factions and the reverberation of the Naseby guns. The

hurry and passion of their age are wholly absent from them :

with infinite leisure they conduct the reader to the Schools

of Athens and Alexandria, and beguile him there with spa-

cious arguments, interrupted often by a series of concentric

episodes, till he forgets where he is, and is lost, except to

the world of theosophic abstractions. This was not apparently
from want of inherited and personal connection with the spi-

ritual conflicts of his generation. His early admission as

pensioner (1630) to Emmanuel College, Cambridge, indicates

his Puritan descent and education
;
and if his distinguished

career, first as a Student up to his M.A. degree in 1639, and

then as a Tutor, attests only his personal merits, his appoint-
ment in 1644 to the Mastership of Clai'e Hall, and in the

next year to the Professorship of Hebrew, implies that he

had borne himself discreetly towards the State authorities,
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and was trusted by men, like Whitelock, who were hard to

please. It is plain indeed, from some of his extant letters,

that he was consulted by that statesman (1656-7) about a

proposed revision of the English version (King James's) of

the Scriptures, and by Cromwell's Secretary, Thurloe, about

suitable and trustworthy men qualified for civil appointments
under the Government. This is the more remarkable, because

of the two great offences. Popery and Arminianism, against

which the fury of the hour and the temper of the ruling powers
were most excited, he certainly could not be cleared of the

latter
;
and his whole attitude and expression of thought

betokened a catholicity of judgment in affairs of State and

of Church verv unlike the severe Puritanism of the hour.

On I\Iarch 31, 1647,—^just half way between the executions

of Laud and of Charles the First,
—he preached before the

House of Commons (Cromwell being present) at the very crisis

when the struggle had become one, not between the nation

and the king, but between the Presbyterians and Indepen-

dents, the former dominant in Parliament, and the latter in

the army. The tension of party -spirit was at its height, and

every question, theological and national, which divided the

factions, assumed an exao-rrerated bulk in the imafijinations of

men and intensified their antipathies. Tliis is the moment
which he seizes (as he sa3's, in dedicating to his hearers the

first edition of the sermon),
' not to contend for this or that

opinion, but only to persuade men to the life of Christ, as the

pith and kernel of all religion ; without which, I may boldly

say, all the several forms of religion, though we please our-

selves never so n^uch in them, are but so many several

dreams ; and those many opinions about religion, that are

everywhere so largely contended for on all sides, where this

doth not lie at the bottom, are but so many shadows fighting
with one another.' '

I fear many of us, that pull down idols

in churches, ma}^ set them up in our hearts
;
and whilst we

quarrel with painted glass, make no scruple at all of enter-

taining many foul lusts in our souls, and committing continual

idolatry with them.' And in the sermon itself he insists, that
'

Christ came not into the world to fill our heads with mere

speculations, to kindle a fire of wrangling and contentious
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ilisputo among us, and to warm our spirits against ono anothci;

with nothing but angry and pccvisli (kd)atos, wliilst in tho

moantinu' our hearts romain all ico within towards (!od, and

have not tlio least spark of true heavenly fire to melt and

thaw them." 'Christ was r//(f; )ii(iijis(rr, not sc/iulo' ; and he

is the best Christian, whose heart heats with tho purest pulse

towards Ilim ; not he whose head spinneth out the finest

cobwebs.' 'Ho that endeavours really to mortify his lusts.

and to comply with that truth in his life which his conscioice

is convinced of, is more a Christian, though he never heard of

Christ, than he that believes all the vulgar articles of the

Christian faith, and plainly denieth Christ in his life'.' The

freedom of this protest against the prevailing tendency of his

audience and of his time may perhaps relieve him from tlie

suspicion of temporising compliance, when we find him, in

1658, wishino: to dedicate a book against Judaism to the new

Protector, Richard Cromwell ; yet, in 1 OrO, celebrating the

Restoration in a poetical effusion, which he called the ^(aa-rpa,

or thank-offering for the reinstatement of learning in the Uni-

versity of Cambridge, through the king's return. So long as

literature, for want of an adequate public, was dependent on

patronage, it was deemed as legitimate to seek a noble name

for the head of a dedication, as it now is to secure a great

publisher's for the foot of a title-page. And if the joyful

expectancy with which Charles was received back to his

iidieritance was excusable in any part of the nation, it was

permissible in the Universities to lift up their heads at the

doA^Tifall of Puritan ascendency, and set free their checked

enthusicsm for the whole contents of the human knowledge,

thought, and art.

Cudworth's last appointment at Cambridge, to the Master-

ship of Christ's College, had preceded the Restoi-ation by six

years, and appears to have finally fixed his position there ; for

though he was presented in 1662, by Sheldon, then Bishop of

London, afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury, to the vicarage
of Ashwell in Hertfordshire, it does not appear that he was
ever in durable residence there. It may be reasonably sup-

* Intellectual System of the Universe, &c. 2 Vols. Andover, U.S.A., 1838.
Vol. II. pp. 545, 546, and 554.
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posed that clerical duties, already little congenial to his stu-

dious habits, were not rendered easier to him by the Act of

Uniformity and the reactionary ecclesiastical spirit of the new
Caroline era ;

and that he gladly pleaded the claims of his

College upon him as a reason for supplying the service of his

parish in the easiest way. His proper calling he evidently

felt to be the life of thought rather than of action
; and, of the

few things reported of him, almost every one is some literary

project which has left its vestige either in unprinted manu-

scripts or in vast unfinished published works. Thus, among
his papers preserved in the British Museum, there still exists

a dissertation (of about 1658) on the prophecy of the seventy
weeks in the Book of Daniel, in which he enters the lists

against Joseph Scaligcr, with such success that Henry More

declares its result to be ' of as much price and worth in theo-

logy, as either the circulation of the blood in physic, or the

motion of the earth in natural philosophy^!' And in 1664—5

he had laid out the plan of a treatise on ' Good and Evil, or

Natural Ethics,' and freel}' talked it over with his friends
;

but being slow in execution, he was annoyed to find that,

whilst he still mused upon the scheme, his words had set in

motion the nimbler thought of Henry More and matured under

his hand a disquisition on the same subject. A word of com-

plaint from Cudworth (which had been better withheld) suf-

ficed with the generous More to suppress his work and leave

the field open to his friend. He reserved to himself only the

freedom of ulterior publication, should the original design

remain unfulfilled. To this we owe More's Enchiridion Etld-

curn, brought out (1667) in Latin, that it might not clash with

the projected English work. If the purpose so jealously

guarded was ever brought to accomplishment, it did not reach

the press, but sleeps to this hour in a manuscript discourse on
' Moral Good and Evil.'

The main work of Cudworth's life,
' The True Intellectual

System of the Universe,' on which chiefly his reputation

rests, did not appear till 1678, though it had been ready and

sanctioned for publication seven years before. Birch, in his

meagre biography of the author, hints that the delay was due

* Grand Mystery of Godliness, Pref. p. xvi. .
•
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to soin(> intluonco from the ini'lijj^ious and corrupt cnlourage

of tho royal Court, naturally ilisallVctod towards a book

'wliori'iu all the reason and philosophy of Atheism is con-

futed.' P>ut it is hardly consistent with the levity of that

society, alike em})ty-hearted and enipty-hcadod, to trouble

itself about a production well known to bo of the most

pt)nderous learning and stitlest metaphysics, and safe cnougli

to be flung in disgust from the hand of every trifler in their

giddy crowd. More probably, the postponement nmst bo

refei'red to the author's own dilatory ways ;
or possibly, to

some hope of giving it more completeness in itself; for it is,

after all, but the propyheum, or at lea.st first inner court, of a

vaster structure that was to have its penetralia behind. In

spite, however, of its missing sequel, and the frequent redun-

dancy^ of its own parts and excursus, it leaves a perfectly

distinct and powerful impression of the author s own philo-

sophy, and of its relations, whether of affinity or of contrast,

with the chief systems of thought in both ancient and modern

times.

Both in its substance and in its form, the book was sure to

disturb a whole nest of enemies with or without sting. It

conceded too much to the Pagan philosophers, recognising

among them the essence of Christian wisdom, to suit the

assumptions of either the rising High Churchmen or the

retiring Puritans. It placed too little value on the in-

stituted observances of religion for the former, and on its

niceties of dogma for the latter. It offended the current

cynicism of Society and of the Schools, by finding a Divine

element in human nature, which only the obtuse and profane

could miss. It contradicted the exclusive pretensions of both

Church and Scripture, as media of sacred light, by planting
in the natural Reason an inward apprehension of Duty and

of God. It laid itself open, here and there, to the rebuke of

scholars for reading the author's favourite ideas, without

adequate warrant, into the Greek text of Plato, Aristotle,

and Plotinus. It disappointed the demand, recently

heightened by the vigour and precision of Hobbes, for

logical neatness and compactness of structure, by diffuse

repetitions and enormous digressions, and the heavy flow of
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overloaded sentences. From these causes the first reception

of his book was mortifying, though perhaps not surprising to

him. His rare justice and candour towards the opinions

which he controverted exposed him to the insinuation of

secret sympathy with them and hj-pocritical replies to them :

he has 'raised,' says Dryden, 'such strong objections against

the being of a God and Providence, that many think he has

not answered them^.' The theologians accused him, now of

being a Tritheist, and then of being an Arian, a Socinian, a

Deist '^. He was not, however, without defenders against these

wrongs. Shaftesbury sets them down to the blindness of

the partisan spirit :

' You know the common fate,' he says,
' of those who appear fair autliors. What was that pious and

learned man's case who wrote the " Intellectual System of the

Universe?" I confess it was pleasant enough to consider,

that though the whole world were no less satisfied with his

capacity and learning than with his sincerity in the cause of

Deity, yet he was accused of giving the upper hand to the

Atheists, for having only stated their reasons, and those of

their adversaries, fairly together^.' And Warburton, in his

caustic way, remarked that, though few could appreciate his

profound reasonings, yet
' the very slowest were able to

unravel his secret purpose,'
—'to tell the world that, under

pretence of defending Revelation, he wrote in the very
manner that an artful infidel might be supposed to use in

WTitinjj ao-ainst it ; that he had given us all the filthv stuff

that he could scrape together out of the sink of Atheism, as

a natural introduction to a demonstration of the truth of

Revelation
;
that with incredible industry and reading he had

rummaged all antiquity for atheistical arguments, which he

neither knew nor intended to answer
;
that he was an Atheist

in his heart and an Arian in his book !

'
' Thus ran the

popular clamour against this excellent person. Would the

reader know the consequence % Why, the zealots inflamed the

bigots :
—" 'Twas the time's plague, when madmen led the

blind,"—the silly calumny was believed: the much injured

^ Translation of the ^neid, Dedication,
^
Quoted from Turner's Messiah, in Birch's Life of Cudworth (I. 18).

*
Characteristics, II. p. 362.

VOL. II. D d
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author ijn>\v discfustod : his nrdoiir slackt'iUMl : mid the roHt,

and I'ar txivatcst, jiart ol'thc (U'lVuco lU'vcr M])])(>ar('d '.'

ThoULrh the contemporary movomeiit (A
l*]iiy;li,sh thought,

under the jiowerl'ul impulsion first of Hohbes and then of

Loeke, was in a direction divern^ent from ('udworth's, Iho

close loi,dc, the masterly penetration, and hirge eiudition of

liis work irraduallv made themselves felt, and encouraijed

Thomas Wise to puldish in 170G an ahridgment whieh,

though still extending to two quarto volumes, rendered, the

book accessible to a wider circle of readers. On the Continent

it found a still earlier appreciation: in 1703, Lociere began
a series of analyses of its arguments and extracts from it in

French translations, which -were continued, for three or four

years, through nine volumes of his Blhllothkiae Choisle.

Some of these, expounding the theory of a '

plastic nature,'
—

a theory not without resemblance to a principle of Evolution,
—

brought him into controversy with Bayle ;
the point at

issue being, whether such theory was not, as Bayle contended,

essentially atheistic, or, as Leclerc maintained and Cudworth

intended, perfectly compatible with Theism and favourable to

its highest form. Bayle's part of this controversy is to be

found in his Pensees dlverses sur la Comete qui parut en

1680; Continuation, Tom I. §. 21, and the Histoire des

Ouvrages des Savons, Art. 12, p, 380; and Lcclerc's, in the

sixth, seventh, and ninth volumes of the Bihliotheque Choisie.

In 1773, Mosheim published in Leyden a Latin translation of

the ' Intellectual System,' enriched with valuable notes and

complete references to the Greek and Latin authors so

copiously cited by Cudworth
;
as w^ell as with many extracts

from the unpublished manuscripts already mentioned. His

task is so well performed, that this foreign edition has an

advantage over the original English.

The ' Intellectual System,' however, does not yet bring us

expressly to the author's Ethical doctrine. For that, we

naturally turn to the ' Treatise on Immutable Morality,'

which follows in all the recent editions of Cudworth. Yet

the student cannot afford to take the books apart from each

other
;

still less to disregard the greater, in reliance on the

* Divine Legation of Moses, Vol. II. Part I. Pref. lo—12,
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sufficiency of the less. The two are by no means so distinct

in subject as their difference of title would seem to imply ;

and theory specifically moral plays no more prominent

part in the second than in the fii'st. They present the same

philosophy twice over ;
and as the ' Treatise

'

is a fragment,
left in manuscript by the author without receiving the last

touch from his hand, and published not till 1731, it cannot

have the authority of the work selected and issued by him-

self. It is, however, undoubtedly the later production, and so

far serves as a valuable commentary on the parallel doctrines

and reasonings of its predecessor. It was edited and prefaced

by Dr. Edward Chandler, Bishop of Durham, who regards it

as removing the idea of Fate from the moral world, as the

previous work had removed it from the material, and re-

placing it by that of a holy God. Had the treatise been

wrought out to the end, it might perhaps have justified this

conception of its design ; but, as it stands, it cannot be said

to push its argument much further into the moral sphere
than the larger work whose main argument it reproduces.

The year in which his
' Litellectual System

'

saw the light

gave Cudworth his last ecclesiastical promotion. He was

made Prebendary of Gloucester. This involved no change in

his position at Cambridge, where he remained, till his death

in 1788^,-at the head of the College whose chapel received

his remains and bears the memorial of his interment. Of

his widow we obtain a glimpse three years later, in a letter

of Sir Isaac Newton's to Locke, in which ho sends his

' service
'

to
' Mrs. Cudworth.' The letter was addressed to

the hospitable mansion of Sir Francis Masham, of Gates in

Essex, where both Locke and Mrs. Cudworth were resident

guests, and the former at least had found his last earthly

home
;

for here, as his gravestone in the village church

attests, he died, October 28th, 1704 Lady Masham (Sir

Francis's second wife) was Cudwoi-th's daughter, and deeply

imbued with his philosophical and religious spirit, modified

indeed by the newer principles of Locke, of whom she was

the faithfullest of admirers, but without declension from either

the single eye to truth or the pure inward piety which

belonged in common to her father and her friend. A little

Dd2
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book which she had nnoiiymously puhlislu^d in IGOO, -'A

Discourse ('onconunjr the Love of CJod,'— marks her inter-

mediate position between the spiritual fervour of tho Cani-

hridge Phitonising seliool, and the k>8s exigent common sense

of Locke's interpretation of duty and religion. In tliis pam-

]ddet she sets tho example, soon to bo so largely followed,

of deprecating tho demand for enthusiasm in devotion, and of

discouraging any claim, in the name of God, beyond tho one

true end, of 'a good life.' Her protest in this sense is deli-

vered against tho
'

practical discourses
'

of John Norris of

Bemerton ; who, in tho spu-it of tho Christian mystics, had

insisted on the absolute cancelling of every creaturely desire

in tho all-absorbing love of God. The unreasonableness and

dangers of so high a claim are clearl}' shown, on tho supposi-

tion that it moans, without explanation, all that at fii'st it

seems to say ; while, on the other hand, the rule and measure

of fitting piety wdiich is set up instead, so merges religion in

morality' as to di'ain awa}^ the aliment from its vital root, and

incur the risk of its dwindling till it dies. At this point of

contact between the retiring and the approaching schools,

it is interesting to observe in this lady, and indeed in her

groat philosophical guest, the vain attempt to maintain the

balance between the ideal and the material interpretations

of the world, the intuitive and the empirical. It is a point

of unstable equilibrium, at which thus far human thought
refuses to poise itself for long. The Christian philosophy
of the Cambridge men had made the inspiration of the former

felt by many noble minds, with an appra'cnt promise that

the Puritan pictj' might be saved wnthout its narrowness

and invested with the persuasion of beauty and of love.

But Hobbes had spoken to the opposite side of human nature,

and wakened it up in insurrection against a long repression

and neglect ; disguising his exaggerated claims for it, and

his contempt for whatever resisted its autocracy, under forms

of decorum towards religion and copious use of Scripture, he

had won response to his principles, not only from a few who
saw what they meant, but from far more who were blind to

it. He had set in motion a tendency which has no real power
-to arrest itself w^ithout overshooting the boundaries of moral
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conviction and the conditions of spiritual life
;

and hence

the uncompromising tone of resistance with which he was

met by the more far-seeing of his opponents. Sensationalism,

however, in psychology, and external utility in rules of

conduct, have great attraction for a certain middle class

of minds, sensible, moderate, and well ordered, rather than

profound ;
and if tliey happen to feel tlieir knowledge of

duty and of Divine things independently secured to them

by supernatural tenure, they are readily tempted into incon-

siderate concessions to phj'siological experience, and the

doctrine of the tabula rasa. So it was with Locke. Safe

^Yith. an outwardly given Revelation of morals and religion,

he could complete the consistency of his mode of thought by

building up his nature also out of empirical data
; and,

submitting the whole of human life to objective regulation,

escape the illusions of abstractions and the dangers of en-

tliusiasm, incurred by those who trust themselves to inward

light. And so long as that postulate, of a documentary rule

of duty and faith divinely dictated, remained unchallenged,

all might be well
;

for under this lay hid, covered with an

unconscious shelter, the secret sense of freedom and responsi-

bility, and an open way for the Divine spirit to enter life, and

the human spirit to pass into heaven. Eut, notwithstanding

the happy combination of personal characteristics arising from

this state of mind,—the practical good sense softened by

reverence, the firm conscience tempered with compassion and

tolerance,— it is a precarious truce between incongruous ele-

ments which, ere long, will strive together for the mastery.

By outward witness, be it of this world or any other, by
witness addressed to perception and understanding, no duty
can be established and no God be found ;

and where sensible

experience and testimony have become the sheet-anchor of

trust, the spiritual life is struck with blight, conscience

is disarmed, and the victory is bespoken for Necessity. The

uneasy coexistence of the two tendencies is so manifest in

Locke's wavering treatment of the problem of free-wiU, that

we wonder how he could leave that ' stone which the builders

had rejected' without better shaping it to its place as the

' head stone of the corner.' For Hobbes, who well knew
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\\\\x\i ho was al><)ut and inonnt it all, there was a future in

reserve ; hut not so for Loekc, except in so far as ho moved in

the same direction. Through a series of psychological liidvs,

the empirical impulse has been transmitted to its inevitable

results in heilonism, determinism, and agnosticism, throwing

ort*, as heterogeneous, the ethics and religion which wa-re so

dear to him ; and, to reinstate these, recourse is now had onco

more to the intuitive light and self-revealing order which

alone can possess authority within and impart it without, and

in which Cudworth had found the meaning of Duty and the

communion of God.

§ 2. Outline of his Philosophy.

To give an^'thing like an adequate account of Cudworth's

two principal works would be to review all the ancient

philosophies and estimate his criticisms upon them. Within

this enormous range my present purpose requires me ordy
to select a single topic, viz. the origin and nature of our Moral

Ideas. His system is essentially a theory of Knoivledcje ; it

revives and rediscusses the question at issue between Prota-

goras and Plato
;

and answers it, not indeed in the exact

sense of the doctrine of dhr), yet in the same interest, and

with as near an approach to it as a distinct Christian Theism

would permit. It will be convenient to present his scheme of

thought first as a Psychology, i.e. an account of the processes of

the human mind : then, as an Ontology, i.e. an account of the

extra-human realities which correspond with these processes.

A. Psychology.—In effect, though without express defini-

tion, Cudworth recognises only two functions or faculties

in our mental rature: Sense, or Perception ; and Intellection,

or Understanding: adopting the old Greek antithesis of

aXaOrjcris and vovs. In the process of sensation, we are not

agents, but patients, being simply the seat of certain changes
communicated to us and continued within us, contributing to

them nothing but the susceptibility of being affected in this

way or that. These changes, started by and from some
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external body, complete themselves in two stages after

impinging upon us
;

first instituting certain corporeal move-

ments, passing from the nerves of the recipient organ to the

brain
; followed then by a specific feeling which, as a modifi-

cation of consciousness, is not corporeal but mental. These

two stages are invariably consecutive, or, as Cudworth ex-

presses it, 'fatally (necessarily) connected,' the latter being a
'

compassion
'

(fellowship in feeling) of the soul ' with the

body.' He is careful, in describing this process, to keep his

language strictly within the limits of a history in which we
are passive ; it therefore stops short of what we should now
call Perception, though in his time that word was still in use

in this country, and yet more abroad, to denote any state of

sensation, down to the very lowest. To emphasise the bounds

assigned by him to the experiences of sense, taken by them-

selves, he criticises and rejects the Platonists' account of them
as -naOGiv yrwaet?,-

—
cognitions of feeling and of what happens

in it
; for, whether you look at the bodily or at the mental

stage of the story, they may both be there without our being
aware of either

; of the bodily part of the transaction be-

tween the nerve and the brain the soul has no suspicion ;

and that it may be under the influence of the feeling without

thinking of it is obvious from innumerable cases of instinctive

or habitual actions, such as the winking of the eyes, and the

spontaneous progression and equilibration in walking, where,

with attention pre-engaged, we are guided right by unrecog-
.nised sensitive changes ;

and are at the same moment wide

awake with thought and purpose in one direction, and som-

nambulists in another. The function of such feeling Plotinus

would describe as Trpos XP^^^^^ ^^ "'pos yvcoa-tv ; by it the ' soul

is secretly instructed to notice some other things that concern

the body;' to which 'other things' away from the feeling

itself, its free and sincere action is turned. It is obvious then

that Cudworth would by no means have assented to the

assumption of the modern empirical psychology, that ' to have

a feeling and to know that you have it are two expressions of

the same thing.'

But next, what are those ' other things
'

which, by occasion

of the feeling, we are '

instructed to notice ?
'

for at all events,
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as soon as tlioy arc noticcil, \v(> nrc> Inndod in sonic sort of

knowltHlgo. Ceitiiinly wo are : tliu soul, tlius wakened in ita

cognitive activity, appreheiuls tho pdrtlciddv budi/ which

has adniinistered the feeling ;
i. e. we pass from sensation

to perception. I'ut about that body we thus learn one thing

only ;
not its essence or nature itself, but simply its relation

to others in a single particular, viz. its effect upon this

or that sense of ours
;
and this superficial apprehension of

plienomena is not knowledge, for it terminates in no con-

stant truth, which would remain thuugh we were not, but

merely in a mental picture or appearance, not difiering from

the phantasms of our dreams, except that these occur when

they can have us all to themselves, while our waking images
are variously checked by a crowd of rivals and by correcting

thought. The spontaneous recurrence of these ^avTaaixara,

in the absence of the object which they represent, constitutes

Inuuji nation; which is therefore the surviving mental vestige

of past perception, and falls under the same limitation as the

fc-phere of apprehension by sense.

If this type of endowment were all our store, many of the

other animal tribes would have the advantage over us
;

for

their original outfit of sensible perception frequently surpasses

ours in delicacy and range. We may pretty confidently add

that Cudworth would not have altered this judgment, if he

had been familiar with the mode in which, out of data of

sensation and its vestiges, with their pleasures and pains, the

Hartleyan law of ^association' was applied to build up all

else that the mind has and does and is. For, the induction

Avhich yields this law could find its materials just as readily
in the facts of a dog's life as of a man's^ and has its illustra-

tion in all animal training ; yet this similarity of conditions

somehow works out into very dissimilar results. Some miss-

ing cause must be found, if you are to explain, e.g. the dif-

ferent influence of fine music and fair scenery upon an artist and

upon his horse. They can both see
; they can both hear

;
both

can connect their feelings into groups and trains, so as to

recognise them again and reach them by suggestion, one from

another
; yet the interval between their experiences is little

short of infinite.
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In order to help our conception of what the intellect brings
into our experience of outward things, Cudworth supposes
some object, eg. a watch, to be presented before (1) a crys-

tal ball, (2) a living eye, (3) a mind
;
and asks us to take

account of the relative results. The two fii'st will similarly
reflect an image of the watch's size, shape, colour, and other

material aspects ;
but the eye will be affected with sensa-

tions from these which the ball has not, attended, it may be,

with a perception of their source as a single external thing ;

Avhile the mind will excite within itself, in addition, ideas

of cause and effect, of means and end, of priority, symmetry,

equality, aptitude, &c. and will turn these ideas to account

in comparisons quite unknown to the mere living eye. Sup-

pose each of the subjects of this experience able to tell its

own story and hear the otheis'
; when the mind gave in its

report, the eye would stare at it as nonsense, and reject its

characteristic contents
;
and would itself receive the same

treatment of its own sensations on the part of the ball,

priding itself in its modest belief in simple physics. And

yet we are certain that the intellectual verdict upon the

object is what constitutes IcnoiLiethje of it, and merits the

name of wisdom, and has the least liability of all to the

charge of being a mere imagination or representative figment ;

for the watch rcalli/ is made up of its intellectual relations,

and is what it is in virtue of them
;
so that the eye of sense,

missing the logical compages and restricted to the material,

truly does not see it
;

its constitutive unity being ideal. The

truth then lies in what the mind brings in, over and above

the contributions of the other witnesses. What is this some-

thing more?

Take any simple judgment for analysis ;
and mind or in-

tellection has no other form than judgment. V/hen I say, for

example,
'

this figure is a perfect square,' I plainly have two

things in my thought, viz. an image, or (jxivTaa-ixa, of one par-
ticular figure ;

and an idea or v6i]\xa, of what constitutes a per-

fect square, i.e. of the essence of square ;
and my act of judg-

ment consists in applying this model thought as a test to the

individual case of the figure present to perception. In order

to perform the act, I must bring with me this standard idea ;
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it is a prior comlition of the judgment ; ^vitlu)ut it, I am left

alone with the imagination of my Hguro, and know nothing of

it. This instance is a faitliful sample of all intellection: it

consists in the application of a given pattern thought, a ready-

made category, to the phenomena and objects presented in

experience : nor can its most elementary exercise begin, in the

absence of such a priori notions for the right disposal of our

empirical material. Hence it is not without reason that they

are called 'anticipations' (7rpoAj/\/^eis), prepared forms or com-

partments in the constitution of the understanding itself, fur-

nished, however, with active and appropriative tcntacula for

distributing to its true place each particular in the ever vary-

ing scene of life. Cudworth remarks that, inasmuch as we

carry with us into our commerce with things some such pre-

formed category to which each, as it emerges to perception, is

taken home, a new object appears to us, not wdiolly as a

stranger, but almost as the face of a friend recognised by us

in the midst of a foreign crowd. It is impossible to have the

essence of a nature in the mind, without a vii'tual though

shadowy prediction of the individual.

From this interpretation of cognition, two important con-

sequences follow^ It is an activity : for it is mind itself that

takes the initiative, and fits its prior notions to the facts it

encounters. And as these notions are thus beforehand wnth

the facts, the knowing process does not begin, but end tvith

the individual. In both these respects, the function of the

understanding reverses that of the Senses ;
and both of them

indicate the reliance of Cudworth on deductive reason rather

than inductive as an instrument for the enlargement of know-

ledge. This order of dependence, which Cudworth had learned

in the Greek Schools, Spinoza also maintained, but as an in-

heritance from the Mediaeval Philosophy.

Cudworth's insistence upon the understanding, as 'an active

cognoscitive power
'

and original source of a priori regulative

ideas, has induced Dugald Stewart (following the example of

Meiners i) to hint that Kant may well have been indebted to

him for some of his
'

leading ideas,' especially for his distinc-

tion between the matter of sensible experience, and the factors

^
Dissertation, pp. 398, 399. Works, Hamilton's edition, Vol. I.
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of thought furnished by the mind itself. The compai'ison only-

shows how very superficially even a practised philosophical

critic may read and judge the most exact and severe produc-
tions in the history of human thought. The supposed resem-

blance disappears on the mere mention of two marked differ-

ences. (1) With Cudworth, the endowment of Sense supplies

no a priori elements
;
with Kant, it gives us Space and Time,

as its own forms. (2) With Cudworth, the Understanding's

'intelligible ideas' (t'07//xara)
are themselves its ohjects of knoiu-

ledjje, and constitute the essences of things, and therefore

introduce us to the nature of things in themselves : with Kant,

they are purely subjective, inherent only in the make of our

faculty, so that we cannot help thinking under these catego-

ries, but have no right to treat them as valid for reality

irrespective of us. Thus, the ideality of human cognition,

which the two writers hold in common, was used by Cud-

worth to prove, by Kant to disprove, the absolute validity

of our knowledge : with the one, it was the means of reach-

ing, with the other, the excuse for surrendering, eternal and

immutable truth : with the former, it carries us to the In-

finite Nature, with the latter, it shuts us up in our own.

For, with Kant, as I need hardly renund my readers, all that

is ohjective in cognition is supplied by the material of Sense,

taken into the subjective forms of space and time
;
and there-

fore destitute, in both its factors, of anything that is not rela-

tive to the Ego.
From his general doctrine of voi^ixaTa Cudworth never de-

scends into the assemblage of '

Intelligible Ideas
'

with any
discriminative purpose, so as to dispose them in classes, or

assign to them differences of value
; nor does he attempt

any exhaustive enumeration of them, as bases of distinct

orders of knowledge. In his frequent lists of examples, they

seem all put upon the same footing, with no other test of

their belonging to the noetic family than their being unjjre-

sentahle to the imagination. Thus, he tells us, that among
them 'justice, duty, thought, effects, genus and species, nullity,

contingency, possibility,' &c. are understood by us, yet are

inaccessible to any sense ;
and that propositions, e.g. that

'nothing can at the same time be and not be/ are intui-
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tivoly nccoptod, thoui^h no term in t1\cin Ims any correspond-

ing; reprosentution. He gives U3, therefore, n<;tliing like Kant's

analytieal reiluetion of the categories of the understanding
to twelve originals ; but leaves us to regard the intellectual

notions as an imlefinite multitude of thinking activities

fetched from witliin the undeistanding itself, and consti-

tuting, as he sometimes says,
' the reasons of things,' by which,

in C(,)nformity with his deductive logic, he means the con-

taining genus of the things. Li this way the understanding
becomes for him a living magazine of all the cognisable
Kinds that may face it iu the Universe ; so that, in know-

ing its own stores, it knows the essential riches of the world.

By this light he reads into clearness the wonderful maxim
of Aristotle,

'

T/«? soid is in a 'manner all things^:' i.e. has

in itself, d X)riori, the notional categories that tit all things,

the sum total of them grivinof the intellectual scheme of the

world: just as God, the soul's archetype, comprehends Him-

self, with all the possibilities of His goodness and power.
Cudworth, in holding to this doctrine, was well aware that

his
'

Intelligible Ideas
'

were explained away by Nominalist

ps3-chologists as illusions of abstraction, formed from (^tav-

rdaixara, by dropping their sensible contents, and letting them

strip themselves bare to their quantitative, intensive, or

logical relations. Nor did he deny the speculative possi-

bility of theii- being evolved by some such process of mental

chemistry. But, as they emerged at last just the same in

their nature as if they had been there at fii'st, and consti-

tuted the intellectual factor of all knowledge, no less and no

lower activity of mind was needed for their gradual forma-

tion, than for their equable energy all through ;
Reason has

the same essence, whether it springs ready formed, like

Minerva from the head of Jove, or, like a human being, gains
its clear and full power from a low initial velocity by accele-

rated movement towards its perfection. If, to attain the end,

you prefer to set up an '

intellectus agens, an active under-

standing, like a smith or carpenter, with his shop or forge in

the brain, furnished with all necessary tools for such a work,'

it is plain, at all events, that this faher knows what he is

^ De Anima, III. viii, i
j
Eternal and Immutable Morality, Bk. IV. i. 5.
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about ^
;
and therefore has in himself the intclligihle idea

which includes and induces the end.

B. OxTOLOGtY.—The mode of Cudworth's transition from

his Psychology to Ontology may be readily conjectured from

the foregoing exposition. Theoretic knowledge is stable and

immutable, because it has for its objects the essence of things,
—

an aKLv-qros ovaia^. Perception is variable, because it has for

its object their pAe7i077ien«, which are another name for change.
The d jwiori types of thinking,

—the i>oi]ixaTa,
—are the con-

stants of our knowledge, as opposed to the shifting cpavrdfrfxara ;

and the constancy of the former in each mind, with their

sameness in all, arises from their being, not affections of

differing and mutable individuals, but a reflection in the

Universal Reason of the ro77T-a, or intelligible essences of real

Ijeing ". Psychologically, they are consciously in our intel-

lect
; objectively, they constitute the natures of things ; yet,

in neither relation do they share the lot of that which has

them : a geometric truth has no dependence on our conscious-

ness, but is eternal, though none should know it
;
and the

equation of the parabola holds by unchangeable necessity,

thoufjh no such curve were ever traced. Here then are ideal

realities which bring back upon us the problem of Plato's

dbr] ;
neither the concrete object to which they give the name,

nor the transient thinker that names it, can claim to be their

home : where are they then 1 must we say that they have

their being apart from both,—x^P'-""^"-'
—^^ Ai'istotle reports

was Plato's belief? If this means, not only separate from these

two finite individuals, but in absolute isolation, it is impos-

sible. For then they, i.e. the sensible truths, must be either

substances, or modifications of substance. The former they

cannot be
;
because they are true of something, which ' some-

thing
'

would so play the part of substance to them. Nor is

* Eternal and Tmmutable Morality, IV. iii. 14.
'

Aristotle, Met. Bonitz. 1069. a. 33.
' rd avTo ((tti to vovy itai to foovf^tvoy. Arisfc. de Anima, III. iv. 12

;
Eternal

and Immutable Morality, Bk. IV. i. 4, v. 2. Tliis passage of Aristotle Dugald

Stewart (Diss. p. 87. n.) 'suspects' to be 'very little known,' while he is actually

treating of Cudworth, who not only quotes it, but speaks of it as a '

frequent as-

sertion' of the author's (IV. i. 4.). ... . .
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the latter supposition ndmissilde ; for if they are niodificationa,

it must be eitluT of Matter, or of Mind : not, liowevor, of Mat-

ter, because they are inuiuitublc and universal, and tliat

nothing material can be ; therefore of Mind
;
of which, accord-

ingly, they demonstrate the existence with their own eternity

and immutable perfection \ They are, in theii* ultimate scat,

the wisdom of the Omniscient God: the archetypal ideas, of

which our intellectual intuitions are the ectypal miniatures.

Thus, Cudworth adopts the interpretation by which an escape

has been so often sought from the enigmas of the dhr], referring

them to the Divine Mind as their Subject. He seems unaware

of the difficulties of reading this interpretation into Plato's

text, and confidently applies it to him, while accepting it for

himself.

The '

Intelligible Ideas,' then, are eternal and necessary

modes of the Divine Mind
;
and from that infinite seat they

pass into the finite -svorld in two distinct, yet related, ways :

by an act of God's Will, things are called into existence of

which they become the essences : by a lending of His Sjyirit

to centres of dependent being, and communication of His

Consciousness, they become the intuitive lights of Reason

and Conscience for all free natures : and thus, they guide us,

on one line, to the true reading of the universe
;
and on the

other, to the immediate sympathy of God. Hence it is that

all men have the same fundamental ideas, to form the com-

mon srround both of intellectual communion and of moral

co-operation-. And hence, too, the intuitive notions having
the maximum of self-light, it is precisely in proportion to

the intellectual lucidity of thoughts, that they have assured

correspondence with reality ;
and whatever is clearly con-

ceived is thereby identified with truth. Certainty has no

test but intelligibility. 'It is only the real that can be

clear''.'

An illusion, however, may easily lurk in our metaphor, when

we speak of the '

Intelligible Ideas' as archetypes, from which

the Creator formed existing things as copies. We are not to

think of them as a gallery of models, with stationary pictures

^ Eternal and Immutable Morality, Bk. IV. iv. 9.
* Ibid. Bk. IV. iv. 12.

' Ibid, Bk. IV. v. 12.
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and statues, planted there to be looked at by an external

artist who tries to repeat their forms ^. It is not in this sense

that ai(r6-i]Ta are tov votjtov \xiixi]iiara. The ideal conceptions
are not passive shapes, but living movements of thought,

energies of a mind which consists of all truth, and in which
all truth is causative. It is only in a fmite nature, like ours,

—
a nature in which the intellectual relations are realised in

fragments and cannot take many steps without arrest,
—that

truth can seem to stand still and look at us as with dead

eyes, and wait for us to put it to use or adornment as an

automaton. But when it is said that the essences of things

are eternal, and that God's work gives them individualised

being, we are not to think that He 'did nothing else but, as

some sarcastically express it, sartoris in star, i-eruni essen-

tlas vest ire existentia'-.' The reader will remember how
Plato guards his doctrine against a similar misapprehen-
sion.

From the identification of ro/]iJ.aTa with rorjTa, and of both

with vovs, it directly follows that God's existence, as Infinite

and Eternal ]Mind, is no less certain than are the essential

properties of the triangle. The proposition is of the order of

necessary truth,
'

clearly and mathematically demonstrable''.'

In the application of his doctrine to Ethics we obtain very
little help from Cudworth himself. But he indicates with

sufficient distinctness the theory which it aims to exclude.

First, if the mind were at the outset a tabula rasa, good and

evil could never get written upon it from without
;

for they
have no existence in external objects, taken by themselves, so

as still to remain, though there were no souls
; nor do they

come to us, like light and sound, through the impressions of

sense. They are constituted by the accord or discord of

action and disposition (our own or others') with certain

inward anticipations (7rpoA7;\/ret?) or demands of the soul

itself; and not in its passive part, so that they are at the

mercy of whatever influence may be flung upon them by
circumstances and opinion ;

but in its living and active

essence, whose functions and principles of apprehension are

• Eternal and Immutable Morality, Bk. IV. iv. 7.
» Ibid. Bk. IV. vi. 2.

' Ibid. Bk. IV. iv.
7, 10.
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there before the things it does and apprehends.
'

Iiitclloctual

beings, as sueh. liave a natural determination in them to do

some things and to avoid others; which couhl not bo, it' they
^vcrc mere naked passive things.' This is why ho has so

insisted that '

thi' soul is not a more passive and receptive

thing, which hath no innate active principle of its own,

because upon this hypothesis there could be no such thing as

morality ^' He has already enumerated 'good and evil'

among the intuitive intellectual categories, which correspond
with the real distinctions of things. And here he says that,

in this case, the ideas convey 'more than knoidedge, and are

attended by an authoritative pleading with the will to move
in a determinate direction. In the presence of this consti-

tution of soul, good and evil are unalterably given, and

cannot be modified by either inclination in the agent or

opinion in others
;
the inward record tells the eternal Right,

and supplies a true voixos wdiich is no hoytxa ttoAccos

(State-ordinance), but a tov ovtos e^evpeai^,
—a discovery of

the real Right. Human experience could have in it no moral

element, did not the mind bring with it into the scene of

action a secret standard of preference and approval supplied

by the ideal Good. This is the Divine scintilla which moral-

ises life, and chequers it with its pathetic lights and shadows.

Such is the position which Cudworth takes up against the

revival by Hobbes of the ancient derivation of moral dis-

tinctions from positive law. Unless there was something

just and good ({)vaeL, nothing could become just and good
Secret. But the same principle holds good no less against

Descartes' doctrine, that the Will of God creates all moral

distinctions, and by arbitrary choice turns into good and bad

things that would else be indifferent, so that, by a reversed

volition of His, virtue and vice would change places. Thus

far the Divine absolutism had been carried by many theo-

logians. It was fortunate for the opponents of the paradox,

that Descartes pushed it further to its logical terminus, and

maintained that nothing was true or false except by the Will

of God, so that it was at his option to make the three angles

of a triangle equal to two right angles or to any other

* Eternal and Immutable Morality, Bk. IV. vi. 4.
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number. This unflinching adhesion to their favourite doc-

trine operated like a caricature upon the worshippers of the
'

Omnipotent decrees,' and compelled the more ingenuous

spirits to feel that, as there must certainly be some things

true in themselves, so might there as well be things right in

themselves
;
and that as Gods thought concurred with the

former, so would His will identify itself with the latter.

Cudworth eflfectually exposes the absurdities of Descartes'

doctrine : that it involves ' the compossibility of contra-

dictions,' e.g. that by Divine command a cube could be

spherical : that, by rendering everything arbitraiy, it de-

stroys all science and demonstration, and reduces the

necessary to the contingent : that it renders it impossible to

attribute knowledge, wisdom, or goodness to God Himself,

since they are His effects and not His essence, and were

nowhere until He willed what there should be. In rejection,

therefore, alike of theological and of political absolutism,

Cudworth rescues the right and good as well as the true from

all dependence upon will, Divine or human, and treats them as

eternally valid for God no less than for us, as indeed the very
ideas and energies that are the contents of His infinite Reason

and perfect character, and the sources of all His volition. God

may not unfitly be symbolised, He tells us, by an infinite

circle, with goodness for its centre, while innumerable radii

mai'k the lines of a wisdom immutable and all-comprehend-

ing, constituting together the interior and absolute essence of

His nature
;
the ' interminate

'

peripheiy of which represents

the circuit of His voluntary activity, exercised always extra

Deum, without any imperium ad intra; determining thus

the existence of things, but freely determined by wisdom and

goodness in their institution and cosmical order ^.

In the theory of Cudworth there is an exact correspondence,
in the relative order of thought and things, between the

universe and man
; they are strictly macrocosm and micro-

cosm. In the former, as Plato had already insisted. Mind
and Soul are prior to Matter, being its mastering and deter-

mining power, and supplying the preconceived essences to

which all single objects must conform. In the latter,

' Eternal and Immutable Morality, Bk. I. iii.

VOL. II. E e
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Intrlloetion. instead of followlnjj; Sense as its effect, is poten-
tiullv there to receive it and mould i( into Knowledijfo, Avhen

it conies: and Morality, far from iK-injjf a conventional ex-

pedient of social experience, is its indispensable condition,

and is possible only because there is an Infinite Mind,
in whose conuiiunicable ideas arc the prototypes of all

^Morals. It is from inattention to this order, and from

beginning their en(iuiries with their own special element

(Matter and its phenomena) as if it were absolutely first, as

well as relatively to their work, that the physiologists lapse

into Atheism. They start, as Plato complained, from corpuscles
and their motion as primordial existences that must not be

asked to give account of themselves
;
and then assume that

the soul springs up afterwards out of this, as a second thing
or shadow of the first ; and so they leave no place for God, or

for the Just and Right as having any reality, or being more

than passive impressions,
—it may be at one remove or more,

—from corporeal things ^

C. Ethical Theory.—If the doctrine of Cudworth be tried

by the only test which is just to an author's genius, its

merits relatively to the prevailing thought of its age, it is

(ntitled to a rank considerably higher than has been usually

assigned to it by historians of English philosophy. Embodied

as it is in unfinished books, and buried in massive erudition,

it has been distantly respected rather than closely studied
;

and has left upon few readers an adequate impression of the

depth of the author's penetration, the comprehensiveness of

his grasp, the subtlety of his analysis, and the happy flashes

of expression by w^iich he flings light upon real though

unsuspected relations. The vastness of his philosophic aim,

and the elevation of his moral conception were less congenial

to his countrymen, half of them schooled in Calvinistic

Divinity, and half breaking loose into unblushing worldliness,

than the limited compactness, the scientific precision, and the

systematised cynicism of Hobbes. But Cudworth's thought

* Eternal and Immutable Morality, Bk. IV. vi. 6 -14. Comp. Intell. System,

cliap. V. § V. (Vol. II. pp. 349
—

360), where he refutes the corresponding doctrine

or Hobbes.
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gives evidence of its originality and independence h}^ its

freedom fiom all the strong pressures of his time
;
and to

readers exempt from prepossession can hardly fail to appear
the expression of the larger and the nobler mind.

For the purpose of the present enquiry, a diiferent com-

parison must be instituted
;
the theory must be contemplated

in its relations to our existing psychology, whether to correct

it, or to receive coi-rection from it. In the following criti-

cisms I limit myself to a single question : whether the Moral

Sentiments can be resolved into modes of intellectual appre-

hension, and deduced from the essentials of Reason.

(1) When Cudworth insists that Sensation in itself gives
us no knowledge, and simply supplies occasion for the mind
to put forth a cognitive activity, he does but draw the dis-

tinction, now so familiar, between Sensation and Perception.
Our reference of a sensation to an object that gives it and

to a self that receives it, is a cognitive act over and above

the more sensitive state, and is put forth by a mind charged
w^ith the distinction between itself and other than itself,

—
i.e. with the postulates of cause and externality or space.

These ideas we characterise as a irriori, in order to indicate

that they are the conditions whereby the mind is ready to

deal with sensitive experience, as soon as it comes. Exactly
in the same sense Cudworth calls them TTpoXijxj/efi or anticipa-

tions ; and in defending their existence and originality he

uses, in part, the same arguments as Kant and others have

advanced against the extreme empirical psychologists. So

far, he steps upon safe ground. But, advancing further, he

gets, as it seems to me, into an insecure position. Without

any formal attempt to mark off from each other the pii-

mordial and the acquired ideas, he tacitly assumes, as a

test of the former, the absence from them of any image

presented to the ' mind's eye :

'

and, following this rule,

he includes, among his given intelligibles, conceptions of

particular virtues, eg. Justice, and of complex relations,

e.g. Symmetry and Aptitude and Art, with many others

of wdiich the genesis may readily be traced by a reason-

able psychology, and which cannot without absurdity be

supposed to precede experience. That Cudworth should be

E e 2
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nnsled l>y thr inoro absonco of a ropivsontative picture is

the more roiunrkalde, hocauso he recognises, like Spinoza,

a class of unreal universals, formed, after the manner of our

common nouns, hy extension of the same name to partial

similars and the conse(pient dying out of all unropcatcd

features;
—a process ^^•hich must end, especially with the

names, not of things but of their relations, in a total elimina-

tion of inuigery and the emerging of a bare abstract. It is a

serious defect in these writers, that they supply no definite rule

for separating this iX yiosicriori class from the '

real universals.'

The task remained over for the genius and enterprise of Kant.

(2) The mode in which Cudworth deals with his true d

\ynori categories, when he has fairly found them, is not al-

together satisfactory. He makes them the ohjects of our

knowledge : they really are its conditions. They are our

way of knowing, and not the facts of existence immediately
known. As '

intelligible ideas,' i.e. in their universality as

functions of cognition, they belong to us as subjects ; and,

when carried by us into application, what they reveal to us

in the object is the property which comes under this universal

of ours. When, in perception, I say to myself, in front of

a bright lamp,
'

the cause of my dazzle is there,' I use the

categories of causation and of space; but what I know in

that experience is the lamp's light as an instance of the one,

and its position as included in the other
;
and I direct no

attention to the heads themselves which cover these pheno-
mena. They are the containers, not the contents, of my
knowledge. It is perfectly true that, without the universal,

the particular could not be recognised for what it is
;
and

that, as in all cases of relation, both terms must mentally
coexist ; but the phenomenal instance is that explicit oc-

cupant of the foregi'ound which we call the object ;
while

the implicit backgi'ound which definitely shows it to the mind

is an unheeded presence. As such categories constitute my
way of thinking, they cannot, or they need not, remain per-

manently hidden from me. I may afterwards reflect upon
what I have been about, and read my own methods from

end to end
;
and then these '

intelligibles
'

become ohjects of

knoivledge to me: not, however, as ontological genera, but
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as psychological facts of my own inner history. On my
thus becoming acquainted with them, what do I find them

to be ? the necessary moulds of thought itself, the constitutive

essence of my intelligence, which it is impossible for me to

disbelieve, inasmuch as the disbelief itself is a mental act

which assumes them. Their ontological contents, therefore,

though not otherwise known, I accept as their significance ;

esteeming nothing more reasonable than to conform my
thinking to the law of reason. This undoubtedly amounts

to resting everything at last upon the veracity of our own

faculties, and taking on trust their ultimate reports ;
and

security higher than this it is chimerical to seek. Cudworth

is far from being content with it, and struggles hard to es-

cape from it on to some absolute and adamantine rock ^
;

but to evade it is impossible : the relativity of knowledge
can never cease to mean that, if we were cheated by either

of its terms, the knowledge would fail.

(3) Let us admit that, among the primordial axioms of the

understanding, we may find some fundamental ethical afhrma-

tion. Still, though its certainty will be thus assured, its

meaning will be hid from us, so long as it is shown to us

by intellectual light alone. That light suffices for hiouiedge:

knowledge is the apprehension of what is : morality (on its

cognitive side) is the apprehension of ichat ought to he,
—a

very different sphere, by no means involved in the con-

ception of the other. Were moral ideals resolvable into

rational, right would be a kind of t/'uth, and virtue would

be constituted by assent ; yet it is plain that, though these

are present, they are not all or even the chief features of

what is there. They miss altogether the very essence of

morals, viz. the Sense of Duty, which could never belong

to a mere thinking being, however perfect an organ he might

be for reflecting things as they are and as they must be.

It IS an inseparable concomitant of the mental apprehension

of the right, but rests upon a different base ;
for Truth, by

simply displa^-ing the logical nexus of its links of thought,

necessitates assent; while Duty, in spite of the clear vision

of the right, does not necessitate obedience ; freedom of choice

* Eternal and Immutable Morality, Bk. IV. v. 6—12.
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yet remains, when the knowkMlge of tlio riglit is ah'eady

complete; so the moral problem l>egins where the intellectual

ends. The understanding works in the sphere of the caused

and determinate: the moral nature in that of the yet uncaused

and indeterminate. The contents of the latter can never bo

brought into the categories of the former.

(4) C'udwoi-th's TTpoX/i\}/€Li arc always represented by him

as certain preconceptions which, on being cairied into ex-

perience, are found to fit now this class of its cases, and

now that; just as, when once possessed of the definition of

'

triangle,' I see that it answers, here for a right-angled, there

for an acute-angled figure of three sides. The relation, then,

between the '

intelligible idea
'

and the particulars to which

it is applied, is that of genus to species or of species to in-

dividual, and is identical with logical subsumption. Hence

it is always absolutely true, or absolutely false, that the

concrete instances are embraced by the universal
;

if they
have its defining marks, it is true

;
if they have not, it is

false ;
and it can never happen that of the same object you

can be justified in at one time affirming and at another

denying it. This law of intellectual judgment does not,

however, hold good of moral judgment. If it did, the same

spring of action, once found right, would be riglit for ever
;

or, once a culprit, would be condemned for life
;

its goodness
or its guilt would be something absolute, as the properties

of a sphere or pyramid. Unless our psychology has gone

astray, it is far otherwise. The springs of action disposing
themselves upon a scale of worth, every one of them, lying
between a lower and a higher, is right in competition with the

former, wrong when resisting the latter, and cannot be judged
without reference to its alternative. All moral obligation is

'preferential, and binds us to select the better as against the

worse of two possibilities. For this mode of thinking there is

no provision in the quantitative logic of the understanding.

(5) Hence it follows that the order assigned by Cudwoi-th

to the process of knowledge, viz. from the universal to the

particular, is not that in which we gain our moral wisdom.

Our intuitive apprehension of Space gives us the whole In-

finitude at a stroke, on occasion of the smallest instance ; and
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that of Cause is for us a universal as soon as it is a par-

ticular
;
and all that we afterwards do with these '

intel-

li^ibles
'

is to distribute them in all the details and corners

of our experience. But our intuitive feeling of right gives

us no similar inkling of its range ;
it not only arises on oc-

casion of some individual act of will, but is strictly a jnirt

of it, a consciousness that the motive we have obeyed is

better or worse than that which we might have followed ;

and there is no implicit forecast of the future extension of

the incipient scale. It is not a TTpokriyj/is, but a simple

a-vveibrjaL'i. When other springs of action come into play

as competitors for our volition, each instance of choice intro-

duces us to a new relation of superiority and adds a fresh

term to the climax of right ;
so that it is constructed for us

piecemeal, and only at last, on the exhaustion of all the

elements of our alternative experience, is it built up into

total conscience, and exhibits the sweep of moral authority

from base to summit. Here, therefore, the development of

our knowledge is not dowmvanh from the ideal essences to

the instances, taken one by one
;

but upwanls from single

eases of alternative to the full contents of Right ; inverting

Cudwoi-th's rule,
' that knowledge doth not begin in indi-

viduals, but ends in them '.'

(6) One reason more I will mention against crediting the

intellect with the parentage of the moral apprehensions. It

is evident that though human beings cannot be affected by
their several springs of action without some consciousness

of their relative worth, yet that this consciousness is not

necessarily attached to the instinctive impulses themselves
;

for in infra-human animals many of them exist and operate,

obviously unattended by any ethical self-estimate. The

question then arises, at what particular point of the interval

between other animals and man does this consciousness find

entrance? Is it his advantage in poir.t of understanding,

that makes the difference'? If the instinctive skill of the

tribes of earth and air and water were made calculative

instead of blind
;

if the bee-hive were built as an exercise

in solid geometry ;
if the migratory bird, in order to steer

^ Eternal and Immutable Morality, Bk. IV. iii. 13 (p. 461).
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his course, found IiIk latitude by tlie meridian height of sun

or stAr, and his longitude hy lunar niethoil
;

if the insect

knew what she was ahout in depositing her eggs in the

precise roe<^ptacle which would nourish the future ofispring ;

would these scientiHe creatures necessarily become ashamed

of any appetite they felt before ? would they feel a scruple

about fighiing for their food, or blame their own hot temper
in the last (piarrel ? There is nothing, so far as I can see,

in the mere presence of intelligence, to supply the defect of

moral consciousness ;
nor is there any difficulty in conceiving

a nature (piite neutral or blind on this side, while on the

other it has vast capacities for knowledge. Intellect could

live and find its full work in a necessitated order of things ;

and so long as the impulses of animated nature formed a

part of that order, they might subsist in partnership with

Intellect and suffer no intrinsic change. Not till we break

thi-ough the cordon of necessity and annex a zone oifreedom,
does the moral difference between the springs of conduct

become momentous as a ground of choice, and at the same

instant (as is fitting) perspicuous to the chooser. Here

it is that we fix the birth-point of possible morality : when
the springs of action are planted in a free mind that has to

settle their alternatives, they reveal their relative rank to

the consciousness, and only in so doing institute for the

agent the Divine law of Duty. By this limitation to a free

sphere the moral intuitions differ from the intellectual, and

refuse to be enrolled upon the same register with them.

Is it consistent with this view to speak of 'Eternal and

Immutable Morality'?' Provided you prefix the hypothesis,
' that there eternally exists free Mind, moved by several

differenced springs of action,' it is not only consistent but

consequential to do so
;

in that mind the authoritative order

neither wastes nor changes. But, in the absence of such

mind, in a mere mechanical or empty universe, eternity might
still be predicated, but morality could not

;
for its essence

lies in conditions which are here negatived. It does not

depend upon God's will ; but upon His existence, as its in-

finite home and supreme personal life, it does depend, in

any sense which leaves its essential significance unspoiled.



CHAPTER II.

CLARKE.

§ 1. Life. Personal if}/, and Writings.

In Cudworth the disposition to intellcctualiso morals

was not inconsistent with a large survival of Puritan en-

thusiasm and devout fervour. The rights of Reason were

asserted by him, not as a check upon faith too unflinching
and feeling too intense, but in resistance to the pretensions of

Sense and the dogmatism of instituted Law
;
and with the

sincere effect of bringing the human mind into closer affinity

and more conscious communion with the Divine than were

provided for in the current doctrines cither of the Schools

or of the Church. The theory, at its next stage, loses much
of its early glow, and, in the person of Dr. Samuel Clarke,

assumes some of the harder features of what is called Ration-

alism
;

the Idealism of Plato being replaced in influence by
the Physics of Ne^vton, and more of externality being admit-

ted into the relation between man and God. Religion emerges
from the Caroline period not without some sense of humilia-

tion, and a reduction of its aggressive tone to one of self-

defence
;

and is anxious, in the presence of Hobbes and

Spinoza, to throw its speculative appeal into the forms

of the logical understanding, so as to make its Philosophy

indistino^uishable from Science. And in Enfjland it was the

new science of the '

Principia,' that supplied the model, in

place of the Cartesian, to which all the methods of higher

reasoning were to be conformed. And of this idea Clarke

was the special representative : having translated into good

Latin, and annotated, the Treatise on Physics then in common
use at Cambridge,

—
by Jacques Rehault the Cartesian,

—for
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the express purpose of replacing its conceptions Ly the New-
tonian '. He was tlien but twonty-two years of ago. The

eniinent success of the book did not <livert him from his pur-

pose of theological study, and by the devotion of several

years he obtaiiu-d an honourable rank among the (Jreek and

Hebrew scholars of his time. After his ordination ho was

introduced, through the friendship of Whiston, to the favour-

able regards of Dr. John AFoor, the Bishop of his native city

of Norwich, and became in 1G98 his resident Chaplain, in suc-

cession to AVhiston, for al)Out twelve years. The era from

which his great reputation dates is the Eoyle Lecture of 1704,

which was entrusted to him, and gave occasion to his
' De-

monstration of the Being and Attributes of God, more particu-

larly in answer to Mr. Hobbes, Spinoza, and their followers,'

'being the substance of eight sermons preached in the Cathedral

Church of St. Paul.' The great impression produced by
Clarke's argument led to his reappointment to the lectureship

for the next year, and the appearance of the second series of

sermons in 1706, under the title, 'A Discourse concerning the

Unchangeable Obligations of Natural Religion and the Truth

and Certainty of the Christian Revelation.' In 1708, the two

volumes were united into one, under the title,
' A Discourse

concerning the Being and Attributes of God, the Obligations
of Natural Religion, and the Truth and Certainty of the Chris-

tian Revelation.' In the editions which appeared after 1714

there is appended a correspondence, consisting of five letters

and their replies, between an anonymous critic of the ' Demon-
stration

'

and its author
;
which is interesting in itself, and

still more so from the fact that the critic, a student of twenty-
one years of age in a Dissenting Academy, was no other than

the futm-e Bishop Butler
;
and that the fellow-student who

concealed the authorship and his locality, by posting the

letters at Gloucester instead of Tewkesbury, was Seeker,

afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury. To the generous appre-
ciation of his opponent which Clarke henceforth felt Butler

' La Physique first appeared in 1671, and, with enlargements, in a second edi-

tion, in 1682. A bad Latin translation, by Theophile Bonnet, appeared at Geneva

in 1674. Clarke's translation was published in 1697, and reached a third edition

in 1 710. This Latin edition was itself translated into English by Dr. John Clarke,

Dean of Sarum, in 2 vols. 8vo.
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owed his subsequent appointment to the pulpit of the Rolls'

Chapel, from which his celebrated philosophical sermons were

delivered.

The Boyle Lectures secured to Clarke a permanent place
in metaphysical literature, and a certain measure of imme-
diate ecclesiastical promotion. He was appointed Chaplain to

Queen Anne and Rector of St. James's,—an office which he

held till his death. He was not without opportunities of

further advancement
;

but his '

Scripture Doctrine of the

Trinity
'

having exposed him to proceedings in Convocation,

which were quieted only by a very equivocal retractation, he

became so far conscious of his false position, as an Arian in an

Athanasian Church, as to decline any removal which involved

renewed subscription to the Articles and Creeds. By the

favour of the Court he was offered the post of Master of the

Mint, vacated by the death of Sir I. Newton, to which an

income was attached of from £1,200 to £1,500 a year; but

he felt the incongruity between his pastorate and this secular

office, and remained content with his rectory. Measured by
the moral standard of his profession and his time, this self-

denial has no slight claim to respect ;
but hardly neutralises

the reproach of half-hearted compromise brought against him

by the outspoken Whiston, who had to the utmost the courage
of his opinions.

The two great principles for which Clarke had pleaded
at St. Paul's,

—Moral Freedom and Rational Reliyion,
—were

reasserted at Cambridge in his exercises on taking his Doctor's

degree in 1709; the theses being stated thus: 'AH religion

supposes the freedom of human action :

'

and,
' The Christian

Religion contains nothing contrary to Reason
;

'

and were main-

tained with such power that '

every creature present was rapt

up into silence and astonishment, and thought the perform-
ance truly admirable ^' It was inevitable, however, that a

conception of religion so little congenial with either the faith

or the scepticism of his time should provoke strenuous resist-

ance. His doctrine of the Natural Immortality of the Soul

involved him in controversy with Dodwell ;
who maintained

* Whiston's Historical Memoirs of the Life of Dr. Samuel Clarke, p. iS.

London, 1730,
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that the life eternal was conferred in hajitisni, a)ul depended
on the sacramental function of the legitimate priest ^ Clju-ke's

letter in reply meets the eccentric lligh-Churchnian on scrip-

tund and patristic as well as on philosophic ground. More

formidahle and persistent was the opposition, on the meta-

physical side, to his vindication of Free-will. The year 1715

alloweil him no rest upon this subject. Antliou}- Collins pub-
lished anonymously

' A IMiilosophical P^nijuiry concerning
Human Liberty,' than which there is no abler statement of

the Necessarian argument ;
and Leibniz entered on a corre-

spondence with Clarke, which largely turned upon the same

problem. After five papers had passed between them, Leibniz's

death broke off the discussion in the midst
;
but it was pub-

lished, by desire of the accomplished Princess of Wales, who
had throughout taken the greatest interest in it, and, accord-

ing to Dr. Clarke's own testimony, 'had understood what

answers were to be given to Leibniz's arguments, before he

drew up his reply to them, as avcII as he himself did ^.'

Appended to the volume is Clarke's reply to Collins's
' Philo-

sophical Enquiry,' with some letters on the same subject

which passed between him and an anonymous
' Gentleman of

the University of Cambridge •'.'

Of Clarke's other writings it is foreign to my purpose to

say more than that he was not alienated by his metaphysics
or his theological polemic from either his physical or his clas-

sical studies. His ' Natural Religion,' indeed, was intimately
connected with his ' Natural Philosophy,' and Newton was

hardly less his guide in the former than in the latter
; pre-

cisely as, on the Continent, the Cartesian modes of thought
influenced speculative doctrine quite as much as scientific

method. Both Greek and Latin literature retained their

attraction for him. In 1712 he edited a splendid folio edition

of Caesar's Commentaries
;
and in 1729 appeared, under his

hand, the first twelve books of Homer's Iliad, with a Latin

^ Dodwell's Epistolary Discourse, 1 706.
' Whiston's Historical Memoirs of the Life of Dr. S. Clarke, p. 132.
" The book is entitled,

' A Collection of Papers which passed between the late

learned Mr. Leibnitz and Dr. Clarke, in the years 171 5 and J 716, relating to the

Principles of Natural Philosophy and Religion.' Ey Samuel Clarke, D.D., Eector

of St. James's, Westminster. London, 1 71 7-
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translation and notes, in quarto. His death immediately
followed ;

but he had left materials wliich enabled his son

to issue the remainder of the Hiad in 1732, and the Odyssey,
1740. If these editions had appeared before the age of Bent-

ley, they might have had some prospect of more durable

reputation ;
but the rapid advance of modern scholarship has

left them far behind
;
and they now remain chiefly as witnesses

of the large and liberal culture of a mind more scientific than

critical.

§ 2. Abstract and Estimate of his Doctrine.

In the case of Clarke, as in that of Cudworth, I pass by
the earlier treatise, which deals with the question of Theism,

and fix exclusive attention upon the second, which develops
his Theory of Ethics, Nor is it needful to notice, in this

theory, any features which it has in common with Cudworth's :

it will suffice, if its additions and variations are brought out,

in order to see how far they protect the doctrine from the

difficulties previously attaching to it. At the same time,

where he selects, for the expression of a theory fundamentally
the same, forms of language characteristically different, he

must be allowed to speak for himself, lest he should be made

answerable for more than he has distinctly said.

The links of his argument, from end to end, are these : We
have necessary knowledge of the Natural attrilmtes of God :

they involve the Moral attributes : these entail the acceptance
of moral obligation and natural religion : which carry in them

the sanctions of a future state: and thence is justified the

Christian faith, which has '

brought life and immortality to

light.' And, inversely, to reject the last of these propositions

involves directly the denial of its immediate antecedent, and,

by successive regress, of all the rest. He admits, however,

that the nexus which secures the last two terms of the series

is less close than that which unites their three predecessors :

though we knew nothing of any special revelation of a future

life, the immortality of the soul would remain assured to us
;

and though the retributions of that state were hid, Duty
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NVdiiM still hold its place of indofcnsildo authority. These two

links, thert'foiv. are rather roasonahle adjuncts atlaclie<l by

strong ])robahilitios, tlian integral portions of the adamantine

chain ; but for the other three he claims that they begin with

absolute certainty, and hang together by dumonstiativc ne-

cessity, as rigorous as that which the geometrician follo\vs.

It is with this part alone that our subject is concerned. His

thesis with regard to it is to the following effect:

Tliere are eternal and necessary differences and relations

of things, constituting an original and immutable

fitness of them, or unfitness, to each other :

To these, as data, God necessarily (i.e.
in virtue of His

inherent perfection) conforms His Will
;

and this

conformity constitutes His justice, goodness and truth

towards the whole : our voluntary conformity to the

same data constitutes the corresponding virtues in us,

and is our Duty ; and this, irrespective of positive

command, and of personal reward and punishment.

Under cover of the fu-st of these propositions, Clarke puts

upon the same footing mathematical and moral relations, as

similarly apprehended in their first principles and similarly

worked out in deduction. The human differences are as

obvious as the various sizes of physical objects ;
the fitness of

actions and characters, as the proportions of numbers and

geometrical figures ;
and every perceived change in personal

relations involves modifications of behaviour, just as an

altered diagram loses or acquires some property. Thus, the

infinite superiority of God renders Jit the veneration and

obedience of men, since it is true that on Him we depend,

and that His will is just and His power irresistible
;
and for

Him it is intrinsically Jitter to rule by law and order than by
chance, to secure the good of the universe than its misery,

and to deal with men according to their deserts. Similarly,

it is Jitter for us to promote the good rather than the ruin

of our fellows, quite apart from all expected recompence.

To call in question these differences as eternal and unchange-
able is no less absurd than to doubt whether a square is

double a triangle of the same base and height. Yet this
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absurdity IIoLbes commits, when he founds all moral dis-

tinctions upon a treaty of peace among men, to rescue them
from mutual conflict and destruction. What should start such

compact, and make it binding, if mutual conflict and de-

struction were not already wrong? Is it that such a com-

pact is for the public good ? Then is the public good

eligible to begin with, and is not Indiferent. but carries an

obligation into the engagement. To show that a thing is

really indifferent is to disqualify it for becoming a subject of

law^

Understanding is the reporter of reality : else it would be

')7i.i6understanding. Such, therefore, as the eternal differences

and relations are, such does intelligence perceive them to be :

and by that perception directs the will, unless some disturb-

ing passion interposes. In the passionless Supreme Mind,
the whole activity must be in accord with eternal Right '-.

In our nature, too, it ought to be the same : for in our in-

telligence also the eternal relations stand revealed, and claim

our assent as necessarily as any demonstrated truth
;
and to

suspend or withhold it is no less perverse than to say, that

a crooked line is as short a path between two points as

a straight one. But in our mixed constitution, distorting

passion, which has no play upon the geometrical field, is apt
to intercept the message of the intellect to the will, and

delude us by inferior guidance. But, since we have reason,

and are free to follow it, we are without excuse, and are well

aware of our obligation to do voluntarily the thing which

passion contests : of which we have clear witness in our own
inward assent to what we outwardly contradict, and our self-

condemnation when we choose the wrong. The unreasonable-

ness is just the same as if we refused assent to some demon-

strated certaint}' ;
it is a vain attempt to make things be

what they are not
;
which is

'

absurdity and insolence.' ' So

far then,' he says,
' as men are conscious of what is right and

wrong, so far they are under an obligation to act accordingly :'

and 'that eternal rule of right which I have been hitherto

describing, 'tis evident, ought as indispensably to govern
men's actions, as it cannot but necessarily determine their

*
Unchangeable Obligations, pp. 172

—
1S3.

^
Ibid. p. 184.
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assont^' This iiiipcntant passage contlonscs Clarke's doctrine

into its simplest form: that the moral consciousness, when

awakened, is intuitive and sdf-i'i'i<h'ncin<j ; and carries in it

an inherent impertttive aiitlioriti/.

That there should be latent in the mind, prior to experience,

a potential consciousness of essential objective relations, may
excite our wonder, but was long ago illustrated as a fact by
Plato's memorable method of eliciting geometrical truth from

an untaught slave, by simply interrogating his native intelli-

gence. P>(pially ready for the questioning appeal of ex-

perience is the response of reason in regard to matters of right

and wrong ; and e(pially accordant, how^over many witnesses

you call ;
for though men wull resent your censure of their

acts, and from passion may even blind themselves, their

judgments become concurrent when passed upon others who
are removed from their partialities, like the personages in

history or fiction. Not even the wicked, who have done

most to paralyse the conscience, can escape moral conviction ;

which sometimes wrings from them confession of crimes long

forgotten by the world. If it be true that tribes of savages
are found destitute as yet of moral ideas, this is no more

surprising than that they should be destitute of geometrical
ideas

; they are but rudimentary human beings, in whom the

rational consciousness still sleeps'-.

From this theory of eternal moral distinctions Clarke pro-

ceeds to deduce in order ^ the duties of men to God, to one

another, and to themselves : to show that though these duties

do not depend for their existence upon the command of God,

they gain an infinite sympathy and a sublime hold upon the

affections by their identity with His w^ill
;
and that, while it

is not any future that makes them binding, yet is their

impression deeper and their story more complete, when their

sequel of immortal issues is laid open. Neither into these

applications of his doctrine, nor into his deduction from it of

the truths of natural religion*, is it necessary to follow our

author. Nor shall I dwell upon his very effective criticism of

*

UncliangeaLle Obligations, fp. :84
—

190.
° Ibid. pp. 190

—
196.

Ibid. pp. 197
—

223.
* Ibid. pp. 239

—
272.

3
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Hobbes^ All these topics are treated with great fii-mness of

hand, and calm breadth of thought, and in a spirit of fairness

far beyond the prevailing controversial temper of his time. I

must turn, however, from his conclusions to his principles, in

order to find, if possible, his place among the varieties of

moral psychology.
The essential question is, whether Clarke succeeds, any

better than Cudworth, in reducing Moral perceptions to In-

tellectual Assent. It is impossible to discuss such a question
with advantage, unless we are agreed at the outset upon the

characteristic contents, and therefore the intended boundary,
of the term 'Intellect' or 'Reason;' and this condition is

unfortunately not secured by any definition: it is therefore

very possible that, where the author fails to convince his reader,

it may simply be that the one gives a larger, the other a

narrower range to this central conception. In one sense,

every experience of our nature might be pronounced in-

tellectual
;
inasmuch as it is accompanied by self-conscious-

ness and implicit or explicit judgments which are competent
to intelligence alone

; passion and emotion themselves are, in

us, not without thought, and may be always treated as

thought in a glow. The personal activity is indeed an

undivided living unity, issuing from an abiding centre in

varying directions, and not a federation of faculties occa-

sionally meeting, but for the most part busy with separate

enterprises on their own account. Nothing is more decep-
tive than psychological classification, when the categories
it sets up are treated as component factors of a manifold

structure, instead of heads of similarity among the expressions
of one nature

;
and when the claim of a phenomenon to be

referred to one rather than to another is turned into a quarrel
between entities, instead of being tested by the exigencies of

arrangement. To guard in the present case against illusion

from this cause, let us say that by Reason we mean that

action of the mind whereby we discriminate between true and

false predication, and apprehend some things in the kinds,

groups, and sequence to which they really belong. I say
' somie

'

things, because, wherever this is done at all, the act is

^

Unchangeable Obligations, pp. 224
—

238.

VOL. II. P f
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rational, and (ho function vindicates tlio presence of reason,

thouj^h there shoidd lie otlier tilings as yet unapprehended in

these n'spects, and otlier r(dations than tliese, for tlie appre-
hension of which a diflerent type of activity is reiiuircd. No

phenonieiui can be ]>roporly chiinied for the Kenson, which

camiot he ItrouMit nnik'r its essence or definition, i.e. under

the miniinuni required to make it wliat it is
;

to ask foi-

more is to confess the need of borrowing from anothei- field.

T>y this rule Clarke fails, as it seems to me, to make good his

rationalisation of Morals. The following remarks will explain
the grounds of this judgment.

(1) He plants Morals at the outset among ^Eternal rela-

tions' Eternal relations can be predicated only of eternal

things: and in the use of this phrase he was doubtless de-

termined by the thought of mathematical relations, from

which all bis illustrations are drawn, and which he treats

throufjhout as homogeneous in necessity with the oblijja-

tions of rectitude. The mathematical relations are what they
are in virtue of their* dependence on ^iiace and Time, wdiich

are eternal, and which carry these attributes into all their

dimensions and properties ;
and even in the absence of a

cosmos they would be there, as a condition of its possibility ;

as Plato thought when he said that, as Creator, God geome-
trises. But, in order to save this class of necessary relations,

there is not even need of God to think the eternal truths
;
the

geometry would be there, whether there was geometer or not.

With moral relations it is otherwise : in the infinite void, in

the infinite duration, they are not to be found. They ai-e con-

ditional on the existence of souls : aye, and of souls in which

not all is necessary, like the properties of figure and of num-

ber, but a range is left of Free-will, i.e. of choice, and, to this

end, an alternative provided of a better and a w^orse in the

consciousness. It cannot be admitted that this condition is

'eternal and necessary' in the sense in which Space and Time

are
;
for though in our thought the latter can be emptied of

contents, mind and all, they themselves insist on staying with

you as two infinitudes, the naked possibilities of all else.

Clarke endeavours to invalidate this objection and to dis-

charge the two necessities,
—of Space and Time on the one
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hand and of Miad on the other,—from his battery, as chain-

shot inseparably linked, by making out that Space and Time,
not being Substances, must be Attributes of an Infinite self-

existing Being, i.e. God
;

so that these quantities, though in

the first instance presentable to the imagination per se, imme-

diately conduct the rational fticulty to the necessity of the

Divine nature as their ground. The untenableness of this

doctrine Leibniz's correspondence has so conclusively shown
that it would be idle to revive the discussion. It is sufticient

for oui- purpose to say, that a Being known only as a neces-

sary Substratum for space and time, would not on that

account be a 3Iind or Soul, and would leave us no less desti-

tute than before of the Free-ivill in 'presence of a better and a
ivorse ; which Moral distinctions postulate. It is impossible,

therefore, to put Mathematics and Ethics upon the same

footing. The former want only the empty conditions of exis-

tence
;
the latter require existences themselves

;
and whatever

intuitive character they have is given in the contemplation
of phenomena by an elective mind : both of which must

accordingly be there before the intuition can be realised.

(2) Let us now waive this objection, and concede to Clarke

his h\q)othesis of the existence of Mind coextensive with

Space and Time. Still, the argumentative use which he

makes of it gives no satisfactory account of Moral obligation.
Its essence lies, with him, in its cognitive function : it is as

intelligence or reason that he contemplates and applies it, and
claims its competency to interpret and institute the laws of

right ; as if it were impossible for Intellect to live where tlieii-

light was not. But, as I have already remarked in treating
of Cudworth, there is no difficulty in finding plenty of exercise

for the L^nderstanding in a world unmoral: the whole body
of the Natural Sciences being actually its achievement in just
such a field,

—a field claimed by too many of its cultivators as

the total compass of the Universe. The intellectual relations

do not give us what we want in our ethical enquiries ; vainly
does Clarke try to borrow from them terms which will ade-

quately speak to the conscience. '

Fitness,' for example, and
'

Congruity' are ideas which in themselves are by no means

equivalent to moral conceptions. They are too wide in their

F f 2
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extension: they aro too narrow in their comprehension. The

first enters, wherever there is a relation of nicnns to end
;
the

piston is litted to sli(U> before the steam and to move the

crank : the second enters, where there is a relation of parts to

a common result; there is congruity in the limbs of a walking
animal, where the legs are equal or conform to an assignable

ratio: and so in innumerable instances which would be pre-

sent in a purely mechanical world. And when these concep-

tions are predicated of Morality, it is not they that constitute

it moral; there is as much 'fitness' in the stroke of a dagger
over an intended victim, as in the interposing blow that turns

it aside : only the one is fitness to kill, the other, to save.

There is also as much 'congruity ;' only, in the one case, to

the character of the ruffian, in the other, to that of the de-

liverer. The words presuppose an end or standard of com-

parison by which you estimate the property they assert
;
nor

can they ever gain an ethical significance till yo\x are already
in possession of your idea of rigid character. It is not fitness

that makes an act moral: but it is its morality that makes it

fit. From some other source, then, we must be preoccupied by
a conviction of right and wrong, before we can take up what

is here erroneously described as its natural and sufficient

language.

Even if the understanding were competent to the revelation

assigned to it, it would not be in vii-tue of the same theoreti-

cal function whereby it apprehends the ' eternal relations
'

of

thought. 'Fitness' and 'Congruity' are terms, not of Science,

but of Art ; and it is not till truths are turned into rules, and

receive concrete application for the attainment of a given end,

that they become invested with these relative qualities. Of
demonstrated truths, and of the reasonings which lead to them,
we speak as forming a ' coherent

'

or ' consistent
'

or
'

inse-

parable
'

system ;
but not, surely, as '

fit
'

or '

congruous :

'

in-

telligence has got to its practical work, before its products
earn these epithets of praise. This is important, not only as

another failure in the analogy alleged between Geometry and

Morals, but because, if morals, to gain their '

fitness,' have to

wait for practical work, they do not find it in the speculative

Reason, which only thinks and proves and does not work:
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they win it first on the path of inductive conversion of thought
into action. The indeterminate state of the psychological

boundary between Logic and Ethics is answerable for more
than one unsettled dispute left by the 'Rational' School of

Morahsts to their successors.

(3) Good and Evil, in will and character, cannot be reduced

to the True and False; because the latter are unsusceptible
of degrees, which attach to the very essence of the former.

Every definite affirmation demands an unqualified Yea or

Nay : there is no tertiuni quid of which it admits. If ever

we say,
' There is some truth in that,' it is only because the

affirmation is as yet indefinite, either from the quantity of

the subject being unspecified, or from the predicate being

ambiguous ;
the proposition in both cases being an agglutina-

tion of two, one true and the other false. But every moral

judgment is between a better and a ivorse ; and the relatively

worse at the moment is not necessarily and for ever the abso-

lutely bad
;

nor is the relativelj'' better the eternally best :

each of these, shifted into another position of comparison, may
appear at the other end of the relation. Hence there are

shades of excellence in character, emerging at the upper limit

into Divine Perfection ; and this, not because for dilferent

persons there are different frequencies of absolute sins

mingled with absolutely virtuous acts, so that the statistical

averages come out unequal, but because the whole levels of

the voluntary life are separated by intervals and exhibit a

series of altitudes. The certainty and the interior nature

of this fact become at once apparent on referring to the scale

of worth that runs through our springs of action. But truth

has no comparative or superlative : it can never be less than

true, and never more : its existence is its perfection. It is

only we that, by missing it here and apprehending it there,

hold it but in part, and need indefinite increments to be at

one with it all.

(4) A similar difference is found when, instead of looking at

truth and moral good in their own essence, we follow them

into the human mind, and compare their reception there. To

Truth we accord assent : to Right, we accord approval : and

approval, I venture to aflirm, can neither be identified with
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assent, nor iloilucctl from it. And when, in onler to scrutinise

their rehition, we lay them side by side and look at their con-

tents, we see at once that the features present in approval and

absent from assent are pn^cisely the whole of the moral

chnrncteristics, whence the judgment derives its ethical <|uality.

In my assent to the proposition that any two radii vcctores of

an ellipse, meeting at their peripheral extremities, are together

e({ual to the transverse axis, and my dissent from the assertion

that they are always equal to one another, I have none of

the self-contentment and of the compunction respectively

involved in my right and wrong volitions
;
I assign no merit

to the truth, no demerit to the error, or to the mind that is

subject to them ; were my belief rewarded, I should be ashamed

of the absurdity : were my misbelief punished, I should resent

the injustice. But these experiences, which fail to attend the

Yes and Xo of Reason, are the sum of the moral sentiments

which attend the Yes and Xo of Conscience. There is nothing,

therefore, in common except the naked fact of acceptance or

rejection ;
the thing accepted or rejected, it is plain, is wholly

different.

These criticisms need not hide from us the noble source of

Clarke's scheme of thought, namely, an anxiety to exhibit

Duty as no more arbitrary than Truth, and to establish Right-
eousness as coeternal and coextensive with Mind. His work

upon this thesis was weakened by the attempt to merge the

moral relations in the intellectual, instead of allowing the

category of right and wTong to be distinct from that of true

and false. But, in spite of this, by lines of thought indepen-
dent of it, he contributed powerful aids to the realisation of

his main end, and effectively continued Cudworth's reasoned

protest against the cj-nical theory of Hobbes, with its enthrone-

ment over the world of a multitudinous Leviathan.



CHAPTER m.

PRICE.

Did we select always, as chief representative of a Philoso-

phical School, the author of its completest expository work,
we should perhaps take as our text-book, for the study of the
' Dianoetic

'

Ethics, Dr. Richard Price's
' Review of the Prin-

cipal Questions and Difficulties in Morals,' published in 1758.

Some of its distinctive features would commend it to our pre-
ference. It is not a fragment, like Cudworth's treatise : it is

not a subsidiary chapter of Natural Theology, like Clarke's :

it presents an integral ethical theory, standing on its own

independent territory, and carefully guarded from threatening
border warfare all round : it pretty decisively quits the meta-

physical method which, in its predecessors, is always pressing
to the front : and though it rests in the same ontological con-

clusions, it traces a way to them with less departure from the

purely psychological path. But, on the other hand, Price can-

not, after such predecessors, materially strengthen the founda-

tions of the theory ;
and when we proceed to test them, we

find ourselves measuring a familiar corner stone, only begin-

ning from a diflerent angle. His chief originality and fresh-

ness are brought out by the fact that he is writing for a new

generation, and that, meanwhile, ethical doctrine has broken

bounds and is exploring the possibilities of more exact de-

limitation. The wi'itings of Shaftesbury and of Hutcheson

had touched some springs of disinterested feeling, and wakened

some conceptions of beauty in character, of which the Schools

had taken little or no account ;
and had thus presented the

moral phenomena under an aspect to which terms borrowed

from cognitive processes did not seem exactly to apply. To
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moot tho noods of a moro dolicato psychology, words wore

takoii from tlie vocabulary (»f art and of (Muotion
;
and from

the Pr<)f(\ssor's chair, Jis well as from inon of letters, it was
not uncommon to hear of Moral Taste, and SoixlhilKij, and

Sf/mpafliy. The first tentativos of language in the survey and
enclosure of a new field are rarely precise ; being necessarily
the outstretching of terms of more limited application, they
seem to carry with them something which they mean to leave

behind, and arc easily found objectionable till they have had
time to mark and drop what is irrelevant. By just such a

crisis the ethical feeling of Price was made uneasy. He did

not like the rising talk about a Moral Sense. He was ac-

customed to the long-standing division of human nature,

founded on what it had in common with the brutes and what
was added on as the speciality of man, into Senses and Rea-
son

;
and was offended by the proposal to hand over the self-

conscious capacity for Duty from the rational to the sensitive

province of the soul. Like his two predecessors, therefore, he

reclaims for the intellectual faculty what is being snatched

from it
; only, his polemic is no longer directed, like theirs,

mainly against Hobbes, but against the new assailants from
the opposite side, who are for consigning the moral nature

to aesthetic or benevolent rule.

To enter into the merits of this controversy would be to

anticipate the notice of Shaftesbury and Hutcheson. And it

is the less needful to do so, because, in conducting it, Price

advances no positive doctrine and no body of argument
which is not already found in Cudworth or Clarke

; only,
it is employed to displace a different form of sensitive

experience : i.e. not what is given through the external

senses and their vestiges, but the imvard feeling of love

or aversion awakened by voluntary actions witnessed or

performed. The case against this more refined type of

sensibility is still the same: a state of sentiency, be its

seat or be its cause what it may,
—an emotion, a relish, a

disgust,
—is something of which I am recipient in virtue of

a passive susceptibility ;
it knows nothing, it does nothing ;

it is simply felt : but a moral apprehension is a judgment
of Rigid, and cannot come out of mere administered material

;
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it looks at two things together ;
it compares them

;
it reads

their predicates ;
it seizes their relations

;
and pronounces a

preference : all this is energy, and belongs to the work which

the mind performs upon what is delivered to it in its exposure
to experience ;

and this active dealing with passive data, so

as to think them, distinguish them, and know them, is pre-

cisely what is meant by Reason or Understanding. In this

power, therefore, we have a separate source of ideas, both in

its own primary forms of activity, and in the results of com-

parison among the materials of its work : the former, simple
and intuitive

;
the latter, sifted out and derivative

;
and

among the simple ideas, applied as categories to the deter-

mination of voluntary actions, is that of right or wrong.
Now 'the proper objects of the understanding are truth, facts,

real existence:' so that in these intuitive ideas we read the

very nature of things, and are as sure of it as that space
cannot grow and that two times cannot coexist.

Such, in brief, is the construction of Price's argument.
' What I have had chiefly in view,' he says,

' has been, to

trace up virtue to trutli and the nature of things, and these

to the Deity
^

;

'

and again,
'

I cannot help considering it

as some reproach to human reason, that, by the late contro-

versy and the doubt of some of the wisest men, it should be

rendered necessary to use many arguments to show, that

rigid and turong, or moral good and evil, signify somewhat

really true of actions, and not merely sensations '^.'

It is more easy to share Price's confidence in his conclusion

than to accept it on the security of his reasoning. The first

step indeed we must take with him, and agree that the con-

viction of Duty cannot be referred to the passive suscepti-

bility of our nature
;
and if the word ' Sense

'

is to bear only
this meaning, it can never, by help of any epithet, name the

essence of that conviction. But the next step I find it impos-
sible to take

;
I cannot say that this exclusion from the cate-

gory of Sense drives the moral insight into that of the Under-

standing ; for, although doubtless all understanding involves

activity, it cannot be admitted that all activity is expended
in understanding ;

the wakened mind may as conceivably
1 Keview of Morals, Introduction, p, 7.

' Review of Morals, Preface, p. v.
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seize intuitive rules for the -will, an intuitive irutJin for the

intellect ; and if the moral consciousness presents itself to us

in the light, not so much of a theoretical disclosure as of a

pnu'ticul imperative, if it says to us, not ' So it is,' but ' So it

ovijlit to be,' there will be good groun<l for distributing the

activity of Mind into two kinds, one of which sluUl keep the

intellectual name, while the other shall appropriate the moral.

In determining the essence of morality we are not shut up to

the alternative,—Sense or Understanding ;
when the first

term fails us, we have still a choice
;
the mind's power is not

limited to intelligence, but enables us, as one function, to see

the true, as another, to create the right. It is impossible to

resolve these two functions into one, under cover of a single

terra significant only of cognitive and thinking processes.

Price must have been on the very verge of perceiving this,

though not till it was too late to affect the statement of his

doctrine. For towards the end of his treatise he finds it

necessary at last to draw a distinction between '

Speculative
Reason' and ^ Moral Reason \' which exactly coincides with

Kant's antithesis of ' Theoretical and Practical' knowledge-,
and is in both instances set up on purpose to save Ethics from

being identified with intellectual apprehension. It is no

wonder that the contrast forced itself upon him between

movements of mind so different
;

the one, springing into a

ready-made scene and reading the relations of its interior

contents
;
the other, glancing forward at impending possi-

bilities and discerning the liijhts and shades of their relative

woi-th
;
the one, a vision of facts

;
the other, a choice of ends

;

the one, exercised with impersonal tranquillity, swept only
with a gleam of satisfied curiosity ;

the other, with eager

impulse or resolute strife, plunging into bitter remorse, or

rising to a Divine repose. The marvel is that, after once

realising this difference, Price should still have held on to
' Reason

'

as a comprehending genus of both as species ; for

between the theoretic apprehension of truth and the moral
* Review of Morals, p. 393.
" Ich begniige tnich hier, die theoretische Erkenntniss durch eine solche zu

erklaren, wodurch ich erkenne, was da ist, die praktische aber, dadurcli ich mir

vorstelle, was da sein soil. Kritik der reinen Vernunft
; Elementarlehre, 2*°

Abtheilung, II. iii. 7. Rosenkranz, Band II. p. 492.
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appeal of right, I know not what common attribute he could

name, beyond the fact of their being, both of them, functions

of the same active Ego. His motive indeed is plain enough ;

he is prepossessed with the idea that the security for the

eternal obligation of right is, to stretch over it the conception
of the true, and thus protect it by identification with to 6v.

But the right can take care of itself, and needs no such guar-

dianship. Tlie relations of exidence in the objective sphere,

i.e. the relations which subsist between things inter se utc-

spective of any minds cognisant of them (and this is what we
mean by

'

reality '),
are not the only possible eternals. The

relations of possibility in conscious agents, i.e. relations be-

tween alternatives of objective action and the approval of the

subject's mind, may equally be eternal ;
so that if ever, and

whenever, the alternative offers itself to a free spirit, the

inward answer will be the same. This is the immutability,
not of TO 6v, but of TO hlov,

—a system of enduring relations

among contingent things. The reading of reality, and the

ranking of possibility, may both start from intuitive acts,

and be secured in uniformity by permanence in the relations

concerned. But they are essentially different operations,

irreducible to any steadfast meaning of the word '

truth.'

We may assent, then, to the negative half of Prices doc-

trine, that our consciousness of Right is no phenomenon of a

passive sense
; yet dissent from the positive inference, that it

is inseparably involved in the act of intelligence ;
and in doing

so, we claim no more than he himself unwittingly concedes,

when he separates the moral from the theoretical judgment.
In his anxiety to keep

' Sense
'

at a distance, and reserve the

central place for '

Reason,' he habitually speaks of the ethical

emotions as effects and appendages of the judgment of right,

just as an intellectual satisfaction may follow the discovery of

a geometrical equality. But surely the cases are not parallel ;

the feeling of obligation, the enthusiasm of approval, are

absolutely integral to the moral judgment, and not conse-

cutive upon it
; they constitute its very form, so that we cannot

even conceive of its holding any contents without them
;
take

them away, and the intellectual matter of the judgment will

go with them. This feature, no doubt, it is which has tempted
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llutclieson and otliors to experiment, in their Ethics, with the

vocabuhiry of sensihility in preference to that of ration-

ality ; and Price, in hi.s ahirni at the nncertainty of Sensation

and Emotion, fails to recognise what is correct in their critical

perception.
On one point more in Trice's treatise it is iiieuniLcut on

me to say a few words. He directly calls in (juestion the

fundamental principle on which the foregoing book on Idio-

psychological Ethics is based, viz. that among the springs of

action there is a graduated scale of worth, conformity to which

constitutes rightness of character
;
and maintains, in opposi-

tion to this, the monarchy of Reason over the whole lot, as its

subjects.
'

It may be asked,' he saj's,
' whether a due order and

balance of the several inferior powers of our nature, among
themselves, ought not to be taken into our idea of a good
character, as well as their common subordination to the faculty
of reason ?

'

Observe his reply :

' This subordination of the

lower powers infers and implies likewise their due state,

measure, and proportion in respect of one another. Though
some of them should be stronger than of right they ought to

be in comparison with others
; yet, if Reason governs, the

irregularity and disorder which would otherwise follow will

be prevented, and the right balance will by degi'ees be re-

stored
;

the defect on one side will be supplied by a higher

principle, and the excess on the other will, by the same prin-

ciple, be restrained
;

so that no harm shall ensue to the cha-

racter, and nothing criminal discover itself in the life and tem-

per ^.' With this answer I can hardly fail to be content, for,

when I ask,
' Had we not better marshal the springs of action

according to their rank ?
'

it only says,
' No occasion

;
Reason

wall see to that !

'

It seems, then, it is a task competent to

Reason
;
and there really is a rational order of subordination

in which they should be arranged. If so, it is difficult to see

why the office of Master of the Ceremonies should not be

assumed by the psychologist's Reason in the ante-room, instead

of leaving the procession, at the mercy of each separate reason,

to scramble into a risky order of precedence at the last step of

presentation to action. The constant recmTence, in Price's

^ Review of Morals, pp. 396, 397.
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treatise, of the dual division into an absolute good and bad,

right and wrong, not without occasional, nay deliberate, yet

um-econciled admission of degrees of virtue and of guilt,

makes us feel the need of precisely the rule of order and

proportion which is relegated to the care of ' Reason.' When
once the preferential principle of moral judgment has been

worked out, and its hierarchy approximately constructed, what

fulness of definite meaning it adds, for instance, to the follow-

ing noble passage :

' Reason
'

'

is essential to direct, as far as

its dominion extends, the passions to their proper objects ;
to

confine them to their proper functions and places ;
to hinder

them from disturbing our own peace or that of the world
; and,

in short, to correct whatever is amiss in the inward man, or

inconsistent with its sound and healthy state. It is scarcely

possible to avoid reflecting here, on the flourishing and happy
state of the person whose temper and life are formed and

governed by Reason in the manner I have now described.

What tranquillity and bliss must that mind possess, whose

oppressors and tyrants lie vanquished and expiring ; which

has regained its health and liberty ;
is independent of the

world, and conscious of the peculiar care of the Almight}^ ;

where no seditious desire shows itself, and the inferior powers
are all harmonious and obedient ;

where every tumult is laid,

and hope and love, candour, sincerity, fortitude, temperance,

benignit}^ piety, and the whole train of heavenly virtues and

graces, shed their influence, and have taken up their residence!

What heauty, or what glory like that of such a mind 1 How
well has it been compared to a well-regulated and happy
State, victorious over every enemy ;

secure from every inva-

sion and insult
;
the seat of liberty, righteousness, and peace ;

where every member keeps his proper station, and faithfully

performs his proper duty ;
where faction and discord never

appear ; order, tranquillity, and harmony and love prevail,

and all unite in cheerful submission to one wise and good

legislature ! Is there anything that deserves our ambition,

besides acquiring such a mind ? in what else can the true

blessedness and perfection of man consist ? with what con-

tempt, as well as pity, must we think of those who prefer

shadoivs and tinsel to this Jirst and highest good; who take
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jjront care of the onlor of thcii- drtss, tlioir himscn or hinds,

while tliey suflcv tlieir winds to lie wnste ; ami anxiously

study and pursue cj-frrn'd elegance, but study not to make
thenisehrs nniinMe. to cultivate invdvd order, or to acquire a

regular ;uid liapity state of th(» heart and atU'ctions^ !

'

This is a fair vision, of which I'lato himself mi<iht have

heen the Seer. It leaves us with only one misgiving : whether

its realisation is committed to an adequate power. Can

Keason, which completes its function in seeing things as

they are. transform them into what they had better be?

Can its stately and placid neutrality command tliat wild

inward world, and, like Neptune's head emerging from the

deep, silence the winds and allay the waves by the look of

an eye ? As well might you commission an academy of

sciences to quell a rebellion. Truth has no executive
;
and

to achieve any readjustment of the affections, to expel a

traitor, to free a captive, to chain a tyrant there, appeal
must be made to a faculty that can cause something, instead

of merely understanding everything,
—i.e. to conscience-

guided will, wdth all the gi-adations and harmonies of reve-

rence. Until the solemn feelings of ordered approval and

reprobation, which are said to be the appendix of intellect,

invert their place and take the initiative, the conflict of the

elements within will not subside. No better practical evi-

dence of this can be desired than our author's own words

afford : his praise is of Reason
;
but his pleading is addressed

to the Moral Consciousness in all its variety and in its fullest

glow ;
to the confessed humiliation of slavery to low desires,

to the free joy of vanquished temptation ; to the '

beauty,'
the '

glory,' the harmony, of an obedient soul, and its repose
in communion with God. With the instinctive tact of a

pure and fine nature, he here passes at once away from the

logical resources of the mind to the true dynamics of cha-

racter ;
and exemplifies the very distinction which in form his

theory denies.

Perhaps the defect of the Dianoetic School of Ethics is due

to the unanalysed condition in which they left the con-

ception of voluntary action, i.e. of the object of ethical judg-
' Review of Morals, pp. 400

—
402.
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ment. They contemplate it, for all the purposes of their

theory, as an integral fact, in which, as a single thing, a cer-

tain quality, of right or wi'ong, is perceived. As there is not

always agreement in assigning these epithets, and the appli-

cations of them admit of being justified by argument, their

allotment was naturally attributed to reason. So long as the

quality of rightness was left somewhat indeterminate, this ac-

count might pass without serious challenge. But as soon as

rightness w^as insisted on as an absolutely simple quality, in-

tuitively apprehended by Reason, it became impossible to un-

derstand how its presence in a given act could be affirmed by
one person and denied by another

;
and how, without any com-

plex contents admitting of comparison, it could ever be reasoned

about between two opponents. The rational faculty had got
the credit of it on precisely the ground that was now taken

from it, viz. that it could be the subject of argument among
persons seeking the truth about it, but not yet agreed : this

was exactly the process of which the intuit ire reason did not

admit. The difficulty which thus arises, of reconcilinsc dis-

crepancies of ethical judgment with intuitive certainty,

no writer of the school has been able to overcome. It can

never vanish till you fix separate attention upon the springs
of action in the mind, and the operation of action when put
forth

;
of the former the (relative) quality is known by

intuition ; of the latter by calculation. The total character

of the action is composed of both, its rectitude depending

upon the ffi'st, its wisdom upon the second
;
in the one aspect

it is amenable to conscience
;
in the other, to reason

;
neither

of which can perform the function of the other.
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ESTHETIC ETHICS.

Conduct, as an object of contemplation, touches so many
varieties of feeling that it is no wonder if each in turn has

claimed to be its principal function and to lie closest to its

essence. It may commend itself as happy for the agent ;
as

rationally adapted to its scene of things ;
as useful for the

world
;
as beautiful or majestic ;

and our sentiment towards

it may be supposed to come from interest, from reason, from

good will, or from good taste. Wc have seen how from the

first of these the School of Hobbes evolves the moral

chai-acteristics, and that of Cudworth from the second
;
and

it might be expected that each of the other two would simi-

larly find its separate champion, one identifying right with

benevolent affection, and the other with the xapt'fJ^ and Kakov,—with what is charming and lovely in temper and action.

It so happens that both these principles have committed their

cause to the same advocates, who plead, with apparent
unconsciousness of change, now in terms of the one, and then

in those of the other, and seem to blend them in thought,
much as the Greeks melted the Ka\dv KayaObv into one con-

ception and almost into one word. Hence it is difficult to

designate with precision the writers who remain for review,

Shaftesbury and Hutcheson. Whether the term which they

emphasise is the Moral Sense, or Disinterested Affection, they
seek their key to the judgments of conscience in some form of

inward emotion, and not in the mind's submission to the

truth of external things ;
so that the Eight is not, as with

the previous School, felt because it is known, but known be-

cause it is somehow felt. To this new turn of thought we

certainly owe a vast accession of fine psychological observa-

tion, and subtle analyses of human manners and character.

The change from Hobbes to Hutcheson is little less than from

Rabelais to George Eliot.



CHAPTER I.

SHAFTESBURY.

§ 1. Life, Personality, and Writings.

The initiative in this new movement of ethical doctrine

was taken, not by any professed philosopher, but by a man
of letters, who purposely avoided the formal divisions and

pedantic manner of the Schools, and sought an audience from

the wider public to whom the play of fancy and the ease

of style are not indifferent. Anthony Ashley Cooper, born

February 26, 1G71, at Exeter House, London, was grandson
of the first Earl of Shaftesbury, to whom England owes its

Habeas Corpus Act, and who atoned for his share in the

restoration of Charles H. by his part in excluding James II.

The boy, for reasons of family convenience, was thrown upon
his grandfather's care, and educated at his house in Dorset-

shire under the directions of John Locke
;
as we learn from

an autobiographical letter (February, 1705) to Leclerc, found

thirty or forty years ago in the Remonstrant Library at

Amsterdam ^. His acquisition of Latin and Greek was

made, as tradition reports, under the tuition of a learned

lady. Miss Birch, who, being a fluent speaker in both

languages, taught him in great measure through the ear,

and with such success that, at eleven ycsus, of age, he easily

read authors in either tongue. An equal proficiency in

French and Italian, which he spoke perfectly, he owed to a

miserable episode in his life at Winchester School. Sent

thither at twelve years of age, he was so persecuted by his

Jacobite school-fellows, out of loyal hatred of his graud-
^ Published in Notes and Queries, Vol. III. p. 97, seqq.

VOL. II. G g
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father's namo (who ha<] just dicil in exile in Holland), that it

became necessary to remove him ; ami he was sent with a

tutor to travel on the Continent, where he devoted some years

to the study of art in the Italian cities, and formed his literary

taste upon foreign models. On his return in 1G89, the

political relations, reversed b}''
the Revolution, favoured his

entrance upon public life and the service of William
;

but

thouijh he had stronfj convictions in favour of the new con-

stitutional order, he declined a seat in Parliament till 1G94;

and, finding his health giving way under the long sittings of

the House, did not seek re-election after the dissolution.

A characteristic anecdote is related of an early attempt
to address the House. A bill was brought in to allow counsel

to persons on trial for high treason. Feeling a lively interest

in it, he prepared himself to speak in its support ;
but had

scarcely begun, ere he let slip the thread of thought, and was

unable to proceed ;
and after a fruitless pause, voices all

round him called on him to sit dowm. He obeyed them, but

in doing so said,
' If I, who have only to give my opinion on

this bill, am disabled by confusion from the feeblest utter-

ance of what I would say, what must be the position of the

man who, with none to aid him, has to plead for his life ?
'

This

happy turn at once covered his personal retreat, and, for his

object, was probably not less persuasive than the lost speech.

Restored to the freedom of private life, he went in 1 698 to

Holland, attracted apparently by the liberal theology of

Leclerc, and even the sceptical tendencies of Eayle ; preserv-

ing his incognito, in order to cultivate an unembarrassed

friendship. His father's death, however, within a year,

devolving the earldom on him, revealed his secret ;
with so

seasonable an increase of influence that he w^as able, before

his return home, to prevent the banishment of Bayle from the

United Provinces. On his return to London he was annoyed
to find published, without his knowledge, an essay, written

when he was twenty years of age, and permitted to circulate

among a few private friends, under the title
'

Enquiry con-

cerning Virtue and Merit.' In a fit of indiscreet zeal, Toland,

who admired the essay and the man, had taken this un-

warrantable liberty ;
not only leaving its crudeness of con-
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ception and faults of style uncorrected, but adding to them

others of his own. It was not till it reappeared in the three

volumes of collected writings, published in 1711, under the

name '

Characteristics,' that this essay received the author's

corrections, and could be fairly quoted in evidence of his

opinions. It is by far the most important of his productions,
as an exposition of his moral theory.

Though, on his accession to the peerage, he still kept aloof

from official life, his advice was often sought by the king,

and his vote, on critical occasions, always ready for his

ministers. The' foreign policy of William, constructed fi'om

a continental rather than an English point of view, had

involved engagements and expenses which had long made
him unpopular ;

and when, on the eve of the Spanish king's

(Charles II.) demise without natural successor, he proposed,
in order to adjust by compromise the rival pretensions of

the Emperor, of France, and of Bavaria, and twice carried

to the point of acceptance, treaties for the partition of the

inheritance, the national repugnance was strongly declared ;

the more so when it appeared that the dying monarch's

government had never been consulted, and that, to resent

this insult and secure the integrity of his dominions, he had

bequeathed them all to the French competitor, the Duke of

Anjou, grandson of Louis XIV. This, however, was not

known till the death of Charles brouefht his will to liccht in

November, 1701. Two months before, William had busied

himself with forming a triple alliance, of England, Holland,

and the Emperor, for enforcement of the recent treaty of

partition ; and, to give it effect, he needed the sanction of

Parliament. This was not easy to obtain
;

for the election

of the previous February had returned a Tory majority,
hostile to the measures of the king ;

and the feeling of the

Upper House was increasingly doubtful. Somers, the minister,

found it necessary to beat up for support ;
and he despatched

a courier to inform Shaftesbury, then in Somersetshire, of

his anxiety. By an extraordinary effort of speed, the earl

appeared in the House next day, and took a prominent part
in the debate, remaining in town to support the tottering minis-

try. In November came a new turn of affairs
;
Louis XIV.

Gg2
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on learning ln« grandson's interest in the Spanisli king's will,

renounceil tlu" partition treaty, and by his attitude justified

William's tears, of the virtual union of France and the Penin-

sula. Shafteshury advised that, while this impression was

fresh, an appeal to the constituencies should he made
;
and

when the new Parliament, whieh mot in Decendier, proved
to have a ministerial majority, it was to his efforts chiefly

that the king attributed the reversed position of parties.

The victory was transient. The accession of Anne, two

months later, brought, as is well known, a Tory reaction.

Displaced from his Lord Lieutenancy of Dorsetshire, Shaftes-

bury was set free for his more congenial life of study, wdiich

ho never again quitted. Early in 1703 he paid another visit

of some twenty months to Holland
; but, with that exception,

remained in his English retirement, till driven to a milder

climate by the last failure of his health. Most of his writings

were produced in the interval. In 1708, the fanatics, called

the Prophets of Cevennes, producing popular disturl)ances

by their missionaries in England, an outcry was raised for

repressive laws against them. True to his principles of tolera-

tion, learned from Locke, Shaftesbury protested against such

proposals in a ' Letter on Enthusiasm,' addressed to Somers,

the President of the Council
;
and whilst he urged the graver

reasons for letting the missionaries alone, he treated their

teachings and pretensions with such happy ridicule, that the

whole movement speedily disappeared from the scene. The

next year, appeared
' The Moralists, a Philosophical Khap-

sody,' called so as an apology for its discursiveness, which,

however, in the free movement natural to dialogue, does not

seriously disturb the reader
;
and then,

' Sensus Communis,
or Essav on the Freedom of Wit and Humour,' in which he

vindicates his celebrated paradox that '

Raillery,' or ridicule,

is
' the Test of Truth,' and himself applies it, by way of

example, to the philosophy of ' Selfishness
'

as propounded by
Hobbes, and embodied in the writings of Montaigne and

Rochefoucauld. In 1710, followed his
'

Soliloquy, or Advice

to an Author
;

'

the double title denoting that the advice is

to himself ; and the essay contains a body of reflections, often

very searching and impressive, on the self-deceptions and
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disguises which deform the truth of things in life, in litera-

ture, and in philosoph}', and beneath which it is the business

of honest authorship to pierce. This closes the series of his

more considerable writings ;
the minor pieces which form

the third volume of his collected works need not be separately

specified.

Shaftesbury would seem to have laid out for himself too

studious a Life to be compatible in his estimation with the

claims of a married man of rank
;
and it was with some

reluctance that he yielded at last to the remonstrances of

friends, and in 1709 wedded his cousin, Jane Ewer, who be-

came the mother of the fourth earl, an only child. The mar-

riage does not appear to have been sufficiently happy to effect

the husband's complete conversion. With an exceptional

temperament and a contemplative turn of mind, he had pro-

bably judged better for himself than his friends for him.

In 1711, a serious failure of health th'ove him once more to

Italy: at Naples he rallied sufficiently to busy himself with

revising and completing his writings, first issued in that year
under theii' collective title of ' Characteristics of Men, Man-

ners, Opinions, Times,' though in the later editions augmented

by some supplementary matter, and reaching their final form

in 1732. This, however, he did not live to see. After a year's

reprieve since his departure from England, his strength finally

collapsed, and he died at Naples, February 4, 1713. Three

years after his death appeared some letters of his, addressed

in 1707-8 to a divinity student named Ainsworth, under

the title
' Letters written by a Nobleman to a Young Man at

the University;' and in 1721, some 'Letters to Lord Moles-

worth' were edited by Toland. He was generally regarded

by contemporary critics as an insidious enemy of the Chris-

tian religion, and is placed by Leland among the English

Deists. Yet his more intellectual opponents could not deny
his personal and literary merits

;
even the unsparing War-

burton confessing that he had many excellent qualities as a

man and as a writer. ' He was temperate, chaste, honest,

and a lover of his country. In his writings he has shown

how much he has imbibed the deep sense and how naturally

he could copy the gracious manner of Plato.' This Platonic
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strain in his genius -svitlKlrcw liini into a pliilosophical direc-

tion (livorgrnt from that of his mentor, Locko
;

but never

toucheil his hnalty on the moral side
; through life his guiding

ntieetions renuiined the love of freedom and the love of truth.

§.2. Sketch of his Doctrine.

It might be supposed (Shaftesbury remarks), that in

Christendom no room was left for the existence of a Moral

Philosophy ;
all its problems being included and answered

in the Divine teachings of the Church. But the interfusion

of relisxion and virtue is not in fact so close as to secure their

hal)itual coexistence. It is by no means uncommon to meet

with enthusiastic devotion in persons whose word, whose

temper, whose self-control you cannot trust
; and, on the

other hand, with men of inflexible honour, benevolence, and

magnanimity, who seem impenetrable by religious appeal.

Hence it is clear, that there must be a distinct provision for

character in human nature, without passing through the

intermediate steps of any theology : and, if so, this provision

is an independent object of rational study, which cannot fail

to benefit, in the end, the religion from which it detaches

itself at the beginning ;
because it must bring out into clear

light the real relation between the two, instead of presuming
a false one.

Having thus vindicated the rights of his '

Enquiry,' Shaftes-

bury approaches it, as might be expected, from the heathen

rather than the Christian side
; starting, that is, from the

conception, not of Duty, but of Good. Good is entirely re-

lative tofunction and its needs, and could never be predicated
of the purely statical conditions of the world. It enters

wherever there is a being with a living nature, and denotes

that which satisfies the wants of that nature, and enables

it to fulfil its ends. Whatever does this is the private good
of that particular being ;

but if the result is reached not

without balking some other nature of its proper functional

achievements, it is only a partial good, and may be a pre-

ponderant evil. And conversely, if that which disappoints
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the function of an individual fulfils thereby that of a larger
and embracing nature, the relative evil is an absolute good.
Thus explained, good is not identical with pleasure, and,
if attended by it, is so because it must be always pleasant
for an instinct to succeed : it is the supply of a need, the

attainment of an end
;
and the need and the end are given

in the nature, before there is any knowledge of the sensations

in which they terminate, before therefore they can be the

object of desire. This conception agrees essentially with the

Hegelian sunwiuni honum of self-realisation, the perfect and

proportioned accomplishment by each nature of its own ends.

The idea conducts Shaftesbury, by an easy extension, to a

doctrine of optimism. We are fair judges, he says, of such

good as is measured by the constitution of a particular being
wherewith we are familiar

;
and if he were isolated, this

would be the total matter for judgment. But each single

being belongs to a kind
;
and each kind to a hierarchy of

living natures
;
and every planet that holds them, to a solar

group ; serving in turn as a mere member of some constella-

tion, flung as a spurt of spray from the stellar ocean: and

throughout this system within system, the tissue of inter-

dependence is so close, that no single function ever fails but

by the working out of some other, so that good which sinks

away at one point emerges at another, and the whole sufiers

no abatement by the local defalcation. The comparison of

alternative universes is a task entirely transcending our com-

petency ;
but the unity of nature and the relativity of good,

the fact that what is evil here is not evil there, warrants the

belief that the world's order is as erood on the whole as it

could be, and that no real ill has place in it, to mar its

perfection.

Good is something that we may have. Goolncss marks

something that we may be: an attribute, not an adjunct, of

ourselves. The former is relative exclusively to our own

wants, and would remain to a lonely organism : the latter

is prevailingly measui-ed by the wants of others, which our

nature is fitted to supply. A man is said to be good, when,
instead of being absorbed in self-regarding ends, he is dis-

posed to serve the needs of his fellows, and take his place
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in tho pnrtnorship of huiminity. It is true we apply the

opithft. hoyoiul tho limits of our own race, to any ohject

that has nn end anil answers it: we speak of a good horso,

u <'0(^d penr tree, a good sewing-niachinc ;
but these things

would hardly earn the term, did thoy not, in fulfilling tlieir

own idea, go out heyond themselves and satisfy some need

of ours. A creature, to be good, must have its extra-regarding

functions in working order. Moreover, it is not enough, in

the case of a being with instincts and dispositions, that ho

shall minister, by accident or force, to human wants : even

a flock of sheep we should hardly call good, merely in con-

templation of their making good mutton
; we reserve the

epithet for the spontaneous action of the nature
;
and shall

not give it unless, instead of extorting what we want by
coercion of fear, we can depend for it on the instinctive play
of temper and feeling.

This advance, however, does not yet bring us to anything
which can be called virtue. The '

goodness
'

of which we
have spoken looks indeed very like it, when exemplified in

a man whose affections are so harmonised as to be perfect

instruments of public good ;
but were it possible for them

to be so by natural temperament alone, without reflection or

conscious preference on his part, his goodness would be in-

distinguishable, except in its higher field of display, from that

of the shepherd's dog in performing his marvels of vigilance,

energy, and apparent duty. What, then, is still needed to

plant us upon 'moral ground ? Goodness refers to something
that we are; virtue, to something which we ivill ; that is,

which issues from us, not as an impulsive spontaneity, but

as the expression of choice. It is only in a reflective nature

that this condition can be fulfilled
;

for the choice has to be

made between alternative wants or soliciting inducements
;

and it needs a mind self-conscious of its own affections and

capable of comparing them, to make election among them

according to their claims. These are in truth the only
'moral objects;' and man has character, because he can and

must think of these as 'foul or fair, harmonious or discor-

dant, sublime and beautiful :

'

that he cannot help
'

taking
sides' with or against them is the elementary form of his
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'sense of right and wrong.' It is the spring of voluntary

action which alone qualifies it for approval or reprobation,

and not its effect, be it of unintended benefit or mischief, or

of frustrated good. And ' virtue consists of proportionable

affection of a rational creature towards moral objects,' so

defined.

Shaftesbury's
'

Enquiry
'

is concerning
' Merit

'

as well as

'Virtue;' and he plainly sees that they are not the same;

nay, that there is even a paradoxical contrariety between

them, which makes them vary inversely as each other. Vir-

tue culminates in the perfect accord between the strength

of the several springs of action and their worth,—a con-

dition under which the right choice is the easiest choice,

having no reluctance to overcome. Merit is shown in reso-

lute surrender to the worthier solicitation against the vehe-

ment resistance of some lower impulse ;
it is born of difh-

culty, and is measured by it
;
and every increment of that

difficulty is an equal decrement of virtue, attesting the dis-

proportion between the intensity and the worth of the

inward affections
;

so that the merit would seem greatest

where the virtue is least. I have before explained how
Mr. Leslie Stephen avails himself of this consequence to

escape, as every determinist must, from the idea of merit,

and to make the word mean, if not the very same as virtue,

at least its marketable value on the Exchange of human

life, that is, what men will give for it
;
the relation between

them being the same as that of '

iwice to vi'dibj! Shaftes-

bury sees nothing to frighten him in the alleged paradox,

and disenchants it by a very simple exorcism. Virtue is

harmony won
;
Merit is the winning of it : the former is a

ratified peace ;
the latter, the conflict whence it results.

Were there no strife of inward propensity, were all the af-

fections in the best order to begin with, virtue would be

perfect on the same terms on which a Venus or an Apollo

would be beautiful, and would itself be first to feel that it

deserved nothing. But it is not given to the human nature

to stroll into its perfection on such a quiet track ;
its springs

of action do not spontaneously fall into tune, but have to

be reduced into accord by a will that knows the scale of
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riglit ; aiul where tlio discord is loud aiid strong, tlie will,

iu accomplishing its task, will be put to a severer strain,

and give evidence of a more resolute intent and power,
tlinn where the false intervals are few and small. It is not

that the faulty passion confei's the merit
;
but that the high

ct»urage of its enemy and conqueror earns it.
'

If,' says

Shaftesbury,
' there be any part of the temper in which ill

passions or affections ai'e seated, whilst in another part the

affections towards moral good are such as absolutely to

master those attempts of their antagonists ;
this is the great-

est proof imaginable, that a strong principle of virtue lies

at the bottom, and has possessed itself of the natural temper.

Whereas, if there be no ill passions stirring, a person may
be indeed more cltea'ply virtuous; that is to say, he may
conform himself to the known rules of virtue, without sharing
so much of a virtuous principle as another. Yet if that

other person, who has the principle of virtue so strongly

implanted, comes at last to lose those contrary impediments

supposed in him, he certainly loses nothing in virtue; but

on the contrary, losing only what is vicious in his temper,
is left more entire to virtue, and possesses it in a higher

degree^.'

If we press upon Shaftesbury the psychological question,

how w^e come to be '

proportionably affected' towards our

several springs of action, that is, what kind of faculty it is

to which we owe this capacity for
'

virtue,' we shall not draw

from him any very exact reply. That it is by some natural

insight or intuitive appreciation, he consistently assures us
;

but the language he applies to it seems at times to bring it

under other sorts of judgment, now of truth, and then of

beauty; yet again, to separate it as a special function, con-

cerned with the elements of character alone. Thus, he says

that, if you add Reason to a creature previously the subject

of affections only, he will immediately obtain 'the sense of

right and wrong,' approving on the instant gratitude, kind-

ness, and pity ;
and be taken with any show or represen-

tation of social passion, and think nothing more amiable than

this -.' Here we could fancy ourselves listening to the voice

*

Enquiry, pp. 37, 38.
^ Ibid. II. p. 53.
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of Price, expounding his ' Rational
'

Ethics. Elsewhere,

Beauty takes the lead :

' What is beautiful,' he says,
'

is

harmonious and proportionable; what is harmonious and

proportionable is true; and what is at once beautiful and

true, is, of consequence, agreeable and good ^.' And again

he says,
' No sooner are actions viewed, no sooner the human

affections and passions discerned (and they are most of them

discerned as soon as felt), than straight an inward eye distin-

guishes, and sees the fair and shapely, the amiable, the ad-

mirable, apart from the deformed, the foul, the odious, or the

despicable. How is it possible then not to own, that as these

distinctions have their foundation in nature, the discernment

itself is natural and from nature alone-?' 'There is no real

good beside the enjoyment of beauty "\' But he emerges from

the rational and aesthetic relations of character, into an in-

dependent moral sphere, wherever he predicates and measures

the merit of conduct, and strips its demerits of their false

excuses, and insists upon the reality of Duty, and the justice

of penal suftoring. We can only say, therefore, that the three

conceptions, the true, the beautiful, the good, were blended in

his idea of the right ;
and that their precise relations to each

other are left undetermined. The only approach to a definite

distinction among them is found in his separation of a

developed moral Taste or Tact, formed by education and

social culture, from the original intuitive feeling of ditierences

in the worth of the affections, which constitutes the natural

susceptibility for such culture. The delicacy of the moral

sense upon this side admits of no less indefinite increase than

the perceptions of excellence in the fine arts. Taking the

writings of our avithor as a whole, we cannot justly afhiin

that he merges the ayaOdv in the koAoV ;
but the increasing

tendency in his later essays to accentuate the aesthetic aspect

of morals is very observable.

As no one can help having the apprehension of right and

wrong, so as to know the one as praiseworthy, the other as

blameworthy ;
and as that apprehension consists in a '

pro-

portionable
'

approval or disapproval of the springs of action,

* Miscellaneous Keflections, Vol. III. p. 183.
^ The Moralists, II. 414, 41 5.

' Ibid. II. 422.
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how is it tliat the moral sense is ever suppressed and shows

no trace? Shaftesl>ui-y l)ravely replies, it never is destroyed;
tJie secret homage is still in the heart of its most audacious

blasphemers ; hut, under the tyranny ol' rebellious passions,

they have lost their I'tkhuj for what they know to be the bet-

ter, their antijxd/nj for the worse; so they contradict in act

their inward thought, till it withdraws and openly remon-

strates no more. It waits, however, within call, and will come

back at the slightest hint
;
the most depraved offender cries

out for justice, when the wrong falls upon himself; and the

dissolute father does not wish his son to be the same. He
Avho sinks the lowest is not wholly evil

;
some touch of

honour or of pity will be found in natures prevailingly cor-

rupt ;
and if a note or two upon the scale remains true, there

is a standard base from which the spoiled proportions may
be restored. The chief seductions which triumph over the

sense of right come from the instincts referring to private

good ; their power lies in the illusion that, when we are not

seeking something for ourselves, we are losing something, and

that for all the love we give to others we are poorer at home ;

whereas the impulses of the private passions inflict upon our

self-interest losses quite as great as are incurred by the sacri-

fices of benevolence. This fine remark is usually credited to

Eutler, and may very probably be original with him
;
but

it is interesting to find it abeady in Shaftesbury's earliest

essays

The perversions of the moral sense through superstition
are so revolting to our author, especially the cruelties of

persecution, that he cannot extend to them his patience with

involuntary ignorance and invincible delusion, but sets them

down, under the head of ' monstrous opinions,' as chargeable
with inexcusable crimes. He would hardly have formed this

judgment, if he had looked at the religion of a people rather

as determined by their moral stage of conception, than as

determining it, so that what the religion required could not

be what the conscience failed to suggest. He took up the

problem with the opposite preconception ; supposing that the

intuitive appreciation of moral differences was already there,

so that the mind knew the gradations of its duty ;
and that
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then came the assailing superstition to beguile the passions, and

drug the reason, and sophisticate the conscience, and play in

every way the part of active corruption. He might well say
that if an agent, with such a fine outfit of faculty to begin

with, did not defy the wretched arts of such a tempter, he

had no excuse for his sin. The operation of Atheism and of

Theism on character are estimated in the same way, as an

influence superinduced on a prior moral constitution. The

former doctrine, as a mere blank, might be supposed to be

ethically neutral, having nothing to say to the naked human
facts. In reality, however, it is not without effect

; by limit-

ing those moral facts to the small human scale and shuttinof

them up within the mere personal experience, it dwarfs their

importance ;
it teaches that there is no beauty or perfection

in the universal system of things, and nothing better to be

expected in the future
;
and in a scheme of thought upon

this level it is vain to trust for any enthusiasm of virtue.

Theism, on the other hand, involving faith in an order jnst

and good, administered by an ever-living and righteous will,

gives powerful support to constancy and patience, and breathes

into virtue the inspiration of piety. It is in this sublime jus-

tification of the moral affections, the consciousness of an in-

finite and eternal sympathy with them, that the elevating

influence of religion consists ;
and not in the fears and hopes

of recompense, or the indulgence to the love of life through

anticipation of its renewal
;

so far as these conceptions avail

Avith the conscience, it is as essential elements of an ideal

righteousness, and not as an appeal to personal interests.

So far Shaftesbury takes pains to frame a theory of right

and wrong truly independent, and owing nothing to the reck-

oning of personal pleasures and pains ;
and if we went no

further, we should suppose the virtue which ho has been de-

scribing to be binding on its own account, and to need no

credentials for its imperative authority. It is not without

surprise that, at the opening of his second book, we find him

asking,
' What obligation is there to virtue ? what reason to

embrace itl' and thinking it necessary, by way of answer, to

show that to be virtuous is to be happy, to be wicked is to be

miserable. Thus to back up obligation by interest, and treat
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it ns holding its coiniuission IVoin tlie luilancc of profii, is a

ilownwavd stoji from his own level to the platform of hedo-

nism ; and 1 ill) not see how it can be defended. That tho

inconsistency escaped his notice is due probably to tho dis-

tinction which (as explained above) he drew between pledsiLve
and good : he meant perhaps to show thai in man virtue was
the greatest possible self-realisation

; vice, on the other hand,
self-contradiction; and this proposition he might have worked
out, without identif3dng the 'self with its sensitive experi-
ence. But, in point of fact, his proof is conducted with con-

stant reference to the test of enjoyment and suffering ; so that

there is little to remind the reader that the line of arcrurnent

does not proceed from a pure utilitarian hedonist. He admits,
as Stuart Mill does, that wi'ong-doing to others may often be

outwardly gainful to one's self; but insists that, when the

inward relations of character are taken into account, it can

never be said, of one who has done ill,
' He is none the worse

for it.' It is accordingly upon the internal history of the

affections themselves that he throws the stress of his proof,
that virtue and happiness coincide.

He groups the springs of action in three sets: (1) Natural

affections towards the good of others
; (2) Natural affections

towards one's owti good ; both of which admit of being either

right or wrong ;
and (3) Unnatural affections towards no good

at all
;
which can never be anything but wrong. The others

have all of them a legitimate function, so that in themselves

they are right enough ;
and w^hen any one of them goes

wrong, it is by becoming relatively too strong,
—a fact which

might be equally well expressed by saying that its opposite is

too weak
; such excess or defect being unnatural, because by

nature (that is, the true idea of the human constitution) there

is a given right proportion among the several affections
;
the

test of rightness being the economy of social welfare. The
mind or character of a man or a society is a composite system
for a concordant end, like a musical instrument, which is spoiled
for its performance if even one or two of its strings should

have a tension too great or too small for the pitch of the rest.

Disturbances of character, that is vices, arise from (1) the

public affections being too weak
; (2) the private being too
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strong ; (3) the presence of unnatural affections that tend to

no good at all. To be in the first of these conditions is

to forfeit the chief source of enjoyment; to be in the second

is to court unhappiness ;
and to be in the third is utmost

misery.
It is needless to recite, at any length, the evidence adduced

by Shaftesbury in support of these propositions. Its strength

and main feature, so far as the two first are concerned, centres

in the simple truth, that the natural affections themselves,

especially the disinterested affections, are the happiness of

life ; or else, where not absolutely identical with it, are

essential co-partners in its causation. Not even are bodily

pleasures, or the enjoyments of possession, worth much, unless

redeemed from the shame of lonely appetite by social joy and

generous use : unshared prosperity palls and pines, and

carries no blessing in it
;
avarice weighs on the breast as

a perpetual load of care
; luxury and sloth multiply artificial

wants, and cancel the faculties that could satisfy' them
;
and

the hopes of emulation and ambition are overbalanced by
envious disappointment. On the other hand, in the life of

the mind there is no joy that is not born of some enthusiasm

which withdraws it from sensible things, or teaches it to see

through them to a higher light within. The intellectual

delight of the mathematician in the relations he investigates

lifts him into a tranquil air above the zone of passionate
disturbance. And the impulses that take us out of ourselves,—
gratitude, love, generosity,

—are doubly blest
; being, in their

very essence, all that we mean by happiness in its own
exuberance

;
and being also the cause of pleasure reflected

back upon us from the hearts which we brighten, and pro-

longed in the memory of a conscience innocent of neglect or

wrong. In solitude or in society the secret of a sweet and

easy temper is in self-forgetfulness and open sympathy ;
the

absence of which soon marks itself by a tinge of harshness

and gloom, and by the want of inward elasticity to bear up

against bodily ills and external disturbance. Nay, the sus-

taining power of religion itself lies in the aflTections of trust

and venerating love towards a Guardian infinitely good.
In order to yield these results, however, it is indispensable
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that the springs of action bo rightly liahmcod, so that each

nmv gain its proper ohject. an<l usur}) no phice that is

another's (hie. It is the standing ilhision of the self-seeking

impulses to believe that they are the best providers for the

good of self; and under this hallucination they thrust them-

selves into innumerable counsels which they bring to ruin. If

they only knew it, they arc really the very worst caterers for

the personal well-being, and, by their eagerness to get

the most, reduce life to the verge of bankruptcy in joy.

Whatever is sour and gloomy and spiteful and hollow and

suspicious in human society, arises from the wrongful

ascendency of the self-seeking passions; and how grave and

how superfluous is the disturbance it involves, is obvious at

once when you stand in presence of one who breathes a

different air, and shows the cheerful calm, the patient dis-

engagement, the pure simplicity of a modest, loving, and

relio-ious soul. The affections of such a soul are in themselves

the perfection of peace ;
unlike the malevolent passions,

whose very satisfaction is nothing but relief to a misery, they

have a happy energy in theii- aims, as well as a crowning

exultation in their achievement.

Of Shaftesbury's third class,
— ' the unnatural affections

'

(exemplified by
' inhuman delight in beholding torments,'

' wanton mischievousness,'
'

misanthrophy '),
—it is the less

necessary to speak, because a remark which he makes respect-

ino- two of them, viz. tyrannous and vindictive arrogance,

and treachery, is applicable to the whole ;
that is, that they are

mere exaggerations of the natural passions ;
and the miseries

in which they not only live and move, but absolutely consist,

are referable to the violated proportions admitted among the

springs of action. Certain it is that to hate, to envy, to

despise, to see nothing but the ugly and the evil, and spend

life in barricading oneself against them, is a condition as

wretched as that of a prisoner left with no choice, but to

help himself to poisoned viands or to starve.

Such is the course of argument by which Shaftesbury

seeks to reconcile self-interest and social. His treatment of

it abounds with fine observation and just reflection. The two

points which should be specially watched in their bearing
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upon his general theory are,
—whether his optimist conclusion

is fully sustained by the evidence adduced : and what is its

logical connection with the existence of moral obligation.

§ 3. A'p'pveciation of the Doctrine.

In passing from the representatives of the ' Dianoetic

Ethics
'

to Shaftesburv, the reader soon becomes aware of one

pervading change. They are chiefly intent on finding what

they want in '

the nature of things : he, in '

the nature of

man.' The distinction of right and ^vlong they will not

suffer to be blotted out from reality and relegated to the

sphere of phenomena : he will protect it from being slurred in

human consciousness and denied its unquestioned place there.

Their favourite affirmation is accordingly transcendental, of

the eternal and immutable character of moral differences,

irrespective of our being and of all worlds : whilst he rarely

ventures so fai' upon the wing, and is content to claim for

these differences a fundamental seat in our inward ex-

perience. The parallel so frequent in the ANTitings of

Cudworth and Clarke, between mathematical and moral

relations, in their absolute necessity in themselves and their

d priori vaHdity for all intelligence, might well have induced

us to consider their doctrines among the systems of Meta-

physical Ethics
;

were it not that, from their ontological

commencement, they transfer themselves so freely to the fa-

culty in us which apprehends it, and deal so largely with the

interior history of its reflection there, that there is more to

say of their psychology, secondary though it is, than of its

prototypes in real being. Eespecting Shaftesbury no such

doubt could ever be raised. He lives and moves on the plane of

human life : his only question is, what do we think and feel,

—all accidental variations aside,
—about right and wrong ;

and what, from this indication, must we suppose they really

are 1 For, be it observed, he did not intend, in looking fii-st

at the representation within the mind, to question their

reality and treat them as mere subjective affairs : on the con-

trary, he conceived that such as we apprehend them to be,

VOL. IT. H h
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Buch thoy are, i.e. cannot but bo to every mind capable of

discerning tlie nlations to •which tlioy refer. Only, this

objective belief he held as an (tssuuiptio)), guaranteed simply

by i\\Q giHxI fdilh of oitv own f(«'ultics ; apart from which he

did not pretend to verify it, by any independent applica-

tion of the intellect to the necessary relations of things.

The ethical llealism which is Cudworth's starting-point is

Shaftesbury's goal: while the psychology which is the sequel

with the former, is the antecedent with the latter.

Of his ethical psychology a fair estimate can hardly be

formed, without first clearing away some misleading con-

ceptions of it, which have obtained currency through wiitings

better known than his own. For those who know him only
at second-hand it is hardly possible to escape the impression,

that he explains away the authority of moral conviction, by

resolving it into some unauthoritative experience or idea
;

for

this is the common assumption of his principal critics, though

they give by no means the same account of the type of

unmoral feeling in which ho swallows up the independence of

conscience.

I have already hinted at the prejudice which his use of the

word ' Sense
'

in combination with the epithet
' Moral

'

excited

in the mind of Price ;
to whom it meant, only and always,

some passively received pleasure or pain, leaving behind it

a liking or disliking, operative no doubt as a motive for the

future, but a motive of mere self-interest. Under the in-

fluence of this interpretation. Price protests against degrading
the apprehension of Right into a '

relish,' and reducing the

interval between the highest virtue and the deepest depravity
to a matter of taste ;

so that the most shameless criminal

would differ from a Marcus Aurelius or an Alfred the Great,

only as the carnivorous quadi'uped that tears his meat raw

differs from the fastidious biped who prefers it cooked. It is

impossible to carry this narrow conception of the word Sense

into Shaftesbury's writings, without missing the purport of

his whole doctrine. It denotes, no doubt, feeling of which

we are susceptible : far, however, from a simply passive

state, terminating in itself, like the pain of toothache or the

pleasure of repletion ;
on the contrary, carrying in it, under
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the intuition of right, a relation to the understanding, and,

under the special emotion of approval, a mandate to the will.

The term is meant to be inclusive of these cocjnitive and

imperative elements, and not exclusive, as Price's criticism

assumes
;
and notice of this inclusion seems sufficiently given

by prefixing the epithet Moral, which at once lifts the word
Sense out of the limits of its first animal sicfnificance.

Nor can we permit the mere fiesthetic interpreters of life

to carry off Shaftesbury^ into their camp, on the pica that

he regarded morals as only one of the fine arts, and virtue

as no more than the supreme accomplishment. No doubt,

it is easy to quote from him many detached sentences which

are open to this construction
;

as when he bids 3-ou pursue
the beautiful, and then the good will come of itself; and says,
that virtue is moral beauty, and that the knowledge of beauty
is the discipline of virtue. And it must be admitted that his

own high artistic perception and culture blended too closely
in himself the distinct though allied feelings of approbation
and of admiration,—one of the many marks of an ethical

commencement from the idea, not of Duty, but of Good.

But still, these partial indications must accept the limitations

which are clearly imposed upon them by other and more
exact statements of his doctrine : and when this is done, he

will be found to say, that the right indeed is always beautiful,

but not that it is the beautiful which constitutes the riofht.

Freely as Shaftesbury draws upon the vocabulary of the

senses and the imagination in speaking of conduct and dis-

position, his theory plainly saves its distinctively moral
character by two of its essential features. (1) It asserts the

intuitive and universal apprehension of right and wrong,
with the inherent knowledge of obligation and warning
against guilt ;

and treats this throughout, not as possibly a

freak of sensibility, but as an absolutely trustworthy insight.
Of no '

relish
'

or '

liking,' of no '

gi-ace
'

or '

beauty,' could

any such predicate be affirmed
;
nor could their disappoint-

ment or failure incur the shame and remorse which he recog-
nises as the equally necessary award to wrong. Nay, he

expressly distinguishes the imva.rd a^yprovol of the right
course from the impulsive 'liking' for it, and makes de-

H h 2
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cloiisioii of chamctcr consist in a broach between them
;
tho

approval remaining ineradicabh* and ccmstant, while tho

liking dies away or goes over to the once hated opposite^.

It is impossible in plainer terms to exempt the moral scale,

as Itindint; and steadfast for all minds, from the continjjencics

ant I variations of the individual subject. (2) Our author's

treatment of tho doctrine of Merit frankly adopts as veracious

the consciousness of personal freedom and re8ponsil)ility, and

establishes rules, for measuring the degi'ces of ill-desert,

which else would have no meaning. He has no non-natural

sense to put upon this group of words, that they may keep
their place to the eye and ear and seem still to speak of a
^

Duiij' -which has been struck out from their contents.

As Shaftesbury thus has an undoubted place among
genuine Moralists, so does he find support for his theory in

some fii'm points of psychological observation. (1) Ho per-

ceives that, to reach the moral quality of conduct, you must

go behind the overt action to the prompting affection
;
and

that the interior springs are the sole objects of ethical judg-
ment. (2) He discerns among them an order to which a
'

proportionable affection
'

is due. (3) This order he regards
as intuitively knowna, as soon as reflection is turned upon the

several springs of action. These points are not indeed brought
into strong light, or combined into any connected scheme

;

but, as detached glimpses of truth, not the less rich in pro-

mise from their simplicity, they appear to me remarkable ;

especially in their contrast with the artificial equivalents,

which the analytical school of Hobbes has largely substituted

for the real facts of inward experience.

These truths, however, were not so firmly held and closely

followed out as to secure the cohesion of an enduring struc-

ture. The idea of ohligation, in the form of an ultimate

authority, intuitively knowTi, after being afiirmed and justi-

fied, is again lost : the question being raised,
' What underlies

this bottom of all?
' ' where are the credentials of this power

which legitimates itself?' If it is disappointing to find this

question asked, it is still more so to hear the answer, viz.

that what binds us to the right is the balance of personal
1
Enquiry, p. 43.
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happiness it brings us
;

—an answer at -wliicli the independent
base of virtue suddenly caves in, and the goodly pile that

seemed immovable is shifted on to the sands of hedonism.

If, in order to be obligatory, action must be pleasantest, what

can be meant by saying that the apprehension of obligation

is intuitive'? It must mean, either that we prophetically

know what will be pleasantest, before trpng or reckoning,

and so feel bound, as a matter of self-interest, to take it :

or, that the fu'st idea of the voluntary act is attained by a

feeling axii generis, that we have to do it, come what may ;

and that then this feeling proves, in point of fact, a correct

guide to the balance of pleasure, of which we never thought
at all, but which is in reality the key to the whole process.

The latter of these interpretations keeps the consciousness

of obligation, without the reality ;
the former dismisses both ;

so that Duty is struck off from life and thought, unless indeed

its illusory imago is danced before our mind to cheat us for

our good, and please us better than our own self-love.

In consequence of this apparent forgetfulness of his own

prior positions, Shaftesbury's second part of his
'

Enquiry
'

seems to belong to a different system from the first. It

would hardly be out of place as an Appendix to J. S. Mill's

'

Utilitarianism,' and would not have been denied by him

the praise of a very striking defence of the harmony between

individual and social happiness. For the hedonist utilitarian

it is of the utmost moment to prove this harmony: when

once he has owned that nothing becomes a duty unless it

be on the whole a pleasure, he has staked the entire code

of character and life on the coincidence of its requirements

with self-interest ;
and the links of his logic in demonstrating

that thesis form his only chain for controlling the impulses

of private passion. But the intuitive or independent moralist

has no such interest in this theme. However glad he may
be to back vip his enforcement of duty by subsidiary pleas

of prudence, he is not pledged to produce them, still less to

find them adequate to his whole case: nor would he feel

embarrassed and have to change his voice, if confronted by
a plain instance of some higher good demanding from the

individual will the utmost price of 'stripes, torture, and
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death.' Be the woiM constructed as it may,— so as always

to «dve tlie advantaj^e to the nol)ler character, or often to hiy

it open to the keener anguish,— it makes no diHerence of

Duty to those who trust the insight of Conscience rather than

the reckonings of 8ensil)ility. And yet, strange to say, the

best defence of the invariahlo eudiemony of virtue proceeds

from Shaftesbury, to wdiom it was superfluous; and the

frankest denial of it from Mr. Leslie Stephen, to whom it is

essential.

The explanation of this paradoxical fact is to be found out-

side the limits of these authors' ethical theory. As a support

to their ideas of obligation, the promise of a maximum of

personal felicity to public virtue is inditferent in the one

case, while it is indispensable in the other. But as an

element in their conceptions of the general system of the

world, this question, of the incidence of happiness "with or

without regard to character, occupies a very different position.

The devotee of Duty, who puts an ultimate trust in his in-

tuitions of right, may say,
' Be the universe governed by God

or Satan, I must hold on by the ways of justice and huma-

nity, and keep this little space and time pretty clear of devils,

cost me what it may.' Simply as a moral agent, he need

not trouble his head about what he cannot alter in the system

of things. But if he carries his thought out beyond the law

of his own life, and tries whether that law has a wider sweep

and fits the great order of the world and the courses of

history, he throws himself into a problem to which the issues

of conduct, in men and nations, are no longer indifferent
;

it

is left with those issues to establish for him, or to contradict,

an unswerving moral agency at the heart of things. And

thus it was with Shaftesbury. He longed, and not in vain,

to find in the spiritual law of human life the principle of

unity, and the key of interpretation, for all nature as the

abode of seK-conscious minds : he saw universal traces of

the rule of righteous order and perfect beauty ;
in comparison

with which the dark lines afiected his faith with no deep

shadows. It was in the interest of this optimism, which con-

stituted his religion, that he was concerned to show, how

favoured by nature was the lot of true goodness. In the
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school of thinkers, on the other hand, with which Mr. Leslie

Stephen hast most affinity, there is no more favourite object

of attack than this optimism : in their eagerness to correct

its extremes, they dwell with a bitter satisfaction, pathetic

or cynical, on the blunders of nature and the Avrongs of life
;

and while hasting to prove how badly happiness is allotted,

so that goodness suffers and wickedness enjoys, forget that

in that case each (according to the theory that happiness
alone constitutes obligation) must have missed its way, and

strayed from its own track upon the other's. It is in proof
of optimism, or in rebuke to it, that each writer has lost for

a moment the thread of his moral theory.

In reading Shaftesbuiy we frequently come across the

group of '

particular passions,' which afterwards assumed

such importance in the sermons of Butler
;
and we find them

similarly treated as primary instincts, and not as derivative

varieties of a sovereign Self-love. In like manner, he recog-

nises a plurality of
'

particular affections,' the parental, the

filial, &c. directed separately upon others, without being

specialised forms of a prior general benevolence. From this

true psychological insight he unfortunately relapses, when

he comes to classify the springs of action for moral purposes :

he then sets them all down as either selfish or social ;
and

so accentuates the opposition between these heads as to leave

the impression, that human nature is worked throughout by
two given incentives, and that, in case of conflict, all ethical

problems lie between egoism and altruism. This is a very

rude and inadequate classification of the motives to voluntary

action, though doubtless it covers a large and important set

of trials of conscience. There are numerous temptations to

wi'ong which involve no struggle between selfishness and

benevolence : intellectual conscientiousness, or strict submis-

sion of the mind to evidence, has its inspiration in pure love

of truth, and would not survive an hour, if entrusted to the

keeping of either prudence or social affection. The brave

are certainly safest in themselves, and serviceable to the

community: but courage never springs from discretion, and

not always from love. The self-indulgent assuredly hurt

both themselves and others : but it is a precarious temperance
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nml ]niiity ^vllioll 1ms no «j;imr(lian angel but care for health

and for exanipU'. The denuind for justice which plays so

great a part, both terrible and glorious, in the history of na-

tions, is neither selfish imr benevolent; not the former, be-

cause intent chielly on what is due to others; not the latter,

because often insisting on punishment alone ; amU/«;< without

any reckoning of social advantage, but from mere impulse
to treat men as they deserve. And so with the inward

attitude of aflection towards things Divine
;
who will say

that this is to be kept right, either by self-love or by benevo-

lence ? Call it, if you please, with the old divines,
'

Duty to

God;' there can be no objection; for it is a directing upon
Him of the thought of trust and the mood of worship which

are diie to His perfection, and our relation to Him. But this

is to acknowledge a dutiful state of mind which contemplates
neither our own good nor the good of another

;
and therefore

to break through the limits of Shaftesbury's twofold classifi-

cation. In fact, we have affections directed upon objects far

more various than our own experience and that of our

fellows
;
and no doctrine of character can have harmony and

completeness which does not provide the fitting relative place
for each and all.

One further defect is observable in Shaftesbury's theory:
but it is one which it seems hardly possible for any state-

ment of moral doctrine wholly to escape. Merit, he says,
consists in successful resistance to inferior incentives and

preference of a superior instead. When we ask him to

specify what he has in view under these names of '

inferior
'

and 'superior' impulses, he replies that by the former he

means '

sensible affections,' by the latter,
' rational affections,'

both of them seated in 'the natural temper' or constitution,
but in different

'

parts of it.' These affections then, relatively
bad and good, are the data supplied by nature in every con-

flict of temptation ;
and in the choice between them, in con-

quering the lower or in succumbing to it, consists the merit

or demerit which accrues. Where then is the umpire,
—

where the Hercules,—who is to decide between the pleas,
and earn the crown or the shame? Without this judicial

agent, the scene is set upon the stage ; but, for want of its
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hero, the drama makes no way. This want Shaftesbury does

not supply : he invokes no living Ego, no personal subject,

over and above the rival affections which turn up as phe-
nomena of his nature

;
but seems to think the whole story

told, when these states within him stand face to face and

look fiercely at each other. Nay, he speaks of the whole

struggle as completing itself between the two competitors ;

now the sensible affection
'

prevails,' or it
' refrains ;

'

and

now the '

rational
'

' masters the attempts of its antagonist
^

:

'

they manage it all between themselves, with no one there.

But if so, it goes simply by relative strength, and is a mere

matter of dynamics ;
and whether the volition that ensues

in me is the lower or the higher, is no more a moral question,

than whether I remember or forget. The personal^tcmpta-

tion, the defiance of difficulty, the intentional effort, the vic-

torious agency, in virtue of which the merit is awarded,

disappear, and lapse into passive alternations of suggestion,

crossing the theatre of consciousness, till the less vivid and

habitual fades away. I am far from thinking that Shaftes-

bury intended to teach any such complete subjection of the

mind to 'nature;' but the fact that his language logically

leads to it, and that he did not appreciate the distinction

between spoiitane'ity ?ind free-unll, must be taken to indicate

a certain immaturity in his psychology.

*

Enquiry, pp. 36, 37.



CHAPTER 11.

HUTCHESON.

§ 1. Life, Personality, and Writings.

The desultory character of Shaftesbury's authorship, and

the early age at which he sketched the outline of his ethical

doctrine, account for the imperfect organisation of his thought.

Had he been charged with the duty of again and again ex-

pounding his theory, and meeting the difficulties which it

raised in others' minds, he would doubtless have become

aware of its weak or missing links, and taken pains to render

it tii-mer and more compact. The task of developing his fruit-

ful hints and constructing from them a systematic psychology,

naturally fell to a regular teacher, who was forced to concen-

trate attention upon every point in turn, and secure each step

as he went along ;
and it may well be doubted whether he

does not owe his place as the head of a new school less to

himself than to his follower and interpreter, Francis Hutche-

son. This interesting man rose to distinction under condi-

tions as opposite as possible to those of Shaftesbury's life.

Born in 1694, he was the son of John Hutcheson, a poor

Presbyterian Minister of Armagh. For some family reason,

not certainly from any defective learning or worth in his

father, he was sent at eight years of age, with an older

brother, to be educated by his grandfather, Alexander Hutche-

son, Presb}i:erian Mnister of Saintfield in the County Down i.

During his four or five years' residence there, his eager-

ness for knowledge and rapid progi-ess in all his studies,

^ He had been for two years, 1690— 1692, Minister of Capel Street (afterwards

Mary's Abbey) Congregation, Dublin; but the city not suiting his health, he re-

turned to his former confrregation.
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his natural refinement, his winning afFectionateness of disposi-

tion, made him a universal favourite ;
a distinction which,

by throwing his brother into the shade, gave him a generous
distress which spoiled its natural joy, and made him feel as if

guilty of a hateful wrong. Nor was this feeling temporary ;

for, when it appeared that his grandfather's will had been

altered in his favour, he absolutely repudiated the preference,
and insisted upon the equal division which had at fii'st been

intended. After a year or two of more advanced study in

some unknown Lish academy, he entered in 1710 upon a

course of six years' study in the University of Glasgow,
which'^vas at that time the natural resort of the Ulster Pres-

byterians for professional education ; and was especially so in

the case of a family which had only recently crossed over from

the County of Ayr. The time had not yet come,—Hutche-

son himself was to inaugurate it,
—for Scotland to claim its

distinguished rank in the history of speculative philosophy ;

nor, among his instructors at Glasgow does any eminent name

survive, except that of Kobert Simson, the restorer of the

Greek geometry. He applied himself, however, with impar-
tial zeal to the study of classics, mathematics, and meta-

physics ;
and followed up his undergraduate years by the full

theological course which qualified him for ordination in his

native country. For a short time he exercised his ministry in

Ulster, without apparently any regular pastorate ;
but in 1719

was induced to follow the bent of his natural genius and ac-

quired aptitudes, and establish himself in Dublin as a teacher.

The '

Academy
'

over which he presided is usually described

as a private school
; and it may probably have passed itself

off under this modest guise ;
but it was in reality a public

institution intended, like the Belfast Academy, for the higher

. education of Nonconformist youths without compliance with

the ecclesiastical conditions imposed by law. Tlie Irish Pres-

byterians were left, up to that date, in a most anomalous legal

position, protected only by their numbers, and their social

importance in the anti-catholic struggle, against direct perse-

cution from the Anglican side. As the Toleration Act did not

apply to Ireland, they lived, till the time of Walpole's admi-

nistration, under the Act of Uniformity, and exposed to the
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poimltios of the raroliiu' k'jjji.slutioii
: tlioir inoetinjj^-liousos, their

worship, their sncrainents, their catechisms were iHegal : they

could hohl no ofhce, civil or military, without conforming by

partaking of the communion at church ; and, by an extension

of the Schism Act to Ireland in 1711, they lost control over

the education of their children ;
no one being allowed to keep

either a private or a public school, or even to act as tutor,

without a licence from the bishop, conditional on his being a

communicant at church and engaging to conform to the esta-

blished liturgy. A single attendance on any other form of wor-

ship exposed the possessor of such a licence to its forfeiture

for the whole of his life and to three months' immediate impri-

sonment. It is true that this monstrous lecjislation was but

rarely enforced against allies so powerful as the Presbyterian

^^^ug of Irish Protestantism
;
and was gi-eatly mitigated on

the accession of George I.
;

relief from the penalties of the

Test Act being granted by annual resolutions of indemnity.

The Schism Act was repealed in 1718, and a Toleration Act

resembling the more liberal Scottish law was passed in 1719.

The coincidence of date may perhaps imply that this was

the conjuncture deemed most favourable for the opening of

Hutcheson's '

Academy.' Under his management it had every

advantage, except in the very reputation which it gained from

his success. The social favour and intellectual respect which

were accorded to his personal qualities drew attention from

jealous as well as friendly eyes to his educational work ;
and

while, on the one hand, he was urged by powerful persons to

secure his career by conformity, on the other, he was threat-

ened with penalties stiU unrepealed for unauthorised theolo-

gical teaching. He was not to be turned, however, by hope
or fear, from his simple integrity ;

and was protected by the

friendship of Ai-chbishop King and Dr. S}-nge (afterwards

Bishop of Elphin) from the menaced action of his perse-

cutors.

His engagement with pupils who were past the stage of

school instruction, and who looked to him for guidance in

more advanced studies, enabled him to take up his favourite

subjects, and give determinate form to his psychological and

moral conceptions. Within a year of his settlement in Dublin,
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the first result appeared in his '

Enquiry into the Original of

our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue.' The volume was at fii-st

issued anonjTuously ;
but its philosophical and literary merits

secured it immediate attention on the part of reading men.

Among the patrons of good books one of the most eminent,

Lord Granville, was on the spot, as Lord Lieutenant of L-eland :

his interest in the treatise was so great that, after vainly

attempting otherwise to discover the author, he addi'essed a

letter to him through the publisher, which removed the dis-

guise, and led to relations of intimacy and friendship. A
similar sympathy had already procui-ed him not only personal

encouragement but critical aid, from the only person who was

in the secret of the authorship, Viscount Molesworth, a thought-
ful and accomplished man, in whose conversation Hutcheson

always found instruction. In the second edition, of 1725,

dedicated to Lord Carteret, he no longer conceals his name.

The two essays of which the volume consists, the one upon

Beauty, the other upon Virtue, are avowedly a development
of Shaftesbury's leading conception ;

and make only the

modest claim of presenting it with more completeness and

exactitude, and clearing it from the irrelevant anti-christian

prejudices which clung to it in the noble author s mind.

One other memorial was left by Hutcheson of his life in

Dublin. In 1728 he brought out his
'

Essay on the Nature and

Conduct of the Passions and Afiections, with Illustrations on

the Moral Sense,'
—a treatise of moral psychology in which he

deals with the active rather than the perceptive functions

of the consciousness of Right. Both these volumes must be

regarded rather as the tentative approaches to his philosophi-

cal scheme, than as presenting its finished structure. They
are highly interesting as exhibiting the genesis of his thought;

but should not be quoted as authorities for any opinions

foreign to his later productions. The later work, like the

earlier, consists of two essays ;
the first, classifying and distin-

guishing the several afiections and passions, and defining the

limits of our control over them
;

the second, defending the

doctrine of a Moral Sense, as propounded in the previous

book, and comparing it with the theories of the dianoetic

moralists. The inspiration under which both volumes were
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written is avowed in their pri'facos and in manifest tlnough-
out : it wns an intense etliical rovolt against the attempt of

Hobhes and Mandevillo to si't up self-love as the autocrat of

human life, and a e<)rresj)onding intellectual protest against

the artificial siujplifications which Lockc'.s psychological ana-

lyses had brought into favour. Hutche.son found in the record

of nature many a passage which the key of 'sensation and

reflection' failed to unlock; and boldly replaced among the

primary data of humanity numerous springs of action and

modes of feeling which neither interest nor reason could be

shown to evolve. The enthusiasm of disinterested affection

in liimself made it impossil:)le, by any ingenious play of ideas,

to impose upon him the fallacies of hedonism, and gave a per-

suasive genuineness to his descriptions of the self-forgetful

impulses of mankind
;

so that his writings brought relief to

a kind of cynical anxiety left by the current philosophy, and

fetched back into the light of self-evidence many a generous

trait of inward experience which had disappeared in the sol-

vents of a disintegrating mental chemistry. Hence, his Dublin

treatises obtained an unexpected and a wholesome popularity ;

producing upon their first readers something of the same

efiect which they wi'ought a century afterwards upon the

pure and fervent mind of Channing. To him, it would seem,

Hutcheson brought the very hour of regeneration. 'It was

while reading, one day, some of the various passages in which

he asserts man's capacity for disinterested affection, and con-

siders virtue as the sacrifice of private interests, and the bear-

ing of private evils for the public good, or as self-devotion to

absolute universal good, that there suddenly burst upon his

mind that view of the dignity of human nature, which was

ever after to
"
uphold and cherish

"
him, and thenceforth to be

" the fountain-light of all his day, the master-light of all his

seeing." He was, at the time, walking as he read, beneath a

clump of willows yet standing in the meadow a little to the

north of Judge Dana's house. This was his favourite retreat

for study, being then quite undisturbed and private, and offer-

ing a most serene and cheerful prospect across green meadows

and the ghstening river to the Brookline hills. The place and

the hour were always sacred in his memory, and he frequently
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referred to them with grateful awe. It seemed to him that

he then passed through a new spiritual birth, and entered

upon the day of eternal peace and joy. The glory ofthe Divine

disinterestedness, the privilege of existing in a universe of

progressive order and beauty, the possibilities of spiritual

destiny, the sublimity of devotedness to the Will of infinite

Love, penetrated his soul
;
and he was so borne away that

(as he said to a friend in later years) he longed to die, and

felt as if heaven alone could give room for the exercise of

such emotions ^.'

The acceptance accorded to his books, and the influence

gained by his personal character, were not unnoticed by Hutche-

son's College friends and instructors
;

and were doubtless

looked upon, with natural pride and without surprise, as con-

tinuing in a new scene the impression which he had left behind

him in Glasgow. It is no wonder therefore that, on the occur-

rence of a vacancy in 1729, he was spontaneously appointed
to the Chair of Moral Philosophy. It offered neither financial

promotion, nor any bribe to ambition : but it promised him
the power of concentration upon his favourite pursuits, and

the modest security of a permanent office
; and he accepted it

and returned to the land of his ancestors : takinof with him
the greater part of the students under his charge. The change
reahsed the best hopes both of his electors and of himself.

His fii'st course of lectures, delivered in 1730, at once rekin-

dled the zeal for philosophic studies which had been wearied

out by barren scholastic methods, and touched the springs of

admiration and affection which few teachers have so benefi-

cently stirred. He entered upon his work with a distinct con-

ception of his proper function. In Scotland, logical and psy-
chical investigations were still dominated by metaphysical

assumptions, and conducted on a priori lines : the principles
of the ' Novum Organum

'

had carried their conquest no further

than the sciences of external nature. In England, the first

attempts to push them further, and annex the mental and

moral provinces as well, had resulted in the empiricism of

Locke and the egoism of Hobbes
;
and by variousl}^ confhct-

ing with both the natural consciousness and the theological
'

Memoir, in 3 vols. London, 1848. Vol. I. pp. 62, 63 ;
Part I. chap. iii.
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propossossions of the Scottish toaclior.s, had occaHioiiod a dis-

ath'otioii towards tho no\v method. \\}X, it was plainly iinpos-

sihU' to savo the okl doductive schohistioism. Ilutclu'son liad

ns littU^ coniidenco as Locke in the entities of what was called

Pt^l/choloi/ia liationidix, and was e(|ually convinced that in-

ductive observation afforded the oidy hope of insiglit into the

laws of the hinnan mind and character. Ho was for attack insj

the problems of the inward life of thought and will by the

same instruments which had wrung from outward natuie so

n\any secrets of its ways ;
and could not be charged with any

half-hearted allegiance to the Baconian revolution. Only, ho

could not allow that the phenomena, as hithei-to analysed
and reduced, had been rightly interpreted : many, he thought,

had been overlooked ;
not a few had been misdescribed

;
and

almost all subjected to false and coercive simplification. Ho
therefore set himself to clear his own inward eye and look at

the facts anew; and when they were all laid out in their rela-

tions, they presented, not only a landscape upon the surface,

but a stratification in the interior, essentially different from the

scenery of the Leviathan or the structure of the Essay on the

Human Understanding. He therefore carried the Inductive

reform through its second stage in Scotland, bringing up
moral science into parallelism with physical ; not by imj)orting

the tentative already made, but by independently setting up
another, which at least avoided some weaknesses of the former,

and rescued from neglect some truths which it disparaged.

It is not without reason, therefore, that M. Prtivost places him

at the head of what is known on the Continent as the

Scottish school : of this school, he says,
' the virtual founder

was Hutcheson, the master and predecessor of Adam Smith :

this philosopher it is who stamped his character on him,

and gave him his first repute ^.' This estimate of M. Prdvost's

is confii'med by a witness who stood in intimate personal
relations with A. Smith in his later years :

' The lectures,' says

Dugald Stewart,
'

of the profound and eloquent Dr. Hutcheson,
which he had attended previous to his departure from

Glasgow, and of which he always spoke in terms of

^ Translation of Smith's Posthumous Works ; ap. Stewart's Dissertation ; Works,
Vol. I. p. 428, note.
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the warmest admiration, had, it may be reasonably pre-

sumed, considerable efiect in directing his talents to their

proper objects ^.'

These lectures, in the form which gave them their

characteristic power, were never known beyond his class-

room. Profoundly interested in his duties and in his pupils,

he gave himself up to their claims upon him, with the

modest resolve to keep awake to all new light on their

behalf, and allow himself no single line of slovenly work, and

without ambition that looked beyond the University he loved.

He published nothing till after fifteen years of service
;
when

he brought out, as a text-book for his class, a Latin manual,
with the title

'

Pli'dosoplnce Morulis Institutlo compendiaria
libris trihiis Etkices et Jiirlsprudentice Katundis lyrinciina

continens.' This publication he survived only two years ;

just before the appearance of an English translation of it

(Foulis, Glasgow, 1747) he was carried off by fever, closing a

few months of warning weakness, in 1747, at the age
of fifty-two. His son, Francis Hutcheson, a physician of

repute, the sole heir of his name and crown of a singularly

happy married life, gathered together the written materials of

his lectures, and, arranging them in three books, published

them, under the title
'

System of Moral Philosophy,' in

two quarto volumes, with a biographical preface by Principal

Leechman-. The book did not appear till 1755 ;
the delay

* Life and Writings of Adam Smith. Smith's Works, Vol. V. p. 40S.
^ William Leechman, though educated at the University of Edinburgh about

1723 8, had lived in Glasgow as private tutor to Mr. Mure of Caldwell, and at-

tended Hutcheson's lectures and became his admirer and friend about 1731-3. He
was chosen parish minister at Beith in i 736, and must there have acquired, wilh

the strict Presbyterians, the repute of too latitudinarian a theology ; for, when

proposed in the Senatus Academicus as a candidate for the Professorship of Divinity
in 1744. a competitor was strongly supported under ecclesiastical influence by the

orthodox party. His election was carried only by the casting vote of the presi-

dent
; and attempts were still made for some time, though oveiTuled at last, to set

it aside as illegal. He had not the quick and etfuslve genius which gave such a

charm to the lectures of Hutcheson
; but the waruust friendship subsisted between

them, and their combined influence crave j^reat strength to the school of rational

and moderate theology, which then held a precarious ascendency in the Scottish

Universities. The appointment of Leechman was amply vindicated by the

range of his learning, the dignity of his character, and the wisdom of his ad-

ministration.

VOL. II. I i
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bi'ing probaldy due to the coinpendioiis nature and
iiii])('iri'c.t

literary form of the notes from Avliich he had lectured, and

the eonse([uent necessity imposed upon (he editor, of iillinj^

them up by reference to tlie reports tak(>n down hy Ins most

nssiduous studentH. The volumes themselves contain internal

evideuco of some such process of mixed i'ahrication
;

and

justify the following apology of Dugnld Stewart for calling

lluteheson's lectures
'

eloqueiif.'
'

Those,' ho says,
' who have

derived their knowledge of Dr. Ilutcheson solely from his

publications may perhaps be inclined to dispute the propriety
of the epithet "elo(]uent," when applied to any of his com-

positions ; more particularly when applied to the "
System

of Moral Philosophy
"
wdiich was published after his death, as

the substance of his lectures in the University of Glasgow.
His talents, however, as a public speaker, must have been

of a far higher order than what he has displayed as

a writer
;

all his pupils whom I have happened to meet

with (some of them, certainly, very competent judges) hav-

ing agreed exactly with each other in their accounts of the

extraordinary impression which they made on the minds

of his hearers. I have mentioned, in the text, Mr. Smith as

one of his warmest admirers
;
and to his name I shall take

this opportunity of adding those of the late Earl of Selkirk
;

the late Lord President Miller
;

the late Dr. Archibald

Maclaine, the very learned and judicious translator of
" Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History." My father, too, who had

attended Dr. Hutcheson's lectures, never spoke of them

without much sensibility. On this occasion we can only say,

as Quinctilian has done of the eloquence of Hortensius,
"
Apparet plactdsse aliquid eo dicente, quod legentes non

invenimus." Dr. Hutcheson's "
Enquiry into our Ideas of

Beauty and Virtue," his " Discourse on the Passions," and his
" Dlustrations of the Moral Sense," are much more strongly
marked with the characteristic features of his srenius than hisO

posthumous work. His great and deserved fame, however, in

this country rests now chiefly on the traditionary history
of his academical lectures, which appear to have contributed

very powerfully to diffuse in Scotland that taste for

analytical discussion and that spirit of liberal enquiry, to
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which the worki is indebted for some of the most vakiable

productions of the eighteenth century ^.'

In the contingent which the Schools have furnished to

the advance-guard of human knowledge, there are many-

greater figures than Francis Hutcheson's
;
but few that are

more attractive, more complete in symmetry, more noble

in sincerity of nature : what he thought, he loved
;
what

he taught, he was. A generous philosophy became in him a

generous personality. With an enthusiasm for truth and

goodness, unalloyed by tke scholar's fault of jealous propei'ty
in ideas

;
with a contempt for nothing but meanness, vice, and

wrong ; with a transparent unreserve, neither ashamed of an
honest admiration, nor afraid to avow a rio-hteous anofcr : he

drew forth what was best in others by simple self-expression ;

and by the total absence of pretension rendered personal
dislike impossible, except with those to whoso narrowness of

heart and mind his very presence was a rebuke.

§ 2. Contenta of his Doctrine.

A. ' Sensk
'

Defined. Exteknal Sen^ses.—The chief

interest of Hutcheson's philosophy concentrates itself upon
two questions, which are so far left in obscurity as to

be differently answered on his behalf: (1) Whether he re-

solves the sense of right into the sense of beauty ; and (2)

in what relations he places the benevolent afedions and the

moved sentiments. In the brief account which alone I can

give of his opinions, I shall select, as most characteristic, the

features which bear upon these questions ; for, on their

correct determination depends the place wliich must be

assigned to him among moral philosophers.
He adopted, avowedly from Shaftesbury, the widened use

of the word Sense, to denote certain mental feelings other

than those incident to known chan<^es in the bodilv organs :

and it is through his school that the term aXaOijcns, though
still kept true to its proper meaning in the stricter

nomenclature of Kant, has been made to yield the modern

* Life and Writings of Adam Suiith. Su.ith's Works, Vol. V. Xote B,

PP- 523-5-

I i 2
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conception of '

.Ksthotics.' Tf we ask what conunon clement

induced liini to apjily to purely ideal states a word previously

limited to nllections through the instruments of perception,

the answer will he that, in both instances, the niind is

l>asfiinlij rccij)ient, i.e. is put into a certain state of feelinf^ by
a given obji-ct, be it of sight, or be it of conception. This is

the one distinctive mai'k of >SV/i.s'C in our author's writings ;

thnt the initiative of the phenomenon so denoted is not with

the mind, I'ut with the object presented to it.

The new province which, by this shifting of boundaries, is

annexed to the word, requires to be discriminated from the

old. This is done by designating the latter as External

Sense
; including all feelings or ideas delivered on us by the

action of outward things upon our organism. Of these the

elementary form is conceived by Hutcheson exactly as

by Locke : a '

simple sensation
'

is the special feeling given
us by some single quality of a body, eg. its shape, or its

temperature, or its colour. These simple sensations are very

numerous, and need to be parcelled out into lots, if they are

to be at the command of thought and language. They
arrange themselves in two diflerent orders. They have

varieties of likeness and difference : on putting the homoge-
neous together, and separating the heterogeneous, we find them
fall into five groups (to take the ordinary division), each of

which we refer to a single sense
;
the most dissimilar members

of each having more affinity than the most similar of any two
or three sets. I fear that introspective psychology would

hardly stand tHe test, if it were re({uired to make out a true

list of the special senses by pure feeling alone, without the

experiments which determine the bodily localisation, in

finger, or eye, or ear. Simple sensations also are liable to

come together, or to keep apart ; those which always keep

together are recognised as administered to us by the co-

existent qualities of an object ; they are a complex lot, unified

by companionship, and subscribe to make up our idea of a

thing or substance that has them
;

so that we do not get
the conception of an object, till we can add up the sum
of its heterogeneous attributes ^.

»

Enquiry, I. i. 1—3.
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Of the sensations thus given to us for classification, some

are limited to a single sense, as cold and heat, colours, sounds

and smells
;

others are furnished by more than one, as ex-

tension, figure, motion and rest, duration and number ^ This

is a somewhat careless reproduction of Aristotle's division of

al(T6r]Ta into i8ta and kolvo.'-; to him it was appropriate, for

his ata-OrjoTLs was always an active cognition and more than

a mere state of feeling into which the subject was put ; and

there was nothing to prevent a common activity flowing

through different data and fetching the same lesson from

them. But Hutcheson, in cutting down Sense to mere passive

feeling, and making up as many senses as there are parcels

of heterogeneous feelings, precludes himself from finding any-

thing common to the separated lots. A confused use of the

word Perception as the equivalent, at one time of sensation,

at another of consciousness, at a third of objective appre-

hension, led him to forget the distinction he had drawn

between a sensory -nados and an act of intelligence. His

misapplication of Aristotle's division is even worse than it

looks
;
for when he comes to the

' common percepts,' he drops

the vocabulary of Sense, and speaks of the ' Ideas
'

of ex-

tension, duration, number, &:c. as derived from two or more

of our organs, of feeling, hearing, sight ;
and we have no

difficulty in supposing that, among the materials out of whicli

we elaborate these fruitful ideas, each of these sources of

experience may play its part. But, in thinking thus, we take

tfie 'idea' so reached to be the ultimate result of a mental

process, of combination and abstraction, perfoi-med upon
the sensory data. This, however, is to mistake the authors

meaning, which in this case completely identifies
' sensation

'

and 'idea;' 'those ideas,' he says, 'which are raised in the

mind upon the presence of external objects, and their acting

upon our bodies, are called sensations^.' So that extension,

figure, motion and rest, duration and number, are affirmed

to be 'passive sensations' of two or more of our sensesJust

as colour or smell is of one. It must be owned, this is very
'

popular psychology.'

1
System, I. i 3, p. 46.

^ De Anima, II. vi.

^
Enquiry, I. i. i.
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The 'simplo ideas of scuaation,' like tho orujanisiuH -wliich

aix> their media, are suhject to some variation fiDiii person
to p(M"son, and in the same person at dillerent times; es-

pecially those ^^iuel^ insti'ad of beinj^ nentral, like the ideas

of extension anil man her, are attended, like the colours,

tastes, and smells, with pleasure or pain ;
for they admit of

j^qadations of intensity over a considerable range ; and, in

virtue of this, arc the source of desire or aversion towards

the objects which produce them.

Of all these simple ideas, passively received by us, wc
are not simply the theatre, but the conscious sithjccts ; and,

iu being so, are no longer passive, but set actively to work

upon the materials committed to us : contemplating, com-

paring, compounding, abstracting, measuring them, noting

their order and their relations. In these processes the whole

of the minds activity is expended ; it creates no new ideas,

except so far as the products of its industry are virtually

new by transformation of their elements. It deals only with

the seed dropped upon the field, and, in maturing it, can

deviate into it no other growth. The whole contents of the

mind are accounted for by these two conditions, of sensation

and consciousness, or as Locke calls them,
' sensation and

reflexion:' when the acts performed are those of judging and

reasoning, they are referred to the Uiulerstanding ; when they
are desire, aversion, joy, sorrow, they are referred to the Will.

But we do not yet escape, under Hutcheson's guidance, the

(question which perplexes us, viz. how exactly to conceive, and

where to find, the agent of all the needed '

Activity.' A sensa-

tion is delivered ah extra upon a point where there was

none before, and w^here (as it is passively received) there is

as yet no activity, and was, till now. no opportunity even for

passivity. Of this sensation there follows a consciousness,—'I feel this;' irZ/ose consciousness ? Quis loquitur '? for the

sensation [ex hyi')othesi) was the first thing, besides which

there is nothing present ;
it wants, therefore, an owner to

make this claim
;
unless the sensation is to feel itself. Other

sensations succeed, and are seized upon by other activities :

they are compared together ;
the like are put into a parcel,

the unlike sifted out
;

the regular are trained to march in
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file
; and the hundreds to divide into decades. Where is the

operator of all these feats ? Do the sensations institute com-

parisons inter se ? judge of their resemblance or difference 1

fasten the links of their order 1 count their own numbers ?

and know their own organs ? All this is against their pas-

sivity and their purely objective position, as that of which

there is a consciousness. To tell us that it is 'the Mind'

which is active, virtually surrenders the whole of the em-

pirical psychology ;
the object of which is to put together

and fabricate the personality ;
and which cannot therefore

set up the personal cause, at the starting-point, to effect the

first step. I am far from saying that Hutcheson meant to

explain away the living, acting Etjo as the subject of all

the mental feelings, processes, and energies, and exhibit it

as the mere aggregate of like and unlike phenomena : on the

contrary, as he proceeds, ho assumes it again and again as

a persistent individual being, invested with both definite and

alternative powers. But, side by side with this natural view,

we notice the influence of Locke's dissolvino: analysis. First,

the activities are broken up and distributed : the Understand-

ing does this ; the 117// docs that ; and then each of these

delegates crumbles away into particular facts, single or in

trains
; Understanding being the sum of sensation, conscious-

ness, judgment, and reasoning; Will, of desire, aversion, joy,

and sorrow ^
;
and so, of the gi-eat nature that seemed ad-

vancing with so entire a wave, nothing is visible, after en-

countering the shock of a dispersive philosophy, but an infinite

spray of phenomena.

B. Sense of Bexvty.—Internal Sense differs from Ex-

ternal by having to do, not with single qualities of objects,

but with a sufficient number to give rise to relatii ns among
them. These relations are no sooner presented to us than

we are affected by a special feeling, wholly different from

the mere seeing, hearing, touching, the separate things re-

lated : they dispose themselves in an order ; they constitute

a harmony, exemplify a pi'oportion, which gives us immediate

delight; just as immediate as the 'simple sensation' of the

*
System, I. i. i, pp. ~, 8.
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oxtonial sonsi' from tlu' tVa^raiK-e of a rose. It is in virtue

oi this iinnuMliati'ncss. and (tf its ln'iii"^ a fVcling tliat passively

liefalls us, that lluteheson phices it umler the catcj^ory of

Senxc : had it been derived from any reckonintj^ of design
or advantage, it ^vouUl have fallen undei' the head of TJunajlit.

This feeling of Jk'dufi/, moreover, belongs to the province of

sensibility by even a stronger right than the experiences of

the eye, the ear, the touch, kc.
;

for of these, there are many
that are quite indiiferent to us

;
wo do not care whether the

postman knocks or rings, whether we jump into a brown

cab or a blue
;
but it is never indifferent to us whether we

arc exposed to what is beautiful or to what is ugly : neu-

trality is absent here
;

it is all pleasure or displeasure. And,

finally, this sense is properly called '

internal," because it

has no dependence on the impressions of outward things

upon our organs ;
but is just as much at home among in-

tellectual relations, the symmetries, the graces, the lucidities

of thought, as among the proportions of what is visible and

audible. There is beauty in conception, in af!ection, in

character, as truly as in person and in dress
;
so that the system

of objects contemplated, no less than the feeling itself which

they awaken, may be apart from sensation and exist only
for internal thoughts

Though beauty may be predicated of single objects, it

must be in virtue of a complexity comprised within them,
and the proportion and disposition of their parts or attributes.

When these conditions are fulfilled, we intuitively feel the

charm of the effect, without knowing anything of its cause
;

the individual thing itself, as an unanalysed unit, gets the

credit of the perfection. This case Hutcheson distinguishes,

by the not very happy phrase 'Absolute beauty,' from those

in which the feeling depends on a comparison of object with

object, such as pictures, statues, and other products of the imita-

tive arts
;
for which, therefore, as involving a conscious judg-

ment of the bearing towards each other of two or more things,

he reserves the term Relative beauty. To this it is by no

means necessary that the component members of the pair or

the system contemplated should be separately beautiful. There

'

Enquiry, I. i. pp. 7
— 10.
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is beauty in identity of ratios, or proportion, yet none in

the single quantities which compose them
;

and many a

lovely picture has been produced, though among the sitters

for it there was neither a Venus nor an Apollo. In his

endeavour to define the precise Relations which constitute

either kind of beauty, our author is largely influenced by Ad-

dison's celebrated papers in the '

Spectator
'

on ' The Pleasures

of the Imagination.'

The fundamental condition is Uniformity amidst Variety.

With a given uniformity, beauty is in proportion to the

variety ;
with a given variety, in proportion to the unifor-

mity ; e.g. that of the triangle is less than that of the square ;

which, in its turn, is less than that of the pentagon, as this

again is less than that of the hexagon, &c.
;
and the beauty

of the scalene is less than that of the isosceles, which is less

than that of the equilateral. The same is manifest in our

judgments of organic nature : in the vegetable woild, plants

may be too formal, on the one hand, too irregular on the

other, to satisfy our taste, which needs a clear typo of being,

freely modified in its details of ramification and leafage, of

height and breadth, of curvature and colour, and finds it

perhaps in a noble beech or lime tree. So in the animal

tribes, nothing is more fascinating than the vestiges of one

structural plan, carried out with variations gradual yet bold,

to work the functions of walking, swimming, flying, &c. ;
nor

is there any specific admiration felt by us for living creatures,

be it in their form, their movements, their integuments and

dress, which will not be found to involve the same principle.

Any breach of the required uniformity,
—a short leg. a squint-

ing eye, a hump back,—offends us
;
and as we descend to-

wards the elementary forms of life, pesthetic interest fades

awa}^ for want of suflicieut organic and functional variety.

Another factor in the phenomenon of beauty is S/mlldrlty;

which indeed is, in strictness, only a development of the

former, no otherwise entitled to separate mention than as cover-

ing a large number of cases. The fact that the fine arts are

so largely concerned with imitation, not merely of the

human figure on its scenes of action, and of the aspects of

external nature, but, in the epic and the drama and all
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v\or<it(V fahuliv, of incidont, cliaractor, and manners, bears

cniplmtic witness to the range of this prinei[>lo. On a minor

seale it appears in the perpetual play of nu'tai)hor in litera-

ture, ami the very movement of language, as it grows, by
the suggestions of resemblance. Even the beauty of scientific

law depends on its linking together, as similars, facts of un-

suspected aHinity ; enabling us to enroll among intellectual

friends innumerable phenomena previously dispersed over

an indifterent and foreign world.

The considerable part which projwrtlon plays in the total

effect of beauty is a further application of the same funda-

mental rule. It might also be brought under the head of

similarity ;
for it is a pleasure in the similarity of ratios.

The relations to one another of a circumscribing cylinder, the

inscribed sphere, and its inscribed cone, as the figures 3 : 2 : I,

give to every one who is introduced to their evidence a feel-

ing of their beauty. The uniformity, -which here lies in

geometrical necessity, is sometimes supplied by a teleological

idea, the tacit assumption of a regulative end in vievj, as in

the case of a machine ;
and not less so in that of an animal

organism. The idea of Intention involved in the very nature

of such an object is indispensable to its beauty, and defines

the perfection to which the parts conspire, and the rule of

order which relates them among themselves as a hierarchy
of means and ends. By an inverse argument, Hutcheson

contends that, as a preconceived design supplies us in such

cases with a standard of beauty, so the appearance of regular

beauty in a product warrants the inference of design in the

cause
; that, in the absence of Selection, i.e. under the con-

dition of indiferent forces, the appearance of regular forms,
of numerous similars, the combination of several shapes
which jit together, like a tube with a stopper in the orifice,

a complexity of parts concurring towards one end, and, d

fortiori, a law providing at a stroke all the means of nume-

rous heterogeneous services (like those of Heat and of Gravi-

tation) would be to all intents and purposes impossible ;

involving, by the mathematical computation of chances,

improbabilities as the n power of Infinite to One^. This

^

Enquiry, I. v. pp. 47—69.
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ingenious argument, being really a digression, I must pass

with only one remark. It is essentially the same which a

few years ago led the late Professor Clerk Maxwell and Sir

John Hersehel to assert, that the atoms assumed as the start-

ing-point of the physicist's cosmogony had all the marks of

' manufactured articles.'

The ' Internal Sense
'

of beauty, thus expounded, Hutcheson

maintains to be intuitive and universal in men ; an original

source of pleasure added to them, without any antithetic

pain. For, Ufjliness he will not allow to be a positive in-

fliction, like a bitter taste or a nauseous smell: it is but

the failure of beauty ;
and displeases us only by disappoint-

ing some preconception. However wide may be the legi-

timate application of this rule, we must surely except from

it discords in music ; the distress of which seems, in its

positive character, quite on a par with the pleasure of har-

mony, and to be equally independent of factitious asso-

ciations. But, with ]"egard to the countenances of human

beings, which are the chief depositories and epitome of beauty
and deformity, there can be no doubt that, when they do

more than fall short of our instinct for beauty, they displease

us by their expression of temper and prohaUe dispot^ition ;

we are repelled by v:hat they signify. The universality of

the taste for regularit}^ amidst variety is evident from features

common to human arts in every stage, quite apart from con-

siderations of utility ; e.g. the rudest habitations, as well

as structures of finest architecture, are symmetrical in form ;

if angular, their walls are parallel ;
if in stories, their floors

are horizontal ;
if lighted from without, their windows are

upright and regular : however barbarous the fashions of

dress, they recognise the correspondency of the two sides

of the body, and arrange their adornments by reference to

the medial line. Nor has any tribe been found that, in choos-

ing its king, looked out for a man that squinted or had a

goitre. The same instinctive craving for the weaving to-

gether of the many into the one is apparent in the earliest

intellectual interests of such men : the village chronicler,

whose memory goes back to the third generation, may have

the useful authority of an almanac; but it is the ballad-
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siiifTor or
/'dv/fcofios' tliat will gather an ongoi- and silent crowd,

I'V
strinixinj^' the loose heads of faet upon a eontiiiuous thread

of human life, spun from tlic wliirl of passion and (he fila-

ments of character; not till the iioet's insi«rht reads the

unifying ])lot. does history arise, and gain its meaning and
its charm '.

When Ilutcheson wrote, the most skilful attempts had not

yet been made to derive the {esthetic conceptions and emo-
tions from associated vestiges of sensation, and the sccond-
han<l influence of custom and education, founded on utility.
In no direction has the doctrine of association of ideas been
worked out with more ingenuity by its exponents, from

Hartley to Alison, than on the track of our appreciation of

sublimity and beauty. But I hardly think that the position
of the main problem has been changed. A thousand aberra-
tions of taste and caprices of fashion, discrepancies of admi-
ration without end, nay, natural extensions as well as arti-

ficial modifications, of the perceptions of beauty, have been
traced through a very possible history sketched with infinite

delicacy. All the morbid excrescences and all the natural

expansions of this sensitive and flexible affection have been

explained ;
but the living seed of all this development re-

mains unique, and cannot yet be manufactured out of ele-

mentary atoms of sensation and utility. Habit or custom

may be ' a second nature
;

'

but it is not a first nature
;
and

a first nature there must be, in order to form it
;

for through
habit we gain only the more nimble emergence of a natural

feeling, the quicker execution of a regulated natural act.

No apprehension of advantage or disadvantage could ever,

by persevering recurrence, convert itself into a sense of sub-

limity or beauty, any more than the exhilaration of stimu-
lants can make us think them delicious to the taste if we
have no taste. And so it is with the influence of education.

We cannot borrow, from others' teaching, a feeling for which
there is no provision in ourselves. They may, no doubt,
mislead us into false taste by their authority and example ; but

only by availing themselves of the preconceptions we already
have of something fair or ugly ; by associating disgusting

^

Enquiry, I. vi. pp. 72
—80.
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ideas with what is really neutral, or attractive affections

with what would else repel, and it is thus that Superstition
is brought to misinterpret the expression of things, and read

a spiritual beauty or horror into physical objects and phe-
nomena which are empty of both. Eut even to misjudge

beauty, there must be the power to judge it.

At the beginning of this account of Hutcheson's psychology,
I have explained the extended meaning which he gives to the

word Sense, by appending to it an ' internal
'

province. His

readers, after observing that he leaves the five external senses

where they were, naturally desire to know how many of the

internal class he adds to these. It is a singular fact that they
will nowhere find a definite answer to this question ;

and that,

on closing his volumes, one may assert with good ground, that

he allows but two
; another, that he provides no less than ten.

The latter opinion would seem to be borne out by a chapter

of his 'Moral Philosophy \' which expressly treats ' of the finer

powers of perception,' distinguishing man from other pos-

sessors of the five external senses, as well as b}' the corre-

sponding part of his Latin '

Compendium -.' In both of these

we find enumerated: (1) the sense of beauty; (2) delight in

imitation
; (3) musical harmony, whether in simple con-

cords, or in the themes of larger compositions ; (4) the per-

ception of design and fitness
; (5) the sense of grandeur ;

(6) sense of novelty ; (7) sympathy, i.e. the spontaneous as-

sumption of any feeling observed in another,—e.g. in the case

of compassion, of congratulation, and of fellow-feeling in

action and enterprise of aU sorts
; (8) the moral sense, direct-

insf enthusiasm on benevolent and indisjnation on selfish and

injurious conduct, involving at the same time joy at the pros-

perity of the faithful and displeasure at the success of the

cruel ; (9) the sense of honour and shame
; (10) the sense of

decency and dignity. When, however, the author proceeds to

add (11) the conjugal and parental affections, (12) the civic

and social, (13) the religious, it becomes obvious that his

classification, intentionally or inadvertently, embraces a wider

field than the language which introduced it led us to expect.

The personal affections, towards beings human or Divine, he

1 Bk. I. cliap. ii.
" Lib. i. cap. i. § 4 14.
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cannot huvi' nu>ant to inchulo unionix
' internal simisoh.' On

tlu' other hand, hr has hrrc placed under separate heads several

varieties of feelin<; which he has (dsewhere assimicd to ono

and the same 'internal seuso;' v.<^.
in his treatise on the

' Lleas of Beauty he has covered by that nauie llie ]>]e.asuro

in 'iniitalion.' in hai'mony, in dcsi^^n, in j^randeur and dignity;

yet each of these, in the present list, takes its place beside tlio

sense of beauty, on equal terms. Sympathy, again, sometimes

finils its way to its natural kindred, the personal affections ;

autl the susceptibility to shame and honour takes shelter with

the moral sense ^ If, instead of interrogating any of his

formal divisions (in which Hutcheson is seldom very happy),
we trust to the general purport of his writings, we shall iind

in them, besides the Sense of Beauty, only ono other of the

internal classes, viz. the Moral Sense.

C. Moral Sense.—In reporting his doctrine on this

point, it is not easy to give it perfect coherence
; partly from

causes inherent in his first conception of it
;
but partly, I

suspect, from a later modification of that conception through
the influence of Bishop Butler's Sermons, published in 1 729 :

for certainly, the posthumous
' Moral Philosophy,' which

represents his ultimate teaching, assigns, in language akin

to Butler's, some jjredicates to the Moral Sense w^hich we miss

in his original statement of its nature
;
and it is doubtful

whether any complete interfusion of the similar ideas was

ever affected in his mind. The difference is marked at the

very outset of the two expositions. In the '

Enquiry
'

he lays

down his thesis thus :

' That some actions have to men an

immediate goodness ; or, that by a superior Sense, which I

call a Moral one, we perceive pleasure in the contemplation
of such actions in others, and are determined to love the

agent (and much more do we perceive pleasure in being
conscious of having done such actions ourselves), without

any view of further natural advantage from them ^.' In the

* In his Treatise on the Nature and Conduct of the Passions, Hutcheson brings

the same contents under five heads: (i) external sense; (2) internal sense of

beauty; (3) public sense (benevolence); (4) moral sense; (5) sense of honour,
*
Introduction, p. 116.
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'

System,' he calls the ' Moral Sense,' in the very heading of

the chapter devoted to it,
' the faculty of perceiving moral

excellence, and its supreme objects^.' I need not point out

that the subjective
'

Sense,' or passive susceptibility to a

certain
'

pleasure
'

relative ' to men,' has here become an

objective 'Faculty,' or active apprehension of 'an indepen-

dent quality immediately perceived in certain affections and

actions consequent upon them
'

(as he shortly afterwards

expresses it) ^. From a form of sensibility we are handed

over to a cognitive power ;
and instead of a special

'

pleasure
'

to be received, we have a mental energy to be put forth.

Still more marked is this feature, when he says that the
'

faculty
'

carries in its very nature the prerogative of com-

manding and controlling the other powers, appreciating as

it does a quality superior to any with which the others have

to do ^. Here surely we hear a voice in tune with the deep
authoritative tones of Butler, rather than with the soft and

winning tenor of Shaftesbury.
The side from which Hutcheson approached the study of

our ethical nature accounts for this difference, and throws

light upon the characteristics of his doctrine. He began
his investigations with the scrutiny of our aesthetic judgments
and emotions, and came to the conclusion that they were not

cu'cuitously derived from any more elementary interest, but

immediately given by a special quality apprehended in beau-

tiful objects by a perceptivitj* in us related to it. In this case,

it is a ^ Sense' that is exercised, because the mind is affected

by an object from without, which reports its contents to the

mental gaze. With this analogy in his thoughts, Hutche-

son addresses himself to the moral judgments and emotions,

and by following its parallel line was brought to a similar

inference
;
that they too are no offshoots of personal pleasure

or advantage, but the intuitive cognisance of a special quality
inherent in a certain type of conduct and character

;
and

that it was in virtue of a mental organ of apprehension
reserved for the purpose, that this 'goodness' in voluntary
action spoke to us at sight. This organ of apprehension,

therefore, was in its turn called a '

Sense,' because affected

'

System, I. i. 4, p. 53.
^ Ibid. p. 58.

*
Ibid. p. 61.
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by a contoinplatetl oltject exti'inul to tlic niind. I'iuUm- the

guidaiK'o of this proconci'ptioii, Ilutch(.soii, in hi.s .search

for
'

j^oodiu'ss,' looks outtcard, and assumes that it is pri-

marily soiiu'thiiijT to be seen in tho actions of others, au<.l

that all our feelings towards it arc but extensions of the

joy incident to its fii-st vision. Let us consider some of

the conse(juenccs involved in this point of departure.

(1) It certainly secures the position which Hutchesou

was most anxious to establish, viz. the complete disinterest-

edness of moral approval and reverence. This is the point
on which he was intent, and which most needed defence

from the shameless cynicism of Hobbes and Mandeville.

And though, for this end, any mode of demolishing the pre-

tended links that hung the enthusiasm for vhAii on to the

promptings of self-interest would liave sufficed, there was an

advantage in selecting one which could fii'st be tried on the

quieter case of the asthetic emotions : for against these there

was a less resolute crusade of detraction : they had the men of

genius, instead of the clergy, for their body-guard ;
and there

was no knowing how a railing accusation against them as selfish

impostors might get punished. It was not amiss, therefore, to

work for a verdict on their behalf, and then repeat the plead-

ings and quote the precedent in the adjacent court. The argu-
ments by which both classes of sentiments are set free from the

taint of sordid origin and left in possession of their intuitive

rights, have lost by time little or none of their validity.

(2) In looking for virtue where he looks for it, viz. in

the visible scene, Hutcheson necessarily fixes his attention

upon action, in its perceptible features, and fancies the ap-

proval which it may win from him due to it as a whole, with-

out distinction of its inward source, its immediate execution,

its ulterior consequences. So that aU these are mixed up

together as moral phenomena, and sharers in epithets of

the same praise and blame. Accordingly, if you ask him

whether virtue is a quaUty of the action or of the agent, you

gain no steady reply. At one time he is so occupied with the

object ive product, that the measure of goodness lies entirely

in it: thus he commits himself, toticlem verbis, to the Utili-

tarian principle, that an '

action's morality is immediately
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adjusted, when the natural tendency or influence of the

action upon the universal natural good of mankind is agi-eed

upon
^

;

'

and supplies us with a regular bit of Benthamite

arithmetic when he says, that altruistic virtue is 'in a

compound ratio of the quantity of good and the number
of enjoyers^.' Yet, at other times, unfortunately more rare,

he tells us that the moral quality is perceived by us i]i the

affections, and only on that account in actions consequent

upon them
;
and the '

primary objects of the Moral Sense are

the affections of the will''.' So that he measures the

morality, now by the action's spring, and now by its effects.

It is not without reason that the Utilitarian asks him, what
is the use of his moral intuition, if, after all, he has to com-

pute his morality by the compound ratios of observable quan-
tities

;
and whether the '

quality of goodness
'

which it
' imme-

diately
'

reveals is simply the answer to that sum, which

would emerge no less through the medium of calcuhition.

If so, he endows intuition with a function never assigned
to it before,

—that of merely saving us the trouble of using
our instruments of knowledge,

—of putting into our hands tho

printed key to the problems given us to work. Nor are

there wanting expressions of his which give some colour to

this interpretation of his meaning : he speaks, for example,
of the Moral Sense as an '

expeditious monitor,' an '

importu-
nate solicitor "*,'

that goes ahead of Reason
;
as if it were only

a quick and impatient provision for the same end which

Reason reaches with more leisurely steps. The pretensions
of any such p)'^'ophetic intuition are open to extreme suspi-
cion.

' Immediate
'

apprehension is apprehension of what
noiv is, not of a future train or sum total of consequences
to flow out of it

;
and unless the '

goodness
'

of an intended

act is already present, neither can it be already apprehended :

if it be dependent on what is yet to come, it will not be

known till the resources of rational prediction have been

expended upon it and determined its amount. The moment
we depart from the rule that the moral quality of volun-

tary action lies in its inward spring,
—which is a present

*

Enquiry, II. iii. p. 165.
^ Ibid. II. iii. p. 177.

'
System, I. i. 4, pp. 58, 62.

*
Enquiry, II. vii. p. 271.

VOL. II. K k
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fact,—wc forfeit the right to claim 'inuiiediato' knowledge
of it.

(8) To the snmc dhjirfife oiiilook for goodness it is due,

thnt llutcheson hnhitually supposes us to get our ideas of it

from ohservation of men, living or historical
;
and that, only

after learning the lesson from the characters of otlujrs, <lo we

n])ply it to our own. He frecjuently renuirks that, in order to

reach our real and sincere moral sentiments, we mu.st

consult our judgment of others' conduct. I cannot recon-

cile this with his distinct statement that '

tlic oltject of

the moral sense is not any external motion or action, but

the inward affections and dispositions which by reasoning we
infer from the actions observed ^

;'
for of

' the inward

affections and dispositions
' we can know nothing but from

our own experience of them. But in the see-saw of his

doctrine between the two directions, the longer arm of the

lever is certainly on the external side, and the tendency is to

settle it in preponderance. His dominant conception obtains

emphatic expression in a generalised form, when he says

that 'the original of moral ideas' is 'the moral sense'

[perception)
' of excellence in every appearance or evidence of

benevolence^.' Without recurring to the reasons already

assigned for inverting this order of derivation, I will only

remark in the present connection, that from Hutcheson's view

a doctrine of Virtue only can result, not a doctrine of Duty,

i.e. only a critique of character, as an object of study and

preference, but not a rule of authoritative obligation or an

organism of relative rights. It is not, therefore, surprising

that, when he encounters the term '

obligation,' and has to say

something of its meaning, he should find himself throw^n

back of necessity upon the personal consciousness, yet, even

upon this true ground, should alight only upon this awkward

definition of obligation, as ' a determination, without regard to

our own interest, to approve actions, and to perform them
;

which determination shall also make us displeased with our-

selves, and uneasy, upon having acted contrary to it ^.' From

which, and an assumed ' instinct towards benevolence,' he infers

*
System, I. i. v. p. gg.

*
Enquiry, II. vii. p. 266,

'
Enquiry, II. vii. p. 266.
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that ' No mortal can secure to himself a perpetual serenity,

satisfaction, and self-approbation, but by serious enquiry into

the tendency of his actions, and a pe>79e'h(.oZ study of univer-

sal good, according to the justest notions of it \'
'

Obligation,'

then, consists in our own approving satisfaction with an act

and uneasiness in its omission, provided we are regardless of

this gain or loss from it
;
the act in question,

—thanks to the
' instinct of benevolence,'—is, or involves,

' a perpetual study of

universal good;' to which we are encouraged by the promise
of a secure serenity and self-content that are to be kept

wholly out of view !

'

Obligation,' self-imposed by the

subject's own satisfaction or uneasiness; to an act imme-

diately known by him as good ; yet whose goodness consists

in its balance of consequences in relation to the universal

system of things ;
under sanctions, of which he must not

think
; presents surely a singular combination of contra-

dictions. Still, the incidental admission is important, that for

the idea of obligation it is necessary to withcb-aw the eye from

the field of observed character, and retire to the consciousness

within.

(4) Hutcheson's treatment of '

goodness,' as a perceptible

quality read off at sight in the outward conduct of others,

accounts for his readers' difficulty in distinguishing between

his two ' Inner Senses.' Separated in phrase, they are con-

tinually running into each other, and exchanging epithets,

till their vocabularies seem to have entered into partnership :

a temper or disposition is
'

fair
'

and '

lovely :' a building is

' chaste and severe.' This is perfectly natural, if the moral

attributes are given to us, like the aesthetic, through objective

inspection ; aj^probation is then so like admiration, and

disapproval so like distaste, that it may well appear a

superfluous refinement to keep the two provinces apart.

Objective virtue indeed is beautiful, and in that capacity

belongs to the materials of art, and plays a great part in the

literature of fiction, and indeed of history. It is not wonderful,

therefore, that Hutchcson mingles the two orders of pre-

dicates, as if they meant the same thing ;
as when he says,

' We have a distinct perception of beauty or excellence in the

^

Enquiry, II. vii. p. 267.
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kind alloctions of rational au;i'nts
^

;' and a^'ain, 'AH strict

Httaolunonts to parties, nects, and tactions, have but an

iinporfect species of hcautij, unless the good of the whole

requires a stricter attaclnncnt to a part^.' Sometimes his

identification of the conceptions seems absolute ;
as in the

words,
'

If there is no mural senne which makes rational

actions appeal" beautiful or deformed : if all apjrrohatloit bo

from the hdeirst of the approver, what's Hecuba to us, or

wc to Hecuba '?' Again and again he speaks of 'the mond

heauty or deformity of actions * '

as synonymous with their

Tightness or wrongness, as in the proposition,
' Wo have

a sense oi goodness and moral heauty in actions, distinct from

advantage ^.' It is true that sentences may be quoted in

which he expressly distinguishes the two '

Senses,' not only

in name, but in specified function. Here is an example:
' As the Author of Nature has determined us to receive, by
our External Senses, pleasant or disagreeable ideas of objects,

according as they are useful or hurtful to our bodies ;
and to

receive from uniform objects the pleasures of beauty and

harmony, to excite us to the pursuit of knowledge and to

reward us for it, or to be an argument to us of His goodness,

as the uniformity itself proves His existence, whether we had

a sense of heauty in uniformity or not ;
in the same manner

He has given us a Moral Sense, to direct our actions and

to give us still nobler i^leasures : so that while we are only

intending the good of others, we undesignedly promote our

own greatest private good ^.' It will be observed, however,

that the three separate places here assigned to the several
' Senses

'

are in a classification or hierarchy of Pleasures :

they are so many stages of a homogeneous but ascending

scale, and are ditFcrenced, as Stuart Mill would say, in the
'

quality
'

of theii- agreeableness. This is not the distinction

which meets the requirements of a true psychology. I am
afraid that, in spite of some contrary appearances, we must

treat Hutcheson's doctrine, on this side, as one of moral

casthetics only, which essentially reduces perfect character

simply to a work of high art.

*

Enquiry, p. ii8. '^ H^id. p. i8o. ' Ibid. pp. 121, 122.

* Ibid. p. 176.
* Ibid. p. 190.

** Ibid. pp. 134, 135.
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D. Springs of Action.—So much for the passive suscepti-

bilities of our nature,
—the Senses, external, internal, moral,

with their several t\^es of pleasure and pain. From them we

pass to Huteheson's doctrine respecting the Sjnings of action

or powers of the will. The common feature of them all

is the preconception and desire of Good
;
and Good means

nothing else than happiness and the means of it : it is there-

fore purely relative to the nature and sensibilities of the

recipient, and must not be sought in any absolute object of

the Reason or eternal congruities which would be present in a

universe without life
;
but only in the constitution of the being

whom we are studying. Our human good, then, consists in

the enjoyments attending on the foregoing senses : they supply

the ends in vieiu which stir oui' varieties of activity. But

they are not private and exclusive possessions : we see others

affected by them, like ourselves ; and this is a spectacle in

which we experience an instinctive and original delight ;

which might indeed, as a distinct kind of feeling received, be

added on to the lists of senses, and actually is so, in our

author's treatise on ' The Nature and Conduct of the Passions,'

under the name of the ' Public Sense ^' It is there defined

' Our determination to be pleased with the hapinness of others,

and to be uneasy at their misery.' We are moved to action,

therefore, wholly by some affection towards rational or at

least sensitive beings, whose pleasures and pains make up

our good and evil
; and, if we confine our attention to

^lersons, they must be either ourselves or others ;
the care we

necessarily feel for our own happiness is self-love ;
that

which we feel for the happiness of others is benevolence.

Both of them alike supply us with our ultimate ends ; for,

our sympathetic distress or joy in the presence or at the

thought of others' suffering or relief is no less an instinct

of nature than our self-regards.

To the establishment of our ' Public Sense
'

or benevolent

affection in this position, viz. of an instinct co-ordinate with

that of self-love, the most characteristic part of Huteheson's

philosophy is devoted. He takes it up as the sole possible

antagonist of the Epicurean principle of personal hedonism,

> Sect. I. p. 5.
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niul insists that the whole ground of otJiical theory is covered

l>y the reasonings of these two rival claimants '. Not that ho

is unactiuaintod with the schenies of C'udwoith and (.'larkc
;

hut he denies tht-ni a place in moral philosophy at all, on tho

giound that the relations which they set up, of altsolute truth

and lituess of things, arc objects of contemplative Reason,
not of practical volition

;
so that these systems, however

true, CAU supply only a doctrine of the undeistanding, not of

the Avill'-. Having narrowed his problem to a conllict

between the dictatorship of Self and its joint consulship with

Benevolence, he pronounces against tho former as incom-

patible with the obvious facts of human experience, unless

the}^ are distorted and caricatured by cynical interpretations.
We are conscious of no secret view to personal advantage in

the love we bear to friends and benefactors and country ;
in

the pity that responds to sufiering; in the enthusiasm that

draws us in heart to the great figures of distant ages and far-

ott" lands
;
in the effort and the risk involved for the rescue of

an innocent victim, or the overthrow of a guilty oppressor. If

these affections were present with us only as the means of

some pleasures of our own, they could be bribed away by
any offer that should outbid them

; 3-et we well know how
completely inoperative such attempted competition would be.

The slow and subtle process of transforming the primitive
selfish desires into complex forms of seeming disinterested-

ness, does not avail to cancel the instinctive look of the

generous impulses : for, when occasion arises, they rush to

the front and caiTy off the will of the child, the savage, even
the habitual criminal, whose life has afforded little room for

such refining processes ^

By the ordinance of nature, then, we arc placed at the

disposal of two springs of action, Self-love and Benevolence.

Each of these exercises its sway over us in tw^o forms,
distributed or concentrated. Our personal desires are numer-
ous as the sources and inlets of pleasure; and each, as it

turns up, will run its course, if there be nothing to stop it,

'
Illustrations of the Moral Sense, p. 210. * Ibid. Sect. I. II.

^ Kature and Conduct of the Passions, I. Art. iii. pp. 13—26; Illustrations of
the Moral Sense, pp. 211— 213.
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and will fulfil its aim. But experience soon shows us a num-
ber of mutual interferences among our desires, which make
it either impossible or self-defeating to float upon whichever

at the moment is on the surface. And hence we are led to

take them all into comparative view, and adjust their

relations so as to keep the incompatibles from clashing, and

admit the rest into the happiest co-operation. Thus arises
'

calm, deliberate self-love,' exercised from a central survey of

its whole realm. But there still remains some room for the

earlier form of the motive, in which the '

particular desires
'

have nothing to fear from their free play, and need take, or at

all events do take, no counsel fi-om the larger Prudence. In

point of fact, it is only among the considerate few that the

incentive expands into the wiser form. It is the same with

the aftection for others' good ;
it may be exclusive to a

friend, may stop with the family, or the sect, or the state
;

may select some special class, the sick, the prisoner, or the

slave
;
and in each case, its unconditional indulgence may

run counter to the well-being that falls under some other

head : nor will this liability cease till the mind's survey
embraces the universe of human good, and the benevolence

expands into philanthropy. This is
' universal calm benevo-

lence,' as opposed to the '

particular affections,' beyond which

the majority of mankind do not pass.

In case of a quarrel between one of my
'

particular desires
'

and my ' calm self-love,' it is quite conceivable that it may
be settled between themselves, without any mediator armed

with arbitrating powers : because the impelling motive is the

same with both, and the difference is only one of computation,
where there is a common measure. With the understanding
to step in as accountant, the true balance may easily be found.

And so too it is (though somewhat less securely) with the

variances of benevolence in its narrower and its wider range :

the same affection,
—the wish for others' happiness,

—is the

inspiration of both, and must be open to the persuasion of the

larger success : revise the working of the sum, and the double

answer will disappear.

But suppose the dissension to arise between the two different

motive principles, and that the persuasion of the benevolent
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instinct is met by dissuasive pleas of solf-love: both affections

carry the same authority of nature : as liet('ro<;^eneous, they
have no common measure: they are in contradiction, and one

of them must <;o out
;
and >vliich is to be the victor nnist be

determined, unless some heljier appears, by their relative

Htrength,—a mere accident of the individual subject. Here it

is. however, that Hutcheson comes to the rescue with his

doctrine of the floral Sense. This faculty, in its pilgrimage
among men and notice of their characters, has always 'ap-

proved of every kind affection\' has pronounced
'

morally good'
nil actions

' which flow from benevolent affection or intention

of absolute good to others
'-,' nay, has declared '

all virtue
'

to

be ' benevolence
•'','

and ' benevolence the universal foundation
of the Moral Sense •».' The very end and function of this

third principle implanted in the mind, is to decide between
the other two when they clash

;
and were it not for its inter-

position as umpire, the controversy between them could never
have been legitimately closed. It sides unconditionally with
the universal happiness, and identifies all virtue with benevo-
lence •\ The question may doubtless still be raised, what the
b2nevolent impulse gains by this accession of an umpire con-
verted into an ally ;

and whether the defeated litigant will

own itself crest-fallen at the verdict. This at least, perhaps
on Hutcheson's representation this alone, is clear: the sen-

tence is given by the airiwoving faculty ;
and if the benevo-

lent instinct takes effect, it will now entail, besides the satis-

faction of its sympathetic aim, the joy of inward self-approval ;

and will escape the pains of self-reproach which, under an

opposite choice, would have subtracted largely from the

personal gains.

K this be all, however,—if the Moral Sense only adds the

pleasure of self-satisfaction on one side of the scale, and the

pain of self-dissatisfaction on the other,—the experiment is

still hedonistic, and may still, for all that appears, leave the

balance, though reduced, to the selfish arm of the lever. A
'

Illustrations of the Moral Sense, p. 113.
^ Nature and Conduct of the Passions, II. p. 38.
2
Enquiry, II. iii. p. 162. < Ibid. iv. p. 196.*
System, I. iii. pp. 50, 51.
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tempted man may say within himself,
'

True, if I refuse this

good office, I cannot congratulate myself on being a fine fellow,

and may feel rather like a guest with thick boots and a cut-

away coat in a ball-room : but it is not necessary that I

should bask in my own admiration
;
I can dispense with that

luxury, and, for the sake of what I like better, put up with a

poor opinion of my conduct which I can soon manage to rub

off or forget.' To a philosopher who simply trusts to the

appeal,
' Do that thing, and you will be uneasy in your mind,'

such an impudent reflection would seem to be not without

avail. Hence, perhaps, it is that Hutcheson, instead of treating

the moral verdict as something more than a prophecy of per-

sonal feelings, as something imperative and final, shows the

greatest anxiety to corroborate it by proving the invariable

coincidence of individual happiness with unswerving devotion

to the universal good. Upon this thesis he virtually stakes

everything: 'The principal business,' he says, 'of the moral

philosopher is to show, from solid reasons, that universal

benevolence tends to the happiness of the benevolent, either

from the pleasures of reflection, honour, natural tendency to

engage the good offices of men, upon whose aid we must depend
for our happiness in this world

;
or from the sanctions of

Divine Lav:, discovered to us by the constitution of the uni-

verse : that so no apparent views of interest may counteract

this natural inclination ^.' To prove this proposition, Hutche-

son provides an elaborate valuation of pleasures and pains
from the several senses and affections, including the Moral

Sense ^
;
and sums up the results of its application in these

words :

'

Thus, upon comparing the several kinds of pleasure
and pains, both as to intention

'

(intensity)
' and duration,

we see that the whole sum of interest lies upon the side of

virtue, p)uhlic spirit, and honour. To forfeit these pleasures,
in whole or in part, for any other enjoyment, is the most

foolish bargain ; and, on the contrary, to secure them with

the sacrifice of all others, is the truest gain ^.'

The reader who has followed with some fervour of assent

*
Enquiry, II. vii. p. 269.

* Nature and Conduct of the Passions, Sect. V.
3 Ibid. Sect. VI. p. 167.
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the proofs of human disinterestedness and of an intuitive

Mural Sense, is naturally surprised to see matters brought
at last to this bahl issue of gain and loss. The Moral Sense

then, far from delivering us from hedonism, oidy eontributes

an additional item to its reckoning, And though self-interest

would poison and destroy the virtue of social actions, taken

one by one, it is what constitutes the virtue of them all toge-

ther ; and every impulse of afiection becomes right by forget-

tinir the reason which makes it so ! Disinterestedness surely is

but a painted illusion of excellence, if it is a mere veil to hide

the real ground of good, and make that appear an ultimate

end which is only a means. Li such case, it is on a par with

any other pious self-deceit
;
and a clear-eyed philosopher,

whose sole allegiance is to the truth, would more fitly feel

shame than pride in proving it to be an inherent element of

human affections. AVe get, I fear, no ethical good from Hutche-

son's Moral Sense and disinterestedness : no sooner are we

gladdened by the semblance and promise of it, than it is

swallowed up again by the omnivorous digestion of the

Epicurean monster.

E. Optdiist Estimate of Virtue.—The problem, however,

of the accordance between happiness and virtue, though
not fundamental, is highly important in its subsidiary place ;

and Hutcheson's treatment of it is both ingenious and large.

In order to establish his measures of value he separates

homogeneous pleasures from heterogeneous ; estimating the

former by their intensity and duration ; the latter, by their

dignity and duration ; and pronouncing that duration is of

less account to the higher than to the lower
;
and that for

inferior dignity no compensation can be found in any inten-

sity and duration. He admits the difficulty of establishing an

exact scale of amount among pleasures which are necessarily

variable with the differing tastes of men
;
but he avails him-

self of the rule that, while the narrower and lower nature

cannot appreciate the superior experience of the more capa-

cious and higher, the latter is familiar with the whole system,

and can compare all its parts : so that, as Aristotle said,
' the

good (and complete) man is the judge and standard of all
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things ^.' The anticipation of J. S. Mills well-known doctrine

respecting the dimensions of pleasure
^

is here very striking,

extending almost to the words of the exposition ; though
Hutcheson follows out the principle more into detailed classi-

fication than Mill. Lowest in the scale he places the Ajtpe-

tites, which require antecedent wants to make them good for

anything, and adventitious attractions, social, a?sthetic, and

affectionate, to give them their true worth
;
and which, in

their proper place, are not only compatible with virtuous life,

but at their best in it. (2) The pleasures of knowledge and

taste, which he assigns to the next rank, are more durable as

well as higher ;
and so far as they are sought in a direction

and among objects readily accessible, are a precious embellish-

ment to life
;
but as they are apt to run out into costly indul-

gence, they need a firm hand of control. (3) A step higher

brings us to the sympathetic pleasures, of family, friendship,

citizenship, humanity: these it is that furnish us with the

chief business of life, and the occasions of deepest joy and sor-

row
; nor is their durability measured even by that of theii*

objects. Bordering upon them are (4) the moral pleasures,

from the consciousness of good affections and actions ;
which

carry, in their very essence, a natural repose and harmony ;

and put forth energies intrinsically healthy and without

misgiving. Should they even fail of their aim, they suffer

from disappointment less than the selfish desires ;
and their

satisfactions, inherent in the character, are beyond the power
of fortune : in their perfect form they culminate in religious

joy. (5) Here we might well suppose ourselves to be at rest

upon the summit
;
but we are invited on to an ulterior point,

apparently in the ascending order, viz. the pleasures oilionour

and approbation by others. Hutcheson guards himself here

from expressly assigning them to higher rank, by saying that

they are so connected with the pleasures of virtue as to render

comparison between them needless. In their union with each

other and with the sympathetic affections, crowned by faith in

God's approving goodness, they almost realise the 'joy un-

speakable and full of glory ^' It is evident that Hutcheson"s

'

System, I. iv. p. 121. Cf. Arist. Eth. Nic. II. vi. 15 ;
VI. v. I.

'
Utilitarianism, chap. ii. pp. 12—16. ^

System, I. vii. pp. 125—135.
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nfVcctioiinto nntl dependent nnturo waH keenly sensitive to the

8ynjj>athy nn<l the good ojnnion of others. 0|"
' hue glory

he speaks Avith entluisiasm : it is more than (hinihlc : it sur-

vives tlie life that Avins it : it is posthmnous in one -vvorhl, and

everlasting in another. To a man so glowing with this fire

it is more than an honour, that it seems never to have tempted
him to any questionable compliance or dazzled the intentness

ol" his eye on truth and right.

On considering what alone can be really meant by the
'

quality
'

of pleasures, it will be evident that, in its aim

and purport, this classification is the equivalent of the ' scale

of worth
'

on which the springs of action are arranged in a

former chapter. I own that the differences between them

are great enough to be discouraging ;
but in the comparison

of independent tentatives lies the only hope that something
better may emerge. I cannot but think that the dominance

of the hedonist idea, though under the select aspect of quality,

has thrown the system of impulses, in Hutcheson's thought,

out of their true moral proportion ;
and that if he had enthroned

the genius of Right in the seat of judgment over them, they
would have appeared in different order and with further

discrimijiation. But he was on another track, i.e. on his way
to prove the good

'

bargain
'

effected by the virtuous life
;
and

provided he gathered into his account all the constituents

of its experience, it was of no essential consequence that they
should be taken in their correct turn : his reasoning may
remain sound, though the order of a subsidiary member of it

should be a little loose. To complete his thesis, he similarly

appraises the pains incident to the several desires, and shows,

in each class as it appears, that the immunities and allevia-

tions prevailingly attach to the lot of the righteous. (1) Bo-

dibj pain, with which we could ill dispense as an index of

disturbance needing attention and arrest, is regarded by weak
minds as something to be escaped at any price ;

so that, by the

threat of it, you may make them accomplices in any crime.

Yet, when they have bought exemption by falsehood and

treachery, and have taken in exchange their burden of shame

and remorse, they confess too late that the moral ill is worse

than the natural. To judge of the relative place of these, we
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should compare them at their maximum, i.e. in the case of the

luorst crimes committed as the ransom from the ivorst pains :

every sound and brave man would accept or keep the torture

and decline the sin. And so would he decide for another, even

the dearest to him, and would sooner see a son subject to any

malady than lost in guilt and shame. (2) Lighter than bodily

pains are those of Iinagination : such, for example, as arise

from the contrast of mean and hard external lot with bright
dreams of seemly and handsome conditions of life. They are

not only relatively light : they are completely controllable by
self-discipline, and therefore vanish from virtuous experience.
Where they feel no firm repressive hand, they carry off their

victim into reckless expenditure and all the miseries of scram-

bling indebtedness. (3) To no greater pain can we be sub-

jected than the sympathetic and moral, which may be taken

together : to witness the sutlering of one dear to us, especially

when it admits of no alleviation from eftbrts and sacrifices of

GUI'S, is, or may be, an agony to leave an indelible impression
and haunt us with pathetic images for ever. It would hardly
seem so indeed, from the pleasure we take in witnessing

tragedies. But then, the suffering is only in a subsidiary

place : it is but the indispensable means to the manifestation

of heroism
;
and the pleasure we feel is that of admiration

and moral sympathy ;
and this is of so high a character, as

to be worth purchasing at the cost of compassionate pains.

Take away these experiences of nobleness and justice, and the

naked '

pity and terror
'

of the tragedy would be simply repul-

sive. Fellow-feeling for suffering, however, is still open to

some alleviations which are inaccessible to remorse and o-uilt.

This, kept do^\Ti, it may be, or defied in the heat of passion,

rises as soon as we ' come to ourselves,' and poisons life by
making the inmost self hateful, and leaving us without

retreat
;
and though it may become blunted by habit, and

sleep in intervals of forgetfulness, it wakes again with the

touch of sorrow, and haunts us with returning self-abhorrence.

(4) The counterpart to the satisfactions of honour is the pain
of Infamy. If justly incurred, it is but the external corrobo-

ration of remorse: if unjustly, it is assuaged by a supporting

self-approval and rest in God
;
but even the human alienation
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is fi'lt to !•(• iiioro (crrililc (Ikui Itudih iuitruish, and nut inlVe-

quontly lt';uls to suicided

From this survov of the contents of Imnian oxporloncc,
lluti'hoson thiidvs it evident that the life of greatest virtue is,

and must be, that of greatest happiness. Its very element is

the social and niornl aHections, whose pleasures are supreme,
and secures it from the moral pains, which are the hardest to

endure. And though it is fully exposed to the suffei-ings of

sympathy, it brings them the best relief in the activities of

succouring love and the admiration of noble fortitude. And
in proportion as the atlections widen and take in lai'ger and

larger circles of human good, i.e. in proportion as they become

more virtuous, do they more easily rebound from the stroke

of private suffering and recover hope and joy in fellowship
with well-being upon a grander scale. And as for the inevit-

able ills that are the impartial liability of all, none certainly
can be more ready for them, and less cast down by them,
than the temperate, the prudent, the just, and the brave ^.

§ 3. Aj'tpreciation of the Doctrine.

In looking back on Hutcheson's whole scheme of thought,
"with a view to store up its gifts and drop its imperfections,
I feel how harsh may become the critic's duty in dealing with

the doctrines he describes. To appreciate the merits of their

authors, he must judge them with relation to their place and

time, and tell what enrichments they have added to their

past: to appreciate the contents of their theories, he must

test them by the standards of the present, and apply the very

light which they have helped into existence to detect their

flaws and their lacun?e. Again and again, historical feeling

and personal admiration make me shrink from the task, as

if it were ungenerous. But the quest of truth, like that of

right, is simple and severe
;
and sometimes imposes on the

least willing censor the correction of his nearest friend. It is

thus that I must point out how Hutcheson, in bravely taking
the field against the most insidious and dangerous fallacies

^
System, I. vii. pp, 139

—
148.

* Ibid. I. viii. xi.
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of his time, and reclaiming from them no small poi-tion of

their momentary gains, occupied some ground which he did

not provide the means of permanently holding.

He found the whole world of English philosophy and

theology in slavery to the autocracy of self-love
; and, what

is worse, in unsuspecting and contented slavery: it was the

accepted lawgiver and interpreter of human life, here and

hereafter. He abhorred the tyranny, and raised the standard

acrainst it : and. within the cii'cle of his influence, reinstated a

faith in human disinterestedness and an enthusiasm for good-

ness, which scattered the subtleties of the hedonist school.

Routed enemies, however, whose ranks are broken by too

impetuous a rush, are pretty sure to rally and return
;
and

it is evident enough that the Epicurean host has reappeared
in force, and, owning no defeat, still claims the field. Let us

first consider whether this conflict was fairly closed for the

time, and is reopened on fresh ground.

A. Relation of Benevolence and Self-love.—I fear that

Hutcheson's distinction between benevolence and self-love

is illusory. He understands by benevolence regard for others'

good, and claims for it the character of an original instinct,

co-ordinate with the impulse towards any personal good. By
establishing it in this position, he thinks that he secures

it in all the rights which had been previously monopolised

by its companion, but which must now become partnership

affairs. He admits, however, that the partners do not always

agi'ee, but in the exercise of their ecjual rights will draw

different ways : on which line, then, is the movement to take

place ? The public instinct, he decides, is to prevail over the

private. If we ask ' Why %
'

and what it is that upsets the

equality of the partners ? he tells us of another instinct that

steps in and reports in favour of the public affection. But

why should this secondary witness be listened to as an oracle ?

At best, it is only like a witness to character, who thinks

well of one of the litigants. True, it is an instinct : but what

makes that conclusive? According to our author, instincts

are our true guides, because to disappoint them is painful,

and to satisfy them is pleasant. The account, therefore,
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stjiiuls tluis : through instinct nmnlier one, wo like llio

puhlic good: through instinct nunihor three, wo like that

liking: through instinct nuniher two, we like the private

good; nnd, however (he InUance may bo settled, the dcter-

nunants arc the agent's pU>asures and pains, and nothing else:

and if. as is cpiite possiltle, the satisfaction of the instinct

which is backed up by another, together with that of its

patron, are no greater than those of the single competitor,
no reason is offered for tlie repression of the latter. The good
of others, by being made the object-matter of an instinct,

becomes our good, i.e. our pleasure, for with Hutcheson the

words are interchangeable ;
and the preference of benevolence

is but the choice of the greater pleasure. He even denies ^,

what appears to me evidently true, that in instinctive action,

the motive power lies in the tL'ant,
—it may be the hlind

want,—propelling us from behind tow^irds the appropriate

object ;
and insists that it consists wholly in the expectation

of the terminal good or evil : so that pleasure desired, or pain
shunned, is the only possible incentive to the will. This

is surely inadmissible. The very existence of instincts that

provide for they know not what, disproves it. And, even in

other cases, the stirring power is in the contrast felt between
the consciousness now present and the consciousness conceived,
between the actual and the ideal experience: the effort to

enter upon the latter is an effort to escape from the former:

the motive is in the relation between the two, and cannot be

identified with one term to the exclusion of the other. But,
if his position were made good, it would simply establish the

impossibility of disinterestedness, and identify Hutcheson's

psychology with that of the school which he set himself to

confute. Once assume as axioms, that good means pleasure,
and that pleasure sets up instinct, instead of instinct plea-
sure

;
and there is no escape from the whole coherent system

of the hedonist and determinist philosophy. Hutcheson's con-

cessions to it appear to me fatal to the object w^hich he had
most in view. In what light do these concessions exhibit

the disinterestedness which he claims for benevolence ? He
means it to be its crown of glory ; but, on his own showing, it

*

System, I. iii. p. 41.
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is little else than a mere blinclness and imbecilit3^ For the

agent addresses himself to the happiness of others, as if it

were given him as a good upon its own account, irrespective
of its relation to himself; but this, we are told, is precisely
what it is not : this fancied absoluteness is false

;
and were it

not that with the happiness of others nature had wrapped up
his own, his benevolence would be without its raison d'etre.

If the instinct is unawai'e of this, and assumes the contrarv,

it is in ignorance and error
;
and it is so far from clearinj^

itself thereby into higher merit, that it sinks into a puerik*

stupidit3\ It can never redound to the honour of a rational

being to shut the eyes to the real reasons and relations of

things. Hutcheson insists that the real reasons are interest :

the highest honour is disintered. I find, therefore, his dis-

tinction between Benevolence and Self-love illusory.

B. Relation of Benevolence and Moral Sense.—
Further : his distinction between Benevolence and the Moral

Sense is illusory. There are indeed passages in his wiitings
which so describe the moral faculty as satisfactorily to save

its essence. When, for example, he tells us that ' Moral good-
ness

'

is not that which pleases us b}' sjnnpathy (arts and

inventions may do this) : or, that which gives us the 'pleasure

of approbation (for it is not good because we approve it, but

we approve it because it is good) : or, that which is serviceable

to the agent or tlie approver: or, that which tends to procure
honour : or, that which conforms to laiu, Divine or human :

or, that which conforms to truth : or, that which has fitness

and congruity : or, that which is sanctioned by education,

and custom : but, an inherent and independent quality im-

mediately perceived in certain afections -with their consequent

actions, and perceived by instinctive intuition
;
and when he

adds that this intuitive instinct not only rightl}^ guides each

separate affection, but, working in a reflective nature, com-

pares the several affections in respect of their apprehended

goodness, and, after practice and cultivation, notices '

many
degrees' among the objects of its approbation, and finds
' some much more lovely than others

;

'

he employs language
to which no exception can be taken, unless it be to its final

vol, n. L 1
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lapse from ethical into a-Hthetic epithets ^ JUit a reader who,

with this statenu>nt in his thoughts, folhnvs him with any

viijihint precision through his numerous relerences to tlic

Moral Sense, is driven, if I mistake not, to say within him-

srlf. 'O si sic omnia!' He never clears the 'independent
• puilitv t)f goodness' which the instinct is appointed to dis-

cern, and which it finds existing in various degrees : so that

it remains cognisahle, i.e. distinguishahlc from other liualitics,

only by its relation to our moral sense, as ' that which wc

approve,' and in afHrming that we approve it because it is

good, we say no more than that ' we approve it because it is

iipprovahle.' The nearest approach to any objective identifi-

cation of this 'good' ({uality is in the frequent statement, that

what we approve is always
' kind a feet ion,' or good-will, some-

times towards ' universal happiness,' at others towards that of

particular persons. This surely seems to be sufficiently provided

for in the benevolent affection itself, unless '

approval
'

of it is

to mean something more (as with Hutcheson it does not) than

to have aesthetic pleasure in it : one who loves the happiness

of others, ipso facto loves the '

good-will
'

wdiich causes it ;

and there is no need of a reduplicating instinct to repeat

what the fii'st has done. It seems, indeed, plain that all clear

difference disappeared, in Hutcheson's feeling, between the

affections towards others and the Moral Sense :

'

happiness in

benevolence
'

is a phrase used by him as a synonym for the
• Moral Sense'^;' and '

happiness in benevolence
'

is benevolence

itself. And so, after resolving, as we have seen, all virtue

into benevolence, he identifies the Moral Sense with it, and

reduces the distinction between them to a verbal illusion.

This, no doubt, is partly due to his singular omission, from

his conception of virtue, of all human springs of action and

feelincf that do not come under the head of affections towards

persons. The control of appetite and passion, the exercise of

courage and presence of mind, the regard for order and beauty,

the search for truth, can by no means be brought under

the category of benevolences, yet are justly regarded as having

place among the attributes of a noble character.

It will be evident, I think, from these remarks that there is

*
System, I. iv. pp. 54—60.

^
Enquiry, II. p. 248.
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a characteristic want of clearness in the following: sentence :

' The affections approved as right are either universal good-

will, and love of moral excellence, or such particular kind

affections as are consistent with these ^.' We ouofht to be

able to add up together the two items here enumerated

as jointly constituting the sum total of Rigid affections,
—

viz. 'universal good-will,' and 'love of moral excellence,' i.e.

of what is right. But as he has identified
' moral excellence,'

or virtue, with ' universal good-will,' this is only to say
that right affections consist of ' universal good-will

'

and the

love of it, which surely cannot be added to it, as it is included

in it. Or, if for
' moral excellence

' we substitute its equiva-

lent,
' what is right,' then it becomes apparent that into the

definition is imported the conception defined :

'

right affections

consist of universal good-will and love of right affection.' In

truth, Hutcheson is continually passing to and fro between

the ' Moral Sense
'

and '

universal benevolence,' without ever

settling any definite relation between them, or assigning to

the former any function to which the latter is not competent.

They play the part, apparentl}^ (if they are two at all), of

parallel and separate determinants of the inwardly right, and

simply do the same thing twice over. Benevolence, for exam-

ple, is represented as in itself intuitively aware that the wider

it is the better it is, and that the more extensive type of it

is entitled to control the less extensive
;

so that, if we were

merely affectional beings, without any further guidance, our

rules would be what they now are. When the moral faculty

is let in upon the stage, its business is to deal with the very
same relations and dispose them in conformity with the same

rules
;
so that it contributes nothing but a ratification of the

iustinctive adjustments. This is indeed expressly avowed
where he says,

' The course of life pointed out to us imme-

diately by the Moral Sense, and confumed by all just consi-

deration of our true interest, must be the very same which the

yenerous calm determi nation'
[i.e.

'universal benevolence]
' would recommend ^.'

It follows from this parallelism that it is open to our

author to carry questions for decision into either of the two
*
System, I. iii.

\i. 252.
* Ibid. I. xi. p. 222.
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co-onlinuto courts, of public benevolence or ui the Moral Sense;

juul it is inj])ossible not to notice his preference for the former,

l^utler, it is well known, draws a distinction between Justice,

in the sense of treating men accordini/ (o Uieir deserts, and

nyitrd for the jmbllc <jood in deulin^j; with them; on the

ground that, in consulting for the public good, it may be

necessary to let off the guilty (for the sake of their evidence),

or to inflict suffering on the innocent : you are not sure there-

fore of being led, by the rule of public good, to treat men as

they deserve. Hutcheson replies to this effect, that, though
social good may sometimes require you, in the treatment of

men, to look at other matters besides the merits or demerits

of their pa.st conduct, yet whenever you go by the rule of their

deserts, it is because this is required by the public good ;
Jus-

tice, therefore, receives its credentials from social utility ^

The answer, it is plain, is not ultimate : what makes it useful

and ethicaUy efficacious to treat men as they deserve? The

universal sense of Justice in human communities, and the

inward response and approval given to all behaviour which is

rightly adjusted to character
;
and did not the public law find

support in the private conscience of the citizens, it would

have neither remedial nor controlling power : its social utility

is accredited by its equity. Take away that equity, and there

are no scales in which you can weigh out its disciplinary

pains or honours : Benevolence itself wdll be bereft of its

calculus, and will work out no answer to its sum, unless by

stealing it. through furtive glances, off" the slate of its quicker

neighbour. Justice. Under failure of the distinction between

Benevolence and the Moral Sense, it is the affectional element

which Hutcheson almost invariably saves, and the dutiful

that is left to its fate.

C. Want o? Moral Gradation.—I have already pointed
out the temptation under which Hutcheson lay, to fix his

attention upon outward action as the seat of moral qualities,

and to seek therefore in what it did. for the marks of what it

was. And he simply carried on this preconception, when he

made the benevolent affection, which he identified with virtue,

^
System, II. iii.

i>. 256.
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depend for its worth on the extent of its range over persons.

At times, his whole Ethics appear to be comprehended under

this objective formula
;

for example, when he says,
' In go-

verning the Moral sense and desires of virtue, nothing more is

necessary than to studv the nature and tendencv of human
actions

;
and to extend our views to the whole species, or to

all sensitive natures, so far as they can be affected by our

conduct ^.' When writing in this mood, he might be sup-

posed, nay he actually is, a pure Utilitarian : as indeed

everyone must be, who looks for right and wrong in action,

instead of in the agent. But, at other times, he finds the

proper objects of approval and disapproval in the motive

affections only, and distinctly afHrms them to be the primary
candidates for moral judgment. Nor does he fail to see, when
his eye is thus turned inward, that, without waiting for exter-

nal consequences, the invisible springs of action have in them-

selves their differences of worth, so that there is an intensive

order of right, before coming to the extensive. He thus pre-

pares the way for the inevitable questions,
' What is the rule

of this order ?
'

and ' What is the series contained in it ?
'

To

these questions he gives no definite or constant reply. When
he says,

' There is a plain graduation in the objects of our

approbation and condemnation, from the indifferent actions

ascending to the highest virtue, or descending to the lowest

vice,' we expect him next to lay before us the scale of values

that is in his thoughts ; but the '

graduation
'

that is so
'

plain
'

is withdrawn into obscurity on this plea,
— '

It is not easy
to settle exactly the several intermediate steps in due order,

but the highest and lowest are manifest ^
;

'

and he contents

himself with bringjinsf these extremes,—of selfish and of orene-

rous desire,
—into strong contrast, and intimating that the

relative degree of worth in any particular afiection depends
on its ratio of streno-th to the total energies of the character "'.

If such a series of ratios, between the character as a constant

term and each affection, taken with it in turn, could be defined,

it would give us only the component factors in the moral

value of the permanent personality ;
and what we want to

' Nature and Conduct of the Passions, Sect. VI. p. 193.
-

System, I. iv. p. 64.
^ Ibid. p. 65.
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kno\v is not tlie true c^tiiimtt.' of this wholt.' iiinn, jukI tiic way
in Avhich ho is nnule up, hut how to rate each inipulso as it

stirs the will, and how conllictinj.^ aflVctions that hosot it toge-

ther ethically stand to one another. And until this is deter-

nuned, and the measures of comparative worth are settled

among the several springs of action, the ratios which they
should respectively bear to the entire character are without

the means of expression. No such graduated scale does Hutche-

son provide. Again and again he tantalises us, by bjinging

us to tlie very spot where it should be found; but nothing
is there, except the rude and confused strife and defiance

between self-love and benevolence. Everj^ scene in his moral

psychology runs into a duel between these two rather tire-

some actors. He promises us a well-peopled stage, astir with

some intricacy of plot and variety of sympathy; but the forms

slip away and pass without doing anything, beyond commit-

ting their cause to one or the other of the irremovable com-

batauts, that are for ever fighting and never slain.

In spite, therefore, of much language indicative of a true

theoretic tendency,— respecting 'a just proportion of strength

in the narrower affections,' their rights against the selfish

desires, their subordination to 'more extensive affections,'

and the essential dependence of the moral quality of action

upon its inward springs, rather than upon the intellectual

reckoning of the greater good ^,
—Hutcheson appears to me

singularly wavering and unsteady in his moral doctrine
;

inclining now to an external, and then to an internal rule

of right, without distinguishing the different parts w^hich

they must play ; recognising, but leaving undefined, the gi'a-

dations of worth in the springs of action, and instead of infer-

ring thence the relative and preferential character of all

virtue, still regarding it as an absolute quality inherent in

an act j)er se ; using the conceptions of Duty and Obligation,

but, from preoccupation with those of Beauty and Virtue

as Gemini, failing to sound the depth of their significance.

When he quits the business of theoretical construction,

with which alone my subject brings me into contact, and

enters upon the treatment of applied morals, his best quali-
'

System, II. xvii. p. ii8.
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ties of intellect and feelinor come out in their full strength,

and so win upon his readers, that they can hardly close his

volumes without the consciousness of having gained a wise

and generous friend.

D. Determinism.—Not a word has yet been said or

invited, by Hutcheson's scheme of thought, as to his relation

to the controversy about Free-will. His reticence on the

subject might well be cited in confirmation of Mr. Sidgwieks

opinion, that it is perfectly possible to construct an ethical

system, while maintaining a neutral attitude towards the

advocates in this dispute. Notwithstanding this reticence,

however, it is neither difficult nor unimportant to define his

opinion upon the question at issue. \\'hen I affirm that he

is a decided Dcterminist, it is probable that many of my
readers may receive the statement with surpiise and incredu-

lity ;
for it is so usual in England for the Necessarian to

reject the belief in an instinctive Moral Sense, that it is

not easy to conceive of the coexistence of the two beliefs

in the same person. Yet there is no inconsistency in their

combination. The Determinist philosophy regards man as

simply a product or effect
;

the Libertarian, as in part an

originating cause, capable of determining what was indeter-

minate before : in the one case, he is throughout, and has U)

be, submissive to the play of given causes centring upon his

life, that move and mould him as they come and go, and unite

and part ;
in the other, he himself stands in the midst, master

of an autonomous reserve, which has a voice and vote to give,

ere the drift of things can settle on its lines. Is man the

absolute creature of the cosmic powers that set him up %

Those powers may be found at work in two different seats,
—

in the scene around him, in the constitution within him
;
and

it matters not where they are, if between them they com-

pletely dispose of him and make him what he is. It was the

humour of the empirical psychology introduced by Locke, to

minimise the nature within the man and bring it down, as far

as possible, to pure receptivity : while making the very most

of the surrounding nature, as it beats upon his senses, and
'

imprints
'

its ideal vestiges on him, and accumulates what is
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cnllcil liis
'

oxpt'iienco.' Ifutclusdn thoiiglit that, out of the

whulo stock of natural data. to(j uiucli had boon emptied
out of the human creature and thrown into the crowd of

extciior laws ; and rescdved to take back an instinct or two,

without which it seemed dillicult to give account of the phe-
nomena. But tho Moral Sense for which he thus provided
a constitutional place was no less a function of Nature, than

the fabricating processes of '

exj^erience
'

which it superseded ;

nnd in the ideas, tho volitions, the movements which he owed
to it, man was as truly shaped by agencies in which he had

no voice, as in the trains of his memory and the logic of his

understanding. From whatever play, of concurrence or con-

llict among tho instincts, the determination of his will may
issue, they are but the resultants of conditions found or

formed for him, and are dependent only on their relative

strength. Thus, the proportion between the empirical and

the instinctive element in a psychology has nothing to do wdth

its relation to the doctrine of Free-wdll
;
and Hutcheson was

in no way bound to adopt that doctrine, as a twin-birth

ivith his Moral Sense. The evidence of his determinism,

though not very conspicuous, is unmistakable
;

he says,

for example,
' When any event may atTect both the agent

and others, if the agent have both self-love and 'puhlic affec-

tions, he acts according to that affection which is strongest,

when there is any o'pposition of interests. If there be no

opposition, he follows both ^' And again, to the phrase
'

determining ourselves freely
'

he allows only two possible

meanings, between which we may have our choice, viz,

'

acting without motive or exciting reason,' and '

acting

from instinct or affection^.' The first is the absurdity
which he justly excludes : the second is the spontaneity
which alone he keeps ;

and this, I need not say, by no means

amounts to free-will. To his prepossession upon this ques-
tion must be attributed the loose and unsatisfactory account

which he gives of the central group of words in the Vocabu-

lary of Morals
;
for example,

'

Duty,' 'Ought,'
'

Right,'
'

Merit,'
'

Approbation,'
'

Reward,' and their opposites : a set of terms

' Ulustrations of the Moral Sense, Sect. I. p. 227.
*

Ibid. Sect. V. p. 292.
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with which, it is plain, he feels himself ill at ease, and can

hold no pleasant intercourse, till he has made converts of

them, and baptised them into a non-natural sense. For him,

perhaps, they may emerge regenerate ;
to the unconverted,

they appear bereft of their wits.

Here we may take our leave of Hutcheson : not without

gratitude to him both for what he has achieved, and for what

he has failed to achieve : that he has let in a light of so much

beauty upon the virtues
;
and that he has not been able, in

the flood of beauty, to dissolve all their moral essence. In

parting with him, we stand at the end of our long and wind-

ing road : he is the last of many companions, stately or keen,

severe or facile, mystic or humane, with whom we have held

by the way a series of dialogues of the dead. Yet not always
with the dead

; for the problems which have engaged us span
the history of thought from end to end, and though they were

already speaking in the language of Plato and Aristotle, are

still not silent in the literature of to-day. It would have been

easy, and in some respects rewarding, to indulge in detours,

and make acquaintance with otlier intellectual chieftains,

not less worthy of deference than those with whom we have

taken counsel. But, in doing so, we should have wandered

beyond the map that was to guide us, and have lost, perhaps,

the memory and image of our track. There are but a few

possible types of ethical theory : they are best studied in the

person and reasoning of some eminent representative ;
and are

most clearly conceived, when the selection stops with the

perfect development of the type. Of the three gi-eat divisions

of method, it is the central one alone in which, instead of

teaching by historical example, I have ventured to speak for

myself: not that representative instances were wholly out of

reach
;
but because I knew of none that traced the lines of

the procedure as far as I believed they might be legitimately

carried.

The effect, however, of declining every deflection from the

main order of my subject, has been the omission of some

gi-eat names which, in a history of philosophy, would have

stood at the head of its most important chapters ;
and it is
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perhaps iiu'uiiiltcnt oti iiic to present, in rei^nid to two or three

of these, an expheit apology for passing them by. and to in<li-

eatr the jihict*.
in (lie foregoing classiticalion oi' s^siel^s, (n

Nvliieli they nui.st he referred.

ll is searei'ly less a surprise to myself than it ean ho to

my readers, that no pages of this book have been reserved

for Kant. Tlie reason, paradoxical as it may seem, is found,

not in any slight of his ethical theory, but in an approximate

adoption of it ; so that if, in working at my subject, my
thoughts seldom consciously encountered his, it was from

coalescence too near for adequate difference. His moral

doctrine is avowedly based on the postulates of inward

experience, and in particular on the intuitive consciousness

of Duty: it is, therefore, idiopsychological ;
and though its

architecture is different in form from that of the construction

which I have sketched, it covers the same ground, and rests

upon the same foundation. This sanction of the method of

rellective self-knowledge is the more impressive, because in

Kant it involved a distinct breach with metaphysics, and con-

stituted a refusal to descend into human nature from a prior

ontologic sphere, and with an artillery of infinitudes explode
and annihilate the meaning and Avorth of finite personalities.

As this feature of Kant's philosophy, on which alone it would

have been pertinent to dwell, is usually regarded by his

disciples as a weakness and inconsequence, I may hope for

indulgence to my silence respecting him.

A similar plea,.
—of essential accordance,—is all that I can

offer for giving no express analysis of Butler. He occupies,

more nearly perhaps than any other writer, the position of a

discoverer in moral theory ;
nor can its problems ever be

accurately discussed without some reference to his thought.
But sermons cannot be the depository of a philosophy. He
left only the fii'st sketch and the unhewn materials of a sys-

tematic structure, and receives his best tribute of honour from

those who try to fill in the design, and here and there add a

sound stone at a weak place.

It is perhaps with an undue disregard of the spirit of the

time, that I have shunned all criticism of Hegel. Prudence

alone would have withheld me from ati attempt for which.
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in spite of frequent study, I still distrust my competency.

But, besides this, Hegel's philosophy does not admit of

dismembering: the whole organism must be taken en mxisse,

to be understood at all
; and thoufjh an Hefjelian may

address to fellow-disciples a separate treatise on Morals or

on Logic, it is impossible for the stranger to appreciate its

reasons and its results, till he has received his complete initia-

tion : it hangs in the air for him, and he knows not its rela-

tion to the solid world. The selection of Hegel, therefore, as

the representative of metaphysic method (and he could hold

no other place), would have involved an encyclopjt'dia of

exposition, before reaching the margin of Ethics at all : with

the effect, not only of distorting the treatment out of all

proportion, but of giving no conception of the mode in which

systems of earlier renown and protracted historical influence

operated upon moral doctrine. I would not, however, that

uiy contentment with a less ambitious aim should be mistaken

for any insensibility to the great and growing influence exerted

Ijy Hegelian conceptions upon the thought and faith and feel-

ing of our time.
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Arnauld, Antoine, supports Descartes'

doctrine, i. 147.—
controversy of, with Malebranche, i.

153-
Amott's and Comte's classification of

sciences compared, i. 439-442.
Art, love of, genius decomposed, ii.

166, 167.

Asceticism, Spencer on, ii. 352.—
teleological base of, ii. 156, 157.

Attachment subordinate to parental
affection, ii. 204.
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Attritiute, Spinoza'R defiuitum of, i. 383.

AttribiUfn Spinoz-a't"", ilispariiU", i. 3S8.

KrtiinunuV interpri-tjitiou of,i. H)i.

lueaiiiiig of, i. 365.

j)iiralloU»iii of, uuteimMe, i. jSS-

Augustin's theoli>),'y, influence of on

Etliic", i. 17, 18.

Authority can have no seat in an insu-

lated nature, ii. 96-102.—
(penal) lies in justice, not in pleasure
and pain, ii. 105.— of conscience, affected by its psy-

chology, ii. iSi, 2S2.

no moralist's '

ipse-dixitisui,' ii.

92-96.— whether in ' ideal of genus
'

over

actual member, ii. 110, ill.
' rational benevolence

'

alone, ii.

276-27S.
society over indi\ndual, ii. 109.
' whole over part,' ii. 108.

BAD, the absolutely, limited to the

secondary passions, ii. i 76,

Bain, on pleasure as self-conserving,
"• 350-

Beauty, essence and division of, in

Hutcheson, ii. 4S9, 490.— factors of, given by Hutcheson, ii.

4S9. 490.— sense of, how far factitious, ii. I46-
149. 492, 493.—

teleological significance of, ii. 490.
Bekker, Balthasar, of Amsterdam, sup-

ports Descartes' doctrine, i. 147.
Benevolence and moral sense have the

same function in Hutcheson, ii.

513-516.— and self-love, Hutcheson inade-

quately distinguishes, ii. 511, 512.

parallel instincts in Hutcheson,
ii. 501-503.

Bentham, Jeremy, influenced by Hel-

vetius, ii. 290.— resolves '

authority of conscience
'

into dogmatism, ii. 92-96.—
says that we judge others first, ii. 25.

Bentham's mensuration of pleasures
and pains, ii. 303-.',o5.— rule of conduct, valid place for, ii.

^55' 256.— statement of principle of Utility, ii.

284-286.
Berkeley, Bi.«hop, alleged interview of

with Malebranche, i. 154, 155.

Best, the, are not the happiest, ii. 331,

33.2.

Body, idea of the, is (in Spinoza) the

mind, i. 302, 303.

Bochiner, E.. diHcovers ' linoainenta' <>f

Spino/.a's 'Sliort Treatise,' i. 236.

Bossuet, Hishop, disapproves of Male-

branche, but reconciled, i. 153,

'54-
Boursier, Laurent-Fran(,'oi8, ojiposes

Malebranclie's 'immediate Divine

action.' i. 1 54.

Boyle, Robert, intercourse of with Spi-
nosav through Oldenburg, i. 249.

Bradley, F. H., concentrates approval
on inner spring, ii. 23.

Brandis's, Christian August, inter-

pretation of Plato's '

Ideas,' i. 32.

Bredenburg, J ohn, controverts .Spinoza,
i- 213.

Bresser, John, physician, disciple of

Spinoza, i. 246.

Brewster, Sir David, reviews Comte, i.

391-

Bridges, Dr. J. H., characterises Comte's

'synthesis' as 'subjective,' i. 410.
Bruno, Giordano, quoted, i. 280.

Butler, Bishop, co-ordinates self-love

and conscience, ii. 260.— criticises Clarke, ii. 426.— restorer of Psychological Ethics, i.

19.— use of the word 'self-love' by,ii. 267.

CAMERER, Theodor, denial of intel-

lect and will to God, i. 294.— on Spinoza's eternal part of the

mind, i. 350. 358-361.
Campbell's, Professor Lewis, Memoir of

^Maxwell, quoted, ii. 202.

Carl Ludwig (Elector of Palatinate) of-

fers Spinoza a Professorship, i. 148.

Carlyle's, Thomas, idea of insight, com-

pared with Plato's, i. 72, 73 ; ii. 32.
' Causa immanens ' and '

transien.*,'

distinguished, i. 286, 287.
' Causa sui,' definition and use of by

Spinoza, i. 280, 281.

'Cause,' applied to two distinct rela-

tions, i. 270, 271.— identified by Spinoza with the com-
mon properties of things, i. 301.— of two kinds in Spinoza, i. 299.

Causes, excluded from knowledge by
Comte, i. 402. 429.— not phenomena, i. 430.— occasional, scheme of, i. 149, 150.

Caste, PtJytheism tends to (Comte), i.

419.—
disappears under Monotheism

(Comte), i. 421.
Censorionsness, 'rejoicing in iniquity,'

ii. 161, 162.

Cbalybseus, H. M., Theism of, i. 21.
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Chandler, Bishop, edits Cudworth's
'Immutable Morality,' ii. 403.

Character, inequalities of, an education

of conscience, ii. 58-60.— the adjustment of two necessities

(Spinoza), i. 347-349-

Charity, account of, by Hobbes, ii. 289.—
obligation of, different from that of

Justice, ii. 113. 115.
Chasdai Kreskas, possible influence of,

on Spinoza, i. 239.

Christ, Spinoza's language respecting,
i. 241, 242. 296, 297.

Christianity, foe to disinterestedness

(Comte), i. 422, 423.— misconstrued by Comte, i, 474, 475.

Christina, Queen of Sweden, draws
Descartes to Stockholm, i. 148.

Clarke, Dr. Samuel, confounds mathe-
matical and moral necessity, ii.

434. 435-
truths and rules, ii. 436.— diverts English Science from Des-

cartes to Newton, ii. 425, 426.
-—• life and writings of, ii. 425-429.— omits to provide for moral degrees,

ii- 437-
Clai-ke's demonstration of eternal mora-

lity, ii. 430-432.
Coler, Jean, biographer of Spinoza, i.

235.

Coleridge, S. T., on Spinoza's rejection
of '

final causes,' i. 366, note.

Collegiants, Spinoza's sympathy with,
i. 239-241.

Compassion, in what sense fellow-feel-

ing, ii. 139.—
relatively to parental affection, ii.

205, 206.

I'omte, Auguste, as Priest of Humanity,

>-398-. . . . r—-connection with St. Simon, i. 37"~
378- 38-1.

—
deprived of office at Polytechnic, and

subsidised, i. 387-390.— education and first literary work, i.

375. 376.— fonnulates law of mental develop-

ment, i. 385.—
opens I'hilosopliie Positive le9ons,

^- 377-—• identifies morality with altruism, i.

425-—
postulates more than his forerun-

ners, i. 371-374.—
produces the Folitique Positive, i.

397. 398.— regenerated by Mme. de Yaux, i.

393-397.—
rejects sidereal astronomy, i. 390-
392-

Comte, Auguste, reviewed by Herschel
and Brewster, i. 391.— sutlers from brain attack, i. 386.

Comte's account of 'personality,' i.

435-438.—
antipathy to 'causes,' i. 425-431.— boundary of possible knowledge, i.

401-403.—
disproof of self-knowledgo, i. 432-
434-—

hierarchy of sciences, i. 404-407.—
personal ritual and habit, i. 396. 400,

401.—
progi-anune of education, i. 449.—
theory, contrasted with tliat of

Diderot, i. 470.

'Conatus,' law of (Spinoza), i. 318,

3'9-

Conde, Prince de, invites Spinoza to

yrench camp, i. 259.
Conscience, authority of, reduced by

Beutham to dogmatism, ii. 92-95.— doctrine of, criticised by Mi\ L.

Stephen, ii. 376-378.— how evolved, ii. 372.—
implicit feeling, brought into ex-

plicit thought, ii. 49, 50.—
judicial, not active, ii. 173. 175.— the scale of relative worth, thus far,

ii; 44. 45-

Conscientiousness, why compatible with

feebleness, ii. 54-56.
Consciousness, opens a new stage in

evolution, ii. 365-367.
Consequences of action, moralist's con-

cern with, ii. 256.

Cowardice, moral, dangers of, ii. 224,

225^.
Cromwell, Oliver, hears Cudworth's

Parliamentary sermon, ii. 397.
Cudworth, Dr. Kalph, cunfouuds ob-

jects and conditions of knowledge,
ii. 420.— distinguishes feeling from cognition
of feeling, ii. 407.— identifies virtue with assent, ii.

.421.— life and times of, ii. 396-406.
Cudworth's criticism of Descartes, ii.

— doctrine of intellection, ii. 409-412.
intelligible essences, ii. 41 3-415.
sensible perception, ii. 408.— ' Intellectual Sj'stem,' how received,

ii. 401, 402.— order of knowledge inapplicable to

morals, ii. 423.—
priority of mind in macrocosm and
microcosm, ii. 417, 418.— vindication of his trpoKrirpiis, ii. 415,

416.
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(.'iilture, lovo of, explainwl nnil i-sti-

itmtod, ii. 197-199-
C'uvier'8 ftccouut of instinct, ii. 1 28,

IJ9.

PAKWIN, (."liarlcp, evolves the moral

fit>iii the uniiioriil, ii. 3.— explanation of remorse by, u, 388-

39 1.

- uses teleological language, i. 146.

I)uatli, Spinoza's treatment of, i. 351-

Hemerit, condition and measure of, 11.

75-82-
I >emocritu8 resolves all perception into

touch, i. 290.
De JIurgan, Augustus, on competitive

exaniiiiatious, ii. 223.

i)e Sauzet, H., editor of Nouvelles

Littiraires (1719% i. 235.

Descartes', Rent^, 'attribute' distin-

guished from '

quality,' i. 129.— automatism of brutes interpreted, i.

13S. 139-—
certainty of Divine existence, 1. 124.— JDe llomine, etfect of on Male-

branche, i. 152.— evidence ofoutward things,!. 124,125.— first law of motion, i. 1 33.— list of primary affections, ii. 123.
— ' matter

'

is
'
extension,' without

vacuum, i. 131, 132.

infinitely divisible, i. 132.

measured by bulk, i. 133.— reference of truth and right to

Divine institution, i. 14I.—
rejection of final causes, i. 146.— relation between understanding and

will, i. 140.— residence and death at Stockholm,

i. 148, 149.— scheme, Catholics divided about, 1.

147-
estimated, 1. 143-140.
factions about, at Utrecht, i. 147.

interests the Princess Elizabeth

and the Queen of Sweden, i. I48.— theory and division of sensations, i.

I34-I3(>-
. , . .— ultimate principle of certainty, 1.

121-123.
test of truth, i. 123.— U5e and application of the word

'

substance,' i. 128.

of animal spirits,' i. 137.

Desert, relation of to merit, ii. 227,

228.

Desire, Hutcheson's exposition of, ii.

512.— J. S. Mill's expbsition of, ii. 287.

De Vers^, Aubert, controverts Spinoza,

i.ai3-
De Witts, Spinoza's relations with the,

i. 258, 259.
Dianoi'tic Ethics, contrasted with the

-I'isthetic, ii. 46;;, ^Mt.

Diogenos of Apolliiiiift, doctrine of intel-

ligent atiiiosplierf, i. 83.
Disinterested alloctions, descent from

to interesti'd, ii. 302.— excluded by Christianity (Comte), i.

422, 423.—
explained by Hartleyans, ii. 294,

301.— insisted on by Hutcheson, ii. 501,

502.511.— supreme in Christianity, i. 474, 475.

Distance, law of, in mental perspective,
ii. 172.

Dryden, John, on Cudworth's 'Intellec-

tual System,' ii. 401.
Dualism in Catholic Christendom, i.

120, 121.— in Cartesianism, i. 121. 127.— lost in Malebranchfc, i. 197.
Du Bois-Reymond, Enail, on Free-will,

"• 370. 371-
Du Fresnoy, Abb^ Lenglet, editor of

book whence addenda to Coler, i.

235. 236.

Duty, Bentham's dislike of the word,
ii. 286.—

impossible to an insulated nature, ii.

96-102.— modifies prudence ; prudence cannot

constitute duty, ii. 70, 71.— sense and contents of, invariable, ii.

—
unprovided for in Spinoza, 1. 369.

EDUCATION, limits of emulation in,

ii. 223.— natural order of, missed by Comte, i.

448, 449.

Egoism, conquest of by altruism, unex-

plained by Comte, i. 467-469.
Elizabeth, Princess (of Palatinate) dis-

ciple of Descartes, i. I49.

Emulation, factors of, ii. 170.

Enfantin, Ijarth^lemy Prosper, disciple
and interpreter of St. Simon, i.

376.

Envy, origin and range of, ii. 170.

Epicurus, a '

flowing philosopher,' i. 8.

Error, De.'tcartes' theory of, i. 140.
' Eternitatis sub specie

'

knowledge
(Spinoza), i. 31 1.

Eternity, Spinoza's definition of, i. 282.

Ethics, defined, i. i.

— fundamental fact of, stated, ii. 17.
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Ethics, Greek, based on idea of 'Good,'
i.63.—

psychological and unpsychological,

distinguished, i. 3, 4.— Rational or Uianoetic school of, de-

scribed, ii. 394, 395.— theories of, classified, i. 14. 18, 19.—
uiipsychological, why disabled, i.

475-479-—
vocabulary of, significant, ii. 17-19.—
ways of studying, i. 2, 3.— what,

'
if geometrical ?' i. 263-265.

Evil, moral, inconceivable as positive,
ii. 83, 84.

Evolution, animal, applied to genesis
of morals, ii. 3, 4.— Darwin's account of, ii. 343. 345.— has separated stages, ii. 364, 365.— how affecting the treatment of

morals, ii. 336-338.— meaning of 'higher' and 'lower
'

in,

ii- .^91-393-— of morals, ii. 345-348.—
Spencer's account of, ii. 342. 344.— whether applicable to psychology, ii.

339-341-

FACT, fundamental ethical, ii. 17.

Faculties, Mr. L. Stephen's criticism on,
ii. II, 12.— need of discriminating, ii. 14, 15.—

supposed conflictof, resolved, ii. 8-10.— what they are and what they are

not, ii. 10-13.

Fame, love of, defined and estimated,
ii 221, 222. 224.—

difi'erently estimated by moralists,
ii. 272.

Fear, bearing of, on avarice, ii. 160.— claims of, relatively to love of gain,
ii. 184, 185.—

superior to secondary affections, ii.

187.

Feeling, opens a new stage in evolution,

.

ii- 365-367-
Fetichism, has no priest or temple

(Cointe), i. 418.—
origin and end of (Comte), i. 413,

—
place assigned to, conjectural, i. 462.

Fichte, J. H., Theism of, i. 21.

Finite, defined by Spinoza, i. 281.—
things, how reached by Spinoza, i.

298, 299.

Fontenelle, Bernard Le Bovier, on Male-
branche's literary merits, i. 155.

Forgiveness, conditions and meaning
of, ii. 188-190.

Foucher, Abbe Simon, controverts

Malebranche, i. 153.

VOL. II.

Freedom, belief in, deepens affection

(Spinoza), i. 325.— how gained (Spinoza), i. 344, 345.—
meaning of (Spinoza), i. 325, 326,
327- 343- 348, 349-

Free-will, Du Bois-Reymond on, ii. 370,

371-—
implied in 'Merit,' 'Guilt,' 'Respon-
sibility,' ii. 34-38. 82.— not recognised by Hutcheson, ii . 519,

520.—
opens a new stage in evolution, ii.

368.

Friendship, account of by Helvetius,
ii. 292.

GAIN, love of, how related to fear, ii.

185.
_

inferior to antipathy and resent-

ment, ii. 184, 185.
Gall's function of phrenological organ

compared with Comte's, i. 436,
437-

Generosity, essence and application of,

ii. 225, 226.

Geometry, why apodeictic, i. 265, 266.

Geuliux, Arnold, propounds his ' Occa-
sional Causes,' i. 149, 150.

Glasemaker, J oh. Heinr., probable La-
tiniser of preface to Spinoza's Op.
posth. i. 240.

God, Descartes' mode of knowing, i.

124.— identified by Plato wnth 'the Good,'
i. Si, 82.— 'Nature,' 'Substance,' how far inter-

changeable in Spinoza, i. 277-279.—
Plato's, whether personal, i. 82-88.—
Spinoza's definition of, i. 280.— union with, Malebranche's '

perfec-

tion,' i. 1S1-183.— will of, whether available as the rule

of right, ii. 217, 218.

Good, contents of the, compared with
the right, i. 63, 64.— Plato's account of the, i. 80, 81.—

Shaftesbury's account of, ii. 455,

456.

Goodness, how distinguished by
Shaftesbury from good, ii. 456.

Granville, Lord, an attached friend of

Hutcheson, ii. 477.

Gratitude, a variety of generosity, ii.

229, 230.

Green, Thomas Hill, concentrates ap-

proval on inner spring, ii. 23.— takes '

duty
'

as imposed by a man
on himself, ii. 98, 99.

Guizot, Frangois P. G., disparaged by
Comte, i. 388, 389.

M m
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HAtX'KKL inveota atoms with feeling
and will, ii. .^foj, 370.

llaiiiiltoii, Sir \Villi:iiii, on the ohjevt of

piTiH'iitiiin, i. .'»;0.

Haiipinoxs, imiiviihial and social, nut

idtntical, ii. 313-,^14.—
princii>lo of the jjreatust, fails the

hodonist, ii. 310, ,^ii.

JIartloy.'ui account of disintereatedness,
ii. ji>4. 301.

llartmanii, Edouard von, aibiiits final

causca, i. 146.
Heaven anil hell, dual classification of,

accounted for, ii. 60-64.

Hetlonisni, how modified by Hartley-
ana, ii. 203-2y6.
by sociology, ii. 296, 297.— leaves disinterestedness possible, but

not obligatory, ii. 309.—
Shaftesbury's apparent lapse into, ii.

461, seqq.—
utilitarian, chief representatives of,

ii. 283.

psycliological principle of, stated,
ii. 2S4-287.

Hegel, G. F. W., contrasts Greek and
Christian valuation of the indi-

vidual, i. 79.—
intellectually related to Spinoza, i.

18,19.— why not expounded and reviewed, ii.

Helvetius, Claude Adrien, hedonism

of, centres in the senses, ii. 291.— influence of, on Benthani, ii. 290.
Helvetius's version of friendship, ii.

292.
of justice, ii. 293.

Heraclitus and his doctrine of motion,
i. 9. 24.

Heredity, relation of, to differentiation,
ii-

355-.
Herschel, Sir John, confutes Comte on

Laplace, i. 390-392.

'Heteropsychological,' meaning of, ii.

i.v 281, 282.

Hobbes, Thomas, definition by, of Pity,
ii. 139, note.— definitions by, of Laughter, Pity,

Charity, ii. 289.
of Eeverence and Religion, ii.

288.—
intellectually related to Comte, i.

18.— on Euclid, criticised by Malebranche,
i. 172.— on the conception of power, ii. 288.

Hooker, Thomas, on gradations of good-
ness, quoted, ii. 252.

Humanity, deemed progressive before
'

Sociology,' i 463, 464.

llutchcHon, Francis, a determinist, ii.

5 1 9, 5 JO.—
appraiacH thejileaaures and ])ains, ii.

505-510.— avowedly develops Shaftesbury's
doctrine, ii. 4S3.— co-ordinates benevolence and love ol

right, ii. 260. 265.— derives mural ideas from observeil

benevolence, ii. 49S.—
diaap))oints the j)roniise of moral

gradation, ii. 516-518.—
early education of, ii. 474, 475.— excellent in his applied morals, ii.

— has no separate function for moral
sense and benevolence, ii. 51.3-

5'6.— influence of, on Channing, ii. 47S,

479-—
position of, in Dublin, ii. 475-478.—
Professorship of, in Glasgow, ii. 479-
481.—

publications of, in Dublin, ii. 477.— reforms philosoj)hy in Scotland, ii.

479, 480.—
slips uncoiiRciously into hedonism,

ii. 506. 508. 512.— wavers between intuition and uti-

lity, ii. 497.
_

Hutcheson's classifications, variable and

inexact, ii. 493, 494, note.—
death, and traditional reputation, ii.

481-483.— 'internal sense' characterised, ii.

487-494.— Latin Manual of Ethics, ii. 481.— moral sense arbitrates between self-

love and benevolence, ii. 504.
how affected by the analogy of

beauty, ii. 496. 499, 500.— -^— influenced by Butler, ii. 494, 495.— sense-doctrine compared with Aris-

totle's, ii. 485.—
'System of MoralPhilosophy,'ii.48i.

Huyghens, Christian, correspondence of,

with Spinoza, i. 253. 284.— on unity of substance, i. 284.

IBN-EZRA'S writings known to

Spinoza, i. 2.^9.

Idea and Ideatum, how related in

Spinoza, i. 303.

'Idea,' extension of, in 17th century, i.

318.
Idealism renders moral consciousness

illu.sory, ii. 45.

Ideals, the Christian, cited in excuse for

the '

worship of humanity
'

(Comte),
i- 424-

i
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Ideas, as objects, Malebranche's doctrine

of, i. 160-163.— association of (Spinoza), i. 307.— order of, same as of things (Spinoza),
i- 304, 305-.— '

primi generis,' confused and inade-

quate ;8pinoza), i. 308, 309.
'

Idiopsychological,' meaning of, ii. 15.

Imagination and memory exjilained

(Spinoza), i. 306, 307.— errors of, in Malebrancbe, i. 157,

158.
and ' transiens

'

distiu-

i. 286, 287.

'Immanens '

guished.

Imprudence,
119.

Inclination,
brancbe

why inmioral, ii. 117-

distinguished by Male-
from passion, i. 167.

Industrial pursuits, despised under

Polytheism (C'onite), i. 419.— favoured by Monotheism (Comte), i.

421,

Instinct,Cuvier'8 account of, considered,
ii. 129.

Instinctive springs of action, vindicated
for man, ii. i 26-128.

Intellect and affection, Sidgwick on
conflict between, ii. 270.— and will denied to God (Spinoza), i.

294, 366.— does not secure moral consciousness,
ii. 423, 424. 446.— includes '

ratio
'

and '

intuitus
'

(Spinoza), i. 316.—
'infinite,' meaning of, in Spinoza, i.

293- 3 '7. «o/('.—
Spinoza limits to 'natura naturata,'

i. 293. 317, note.— subordinate to affection, in Positivism

(Comte), i. 423.— takes sides with altruism (Comte), i.

423-

Intention, distinguished fi-om motive,

ii; 252, 253.

Intuition, not a short cut to the cal-

culable, ii. 497.

Intuitions, evolution of, according to

Spencer, ii. 347, 34S.
Intuitive moralists, Sidgwick on dis-

agreements of, ii. 265-273.
Intuitus, meaning of, in Spinoza, i. 31 2-

316.

JAC'OBI, Friedr. Heinr., quoted, ii. 21,

22. 145.
Jelles, Jarigh, wrote (in Dutch) pre-

face for Spinoza's Op. po.sth., i. 240.
Jowett, Professor B., quoted, i. 44.

Judgment, moral, applied only to per-

sons, ii. 20-22.

Judgment, moral, begins upon our-

selves, ii. 25-28.—
intuitively preferential, ii. 41, 42.— not deductive, ii. 422.— not elicited by mere spontaneity, ii.

3'. 32.—
passed on inner spring of actiim, ii.

22-25.—
passed on volition only, ii. 32-34.— why not more visibly uniform

among men, ii. 56-58.
Justice, account of, by Helvetius, ii.

293-— essence and ramifications of, ii. 231-

— idea and place of, in Plato, i. 68, 69.

—
implies free-will, ii. 82.— love of, as a spring of action, ii. 235,

236.—
obligation of, different from that of

Charity, ii. 113. 115.— why admitting of Queen's evidence,
ii. 269.

KANT, Immamiel, on self-love, ii. 267.— on the love of virtue as sole nior;il

motive, ii. 260. 265.— why not expounded and reviewed, ii.

522.

Karkeris, Miriam, sister of Spinoza, i.

237.

King, Archbishop, protects Hutchesoii,
ii. 476.

Knowing, Malebranche's four modes of,

i. 164-166.

Knowledge, constitutes the perfect life

(Spinoza\ i. 329.—
developed in three stages (Comte),

i. 410-417.— limited to facts by Comte, i. 402.—
psychological, impossible (Comte^, i.

403-

LABOUR becomes free under Mono-
theism (Comte), i. 421.

Lamy, F., imputes
'

Quietism
'

to Male-

brancbe, i. 154.

Land, J. P. N., editor of completed
works of Spinoza, i. 237, note.

Laughter, account of,by Hobbes, ii. 289.

Law, Comte's triple, real significance of,

1. 458-460.
tested by historical experience, i.

453-457-.
by individual experitnce, i.

451-453-—
distinguished from morals under
Monotheism (Comte), i. 420.
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I^iw of Buooession in tlio thciilogicnl

8ta|^' ('ointo
, i. 413-4I5.— of traiihfcrciioe

'

oxplaiuH iliBiiite-

restedueBji, ii. J94. 301.— of thre« intellectual sUijjos ^^Conite),

i. 410-417.
liocky. on Mill's two iliniensions of

j)loasiiro, ii. 307.
I.cei'hiiiiin, rnncijiiil, influence of, in

(ila.-»i;o\v, ii. 4S1, nolv.

Leibniz,( Jottfrieil ^\'ilhelnl, controversy
of, with Clarke, ii. 428.—

SpinoaiV relations witli, i. 254.

L'Knfant, AMk', Latin translator of

Malehranche, i. 153.
Le Roy, Heinrich.of Ttrecht, advocates

Descartes' doctrine, i. 147.

Lewes, G. H., defends Psychology
against Comte, i. 433.

Liberty, love of, a variety of the love of

power, ii. 195, 196.—
(of will\ how understood by Male-

hranche, i. 157.

Littrt?, E., institutes Comte's ' subside

sacerdotal,' i. 389, 390.—
inveiglis against

' absolute notions,'

i.428.

Livingstone, Dr., on common feeling of

beauty, ii. 146, note.

Locke's, John. 'Men think not always'
controverts Malebranche, i. 160.—

philosophical position unstable, ii.

405-

Lotsij, M. C. L., on ' the mind's eternal

part,' (Spinoza", i. 350.

Love, how idealised by Plato, i. 65.— (Malebranche^
' never bad, but may

be of bad things,' i. 169.

Lucas, physician, discipleandbiographer
of Spinoza, i. 235.

MACKINTOSH, Sir James, criticism

of, on Malebranche, i. 218, 219.
Maimonides read by Spinoza, i. 239.

Malebranche, Nicolas, alleged interview

of Berkeley with, i. 154, 155.— condemns Spinoza, unnamed, i. 211-

313.— criticises Epicurean doctrine, i. 180.— criticises Stoic doctrine, i. 178.—
disparages Astronomy ;

and erudi-

tion, i. 173.— efifect on, of Descartes' De Homine,
i. 152.— identifies mind with thinking, i. 159,
1 60.— in relation to Descartes, i. 197.
to Spinoza, i. 151. 211-213.—

literary and personal characteristics

of, i. 155, 156.

Malebranche, Nicolas, loses, but re-

gains, Ho.ssuet'sgoodwill, i.15.1, 154.— on tile blindnoHH of the passions, i.

183-1S6.—
pupil of JJichard Simon, i. 152.— sacrifices personality, i. 198-308.— wavers between transcendence and

iiiiniaTionce, i. JI4, 215.
Malobruiiclie's account of (Jod's chief

end, i. iTyS.

—
analogy between motion and will, i.

166.—
controversy with Arnauld, i. 153.— derivation of affections fi-om love

anil hate, i. 18S, 189.— distinction between inclination and

passion, i. 167. 178.— doctrine of union with God, i. 181-

— errors of misdirected '

inclination,
i. 169-178.
of sense and imagination, i. 157-

— ethical doctrine stated and criti-

cised, i. 215-233.— four modes of knowing, i. 164-166.— ' idea^
'

in God, as objects in percep-
tion, i. 160-163.— ' Love never bad, but may be of bad

things,' i. 169.— Recherche de la ViriU, reception of,

i- 153-— sensible helps to clear thought, i.

191-193.—^Theism at variance with his philo-

sophy, i. 208-2 n.— '

understanding
'

not a ' mode '

of

mind, i. 159.— use of 'animal spirits,' i. 167-180.

194, 19.V

Malice, the relish for antipathy, ii. 161.

Man, 'a spiritual automaton' (Spinoza),
i. 369.

Manasseh ben Israel absent at Spinoza's
trial, i. 243.

Mandeville, Bernard de, Hutcheson's

doctrinearevoltagainst, ii.478. 496.
Manichaeism and its opposite, ii. 83.

Mansvelt, Professor Eegnier k, Utrecht

opponent of Spinoza's 'Theol.-Pol.

Treatise,' i. 256.

Mariolatry generalised by Positivism

(Comte), i. 425.

Masham, Lady, daughter of Cudworth
ii, 403, 404.— discourse by,on the 'Love of God,' ii.

404.

'Materialism,' Comte's meaning of, i.

470.
Matter, Descartes' conception of, i. 131,

132-
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Maxwell, J. Clerk, anecdote of, ii. 202.

Melchior, J oh., Utrecht opponent of

Spinoza's
' Tlieol.-Pol. Treatise,' i.

256.

Memory, explained (Spinoza), i. 307.

Merit, condition and measure of, ii.

75-82.— how distinguished from '

desert,'
ii. 227-229.— how possible towardsmen, ii.l 1 3-1 1 6.— Mr. L. Stephen's interpretation of,

ii. 7 8-8 1.—
Shaftesbury's relation of to virtue,

ii. 456-458.— why impossible towards God, ii.

Ill, 112.

Metaphysical Ethics, characteristic of,

i. II.

(i) Transcendent, (2) Immanent,
i. 20-22. 1 12, 113.—

stage of mind, reached in Protes-

tantism (Comte), i. 416.

Metaphysics and Physics defined, i. 7.— claim no knowledge of the Absolute
i. 427, 428.— how far stationary, i. 460-462.

Meyer, L., editor of Spinoza's Op.posth.,
i. 240. 246. 250. 262.

Military spirit, becomes defensive un-

der Monotheism (Comte ^', i. 421.
fostered by Polytheism (Comte),

i. 419.
Mill, James, that we judge others first,

ii. 25.

Mill's, James, account of the moral
sentiments examined, ii. 321-328.
identification ofconsciousness and

self-consciousness anticipated by
Spinoza, i. 305.
statement of principle of hedon-

ism, ii. 286.

Mill, John Stuart, and friends raise

temporary fund for Comte, i. 3S9.
defends PsychologyagainstComte,

i- 433-
defines the principle of Utili-

tarian Hedonism, ii. 287.

Mind,
' eternal part

'

of the (Spinoza),
i- 351-362.— is (in Spinoza) the idea of the

body, i. 302, 30.v_
'

Mode,' defined by Spinoza, i. 286.

Modes, 'eternal,' meaning of, in Spinoza,
i. 286.

Molesworth, Viscount, friend and con-

fidant of Hutcheson, ii. 477.

Money, love of, whence developed, ii.

159, 160.

Monism contradicts moral conscious-

ness, ii. 4, 5.— in ancient philosophy, i. i iS. 120.

Monism, vain attempts to save, ii. 369,

370._
Monotheism, Christian, incompatible

with disinterested love (Comte),
i. 422, 423.— divides morals from law (Comte), i.

420.

spiritual from temporal power
(Comte), i. 420.—

exemplified in Catholicism (Comte),
i. 416.— favours industry and free labour

Comte), i. 421.
Science more than Art (Comte),

i. 420.— makes military spirit defensive

(Comte), i. 421.— transition to (Comte), i. 415.
Moral affections, on what ground as-

cribed to God, ii. 86, 87.—
consciousness, cancelled, leaves Irute

or devil, ii. 83.
intuitive preference between rival

springs, ii. 40-42.— universal and uniform, ii. 72, 73.— distinctions, De.'icartes refers to Di-

vine ^^'ill, i. 141.

Morals, identified by Comte with al-

truism, i. 425.— insecure under the pleasure-test,
ii- 3.i4-—

practical, merits of Comte's, i. 465.—
separate from law under iMonotheism

(Comte), i. 420.

More's, H., Enchiridion JEthiettm, ori-

gin of, ii. 399.

Morteira, Saul Levi, teacher of Spinoza,
i. 238.

INIotion, Descartes' first law of, i. 133.

ilotive, how distinguished from in-

tention, ii. 252, 253.

Motives, mixed, how estimated, ii.

219, 220.— ' the moral,' as springs of action,
ii. 261-264.— whether and how cognisable, ii.

273-276.
Muller, F., finds and publishes Spinoza's

'Short Treatise,' &c., i. 236.

Museus, Jena opponent of Spinoza's
'Tractatus Theol. Polit.,' i. 256.

Mystics, Christian, aim oi at self-sur-

render interpreted, ii. 73, 74.

NATURA, naturans and naturata dis-

tinguished, i. 286.

Nature, God, Substance, how far inter-

changeable in Spinoza, i. 277. 279.

Necessity, all existences determined by
(Spinoza), i. 308. 345.
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Nocessity, two mcnnings of, confound-

t'd, i. i(n), J 70.

Noininalisiii, versus two furnis of Hcal-

1811), \. i\.

Xorris, .lolm, of lU'iiiortoii, criticised

l>y I^'iily Maxliain, ii. 404.
Ni>iinieiin, insi'inirablc fruiii I'heno-

iiuMia, i. 427-4^1;.

ORl ECT and Cause confounded, i. 290,

Oldigation, Bentliaiii s dislike of tlio

word, ii. 2S6.
— Hutcheson's account of, ii. 49S, 499.—

Spencer's definition of, ii. ,^56.— !^ee 'Authority,' 'Duty,' 'liight.'

OccasionalCauses, scheme of, i. 149, 150.

OKlenburg. llcinrich, correspoiulciit of

Spinoza, i. 24S.

Optimism, influence of, on Shaftesbury,
ii. 455. 470, 471.

'

Ought,' Bentliam's wish to expunge
the word, ii. 285.

PALEY, William, on pleasure con-

ferred 'gratis,' ii. 156.— on the Will of God as rule of right,
ii. 217,^218.— reduces moral 'authority' to retri-

butory sanctions, ii. 102-105.
Parallelism of attributes (Spinoza)

untenable, i. 288-292. 305.

Pamienides, doctrine of, i. 8. 24. 35.

Passion, distinguished by Malebranche
from inclination, i. 167.

Pas.^ions, function and varieties of,

ji. .131-1 34-
Patriotism fostered by Polytheism

(Comte), i. 419.
Persecution, ethics of, considered, ii.

216, 217.

Personality, Comte's account of, i. 435-
438-—

conception of, in Plato, i. 82-88.— not resolvable into a phenomenal
aggregate, ii. 37, 38.— realised in society, ii. 30.— unprovided for in Spinoza, i. 345-350.

Persons sole objects of moral judgment,
ii. 20-22.

Phenomenp, mind can observe all,

except its own (Comte), i. 403.
'Phenomena only,' cannot be known,

i. 427-429-
Phenomenon and Reality, antithesis of,

i. 5, 6; ii. i, 2.

Philosophies, ancient and modern, ana-

logous yet inverse, i. 8, 9.

key to each, ii. 1-3,

Piiysical Ktliicp, characteristic of, i. i a.

I'hysioH and ]\U>l.apltyhics, delinod, i. 7.

Pity ilotineil by Jlobbes, ii. 2S9.

Pinto, contra! jiroblem of, i. 24,— idcntiHes 'Cause' with '\1ind,' i,

4.V4^'-
.— no luidiinist, i. So.

Plato's account of malhoniatics and

dialectic, i. 50-52.— argument for the soul's ininiorl.-ility,

i. 60, 61.

— attitude towards the idea of respon-

siiiility, i. 88-92.— coincidences with Bentham illusory,

i. 71.
with Carlyle illusory, i. 72.— distinction between ' cause

' and
'

condition,' i. 58, 59.—
Ethics, anti-aH'cctidu.-il, i. 108, 109.— —

equalise the moral and the un-

moral, i. 106, 107.
not a doctrine of Duty, i. 104, 105.—

ethnological characters, i. 63.— God, whether personal, i. 82-88.
— 'Good,' contents of, i. 63, 64. 80, 81.
—

grades and analogies of knowledge,
i- 52-54-— ideal cosmogon}', i. 58, 59.— idealisation of Love, i. 65.— '

Ideas,' Aristotle's criticism of, i. 33.
as eternal patterns, i. 37, 38.

culminate in ' the Good,' or

'Mind,' i. 46, 47.
distribution of, in ' the many,'

how described, i. 28.

for what purpose wanted, i. 28, 29.
how affected by test passage,

Phileb. 23 C, i. 39-42.

h3'postatised universal?, i. 25-27.— —
represented by nundjers, i. 30, 31.

whether invested with causality,
J- 34-37-
whether seated in the Divine

Mind, i. 32, 33.— myth of Er the Armenian, i. 93-103.
• of the chariot, i. 66, 67.— 'No one is voluntarily bad,' i. 70.— relation between vovs and i/'i'X7> '•

44-49. 57.—
ruling faculty, 'Eeason,'or 'Right?

i. 66-69.— State, an ethical personality, i. 73~75-
a social absolutism, i. 75-78.

• compared with the Catholic

Church, i. 79, 80.—
transmigration of souls, i. 61. 88.

99-102.— triads of cognitive and active princi-

ples, i. 49.— use of rb /xfj 6v and its equivalents,
i- 56, 57-
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Pleasure and pain are (Spinoza) tran-

sition to and from more perfect

being, i. 323. 327.— identified by J. S. Mill witli 'object
of desire,' ii. 297.

by Spencer with self-conservation,
"• 349- 353-— love of, inferior to appetite?, ii. 179,
180.

in its origin and range, ii. 158,

159;— ' motive
'

is not, like resultant, homo-

geneous, ii. 300, 301.— not Plato's ground of Ethics, i. 80.— Plato's double estimate of, i. 64.—
'resultant,' inference from, by So-

crates and Paley, ii. 156.—
proportioned to intensity of spring,

ii. 69. 299, 300.— two dimensions of, inadmissible, ii.

loi, 102. 295. 303. 307.

incommensurable, ii. 305.
J. S. Mill's, anticipated by

Hutcheson, ii. 506-50S.
I'oetry favoured by Polytheism, i. 418.
I'oiret, Peter, controverts Spinoza, i.

Politics tainted by love of praise, ii.

224.

Pollock, Professor Frederick, on ' the

mind's eternal part
'

^Spinoza), i.

35O;
Polytheism brings priesthood and tem-

ples (Comte\ i. 418.— favours patriotism and military

spirit (Comte), i. 419.— fosters Art, hinders Science (Comte\
i. 418.—

origin and end of (Comte), i. 414, 415.— tends to casle and slavery (^Comte\
i. 419.

'

Positive,' meaning of, in Comte, i. 403.—
stage of mind, since Bacon and
Descartes (Comtek, i. 416.

Positivism generalises Mariolatry, i.

425-— subordinates intellect to affection,
i. 423.

Power, conception of, deduced and ap-

plied by Hobbes, ii. 2 88.— love of, differently estimated by
moralists, ii. 272.
in its origin and tributaries, ii.

159-
ranks above the passions, ii. 190-

195-
Praise and blame, account of by James

Mill, ii. 321-323-— love of, how formed, ii. 169, 170.
makes cowards, ii. 224, 225.— varieties of, ii. 220-222.

Presbyterians, Irish, disabilities of,

prior to 1719, ii. 475, 476.

Price, Dr. Richard, thesis and argu-
ment of, .stated, ii. 440, 441.— makes, but neglects, Kant's distinc-

tion of theoretic and practical Rea-

son, ii. 442, 443.—
questions, yet uses, moral grada-
tions, ii. 444.—

upholds Clarke's principle against
new opponents, ii. 439.

Pride, distinguished from vanity, ii.

221.

Priesthood comes with Polytheism
(Comte), i. 418.

Primary springs of action, with what
self-consciousness compatible, ii.

^53, 154-
. . J . .

Progress, of mankind, believed in prior
to 'Sociology,' i. 463, 464.

Propensions, characterised and enume-

rated, ii. 130, 131.— how far and why anonymous in

their secondary stage, ii. 158.

Protagoras, doctrine of, i. 8.

Prudence cannot constitute duty, ii. 71.—
judges by foresight, ii. 66.

—
judicial, not active, ii. 173, 174-—
objects of preference by, ii. 65, 66.

—
prefers the strongest impulse, ii. 69.—
product of experience, ii. 67.— rule of, variable with the individual,

ii- 72, 73-— scale of, if cancelled, removes merit,

leaves holiness, ii. 85-87.

Psychological Ethics, characteristic of,

i- 3-
. ^—

special to Christendom, i. 14-16.— why lost in Christendom, i. 17, 18.

Psychology, identified by Comte with

cerebral physiology, i. 433, 434.— the key to objective products of

mind, i. 438, 439.— vindicated, ii. 6, 7.

Pythagoras, why after Thales and

Anaximander, i. 447.

QUESNEL, PASQUIEE, assails Male-

branche's doctrine of Grace, i. 153.

RACE, self-conservation of, replaces

simple hedonism, ii. 296.

Realism, two forms of, i. 21.

Reason, Platonic place of, in the soul,

i. 66, 67.— See '
Intellect.'

Rebecca, sister of Spinoza, i. 237.

Regis, Pierre Sylvain, assails Male-
branche's 'ideas', i. 153.
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Ixehanlt's, .Inctiucs,
'

riiyHii'S',' T^atin

tnuiHlntiiin of, liy Cljirki', ii. 425.

Koiil'!*, I)r. Thomas, olassifioation of

springs of aotion, ii. 125.

Religion, central conditiona of, nbaent

in I'ositivisni, i. 472.— lU'tinition of, bj' Holilies", ii. 2SR.— devolopnu'nt of, not proved to be

uniform, i. 4^2.— social evolution of, ii. 375, 376.— true secoudjvry elements of, iu Posi-

tiyism, i. 471.
'

Reminiscence,' superseded by <> priori
doctrine, ii. 67, 6S.

Remorse, Darwin's explanation of, ii.

38S-391.
Reparation, desire of, counterpart to

{^^ratitude, ii. 230, 231.

Resentment, superior to love of gain,
ii. 185, 1 86.

to the secondary affections, ii.

1S7-190.
Retribution inefficacious, when unjust,

ii. 105.— wields, not makes, the '

authority
'

of Right, ii. 104, 105.

Reverence, contingent fin conflict, yet
directed above it, ii. 214.— definition of, by Hobbes, ii. 2S8.

— how far the persecutor's excuse, ii.

216, 217.— how one of the springs of action, yet

pervading the set, ii. 211.— how related to the moral conscious-

ness, ii, 149-152. 207-210.—
'secondarj',' as ' interest in religion,'

ii. 167, 168.— why supreme, ii. 206, seqq.

Richter, Jean Paul, on caprices of ad-

miration, ii. 147.

Right and Wrong, definition of, ii.

250, 251.—
authority of, unaffected by evolution,

ii. 362.— love of, how made a separate motive,
ii. 211, 212.— name and function of, in Plato, i.

68, 69.— notion of, unique, intuitively given
in its degrees, ii. 43, 44.
universal and uniform, ii. 72, 73.— rule of, compared with Bentham's,

ii. 252-256.

ST. SIMON, Claude Henri de Rouvroy,
Comte de, career of, and influence

on Comte, i. 378-385.
.Schaarschmidt, Professor Carl, edits

second MS. of Spinoza's 'Short

Treatise,' i. 236.

Sohook, Professor Martin, offJroiiiiigeu,
attacks Descartes' doi-trinc, i. 147.

Scliopcnlianur, Arthur, admits final

cauHCH, i. 1 46.

SchuUer, Dr. G. H., correspondent of

Spinoza, i. 257.

Sciences, favoured more than Art by
Monotheism (Ci>mte\ i. 420.— hindered by Polytheism (Comte),
i. 418.— how classed by Amott and by Comte,
>• 439-442.— order and contents of (Comte), i.

404-407.
Secondary si)ringH of action, why sepa-

rately and singly treated, ii. 155,

Selection, Natural, law of, 11. 344.

Self-consciousness, Platonic estimate of,

i- 71-73-—
Spinoza's theory of, 1. 304-306.

Self-conservation, Spencer's law of, ii.

349-3.M-—
Spinoza's law of, i. 321, 322. 326.

Self-culture defined and estimated, ii.

165, 166.

Self-excuse, characteristic of passion

(Malebranche), i. 189, 190.

Self-knowledge, involves other know-

ledge, ii. 7, 8.

—
parallel, not continuous, with other

knowledge, i. 445, 446.—
possible, ii. 6, 7.

Self-love, agreement of, with 'altruism,'

untenable, ii. 312-314. 329- ^i^-— and benevolence, parallel instincts,

in Hutcheson, ii. 501-503.— differently placed by Butler and

Kant, ii. 260.
— how reconciled with social by

Hutcheson, ii. 505.

by Shaftesbury, ii. 463, 464.

Self-reflection, needs the presence of

others, ii. 28-31.

Self-seeking instincts, per se strongest,

yield to ' altruism
'

(Comte\ i. 422—
suppres.sion of, unexplainedby Comte,

i. 467-469.
Self-surrender, why deemed essential

to the perfect life, ii. 73, 74.

Sensational philosophy, Hellenic proto-

type of, i. 8, 9.

Sensation, Descartes' theory and di-

vision of, i. 134-136.— not denied by Descartes to brutes,

i. 138, 139.

Sense,
'

internal,' contents of, in Hutche-

son, ii. 487, seqq.— meaning of, in Hutcheson, ii. 483-

485-
in Shaftesbury, ii. 466, 467.
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Senses and Imagination, errors of, in

Malebranche, i. 157-159.
supfjly helps to clear thought

(Malebranche), i. 191-193.
Sentimentality, essence of, ii. 164, 165.
'

Sentiments, 'characterised and enume-
rated, ii. 141.—

interplay of, ii. 154, 155.

Shaftesbury, Earl of, a genuine, though
not consistent, Moralist, ii. 467-470.— anecdote of, in the House of Com-
mons, ii. 450.— characterised by Warburton, ii. 453.— life and death of, at Naples, ii. 453.— Locke's influence on, ii. 449. 452, 454.— on Cudworth's critics, ii. 401.—

optimism of, ii. 470, 471.—
political influence of, ii, 451, 452.— relations of, with Leclerc and Bayle,

ii. 450.

Shaftesbury's account ofGood and Good-
ness, ii. 455, 456.
of Virtue and Merit, ii. 456-45S.—

apparent lapse into hedonism, ii.

461, seqq.— classification of springs of action, ii.

471.472-— detective account of personal agency,

.

ii- 472. 473-—
interpretation of superstition, ii.

460, 461.— reconciliation of self-love and social,
ii. 463, 464.— variable report of the essence of

virtue, ii 458, 459.

Sidgwick, Henry, attests conscious

power of alternative, ii. 37.— deems Free-will question morally
neutral, ii. 39, 40.— on the ' Moral motives,' ii. 260, 261.—

pronounces
'

Right
'

an idea '

unique
and unanalysable,' ii. 48.—

rejects the inward implication of the

word '

Conscience,' ii. 50-54.— seeks a via media in regard to in-

tuition, ii. 258.— treats malevolent affections as alone

absolutely bad, ii. 1 76.— treats springs of action as only rela-

tively better and worse, ii. 1 76.

Sidgwick's claim for rational benevo-

lence, ii. 2 76-2 78.—
objections to the criterion ofmotives,

ii. 257-270.
Sigwart, Dr. Christoph, on ' the mind's

eternal part' (Spinoza\ i. 350.
Simon, Richard, teacher of IMale-

branche, i. 152.

Simplicity, abstract and concrete, vary
inversely as each other, i, 447,

448.

Simplicius' comment on Plato's 'ideal

numbers,' i. 53.

Slavery, attends on Polytheism (Comte),
i. 419.—

discouraged by Monotheism, i. 421.
Smith, Adam, a pupil and adinirer of

Hutcheson, ii. 480, 481.—
develops moral sentiment from

'sympathy,' ii. 172.—
says that we judge others first, ii. 25.

Social consensus, advances from State
to Church, ii. 375, 376.— how evolved, ii. 373, 374.

Sociology, method of, inverts that of
the prior sciences (Comte), i. 408,
409.

Socrates, dictum of, interpreted, that
'virtue may be taught,' i. 70, 71.— on pleasure conferred gratis, ii.

156.
Somnambulism and instinct compared,

ii. 129, 130.

Soul, Plato's factors of the, i. 66-69.—
transmigration of, in Plato, i. 61.

89. 99-102.— whether Spinoza's Ethics affirm its

immortality, i. 351-362.
Space and Time, conditions, not proper-

_
ties, of things-, i. 443.— idea of, why fruitful of deduction,
i. 266.—

intuition, Spencer's evolution of, ii.

357-.^6o-

Spencer, Herbert, concentrates approval
on motive, ii. 22.— evolves the moral from the unmoral,
ii. 3.— foresees ' Sense of Duty

'

lost in

complete
'

moralisation,' ii. 87-91.— makes ' choice
'

an oscillation be-

tween successive states, ii. 35.— resolves
' Self into an aggregate of

feelings, &c., ii. 36.—
says that we judge others first, ii. 26.

Spencer's account of Obligation, ii. 356.— evolution of intuitions, especially

'Space,' ii. 347, 348. 357-.36o.— — of morals, ii. 345-347. 361.—
interpretation of asceticism, ii. 352,

353-

Spinoza, Benedict, altered estimate of,

i. 114, 115.— condemned, unnamed, by Male-

branche, i. 211-213.— declines Professorship at Heidelberg,
i. 255.— excommunication of, i. 243-245.— how far Cartesian, i. 245. 247. 250,

— in relation to Malebranche, i. 151,

152-
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SpiniMui, Benoilict, in the French ramp,
i. J59, jf)o.—

j>.ironUij;o of, luul tcikcla-rs, i. J,^"-

— rciluces notinn to undei-atanding, i.

3.'o. },i(>, .U'7-.— rvlations of, witli \'an den £nde,
i. 241, 2^3. 245.— soun-e.-* of knowledge about, old and
now, i. 2.^5-2.^7.

Sjiinoza's aeeount of Imagination and

J^Ieniory, i. 307-309.— '

attribute^,' disparate, i. 2SS.

parallelism of, untenable, i. 288-

292. 305.— confuseil use of the word '

Cause,'
i. 270, 271.— correspondence with lluyghens and
Tsehirnhauseu.i. 253-255 257.284.
with Oldenburg, i. 24S, 241;. 256,

257-— ' De Intellectus emendatione,' i. 249.— disinterestedness, i. 246.— doctrine of 'the mind's eternal part,'
i- 35i-3'i2-— 'eternal modes,' i. 295-297.— 'Ethica,' i. 250, 251.— finites, and their cause, i. 298, 299.— '

Fortitudo,' i. 330-332.— fundamental definitions considered,
i. 280-287.— ' Idea idese,' i. 304, 305.— intellectual love of God, i. 332-342.— 'Intuitus' explained, i. 312-316.— last hours, i. 261, 262.— law of 'C'onatus,' i. 318, 319. 323.— meaning of 'freedom,' i. 325-327.
.34.^- 348- 349-.— 'Political Treatise,' i. 252.— 'Ratio' and 'Notiones communes,'].
309-311.— relations with Leibniz, i. 254.
with the brothers De Witt, i.

258, 259.— ' short Treatise on God,' &c., i. 247.— '

Theologico-Political Treatise,' i.

249-256.—
theory, factors and growth of, i.

272-277.
Stallbaum's, Gottfried, interpretation of

Plato's 'Ideas,' i. 32.

State, Plato's, homologous with the
universe and the soul, i. 73. 75.

Static and Dynamic laws distinguished
(Comte), i. 408.

Stephen, Leslie, admits a hierarchy of

springs of action, ii. 45.— asserts commensurability of feelings,
"• 305-— concentrates approval on the inner

springs of action, ii. 23,

Stejihen, Leslie, criticises the doctrine
of ('iiii.scioiice, ii. 376 _^S8.— criticism of, on '

]'"aiMiUifs,' ii. i 1 , 1 2.— evolves the moral fn)m tlie unmoral,
ii. 3-— saVH that wo judge others first, ii. 26.— settles the hierarchy of motive

springs by 'reason,' not by
'

psy-
cholog}',' ii. 46-49.

Stewart, Dugald, blames Panlus for

editing Spinoza, i. 114.— classifies the sj)ring8 of action, ii.

125. 154.

Stoupe, Colonel, conveys to Spinoza an
invitation to the French camp, i.

259-

'Subjective '-'Objective,' as used by
Positivists, i. 410, note.

'Substance,' cannot unify disparate at-

tributes, i. 288.—
change in Spinoza's meaning of, i.

_
277, 278.— idea of, not fruitful, like that of

Space, i. 267-269.— meaning of, in Descartes, i. 1 28.—
'Nature,' 'God,' how far interchange-
able in Spinoza, i. 277-279.

Superstition, Shaftesbury's estimate of,
ii. 460, 461.

Surprise, Brown's account of, consider-

ed, ii. 142, 143.

Suspiciousness, the fascination of fear,
ii. 163.

Sweden, Christina, Queen of, draws
Descartes to Stockholm, i. 148.

Sympathy, law of, ii. 171, 172.

Synge, Dr. (and Bishop), befriends

Hutcheson, ii. 476.

TASTE, how related to imagination,
ii. 167.

Temples enter with Polytheism
(Comte), i. 418.

Temporal power separates from spiri-
tual under Monotheism (Comte),
i. 420.

Temptation, limit ofallowance for, ii. 76.— measure of, determined, ii. 75, 76.
Theism of J. H. Fichte, Chalyba&us,

and LTlrici, i. 21.

Theology, as analysed religion, ii. 168.

Thomasius, Jacob, Leipzig opponent of

Spinoza's
' Theol.-Pol. lYeatise,' i.

256.
Time and Space, conditions, not pro-

perties, of things, i. 443.
Transference, law of, ii. 170, 171. 294.

301.

Transmigration of souls, in Plato, i. 61 .

89. 99-102.
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Trendelenburg, Adolf, classes philoso-

phical systems, i. 364, 365.— on Spinoza's ethical conceptions, i.

350-
Truth and Eight, Descartes treats as

Divine inventions, i. 141.

Tschirnhausen, Freiherr Ehrenfried

Walther von, Spinoza's correspon-

dent, i. 253-255. 257. 268.

Tyndall's, Professor J., potentialities of

Matter, ii. 369.

UGLINESS, pronounced negative by
Hutcheson, ii. 491.

Ulrici, Theism of, i. 21.

Understanding and Will, how related

in Descartes, i. 140.
in Malebranche, i. 157.— ideas of the, self-verifying (Spinoza),

i. 316.— in Alalebranche, not a ' mode '

of

mind, i. 159.— in S]iinoza, i. 315, 316.
Universalia fl«/p r«s> and in nbtis, i. 21.

'Univocal' and 'lequivocal,' true mean-

ing of, i. 128, tiofe.

Utility, principle of, not pledged to

hedonism, ii. 283.— valid place of, as a test of conduct,
ii. 255, 256. 279.

VACUUM denied by Descartes, i. 132.
Van Blyenbergh, Wilhelm, Leyden

opjionent of Spincza's 'Theol.-Pol.

l\eatisc,' i. 256.
Van den Hoof's, Jacques, anonymous

book on the State, i. 249-
Van der Linde, Dr. A., on ' the mind's

eternal part' (Spinoza), i. 351.
Van Velthuvsen, Lambert, critic of Spi-

noza's 'Theol.-Pol. Treatise,' i. 256.
Van Vloten, J., editor of Sujjplement to

Spinoza, and coeditor of complete
Works, i. 236, 237, note.

Van Vries, Simon, devoted to Spinoza,
i. 246.

Vanity, distinguished from pride, ii. 221.

Veracity, Divine, use made of, bj' Des-

cartes, i. 127. 142.—
obligation of, in its source and

scope, ii. 237-246.
Vindictiveness, the nursing of resent-

ment, ii. 162.

'Virtue can be taught,' meaning of,

i. 70,
71.^ _— '

intuitive,' is
'
intellectual love of

God' (Spinoza), i. 332-342.— not constituted by assent, ii. 421.

43S.
.— Platonic notion of, i. 65, 66.— 'rational,' is 'Fortitudo,' i.e. 'Ani-

mositas' and ' Generositas
'

(Spi-

noza), i. 330-332.—
Shaftesbury's relation of, to Merit,

ii. 456-458.
Voetius, Gisbert, denounces Descartes'

doctrine, i. 147.
Volition involves choice between co-

present possibilities, ii. 34-38.— sole object of moral judgment, ii.

.^2-34-—
(' Voluntas '), variable meaning of

in Spinoza, i. 320, note.

WAKBUETON, Bishop, on Cudworth's

critic.", ii. 401, 402.

Whately, Arclibishop, calls Aristotle a

Nominalist, i. 113.— takes ' univocal
'

and '

requi vocal
'

as predicates of words, i. 128,
710fc

Whiston'.'!, William, relations with

Clarke, ii. 426. 428.
Will and Intellect, denied to God by

Spinoza, i, 294. 366.— how related, according to Descartes,
i. 140.
to Malebranche, i. 157.— the power of affirming and denying

(Spinoza\ i. 320, note.— the source of the true and right

(Descartes), i. 141.—
('Voluntas'), variable meaning of, in

Spinoza, i. 320, note.— See '

Volition.'

Wonder, function of, ii. 141.— See ' Plato
' and '

Aristotle.'— Malebranche's estimate of, i. 184-

— relation of, to surprise, ii. 142, 143.

Worth, moral, how revealed in its

gradations, ii. 43, 44.

ZELLEE'S (Edouard) interpretation of

Plato's '

Ideas,' i. 38, seqq.

Zeno, of Elea, doctrine of, i. 8.

THE END.
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By William Maskell, M.A. Second Edition. 1882. 3 vols. Svo. 2/. loj.

Records of tJie Reformation. The Divorce, 1527-1533. Mostly
now for the first time printed from MSS. in the British Museum and other libra-

lies. Collected and arranged by N. PoCock, M.A. 1S70. 2 vols. Svo. ]/. i6s.
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S//ir/e'v{ IV. IV.). Some Account of the ClaircJi in tJic Apostolic
Age. Second Kilition, 1874. fcap. 8vo. 3s. dd.

Stnbbs ( W.). Rcgistrntn Sacnnn Anglicannni. An .'ittcmi)t
to exhibit the course of Kiiiscoiial Succession in Erglantl. iS^S. Small ^to.
Sj. dJ.

Warren {F. F.). Liturgy and Ritual of tJic Celtic Church.
iSSi. Svo. 14 J.

ENGI.ISH THEOLOGY.
But'er^s Works, with an Index to the Analogy. 2 vols. 1874.

Svo. lis.

Also separately.

Sermons, 5j. 6d. Analogy of Religion, 5^. 6d.

Gresivells Harmonia Evangelica. Fifth Edition. 8vo. 1855.
9j-. 6</.

Heurtleys Harmonia Symbolica: Creeds of the Western
Church. 1S58. Svo. ds. dd.

Homilies appointed to be read in Chjirches. Edited by
J. Griffiths, M.A. 1859. Svo. -s. dd.

Hooker's Works, with his life by Walton, arranged by John
Keble, MA. Sixth Edition, 1S74. 3 vols. 8vo. \l. \\s. dd.

the text as arranged by John Keble, M.A. 2 vols.

1875. 8vo. \\s.

Jeivel's Works. Edited by R. W. Jclf, D.D. 8 vols. 1848.
8vo. 1/. \os.

Pearsoiis Exposition of the Creed. Revised and corrected by
E. Burton, D.D. Sixth Edition, 1877. Svo. loj. dd.

Waterland's Reviezv of the Doctrine of the Eucharist, with
a Preface by the present Bishop of London. 1880. Crown 8vo, ds. dd.

Works, with Life, by Bp. Van Mildert. A new Edition,
with copious Indexes. 6 vols. 1^56. Svo. 2/. lis.

jrheatly's Illustration of the Book of Common Prayer. A new
Edition, 1846. Svo. is.

Wyclif. A Catalogue of the Original Works of John Wyclif,
by W. W. Shirley, D.D. 1865. Svo. 3^. dd.

Select English Works. By T. Arnold, M.A. 3 vols.

1869-1 871. 8vo. Price reduced (0 il. is.

—— Trialogus. With the Supplement now first edited.

By Gotthard Lechler. 1869. Svo. Price reduced (0 Is.
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HISTORICAL AND DOCUMENTARY WORKS.

British Barroivs, a Record of the Examination of Sepulchral
Mounds in various parts of England. By William Grcenwell, M.A., F.S.A.

Tot;ether with Description of Fijjures of Skulls, General Remarks on Pre-

historic Crania, and an Appendi.x by Georjje Rolleston, M.D., F.R.S. 1877.
Medium 8vo. 25^-.

Britton. A Treatise upon tJie Common Lazv of England,
composed by order of King Edward I. The French Te.xt carefully revised,

with an English Translation, Introduction, and Notes, by F. M. Nichols, M.A.
2 vols. 1865. Royal Svo. i/. ids.

Clarendo)i s History oj the Rebellion and Civil Wars in

England. 7 vols. 1839. iSmo. i/. is.

Clarendon"s History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in

England. Also his Life, written by himself, in which is included a Con-
tinuation of his History of the Grand Rebellion. With copious Indexes.

In one volume, royal Svo. 1842. \l. is.

Clinton s Epitome of the Fasti Hellenici. 1851. 8vo. 6s. 6d,

Epitome of the Fasti Romani. 1 1S54. Svo. "js.

Corpvs Poctievnn Boreale. The Poetry of the Old Northern
Tongue, from the Earliest Times to the Thirteenth Century. Edited, clas-

sified, and translated with Intrnduction. Excursus, and Notes, by Gudbrand

Vigfusson, M.A., and F. York Powell, M.A. 2 vols. 1883. Svo. 42J.

Freeman [E. A.). History of the Norman Conquest of Eng-
land; its Causes and Results. In Six Volumes. 8vo. 5/. ijs.

dd.

Vols. I-II together, 3rd edition, 1877. 1/. its.

Vol. Ill, 2nd edition, 1874. \l. \s.

Vol. IV, 2nd edition, 1S75. \l. is.

Vol. V, 1876. i/. \s.

Vol. VI. Index. 1879. ^^'°- ^^s.dd.

Freeman {E. A.). The Reign of William Ritfus and the

Accession of Henry the First. 2 vols. Svo. i/. 16^.

Gascoigttes Theological Dictionary ("Liber Veritatum"):
.Selected Passages, illustrating the condition of Church and .Slate, 1403-I458.
With an Introduction by James E. Thorold Rogers, M.P. Small 4to. los. 6d.

Magna Carta, a careful Reprint. Edited by W. Stubbs, M.A.
1879. 4^0- stitched, \s.

Passio et Miracnla Beati Olaui. Edited from a Twelfth-

Century MS. in the Library of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, with an In-

troduction and Notes, by Frederick Metcalfe, M.A. Small 4to. stiff covers, ds.
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Proti'sis of the Lords. inchuHnf^ those wliich have been ex-

jniiif^c*.!, from 1624 to 1874; with Historical liilroiluclioiis. liililcd by James
E.Thorolil Rogers. M.A 1875. 3 vols. Svo. 2/. 2J.

Ro^S^crs {jf. E. T.). History of Agriculture and Prices in

Lnyland, A.D. 1259-1793.
Vols. I and II (i 259-1 4?o). 1S66. 8vo. 2/. 2s.

Vols. Ill and IV(i40i-i582), 1882. 8vo. 2/ \os.

Scixou Cltroniclcs [Tzvo of t/ic) parallel, with .Supplementary
Extracts from the Others. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and a Glos-
sarial Index, by J. Earle, M.A. 1S65. 8vo. i6.f.

Sturlunga Saga, including the Lslcndinga Saga of Lawman
Sturla Thordsson and other works. Edited by Dr. Giidbrand Vigfusson.
In 2 vols. 1878. Svo. 2/. 2s.

Statutes made for tJic University of Oxford, andfor tlic Colleges
and Hails therein, by the University of Oxford Commissioners. iSb2. ovq.

I2.f. dd.

Also separately.

Statutes made for the University, is.

Statutes made for the Colleges, is. each.

Statuta Universitatis Oxoniensis. 1884. Svo. $s.

The Studcnfs Handbook to the University and Colleges of
Oxford. Seventh Edition. 1883. Extra fcap. 8vo. zs.dd.

MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.

Acland {H. W., M.D.. F.R.S). Synopsis of the Pathological
Scries in the Oxford Museum. 1S67. Svo. 2s.()d.

Astronomical Observations made at the University Observ-
atory, Oxford, under the direction of C. Pritchard, M.A. No. i. 1S78.
Royal Svo. paper covers. 3J. 6a'.

De Bary [Dr. A.) Comparative Anatomy of the Vegetative
Organs of the Phanerogams and Ferns. Translated and Annotated by F. O.

Bower, M A., F L.S., and D. H. Scott, M.A., Ph.D., F.L.S. With two
hundred and forty-one woodcuts and an Index. Royal Svo., half morocco,
1 1. 2s. 6d.

Mailer [7). On certain Variations in the Vocal Organs of
the Passeres that have hitherto escaped notice. Translated by F. J. Bell, B.A.,
and edited, with an Appendix, by A. H. Garrod, M.A., F.R.S. With Plates.

1878. 4to. paper covers, 7s. 6d.

Phillips {John, M.A., F.RS.). Geology of Oxford and the

Valley of the Thames. 1871. Svo. 2\s.

• Vesuvius. 1869. Crown Svo. los. 6d.
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Price {Bariholoninv, M.A,,F.R.S.). Treatise on Infinitesimal
Calculus.

Vol.1. Differential Calculus. Second Edition. 8vo. 14^-. 6^.

Vol. II. Integral Calculus, Calculus of Variations, and Differential Equations.
Second Ediiion, 1<S65. Svo. i'>^s.

Vol.111. Statics, including Attractions; Dynamics of a Material Particle.

Second Edition, iS68. Svo. 16s.

Vol. IV. Dynamics of Material Systems ; together with a chapter on Theo-
retical Dynamics, by W. F. Donkin, M.A., F.R.S. 1862. Svo. i6s.

Rigaud's Correspondence of Scientific Men of the i']th Ccntnry,
with Table of Contents by A. de Morgan, and Index by the Rev. J. Rigaud,
M.A. 2 vols. 1841-1S62. Svo. \%s.(>d.

Uolleston {George, M.D., F.R.S.). Scientific Papers and Ad-
dresses. Arranged and Edited by William Turner, M.B., F.R.S.). With a

Biographical Sketch by Edward Tylor, F.R.S. With Portrait, Plates, and
Woodcuts. 2 vols. Svo. i/. 4f. Just PublisheJ.

Sachs' Text-Book of Botany, MorpJiological and Physiological.
A New Edition. Translated by S. H. Vines, M.A. 1S82. Royal Svo., half

morocco, 1 /. i\s. 6d.

Wcstivood (y. O., M.A., F.R.S.). Thesaurus Fntontologieus
Hopeianus. or a Description of the rarest Insects in the Collection given to

the University by the Rev. William Hope. With 40 Plates. i^'74- Small

folio, half mo;occo, 7/. \os.

^fje ^acrtti ^oofvS of iljc I3ast.

Translated by vakiols Oriental Schol.\rs, and lditeu by

F. Max Muller.

[Demy Svo. cloth.]

Vol. I. The Upanishads, Translated by F. Max Muller.
Part I. The A7/andogya-upanishad, The Talavakara-upanishad, The Aitareya-

ara;/yaka, The Xausliitaki-brahmawa-upanishad, and The Va^asaneyi-sawhila-

upanishad. icj. (id.

Vol. II. The Sacred Laws of the Aiyas, as taught in the
Schools ofApastamba, Gautama, Vasish/Z/a, and Baudhayana. Translated by
Prof. Georg Biihler. Part I. Apastamba and Gautama, icr. dd.

Vol. III. The Sacred Books of China. The Texts of Con-
fucianism. Translated by James Legge. Part I. The Shu King, The Reli-

gious portions of the Shih King, and The Hsiao King. 1 2s. dd.

Vol. IV. The Zend-Avesta. Translated by James Darme-
steter. Part I. The Vendidad. \os. 6d.
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Vol. V. The Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Fait 1. The lUiiul.-ihi.i-, Haliman Y.ut, and Shayast lashayast. Ms. ()d.

Vols. VI and IX. The Our'an. Parts I and II. Translated

by v.. W. raliiKT. 2IJ-.

\'o]. \'1I. The Institutes of Vish/m. Translated by Julius
Jolly. \os. 6(/.

Vol. VIII. The Bhagavadij;ita. with The Sanatsu^atiya, and
The .\iuij;it:i. Translated by Kashinath Tiimbak Tclang. io.f. 6(/.

Vol. X. The Dhammapada, translated from Pali by F. Max
Miiller; and The Siilta-Nipata, translated from I'ali by V. Fausboll ; being
Canonical books of the Buddhists, los. Oc/.

Vol. XI. Buddhist Suttas. Tran.slated from Pali by T. W.
Rhys Davids, i. The Mahaparinibbana Sultanta ; 2. The Dhamma-/!-akka-

ppavattana Sutta ; 3. The Tevii,';^'-a Sultanta ; 4. The Akankheyya .Sutta ;

5. The A'ctokhila Sutta
;

6. The Maha sudassana .Suttanta ; 7. The Sabbasava
Sutta. I OS. 6J.

Vol. XII. The ^atapatha-Brahma;/a, according to the Text
of the Madhyandina School. Translated by Julius I'^ggeling. Tail 1.

Books 1 and II. 12s. (td.

Vol. XIII. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by
T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. I'arl I. The Patimokkha.
The Mahavagga, I IV. icj-. 6d.

Vol. XIV. The Sacred Laws of the Ar3'as, as taught in the
Sciiools of Apastamba, Gautama, Vasish/Z/a and Baudhayana. Translated

by Georg Biihler. Part II. Va-ish///a and Baudhayana. loj. ()d.

Vol. XV. The Upanishads. Translated by F. Max Miiller.

Part II. The Ka///a-upanishad, The Mu;/(/aka-ui)anishad, The Taittiriyaka-

upanishad, The Br/hadarawyakaupani.^had, Tlie ^Vetaj-vatara-upanishad, The

Prajwa-upanishad, and The Maitrayawa-Brahmawa-upanishad. icj. 6d.

Vol. XVI. The Sacred Books of China. The Texts of Con-
fucianism. Translated by James Legge. Part II. The Yi King. \os. dd.

Vol. XVII. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by
T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part II. The Mahavagga,
V-X. The Aullavagga, I III \os. 6d.

Vol. XVIII. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Part II. The Da</istan-i Dinik and The Epi-tles of Mani'u/'ihar. 12s. 6d.

Vol. XIX. The Fo-sho-hing-t.san-king. A Life of Buddha
by Ajvaghosha Bodhisattva, translated from Sanskrit into Chinese by Dhar-

maraksha, a.d. 420, and from Chinese into English by Samuel Beal. 10s. 6d.

Vol. XXI. The Saddharma-pu;/(afarika or the Lotus of the
True Law. Translated by H. Kera. 12s. 6d.
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Vol. XXIII. The Zend-Avesta. Part II. The Sirozahs,
Yarts. and Nyayij. Translated by James Darmesteter. \os. 6d.

The following Volumes are in the Press :
—

Vol. XX. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by T. W.
Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part III. The AuUavagga, I -IV.

Vol. XXII. G^aina-Sutras. Translated from Prakrit by Her-
mann Jacobi, Part I. The AHrahga-Sutra. The Kalpa-Sutra.

Vol. XXIV. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Part 111. Dina i Mainog-i Khirad, Shikand-gii-mani, and Sad-dar.

Second Series.

Vol. XXV. Manu. Translated by GeorG BtJllLER. Part T.

Vol. XXVI. The wS'atapatha-Brahma/za. Translated by
Julius Eggeling. Part II.

^luctrotn C^xonicnsia :

[Small 4to.]

Classical Series. I. i. The English Matinscripts of the Ni-
comachcan Ethics, described in relation to Bekker's Manuscripts and other

Sources. By J. A. Stewart. M.A. y. dd.

I. ii. Nonijis Marccllus, dc Compendiosa Doctrina,
Ilarleian MS. 2719. Collated by J. H. Onions, M.A. 3J-. dd.

I. iii. Aristotle''s Physics. Book VII. Collation of
various MSS. ; with an Introduction by R. Shute, M.A. 2s.

I. iv. Bentleys Plautine Emendations. From his copy
of Gronovius. By K. A. Sonnenschein, M.A. 2s. 6d.

Semitic Series. I. i. Commentary on Ezra and Nehemiah.
By Rabbi Saadiah. Edited by H. J. Mathews, M.A. 3^. dd.

Aryan Series. I. 1. Buddhist Texts from Japan. Edited
by F. Max Miiller, M.A. 3^. 6d.

I. ii. Su/chdvati- VyiVia. Description of Sukhavati, the
Land of Bliss. Edited by F. Max Miiller, M.A., and Bunyiu Nanjio. is.dd.

I. iii. The Ancient Palm-leaves containing the Pra^//a-
Paramita-IIHdaya-Sutra and the Ush/nsha-Vig.iya-Dhara;/!, edited by F. Max
Miiller, M.A., and Bunyiu Nanjio, M.A. With an Appendix by G. Biihler.

With many Plates. loj-.

Mediaeval and Modern Series. I. i. Sinonoma Bartholomei ;

A Glossary from a Fourteenth-Century MS. in the Library of Pembroke

College, Oxford. Edited by J. L. G. Mowat, M.A. 2,s. 6d.

I. iii. The Saltair N'a Rami. A Collection of Early
Middle Irish Poems. Edited from a MS. in the Bodleian Library by Whitley
Stokes, LL.D. js. 6d.
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(Tfnrcntion '^uss ,S^cncs

I. ENGLISH.

A First Reading' Book. By Marie Eichcns of Berlin
;
and

edited by Anne J. Clough. Extra fcap. Svo. stiff covers, 4//.

Oxford Reading Book, Part I. I^'or Little Children. Extra
fcap. Svo. stiff covers, 6d.

Oxford Reading Book, Part II. For Junior Classes. Extra
fcap. Svo. stift' covers, 6rf.

An Elementary EnglisJi Grammar and Exercise Book. By
O. W. Tancock, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. \s. 6d.

An English Grammar and Reading Book, for Lower F'orms
in Classical Schools. By O. W. Tancocii, M.A. Fourth Edition. Extra

fcap. Svo. l,s. dd.

Typieal Selections from the best English Writers, with Intro-

ductorj' Notices. Second Edition. In Two Volumes. Extra fcap. Svo.

3^^. dd. each.

Vol. I. Latimer to Berkeley. Vol. II. Pope to Macaulay.

SJiairp {J. C, LL.D.). Aspects of Poetry ; being Lectures
delivered at Oxford. Crown Svo. \os. 6d.

A Book for the Beginner in Anglo-Saxon. By John Earle,
M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

A71 Anglo-Saxon Reader. In Prose and Verse. With Gram-
matical Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. By Henr>' Sweet, M.A. Fourth
Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Extra fcap. Svo. 8j. dd.

An Anglo-Saxon Primer, with Grammar, Notes, and Glossary.
By the same .\uthor. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. dd.

First Middle English Primer, with Grammar and Glossary.
By the same Author. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. Just Published.

The Philology of the English Tongue. By J. Earle, M.A.
Third Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. "js. dd.

A Handbook of Phonetics, including a Popular Exposition of
the Principles of Spelling Reform. By Henry Sweet, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo.

4J. dd.

The Ormulum ; with the Notes and Glossary of Dr. R. M.
White. Edited by R. Holt, M.A. 187S. 2 vols. Extra fcap. Svo. 2 u.
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English Plant Names from the Tenth to the Fifteenth
Century. By J. Earle, M.A. Small fcap. 8vo. 5s.

Specimens of Early EnglisJi. A New and Revised Edition.
With Introduction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By R. Morris, LL.D., and
W. W. Skeat, M.A.

Part I. From Old English Homilies to King Horn (a.d. 1150 to A.D. 1300).
Extra fcap, 8vo. 9^.

Part II. From Robert of Gloucester to Cower (a.d. 1298 to a.d. 1393).
Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo.

"js. 6d.

Specimens of English Litcratuj-e, from the '

Ploughmans
Crede' to the '

Shepheardes Calender' (a.d. 1394 to a.d. 1579). With Intro-

duction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By W. W. Skeat, M A. Extra fcap.
Svo. -fS. dd.

The Vision of William concerning Piers the Plozvman, by
William Langland. Edited, with Notes, by W. W. Skeat, M.A. Third
Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. ^s. dii.

Chancer. I. The Prologue to the Canterbnry Tales; the
Knightes Tale; The Nonne Prestes Tale. Edited by K. Morris, Editor of

Specimens of Early English, &c., &c. Fifty-first Thousand. Extra fcap. Svo.
2S. dd.

— n. TJie Prioresses Tale ; Sir Thopas ; The Monkes
Tale

;
The Clerkcs Tale ;

The Squicres Tale, &c. Edited by W. W. Skeat,
M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 4J. f)d.

III. The Tale of the man of Laiue ; The Pardoneres
Tale ; The Second Nonnes Tale ; The Chanouns Yemannes Tale. By the
same Editor. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo.

4.J.
Gd.

Gamelyn^ The Tale of. Edited with Notes, Glossary, &c., by
W. W. Skeat, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. Stiff co\ers, ijt. 6</. Just Published.

Spenser s Eaery Qneene. Books I and II. Designed chiefly
for the use of Schools. With Inti eduction. Notes, and Glossary. By G. W.
Kitchin, M.A.

Book I. Tenth Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Book II. Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Hooker. Ecclesiastical Polity, Book T. Edited by R. W.
Church, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

Marlowe and Greene. Marloioes Tragical History of Dr.
FaustUS, and Greene s Honourable History of Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.
Edited by A. \N. Ward, M.A. 1878. Extra fcap. Svo. 5.f. (>d.
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MarliKi'c. Rdicani II. Witli Introduction, Notes, &c. By
t>. W. Tancock, M.A. txira fcap. 8vo. y.

Shakespeare. Select Plays. Ivdited by W. G. Clark, M.A.,
ami \V. Alilis Wiiyht, M.A. K.vlra fcap. 8vo. slifT covers.

I. The Merchant of Venice. \s.

II. Richard the? Second, u. dd.

III. Macbeth. T.t. 6^/.

IV. Hamlet. 2j.

Edited by W. Aldis Wright, M.A.

V. The Tempest. \s. (>d.

VI. As You Like It. is. 6d.

VII. Julius Cxsar. 2s,

VIII. Ricliard the Third. 2s. U.
IX. King Lear. is. 6d.

X. A Midsummer Night's Dream, is. 6d.

XI. Coriolanus. 2s. 6d.

XII. Henry the Fifth. 2J.

XIII. Twelfth Night. In the Press.

Bacoji. I. Advanceine7it of Learning. Edited by W. Aldis
Wright, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4J. ()d.

• II. T/ie Essays. With Introduction and Notes. By
J. R. Thursfield, M.A. In Preparation.

Milton. I. Areopagitica. With Introduction and Notes. By
J. W. Hales, M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3J.

II. Poems. Edited by R. C. Browne, M.A. 2 vols.
Fifth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo 6j. 6^/.

Sold separately. Vol. I. 4J. ; Vol. IL 3J-.

In paper covers :
—

Lycidas, id. L'Allegro, id. II Penseroso, 4^. Comus, dd,

Samson Agonistes, dd.

III. Samson Agonistes. Edited with Introduction and
Notes by John Churton Collins. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, is.

Biinyan. I. The Pilgrim's Progress, Graee Abounding, Rela-
tion of the Imprisonment of Mr. pohn Bunyan. Edited, with Biographical
Introduction and Notes, by E. Venables, M.A. 1879. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5J.

II. Holy War, &-c. Edited by E. Venables, M.A.
In the Press,
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Dryden. Select Poems. Stanzas on the Death of Ch'v^r
Cromwell; Astrcea Redux; Annus Mirabilis ;

Absalom and Acliitophcl;

Relijjio Laici ; The Hind and the Panther. Edited by W. D. Christie, M.A.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^. dd.

Locke's Conduct of the Understanding. Edited, with Intro-

duction, Notes, &c., by T. Fowler, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Addison. Selections from Papers in the Spectator. With
Kotes. By T. Arnold, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4J. dd.

Steele. Selections from. By Austin Dobson. /;/ Preparation.

Pope. With Introduction and Notes. By Mark Pattison, B.D.

I. Essay on Man, Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo.
IS. 6d.

II. Satires and Epistles. Second Edition. Extra fcap.
8vo. 2S.

Parnell. The Hermit. Paper covers, 2d.

Johnson. I, Rasselas ; Lives of Pope and Dryden. Edited
by Alfred Milnes, B.A. (London). Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. 6i/.

II, Vanity of Hnman Wishes. With Notes, by E. J.

Payne, M.A. Paper covers, ^d.

Gray. Selected Poems. Edited by Edmund Gosse, Clark
Lecturer in English Literature at the University of Cambridge. Extra fcap.
Svo. 2s. Just ritblishcd.

Elegy and Ode on Eton College, Paper covers, 2d.

Goldsmith. The Deserted Village. Paper covers, id.

Cowper. Edited, with Life, Introductions, and Notes, by
PL T. Griffith, B.A.

• I. TJie Didactic Poems of \']?>2, with Selections from the
]\Jinor Pieces, A.D. 1779-1783. Extra fcap. Svo. y.

II. The Task, zvith Tirocini?cm, and Selections from the
Minor Poems, A.D. 1784-1799. Second Edition. Extra fcap, Svo. 3.f,

Burke. Select Works. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by E. J. Payne, M.A.

I. ThongJits on tlie Present Discontents ; the two Speeches
on America. .Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. dd.

II, Reflections on the French Revolution. Second Edition.
Extra fcap. Svo. 5J.

III. Fotir Letters on the Proposals for Peace with the

Regicide Directory of France. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6j.
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KeiUs. 7/y/>rn'o//, Book I. With Notes by W. T. Arnold, B.A.
Paper covers, ^^^.

Srof/. Lay of tJu- Last Minstrel. Introduction and Canto I,

wilh Preface and Nolcs by \V. Miiito, M.A. Taper covers, dd.

II. LATIN.

Au Elementary Latin Grammar. By John B. Allen, M.A.
Third Edition, Revised and Corrected. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2S.6d.

A First Latin Exercise Book. By the same Author. Fourth
Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6./.

A Second Latin Exercise Book. By the same Author. Extra
fcap. 8vo. 3.f. dd. Just Publislicd.

Reddcnda Minora, or Easy Passages, Latin and Greek, for
Unseen Translation. For the use of Lower Forms. Composed and selected

by C. S. Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. !.<•. dd.

Anglicc Reddcnda, or Easy Extracts, Latin and Greek, for
Unseen Translation. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Third Edition, Revised and

Enlarged. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Passages for Translation into Latin. For the use of Passmen
and others. Selected by J. Y. Sargent, M.A. Fifth Edition. Extra fcap.
8vo. 2s. 6d.

Graduated Latin Prose Exercises. By G. G. Ramsay, M.A.
In the Press.

First Latin Reader. By T. J. Nunns, M.A. Third Edition.
Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

Caesar. The Commentaries (for Schools). With Notes and
Maps. By Charles E. Moberly, M.A.

Part I. The Gallic War. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. Qd.

Part II. The Civil War. Extra fcap. Svo. 3s. 6rf.

The Civil War. Book I. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

Cicero. Selection of interesting aiid descriptive passages. With
Notes. By Henry Walford, M.A. In three Parts. Extra fcap. Svo. 45. dd.

Each Part separately, limp, \s. dd.

Part I. Anecdotes from Grecian and Roman History. Third Edition.

Part II. Omens and Dreams: Beauties of Nature. Third Edition.

Part III. Rome's Rule of her Provinces. Third Edition.

De Senectnte and De Amicitia. With Notes. By W.
Heslop, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s
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Cicero. Selected Letters (for Schools). With Notes. By the
late C. E. Prichard, M.A., and E. R. Bernard, M.A. Second Edition.

Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

Select Orations (for Schools). In Vcrrem I. De Imperio
Gn. Pompeii. Pro Archia. Philippica IX. With Introduction and Notes by
J. R. King, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2j. (sd.

Cornclijis Nepos. With Notes. By Oscar Browning, M.A.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Livy. Selections (for Schools). With Notes and Maps. By
H. Lee-Warner, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. In Parts, limp, each \s. dd.

Part I. The Caudine Disaster.

Part II. Hannibal's Campaign in Italy.

Part III. The Macedonian War.

Livy. Books V-VII. With Introduction and Notes. By
A. R. Cluer, B.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 3^. Gd.

Ovid. Selections for the use of Schools. With Introductions
and Notes, and an Appendix on the Roman Calendar. 15y W. Ramsay, M.A.
Edited by G. G. Ramsay, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. ^s. 6d.

Pliny. Selected Lett£rs {{ov S)choo\s). With Notes. By the
late C. E. Prichard, M.A., and E. R. Bernard, M.A. Second Edition. Extra

fcap. Svo. 3^.

Tacitus. The Annals. Books I-IV. Edited, with Introduc-
tion and Notes for the use of Schools and Junior Students, by 11. Eurncaux,
MA. Extra fcap. Svo. 5^. Just Published.

Catulli Veronensis Liber. Iterum recognovit, apparatum cri-

:um prolegomena appendices addidit, Robin;

Sv

ticum prolegomena appendices addidit, Robinson Ellis, A.M. 187S. Demy
5vo. I OS.

— A Cojnmeniary on Catidlus. By Robinson Ellis, M.A.
1876. Demy Svo. i6j.

— Veronensis Carmina Selccta, secundum recognitionem
Robinson Ellis, A.M. Extra fcap. Svo.

3^-. 6d.

Cicero de Oratorc. With Introduction and Notes. By A. S.

Wilkins, M.A.

Book I. 1879. Svo. 6.f. Book II, 1881. Svo. i,s.

Philippic Orations. With Notes. By J. R. King, M.A.
Second Edition. 1S79. Svo. \os. 6d.

Select Letters. With English Introductions, Notes, and
Appendices. By Albert Watson, M.A. Third Edition. 1881, Demy Svo. iSs.

C 2
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Cicero. Select Letters. Text. By the same Editor. Second
Eilitioii. Extra fc.ip. 8vo. 4J.

Cicero pro Clueutio. With Introduction and Notes. By W.
Kamsay, M A. Eilitccl by G. G. Ramsay, MA. Sccoml Edilion. Extra fcap.

Svo. 3.f. 6(/.

Horace. With a Commentary. Volume I. The Odes, Carmen
Secularc. and Epodcs. By Edward C. Wickham, M.A. Second Edition.

1877. Demy Svo. i-v.

A reprint of the above, in a size suitable for the use
of Schools. Extra fcap. Svo. 55. dd.

Livy, Book I. With Introduction, Historical Examination,
and Notes. By J. R. Seeley, M.A. Second Edition. 1881. 8vo. 6j.

Ovid. p. Ovidii Nasonis Ibis. Ex Novis Codicibus edidit,

Scholia Vetera Commentarium cum Prolegomenis Appendice Indice addidit,

K. Ellis, A.M. Demy Svo. 105. 6</.

Persius. The Satires. With a Translation and Commentary.
By John Conington, M.A. Edited by Henry Nettleship, M.A. Second

Edition. 1S74. Svo. "js. dd.

Plautus. The Trimnnnms. With Notes and Introductions.

Intended for the Higher Forms of Public Schools. By C. E. Ereeman, M.A.,
and A. Sloman, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 3^.

Sallust. With Introduction and Notes. By W. W. Capes,
M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 4J. td.

Tacitus. The Annals. Books I-VI. Edited, with Intro-

duction and Notes, by H. Furneaux, M.A. Svo. i8.f.

Virgil. With Introduction and Notes. By T. L. Papillon,
MA. Two vols, crown Svo. los. 6d.

Nettleship (//., Af.A.). The Roman Satura: its original form
in connection with its literary development. Svo. sewed, is.

Ancient Lives of Vergil. With an Essay on the Poems of

Vergil, in connection with his Life and Times. By H. Nettleship, M.A. Svo.

sewed, 2s.

Papillon {T. L., M.A.). A Manual of Comparative Philology.
Third Edition, Revised and Corrected. 18S2. Crown Svo. 6j.

Pinder {North, M.A.). Selections from the less known Latin
Poets, iS6y, Demy 8vo. 15^.
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Sellar ( W. V., M.A.). Roman Poets of the Augustan Age.
Virgil. By William Young Sellar, M.A., Professor of Humanily in the

University of Edinburgh. New Edition. 1883. Crown 8vo. qj.

Roman Poets of the Republic. New Edition, Revised
and Enlarged. 18S1. 8vo. 14^.

Wordsivorth (y., M.A.). Fragments and Specimens of Early
Latin. With Introductions and Notes. 1874. Svo. i8j.

III. GREEK.

A Greek Primer, for the use of beginners in that Language.
By the RightRev. Charles Wordsworth, D.C.L. Seventh Edition. Extra fcap.
Svo. IS. 6ci.

Graeeae Grammaticae Rudimenta in usum Scholarum. Auc-
tore Carolo Wordsworth. U.C.L. Nineteenth Edition, 18S2. i2mo \s .

A Greek-English Lexicon, abridged from Liddell and Scott's

4to. edition, chiefly for the use of Schools. Twentieth Edition. Carefully
revised throughout. 1883. Square i2mo. Is.dd.

Greek Verbs, Irregidar and Defective ; their forms, meaning,
and quantity; embracing all the Tenses used by Greek writers, with references

to the passages in which they are found. By W. Veitch. Fourth Edition.

Crown Svo. \os. 6ii.

The Elements of Greek Accentuation (for Schools) : abridged
from his larger work by H. W. Chandler, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. dd.

A Series of Graduated Greek Readers:—
First Greek Reader. By W. G. Rushbrooke, M.L. Second

Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Second Greek Reader. By A. M. Bell, M.A. Extra fcap.
8vo. 3^-. 6(/.

Fourth Greek Reader ; being Specimens of Greek Dialects.

With Introductions and Notes. By W. W. Merry, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo.

4.f. dd.

Fifth Greek Reader. Part I. Selections from Greek Epic
and Dramatic Poetrv', with Introductions and Notes. By Evelyn Abbott,

M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^'. 6d.

The Golden Treasury of Ancient Greek Poetry: being a Col-
lection of the finest passages in the Greek Classic Poets, with Introductory
Notices and Notes. By R S. Wright, M.A. Extra fcap.. Svo. Si-, dd.
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A Golden Treasury of Grcch Prose, hc\\\^ a Collection of the
finest passages in ihc principalCMCck I'rosc Writers, witli Introductory Notices

and Notes. Uy R. S. Wright, M.A., and J. E. L. Shadwcll, M.A. Extra fcap.

8vo. \s. 6i/.

Aeschylus. ProvietJieus Bound (for Schools). With Introduc-
tion and Notes, by A. O. Prickard, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

'\gamemtwu. With Tnti'oduction and Notes, by Arthur

Sidgwick, M..\. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

CJtoepJioroi. With Introduction and Notes by the .same
Editor. Extra fcap. Svo. .v. Just Published.

AristopJianes. In Single Plays. Edited, with English Notes,
Introductions, &c.i by W. W. Merry, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo.

I. The Clouds, Second Edition, 2s.

II. The Acharnians, 2s.

III. The Frogs, 2s.

Other Plays will follow.

Cebcs. Tidnda. With Introduction and Notes, By C. S.

Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. zs. 6</.

Euripides. Alccstis (for Schools). By C. S. Jerram, M.A.
Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. dd.

Helena. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and Critical

Appendix, for Upper and Middle Forms. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Extra

fcap. Svo. is.

Herodotus^ Selections from. Edited, with Introduction, Notes,
and a Map, by W. W. Rlerry, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. dd.

Homer. Odyssey, Books I-XII (for Schools). By W. W.
Merry, M.A. Twenty-seventh Thousand. Extra fcap. Svo. ^s. 6d.

Book II, separately, is. 6d.

Odyssey, Books XIII-XXIV (for Schools). By the
same Editor. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. ^s.

Iliad, Book I (for Schools). By D. B. Monro, M.A.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

Iliad, Books I-XII (for Schools). With an Introduction,
a brief Homeric Grammar, and Notes. By D. B. Monro, M.A. Extra fcap.
Svo. 6s.

Iliad, Books VI and XXI. With Introduction and
Notes. By Herbert Hailstone, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. is. 6d. each.
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Liician. Vera Historia (for Schools). By C. S, Jerram,
M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. \s. dd.

Plato. Selections fi'oin the Dialogues [including the whole of
the Apology and Criio']. With Introduction and Notes by John Purves, M.A.,
and a Preface by the Rev. B. Jowett, M.A. E.xtra fcap. Svo. 6s. dd.

SopJioeles. In Single Plays, with English Notes, &c. By
Lewis Campbell, M.A., and Evelyn Abbott, ]\I.A. Extra fcap. Svo. limp.

Oedipus Tyrannus, Philoctetes. New and Revised Edition, 2s. each.

Oedipus Coloneus, Antigone, i^. ()d. each.

Ajax, Electra, Trachiniae, 2s. each.

Oedipus Rex: Dindorfs Text, with Notes by the

present Bishop of St. David's. Ext. fcap. Svo. limp, \s. 6d.

Theocritus (for Schools). With Notes. By H. Kynaston,
M.A. (late Snow). Third Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. (>d.

Xenophon. Easy Selections, (for Junior Classes). With a

Vocabulary. Notes, and Map. By J. S. Phillpolts, B.C.L., and C. S. Jerram,
M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 3^. 6d.

Selections (for Schools). With Notes and Maps. By
J. S. Phillpolts, B.C.L. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 3^. 6</.

Anabasis, Book 11. With Notes and Map. By C. S.

Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

Cyropaedia, Books IV and V. With Introduction and
Notes by C. Bigg, D.D. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. dd.

A ristotlc's Politics. By W. L. Newman, M.A. [7;^ preparation.']

Aristotelian Studies. I. On the Structure of the Seventh
Book of the Nicomachean Ethics. By J. C. \Vilson, M.A. 1S79. liledium Svo.

stiff, 5J.

Demosthenes and Aeschines. The Orations of Demosthenes
and ./I^schines on the Crown. With Introductory Essays and Notes. By
G. A. Simcox, M.A., and W. H. Simcox, M.A. 1872. Svo. \2s.

Geldart [E. M., B.A.). The Modern Greek Language in its

relation to Ancient Greek. Extra fcap. Svo. 4.?. 61/.

Hicks {E. L., ALA.). A Manual of Greek LListorical Lnscrip-
tions. Demy Svo. \os. dd.
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Homer. Odyssey, Books T-XIT. Edited with KnpjHsli Notes,

Aiipciulicfs, etc. Hy NV. \V. Merry, iM.A., and the late James Ri<lilell, M.A.

1S76. Demy 8vo. i6j.

A Gravnnnr of the Homeric Dialect. By D. B. Monro,
M.A. Demy Svo. \os. 6</.

SopJiocles. The Plays and Fragments. With English Notes
and Introductions, by Lewis Campbell, M.A. 2 vols.

Vol. T. Oedipus Tyrannus. Oedipus Coloneus. Antigone. Second
Edition. 1S79. Svo. iGj.

Vol. II. Ajax. Electra. Trachiniae. Philoctetes. Fragments. 1881.

Svo. i6.r.

Sophocles. The Text of the Seven Plays. By the same
Editor. Extra fcap. Svo. 4.?. 6r/.

IV. TRENCH AND ITALIAN.

Brachefs Etymological Dictionary of the French Langtiage.
with a Preface on the Principles of French Etymology. Translated into

English by G. W. Kitchin, M.A. Third Edition. Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

Historical Grammar of the French Language. Trans-
lated into English by G. W. Kitchin, M.A. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap.
Svo. IS. 61/.

"Works by GEORGE SAINTSBURY, M.A.

Primer of French Literature. Extra fcap. Svo. is.

Short History of French Literature. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Specimens of French Literature, from Villon to Hugo. Crown
Svo. 9^.

Corncille's Horace. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
George Saintsbury, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Molihe's Les Precieuses Ridicules. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by Andrew Lang, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. \s. 6d.

Beanmarchais' LeBarbier de Seville. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by Austin Dobson. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. Gd.

Mnssefs On ne badine pas avec FAmour, and Fantasio. Edited,
with Prolegomena, Notes, etc., by Walter Herries Pollock. Extra fcap.
Svo. 2S.

Other Plays to follow.

L'Eloquence de la CJiaire et de la Tribime Frangaises. Edited
by Paul Blouet, B.A. (Univ. Gallic). Vol. I. French Sacred Oratory.
Extra fcap. Svo. 2S. dd.
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Edited by GUSTAVE MASSON, B.A.

Corncillc's Cinjia, and Molihe's Lcs Femmcs Savantes. With
Introduction and Notes. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Louis XIV and his Coiternporaries ; as described in Extracts
from the best Memoirs of the Seventeenth Century. With English Notes,

Genealogical Tables, &c. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d,

Maistre, Xavier dc. Voyage antour dc ma CJiambre. Ourika,
by Madame de Duras ; La Dot de Suzelte, by Fievcej Les Jumeaux de
I'Hotel Q.o\Vk^\\\G..hy Edmond About ; Mesaveiitures d'un Ecolier, by Kodolfhe
Topffcr. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

MoUb-es Lcs Foiirberics dc Scapin. With Voltaire's Life of
Moliere. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, \s. 6d.

Molih'c's Lcs Foju-berics de Scapiii, and Racine s AtJialie.

With Voltaire's Life of Moliere. Extra fcap. Svo. 2S. dd.

Racine s Androniaqne, and Corncillcs Le Mentenr. With
Louis Racine's Life of his Father. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. Gd.

Regnard's Le Joncnr, and Brueys and Palaprafs Lc Grondenr.
Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. (id.

Sevigne, Jl/adanic de, and Jicr chief Contemporaries, Sckctions

from the Correspondence of. Intended more especially for Girls' Schools.

Extra fcap. Svo. 3^.

Dante. Selections from the Inferno. With Introduction and
Notes. By H. 13. Coltcrill, B.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^-. (id.

Tasso. La Geriisalcmme Liberata. Cantos i, ii. With In-
troduction and Notes. By the same Editor. Extra fcap. Svo. is. dd.

V. GERMAN.

GERMAN COURSE. By HERMANN LANGE.

The Germans at Home ; a Practical Introduction to German
Conversation, with an Appendix containing the Essentials of German Grammar.
Second Edition. Svo. 2s. dd.

The German Manual ; a German Grammar, Reading Book,
and a Handbook of German Conversation. 8vo. ^s. dd.
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Grammar of tJic German Language. 8vo. y.6d.
This (imminar

'

is a reprint of the (irainniar conlnined in 'The ("icrmnn Mannal,'
and, in this sepanile form, is inteniled for the use of Students who wish to make
tlien>s«.-lves acijuainted with German Grammar chiefly for the purpose of being
ahle to read German hooks.

German Composition ; A Theoretical and Practical Guide to
the Art of Translating English Prose into German. 8vo. 4J. dd. \

Lessing\<! Lao/coon. With Introduction, English Notes, etc.

By A. Ilamaun, Phil. Doc, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4s. Gci.

Sehillers WilJichn Tell. Translated into English Verse by
E. Massie, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. jj.

Also, Edited by C. A. BUCHHEIM, Phil. Doc.

Goethe's Egmont. With a Life of Goethe, &c. Third Edition.
Extra fcap. Svo. 3^.

Iphigenic auf Taiiris. A Drama. With a Critical In-
troduction and Notes. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 3J.

Heine's Prosa, being Selections from his Prose Works. With
English Notes, etc. Extra fcap. Svo 4J. 6d. Just Published.

Lessing''s Minna von BarnJielm. A Comedy. With a Life
of Lcssing, Critical Analysis, Complete Commentary, &c. Fourth Edition.
Extra fcap. Svo. 3J. 6d.

Nathan der Weise. With Introduction, Notes, etc.
Extra fcap. Svo. 4J. dd.

Schiller''s HistoriscJie Skizzen ; Egmonfs Lehen nnd Tod, and
Belagerimg von Antwerpcn. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. is. dd.

Wilhclm Tell. With a Life of Schiller
;

an his-
torical and critical Introduction, Arguments,' and a complete Commentary.
Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. y. dd.

WilJielm Tell. School Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. is.

Halnis Griseldis. In Preparation. I

Modern German Reader. A Graduated Collection of Prose
Extracts from Modern Gennan writers :

—
Part I. With English Notes, a Grammatical Appendix, and a comijlete

Vocabularj'. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. dd.

Parts II and III in Preparation.

I
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VI. MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.

By LEWIS HENSLEY, M.A.

Figures made Easy : a first Arithmetic Book. (Introductory
to ' The Scholar's Arithmetic.') Crown Svo. 6d.

Aiiszi'ers to tlie Examples in Figures made Easy, together
with two thousand additional Examples formed from the Tables in the same,
with Answers. Crown Svo. is.

The Scholar's AritJunciic : with Answers to the Examples.
Crown Svo. 4^. dd.

TJie Scholar s Algebra. An Introductory work on Algebra.
Crown Svo. 4^. 6^/.

Baynes {R. E., M.A.). Lessons on Thermodynamics. iSjcS.
Crown Svo. 7^^. 6d.

Chambers {G. F., F.R.A.S.). A Handbook of Descriptive
Astronomy. Third Edition. I1S77. Demy Svo. 2Sj.

Clarke [Col. A. R., C.B.,R.E.). Geodesy. ]88o. Svo. 12s. 6d.

Donkin
(
W. F., ALA., F.R.S.). Acoustics. 1870. Crown 8vo.

7J. 6d.

Gallon {Douglas, C.B., F.R.S.). The Construction of Healthy
Divellings ; namely Houses, Hospitals, Barracks, Asylums, &c. Demy Svo.

io.f. 6(/.

Hamilton {R. G. C), and jf. Ball. Book-keeping. New and
enlarged Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. limp cloth, 2S.

Harcourt (A. G. Vernon, M.A.), and H. G. Madan, M.A.
Exercises in Practical Chemistry. Vol. I. Elementary Exercises. Third
Edition. Crown Svo. gj.

Maclarcn. (Archibald). A System of Physical Education :

Theoretical and Practical. Extra fcap. Svo. 7^^. 6ci.

Madan {H. G., ALA.). Tables of Qualitative Analysis.
Large 4to. paper, 4^-. 6</.

ALaxzvell{y. Clerk, M.A., F.R.S.). A Treatise on Electricity
and Magnetism. Second Edition. 2 vols. Demy Svo. i/. ws. 6d.

A71 Elementary Treatise on Electricity. Edited by
William Gamett, M.A. Demy Svo. 7^^. (>d.
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Mitichin {G. M., Af.A.). A Treatise on Statics. Tliiicl

Edition, Corrected and Enlarged. \'ol. I. Etjuilibiiuni of Voplauar Foncs.

8vo. 9J. Jtist riihlished.

Uniplanar Kinematics of Solids and Fluids. Crown 8vo.

7^. dd.

RoUeston (G.. M.D., F.R.S.). Forms of Animal Life. Illus-

trated by Descriptions and Drawings of Dissections. A New Edition in llic

Press.

SmytJi. A Cycle of Celestial Objects. Observed, Reduced,
and Discussed by Admiral \V. H. Smyth, R.N. Revised, condensed, and

greatly enlarged by G. F. Chambers, F.R.A.S. 1881. 8vo. 2\s.

Stciuart {Balfour, LL.D., F.R.S.). A Treatise on Heat, with
numerous Woodcuts and Diagrams. Fourth Edition. 1881. Extra fcap. 8vo.

75. dd.

Story-Maskelyne {M. H. N., M.A.). Crystallography. In the
Press.

Vernon-Harcourt (L. F., M.A.). A Treatise on Rivers and
Canals, relating to the Control and Improvement of Rivers, and the Design,
Construction, and Development of Canals. 2 vols. (Vol. I, Text. Vol. II,

Plates.) Svo. 2\s.

IVatsoji {H. IV., M.A.). A Treatise on the Kinetic Theory
of Gases. 1876. 8vo. is.dd.

Watson {H. W., M.A.). and Burbury {S.H., M.A.). A Trea-
tise on the Application of Generalised Coordinates to the Kinetics ofa Material

System. 1879. Svo. ds.

Williamson (A. W., Phil. Doc, F.R.S.). Chemistry for
Students. A new Edition, with Solutions. 1873. Extra fcap. Svo. 8.;. 6^.

VII. HISTORY.

Finlay {George, LL.D.). A History of Greece from its Con-
quest by the Romans to the present time, B.C. 146 to A.D. 1864. A new
Edition, revised throughout, and in part re-written, with considerable ad-

ditions, by the Author, and edited by H. F. Tozer, M.A. 1877. 7 vols. Svo.

3/. \os.

Freeman (E.A., M.A.). A Short History of the Norman
Conquest ofEngland. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. dd.

A History of Greece. In preparation.

George {H. B., M.A .). Genealogical Tables illustrative ofModern
History. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Small 410. 1 2s.

I
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Hodgkin {T.). Italy and her Invaders, A.D. 376-476. Illus-
trated with Plates and Maps. 2 vols. 8vo. i/. I2J.

Vol. III. T/ie Ostrogothic Invasion, and

Vol. IV. The Imperial Restoration, in the Press.
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